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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS,

ARRANGED NUMERICALLY'.

CONTENTS OF PART I.

No. 1 . . |iteceipts and Expenditures, Assets and Liabilities of the Municipalities of the
Province of Ontario for the years 1884 and 1885. (iVuf printed.)

No. 2 .
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No. 4 .
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No. 5 .
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Report relating to the registration of Births, Marriages and Deaths in tlie

Province of Ontario for the year 1885. (Printed.)

Report upon the Lunatic and Idiot Asylums of the Province of Ontario fur
the year ending 30th September, 188G. (Printtd.)

Report upon the Ontario Institution for the Education and Instruetion of tlu^

Deaf and Dumb, Belleville, for the year ending 30th September, 18SG.
{Printtd.)

Report of the Agricultural and Arts Association for the year iSyG. {J'rintnl.)

CONTENTS OF PART II.

Report of the Ontario Agricultural CoUeg" and Experimental Farm for ISSG.
{ Prill lud.)

Report of the Minister of Education, Ontario, for the year ISSC, « ith the
Statistics of 1885, in which R«'port^s included the R<'ports upon .Mcdianics'
Institutes; Practical Science; University College; and l'pp<M Canada
Col lege. ( Printed.

)

Detailed Report r)f tlu! Inspector of Insurance fur the year 18S(!. (Printed.)

CONTENTS OF PART III.

R<!I)ort upon the Ontario Institution for tlu- Ivlucation and lii.siruction of tin-
Pdind, P>rantford, for the year ending 30th ScpU-mbcr, 18H«i. [Priutrd.)

Report of the Provincial Secretary, on the working of the Tavern and Shop
License Act-s for the year 188G. {Printed.)

Report of the Fruit (Jrowers' Association of Ontario for tlic year 188G
{Priuird.)
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No. 29 . . Return to an Address to His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor, praying that

he will, in his capacity as visitor of tlie Western University of London,
Ontario, call upon the Senate of said University to furnish a full and
accurate account of the property of the University, and the income received

therefrom, in order that the same may be laid before the Legislature, as

directed by section 5, of 41 Vic, cap. 20. {Not printed.)

Return shewing the total number of Students in University College at the date

of the Order ; the number ol" female students at the same date, and also,

the number of students attending lectures in each of the following subjects :

—

Greek, Latin, ^Mathematics, I'yhsics, History, Ethnology, English, French,

German, Italian, Spanish, Hebrew, Chaldic, Syriac, Logic, Mental and
Moral Science, Biology, Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology. {Not printed.)

Return shewing on a map or plan each timber limit or berth now under license,

and each timber limit or berth disposed of at the sale in October last,

whether yet under license or not, with the names of the present licensees

or owners thereof marked thereon, and the area thereof, and the bonus per

square mile paid in respect thereof, and the dates when the same were
respectively first placed under license. {Not jn'inted.)

Return shewing the names of the persons, firms and companies, indebted to

the Province on the tir.st day of January, 188G, on account of Timlter

Dues, (Ground Kent, or Bonuses for Timber Limits, the amount of indebted-

ness in each case, the balance, if any, due by such persons, firms and
companies, on the first day of January in each year since 1880. The total

amount of such indebtedne.ss on the 1st day of January, 1886. {Not printed.)

Return shewing the persons by whom, and tlie limits or births in respect of

which, the l»onu8es appearing as accruals from Woods and Forests, were
payalilo in each year since 1871, the balances which remain unpaid on
account of l^onuses on the 31st December, in each year since 1871, with

the names of the persons by whom the same were respectively owing, and
the amount owed by each of them, and in resp(;ctof what limit or b(!rth it

was due, and the period during which it had remained unpaid after it

l>ecam(! due, thf! amounts which in each of the said years wi^re allowed to

licensees in reduction of the sums owing liy them, with the names of

the persons to whom the allowunces were made, the amount of each

allowance and tlie reasons for making them. {Nut printed.)

Return of coj)ies of all Orders in (Jouncil relating to the sale of timln-r limits,

which took place in October la-st. The names of the purclia.sers at the sale,

the several limits bought by (!ach purcha.sor, with the area of each of them,

and tlie Vjonus jar square mile agreed to be paid for each such limit. The
deposit paid by each purchaser, the amount since paid on each purchase,

and the nature of the security, if any, given for the residues of the priee.

The 8<!veriil limits which had been bid ofl' at the sah^ which took plact; in

October, 1M72, and the price per 8<|uare mile at whiih thf-y were Hc^verally

bid off at that sale, 'i'he names of all purchasers who havi; failed to comply
with tli(! conditions of sab;. The names of all purchasrrs who have tran.s-

ferrod their claims to other persons with the names of th<' transferees and
dates of transfers to them respectively. The several limits, if any, put up
for sale and not sold and the disposition since made of them and llir

authority under which such disposition wjuj made. {I'rinlid.)

Report of the Commi.ssionerH appointed to revise and consolidate the Public

Statutes of the Province. {Printed.)
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No. 3G. . Rei)ort of the Conimissioners for Niagara Falls Park. (Printed.)

No. 37 . . Analysis of Reports of County and Township Agricultural Societies and of

Horticultural Societies for the year ISS.'), in accordance with the provisions

of sections 47 and 48, chapter 35, R, S. O. [Not printed.)

No. 38. . Regulations respecting Mechanics' Institutes and Art Schools. (N^ot printed.)

No. 39 . . Correspondence I'especting the land and timber in the recently Disputed

Territory of the Province. (Printed.)

No. 40.. Copies of all regulations made by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, under

the Act to amend the Free Grants and Homesteads Act, 43 Vic, cap. 4.

(Not printed.)

No. 41 . . Return from the Queen's Printer as to the disposal of the Revised Statutes of

Ontario for the year 1886. (J^fot printed.)

No. 42 . . Return from the Queen's Printer as to the disposal of the Statutes of Ontario

for the year 1886. (Not printed.)

No. 43. Return .shewing what application has been made for payments out of the

Consolidated Revenue, under the provisions of Sec. 4, cap. 4, 43 Vic, in

respect of the dues on pine trees. Also, shewing what is the aggregate

sum which, up to the first day of March last, the patentees of lands subject

to the provisions of the Act, are entitled to receive out of the dues

collected on pine trees cut after date of their Patents. (Not printed.)

No. 44.. Return giving copies of all correspondence with the Architect, Mr. Waite,

I concerning the plans prepared by him for the proposed new Pa,rliament

and Departmental Buildings, and any agreement made with him concerning

I

his remuneration as such Architect. (Printed.)

No. 45 . . Statement of the Returns forwarded to the office of the Provincial Secretary

of all the Fees and Emoluments received by the Registrars of Ontario for

the year 1886, made in accordance with the provisions of the R. S. 0. Cap.

Ill, Sec. 97 and 43 Vic, Cap. 3, Sec. 2, with which arc contrasted receipts

of same nature in 1884 and 1885. (^Printed.)

No. 46,

No. 47.

No. 48.

No. 49.

Statement in detail of receipts and expenditures on account of the Mercer

Estate for the year 1885. (Not printed.)

Statement in detail of receipts and expenditures on account of the Mercer

Estate for the year 1886. (N'ot printed.)

Copies of all correspondence, papers and reports, between, the Department of

Education and William S. Summerby and O. Dufort, Inspectors of Public

Schools, in the Unitejd Counties of Prescott and Russell, during the last

year, on the subject of Public Schools in the French Settlements of these

Counties. Also, copies of all reports respecting the alleged difficulties

between the English and French ratepayers of the town of L'Orignal, or,

upon the propriety of establishing a Separate School for Protestant

children in that town. (Printed in picirt.)

Return of copies of all correspondence subsequent to the year 1882, between the

Department of Public Works and any person or persons with reference to

the regulation of the waters of Lakes Simcoe and Couchiching, together

10
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No r)0.

No. 51

No. 52

No. 53

.\o. 54.

No. 55.

No. 56.

No. 57.

No. 58.

No. 50.

No. 60.

No. til.

No. 62.

No. 63

with tlin reports of the Engineer, shewing the amount expended in reniovin"
obstructions from the outlets of the lakes and also the condition in whidi
the outlets are at the present time. (Not jrrinled.)

Annual Reports of the Dairy Associations of Ontario lor the year 1886.
(Pt'inted.)

CONTENTS OF PART VI.

Correspondence with regard to a Conference of Provincial Ministers to consider
questions affecting the autonomy of the Provinces and their financial
arrangements with the Dominion. (Printed.)

Return of copies of the Minutes of the Senate of the University of Toronto
from the date of the last Return to the present time. (Pritited.)

Detailed statement of the expenditure from the Poor School Fund for the years
1885 and 1886, with the sections and townships in which the expenditures
were made ; the rate on the dollar paid by the .section in each year, with
the length of time such schools were open, and the amount of aid, if any,
received from County or Township municipality. (Printed.)

Return sliewing th<! indebtedness of any Municipality to the ( Jovcrninent
whenever the same may be in arrears for over one year, either on account
of principal or interest. (Printed.)

Statement of Cash Transactions on account of Upper Canada Collce for the
year ending 30th June, 1886. (Printed.)

Report of the Professor of Dairying, at the Agricultural College for the year
1886. (Prhited.)

Return shewing the amount due the Government by settl(;rs in the Muskoka
and Parry Souml Districts lor seed grain ; also, what -imount has lieon

paid liack to the Covernmentby the settlers for seed grain. (Not jyrinled.)

Return giving copies of corre.spondonce, etc., between the (Jovernment and
Messieui-s (lordon and Ilcflliwell, respecting plans, etc., of the lu^w Parlia-
ment lluilding.s, subsecjuent to that brought down in tln^ Session of 1882
and being Sessional Papers No. 40, of that Session. (Printed.)

lieport upon the Division Courts of Ontario. (Printed.)

Return of copies of all correspondenc*-, subsequent to th;it. ab-fa<ly brought
down, In-tween the (Jovernment of this I'rovincc and tin? ( Jovcniments of
the Dominion and C^uebec, respecting unsettled ivccounts between th<-

GovernuH'nts. ( I'rintrd.)

lieport of the Master of Titles. (Printrd.)

Report of the Secretary and Registrar of the Pro\in.c for the y«iar 1886
(Printed.)

Return sliewing when the vacancy in the office of the Clerk of the Division
Court at Picton occurred. (Not ]triuU'd.)

11
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Return shewing the number of cases brought before E. B. Borron, Stipendiary

Magistrate for Northern Nipissing, for adjudication during each year since

his appointment ; and shewing also, the other duties performed by him in

each year. (Printed.)

Detailed Statement of all Bonds and Securities recorded in the Provincial

Secretary's office, since the last return submitted to the Legislative Assem-
bly, made in accordance with the provisions of the Statute. (Not printed.)

Statement of the Assets, Liabilities, Revenue, etc., of the municipalities within

the several Counties in the Province for the year 1885. {^Not printed.)

Return shewing the number of votes polled by widows and unmarried women
in the municipalities of the Province at the late municipal elections.

(N'ot printed.)

Report of the Entomological Society for 1886. (Printed.)

Return shewing the agreement entered into between the Province and the

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of the Diocese of Kingston for the

use of the building known as Regiopolis College. The amount expended
for repairs and improvements, made at the expense of the Province, upon
the building. (Printed.)

No.
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Office of the

Inspector of Prisons axd Public Charitiks, Ontario,

Parliament Buildings, Toronto, December, 1886.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith, to be presented to His Honour, the

Lieutenant-Governor, the Fifteenth Annual Report upon the Institution for the Educa-

tion and Instruction of the Blind, Brantford, being for the official year ending on the

30th September, 1886.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your most obedient servantj

R. CHRISTIE,

Inspector.

The Honourable

Arthur Sturgis Hardy, Q.C, M.P.P.,

Secretaiy for the Pi ovince of Ontario,

Toronto.
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INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE BLIND.

IFUPTEEnSTTH

AFl^UAL REPORT
OF THE

^luapcctov of iHioouo ^ ^Mu (t\\m\\v

l-(»K THE

PROVIXC^E OF ONTARIO.

1'akliami:nt Bi;iluing.s,

Toronto, October, IHSf!.

To the Jfonourable John Beverley Robinson, Lleuttnant-Oovemor of the

Province of Ontario.

May it I'lkase Your Honour :

—

I beg to submit lierewith the Fifteenth Annual Report upon tiie Ontario

Institution for the Education and Instruction of tlie Hliiul, Brantford, beinj^ for

the olficial year ending .'JOth September, ISSO.

I have the lionour to l>e,

Your Honours ui'Ht ol^edient servant,

R. CHRISTIE,

Inspector.
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INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF THE BLIND.

During the year which closed ou the 30th September, there were no par-

ticularly striking events to comment upon, but very shortly after the year ended,

a case of diphtheria appeared in the Institution, to be followed within a few daj's

by three more cases. All those attacked by this much dreaded disease were boys.

T regret to have to report that the pupil first attacked died on the 10th October,

being the first death which had occurred in the Institution for nearly six years

;

happily the other pupils made good recoveries. So soon as I received the Princi-

pal's telegram, reporting that diphtheria had appeared amongst the pupils, I went
to Brantford with Dr. Bryce, the Secretary of the Provincial Board of Health.

Aided by the Principal we made a very careful examination of the building and its

drainage system, and although we found that the ventilation of the sewers, good

as it was, might be improved and systematized, still we could not trace any local

cause for the outbreak of the disease. At the time of writing, the outbreak has

been confined to the four cases above mentioned and I trust that there will be no
further spread. A scheme for the complete ventilation of the drainage system is

being prepared and will be put in force as soon as practicable, so as to ensure

that there shall be no danger to health through imperfectly ventilated drains.

The Principal, in his supplementary report upon this matter, refers to the

desirability of providing the Institution with an hospital ward for the female

pupils. The isolated hospital ward on the male side was of the greatest value at

the time of this outbreak, and I would be extremely glad if a similar ward could

be provided for female pupils, for in the event of an epidemic amongst them,

great difficulty would be experienced in isolating the sick from the healthy.

The expectation expressed in the report of last year that the average attend-

ance of pupils w^ould be about 130 was realized, the average being exactly 132.

The Principal is of opinion that during the session now in progress, the average

attendance will be 140.

Other matters of minor interest are dealt with in my inspection reports, and

also in the annual reports of the Principal and Surgeon. The reports upon the

Literary and Musical Departments are also annexed. Perusal of these will shew

that good progress is being made by the pupils and that the efficiency of the

teaching stafif is being maintained; "nor is the Industrial Department neglected,

as the statements of the Principal and Trades Instructor will shew.

Inspections.

Copies of my minutes are appended :

—

" M}^ first inspection of the Institution for the Blind, Brantford, for the

official year, was made on the 19th January.

"On that date there were 134 pupils in attendance (74 males and 60

females), a slight increase as compared with the average attendance during

the previous year. The health of all the pupils was found to be excellent,

there being no case of illness among them, and they were reported to be making

steady and satisfactory progress in their literary and industrial work. A number
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of the classes were preparing the material for work to be exhibited at the Indian
and Colonial Exhibition. The work already completed will certainly reflect

much credit upon the Institution and its system of instruction, the specnuens of

domestic and fancy-work being both tasteful and artistic, Exteinal and internnl

views of the building are also being prepared to form a part of the exhibit.

" The main object of my visit on this occasion was to determine as to the

details of certain repairs and improvements required to be made during the
present season, the principal of which is an alteration in the heating appliances,

with a view to maintaining a more even temperature in the extreme east and
west wings. The drainage also of the residences of the Principal and Bursar,

which ha.s heretofore been left in abeyance, now requires attention ; and the

painting and repointing of certain ])Ortions of the main building are necessary to

insure the comfort of the pupils who occupy the more exposed portions, as well

as to keep the structure in a proper state of repair.

" Careful estimates of the amount required to effect these improvements have
been made and will be submitted for approval, so that an appropriation may be
made to cover the outlay.

" Internally the building was found to be in good order and will require but
little expenditure to maintain it in this state during the present year.

" The whole work of the Institution appeared to be progressing most favour-

ably, and the ofhcers and teachers were evidently devoting themselves to their

various duties with connnendable spirit and energy.

" On the 4th of June I made a second inspection of the Institution, and
as the ses.sion was to close on the 9th, I had an opportunity of seeing all the

pupils before the}' left for their vacation. There were 138 present on the day of

my visit, 7^ males and 60 females ; all of them appeared to be in excellent health;

indeed, their health during the ses.sion lias been remarkably good throughout,
and no interruption on account of ailments has occurred which could hinder their

progress in studies or acquirements in industrial operations.

" The annual examinations of the classes in literary work had been c(»mpleted

previous to the day of my visit, an<l while it would be premature to s]icak of the

precise result of the work of the .session, prior to the receipt of the Examiners'
report, yet from the minute record, which is kept of the progress mad«* by each
scholar from day U) day, an«l from which all demerit marks are <leducted anfl the

actual advance made correctly shewn, a reliaVile estin)ate can l)e formed of the

average attainments and progress of each scholar and, judging from this evidence,

steady apf)lication and good results have been (d)tuined.

" The di.sciy)line an<l order of the Institution have also been well maintained,
and from a retrospect of the session as a whole, the evidences are that the
pupils have been thoroughly grounded in their various subjects of study.

" An examination of the biiililing shewed that <lue care has bet-n exercised

in keeping it in go(»d order in all its apartments, and the improvements made
during the past two or three years have materially added to its comforts and
appearance internally. Previous to my visit arrangements had been made
authorising the commencement of .some of the improvements for which appropria-
tions were voted. The work of connecting the Principal's and Bursar's houses
with the water system was nearly fini.shed, and had been pr(»j)erly done.

" In conseipK-nce of the destruction of a considerable portion of the two .sections

of the boundary fence by a severe storm which passed over the Institution gi'ounds
lately, the reconstruction of the portions «lestroyed will necessarily have to be
made. At the suggestion of the Principal, however, a cheaper and much more

7
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economical line of demarcation can be established by substituting for the high

picket fence which has been blown down, posts and iron rods only. This con-

struction has been approved of and the work of clearing away the old fence is

being proceeded Avith preparatory to the placing of the ne\v one on the ground.

" The alterations necessary before replacing some of the steam heating pipes

with those of larger diameter for the purpose of more perfectly heating the

eastern or girls' wing, has also been attended to and the work advanced as far as

practicable before the vacation term commences, and the whole can now be com-
pleted in a satisfactory manner before the assembling of another session.

" The grounds appeared to advantage ; the crops promise a good return and
the general condition of the cultivated portions shewed care and proper attention."

" I made a third inspection of the Institution on the 9th, 10th and 11th

October.
" My visit was made in company with Dr. Bryce, Secretary of the Board of

Health, owing to the appearance of three cases of diphtheria among the pupils of

the Institution.

" The re-assembling of the pupils on the first day of September had taken

place under the usual conditions. The Principal had reported them to be in good
health and the session opened auspiciously in this respect. Although quite a

number of the pupils of the former session had not returned, the new pupils

—

together with those of the old ones who had returned—brought the population

up to the usual number, the pupils in attendance on the first day of our visit

numbering 136, namely, 80 males and 56 females.

" On arriving at the Institution, we found one of the pupils to be in a very

precarious condition, the disease in his case being malignant in its symptoms
and not responding favourably to treatment. This case, I regret to say,

resulted fatally on the morning of the 10th. In the other two cases, the disease

did not appear to be so violent and the medical men in attendance expressed

themselves hopefully as to recovery.

" Under the circumstances, we of course felt it to be our first duty to deter-

mine, if possible, whether the disease was traceable to any local cause, and the

first two days were spent in making a thorough examination of the Institution

itself, as well as the premises generally and the drainage system. In this

examination we were assisted by Dr. Corson, the physician in attendance at the

Institution.
" No evidence could be found, however, of there being any local cause for the

appearance of the disease. The main and branch drains were inspected with a

view to ascertaining their condition and at the same time provide more thorough

ventilation where it was deemed advisable to have it, and instructions were given

to continue this work throughout the drainage system. The extension of the

drain-pipes and water supply to the Principal's house was also authorised, together

with the neces.sary internal alterations, to make the system complete and thus

avoid any danger of contamination from the cesspools in future.

" The condition of the buildings and their surroundings was found to be

excellent. Improvements in the way of painting, calsomining, etc., had been

properly and thoroughly attended to. All closets and outbuildings were clean

and well kept, and refuse of all descriptions had been removed.

" The opinion entertained by the Principal, therefore, as to the probability

of the disease being imported was concurred in by us ; and the prompt action

taken in isolating the three pupils who were taken with the malady will, it is

hoped, entirely check its further spread.

8
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" Every possible measure which could be suggested for the arrest of the

•disease has been authorised in view of tlie greater susceptibility to contagion

among pupils who, in many cases, do not enjoy robust physical health and have

not the power of resistance.

" The improvements authorized, such as painting the outside of the building

and refitting the steam-heating in the east wing, have been satisfactorily com-
pleted, and both internally and externally the Institution now presents a neat

and tidy appearance.

" In consequence of this outbreak of diphtheria, the regular work and routine

of the Institution have been and, to some extent, will continue to be, interfered

with so long as it is necessary to preserve the isolation of those afflicted with the

<lisease.

" This condition of things is much to be regretted in its effect upon the work
of the session, as there were many evidences on the part of the {)upils of their

capacity to make good progress and accomplish their work successfully through

the systematic and harmonious action of the teachers and officials of the Institu-

tion."

EXAMINERS' REPORTS.

Literary Department.

The classes in this department were examined by Mr. Wilkinson, M.A.,

Principal of the Brantford Central School, and by Dr. Kelly, Public School

Inspector. A copy of the report made by them will be found below :

—

According to instructions we e.xaniined the literary cla.s8e8 of the Inatitutiou for the

niind at Hrantford, cotninencin;^ thi- 'J5tU May hist. The oxamination e.xtentleil over four

<lays. The rtisults, whicli are hereto atfixcd, wert; very satisfactory. Tlie manageiiHjnt, ord* r,

attention lind general tone of the e.stablishment, were, all that could he desired. The cla.ss-

rooins and liall.s were clean and well ventilated, and the grounds through wliicli we drove

on the last day of the exatninatioa seemed very much improved .since our last visit. Of
the library free use is made l)y the pupils, many of whom read rather extensively. Since

the la.st examination the following hooks have heen added to the list : Prescott's History of

Peru, 'J vols. ; Dicken's Tale of Two Cities, .'1 vols. ; Holmes' Autocrat, 2 vols. ; Irving's

Mohammed, li vols. ; Thomas k Kempis, 1 vol. ; Tales of Adventure, 2 vols. ; Tales of

Discovery, 2 vols. ; Lamh's Tale.s from Shakespeare, 2 vols, : ..'Esop's Faldes ; Shake-speare's

Henry V., 3 vols.
;
Quinten Durward, 2 vols. ; Scarlet Ijetter, 2 vols. ; liomeo and Juliet,

2 vols.
; Kingsley's (Jreek Heroes, 2 vol."». ; Last Days of Pompeii, .3 vols. ; and Scott's

poems. Frequently, as among seeing children, pupils may he found in intervals of

If'isure in .some great room or c(>rner persuing some favourite hook. The want of a goo«l

gymnasium is still felt and should U? supplied as soon as possible. The classeH of the

respective teachers are grouped as follows, with results :

—

.Mu. WirKKNs' Clahsks,

I. Arithm^tir— Glass B. Sixteen in number ; examined in simple and compound
mies anrl fractions ; answering generally prompt and correct; about half the class exhibiting
a good knowledge of the subject.

II. Roading—Class of Ifi. <Jrad>'A. The members of this class read with excellent

expressioa, enunciate clearly and emphasize correctly.

9
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III. Natural History and Pliyslologij—Class of 10. Members show a satisfactory
knowledge of physiology and do fairly in zoology, ansvering questions readily on the
structure and functions of the human organs and laws of hygiene. Three answered all

questions asked.

IV. English Grammar—Class B. This class had mastered the elements of the
subjects pretty thoroughly, they detect and correct ordinary grammatical errors well, and
have evidently been taught grammar practically, as was evinced by their correct English,
they analyze and parse well ; the majority quite ready for promotion to a higher class in
this subject.

V. Geography—Class A. Examination chiefly by means of dissected map. Their
facility in finding a country that was named is remarkable. They have acquired an
intimate knowledge of the position of all the principal cities and towns, their relative

position etc., know the forms of government, productions, manufactories, exports and
imports of the several countries of Europe. No questions missed by the whole class.

VI. Writing—Class A. All write legibly; a few will write a business letter in very
fair form. Writing a letter to sewing machine factory for a machine stating kind wanted,
price, etc. The result was very creditable, showing not only fair writing but the ability

to state briefly and clearly what was required.

Miss Walsh's Classes.

I. English Grammar—Class A. Fourteen members limit. The history of language,
analysis and parsing of prose and verse. The work done by this class was excellent.

Complex and compound sentences were readily analyzed and the words correct]}' parsed.

The attainments of the pupils very uniform and good, the majority obtaining nearly
the maximum of the marks.

II. Beading—Class C. Seventeen pupils, who read with good expression and correct

emphasis.

III. Writing—Class B. Fourteen pupils ; writing free and legible; letters generally

well formed.

IV. Geography—Limit ; North America and West Indies, but particularly the
Dominion of Canada. The work had been well done by the majority of the class. A
couple were rather behind the average, but geography had evidently been a pleasant study
to them and their knowledge of their term's work was good. The questions were, in the

main, such as are given in a thorough oral drill of seeing pupils, and the answers were
quite as prompt and correct as would be given by a good class in the same work in the

public schools.

V. Object—Class B. This class pursues pretty much the same methods as those

followed in Class A. The pupils are younger and of course need more elementary training.

They have mastered many of the leading facts as to the uses, products and habits of the

common animals, and can tell by touch the names of birds, etc., when the objects are

presented.

Mis3 M. E. Walsh's Classes.

I. Grammar—Class C. Eleven pupils ; attentive and do good work; know definitions

and analyze and parse fairly.

II. Geography—Class B. Thirteen pupils ; limit, Dominion of Canada, West Indies,

South America and United States. Use dissected map and do the work of their limit in

a very satisfactory manner.

III. Object Lessons—Class A. Great improvement has been made in teaching the

blind qualities of the things about which they read, by furnishing specimens of the articles

10
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and teaching them the properties of those things objectively. Great care had been taken

with this class. The principal points with reference to all the well-known animals, grains

and groceries, were mastered. Acquaintance with this subject adds very much to their

knowledge of geography and kindred matters.

IV. Reading—Class B. Have been taught to read in a tone loud and clear, but free

from harshness. Know what they read ; spelling not qnite so good.

V. Writing—Class C. Write the names of the days of the week, Arabic numbers,

proper names, capitals, etc., very fairly.

Miss Gillen's Classes.

Arithmetic—Class D. Twenty-two in this class, mostly young. Know rotation

and numeration, can add three figures, mentally substract, multiply and divide, and do

small jiroblems.

II. Geography—Class D. Similar to the last; use dissected maps, and answer fairly

well.

III. Writing—Same Class. Form letters well, and write in a fairly legible manner.

IV. Canadiayi History—The examination of this class comprised a test of their

knowledge of the chief wars and their causes and results ; the chief treaties and Acts of

Parliament, with their provisions ; most of the important events of each epoch in Canadian

history, and brief biographies of the most eminent men. The answering showed that

they had been well taught, and thoroughly drilled.

V. Grammar—Class D. This class was given a good drill in the definitions, and

examined rather minutely on the inflections of gender, persons, number, compari.son, etc.,

also parse simple sentences very fairly. The knowledge obtained in the short time they

have been under instruction on this subject, is very creditable to the teacher.

VI. Ejiglish Liternture—The class in this subject consisting of 20 memljers is a

select one, and embraces most of the best and brightest pupils in the Institution. The

work of the past year embraced the history of English Literature, from Beda's time to

the present, a general review; more minutely. Paradise Lost, 1st and 2nd Books ;
Shake-

speare's Henry VII. ; Scott's Lord of the Isles, and VVhittier's poems. The greatest

interest is manifested in the subject by all the class. The answering, as on former occa-

sions was admirable, and the recitations 'from memory of choice pa-ssages from the

several authors was shared in by every individual 'u\ the class, each being desiroui of

contributing something to the common stock of information. We cannot too strongly

commend the work done here, the imlustry and enthusiam of the class, and the zeal and

energy of the teacher. Any school might be proud of such pupils.

VII. English Uistory—A Class of 10 advanced pupils. Limit of work, from 1088
to present time. A familiar acquaintance witli the general history of the period shown,

uUo a good knowledge of the constitutions and other changes elfected in the interval.

Mi;. Jkl< Caktiiv's Cla.sses.

I. Rrnding— Class D. This is a primnry or rather combination of dnsses. Alldoingus

good work as one might expect. The ndTancement made by some since last examination, is

well marked.

II. Writing— Class E. The.se little ones are struggling with the elements of the

subject. Several have mastered all the small letters and can write small words. The
class contains some that have but recently entered the Institution, and from whom,
therefore, not much could be expected. A good beginning has Wen made, and all wlio

are able to learn are certainly doing well.

11
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Iir. Gymnastic Classes—The teaching here is excellent, and the pupils take great

interest in the exercises, and are suitably benefited by them.

IV. Grammar—Class E. A pupil teacher in charge of 15 pupils. Several know the

definitions and inflections well and can parse very easy words ; others are deficient, but
this is no fault of the teacher.

L! . V. Arithmetic—Class E. Pupil in charge. The pupils in this class are quite

young. Some of them will never be very apt in arithmetic ; a few are exceedingly bright.

They are in different stages of advancement, and were examined individually. Fair work
has been done ; some of the little ones performed operations in addition and subtraction

very well. They have also been taught to count to quite high numbers, and understand
the simple relations of numbers fairly well. In the examination of this class, wooden
blocks were employed and the pupils showed much ingenuity in their use.

On the whole, cksses are well taught and the Institution seems to be in a most satis-

factory state. We have to thank the Principid and his staff for courtesies extended to us

during the examination.

Musical Department.

This was examined by Professor Aldons, of Hamilton. A copy of the report made
"hj him is appended :

—

In submitting my report on the examination of the various branches of the Musical

Department, which I held in the Blind Institute in Brantford, on May 26 and 27th, I

could at once remark on the entente cordiale that exists among the teachers, and between
the teachers and their pupils ; also, on the gratifying progress that is observable in those

pupils who came under my notice last year, the advance in some cases being very

remarkable."

It is unnecessary to make special mention about each of the classes. The piano

classes under Mr. Day, Miss Callaghan, Miss Moore and Miss McNish ; the organ pupils

under Mr. Day ; and the melodeon pupils under Miss McNish ; the voeal tuition

under the care of Mr. Howson; the violin class under Mr. Baker ; the counterpoint class

under Mr. Day ; and the harmony classes under Mr. Day and Miss Moore ; the point class

under Miss Moore; and the tuning under Mr. Raymond. In all classes the same
careful teaching and kindly attention are to be found that I commented on before. Classes

under the care of pupil teachers are a new introduction since last year, which must be

reported. It is of course a necessity that those who arc going to practice teaching for a

livelihood should have some opportunity of beginning to teach, and of getting some
experience in that line. In ray opinion this should be done under the supervision and in

the presence of one of the regular teachers, otherwise many little, but very essential points,

are likely, if not certain, to escape the notice of the pupil teacher, who has defective vision

and who has not yet found out the way of detecting faults which are at once apparent to

a pair of good eyes, such as faulty finger position and action, absence of the clinging touch

which is necessary to true legato-playing, which absence seems to be a peculiarity of blind

students in their beginning stages. In view of this latter fact I would urge on those who
take the pupil at the very beginning of their music studies, to carefully and rigidly insist

first on the correct binding o? the tones together, which is so essential an element in

sympathetic playing. The fact that the blind have to trust to their touch instead of their

eyes to find their notes, seems to induce a habit of holding their arms suspended over the

keys and allowing the fingers to touch the notes in a light and jerky manner, a habit

which can easily be stopped at the outset, but is well nigh ineradicable when once well

rooted. The hearty chorus and hymn singing which forms a part of their daily worship,

and which is under the care of Miss Callaghan and Mr. Day, is a very pleasant and
noticeable feature, and cannot fail to have a very beneficial efiect on all those who
participate in it. I would again suggest to their attention, the advisability of remodelling

the arrangements with regard to the pianos. A new Mason <fe Risch upright, and a J. R.
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Williams upright, in the first parlour, are a good addition to the stock ; but I cannot help
thinking that it would be wiser to adopt the plan in vogue in colleges and schools, to make
an arrangement with some pianoforte firm to keep the Institute supplied with good
instruments for so much per annum. Where the pianos are the property of the Institution

they must deteriorate with years and have to be replaced one by one with new ones,

whereas under the other system the Institute would have no decayed pianos within its

walls, except a few for the tuners to practice upon. The pedal harmonium needs a thorough
overhauling, and I should strongly recommend the clarinet stops to be filled in in the
organ (as prepared for), as it is a stop that is much used, and there are now sufhcient

pupils who play advanced music to render that stop not only desirable but almost necessary.

The grading of the pupils into various stages of ability and progress seems to be success-

ful, and will undoubtedly tend to raise a healthy spirit of emulation among the pupils.

In closing my report I must thank the Principal and the whole stafl* for the
kindness which I experienced during my stay.

MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES.

The amount expended in maintaining the Institution during the past twelve months
is shown in the subjoined statement. The same inlormation as regards the previous
year is also given :

—

Year enpinc .30th Skp-
TKMBEK, 1885.

Salariex <\n<l wa(<e8

M<!dicin»' and medical comforts
Butchorn' meat, fiith, etc
Flour, hrt-ad, etc
Biitt<T aii<l lard

|

Cittneral (froccrieM

Fruit and vefft-tahles

Bedding, clutning and shoeH
Fuel
LiKht
Laundr)-, iM)aii and cleaning.
Fiirnitiirf and fnrni!<hin(fn . .

Fann. feed and fodd«ir.

Kepairn and alt«9rationH

AdvertixinK. printing, |H>Btage, etc.
Rookd, apparata* and appliance* . .

.

MiscellaneiiMH

ToUkU.

1

Total Ex-
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PRINCIPAL'S REPORT.

Robert Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities :

Sir,—I have the honour, as Principal of the Institution for the Education of the

Blind, to submit my report for the year ending September 30th, 1886.

Attendance of Pupils.

The total number of pupils registered during the year was 141, or three less than

in the preceding year. Of the 141, 78 were males and 63 females. One hundred and
ten of our last year's pupils are now in attendance. Of these 61 are males and 49 females.

Thirty-one—17 males and 14 females—have, consequently, not yet returned, and are

accounted for as under :

—

Males. Females. Total.

Graduated in willow work, with full outfit 1 1

" with partial outfits 5 5

Graduated in literary, musical and industrial classes . . "J 2
*•' literary classes, partially in music 1 1

Left finally with partial results '. 4 4

Found employment, (partial sight) 1 1

Left owing to poor health 2 1 3
" home requirements 2 2

" removal from Canada 1 1

Excluded on account of weak intellect 1 1

" grave misconduct 1 1

Detained at home temporarily from various explained

causes 4 4 " 8

Absence not accounted for 1 1

Total 17 14 31

In addition to the 110 pupils of last session who have, so far, presented themselves,

5 former pupils—2 males and 3 females—not in attendance last session, have been

re-admitted. The new admissions to date number 17—13 males and 4 females—so that

our total pupil population at the present time is made up as follows :

—

Males. Females. Total.

Pupils of last session 61 49 110

New pupils 13 4 17

Former pupils re-admitted 2 3 5

Total 76 56 132

This shows an attendance of 8 in excess of the number on the register at the cor-

responding date last year.

From reports received from pupils temporarily absent and applications in hand, I

am led to believe that this excess will—if no disturbing causes intervene—be fully main-

tained throughout the session, and that our average will approximate closely to 140 as

against 132, the average attendance of last session.
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Miss Mary Jane Brown, a former pupil who had for some years acted as assistant instruc-

tress in the workroom, also retired at the vacation, and her successor has not yet been
appointed. While occasional changes are inevitable, it is gratifying to know that they
occur from no unpleasant cause, and that the majority of the staff are oflficera of such
experience and standing in their profession as to leave nothing to be desired on that score.

To one and all of them my cordial thanks are due for their kind and faithful

co-operation.

The Literary Classes—Kindergarten.

The general arrangement of the literary classes continues to be nearly the same as

last year. The numbers of pupils constituting these classes are as follows :

—

In Arithmetic 76
Grammar 68
Geography '. 67
Reading 66
Literature 20
Writing 97
Natural History and Physiology (Boys) 7

Object Lessons 34
English and Canadian History 20

For full information as to the condition of the literary classes and the progress of the

pupils, reference may be made to the Examiners' reports, which have for the past six ses-

sions formed a very interesting feature in our annual records. While the Examiners
find little to criticise, and speak in only too generous terms of the state of our literary

department, the necessity for progressive improvement, wherever possible, must not be

lost sight off. I am conscious of the need in this particular for the more systematic

training of the minds and perceptive faculties of our youiiger pupils during the earlier

stages of their Institution life than we have yet attained. This, in my opinion, only the

Kindergarten system, thoroughly and scientitically applied to the needs and condition of

the blind, can fully supply, and to teach this properly, the systematic training of the

teacher for this particular work is required. The two Institutions that rank highest on

this Continent as models in respect of the education of the Blind, whether as regards

their appliances and apparatus, or the experience brought to bear on their management,

are respectively the one in New York city, under the superintendence of Mr. W. B.

Wait, and the Perkins Institute, under Mr. M. Anagnos, the son-in-law and successor of

its founder, Dr. Howe. At both of these the Kindergarten system is being carried out on a

liberal scale. From my conversation with Mr. Wait during the sittings of the late

Convention of Instructors of the Blind, I was convinced of the existence of two Kinder-

gartens, a false and a true one, or, rather, of one that might be termed empirical and

another properly designated scientific. The danger of adopting the former in mistak© for

the latter is to be carefully guarded against, especially when it is remembered that the

pupils are those whose whole method of thinking and reasoning has to find in our educa-

tional processes its ground-work. The propriety of introducing the Kindergarten-

system in this Institution under a properly trained instructor, is a matter calling, I ren-

ture to suggest, for early consideration.

The Music Classes.

The plan of grading the classes under instruction on the pianoforte has, so far,

proved very satisfactory. It had been carried out hitherto rather tentatively and experi-

mentally than as a perfect or complete arrangement, but will now go into force in its

entirety, and no pupil will be changed from one grade to another except, as in the case

oE the liter-ary classes, after a report by the teacher to the Principal. A grade! course

will also be adopted with the pupils under Mr. Knight's tuition on the pipe organ. I
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most fully concur in the general purport of the Examiner's remarks, as to the necessity for

the correct training of beginners. Mr. Aldous probably scarcely realizes how readily,

or by what means even a blind pupil-instructor, if properly taught, will detect some faults

that would seem to be only discernible by the eye. But he well advises that, at the com-
mencement of the learner's career, the experienced and seeing instructor should be

on hand to supervise the work of the pupil teacher, and to correct through the latter's

instrumentality the defects of the pupil. In accordance with this view, I have arranged

for Miss Callaghan, our senior lady music teacher, to superintend daily in person, three of

the pupil-teachers' junior girls' classes. Mr. Knight's time is too fully occupied for him to

give daily attention to the three boys' classes, under as many male pupil-teachers, but on

one day in the week they are subject to his inspection and examination.

The Examiner's recommendation that our pianos should be hired instead of purchased

is entitled to all respect, although I am unable for various reasons to advise that it

should be acted upon. In the first place, I doubt whether any leading house would care

to accept such a contract on reasonable terms, in view of the external defacement,—to a

great extent from unavoidable causes—to say nothing of internal deterioration to which
the instruments are subjected at the hands of a mixed crowd of blind pupils. In the

next place, the owner would almost certainly insist on tuning his own instruments, but

it is of the very essence of our metliod of instruction in that branch that our senior

pupil tuners should have all the practice the care of our own pianos secures for them

—

and of this they have little enough. Again, our old instruments supply " subjects " for

the tuning classes to practice daily upon and, if by the natural process of damage and
decay we failed to secure a supply of old instruments, we should have to buy others for

the purpose. Our stock of pianos is now much improved ; we have a very fair number
for present purposes and most of them in good condition. Our greater need now is

more rooms for music practice, particularly in the east wing where we have some instru-

ments in very objectionable situations. The numbers of pupils in the several branches

of musical tuition are as under :

—

In Pipe Organ 5

Pianoforte 82
Reed Organ 8

Violin 4

Vocal class 38

Harmony 13

Point Print Music Writing 10

The Tuning Class.

A place in this class is an object of ambition with many of our male pupils. There

are now lM under instruction, of whom 15 arc taught by the Instructor, .Sir. ivayujond,

perHonally, and G by advanced j)upil8. The two seniors have charge of all the tools and
are expected to keep the pianos oi' the Institution in gMod order. The purchases of new
instruments during the past year have enabled me to place an additional piano at the

service of the tuning class, which is consecpiently well supplied with opportunities for

practice. Every pupil is afforded a suHicient time for practice daily. Encouraging
reports continue to be received from ])upils who have graduated from this departnient

;

at the same time, caution is necessary lest it should be overcrowded. Pianoforte tun-

ing is not a merely nierlianical acquirement, nor, on the other hand, will every pupil

with a fair talent for music make a tirst-class tuner. To turn out half (jualiiied tuners

would soon discredit tlie employment of the blind in this rapacity altogether, and render

their struggle with seeing competition more ditli<-ult than ever. Pupils and puj)ils'

friends are apt to make too light f)f these considerations and turn from tlie honir-licr but

often more certain trade of chair and basket-making, to tuning, as being a vocation in

their view, less laborious and more refined. It will probably be necessary to impose

some check in the slmpe of a test, ere long, on the crowd fif vivjcr aspirants for a place in

^Jhe tuning class.
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The Willow Suop.

In this department everything has worked smoothly and pleasantly during the past

year. Six pupils, as already stated, graduated with complete or partial outfits at the end

of the late session and 21 are now working wholly or for certain hours daily in the

willow shop. The Trade Instructor's report is as follows :

—

To the Principal

:

—
Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report upon the operations of the workshop

during the year ending September, 30th, 1886.

The session has been one of fair progress on the part of the pupils engaged in the

workshop. Six graduated at the close of the session ; one of this number received a com-

plete outfit of tools, models and materials, having completed the full course of instruc-

tion ; the others were granted partial outfits of tools, models and materials sufiicient to

enable them to produce such articles as they were thought competent to make. All six

are now working at their own homes, and I have already received encouraging reports

of their success from several of them. The behaviour of the shop pupils during the

entire session has been most exemplary, their industry commendable and their content-

ment gratifying—these qualities being allied to cheerfulness (an excellent working
quality). I am enabled to furnish the following stateiuent, which shows the amount of

reliable work made during their nine months of training.

Sales by Trade Instructor $674 85

Work on hand not sold 200 00

Total $874 85

In consequence of having so many graduates at the close of last session, the number
of pupils qualified to receive vacation supplies of willow was considerably reduced, but

ten pupils were, nevertheless, granted a supply of willow and the loan of a few "tools and

models. The following statement shows the excellent result :

—

W. D. earned $28 00

S. W. " 37 00

F. K " 25 00

M. K " 25 00
T. P. " 25 00

A. S.
" 6 00

F. P. " 12 00

T. E. " 15 00

J. S.
" 20 00

S. L. " 28 00

S. S.
" 33 00

H. S.
" 10 00

Total vacation earnings $264 00

On the return of the above pupils at the commencement of the present session, I

was surprised to find that one of the number had, in addition to his sales, made an assort-

ment of willow-ware for exhibition at the London Fair and had received the first prize,

$4.00. Another of our pupils (a graduate) recently wrote me that he was very busy

making an assortment of work, also for exhibition, and enclosing a post-office order in

payment for common baskets, which he was too busy to make himself.

Perhaps the principal feature of last session's work was the making of a large assort-

ment of willow-ware by our pupils for the Educational Exhibit, sent to the Indo-Oolonial
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Exhilntion. This task imposed upon pupils and Instructor a work hejojid their ordinary

ambition, but, if by aiming at the sky we have managed to strike a tree, we shall feel

rewarded for spending a great deal of time and additional labour in preparing the work
for exhibition.

At the present time there are twenty-one pupils in the workshop making satis-

factory progress.

I have the honour, etc.,

Thos. Tkuss, Trade Instructor.

The Sewing Room.

In this department 41 pupils, all females, receive instruction. The retirement of the

Assistant Instructress, Miss Mary J. Brown, has imposed additional duties on the Instruc-

tress, Miss Loveys, who, liowever, is frequently able to secure assistance from some of the

njore advanced pupils in teaching beginners. The Bead Class will be in operation in a

few days.

The Knitting Room.

In this room a quantity of very beautiful work, both machine and hand-knitted, has

been turned out during the past session. The result more than justifies the change made
some time since, in regard to the character of the work produced and the payment of

pupils employed in its production. Tiie quality is higher, the variety greater, and the

tasteful and ornamental is largely substituted tor the coarse and homely goods of former
years. I was much struck when at New York with the appearance of the well furnished

and carpeted apartment, with its show-cases of finished work, which formed the sewing,

knitting and fancy work-room of that Institution. If we have no room to spare for this

purpose of the dimensions of the one I referred to, our rooms are liglit and lofty and
could ea-sily be made more attractive than they are at present, at a small expense, while,

at the same time, the work could be protected from dust and handling and be more
effectively displayed than it is. The pupils in the knitting classes numljer 4^.

TiiK Inuo Cul.ONI.U, l^ximuTioN.

At the suggestion of the Hon. Minister of Education, an exhibit of the ap))aratU8

used and specimens of the products of the industries taught in this Institution was
forwarded to the Indo-Colonial Kxhil)ition, held this year in Lon<lon. It included

selections from goods manufactured in the willow shop, models employed in their produc-

tion, some very l)eautiful hand and machine needlework, elaborate and tast»'ful knitted-

goods, and bead and faiu-y work. These were accompanied by a chart, descriptive of the

In.stitution in all partii:ulars, and photograj>hic views of the Institution and site, as well

as photogniplis of the various class and work rooms and the pupils engaged at their

several duties. A rais(;d sectional map of Ontario, point-print writing guides, and models
and stuffed specimens used in object teaching, were also shown.

I mi; LiiiKAitv.

The following books in embossed type or point print have l)een a«lded to th<! Pupils'

Library during the past yc^ir : In eiuVtosned type— llawth«)rn»«'s Searh't I>etter ; Scott's

Poems: Kingsley's (jreek Heroes; C^uentin I)urward ; What Katy did; Romeo and
Juliet ; Prescott's Con(|ueht of Peru iTIionuut a Ki-mpis ; Holmes' Autocrat at Breakfast;

Prescott's Mahomet ; hicken's Tale of Two Cities ; In point print—Tales of Adv<-nture
;

Smiles' .Self-help
; Tales from Shakespeare ; Chapters on Animals ; /I'lsops Fables ; and

Thomas k Kempis.
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Health.

The general health of the pupils during the past year has been excellent. Dr.
Corson's report will no doubt enter into fuller details on this point. Oases of constitu-

tional delicacy will always be more or less numerous in institutions of this kind, and
frequently lead to the conclusion that a temporally respite from continuous study is

desirable. A recommendation from the medical officer to that effect always meets with
immediate attention. The absence of contagious disease and of other complaints arising

from local causes is a powerful testimony to the general healthfulness of the site and the

efficiency of the sanitary arrangements of the Institution.

Discipline.

The principles upon which discipline is maintained at this Institution have been
fully discussed in previous reports. The conduct of the pupils as a whole during the past

session was most satisfactory and extreme measures had seldom to be resorted to. As
already mentioned, one case of expulsion—and I am happy to say only one—has to be

reported. One of the female pupils, a girl of 16, was guilty, for the second time, of

wilfully destroying the clothing of her fellow pupils. This was done in sheer mischief

and without any pretence of provocation. A low order of intellect combined with very
dull moral perception, made the case a somewhat hopeless one, and the girl's removal was
necessary in the interest of safety as well as discipline.

Vacation Improvejients.

During the late vacation our Engineer and his Assistants have effected very extensive

improvements in the heating arrangements of the building especially the school and work-
rooms and dormitories, in the east wing. The last stove has been removed from the main
building and I anticipate that not only will a considerable saving of fuel be secured but

that the personal comfort of the female pupils particularly will be greatly enhanced by

the better and more equal distribution of heat. These important alterations have been
accomplished at a comparatively trifling cost. The whole of the building is now well

heated, but economy will be consulted by the substitution of radiators for coils and pipes

in several places and I recommend that a small amount for this purpose be appropriated.

The condition of the exterior of the building has been much improved by the stopping

of the wood-work wherever shrunken, the pointing of the masonry, and the painting of

the whole of the former. The old building had not been re-painted since its erection

fourteen years since and its condition and appearance were hardly creditable. Rapid
decay would have ensued had this matter been longer neglected. There are places even

now where another coat of paint might be given advantageously. The exteriors of the

Principal's and Engineer's houses will both require to be painted next year. The new
material known as Alabastine for colouring walls and ceilings has been used by us in

several instances either as a ground work or substitute for paint. In this mode of using

it Alabastine has answered well, while it is a great improvement when applied in place of

white-wash.

The Gkounds.

The most marked improvement in the grounds, has been the removal of some fifteen

hundred feet of the old six-foot picket fence on the southern and eastern front of the

grounds, and the substitution in its place of a simple iron pipe rail, supported at eight

foot distances on turned and painted cedar posts. The gates at the two main entrances

are removed altogether. To the propriety of making this desirable change, attention was
directed in my last report. It was brought about more speedily than I had ventured to

anticipate by two furious storms of snow and rain respectively, both accompanied by high

wind, which made gaps two to three hundred feet in length, and shattered to pieces large

portions of the fencing blown down. The whole of the new work has been done at less
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cost than the renewal of the broken fence and the substantial repair of the standing part

would have entailed. The whole of our ornamental grounds are now thrown open to

public view without obstruction, and as approached from thecitv present a very beautiful

appearance. This will be heightened by the seeding down witli mixed grasses of the

lower portions, and planting trees and evergreens at suitable intervals. Our trees were
last year subjected to a thorough pruning by which they have decidedly benefited.

The expropriation some time since, of twenty-two acres of land on the northern and
western boundary of the Institution estate, chiefly for the purpcse of maintaining the

isolation of the premises, has made it necessai-y to consider how this new property may
best be utilized, The higher portion on a level with the Institution, and immediatt'ly in

its rear and broken at its western extremity into ravines and rolling land, is well adapted
with very little planting and laying out for the purposes of a public park. The trees

already planted in rows and groups, will ultimately form a protection to our rear premises

while giving shelter to delightful walks and drives, serving, I trust, not only for a pleasant

resort for our own pupils, but also for the citizens of Brantford. The lower and level portion

of the new property was seeded down to clover last year, and during the past summer has

been fenced and used very prolitably as a pasture field for our cattle.

TuK Farm and Garden.

The farm and garden this year have been very productive. Although the dryness

of the late summer months retarded the developement of our root crops, and has more or

less affected the ultimate yield, the quantity obtained has l)een good, and in some cases

even remarkable. The land is gradually becoming cleaner under vigilant cultivation, and
the crops would not discredit soils of much greater richness.

I.MHKOVEMENTS SUOGKSTED.

It is not, I presume, necessary for me to repeat arguments used time and again in

favour of the three great improvements which, sooner or later, will probably have to be
undcrUiken. A new roof, the extension of the ea.st wing—the last mentioned including

more classrooms and dormitorie.s, music and practice rooms, a girls' trunk and play njom,
and a female hospital ward—and finally, a gymnasium, the value of which 1 imagine
cannot even yet be sufficiently understood or appreciated, or it would have been erected

long ago ; these are the additions and improvements to which I refer. I had recently,

when at tht New York Convention, the opportunity of inspecting piiotographs of the drilled

companies of blind youths in the P(!nn.sylvania Institution, where, as well lus at New York
and lioston, the system of physical training is thoroughly carried out, and I am convinced
that in a hygituiic not less than a recreative sense, a gymnasium is essential U) imikc our
work here complete.

The bakery of the Institution is not wliat it ought to be ia many re.spccts. Tlie oven
is of the old fa.shionod description, and the gi-neral arrangements are f)clow the mark
altogether. I respectfully aflvise an appropriation to cover a reform in this department
of our domestic economy.

The carpenter's shop lias long f>een condemned as too small, as well as damp and
unhealthy. Its removal, as oner proposed, to the room in the fjasfment forim-rly used bm
a IJursars store-room, could only partially mend matters. If, too, the carpciitt-r were in a
more acessilile place, his shop would bo an object of interest and resort to some of our
male pupils, not a few of whom hav«r cjuito a litth; met-hanical skill, and enjoy in a simple
w.iy. any opportunity affordt'd tln'in for exorcising it. I propose, in order to mtu't all our
needs in this r.-gird, to appropriate a pirt of the weHtern coal shed which is far larger
than necessary for the accommodation of the reduced <juantity of small coal we now recjuire.

The portion taken can be boarded off, the upper part to f>e floored and used as the workshop,
and the lower part as a cellar for sU>ring lumber. The shop will then be a dry, roomy and
airy apartment, easily warmed and accessifile from the l>oy8' quarters. The expense will

1)0 limited to the cost of the lumber needed.
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Acknowledgments.

I cannot close my report without again acknowledging the kind consideration and
friendly attentions extended to our pupils by the clei'gy of all denominations and citizens

of Brautford, generally, during the past year.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A. H. DYMOND,
Principal.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT.

Robert Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons and Ptcblic Charities :

Sir,—My report recently forwarded to you deals exclusively with the state of the

Institution and matters connected therewith, during the year ending September 30th,

1886. But, during the few days devoted to the compilation of that report, and while it

was necessarily still in my hands, circumstances occurred to which I shall be glad to have
an opportunity of referring, without waiting for a whole year to elapse before they are

noticed. At the commencement of the present month, a state of almost unusual health-

iness appeared to pervade the Institution. About the 4th of the month two pupils, both
boys, complained of sore throat attended with feverish symptoms. One of these cases

was clearly the result of a bad cold, and a day or two's nursing saw the lad again at his

studies. The other, a boy of 14, named John Alexander, from East Whitby, became
worse, but his case did not excite anxiety until the morning of the 8th, when ifdeveloped

into diphtheria of a malignant type. He was immediately placed in oui- excellent male

hospital ward in charge of an experienced sick-nurse, and effectually isolated from the rest

of the pupils. In a few hours two other boys, one less than eight and the other under

seven years of age, both became affected and were also placed with a second nurse in the

hospital. The terrible nature of the disease and the rapidity with which a second and

even third pupil was attacked, made the outlook for the moment a sufficiently appalling

one. Perhaps nowhere could it present more difficulties than in an institution for the

blind. In some instance the immediate dispersion of the pupils would seem to be the

easiest and safest resort. But blind boys and girls require most careful arrangements,

every detail of which must be perfect, before they can be dispersed. Experience has

taught us that many days must be allowed for notices to reach parents and parents to

be heard from in reply. And until this is done blind pupils cannot start on their way
home. Again if diphtheria were really upon us, how could we say who was or who was

not already infected, and if to detain the pupils here entailed some risk, to scatter them
all over the province, might have been to spread contagion far and wide. Moreover, it

was then known and correspondence has since made me more fully conscious of the facts,

that diphtheria prevailed in close neighbourhood to many of our pupils' homes, and this

would have made their return to the latter objectionable, if not actually dangerous. In

face of objections to dispersion, so many and serious, I determined with the concurrence

of the medical officer. Dr. Corson, on the intermediate course of advising the whole of the

pupils' parents or guardians, ofthe state of aflfairs, and givingthem the option ofremovingpupils

or not, as they might deem most expedient. As the disease had appeared among the

male pupils only, it was decided that all association between male and female pupils in

class rooms or at roll call, (the only occasion on which they are together) should cease,

class and other work was put on short time, and every opportunity taken for giving the

benefit of fresh air and out door exercise to the whole of the pupils. The Institution
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was closed to visitors, and the practice of allowing the male pupils to visit the city was
discontinued. On the morning of Sunday, October 1 0th, John Alexander, the boy first

attacked, and by whom there is every reason to believe the disease was communicated to

others, succumbed to the disorder, his death being the first that had occurred in the

Institution for nearly six years. Meantime your prompt arrival with Dr. Bryce. Secre-

tary of the Provincial Board of Health, on the evening of Saturday 9th, afforded me an
opportunity of discussing freely with you the steps to be taken in all eventualities, and
for the suggestion of any possible remedial or precautionary measures. Obviously the

first thing to be done was to discover, if practicable, the cause of the mischief, and some
defective drainage, or the presence of sewer gas in the building naturally suggested itself.

But this theory could not be maintained, for, although our sewers and drains were not a.s

a whole systematically ventilated, the ventilation existing was quite suthcient to relieve

any pressure on the sewer gas, while every trap and fitting was found to be in good work-
ing order. While, therefore, I rejoice in the substitution under your instructions and
with the api)roval of the Board of Health, of a complete and scientific system of drain

ventilation for what was before partial and accidental, I have the strongest possible belief,

which Dr. Corson shares with me, that the disease was imported, that it had no local

origin and that the limitation of its ranges to those who had been in personal contact and
the immediate result of means taken to check its diffusion, afiirm beyond all

(juestion the great healthfulness of the Institution and its surroundings, which has before

now, rendered contagious disease—although in a less terrible form^—comparatively harm-
less. Beyond the three lads first affected only one pupil (a boy of the same age as John
AleKander and who had been in the latter's company at the time his i.solation was first

ordered) was attacked, but in so mild a form as to occasion little anxiety. Not one of

the female pupil.s, nor any of the male pupils except tho.so mentioned, have showed the

least symptoms of diphtheria, but have all been generally in exceptionally good health.

On<i of tile female .servant.s, who a.ssists the boys' nurse in attending to the wants of junior

pupils, and who was con.sequently in contact with the boys, sickeiicd, wa.s confined to her
room for some days with a diphtheretic throat, and a sick nurse, kindly furnished by the
authorities of our local hospital, also needed medical care from the same cause. Both
have been for .som*; time now out of the doctor's hands ; the two younger pupil invalids

are completely convalescent, and the lad last laid up will be released from the nurse's charge
in a day or two. Having thus given a narrative of the visitation, I may be allowed the
further privilege of discharging some further duties in connection with the matters
referred to. I must first acknowlege the cordial support and active co-operation, from
the first appearance of th<! disease, of the whole staff of tin; Institutinn. The calm and
unoxcited attitud<' of their officers has ha<l not a little to do with allaying the very natural

fears of the pupils, who havr;, as well as their friends at homo, bec'u kept well infcirnied of
everything occurring, whether for the moment liopeful or discouraging, and wliose con-

duct has throughout been most exemplary. I have also to recognize gratefully the con-

fidence and sympathy expre.ssed by piirentsand friends of pupils, whose lett(rrs iit tliis time
liave l)een particularly kinfl ami reassuring. Soirie fourteen pupils, only, returned
home, all with my fullest consent, and t'lva of the nunibt'r I may wiy, for various reasons,
at my own suggestion. All will now be at liberty to return. Dr. Cor.'^on lias been
in clo.se attendancff on the invalids, and we have conferred <laily on the bulh-tins to Ik)

isHued nnd precautions taken. Tlie Matron, Miss Dunn, has had to bear a very large
share, both of work and responsibility, and haH been unwearied iind indefati;,'able in her
attention t« the needs of all. I.,<!t me add one word more in conclusion. The iirrest of
this fearful di.Sflaso before it hjwl made further pn>gress was due, undoubtedly, under Provi-
dence, to our ability to isolate efffctually, and this depended on the |KiHHeKsion of our
male hospital ward. On the girls' side of the building, we are still without that reciuisite.

The moral is plain.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your ol>edient servant.

A. M. DVMOND,
Prin<ij)al.

Brantford, Oct. 22nd, 1886.
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ONTARIO INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND.

Statistics for the Year ending 30th September, 1886.

I.—NATIONALTIES.

American

Canadian

English . .

,

French .

.

German . .

,

No.
No.

Irish

Norwegian

Scotch

Wendish

Total

38

1

18

2

164

II.—RELIGION.

Baptists

Bible Christians .

.

Congregationalists

Children of Peace .

Episcopalians

.lew

Christians

No.

Lutherans

Methodists

Presbyterians

Roman Catholics

Salvationists

Total

No.

3

42

29

27

2

164
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III. -AGES.

No.

Five j-ears

Seven "

Eiffht "

Nil..-

Ten

Eleven "

Twelve "

Thirteen "

Fuiirteen "

Fifteen "

Sixteen

1 I Seventeen years.

1

2 Eighteen "
.

a Nineteen "
.

.S
ij
Twenty "

.

8
I

Twenty-one " ....

6
j
Twenty-two " . .

.

7 Twenty three "

l.'i Twenty-four "

7 'I'wenty-five *' ....

I Her twenty-five . .

.

II ,1 Tutal ...

No.

9

9

8

10

4

11

8

3

1

21

104

IV.-ATTENDANCK.

(
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V.-OCCUPATION OF PARENTS.

Actor .• . .

.

Agents
Auctioneer . .

. .

Accountant . . .

.

Barber
Bookkeepers . .

.

Blacksmiths . .

.

Butchers
Carpenters
Carpet Cleaner.
Clerks
Conductor
Clergyman
Cabinet Makers
Drover
Engineers
Farmers
Gardener
Fishermen
Hotel-keeper .

.

Labourers
Lawyer
Manufacturer .

.

No.

1

5
1

1

1

2
.3

2
9

1

3
1

1

2

1
2

54
I
2
1

30
1

1

Merchants
Machinist
Miller
Painters
Plumber
Physicians

I

Sohiier
Salesman
Stonemason
Shoemakers
Surveyors
Tailor
Tanner
Tinsmith
Tradesman
Vessel Agent
Veterinary Surgeon
Waggon-maker
Weaver
Unknown

No.

Total 164

TABLE VI.—Shewing Cities and Countie.s from which pupils were received during the

official year ending 30th September, 1886.

CouN'TT OR City.

City of

County
City of

County

City of

County

City of

County

City of

County

City of

Belleville

of Brant
Brantford . . .

.

of Bruce
Carleton . .

.

Dundas ....

Durham . .

.

Elgin
Essex
Frontenac .

Glengarry .

.

Grenville .

.

Grey
Guelph
of Haldimand

Halton
Hamilton . . .

.

of Hastings. .

.

Huron
Kingston
of Kent

Lambton . .

.

Leeds
Lanark ...

Lennox
Lincoln ....

London

County ok City.

Countj' of Middlesex
District of Muskoka
Count}' of Norfolk

'

'

Northumberland
" Ontario

City of Ottawa
County of Oxford

Peel
" Perth
" Peterborough ...
" Prince Edward.

.

" Renfrew
Russell

City of St. Catharines
" St. Thomas
" Stratford

County of Simcoe .

" Stormont
City of Toronto
County of Victoria

" Waterloo
Welland

" Wellington
'

'

Wentworth
York

Total
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TABLE VI I.—Shewing Cities and Counties from which pupils were received fruui ihn

opening of the Institution till 30th September, 1886.

CoiNTT OR City.

City of Belleville

County of Brant
City of Brantford
County of Bruce

" Carleton
" Dundas
" Durham
'

'

Elgin
" Es«ex
'

'

Frontenac
"

(Jleiiparry

(irenville
" 'irey

Cityof Gupli-h
County of Haldiniand

" Halton
City of Hamilton .

County of H.Tstingn
'* Huron

City of Kin(CHtr>n

County of Kfnt
''

liftnibton

L«ieds . . . .

'

'

Lanark !

"
Tj<»*hiox

" Lincoln
Citv of Ix>ndoii

(or.NTy on City.

County of Middlesex
Dittrict of Munkoka
County of Norfolk

" Nortliumberland . . .

,

" Ontario '

City of Ottawa
County of Oxford

Peel
Perth

" Peterlxjrough
" Prince Edward...
" Renfrew

Kus.sell

City of St. Catharines I 2
" St. Thomas

County of Sinicoe
" Stormont

City of Toronto
County of Victoria

" Waterloo
Welland

" WelliuKton
'* Wentworth

York
Province f>f Quebec

T..t;il

TABLE Vin.—Shewing? Cities and Counties from which pupils were received who
wen- in residence on .'JOth Scpienilu'r. 188G.

Coi;ntv or City.

City of

County
City of

County

City of

County
• 1 ••

City of

County

City of

County

City of

Bellevill.-. ...

of I'rant

P.rantford.

of r$ruce

Carleton
DuiidaH
Durham . .

Kljfin

KHMex
Frc»nt«'nac.

.

fJloriffarry .

Grenvitle. .

.

Gwy
Onelph . .

of HAldimand
Halton

. . .

.

M.iiiullon

of HuNtingB...
Humii

Kink^oton
of K.nt ...

Laiiibton. .

.

r,«H<d<i

I^anark . . .

.

L«'linoT . .

Linriiln

London

CoiNTV Olt ClTV.

County of MiddlcH'-', "

DiHtrict of MuHkoka
County of Norfolk j

" Northumt«Tliiiid . .
.

'

" Ontario . 1

City of < Htawa ....

County of Oxford u
Peel I

1

Perth ; -J

" Petfrlwirouifh 1

" Prince Edwaril "J

** Renfrew 4
" KuH»ell I

City of St. Catharine*
" St. ThoinaM "

Cou;ity of Simcfx' I

" Sformodf
City of Toronto 7

County of Vi(-ff.rii

Wi-ntwort ii

York

1

1

1
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PHYSICIAN'S REPORT.
R. Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Pruon-i and Public CharHies.

Sir,—In reply to your request, I herewith enclose the Medical Report of this Insti-

tution for the statutory year ending September 30th, 1886 :

—

At the time of closing my report last year, one of the staff of teachers, Miss I>oveys,

^vas lying in a very critical state from inflammation of the liver, accompanied by jaundice,

and other distressing symptoms. By a faithful perseverance in a particular line of treat-

ment, the inflammation was subdued and an excellent recovery followed.

I am reminded by this case to refer to four or five cases of jaundice which occurred

in succession daring the winter, the severest one of the number being tlie porter, whose
diN'p yellow color gave striking evidence of the morbid changes in the liver diets. The
pn sence of such a large percentage of cases was probably a mere coincidence and not iiu

an}' sense due to a local cause. Disorders and derangements of tlie alimentary track

have, however, been the most marked feature in the list of diseases for the year, quite a

number taking the form of severe intestinal^ colic. These attacks could never be traced

to any specific cause beyond some indiscretion in the character or quantity of food taken.

As a proof of the continued excellent sanitary condition of the Institution, I am
happy to report there are no deaths to record, and furthermore, that not a single case of

epidemic disease has found its way into the Institution during the year.

Of course our chief protection against all zymotic diseases must depend upon the

integrity of the Institution sewer, and it is fair to presume that all sewage matter is

delivered quickly and efl&ciently at its proper destination. The safety experienced in

the past should not, however, lull us into a sense of false security, and Ave therefore rely

upon the vigilance of the engineer to see there are no breaks in the di-ain pipes and no

defects in the traps, by whicli the deadly sewer gas might escape.

Considerable difliculty is experienced in bringing the pupils to understand the neces-

sity for out-door exercise and fresh air in order to maintain a proper degree of health,

and many seek to evade this duty, even where there are sp'^cial reasons for its observance,

and much firmness is necessary in order to enforce this regulation. To this end it would

be a satisfactory arrangement if the whole school were turned out for a walk every fair

day with the regularity observed in our Ladies' Colleges.

In the first month of our present term, two of our community have been prostrated

by serious illness, the house carpenter having first suffered from a sharp attack of dysen-

tery, and afterwards a male adult pupil was laid up with severe acute pluerisy. Both

liave, however, so far recovered that the carj)enter has returned to his work, while the

pupil is convalescent.

I have the honour to be.

Your obedient servant,

Brantford, Oct. 1st, 1886. W. C. CORSON, M.D.

{Postscript to Physician's Report.)

p. S.—Since forwarding to you the above report, it becomes my duty to inform you

that diphtheria has made its unexpected appearance in the Institution, first in the person

of a male pupil, aged about 14 years, in whom it early assumed a malignant and fatal

type. Five other cases of the same malady followed in quick succession, but less virulent

ill form. As this outbreak of an infectious disease occurred after the close of the official

year, the full history of its origin, course and termination, belongs properly to the next

annual report, to which I beg to defer it.

The Principal, however, has kindly shown me his supplementary report respecting

this event, in Avhich the main facts are faithfully exhibited, and the statements and con-

clusions therein contained meet with mv unqualified approval.

W. C. C.

Brantford, Nov. 1st, 1886.
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LICENSE EEPOET.

Pkovincial Sechetary's Office,

License Branch,

Toronto, January, 1887.

To tin: HonourabU John Beverley Robinson,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario :

Mav it Please Youk Honour :

I have the honour to suVjmit the Ehnenth Annual Keport, and accompanying

Schedules, respecting the operation of the Liquor License Laws.

NUMHKR OF LlCKNSKS.

Schedule A i.s a comparative statement of the number of Licenses of the various

denominations issued, and of tlie number extended, transferred or removed, in eiuli of

the License Districts of the Province, during the past thrfee license years, and may be

thus summarized :

YKAR.S.

1888-4 .

1884-5 .

1885-6 .

LICENSES.

Taveb.n .

Ykault.

3340

3230

2561

1^

23

28

24

Six Months.

27

28

84<

7H1

675

525

tl
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I'KOViNCiAL Revenue.

The same Schedule shews the revenue derived by the Province from Licenses and

Fines to have been, for

1883-4 ! $ 93,225 70

1884-5 192,867 02

1885-6 165,285 62

The reduction in the number of licenses issued and the decrease in the revenue have

been caused by the introduction of the Canada Temperance Act in the Counties of Bruce,

DufFerin, Dundas, Glengarry, Huron, Norfolk, Oxford, Renfrew, Simcoe and Stormont.

Licenses in Counties and Cities.

Schedule B is a statement of the number of Licenses issued in the several Counties

and Cities during the past twelve years, the aggregates of the last three years agreeing

witii those of Schedule A, except as to Six Months' Licenses, which are not included in

the present Schedule.

Licenses in Minor Municipalities.

Schedule C gives, in detail, as regards each City, Town, Incorporated Village, and

Township, and the Unorganized Territory, of the Province, the number of licenses (other

than vessel licenses) and of extensions, transfers and removals, granted during the past

three years.

Total Collections.

This Schedule also gives the amounts collected from Provincial licenses and fines

(including the sums imposed by municipal by-laws), the totals of which (with the duties

derived from Vessel Licenses),, were as follows :—

-

1883-4 •. $444,745 40

1884-5 '..... 540,299 24

1885-6 451,072 97

Municipal Revenue.

The payments, in the Municipalities are shewn by the same Schedule to have

been, in

—

1883-4 $287,246 31

1884-5 283,589 80

1885-6 231,433 91

the decrease being attributable to the reduction, already referred to, in the number of

licenses.

Fines.

The Fines collected during the past year, as shewn in Schedule D, amounted to

$18,717.74, as compared with $21,406.32 in 1883-4, and $18,826.30 in 1884-5,

vi.
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Salaries of Inspectors—Expenses of Commissioners.

The payments during the past year under these heads are set out in the same

Schedule, and shew a decrease of $10,075.19 as compared with the preceding License

year ; the reduction having been caused by the dropping out of a number of License
t

Inspectors at the close of the License year 1884-5, owing to the coming into force of The

Canada Temperance Act, 1878, in their respective Counties.

Commitments for Drunkenness.

Schedule E shews the number of prisoners committed for drunkenness during the

years from 187G to 188G inclusively. The number for the past year is somewhat less than

that of the preceding year.

.Tue Canada Temperance Act, 1878.

In Schedule F is set out the result of the voting on the Scott Act, in the several

Counties and Cities in which it has been submitted since the month of February, 1884, in

which is given the particulars of the voting where the Act 1ms been submitted up to the

pff'seiit time.

I'll*' Act is now in force in the following' (Jountios and Cities :
—

Countiks.

Hrunt (<'xc«'pt the City of Mraiitford).

r.ru<;e.

Carb'ton.

I)uff»;rin.

Elgin.

Frontonac.

Hal ton.

Huron.

Kent.

I^mbton.

Lanark.

Leeds and fJrenville.

Ijennox and Addington.

Lincoln (except the City of St. ( 'atharinoK).

Middlesex.

Muskoka and Pariy Sound (tho.se portion.s comprisod m flu- <ountic.s f»f Simco<' and

Victoria rfsfxictivelv).

Norfolk.

NorthuinUTJaiid and i)ui-liaiii.

Ontario.

Oxfo.d.

Peterborough.

vii.
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Renfrew.

Sinicoe.

Stormont, Dundas and (,Tlengarry.

Victoria.

Wellington.

Guelph.

St. Thomas.

Cities.

The Inspector.s of Licenses.

The names and post-office addresses of the Inspectors of Licenses are set out in

Schedule Gr.

Special Inspection of License Districts.

The special inspections of the License Districts, and the examination of the work of

the license officials therein, from time to time, have been continued during the past year.

Respectfully submitted,

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
Provincial Secretary.

Vlll.
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SCHEDULES
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SCHEDULE A.

Comparative Statement, by License Districts, shewing the number of (Provincial)

such Licenses extended, transferred or removed, and the amount of Eevenue received

1884-5, and 1885-6 respectively.
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SCHEDULE A.

Tavern, Shop, Wholesale, Six Months' and Vessel Licenses issued, and the nnin})er of
by the Province therefrom, including the proportion of Fines, in the license years 1883-4,
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Schedule A.—Comparative Statement shewing the Xumber of (Pronciul)
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Tavern, Shop, Wholesale, Six Months' and Vessel Licenses, etc.

—

Continued.
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SCHEDULE B.

Comparative Statement, by Counties and Cities, showing the number of (Provincial)

Tavern, Shop, Wholesale and Vessel Licenses issued in the several Counties of tlie

Province, and in the Cities separated from Counties, for the license years 1874"

.5-6-7-8-9-80-1-2-3-4-5.

County.
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Schedule B.—Comparative Statement, etc.

—

Continued.

C0CN«Y. Year I

'^*^'^'''^
' Shop .Wholesale

Licenses. I Licenses. : Licenses.

Elgin

Essex

Frontenac (not including
Kingdton)

Grey

Halditiiand

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
18K3
1^.H4

1885

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1886

113
110
66
66
69
72
74
74
74
74

74
71

120
101
62
69
69
71
70
74
71

74
70
77

71
57
29
17
34
36
33
33
33
36
34
34

115
114

77

72
91
88
84M
95
ill

92

Halibarton

1874
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Schedule B.—Comparative Statement, etc.— Continued.
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Schedule E.—Comparative Statement, etc.

—

Continued.

COC.VTY.
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Schedule B.—Comparative Statement, etc.

—

Continued.

!

County.
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Schedule B.— Comparative Statement, etc.

—

Continued.

COCNTT.

Oxford

Peel

Year.

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885

1874
1875
1876-
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1873
1884
1885

Tavern Shop
Licenses, i Licenses.

Perth 1874
1875
1876

1 1877
• 1878

i
1879

I 1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885

Peterborough

.

Prcucott and Rum*;]] . .

,

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
18H4
1885

104
102
73
70
71
74
74
73
74
72
62

91
86
49
57
60
57
62
56
57
57
55
58

145
135
101
105
105
110
110
106
110
109
102
93

98
72
40
13
35
42
46
46
50
50
46
43

1874
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Schedule B.—Comparative Statement, etc.— Continued.

CorxTY.
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Schedule B.-
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Schedule B.- -Comparative Statement, etc.

—

Continued.

CiTT.
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Schedule B—Concluded.

Recapitulation, shewing the total number of Provincial Licenses issued in the several

(bounties in the Province, including the Cities, during the license veais
1874-5-6-7-8-9-80 1-2-3-4-5.

'
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SCHEDULE D.

Comparative Statement of the amount of Fines collected, and of the amounts paid in

respect of Expenses of Commissioners and Salaries of Inspectors, in each License

District, for the license years 188.3-84, 1884-85, and 1885-86 respectively.

License District.
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SCHEDULE D.

(^'oMPAKATivE Statement of amount of Fine.^, etc., in each License Di.stiict lor the

license y.ears 18834, 1884-5, 188.5-6, respectively.

—

Contimied.

LicEXSE District.
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SCHEDULE E.

Comparative Statement, shewing the number of Prisoners committed to the County

Gaols for Drunkenness, during the years 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882,

1883, 1884, 1885 and 1886.

County or District.
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SCHEDULE G.

Names and Post Offick Addresses of the Inspectobs of Licenses of the

several License Districts throuohout the Province.

LiCRNSK District. Inspectok.

Addington James Aylsworth

Algoma

Brant, North

Brant, South

Brantford, City

BrockviUe and South Leeds.

Bruce, North

Bruce, South

J. B. White

Geo. Pike

Isaac B. Merritt

Southworth Cole

R. R. PhUlips

Alexander McConnell

.

P. O. Al)l)RKS.S.

( Angus Stewart .

.

(Frederick Kleist.

Cardwell

,

Carleton.

.

Cornwall

,

Thomas Hanton .

.

John O'Callaghan.

William Pollock .

.

Dufferin IThomas Anderson.

Dundas

Durham, East

Durham, West

Elgin, East

Elgin, West

Essex, North

Essex, South

Frontenac

Glengarry

Grey, East

Grey, North

Grey, South Thomas A. Harris

.

Haldimand I Joseph M. Doyle. .

.

Haliburton |R. C. Garratt

Halton |W. D. Brothers . . .

,

Hamilton ! J. I. Mackenzie

Asa Beach

E. A. Powers

W. R. Climie

Archibald Mclntyre . .

.

Alexander Beaton

Thomas J. Elliott

Alanson Elliott

John Dawson

George H. McGillivray.

,
James Campbell

IC. C. Pearce

Hastings, East |Michael Lally

Tamworth.

Michaels Bay.

Brantford.

Scotland.

Brantford.

Caintown.

Port Elgin.

Lucknow.

Walkerton.

Caledon, East.

Kars.

Cornwall.

OrangeviUe.

Iroquois.

Port Hope.

Bowmanville.

St. Thomas.

West Lome.

Windsor.

Oxley.

Wolfe Island.

Wniiamstown.

Clarksburg.

Owen Sound.

Durham.

Caledonia.

Minden.

Milton.

Hamilton.

Belleville.
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SCHEDULE G.—C'onfi,uu',l.

License District. Inspector. P. O. Addkkss.

Hastings, North ,Edward Mount ej'

Michael J. Grainger

John R. Miller

0. H. Sprague

Wm. J. Paisley ,

Thomas Boon

Isreal Evans

William Glidden. ...

H. G. Taylor

Hastings, West

Huron, East

Huron, South

Huron, West

Kent, East

Kent, West

Kingston

Lambton, East

Lambton, West Ruben C. Palmer

.

Lanark, North !John Scott
I

Lanark, South | Henry Stafford . .

.

Ijeeds and Grenville, North and South!
Grenville Charles Chapman.

Lennox G. B. SUls

Lincoln R. Fowlie
I

London Robert Henderson

Middlesex, East 1 ). H. Williams . .

.

Middlejiex, North I Daniel Schoff

Middlesex, West
[
W. C. Roliertnon. .

.

.Monck .1. W. McCallum. .

.

MuHkoka and Parry Sound Elijah V. Stcphen.snn

NipiitMing iNaix.IeonFink.

.

Norfolk. North
1W. F. NickerMjn

Norfolk, South
IJohn E. Decow

NorthMnih<Tland, Kant .

Northumb«Tland, West

t)ntario, North

Ontario, Soutli

Ottawa .

Rolicrt Cock

John TljomHon

Thoniph"ii v.. Franki-nh

John Ferguson

( John O'Reilly

) !g«'o. E. St. (ieorge, Aiwt. Insp.&Prov. Officer^

Oxford, North 'William G. McKay I Woodstock

Oxford, South . . Gordr)n H. CV>ok | Ingersoll.
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I Madoc.

Belleville.

Jame.stown.

Centralia.

Clinton.

Bothwell.

Chatham.

Kingston.

Wyoming.

Samia.

Almonte.

Perth.

Pre.«cott.

Napanee.

St. Catharines.

London.

London East.

Clandelwye.

Mt. Brydges.

Dunnville.

Bracebridge.

Miittiiwa.

Simcoe.

Port Dover,

Cam pi >e 11ford.

Cobourg.

Sunderland.

Whitby.

! OtUwa.
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SCHEDULE G.—Continued.

License District. Inspector.

George Blain .

.

Alexander M. Fisher.

Peel

Perth, North

Perth, South jJohn S. Coppin

Peterborough, East Win. Darling. .

.

Peterborough, West
j

George Cochrane.

Prescott James H. Molloy

Prince Edward \T>. L. Bongard. .

.

Renfrew, North

.

Alfred J. Fortier

Renfrew, South I

Geo. W. McDonald

Russell

Simcoe, East

Siincoe, South

Suncoe, West

Stormout

Thunder Bay, East.

.

Thunder Bay, West.

Toronto

Victoria, North .

.

Victoria, South .

.

Waterloo, North

.

Waterloo, South

.

Daniel McLaurin

Angus McKay

Geo. Dinwoody

John W. Morrow

Donald P. McKinnon

Robert Maitland

Frank Gardner

f Thomas Dexter, Chief ")

I
I

J
John Wilson, West i

tThos. A. Hastings, East J

A. C. Campbell

John Short

Thomas Tilt

Samuel D. Martin ,

Welland |

Archibald Thompson, jr

.

P. 0. Address.

John Macdonald.

W. S. Cowan . .

.

Wellington, Centre

Wellington, South

Wellington, West IF. Flath

Wentworth, North *..... W. B. Williams.

Wentworth, South

York, East

York, North

York, West

Jonathan Davis.

James Eckhardt.

William Malloy.

Robert Wilcock .

Brampton.

Amulree.

Mitchell.

Warsaw.

Lakefield.

Fournier.

Picton.

Pembroke.

Renfrew.

Metcalfe.

Orillia.

Clover HUl.

Barrie.

South Finch.

Port Arthur.

Rat Portage.

Toronto.

Woodville.

Lindsay.

Waterloo.

Preston.

Welland.

Elora.

Guelph.

Drayton.

Dundas.

Hamilton.

Unionville.

Newmarket.

Richview.
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EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPUKT

OF THE

FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

OF ONTARIO.

To t/ie Honourable A. M. Ross, Commissioner of Agriculture :

•Siu,—I have the honour to submit herewith the eighteenth Annual Report of the

Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

L. W( )OLVERT()N,

Secretary.

Grimsby, October 15th, 1886.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of tlie Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario, was held at

Toronto, on the evening of Tuesday, 1 4th September, 1885, at St, Lawrence Hall. The
President, Wm. Saunders Esq., occupied the chair.

The Secretary read the Minutes of the lastf Annual Meeting, and they were approved

The Director's Report was read and adopted.

The President delivered his Annual address, wliich was received with the thanks
(if the Association ; and atterward the fullowiug resolution was passed viz :

—

Resolved,—That this Association desires to place upon record its deep appreciation of

the many and valuable .services of our retiring President, Mr. Wm. Saunders, in the

interests of fruit growing and of Horticulture in general ; and, more particularly at tho

present time, his untiring and invaluable researches into the modes and appliances for pre-

serving and conveying fiuit, which have so materially contributed to Canada's success at

the Colonial and Indian Exhibition.

A Committee on Nominations was then appointed, and, this Committee having

retired,

Mr. Morton drew attention to a seeding plum, which originated with .Mr. Wil.sun, of

Wingham. It was de.scribed as large, dark purple and productive. It bore its lirsl crop

in 18s4, had no crop in 1885, but in 188G it yielded two bushels. It ha.s a pleiusant sub-

acid flavour ; it clings a little t«j the .stone, and is fine for preserving. Messrs. Morton,
Allan and Smith were ap|)ointed a Committee to suggest a name. This Committee suggest-

ed that it be named •* Wilson."

The Report of the Nomination Committee was then read, which was as follows :
—

(Jkfiuers ok the Association.

I'resififtit.—Alexander McD. Allan, E.sq., Coderich, Out.

Vice-President.—W. E. WellingUjn, Esq., Toronto, Out.

Directors.—Agricultural Division No. 1, John Cioil, Aultsville ; No. 'J, A. A.
VV right, Renfrew ; No. 3, R. J. Dunlop ; No. 4, P. C Deuips.-y, Tnjuton ; No. 5, Thora.is

Beall, Lindsay ; No. 6, Col. J. Magill, Oshawa ; No. 7, Murray Pettit, Winona ; No. 1 1,

Wm. Saunders, London; No. 12, W. W. Hilboni, Arkoua ; No, 13, (Jliarles Hieklirig,

Barrie.

Auditors.—Charles Drury, Esq., ('mwn Hill , .James (Joldie Esq., <JueIpli.

ResjKictfully aul)mitted,

r. ('. hKMPSKY,
Ohairman.

The names were t^iken up in succesj^ion, and all were duly elected, aeeonling to tlie

Report of the Committee. The A.sHOciation then otljourned.

At the meeting of the Board of Directors, held Hub8C(|uent to the election of officers,

Linus Woolverton, Grimsby, was appointed Secretary-Trt^aaurer,
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The Agricultural Divisions.

No. 1. Storuiont, Duudas, Glengarry, Prescott and Cornwall.
*'

2. Lanark Kenfrew, city of Ottawa, Carleton and Russell.
"

3. Froutenac, city of Kingston, Leeds, Grenville and Brockville.
"

4. Hastings, Prince Edward, Lennox and Addington.
"

5. Durham, Northumberland, Peterborough and Victoria, including Haliburton.
"

6. York, Ontario, Peel, Card well and city of Toronto.
"

7. Wellington, Waterloo, Wentworth, Halton, Dufferin and city of Hamilton.
"

8. Lincoln, Welland, Haldimand and Monck.
" 9. Elgin, Brant, Oxford and Norfolk.
" 10. Huron, Bruce and Grey.
" IL Perth, Middlesex and city of London.
" 12. Essex, Kent and Lambton.
" 13. Algoma, Siincoe, Muskoka and Parry Sound.

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

Gentlemen,—Once more I have the honour to address you as your retiring President.

On this occasion permit me to congratulate you on the results of the fruit harvest for the

year. The crops of early small fruits have been abundant. Cherries aud plums have

given a much larger yield than usual
;
pear trees have in most instances borne well, and

there is a plentiful harvest of grapes, while the apple crop, although light in some districts,

may on the whole, taking fall and winter fruits together, be considered fair. The fruit-

grower has thus shared in the general abundance which has characterized the season of

1886.

Having been absent from Canada during the early part of the summer, engaged in

looking after the fruit interests of the country abroad, it is natural that I should take this

opportunity of placing before you some of the methods employed, the results which

have been reached, and indicate the probabilities of future benefits to result from the

efforts which have been put forth.

One of the most important events which it has ever been my privilege to call your

attention to, bearing on the present and future prospects of fruit-growing in Canada, is

the exhibition of Canadian fruits at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition held during the

present year in London, England. When the proposition was first made that we should

endeavour to pre|tare a collection of fruits to be exhibited during the following year, from

May to November, the undertaking seemed to be beset with almost insuperable difficul-

ties. The preservation of the form and texture of ripe fruit for so long a period past

its time of ripening—considering the rapid chemical changes which maturing Iruit irnder-

goes and the constant tendency to decomposition resulting from these changes—was in

itself a matter of no small difficulty, especially in view of the multiform character of the

texture and structure ol the different fruits our favoured climate produces. But with

this difficulty overcome, and a suitable antiseptic fluid found which would arrest the

natural changes which occur during and following the ripening of fruit, a still greater

difficulty presented itself in the preservation of the many delicate shades of colour

which adorn the surface of our fruits, and impart to them a beauty unapproached by such

as are ripened under less favourable conditions. There is an old adage that " where

there's a will there's a way." In this instance the will was not wanting, and by an

extended and long-continued series of experiments the way was found which led to almost

entire success. I say almost, because in some instances, after immersion in preserving

fluids for many months and subsequent exposure to light and sunshine, the bright shades

of red, which add such a glory to some of our fruits, became gradually less brilliant, and

eventually gave place to comparatively dull and pale colours. Notwithstanding these

4
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changes, which it seems scarcely possible to prevent, visitors, who are not fjimiliar with

the true colours of our fruits, look upon the exhibit as highly satisfactory and a brilliant

success. Those fruits whicli have when ripe a white or yellow colour, have been very

beautifully preserved, and maintain a brilliancy of hue somewhat exceeding nature,

resulting from the bleaching intiuenco of the chemicals useil in the solutions, and the

long exposuie to light. The yellow and white apples, the pears, quinces, peaches, yellow

plums, white cherries and currants, are all remarkably attractive and draw from visitors

constant and merited admiration.

Another frequent source of failure lay in the exosmodic action which takes place

when fruits are iuiniersed for a long time in saline solutions. By this action the juices

of the fruit pass out through the pores in the skin, and the specimens become contracted,

shrivelled and unsightly. Efforts were made to remedy this by dipping the fruit in

melted paratHne, so as to give it a thin coating of this substance ; but following the use

of this, more rapid changes occurreil in the interior, gases were evolved and large

unsightly ])listers deformed the specimens so treated.

Valuable suggestions were received from Dr. Charles Mohr.the well-known botanist of

Mobile, Ala., based on information obtained by idm from Berlin, Prus.sia, ;vs to the results

of some experiments in preserving fruit there with sulphurous acid ; also from Prof. R.

Ramsay Wright, of Toronto University, suggested by the results he had obtained in the

preservation of the natural colouis of animal ti.ssues by the use of hydrate of .hloral, and
from Prof. C G. Hoffman, chemist to the Geological Survey of Ottawa, as to the use of

boroglyceride, a mixture of boracic acid and glycerine. With those substances many
experiments were tried, and eventually they were found to be the most useful of all the

chemicals tested for this purpo.se.

I need not weary you with lengthy details as to how this success was finally reached;

it was not without much thought and labour. No such exhibit on such a scale had ever

been iindertaken V<efore, antl there was very little to guide one furtlier than indications as

to the most promising lines of e.xperiment to follow. The records of the patent office in

the United State.s, as well as those covering English and French patents for tiie past t(!n

or twenty years, were carefully ])erused with the hope of obtaining sonie useful hints.

Enquiries were made at the various experimental stations in the United States, and of

many of the leading chemists, physiologists and botanists of America, and with the aid

of tht* information thus gained, added to personal experituK.-e and observation the various

lines of experiment were mapped otit. Many of the experiments resulted in absolute

failure, some were partially successful, while others produced excellent results. Ditliculties

at first unthought of, presented them.selves in a most forcible way as the ex|>erimental

work progrcsst-d. The relative sjiecific gravity of the fluid as compared with the fruit,

was a seriouH obstacle in some cases, for where the fluid was dense so much constant

presRnre was required to keep the specimens under the surface that, after a tinw, they were
forced out of slia{>e and burst.

l>y the use of .solutions of 8id|ihurons acid, the yellow and light coloured fruits havo
bwn well preserved, and protiii.se to nMuain unchanged for an indefinite peiiod. With a
.solution of hydrate of chloral, varying in strength from two to four per cent, or of

VMiroylyceinde in the same proportion excellent results were obtained with gn-en and
niHHet fruits and fair re.sults with tho8«r having ditT<'rent shades of red. whib- .solutions of

salicylic acid in projtortion of one drachm to th«' cpiart has preserved tin- red and dark
grapes, with but little change of colour. Tlif fluiils used in which to dissolve tlie.se

ch«'nucais consisted of wator alone, or wat(!r mixt-d with from ten to twenty prr cent, of

alchohol.

The collection having Iwjen prepared, a suitable form of package wa.s devisi;d which
provided a compartment for each glass jar, an«l by means of which the entire collection

from Ontario was tran.<«|x>rted acro-iw the ocean without a single breakage, and that from
Quebec with only a trifling loss.

The Nova Scotia fntit** were sent in a fresh condition, anil consisted largely of winter

varieties of apples. These, together with fresh winter fruit simt from Ontario, were
shown in their nattu"al state as long as rircumstaticfs would pernnt, and then bottled in

fluids, in which they still retain a large proportion of their natural btsauty. While

5
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Ontario, Nova Scotia and Quebec supplied the larger part of the exhibit, some fine

samples were sent from New Biunswick, Prince Edward Island and British Columbia.

The entire collection consisted of about 1,000 jars, about one-half of which were apples,

the other half pears, grapes, plums, p&aches, quinces, gooseberries, currants, raspberries,

blackberries, strawberries, cranberries, wild fruits, nuts, etc. These formed a prominent

and most attractive feature of the agricultural trophy—a structure which has elicited the

continued admiration of visitors, and drawn from members of the press, from all parts of

the world, the highest commendations.

It would be withholding prair.e vvhere praise is due, were I to conceal the fact that

more than one-half of the entire exhibit is from Ontario, and that the Ontario collection

was mainly the result of the united efforts of the directors and members of this

Association.

In addition to the large collection of preserved specimens, we had at the time of the

opening of the exhibition in May a very good assortment of select winter apples in fresh

condition, which were sent from Nova Scotia and Ontario. Some of these were displayed

about the agricultural trophy on plates, and othei's were used to fill vacancies in the

preserved collection. It is worthy of remark in this connection that specimens of the

Fallawater apple, contributed by the County of Middlesex, which had been packed in

oat-hulls, were shown by taking a few out of the packing at a time, in good condition as

to appearance, up to the middle of July.

On the 10th of May a show of flowers and fruits was held in the hall of the Royal

Horticultural Society, to which Australia and Canada were invited to contribute fresh

fruits. Australia, whose apple harvest takes place in March, had received a few days

previous a large quantity of fresh fruit gathered just before shipment and forwarded in

cold storage, whereas all the Canadian specimens had been gathered from six to seven

months. From the Canadian apples on hand the following fifteen varieties were selected,

all being uniformly fine and in very fair condition :—Baldwin, Northern Spy, Canada
Red, King, Wagener, Golden Russet, Roxbury Russet, English Nonpareil, Seek no

Further, Mann, Vandevere, Swaar, Phoenix, Ben Davis and Limbertwig. The judges

carefully compared this collection with that from Australia, and while the" Australian

fruits were in fresher condition and some of them of larger size than the Canadian, it was

held that the fruit from Canada was better coloured and higher-flavoured, and the judges

finally decided to award to each collection a silver medal and certificate of merit. Con-

sidering the disadvantages under which we were placed, the result was highly gratifying.

To ixj esteemed coadjutor and successor, Mr. 0. R. H. Starr, secretary of the Fruit

Growers' Association of Nova Scotia, I desire to express my deepest obligations. His

assistance in every part of the work was invaluable and was ever rendered in the most

prompt and cheerful manner.

The Canadian fruit has done much to dispel the erroneous ideas which have so long

prevailed, both in Great Britain and on the Continent, regarding the character of the

climate of Canada. The question most frequently asked was, " How is it possible that

such fine fruits as these can be grown in so cold a country as Canada ? The visitors were

surprised to see so lar^«e a collection of varieties, and were particularly interested in the

display of grapes, which filled about a hundred jars. So frequently was the remark

heard " these must have been grown under glass" that it was deemed necessary to procure

prominent signs with the words " Canadian fruits, all grown in the open air," painted on

them and hang them at each corner of the trophy. By this ai-rangement every individual

in the constant stream of visitors was confronted by this plain statement which offered

convincing proof that the climate of Canada could not be so cold as was generally

supposed.

The fact that Australia has in the past attracted a larger number ot immigrants from

the British Isles than Canada, is doubtless mainly due to the false notions which have so

long prevailed as to the unfavourable conditions of our climate. There is every reason to

believe that the great interest, which has now been awakened in our fruits, will result in

a largely increased demand for them, and that new markets Avill be opened to our shippers ;

but we're no advantages of this sort to result from this exhibition, the service rendered

6
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in correcting the erroneous opinions, from the effect of which Canada has suffered so long,

will by the stimulus it will give to emigration during future years, amply justify any
•expense which may have been incurred in this connection.

liet'ore I left the exhibition in England a meeting was held of the ropresentatives of

the different provinces and the question of securing further exhibits of Iresh fruits, field

roots and vegetables was fully discussed. The outline of a plan of procedure was prepared,
whi(;h was submitted to the High Commissioner, Sir Charles Tapper, and received his

conlial approval. I was charged with the duty of submitting,' the proposetl plan on my
return to Canada to the Minister of Agriculture, and urging its adoption. In discharging

this pleasing office I found the Minister of Agriculture to be ecjually an.xiou3 with our-

selves that nothing be left umlone to make this part of the exhibition a complete success.

Instructions were at once given me to pioceed with the necessary arrangements, to the

carrying out of which I have since devoted every hour I could command, and with the
kind cooperation of fruit growers and farmers everywhere, which has been most cordially

given, the success of the undertaking is assured.

In order to rivet the good impressions which Canadian fruits have made still more
strongly, supplementary exhibits are now being prepared and will be forwarded during the

next two weeks. The leading varieties of our autumn apples and pears have .dreadv been
sent to London in considerable quantities, to be sold in the Canadian fruit marki'ts, which
will not only give the visitors to the exhibition the opportunity of purchasing samples of

these fruits and thus judging of their quality, but when the returns are known and the

condition in which the fruit reached England a-:certained, I think it will be demonstrated
that we can do a profitable business in that direction, and thus provide an outlet for our
surplus autumn fruits, which it is difficult to dispose of at home at remuntM-ative prices.

A.S an indication of what we may expect, I received yesterday a telegram advising me
that the first fifty bo.xes of Duchess of Oldenburgh apples, which were forwarded at tlie

Belleville <listrict. had reached London in excellent condition, and had all been sold at

seven shillings per box. As the.se boxes contain just one bushel, and such .select apples

have been freely offering this season at from foity to fifty cents per bu.shel in many parts of

the province, it will be .seen that, after adding the cost of the box, twenty cents, there remains
the difference between sixty and and seventy cents here and 61.75 there to pay cost of

transportiition and furnish profit to the shipper.

These fruits for market pur[)oses have biM-n forwarded weekly for several weeks past

in quantities of fifty or sixty bushel boxes per week. Bushel boxes have been U9e<l instead

of barrels for the rea.son that fruit carrie-s so much better in that form of packagi,* ami will,

we Indievc, realize higher prices than the same fruit in barrels. The varieties which h ive

furnished the bidk of the fruit sent an- Duchess of OUle'iburgh, Re(l Astnichan, (Jravcnstein,

and St. Lawrencre ap()les, and Bartlett, Clapp's Favourite and F'h'mish Beauty pilars. A
few bushels of i)lutns have al.so been f irwardfd from the (rodfrich rlistrictas an expi>riim'iit.

As a tilting climax to the whole, arrangements Imvo b««en maile to make a grand dinpluy of
fp'sh fruitH, H»dd roots and vegetables, during the last month of the exhil)ition. To accom-
plish thiH pur|x>se ami to secure representation from evory district, the finest specimens
"bLiinable will be solected from the more important agricultural exhibitions. The first

iiisigrunent of this character will go forwiird l)v the mail steamer leaving Montreal lu-xt

\v«M'k and will ctmtiun a choirii; collection snloctod from the Industrial Exhibition atTorotito
md the exhibition of the .Montreal Horticultural Soii«'ty. Followin;; thcsf will <;om'>

.selections from the Provincial Exhiliition at (iuelph, the [dominion Exhibition at Slicr-

brookf, also collections from the Hamilton, Ix)ndon and Belleville exhiliitions, It is «>x-

p^rcted that rollections will also be forwarded from Nova Scotia and the other Eastern
provinces, a.s well as Manitoba ami British Columbia, und when these are all brought to-

T it is l>elieve<I they will form the fine-st display of Cinadian fruit, fi-dd roots an<l

_ ibles ever seen. With thene later shipments there will be «< nt aUjut two tons of
grapes for the Canadian fruit market, obtained from vineyards in all |)art« of th<^ grape-
growing di.stricta from (^iielM'c to Nia^rara.

On the 12th to the 1 Uh of October there is to Ik> held in the hall of the Royal Horti-
c\dtural Society an exhibition of English fruits, whore Canadian fruits will have an oppor-
tunity of being placed in competition with those grown in England. We hope to be able
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to place before the people of Great Britain on that occasion such a display of orchard and

field products as will fairly astonish them. The earlier weekly shipments of fruit for

market purposes have been made under ordinary shipping conditions, the boxes being

placed in one of the cooler parts of the steamer, but for those selected products designed

for exhibition, and also for the grapes which are to be forwarded at the same time, special

refrigerating chambers are being fitted up on two of the mail steamers, where, by the use

of ice, the fruit will be kept at an even low temperature, which Avill ensiire its reaching its

destination in good condition. Our vice-president for the past year, Mr. A. McD. Allan,

will go in charge of the collection to be sent by the next mail steamer, and our esteemed

ex-president, P. 0. Dempsey, with the shipment to be made the week following. These

gentlemen have been selected for this duty because they are intimately acquainted with

Canadian fruits of all classes, and for the further reason that they have both had much
experience in shipping fruit to Great Britain. With the aid of these special experts,

associated with Mr. C. E. H. Starr, the Canadian representative now in charge of the fruit

exhibit, I am sure that everything which can be done to promote the fruit interests of

Canada abroad will be carefully attended to.

As soon as my duties in connection with the fruit exhibit were accomplished, I visited

the southern counties of England, the north of England and Scotland, and spent a few

days in Ireland and in Wales. I also visited France and portions of Italy and Switzerland,

and embraced every opportunity which presented itself to ascertain the condition of agri-

culture and horticulture at every point in my route. In the cultivation of flowers and of

ornamental trees and shrubs we are a long way behind these older countries and have

many lessons to learn, the acquiring of which would add beauty to our surroundings and

further charms and attractions to our homes, results which are exceedingly desirable, and

which would be highly appreciated by a large proportion of the community. But in the

more practical departments of farming and horticulture, in the rearing of stock, the

production of grain, field roots and fruits, as well as dairy products, we are far to the front,

and have now comparatively little to learn from Europe. In the use of labour-saving

ap))liances for agricultural purposes, and in the excellence and variety of our grain, roots

and fruits we are, on the whole, quite equal and in many respects in advance of the older

countries referred to; while in general intelligence and skill in agriculture and horticultural

pursuits and the readiness, yea, eagerness, shown by our farmers and fruit-growers to

possess and to test everything likely to result to their advantage, entitles Canada to a

position second to none. This intelligent and discriminating spirit augurs well for the

future of our country, and will inevitably lead to the more extensive development of those

departments of agricultural industry which are found to be most profitable and best suited

to the conditions of our soil and climate. With such advantages secured, steady progress

may be expected ; although we have still very much to learn, and new problems will neces-

sarily continue to present themselves for solution, as the settlement of the country, with

its varied climate, proceeds. During the past year a measure has been introduced by

the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion and received the sanction of Parliament, pro-

viding for the establishment of experimental farms in difi'erent parts of Canada, where new
varieties of agricultural and horticultural products may be tested, and where the many
problems which present themselves in connection with the products of the soil will be in-

vestigated and reported on. In the infancy of this enterprise it would perhaps be prema-

ture to speak of its probable efiects on fruit culture, but enough is known to justify the

belief that when fairly established' these institutions will undertake such work as will result

in enlarging the area of fruit culture in the several provinces, and thus place within the

reach of settlers and their families these health-giving luxuries, and at the same time in-

crease the export trade in fruits.

I shall not trespass further on your patience. The president's term of office closes

with each year, but it has been my pleasure to be re-elected to serve you in this position

for several years past, during which term I have endeavoured to serve you to the best of

my ability. I have always been opposed to anyone enjoying a monopoly of such honours

as this Association has to bestow, and have for this reason accepted the office during the

past two or three years under protest, and only at the urgent solicitation of friends. I

know that there are many gentlemen connected with this Association who are well qualified
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to fill this position acceptably, and of late years other duties have devolved upon lue to

such a degree, that I am unable any longer to give that time and attention to this position

which its duties demand. In view of these considerations, and the possibility of someone
re-nominating roe, I beg to state plainly and frankly that I cannot longer continue to serve

you in this capacity. Thanking you all for the kind and prompt manner in which you
have endeavoured to further my wishes and the interests of the Association, which I trust

have ever been in harmony, I sincerely hope that the future career of the Fruit Grower
Association of Ontario will be one of increasing usefulness.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS.

To the M«'m,hers of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario :

Gentlemen',—In submitting our report at the close of our term of office we have the

pleasure of b»;ing aide to sjiy that tliere has been some increase In our membership during

the past year, the number now on our roll being 1,980, as against l,r)r)2 last year. Wo
have endeavoured to e.xercise the strictest economy in conducting the atfiirs of the As-iocia-

tion, and believe that the expenditure of the past year has been as small as was possible,

consistently with the efficient working of the Association.

The publication of the Canadian IlorticiiUiirist has been continued monthly, as here-

tofore, although we have deemed it advisable to omit the coloured plate in some of the

nundjers, and to substitute therefor the less expensive plain engraving.

We suggest to our successors the importance of continued exertions to increa.se the

number of our memVjership, and a careful consideration of the possibility of increasing the

attractiveness and popularity of our monthly publication.

Since our last annual meeting the Secretary-treasurer of the Association has been

com|K!lled, by financial reverses, to make an assignment for the benefit of creditors. Wv. is

indebted to the Association to some extent, but wo are unable at present to ascertain

whether there will be ultimate loss or not to the Society. The assets of the estate are

8tAte<l as sufficient to cover all liabilities, but in the opinion of the Directors it is i)robable

there will l)ea deficiency, not, however, to any large amount.

All of which is respectively submitted,

W .M. SAUNDERS,
President.

TREASURERS KKI'<»liT.

RECKIPTS.

Krom 1,'J.')0 members, less commissions $1,8.33 .30

" advertisements 110 .39

" Government Grant 1,800 00
" balance la-st audit 553 59

Total S4,303 28
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DISBURSEMENTS.

Audit, 1885
Reporting, three meetings

Officers' expenses

Freight and express

Postage

Wrapping, reports and wrappers

,

Canadian Horticulturist

Plants and seed distribution . . .

Advertising

Customs
Stationer}^

Notes and discounts

Guarantee premium
Printing ,

Sundries

Clerk , . ,

Secretary

Editor

Balance

,

$20 00
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WINTER MEETING.

The Winter Meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association was held in the council

-chamber of the city of Stratford, on Wednesday and Thursday, the 10th and 11th of

February, 188G.

The meeting was called to order by the Vice-President, Mr. Alex. McD. Allan, of

<ioderi<.h, in the ab.sence of the President, and the minutes of the last meeting wei-e read

"by the Secretary, Mr. D. W. Beadle.

FENCES.

The first topic discussed was " Fences, the best and cheapest of the future, or should

they he abolished?"

Mr. 15EADLE.—According to my notion fences are an abomination. I do not think

we are under any inconvenience at all witliout them, and the (juicker we get rid of them

the better. In the first place they are an expensive institution. I wonder if any farmer

«ver counted the expense of his fence for twenty-five years, or multiplied to find out

what it co.sts the towns in the counties, for the maintenance of the fences. You are taxetl

to keep up fences, and to keep out other people's cattle. The innumerable cross-fence.s,

that art.' to be seen on sonie farms throughout the country are wholly unnecessary.

There is a plan of a movable fence, that will fence in your stock, which cau be built

-on any farm and which can be put on any portion of it for prt.st<ire j)urposes. \ou

can move the fence to any part. I think it is far less expensive than the prestMit

«y8tem. Mr. Ikall took an excellent view of this (luostioo, and once made a caretul

^•stimat*' of the costs. I think it was put in one of our reports ; |>erhaps Mr. licall,

will be able to tell us what he ma<le out the cost to be. It is perfectly astonishing that

\se submit to it. We must let every man know that he must take care of his own cattle.

That this thing c^n be done has been demonstrat<.'d by our neighbors in the United

States. The first move was to allow each iiuinicipality to have cattle run at larj^e. They

tried that for a while and found no municipality mean enough to order the fence to be

kept up. Some yeai-s ago I happened to be in Chatauqua and noticed there were no

fences on the road alongside of wheat fields and vineyards fur miles. No fences, and

the p«ople wanted to see no fences. I asked them did they find it to work well ; tliey

Maid yes, with all but a few cantankerous people. Get rid of th«'«e unsightly fences.

.Mr. Bk.m.l.—The secretary taxes my memory loo much, I can't r»*nieml)er the figures.

I renifuilM-r that I was surprisfid very niuch at the figures I first obtained. 1 went to

wiirk and whittled them down, and in spite of all I cimld do, I found the figures HOiiicthing

enormous. 1 found that any farmer with an ordinary nuniUT of fence.s, on a hundred

acres of land, could b»-tt4!r maintain a man to look after his cattle, than maintain the

feme.-. There is no doubt that tlu^ fences are a great nuisance in Ontario. Any man has

a right to keep cattle, horses and pigs, but he should take care of them. Another great

evil, of fences, i'«pi,'cially mil fences, is the immense snow drifts collecU-d by them in winter

lime. With proper management you could secure with little cost a prop<Tly construcU'd

svind-break, in«t«"ad of a fence. I have foun<l that if the money sjwnt on fences, merely

for keeping fences not really necessary, were f»xpende<l on wind-breaks, there might be

a surplus left. It miuht have amounted to hundreds of dollarn. Fences coht too much
for one thing.

Mr. Wilson (of Seaforth).—There is another point on this fence question that has

not been touched on—the amount of land that is not used that could bo used. The fence

arouii'l a farm occupies a laige area. Another fioint strikes me, viz:—They are the

greatest breeders of weeds. (Hear hear). Weeds grow enormously around these fences.

Taking everything into consideration in connection with fcncca and the amount of ground
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they occupy, there is a .s^reat loss. Anotlier evil is the blocking of our roads with snow in

Avinter. If we face this question carefully and agitate it, that would be a step in the
right direction, and the abolition of our fences would follow. It would pay even supposing
every farmer kept a man to look after his stock.

Mr. Scott (of Michigan, United States).—I would add that, in our town, I think in

five years the fence will be an exception on the roadside.

Chairman.—What do they do in regard to live stock 1

Mr. Scott.—They have moveable fences, to a considerable extent.

Mr. A. M. Smith (of St. Catharines).—The fence is a great harbour for mice, and they
destroy a large amount of fruit trees, and it takes a considerable amount of money out of
the pockets of nurserymen.

Mr. Wright (of Renfrew).—We have a great many difficulties. These fences, I
have always thought expensive and entirely useless on a farm. I have noticed in the-

Province of Quebec, where the people are supposed to be poor, what an amount of fence
they have. If we went to work and put cost on one side, and the argument of the fence

on the other, we should find the balance tremendously against the fence. There is interest^

there is money invested, and there is labour to keep these fences clean and in repair. I
have no doubt if we put it in that way there would soon not be any fence at all.

Mr. Jarvis (of Stratford).— There is what they call a hard law in our own country.

That is to compel parties who keep cattle to make their own fences, and keep their cattle-

within bounds. I consider every man should have wire fences, and if he wants to keep
cattle, let him fence them in. Now, if any of you have travelled in other countries and
noticed the beautiful landscape, the lovely farms and the beautiful crossings, with nothing-

to mar or depreciate the beauty, you do not see these miserable snake fences, all for th&
old feudal idea of fencing out other people's stock. It certainly seems to be about time
that we took this matter in hand and tried to abolish fences. In doing this we should be

abolishing weeds ; we should make the country more beautiful by throwing open to the
view of strangers, our attractive fields.

The Vice-President.—Can you suggest anything to bring that about ?•

Mr. Jarvis.—Since the matter has been discussed a great many people have changed
their minds, and are in favour of no fence. Last year we became a city, and we have a cow
by-law. The city has also a goose by-law. Some old ladies appeared the next session

after this by-law had been passed, and the members of the corporation caved in, and the
goose by law was not made imperative. I am glad for friends interested that I do not
belong to the City Council. However, after the next election they had the coui-age to put
that by-law in force. Now, if we keep geese we should take care of them. I think if we
keep up the agitation before the farmers, in three years in the County of Perth there will

be very few fences. I am just going to remark that, in the town of Stratford, the moment
this by-law was passed, and the City Coi'poration had the firmness to stand to it, a great

many old fences went down on our streets, and if we took a stand in the country a great

many old fences on our roads would be obliterated. A great many people would have
their gardens and lawns entirely free from old fences, and put a single bar up for protection,

and the beauty of this would have such an effect that the next year one half of our city

would be protected merely by an iron bar. I trust it wont be long before we shall throw
our lawns open to our streets.

Mr. Beadle.—I am going to take the part of the poor man. Just look at it for a/,

moment. There are some poor people without pasture land, and they have a cow, and the

cow destroys the trees of other people, because they have no fence.

A Member.—That would be good for the Nurseryman !

Mr. Beadle.—That is the argument I have made out of it. It is the misfortune of

the township in which I live. We passed a by-law that everybody muKt take care of his

own cattle and need not keep fences. We were besieged with the argument in favour of the

poor man's pig. The Council rescinded the by-law and in bringing this matter up we
looked on both sides of it. It would not be right for a municipal council to pass a by-law
allowing cattle to run over the streets. We should, I think, get the legislature enlightened
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upon the serious detriment of keeping up these fences. If lot ownei-sin towns and vilhtges

would keep up the pressure upon the representatives to get such a law passed, as 1 have
suggested, it would make C)untry life more enjojTible.

Mr. A. A. Wrigut.— I would just say the same argument arose in our town, respect-

ing the poor woman's pig and rich man's pig, also. The rich man made a great plea for the

poor man's pig. It was for his own pig^ (laughter) running over the streets. The rich

man came up to the council and said that these poor people were not able to tiike care of

their pigs by having a place for them. Tiie Mayor got up and said. " VVe are not going
to tumble to the racket," and the by-law was enforced. The Hii^h 8oho<jl Board (it is a

union Board) offered the school boys for every pig they succeeded in catching fifty cents

in money. Every pig in town was impounded. There was a general " hnw-do-you-do,"

over it, but there were v^ery few pigs to be seon after that. The Board of Health had no
trouble from pigsties either,

Mr. Beall.—Since leaving home a friend said to me, when I was talking about cattle,

tliat he had information a short time ago from a very clever lawyer with regird to piissing

liy-laws respecting cows in corporated towns thiough which railroads run. The law

already provides that no cattle can run at large. I think we have a lawyer with us. Is

It a fact or not ?

Mr. Morton (of Wingham).—I am very sorry I was not in at the beginning of this

discussion, in order to hear wh;it points were submitted. I can go no further than the

one point I mentioned at the Woodstock meeting. At that time 1 cited a case that would

decide the point brought up then. The matter, however, was sprung upon me at that time

A mi>iapprenhension may exist in this Province, and more wide-spread, perhaps, iu< to the

position of peo|)le keeping cows, and allowing then to run upon the higuways. There

is no law preventing any other animals than those mentioiu'd in the Municipal Act from

running on the highway. If there is no l>y-law piissed they can run. A great many
people presume that they are prohibited. There is no such law and they can run upon
the highway, but they must kf*ep them there. I may leave my fence down and any
animal allowed to run by permi.ssion, if trespassing upon my place, by the pre.sent by-law,

I can impound
;
just the same aa in the case of the by-law prohil)iting. Thi'n- is a i-.tsc,

Crow vs. Steepes et al, which I will read :

—

Ckowe vs. Steepes, et al 46 Q. B, 87.

A municipal council by by-law, pa8.sed pursuant to the Muiiicipal Act, enacted that

certain descriptions of animals (naming them) and all four footed animals known to bo

breachy .should not be allowed to run at large in the Township, ami jirovided for lixing

the height of fnnce.s. The plaintiff's cittle strave<l from the highway inln the lands of

defendant, Williams, who.se fences w«'re not of the height required by the l»y-law. He dis-

tained them, and they >veie iiiiji<)unile<i.

Held, that as the by-law did not affirmatively authorize these cattle to run at large

Vy negatively providing that cerUiin other classes of animals should not be allowed to do
HO, the plaintiff was liable at common law and under K.S.O. (Jhaptor l*J5, for damage done
irre»t|N>otive of any question as to the height of the defendant's fences.

I have exnmine<l the ])y-lawg of the Municipal Act in the Province of Ontario, and
out of these there are only two that allow the animals to run ; the others are purely pro-

hibitory. They simply *iy " shall not run." A bydaw must be passed, otherwise they

cannot travel on the highway. (Jur resjiective Seeretary is one I really find Iriking the

poor woman's part. If I own any property, what right hiw anyone, simply Iwcause of

jwverty, to allow his or her animals to trespass ami interfere with that property ? I don't

think the poor man haiiany such riglit. As far as our town is coiu-enwd, I may say this: I left

my gates o|M>n when the by-law wfi.s enforced, and one day when I hadn't much to <lo and I

hadn't much to lose in the garden, some cows got in and I walkinl them U) |>ound. I

wanted to make a test case. I heard that the owner consult^Hl a well known solicilor, but
there was nothing said about it. I would like for this Association lo disseminate as fully

as po.ssible the int<!ntions and the ideas we entertain in this niatt«!r. I may say you could not
distrain the animals. The animals come in the gateway, and unless damage is done, you
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cannot distrain. The cows in my vicinity are of that kind which have sense enough to

come in late at night and leave before daybreak. If a prohibitory law were passed, such as I

know is in force iu the State of New York, I think it would be a step in the right diiec-

tion. The fruit growers' should ask our representatives to get further legislation in that

direction. While upon this point, I might mention one thing : the law requires land

owners to maintain line fences between themselves and their neighbours.

A Member.—Can a municipality pass a by-law in regard to that ?

Mr. ]MoRTON.—I think not, speaking from recollection. The general law provides

there shall be a line fence.

Mr. Downs (of Stratford),—There was a thought came into my mind with reference

to the sparrows. I am not an enemy of the sparrows. There are a good many gentlemen
present, who have been in the old country and have seen them around the fields.

Vice-President.—That is wandering from the question.

Mr. Downs.—I have reference to the fence around the wheat field. We find about
two rods from the fence that every head of grain is stripped clean by the sparrows. The
sparrows very seldom light in the middle of a field. Sparrows are short in flight, and I

hold the fence is a great harbour for them. In the old country, for two rods around the

fence, the grain is destroyed. I think in the city of Stratford it would be a great benefit

to have the fences permanently done away with. There is supposed to be about fifty miles

of streets, I should judge, and I have a pretty good knowledge of what fences there are in

fifty miles. I would say, if I am not mistaken, that there would be 528,000 feet of

fence. Put down that fence at fifty cents per foot, a low estimate for a fence. I find, at

fifty cents, that it ?vould cost $264,000 to put it up. Average this for fifteen years or, say,

three or four years, and see what it would amount to. It is said that the cows would come
in and destroy the trees ; I rather doubt it. I think if the fences were down some
would beautify their places, and it would certainly tend to stimulate action in that direction

and increase the planting of trees. I hold that a person beautifying his place is a great

stimulus to his neighbour to do the same, and therefore I think it would have an efiect ta
increase sales.

Mr. Wood (of Stratford).—I could say I perfectly agree with Mr. Downs. It would
be much better for the nurserymen and other men.

Mr. GovENLOCK.—I would like to say that the boys are very fond of beautiful grapes^

and the fences being down would tempt them to take some.

A Member.—The boys would go where there are fences.

Mr. Morton.—Yes ; the boys like to climb over the fences.

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.

The second topic taken up was, "Ornamental Trees and Shrubs Forest, Trees and
Hedges, for protection and shade."

A. M. Smith (of St. Catharines)—I like ornamental trees and shrubs, and especially

hedges. A good many fence in their places with trees which act as wind-breaks. This
stops the snow and protects our plants. In the Niagara district, especially during
the last two or three winters, there have been thousands of dollars of grape vines

lost, as well as other varieties of fruit, through the want of protection to their roots. The
roots have been frozen and killed. This was especially true in regard to the grape-vines.

I think the Quince, Red and Norway Spruce are about as good as any hedge or wind-
break. Then there is the White Cedar. We have noticed that snow has been a protection

to currant bushes from the frost. One particular instance I noticed last season in the
grapery ; a row of grape bushes had retained snow on the vines, and in that portion
of the vineyard I did not suffer from the loss of a vine last winter. Where these cur-

rant Vjushes had been met by a full sweep, they were very much injured. Anything in

the line of hedges or evergreens is the best thing I know of to gather snow.
The Vice-President.—You recommend Norway Spruce and White Cedar 1

Mr. Smith.—I recommend Norway Spruce ; I have not used any White Cedar.
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Mr. Dentox (of London)—I like beautiful hedges. If we had nice close hedges we
could do away with the fences altogether. It would be nice to have hedges between farm
and farm. I agree with my friend, Mr. Smith, in tlie matter of hedges as a wiiul-breai<. I

understand from a hedge it is a cover. We have hedges as fences. I have seen Usage
Orange and WhiteThorn u.^ed. Then there are ornamental trees of wliich the Spruce is to

my mind the most useful. There is, however, nothing more beatitiful for ornamental jmr-
pose.s tlian the Maple. la London tlie .shade trees are nearly all maples. The Soft Maple
I think is beautiful. I also like the Mountain Ash. It is an elegant tree when it is

grown and branched out. Evergreens, to my mind, are always beautiful ; I love to seem
them in winter.

The Vice-President.—We want totiml out the capability of this section, with repaid
to ornamental trees and shrub hedges. We would like to know what kind vou lind

hardy ?

Mr. Jarvis.—We have had plenty of locusts, but after some years they were riddled
with worms. The Maple should not be interspersed with other trees. I tind the Oak is

a very hard grower, although it requires a little more care. A few Oaks, a few Hickories
and Basswoods, are really beautiful. The European Linden looks very nice. Some 25
years ago I planted a great many Walnut trees, and these trees are now very large trees,

and in a short time will be tit to make into lumber. In the meantime they are bearing
very luxuriantly. A great many Butternuts exi.sted some years ago, but many of the trees

are dead. The butternuts throughout the town bore pretty good crops until seven years
ago. Black Walnut trees bear abundantly in this part of the country.

The Vice-President.—Have you planted the Horse Chestnut 1

Mr. Jarvis.—Yes; wehave some magnificent trees in this part of the countrv. There
is another tree I should mention, the native Elm and European Elm—trees that are
generally overlooked.

Mr. Lawrence.—Insects destroy the leaves of the English Thorn and it does not stand

the spring frost.

Mr. Beai.l.— I find these ornamental trees Srst rate for shade. For fields or lor

farm use there is nothing like trees. We want something which prevents the winds from
circulating .too freely

;
you want the farm somewhat .screened from the wind, and if yr)u have

a cluster of trees, or a long avenue, the snow will be more evenly distributed, and you will

liave better protection for your cattle. There is nothing equal to the Norway and the

Native Spruce for this purp(j8e.

The Vice-President.— Hedges of small shrubs get heavy with snow and drooj» ami
the snow drifts with the wind.

Mr. Beall.— 1 believe above all other trees, the Black Walnut .stands promiru^nt.
It bears a large (juantity of nuts, and makes a beautiful tree. Any man that has ever haii

a liutternut or Walnut tree will never b(! without them. The Walnut will grow any-
whvrr. in Ontario— I believe in any partof Canada ; it will grow in a much colder climate

;

It will grow in Norway an«I in the Highlands of Scotlantl.

•Mn HiMtoRN (of Arkona)— I think a great (leal of the Scotch Pine for a wind-break.
Them are two or three hundred on our place, and tliey grow to be a tree in half the time
of a Spruce. I don't know how they will succeed after they get old.

Mr. Denton.—One tree mentioncrd is a jM-rfect failure, as it is a breeder (tf insects ;

that is the Iy>cuHt. I do not advoraU' it on account of the liorers, which tend to bring
al>out the dewtniction of the other trees.

Mr. Jarvi.s.—Ours have been destroyetl here. There in one tree not mentioned, that
i» the Purple L<aved Beech. It is a very j)retty tree, and i« well mlapted for the lawn.
Two or thr»M' varieties of trees set off a lawn effectively.

Mr. .J.vKviH.— Do you grow it in London, Mr. I)ent<jn 1

Mr. Dknto.n".— It grows in our cemetery, (.'ut I>'aved Birch in also a lovely tree.

Mr. Morton, at this Htage, exjilained the legal points on the previous question
'* The F'Vnee, etc.," by quoting the wise of Dantes V8. G. T. li., and reading from the
Ontario Keyiort of ApjK-ah, page 47'].

The convention adjourned at 12,30 for«linner.
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THE QUESTION BOX.

The afternoon session was begun at 2 o'clock. The following questions were put in

and answered as follows :
—

Question.—Suppose you graft a scion of a tender tree on a hardy tree, will it

make the graft hardy 1

Mr. Beadle.—The answer to that question, is no. It does not change the nature ot

the scion, if it is tender.

Question.—What is the cause of the plum blight ?

Mr. Beadle.— If I understand it right you reler to the plums falling. So far as I

have observed it is caused by the growth of fungus upon the leaf. I should say that the

roots of the fungus feeds upon the leaves and therefore destroys their vitality.

TREE PLANTING, ETC.

The next topic taken up was the topic of " Tree Planting on streets, road'sides and
school grounds, and Nut-bearing Trees suitable for this section."

Mr. Woods—We have several agricultural societies, etc., and through their influence

we have an Arbor Day. We have a great many trees planted. It is remarkable the

advance that has taken place, in tree planting in six or seven years. It is barely forty years

ago since this place was covered with the original forest. We have some fifteen walnut

trees of the variety generally grown in this place, which I think were planted in '1850 or

1351, and several of the trees are from fifteen to eighteen inches in diameter. We all agree

that monotony should be avoided, and I have myself tried the experiment of planting the

Sweet Chestnut, as well as the Walnut. I have had two planted for six or seven years, and
they are perfectly hardy.

Mr. Woods.—I think we ought to urge in this country and the United States, the

desirability and feasibility of planting trees, and we should plant as far as possible the

ordinary trees of the country.

Mr. BuERiT (of Stratford).—This place is small and we can't boast of a large

amount of land set apart for park purposes. We have a park of four or five acres. I am
sorry, however, to see so little interest taken in this matter.

The Vice-President.—What varieties have you planted in your park 1

Mr. BuRRiT.—We tried the Horse Chestnut for one, but every one died.

The Vice-President.—Have you a good many trees through the cemetery 1

Mr. Burrit.—We have a good many soft maples. The difficulty here is the trees

are not properly set. The people have planted them so close together that they will have

to cut them out, and that cannot be done with uniformity.

Mr. Beadle,—I would make one suggestion. A word was said not to confine our-

selves to one variety. I quite agree with that idea. My idea of beauty, and also taste

in the matter, is the proper development of each kind, and plant the kinds to themselves.

Take an avenue and plant it with Horse Chestnut. If you have an avenue for maples,

plant all maples. If you plant the trees a proper distance apart, you will have avenues

beautiful in symmetry. I wish Mr. Goldie would speak on this matter, he has had so

much experience.

The Vice-President.—I think that point cannot be too much considered in planting

our streets. Whatever you are going to plant in one street, plant all of the same kind of

trees. I have illustrated that very well around my own ground. I planted a large

number of varieties of our native trees around my own grounds and they don't look any-

thing like as well as if I had planted one variety.

Mr. Downs.—Do all the trees require uniformity of depth 1

The Vice-President.—I think they do.

Mr. Goldie.—I think there should be a by-law to regulate the planting of trees a

proper distance apart. They should be separated by about twenty to thirty teet. You
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can in almost every city or town find trees from eight, ten, or twelve feet apart. You
look into the fulure and see what they will grow to. If you do not keep pruning them
up, some will be sure to be killed out. The great aim in tree planting on the streets ii

to plant all of one kind and at tbe .same distance apart, with the same distance from the
line or the sidewalk. Tliat will make a beautiful street. The best tree for the street,

where there is plenty of room, is the Elm. I was in tne city of Utica last summer and
some of the streets were planted with elms. One of the streets was like a grand dome, a
regular arch; but unfortunately, as everywhere else, they had planted them too close. The
next tree is some variety of the Soft Maple; I think there is nothing grander in foliage.

In the fall they colour up so beautifully. I have always looked upon the Sugar Maple as a

fine tree. You don't want a tree un the street to be too thick; if it is spreading and thin,

it gives a much better shade. You notice in Toronto that the Horse Chestnut has been
planted; but it is not a tree suitable for the street. I should recommend smaller shrub
tr.'cs and give them plenty of room. I do not like to see natural beauty deformed or
stunted. There is nothing gives a better impression than to have suitable trees and
and shrub.s planted, and allow them plenty of room. To grow in small grounds, I can
recommend some of the varieties of Cedar. The White Cedar, for instance, is very beautiful.

Shrubs of all varieties and grown in all situations, are very beautiful. In a climate like

ours in this part of Ontario all hardy things will grow, but do not crowd them together.

The Vice-Presiue-VT.—What about nut-bearing trees]

Mr. GoLDiE.—Hickory doesn't grow.

The Vice-President.—Have you tried Black Walnut?
Mr. GoLDiE.—They are grown in the College ground.

Mr. Woods.—The only way I can understand that the Black Walnut does not grow
is because of the rock so near the surface.

Mr. GoLDiE.—There ha.s been none planted except in the College grounds.

Mr. Jauvis.—Some thirty years ago, when I was planting trees around my first

residence, we got walnuts somewhere about London. They were not gro-^n from the nuts
;

they were shoots from other trees. The trees are growing splendidly, and they will

soon be fit for timber. I planted several dozen, and they are all living. When
1 planted my new garden I got some trees from St. Catharines. I planted them
and, after being jilantftl some time, I came and took one up and replanted it. It

has borne over a half bushel of walnuts. As far as my experience goes there is

no troul)le with trees, cither from the nursery or from the nuts. The Butternut in

this country grows without any trouble, but it is not quite as pretty a tree as the

Wiilnut. With regard to Mr. Goldie's opinion of the elms, I think they are exceedingly
fine trees.

The Vicb-Prbsidbnt.—Which Elm would you plant—the native Elm 1

Mr. Jarvis.— 1 have .«some European Elms, but I really like the native Kim far

bettor. 1 think the natural growth is more beautiful. In connection with my own
planting, there is one tree whiih has boon overlooked, that is, the native WiM Cherry.
It is v<Ty nice. I have one, and we giit enough clvcrries to njake lots of cherry cordial.

The Wild (Jherry makes a very pretty tree. I have al.so planted native Whit<! .\.sh, and
a.H I have said before, I have planted Ba.sswood. I hear that near WoodstiMk tlnrre is a
grove of that kind of tree ; at any ratf, wi* have Basswood honey. If a bee gtsLs one suck
of Ba.H,swo<)<l it is ilelighted. (Laughter.) Wlir>n the Biusswood is in bloHsom it has a
b«'autiful scent. If I w«re a-ik.'d to name the trees I liked bt'st, I should say, the Elm,

,
Blai^k (.'hcrry, Wild Cherry and White Ash. On Arbor Day it was amusing to .see people
running along in squads. Hohis were dug three or four indies dcf'p, and a man came
along and put the trees in. There is no use of having an Arbor Day unless the trees are

selecte«I, nicely planted and taken care of.

Mr. Wright.—The varieties that we grow in our section of the country so far north
are not exactly the .same as those you grow lifTf. The principal varieties there are tbe
different kinds of maples—Hard .Maples

—

whii-li, of ivmrse, you have here ; Soft Maples,
which you have in abundance, and the Red River Maple, which is a very boautiful tree

and a very ra[)id grower. We have more difficulty in getting the Hard Maple to grow
than any other tree. The Soft Maple is very beautiful when the frost touches its foliage

;
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it changes into such varieties of colour. The Red River variety, especially, is a rapid

grower. I quite agree with my friend the Secretary this time that we should contine

ourselves to a variety ; and with respect to space I quite agrefe with my friend, Mr. Goldie,

that twenty-five to thirty feet is a proper distance to plant trees apart. Another tree is

the Elm ; I thought so much of it, and I planted so many around my grounds, that I have
named it " Elmhurst." I received favourable impressions from the Lower Lachine Road
from Montreal, near the old Fraser estate, where you see the branches interlock. It is

the finest drive I ever saw. The tree is perfectly hardy and you get it anywhere, but it-

is not a very rapid grower. Another tree, the Basswood, is really beautiful. There are

some beautiful specimens growing around the English Church in the City of Quebec. So
far as Black Walnut is concerned, 1 know nothing about it ; we have never attempted

to grow them in our section. Butternut is a native of our section. There is what we call

the Bitter Walnut, which produces, an ordinary bitter nut. The Hickory tree, which we-

sometimes call the bitter walnut, is magnificent looking in its second growth. For an
ornamental tree it is really beautiful.

Mr. Scott.—Have you got the Round Elm 1 It is the tree above all others. My
farm is the Elm Fruit Farm. I have half a mile of Elm trees planted, and the rows of

Elms in front of my place have doubled the value of my place. I had a man from
Chicago offer me double what it cost me.

The Vice-President.—What other trees have you"?

Mr. Scott.—On one side I have ornamental trees, and the Black Walnut grows wild»

Mr. Denton.—What is your soil. I should understand it to be a strong soil 1

Mr. Scott.—It is.

Mr. Downs.—Is the Russian Mulberry a suitable ornamental tree 1

Mr. Beadle.—Some gentleman in London fruited it, and it was very beautiful,,

and the fruit valuable. The trees we have in this country are all from the trees brought
us. There is a great variety of Russian Mulberries.

]\[r. Woods.—Mr. Jarvis has one he fruited here.

Mr. Beadle.—I look forward to the time when we shall get hold of a good variety,

and by protecting it as we do our apples and pears, we may succeed, and gef mulberries

as good as the English Mulberry. Englishmen have seen it at home and know that it is

very valuable. I trust we will succeed in having the Russian Mulberry grow farther

north. It is a pretty looking tree. Meanwhile we must have patience.

Mr. Beal.—For tree planting on the roadside, I should say plant Walnuts.

The Vice-President.—How far apart ^

Mr. Beal.—The statute says thirty feet, and all trees can safely be planted at that

distance. .Some of my friends are not satisfied to put them thirty feet apart, but put two in

that space and afterward they will cut the middle one down. I would advise you to

plant this tree, not because it is the most beautiful ti-ee, but because it grows very rapidly.

It will make in ten years a larger and more handsome tree than the Maple in thirty

years.

The Vice-President.-—I hear complaints frequently made against roadside plantings

that the roads do not get a chance to dry up after a heavy rain.

Mr. Beal.— I think the trees planted will do the very opposite ; they help to dry the

road by absorption. The trees take up a large amount of moisture. If you have a row
of trees on each side of a road, it will help to dry that road ; there is no doubt about

that. I know there is a place in the Township of Whitby, four miles in length, where
there is one of the driest roads I know of, and it is planted with trees.

The Vice-President.—The evaporation from the trees comes from the soil.

Mr. Beadle.—I wish I were big enough to hold all the knowledge and I would be a.

living cycloptedia. I fully corroborate what Mr. Beal has said in regard to the trees.

There are a large number of leaves growing and each one requires moisture, and the

moisture comes from the roots. Gallons and gallons of water are required for this pur-

pose. The water a tree consumes is something astonishing. I cannot speak accurately

just now how many gallons is required, but it is very many that a tree evaporates in a.

course of a day. Suppose it is only a few gallons : in a short time a tree will have taken

up so much water from the soil by pumping up steadily that the roadside will be dry..
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Trees planted on the roadside are a benefit on a warm summer day for the shade they
afford, and people will not mind the little mud there may be after a shower. The sooner
we wake up to the benefit of tree plantiu;.' on the country roadsides the better will it be
for us everywhere, for our own comfort, our taste and for the value of our property, if we
wish to sell it.

George Copelaxd (of Hespeler).—In regard to the question of trees on the road-

side, I may say that I know whire there was an avenue of trees and the road was muddy
from the time the frost came out in the spring until the frosl enteretl it again, but after

the cutting down of the trees the mud disappeared entirely. In regard to the planting of

trees in school grounds, I may say that around our school-house we have one of the finest

school grounds that any person can have the privilege to look upon, and there have been
planted chiefly maple trees. There a:e, as well, one or two other trees that take my eye,

and one is the ordinary Tamarack ; it makes a beautiful tree, especially if the ground is

somewhat inclined to be damp. Another one is the Ironwood tree; it makes a beautiful

tree.

Mr. Gilchrist.—Our cities devote 8200 or 8500 on tree planting and I am certain

that 75 per cent, of that money is thrown away. If we had a commission of three gentle-

men in this city, who were thoroughly acquiiinted with tree pluniing, and who should, for

a series of years, continue that work, we would accomplish good results and get value for

the money expended. As regards the distance of planting trees, the Walnut makes a
beautiful shade tree for the street, but you cannot plant this to have any elfect, unless you
plant the trees a good distance apart. 1 passed through Espre}', four years ago and saw a
Walnut tree, twenty-two ye^irs old, planted from the seed. It was six feet in circumference, a

loot from the ground. We meiusured it. For nearly fifteen years the branches liad been inter-

lacing. The di.stance of planting, I think, should depenil entirely on the variety, and we
should get the distance to plant each tree. One gentleman mentioned tlie White A.->h, but
it has a fault. If the frost comes early in the fall, you have a poor tree for the rest <jf the

season. There is no doubt that the streets should be well ])lanted with trees ami we
should have a universal lasv. Trees were planted, for instance, in Guelph, eighteen feet

apart. I wouM appoint a commission in all our cities to look after our street.s. I like

the roads about the City of Wa.shington. I am told that the gentleman who laid th<ni out

had taste and ability to do it properly. These streets from end to end are planteil with

such varieties as are suited to grow in the soil. A eommissioner is appointed to look

after the streets and parks.

Mr. Smith.—I object to the Black Walnut for a street tree, jjarticiilarly where it is

planted near the sidewalk. If Mr. Gilchrist owned a small lot adjoining he wouldn't get
much goo<J out of his garden. I never saw anything that grows and ilourishes so well as
ihe lilack Walnut.

Mr. Morton.—The proper method of planting trees \^ an important question.

FRUIT (JOM-MriTEE.

MfHsr.i. Jarvia, Gilchrist and Smith were ajipointcd as a Committee to examine tho
fruits on exhibition.

TIIK BLACK KNOT.

The sul)ject next discuH-sed was " Black knot on Plum and Cln'ny tn-r^, its cause, pre-

<;ntion and cure."

Mr. Bkadle.— (Exhibiting a specimen of black-knot). The gcnthinmn who sent this

here is Mr. H imilton. He has sent you that black-knot, which wa-* found on one <,i our
ornamentals called Prunus Tnloba. It is a very pretty ornamental shrub, loaded with
double flowers early in the spring time, and 1 am sorry to see it ia troubled witli the black-
knot.
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Mr. Gilchrist.—With regard to the black-knot, I understand that if we cut it off

before midsummer, no doubt we sliould get rid of ir. I think we should look to the appoint-

ment of an inspector.

The Vice-President.—Do you not find the law respected

Mr. Gilchrist.—No ; farmers don't take any notice of it.

Mr. Downs.—About fifteen years ago, I had some fine plum trees in my garden. 1

noticed the black -knot first on the Purjile Gage. I cut the branches off, and I went on
doing this for several years till I got part of the tops of the trees cut off. The result was
that the trees died out.

The Vice-President.—What varieties of plums had you 1

Mr. Downs.— I had Green Gage, Washington, and Purple Gage.

Mr. Street (of Stratford).—A few years ago, this was the finest section in the

country for plums, but the black-knot has destroyed a good many of the trees. I find it

spreads very quickly.

The Vice-President.—There is no doubt that some varieties are much more exempt
than others.

Mr. Denton.—General Hand is a tree that always flourishes.

The Vice-President.—It gets a good crop. I am very sorry that we have got so far

discouraged that we would make up our minds not to plant any more plum trees. In the

first place, we have varieties not subject to black-knot, such as I think the Yellow Egg,

Washington, and Coe's Golden Drop. If we would use some care in the matter when we
have young trees, and early in the season when the knot is forming, cut it out with a good

sharp knife, scrape out all the excrescence and use a little salt, we might prevent the black-

knot from gaining ground. By watching young trees you will find you will get over the

difficulty. The curculio is not a formidable pest. We use Paris green, and it is very

successful. Throughout the United States, our friend from Michigan says, it is used a

great deal by the plum growers. I use it a couple of times in the season.

Member.—How is it applied 1

The Vice-President.—I usually put a teaspoonfal in a pail and fill it half-full of

water, and apply at once through a very fine rose. A pailful will spray, "say ten full

grown ti-ees. I use it just as the young plums are formed. If we have a heavy rain, I

apply it again. Our experience is, that after these precautions, we have a full stock of

plums.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

The Mayor and a deputation from the City Council of Stratford waited upon the

Association. The Mayor welcomed the members of the Association in these words :

—

Mr. Vice-President,—-I appear at the suggestion of our Council, to extend to you a

hearty welcome to the City of Stratford. As soon as we heard of your intention of having

the winter meeting here, I determined that the council should meet and extend to you a

welcome. I may say, we have at least a number of gentlemen who entertain lively

recollections of your former meeting .some years ago in Stratford. Although at that time

tree planting was not carried on to any great extent, I have no doubt that your meeting

gave it an impetus, and that we have not been the losers. I need not refer to the antiquity

of the process of tree planting. It is mentioned early in history, not only in profane

history, but in the Bible ; it is mentioned at the beginning of Genesis. Our first parents

were placed in a garden of trees, from which they were to get their food. We find the

Association, aided by individual efforts, exerting an influence in this important direction.

The plan of coming together to exchange notes is a good one. Formerly individuals could

not come together in this way. It was almost impos.=!ible in former times to get an

association together in order to discuss these important subjects. We hope the meeting

will be profS-able to you all ; we have no doubt it will be profitable to us. We intend to

do all we can as representatives of the people of Stratford to make you as comfortable as

possible. I might, before concluding, refer to what has been done in this city. The

council establisiaed an Arbor day two years ago, which I hope will become an annual
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institution. The first year we planted 1,500 trees, and last year we planted 800 or 900
more. It you walk or drive through the streets of Stratford you will tind a great number
of the avenues lined with trees, in a thrifty and in a healthy condition. I do not know
anything further to say, except that I \yish to make a personal remark. I see in your
chair a gentleman whom I have known since buyhood, and I rejoice to see he is such an
authority in this branch that you have esteemed it advisable to make him your Vice-

President. Again, on behalf of the City Council and citizens of Stratford, I welcome you
to our city, and hope this meeting will be profitable to all.

The Vice-President made a suitable address in reply, expressing his appreciation of

the cordial welcome extended by the city of Stratford to the Fruit Growers' Association
of Ontario.

PEACHES AND CHERPvIES.

Subject—" Peaches and Cherries, earliest and best varieties for cultivation in this

section."

Mr. Essence.—I have not been successful with cherries, although I have alway.s tried

to get the best quality.

The Vice-President.—"What cherries have you cultivated ?

Mr. Essence.—I have cultivated the ordinary red varieties.

Mr. Steet.—In 1877 I ordered some peach trees from my worthy friend, Mr. lleadle,

and procured three, Early Beatrice, Foster, and Early Crawford. In 1879 tlie first tree

liuit«d very fine peaches. In the winter of 1881—it was a very severe winter—and

the poor tree got its death. The Foster fruited very well, but it died the .same winter.

The Early Crawford is not yet dead, biit has never fruited.

Mr. Jakvis.—I have gone through the mill thoroughly, in regard to peaches. I have

tried for the last thirty years to grow them, but I am throwing away time and money. I

plant them, and the next year, or the following, they are sure to be killed. I planted .Komc

from .seed. I had one fine crop of peaches last year, but last winter they were killed to

the ground. In regard to cherries, I have grown successfully a large En^dish cherry. I

planted these trees on the north side, and they have grown to an immen.so size. Tht fruit

almo.st hangs like grape-s. In regard to the Early Richmond, one tree last year wius partly

kille<l by the frost, but it looks very well this year. The Kentish, if they remain on the

tree long enough, are a very good suVjstitute for the English Cherry. In regard to the

portion of Manitoba I wa-s in, viz., the Poplar lUuli's, the Little Wild Cherry was infested

with black-knot. I was astonished. I went into the woods and exanuned the fungus,

and found that it exists worse there than here. With phim trees I have been very

unfortunate. Th(; black-knot is not on the Lombard, or .McLaughlin They are growing

to \>e larye trees, and I trust they will bo free from the black knot.

Mr. Hkai.i,.— Have you robins ^-re

J

Mr. Jakvis.—We have robins here that rob us all. (Laughter). I wisli tiie Fruit

CJrowera' A.ssociation would get the law changed regarding the killing of robins. Wo
really cannot pre«erve our trees on account of the Mumerous birds. ImsI year was a jwior

year for cherries ; there were not enough cherries to make it worth while fighting the

robins. Something will have to l>e done if we want a large crop of cherries. We should

allow the l»oys to shoot them.
Mr. Downs.— I would like to ask if there is any a«lvantage in planting cherry trees

near a fenc** ; any advantage to be gained regarding protection agiiiust robins. I have

seen them in the old country grown very suceessful, trained up .similur to th« way you
train grape vines.

The Vice pRK.siDENT.—That is a point I cannot answer, and tlx-re is no authority on
it. It has not been tf^.^ted.

Mr. He.miLE —Mr. Ihidd and Mr. Cibb .speak of some rherrie.s found in tin- Vladimir
district, Iiu.s.sia. They grow about the height of a giKxl size currant bush in th.tt climate.

They are loaded with fruit. It is a c(»ld climate, the thermometer falling to forty-five
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degrees below zero. In the summer time the hot, dry winds are a very severe test. If

the Fruit Growers' Association woukl get some and propagate a few, or say some ten
members, with ten dollars each, would send and get some of these Vladimir cherries to try.

Mr. Budd says : "It is far better than any of the cherries we have."

About the birds, now ; if we throw uetting'over our ti-ees it keeps the birds aAvay.

I have thrown netting over my own cherries, otherwise it is hard to keep the birds away.

I want to throw out one thought about the peach tree, that may be of some use to you.

If a peach tree succeeds in bearing fruit, and it is a success, plant from that tree and grow
other trees. Let them fruit

;
you may get some pretty good peaches. You would likely

get some a little more hardy. Keep on propagating, and you may succeed in getting a

variety of peach sufficiently hardy to endure our climate. There is a limit to peach
culture. It may be that you get the winter so cold that the peaches fail to survive. If

the trees are healthy, grown well and trained so that the roots are protected, the winter
does not often kill the wood of the tree. Last winter the least proportion of any year
was killed. We live in hopes that w6 will get peach trees that will not winter kill.

Taking succeeding generations from trees in 3^our locality, you may succeed.

Mr. Essence.—It is very gratifying indeed to hear that, in Mr. Beadle's experience in

propagating and getting a hardy class of fruit, he has been successful. I hope the few
remarks dropped will encourage others to make an effort in a similar direction. The little

I have tested in that way was the only success I had in peach growing. It was suggested

by a gentleman that, in order to grow peaches, you should cover them up and protect the

roots by tramping snow or ashes, or anything, about them. He was known to have peaches
in this way for many years in succession. I was very much pleased to learn that they

fruited well. Everything of this kind is encouraging, as a test to show the possibility of

growing peaches.

Mr. Beall.—What kind of soil would be suitable for peaches ?

The Vice-President.^—^Light sandy loam soil.

Mr. Wright (Renfrew).—Uf course we can't attempt to grow a great deal. The hardiest

cherry in Renfrew is the early Richmond. We have three other cherries ; one is a seed-

ling sent from the State of Minnesota last year. It stands three feet high ; not a single

twig was injured and the thermometer went 40 degrees below zero. I have th? French
cherry ; it is a seedling from the coast of Labrador. It was brought by a priest, and it

was propagated, and they gave me one of the trees to try. Then I have the Vladimir
cherry, but it has not been in my possession long. I grow ordinary cherries by covering

the roots with pea straw or manure.

PEARS.

Mr. Beadle.—I call your attention, by the way, to the collection of pears sent here,

at my request, by Messrs. Ellwanger and Barry, of Rochester, N. Y. I thought it would
interest our people to see the pears, and to notice how they keep. Mr. Beadle explained that

the varieties were :— -The Lawrence, Josephine D'Malines, Olapp's No. 64, the Beurre

Anjou, Winter Beurre Gris, Dana's Hovey, Columbia and Easter Beurre. The difficulty

in keeping pears may be avoided by keeping them warm. If they are exposed to* the air

they shrivel and get tough as a piece of leather. Shut them up tight and do not expose

them to the air. There is the Summer Doyenne ; I have a good many of those. There is

another one, Manning's Elizabeth. For home use there is the Tyson ; I like it very much.
There is the Bartlett and the Clapp's Favourite. There is an endless variety of pears, and
it is a matter of taste which you choose. The Flemish Beauty is a hardy pear and does well.

I suppose the most money is made out of the Baitlett. There are localities where the

Flemish Beauty has been profitable. The Beurre Clairgeau is a very nice pear.

Mr. Smith.—There is the Doyenne Boussock ; it is a good pear.

Mr. Beadle.—Yes ; and there are some fine Beurre D' Anjou.
Mr. Scott (of Michigan).—Now, the Bartlett keeps for about two weeks. People

find they can't keep it longer. Prices in Chicago and New York markets ranged from
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$12.00 to S-t.OO in two weeks. For home use the Mount Vernon is a pretty good pear, a

very early bearer and about the size of the Lawrence. Does the Flemish Beauty crack

here at all ?

Mr. Horn.—No sir.

Mr. Essence.—My Flemish Beauty trees, for the hist two years, have been loaded

down very heavily, but there is no colour to the fruit. 1 apprehend the reason is too

much foliage. I think they are kept from the sun. I have the Vicar of Wakefield, and
have taken many prizes with it, although I have onh' one tree of tliat variety. I have
liail it thirty years. There is never a year I have not fruit on it.

Mr. Steet.—My place has a very stiff clay soil. Last autumn my Flemi-sh Beauty
for the first time cracked. 1 attributed that to the wet weather.

The Association adjourned at 6 o'clock to meet at 8 o'clock

The evening meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. Saunders, after which
the question drawer was dealt with.

SPREADING MANURE.

Question'.—The best method for spreading manure between rows of raspberries 1

Mr. HiLBORX.—That is to avoid injuring them. The last plantation, I put the planta

far apart so that I could drive through with one horse betsveen the rows.

Mr. Scott.—When the snow is on the ground, I take a sleigh, a nanow one, to draw
out the manure. In the spring, I take my spading fork and sjjade it in, thus killing all

the little weeds.

MILDEW ON GKAPES.

Question.—What remedies would this Association recommend for the mildew on

grape-vines ?

Mr. Beadle.—The best remedy I know of is sulpliur. The best way to apply it is to

blow it upon the leaves or upon the fruit, just as early as you see the slightest api)t'anince

of mildew. One of my neighbours says l)efore mildew comes.

Mr. Morton.— I saw an extract taken from a French perodiral, and in th;tt article it

was claimetl that sulphur had been satisfactory in all cases. There in also the kero.sene

emulsion sprayed on the inside of the leaves, which came into public notice in 188."), I

notice a French pre|);inition made up of lime water, mixed with a solution of sulphiiti of

cop[)*'r in wuter, foniiing a bluish paste, wlii(;li is found a good preventive as Wfll as

remeflial agent. One application has been found sulH^iMit.

Mr. M.\cD. Allan.— I have mad«i a practice of using sulphur very early in thi- season,

just a.s the blossoms are on tin- gnipe-vincs. I havi* my grapes training on Indlisps. I

work the Soil up. well and sprinkle it quite thickly with sulphur. A few pounds of it goes

a !,'reat way. I use it again in a .small quantity some wetfks after, when the grapes are

fully fornu'd. I was a.stonishi'd with the, Prentiss grape, that seem.s to miltlcw in spito of

anything. I have noticed in going through tlu' vineyards of some of the succeH-sfuI grapo

growers, that their soil was impregnate*! with sulphur. 1 have been vciy HUCCOSHful the

la:it three or four years and have not the alighte.st sign of mildew.

Mr. MoHTOv.—This is the receipt I spoke about : Eii;ht«*en lbs. sulphate of

co])per mixed with twenty-two gallons of water, also six and a-halfgallons of water mixed
with thirty-four lb.s. lime. Mingle these two niixtures together and they form a bluish

mixture. Apply to the leaves with a small broom, taking care not to let it get on the

grapes.

The President.—Throw it on in a semi-liquid state.
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Mr. Morton.—It is in French, but I saw the translation in 1885. They say put it

on early, about June. They say it sticks well on the leaves. Frequent showers will not

remove it.

The President.—What about the fruit ; will it stick on the fruit 1

Mr. Morton.—They don't say that it will be injurious. I would recommend caution

and not trust too much to new fangled ideas.

The President.—There is another form of pest I think could be referred to in this

question, the Pulvinaria Innumerabilis. "Within this white substance is the egg mass of

a family of lice. It is hardy in the winter, and sticks on the grape-vine until spiing, when
they gradually obtain their matured form. The best measure to adopt is to brush them off

in the winter. A person going along with a whisk can destroy nineteen-twentieths of

these egg-masses. A solution of whale oil, soap, and soda kills the lice as they come out of

the egg. They infest Basswood and Maple also.

GAEDENS AND LAWNS.

Tfie next topic discussed was, " Gardens and Lawns in city and country.
"

. Mr Jarvis.—If there is anything pleasing to the eye and pleasant to the family it is

a beautiful lawn and garden, well stocked. In all these cases, the first thing to accomplish

is to have your gi'ound in proper shape, under-drained well and the soil level. I always

like to see my sods level. I find that along with grass seeds, you get over-stocked with

weeds and among others dandelions. I find it much better to get sod and have the

plot properly sodded. After that is done, have it well watered and rolled directly after a

heavy rain.

Mr. GoLDiE.—Beginning with ornamental trees and shrubs, there are the fine Japans,

which are being generally introduced in the country. Among the ordinary flowering

shrubs in cultivation are the different varieties of Lilac, which are very beautiful. For
small lawns and shrubberies there is the Cedar, of which there are a good many varieties.

They are very beautiful, easily grown and hardy. Mr. Jarvis mentions about sodding and,

I think, it would be best for a small piece. For a large piece, say as large as this room,

it would cost a good deal to cover it with sod. If you want to make a lawn, begin early

in the autumn by raking it up and scraping it level in time to sow it in the month of

September. The best grass is the Kentucky blue grass. There is another variety called

the Rhode Island grass. I would never manure very heavily. To make a good lawn
requires a good deal of labour.

The President.—When you are top-dressing, what kind of manure do you prefer 1

Mr. GoLDiE.—Stable manure.

Mr. Beall.—AVTiat time do you prefer to sow grass seed 1-

Mr. GoiDiE.— I prefer to sow it in August or the beginning of September. The
next spring the grass is ready to start.

The President.—Do you recommend sowing anything with the grass 1

Mr. Goldie.—Oats and sometimes barley in sowing it in the spring, but spring sow-

ing with barley is very apt to kill half the grass. If you sow in summer you do not need

to sow anything with it.

Mr. Gilchrist (Guelph).—There is the Geranium, the new double, which has become
very popular, but it generally loses its petals. Another very good plant is the Verbena ;

it stands a good deal of frost.

Mr. Beadle.—Do you use Phlox Drummondii?
Mr. Gilchrist.—Yes, a large quantity.

Mr. Beall.—Portulacca ?

Mr. Gilchrist.—Yes.
Mr. Mitchell (Innerkip).—There are certain plants we consider very useful for the

masses of our people. There is the Geranium and others already mentioned, but of course

I place the rose ahead of anything else. Going over the varieties, I will tell you what I

consider the best. If you want a brilliant display in spring or in the early summer months,
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take General Jacqueminot, Alfred Calomb and that hybrid perpetual rose, the Marshall P.

Wilder. I believe it is not very well known in Canada. You cannot go astray in

Marshall P. Wilder. It is equally as good as Alfred Colomb. The Victor Yerdier is

another perpetual. La France is a capital bed rose and also a perpetual bloomer. It

never kills out. For the general masses, as I said before, the Geranium is a valuable

plant and very popular. Then there are Gladioli, of which there are so many varieties.

You do not get tired of them and they will bear a great amount of abuse.

A Member.—Is there such a thing as a White Perpetual Moss rose 1

Mr. Mitchell.—Yes; there is a White Moss, the Countess of Murinais.

Tlie Pkksidext.—Explain the term " perpetual."

Mr. Mitchell.—We use the word " perpetual," but it should be Hybrid Perpetual. It

means a rose that is crossed with a perpetual.

The President.—Some would iancy it meant blooming all the time and, looking at

the English of it, I am not surprised at such a conclusion, but the fact is they bloom only

once early in summer.

Mr. Gilchrist.—Have you any remedy for the mildew ?

Mr. Mitchell.—I use for the mildew nothing but sulphur. It has already been dis-

cussed. There is nothing like beL;inning in time, and do not get discouraged ; I have

been sometimes at the thought of losing my roses. I think the main secret is vigilance,

and real love for roses.

^Ir. Jarvis.—What do you use for the thrip 1

Mr. Mitchell.—Solution of whale oil and soap suds. I put it on twice, and that is

all I have done to out-door roses ; I have, perhap.>^, sixty kinds altogether. There is also

something like the Siw Fly, a green worm ; I think they roll the leaf up.

The President. That is called a leaf- roller.

Mr. MrrcMELL.—I have always been able to fight these things ; I have had several

writing for information on the matter. If you have any trouble, only write to me and,

if possible, I will answer the question.

Mr. Be.\dle.— I will ask Mr. Mitchell to write a paper on the .subject for the Ilorti-

cultitritt. I would .-say that our friend Mr. Mitchell has struck the key note on flowers.

K you want to gain any distinction, you must have a genuine love for the thing in your

heart. The Rev. Reynolds Hole says :
—" To have a beautiful rose in your garden, you

must have a beautiful ro.<;e in your heart." Enthusiasm must exist if you exj)ect to succeed

in growing fine roses only ; with watchfulness and care you may succeed in doing anything

well. With regard to some of the.sc rose pests, there are many flies. We have the Aphis,

which gathers on the young, tender roots, and with their little beaks, suck out the vitality.

For that, I find tobacco water the best remedy. That other, which Mr. Mit(;h('ll refcned

to, the thrip, is a little, white fly ; they have two jieriods of existence ; at one jieriod of

their existence, they have no wings ; whale oil is sure to be effectual if taken in time
;

«.>ap water hiis been efft'ctual in (h'stroying tlu-ni ; if you allow them to get largr, i find it

almost impossible to hurt them with soap water.

Mr. Eh.sence.— I am very fond of roses. In ])a.ssing my grounds, for .seasons you
would H<.'«! it full of rosea. One rose, fully ten feet high, was cov(Ted with bloom. The
rose buMhes are always thrifty. The only thing I have to fight against is the tiiri|). I

notice them before they get winged, and capture them with whale oil .soap. I have also

used pucco«sfully, tobacco smoke. You place some sort of cover over the bush, and keep

the smoke from escaping. It will kill every one.

Mr. .Myf.rs.— At what time does the thrip come on the leavesl

The Phf..siI)BNT. —Sometime in June.

Mr. Mouton. -I have discovered a new varit^ty of rose. The last two years ray rose

developi'd most wonderful foliage, jierfrctlv white. I saw thrij) oti it, an<l [ exju'rimented

to see what Wf)uld kill it. I tried coal oil emulHion. The first dose, I kilh'<l something. I

killed my rosebush I found excellent success in Pyn-thrum powder. You can get it for

about eighty cents a pound. Dilute it in water, about two ounces to a gallon of water. With
thii I disposed of the aphis and the thrij>.
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GRAPES.

The next subject under discussion was,—" Grapes ; earliest and best varieties for cul-

tivation in this section."

Mr. Scott.—My experience does not extend much beyond the Early Concord.
; I

also like the Worden ; I forgot to mention the Cottage, and also a white grape called the

Lady.

Mr. Jarvis.—I have been growing grapes for many years. I made a great mistake.

I first planted the Isabella, and then got the Clinton. It scarcely I'ipeus before the frost

comes, and kills all the fruit. It has acted this way for thirty-five years. About seven
years ago the earliest grape known was the Jackman. I planted one of the Washington
grapes and it covex's all the side of my fence. It bore last year very well. The grapes
are fine and large. I will say in regard to the Jackman, that it makes good preserves.

Mr. Mills.—Moore's Early ripened before any other grape I had. The Salem and
Delaware ripened about the same time. As far as manuring grapes is concerned, I use

nothing but ashes.

Mr. Yandell.—The William is my fancy grape.

The President.—It has a larger bunch than the'Delaware.

Mr. McCarthy.—I have had experience with the Isabella, and I find it is a failure.

Of the Fox grape, I have three vines, and one of them will very soon take in half the

orchard. This season we made twenty gallons of wine off a single vine. The Fox is very

closely allied to the Clinton, which I also have, and somewhat tender. It is a black grape
;

a little darker than the Clinton. The berries are about the same.
The President.—Are you sure it is not the Clinton 1 The Fox grape is a wild grape

found more abundantly in eastern cities. The grapes drop before they are ripe. One berry

would be enough for any person.

Mr. McCarthy.—I got it from Mr. Stephens under that name. I always considered

it a well-named grape.

The President.—The colour of the Fox grape A\'ill vary from pink to purple. It is a
grape used very little for food. It is, however, the parent from which Rogers got all his

hybrids.

]Mr. Yandell.—Rogers' No. 4 ripens very well.

Mr. Steet.—I have been very successful with grapes. I have grown Rochester
No. 1, and Salem. I have two fine vines ; one on each side of the front verandah, very
thickly set. I have planted vines, but have not fruited them. I have had the Burnet
grape for some years ; it has not fruited with me.

Mr. BucKiM.—I grow a few varieties, chiefly the Concord, Clinton and Delaware. I

do not give much attention to them, and do very little pruning.

Mr. Myers.—I would like to hear if any person had any killed last fall. I have to

say as far as growing grapes with profit is concerned, it has proved a failure with me.
Except you lay them down and cover them up in the winter, you cannot grow grapes around
here.

Mr. Yandell.—I have tried several classes of trellisses. I left one vine above the

snow and it was dead in the spring. I have covered up my grapes since.

The President.—My man and I have covered 200 grape vines in a day.

Member.—Do you cover the whole vine or just the tips'?

The President.—It is not necessary to cover every part of the vine with earth.

Mr. Govenlock, of Seaforth, had on exhibition, a model of a movable trellis, in which
the vines could be laid down and covered up in winter to protect them. He explained the

mechanical bearing of the trellis.

Mr. Govenlock.—I like pruning grapes after the leaves have thoroughly left. As
far as my experience in grapes is concerned, it may be useful to you. About ten or fifteen

years ago I got the Clinton, Isabella, Delaware and Hartford. I find the Clinton running
over trees, but they have done very well. The Delawai'e is, however my favourite grape.

I have taken prizes with them for ten years.

Mr. Myers.—Supposing I was planting an acre and a-half of grapes, how would you
prepare the soil ?
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Mr. Smith.—Dig a drain and use unleached aches. Be sure to plant the grapes

deep enough. In our section grapes were killed the first winter after they were planted,

from not being planted deep enough. They were frozen out. The Early Victor, I have

not fruited much yet. Moore's Early and AVorden are the best blacks for the market.

Mr. Smith.—For an early white grape, I don't know anything better than Jessica.

The President.—I suppose the varieties you mention ripen at St. Catharines early

Mr. Smith.—Yes.

Mr. Beall.—Moore's Early is the eai'liest I have. The Jessica does not fruit with me.

Mr. Jarvis.—What is the time for Moore's Early ]

Mr. Bkall.—It ripens about 20th or 25th September. We had a heavy frost on the

17th October last. T didn't .see a ripe grape last year; of the black grapes, none ripened.

The Niagara grape ripens about the 25th September ; the Delaware and Brigiiton about

the same time. With regard to the laying do\vn of grape vines, they should be pruned,

so as to be laid down with the greatest fa(-ilitv.

SMALL FRUITS.

The next topic taken up and discussed was, " Gooseberries, Currants, Easpberries and

Strawberries, earliest and best varieties for cultivation in this section."

Mr. Little.—In berries I would mention the Duncan ; it is a famous berry. Next

to that, May King and the Crescent seedling.

The President.—Is it a good bearer?

Mr. Little.—Yes; a good bearer. The Ironclad is another new variety, which has

done very well with me. There are better berries than these, taking the size into account.

Mount Vernon, Manchester and Cumberland are all good.

Mr. Little.—The berries that sell best have no white tips.

The President.—Will you mention the best raspberries'?

Mr. Little.—The Taylor is a good black cap. The Souhegan is not so valuable as

others, on the account of its liability to rust.

The President.—That is, the plants get affected with the rust?

Mr. Hopkins.—There is another good variety— the Ililborn. I think it is just as

large as any of the new varieties.

The President.—What aViout red ones.?

Mr. Hopkins.— I give the Cuthbert preference in the red berries.

The President.—How have you found the Marlboro' in regard to fruiting ?

Mr. Hoi'KiNS.— I have not fruited it.

The President.—Do you think much of the Turner ?

Mr. Hopkins.— It is not as well flavoured as others. It is a very good market

borry.

Mr. Little.—Thn Brandywine, like every new variety, has b«'en laudrd up to the sky.

A Memuer.—I wouM like to ask Mr. Little what kind of .scjil he has I

Mr. I^iTTLR.— I raise my berries upon dark loam. I get gootl fruit al.so upon clayey

loam.

.Mr. .Mykiw.—The grfat troublf in growing strawberries is, just about th« time a

nice bloom is on, the frost in this .section of the country cuts it off.

Mr. Smith.— I grow Fay's Currants. Among the new varieties of fruit, there are but

few that fulfil the originator's claims ; but this currant is one among the few.

The pRE,smKNT.— Did you find the Kay fruit as heavily last year as it did before?

Mr. Smith.—Quit« so ; and it grew on rino sidf of the garden in quit*' a neglected

fashion.

Mr. .ScoTT. — I haven't fruited it very long, but I think it is the best currant grown
for the market.

The Association adjourned at 10.35 p.m.
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The President took the chair at 10.45 Thursday, when the discussion of the previous

evening on " Small Fruits " was resumed.

Mr. Peters.—I grow a few of the Cuthbert, and next to it, I would take the Niagara;

it is very hardy. I have the Clark ; it is a nice berry. It has done well with me. The
best fruiter is the Saunders.

The President.—I would like to say for the information of the members, that there

were some tive or six of these hybrids which had a great resemblance to each other, but

there was a marked difference between the time of ripening, and some difference between

the ripened fruit. They all have that characteiistic of being heavy bearers.

Mr. Peters.—This berry I have is a very heavy bearer. It bears an immense crop

of fruit.

The President.—Have you tried propagating it yourself, and how do you propagate it?

Mr. Peters.—Yes ; I propagate from the tips.

The President.—That is singular. I never found them producing tips in my ground.

These hybrids are pure crosses of the Philadelphia raspberry, and Doolittle black cap.

The Philadelphia is the male.

The President.—What about strawberries ?

Mr. Peters.—The Sharpless and Glendale have succeeded very well with me. I also

have the Colonel Cheney. I didn't succeed with the Manchester or Bidwell. The Crescent

Seedling berries are very small.

The President.—Have you done anything in gooseberries ?

Mr. Peters.—My soil is heavy clay. I have large size White Smith. I have also

grown the Downing, but it produced a very small crop.

The President.—How does the Downing compare in size with the White Smith?
Mr. Peters.—It is not quite as large.

Mr. Steet.—I have imported a great many gooseberries from England and Scotland.

Our Horticultural Society goes in for the largest. We show our fruit in the City Hall,

and we go in to get as many prizes as we can.

The President.—You cultivate the biggest you can get 1

Mr. Steet.—Yes ; I don't stick to the names. If they mildew I spread coal ashes

around them. I like the acid flavor of the gooseberry, and I think with me they do just as

well as they do in England.

The President.—I would suggest, if that is the general experience, to plant all

English gooseberries aud ship them to all parts of Canada. In the London market they

generally sell from fifteen to twenty cents a quart. If you can get them here without

mildew, I would advise you all to grow them.

Mr. Peters.—I have grown White Smith for fifteen years, and never had the least

mildew on it.

Ml'. Downs.—I Avould like to ask what is the best preventive for the mildew. In
Downing's Seedling I have no trouble with the mildew, but in some of the larger sorts

every one is affected.

The President.—What is the character of your soil 1

Mr. Downs.—Heavy,
The President.—Is the Lawton Blackberry hardy here 1

Mr. Downs.— I got one two or three years ago, and I planted it about eight feet

x'om the fence. The next year I had some very large berries, but only a few straggling

canes came up, and finally they seemed to die out.

Mr. Jarvis.—I wish to reply to Mr. Downs, on the Lawton. I am confident if he

hadn't a good crop he didn't take good care of it. It is a neighbourly sort of blackberry.

I imported the Lawton at the same time as I did the Highland Cranberry. The Cran-

berries were a failure, but the Lawton I have had ever since. Some years I have had
magnificent crops. This last year I had a very nice cro[) of Lawtons, and they are a fine

berry. They require to remain on the bush till they get thoroughly ripe. With regard

to raspberries, I have a very old kind. It is the Brinckle's Orange. Year after year

we have had splendid crops. They have the peculiarity of bearing a second crop.

Mr. Smith.—Are the canes hardy?
Mr, Jarvis.—Yes, very hardy. With regard to gooseberries, I have had only one:
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variety, and I don't know the name of it. I have had it a number of years ; I got it

from Mr. D. W. Harris, of England. It bears immense crops. For the mildew I use

charcoal dust on all my gooseberry bushes. There were a few years I didn't use it and
still there was no mildew. Last year, in one night, the mildew seemed to strike all my
gooseberries, and I had a very large crop. I believe if I had still attended to the old

system of covering them with charcoal dust, I would have had no mildew. I heard that

my grandmother kept gooseberries free from mildew by planting thein in old charcoal

pits. That is the way they planted their gooseberries, and they grew them free from
mildew. The last time the As.sociation met here there were some very fine gooseberries

shown. There were some immense ones and all free from mildew.
Mr. HiLBORX.—There are many newer varieties, several of which I do not wish to

say much about. I will give an opinion in one or two years. Many leading varieties

have been tested for years, such as Crescent Seedling, which has proved most productive

and profitable. The Daniel Boone, Manchester, Wilson and Crescent, I think, would be
the best. One of the newer varieties, the Atlantic, is the most profitable I have seen,

and I believe it is going to be a good market berry. It is about the size of the Wilson.
It is fully firmer than the Wilson.

Mr. Smith.—Have you grown Parry?
Mr. HiLBORN.—I can't say much aV>out it; but I have fruited Woodruff Xu. I.

The President.—How is it for size ?

Mr. HiLCORN.—It is a good larpe size ; not quite equal to Manchester.
The President.—You would recommend it for amateur culture, and not for market.

Mr. HiLBOKN.—Not for market.

The President.—.Suppose you were restricted say to half dozen kind.s for general

cultivation and for market ; what would you su'.'gest ?

Mr. HiLBORN.—Crescent Seedling, Daniel Boone, Manchester, Wilson, Atlantic and
Captain Jack. I have about eighty varieties, most of them have good points.

The President.—Does the Caroline raspberry fruit well with you ?

Mr. HiLBORN.—Yos ; it is a little soft, but will carry well.

Mr. Smith.— It is a cap?

Mr. HiLUORN.—Yes ; although a sucker. Tyler is the best early black cap. The
Tyler and Souhegan are preferred, although I think the Tyler is a little ahead on my
ground. The size of th(? fruit is just a shade; larger. The Souhegan is liable to rust.

The Prk.sidknt.—Mr. Little, you have rai.sed some of the newer varieties. The
Souhegan—have you ever found the winter to kill it?

Mr. FiiTTi.E — I have not found the winter to kill it.

Tlie President.— You found this plant (Souhegan) on Mr. Hilburn's grounds last

summer ?

Mr. Little.—Yes ; I think it the best quality of black cap 1 have seen. It is

medium early ; not rjuite as early jus Tyler. It is of good size, and is not so easily afVected

by cold Hn the Mammoth Cluster.

The President.—Have you any other variety ?

Mr. Little.— I have Mammoth Cluster and Oregg.
The President.— Is the <iregg perfectly hardy with you ?

Mr. [..ittlb.—No, it is not. I planted varieties to come iii, however, at dirt'erent

limes. There is the Shafler's Colo.Hsal, the best of the many purples. TlM>re i.s none
other more hardy and productive. Its colour i.s against it for a markei heiry, t'specially

it it gets a little over-ripe. I think there is none helter for canning or table u.se, according
to my ta.ste.

The President.—What varieties of red raspberries do you prefer?

Mr. Little.—The Turner and Cuthbcrt.
The ]*rksident.—Would y«ju put the Turner before the Cuthbcrt ?

Mr. Kittle.—Yes; the Turner is ahead. It is the hardiest red ra4if)berry I have
seen. The Clark is too tender.

The President.— Have you tried the Marllioro ?

Mr. Little. — It has large burrie.i ; is of a medium (juality, but not firm.

Mr. Morton.—Have you the Ohio?
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Mr. LiTTLK.—I had the Ohio for several years ; I found it a medium sized berry of
very good quality.

The President.—What about gooseberries of the English varieties, the Whitesmith,
for instance. How many years have you grown it?

Mr. Little.—Two or three years. I had the Crown Bob, and planted it at the

same time, but the mildew was bad on it. There is also the Industry, a very strong

grower, and free from mildew.

Mr. HiLBORN.—Among the market seedlings, I find Smith's Improved the best.

The Downing was very good this year, but mildewed on sandy soil. It was all right on
clayey loam. Among blackberries, I succeeded best with the Snyder.

The President.—What about currants ]

Mr. HiLBORN.—Rabj- Castle, Victoria, and Fay's Prolific, has fruited two years to a

small extent.

The President.—Can you distinguish any difference between Kaby Castle and
Victoria ?

Mr. HiLBORN.—Eaby Castle is a littl*^ stronger, and has a slightly larger bunch.

The President.—What is your opinion about Fay's Prolific'?

Mr. HiLBORN.—Fay's Prolific is not quite as long.

The President.—What do you think of the Cherry 1

Mr. HiLBORN.—It is not productive enough.

The President.—Have you fruited Moore's Ruby 1

Mr. HiLBORN.—Yes ; this year.

The President.—What does it promise?

Mr. HiLBORN.—It is the most promising of any of them.

A Member.—What is the size ?

Mr. HiLBORN.—The size is about the same as the Victoria or Raby Castle..

Mr. Downs.—What is the best mode of pruning black caps that grow very long

canes 1 I think last year the canes grew ten feet long. Is it best to let the canes grow
so long 1

Mr. HiLBORN.—The best time to prune them, is when the bush gets two feet or two
and a half feet high. It makes a stronger bush. It will stand up, grow more fruit and
stand winter better. If the laterals get too long pinch them off. At the time of

pruning, pinch off the undergrowth.

The President.—The advantages of that is the plant becomes more stocky and it is

not so liable to break off, and will produce a much larger quantity of fruit.

Mr. HiLBORN.—It brings about a great many more branches. It is reasonable, that

the higher you get up the more liable they are to be killed with the winter. I have many
blackcurrants. I like the Black Naples; but Lee's Prolific which has been referred to^

has not done very well with me. The fruit has not grown large, and it has not been

productive with me.

i\Ir. Smith.—My experience is similar to Mr. Hilborn's. I regard the Atlantic and
Mrs. Garfield as very good varieties, and with me they did fairlj'- well last year. My
experience would differ a little on black caps. I think the claim that the Tyler is a little

earlier than the Souhegan is unfounded ; for I had them side by side and could not see

fifteen minutes difference in the time of ripening. The only difference I could notice was
that I thought the Souhegan was a little the stronger grower. In regard to red berries for

market, we have never had anything to beat Highland Hardy.
The President. —Do you find it a strong grower 1

Mr. Smith.—Not quite so strong as the Turner, but fully as productive.

The President.—Do you find it firm enough to ship ?

Mr. Smith.—Fully firmer than the Turner, but not quite as firm as the Cuthbert.

There is the Reliance, which is a good bearer. Thei^ was a gentlemen spoke about

Niagara being hardy ; with me it is not hardy.

The President.—Do you think the Caroline worthy of a more extensive cultivation ?

Mr. Smith.—If there were a demand for yellow raspberries it might be, but I have

never found any great profit in growing it. I have the Brinckle's Orange as well, and it

is a better flavoured berry. In the matter of gooseberries, there has been some remarks
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made ^nth respect to the Saunders. From what I have seen I think it is most
promisiug.

Mr. Smith.—It is about the size of the Downing.
Mr. CoPELAKD.—I can say something of the Hilborn black cap, wliich I have fmitcd

myself. I have many other berries, and after making a comparison, I have concluded
that the Hilborn raspberry is really the best in quality. It is not as large as some other
berries, but it is hard)'. Last winter didn't kill it in the least, while the Gregg was killed

back by its side. We considered last winter pretty hard on the black caps.

Mr. Smith.—What variety do you find the best in blacks ?

Mr. Scott.—The Snyder is our main crop. I think there is more money in Snyder
than any other berry. I can't grow Kittatinny.

The President.—Have you tested Wilson's Junior?
Mr. Scott.—Not sufficiently, but I find we have to cover the plants up.

Mr. Smith.—How do you cover them ?

Mr. Scott.—I run a furrow along one side of the row, bend the vines over and cover
the tips ; or I take a spade and go around and remove a little dirt.

Mr. Be.\ll.—Do you turn the berries from the furrow ?

Mr. Scott.—I turn them into the furrow ; cutting the roots will not affect the

berries.

THE QUINCE.

The Quince varieties and cultivation was then taken under consideration, and the

following discu.-^sion ensued :

—

Mr. Pkters.—I have tried to grow them ; but cannot succeed. I have never been
able to get any fruit yet.

Mr. DowN.s.— I liave tried them without success. The only (juinces I ever saw
were immediately opposite my place, grown by Mr. James. He had a very tine healthy
tree.

Mr. Smith.—We have tried several varieties in our locality ; but I have seen nothing
yet Vj*tter than the old Orange. It is earlier than the Champion.

Mr. Beadle.—The Orange quince is the best variety we can grow. The Champion
quince is too late for us. Meech's Prolific was illustrated in the January number of the

Agriculturist of this year. It comes into bearing quite late ; later than most of our
(juinces. Apple and Onuige are slow enough.

Mr. Scott.-—The Chamjiion has that peculiarity too. The Orange quince is tho

only variety we can grow. The (jhainpioii is too late ; we can't rijx'n it.

Messrs. Jarvis, Gilchrist and Smith at tliis stage presented their report on the

exhibition of fruits.

AN INVITATION.

Mr. Scott.—Gentlemen,— I want to say, as I am about to leave for homo, that wm
intend to hold our Juiu; meeting in Lsinsing, Michi^'han, and shall be glad to extend a
welcome to you all. The Aj/ricultural Colhige is located there and will be a fMjint of
interest. I have always deemed it a great pleasure to come to your meetings, feeling wo
are brothers. (Hear hear.) I know that the fruit growers' of Michigan will do all in

their power to welcome you.

The Pkesident.—As meml»er« of the Canadian As.socintion, we are all very glad
indeed that Mr. Scott has been with us, from Michigan. We are geographically near
them, antl we are always glad to hav'e any reiirosentatives from the States to favour us
with their presence. I ho|»e we shall have, a.«« far us knowledge of fruit culture is

concerned, complete reciprocity. I am very ghul to see the spirit that has chanictfri/.ed

these meetings. We have had a yfjodly attendance ; not only last night but all through
yesterday, which is in every way creditable to this district.

The Convention adjourned at 12.35, p.m. for dinner.
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The President called the Association to order at 2.35, when the following topic was
opened for discussion

:

APPLES, BEST VARIETIES FOR EXPORT.

Mr. MacD. Allan.—I can speak for my own section only, and shall give the leading

varieties that would suit. There is a great amount of money in the Baldwin, and in our

western district it is an apple that does very well. It is a regular and very abundant

bearer. It is tolerably heavy, and a good size, is a splendid shipper and packs well. The
Northern Spy is a splendid apple for the market. The American Golden Russet comes

next. The King of Tompkins County is very attractive, and an apple that commands a

very high price in the markets of the Old Country. It ships very well ; it is not a very

heavy bearer, but does fairly well. It is an apple liable to be blown off by the wind.

Wagner is an apple I think more of the more I see of it ; I would prefer it to any other

for my own use. It is just the size wanted in the Old Country for dessert, and is there-

fore an apple with a good deal of value in it for the export trade. There is the Rhode
Island Greening, which I believe, for two or three years was cried down in the British

markets, but it is coming up again. It stood higher in the British markets this last

season. I believe that for general purposes, it is better than the Baldwin. The Baldwin

loses its eatable flavour and becomes too woody to be a very good cooker. The Northern

Spy, we make a good deal of money out of in the Old Country, although when you have

planted out an orchard of trees you have to wait nearly a life time before they come into

bearing. It bears very regularly, and crops that pay very well. The Mann is an apple

spoken of a great deal, and this last season it brought a really high price. As a shipper,

it keeps splendidly, in fact, the Mann is an apple for use towards the spring. This apple,

I find, retains its high quality. If you pit it the same as potatoes, on opening the pit in

the spring, you will find them good. It is as good in quality as the Rhode Island Green-

ing. If you store them up and ship early in the spring to the Old Country, you will

realize a good price. There is an apple not spoken much about ; it is the Cabashea. It is

an apple that holds its own in the Old Country markets. Ithas a good deal of the Baldwin
quality ; it is a large apple, fairly well coloured, and commands a very good price.

There is an apple called Esopus Spitzenburgh, which is one of the finest apples we have,

and of very high quality ; it is not a very good cropper. The Roxbury Russet is a later

cropper than the American Golden Russet ; it fetches a good price, but not as high. We
have another apple that holds its own, that is the Cranberry ; it does very well in the

English markets. Another very good variety is the Ribston Pippin. If you saw the

diS'erence between ours and those grown in the Old Country, you would hardly believe it

was the same. On dne occasion, a gardener near Glasgow, sent me out some grafts. He
had received some of our Ribston apples which he said were of a difi'erent quality from the

Ribston he had. It was different in appearance in every way. The man who sent out

the grafts afterwards received some of the fruit from me, which showed the difference in

quality was only a question of location between the Old Country and this. We can take

trees from the Old Country, plant them here and show an entirely different and superior

quality. So there is no question that we have the inside track of the entire world on

apples. In foreign markets we have met the apples of Holland and the United Slates
;

but you see that the Canadian apples are quoted from one to two shillings and sixpence

higher. The Wealthy is a good apple, and will keep a long time; it is an apple not

inclined to spot ; it is a good shippei*. Swayzie Porame Grise is a nice apple, but it is not

one that at the present prices will ever pay the grower ; it is on the small side ; at the

present rate, it fetches $4.00. It would require to fetch about |8.00 or $9.00 in order to

pay the grower. The Esopus Spitzenburgh is not a profitable apple for the grower ; it is

a very great pity, for it is an apple that would command a very nice price in any market.

Mr. Woods.—With respect to this neighborhood, I may say that about thirty years

ago we had some verj^ fine Snow apples, but they started to spot some years a^o. This

year we got some magnificent crops of Snow apples. I think one thing about the Spitzen-

burgh is, that it is a very difficult tree to grow indeed ; I have tried it three or four times

and it has failed. A most remarkable thing occurred in 1881. In that year we had a

severe winter. I had a row of trees, in which the Wagner was planted alternately, and
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they were the only ones I lost in the orchard. Three Wagners were grown on the side of

a hill, and those very trees were the only ones killed. It was mentioned in the Horticul-

turist. In my experience, the Wagnei-s are the worst trees in the orchard.

The President.—What other varieties have you?
Mr. Woods.—In my neighbourhood, there are Maiden's Blush and American Golden

Russet, chieHy.

Mr. Frame.— I find the Spitzenburgh is a very tender tree. My trees are all dead,

both young and old. They bore thin crops.

Mr. JoH.v Parker.—I have been growing a few, and make the most money out of

the Golden Russet.

Mr. McKeown.— I have made the most money out of the Baldwin, King of

Tompkins County, Northern Spy, and Golden Russet.

The President.—Which would you put first I

Mr. McKeown.—Baldwin and Northern Spy is my favourite.

Mr. Skinner.—I tind the best ones for market are the Baldwins and King of

Tompkins County. I tind this danger in the Baldwin, that it gets winter killed a great

deal. I find the Russets stand very well. The Warmer and Mann apples are very good.

Mr. MoNTEiTH.—In the southern portion of this county, I think more parties are in

favour of King of Tompkins than any other variety. They appear to command the very

best local prices in Stratford, and in my own opinion it comes tirst, and the Spy next.

As to the Baldwins, I don't like them.

Mr. O'LoANE.—The Golden Russet, Baldwin, Ribston Pippin, Northern Spy and

Greening, seem well suited to this part of the country.

The President.— Is it your opinion that the fruit industry might be extended "i

Mr. O'LoANE.—I think it might be extended with profit.

Mr. Dempsey.—I would like to ask Mr. Allan, what does he think of the Yellow

Bell Flowi-r ?

Mr. MacD. Allan.—It is not a very good apple.

Mr. De.mpsey.—Our experience is that it is a very good apple.

PLUMS.

The next topic taken up was " Plums, culture and the best variety for this .section."

Mr. UnuKLACKER,— 1 believe I am called a crank on plums. Be that as it may, I

have grown a great many varieties. In 1881 must of the best varieties were killed. I

grow some of Pond's Seedlings, Glass Seedlini,'s, Yellow Egg, Washington, Lombard,

Smith's Orleans, and Coe's Golden Drop. My plum orchard is getting very straggling,

although tht* trees are growing without black knot.

The I'resident.—What are the best plums i

Mr. UilHELACKER. P<jnd's Seedlings, Wa.shington, Yellow Egg and Lombard.

The President.— Do you grow McLaughlin i

Mr. UiiiiELACKER.—Yes; we had a fiin^ crop in 1884,

The Pre.sidknt.—Does the Gla.ss Seedling keep free from curculio ]

Mr. I'UBELACKER.— It is curculio proof.

The President—Can you sell it wtrll in the market ]

Mr. UiliiELACKKB.—Yes, very well.

The President.— Have you found it a good bearer I

Mr. UniJ ELACKER,—Very good.

The President.—An early bearer 1

Mr. UiiiJELACKER.—We have had three crops off it, after .some nine or ten years.

The most profitable plum is the Lombard.

The Prksi DENT.— Have you tried Yellow (Jage?

Mr. UiiBELACKER.—Ye« ; but before the fruit geta ripe, it rots.. The very beat plums

are the Pond's Seedlings.

L|u,Mr. Harrlson.— L grow the Yellow Egg, Washington and Blue Egg. I have kept

the black knot off them.
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The President.—Do your Washington trees bear heavy crops?

Mr. Harrison.—No, Sir.

Mr. Woods.—I had a good deal of black knot, and tried the well-known plan of the
knife. I found cutting it out thoroughly, and applying shellac dissolved in alcohol, two
or three times, to be a good remedy.

The President.—That would be a suitable remedy to prevent fungus from spreading.

Mr. Woods.—I tried coal tar, but it did not affect the curculio. I have tried to catch

the worm.
The President.—You would have to get up early. I have jarred the trees at •

midnight, and found them active.

Mr. Steet.—Do they work at night 1

The President.—Yes, and in the day time too.

Mr. Steet.—I have grown plums a great deal and very successfully ; I have grafted a
number on wild plum stocks. I have grown all kinds, the Washington is a vei-y prolific

bearer here ; it is a very fine plum, but its bears heavily only once in three or four years.

The President.—What has been your experience with the Bradshaw ?

Mr. Steet.—It is a very good plum. We did very well until the black-knot came
along

;
previous to that they were borne down every year with fruit.

The President.—Have you grown Glass Seedling 1

Mr. Steet.—I have some Glass Seedlings that were sent ou!; by the Society. I don't
think a great deal of them ; they are not very good bearers.

Mr. Buchanan.—I have the Washington, Glass Seedling and Imperial Gage.
The President.—You find these three varieties succeed well ?

]\rr. Buchanan.— Y^'es.

Mr. Uhbelacker.—Pond's Seedling or Smith's Orleans have never had the black
knot, The Lombard is the Avorst with us in that regard.

Mr. Jarvis.—Pond's Seedling and Imperial Gage—I have these without black knot.

The Lombard has the black-knot.

CRANBERRIES AND HUCKLEBERRIES.
" Cranberries and Huckleberries ; would it pay to cultivate them ?"

Mr. Woods.—I don't think cranberries and huckleberries would pay. Five miles
from here in the centre of a swamp, is what is known as the huckleberry patch all over
this country. Hundreds visit it ; indeed, so great is the rush, and the season is so long,

that the Railway Company sends out a car and leaves it there on a side track ; there is the
station and tickets are issued to huckleberry pickers. People go out in hundreds from
South Woodstock, and I don't know from how far. People come even from Waterloo-
County.

Mr. Steet.—I think the cranberry is a very good fruit : it is very nice for pies and
puddings.

Mr. Beadle.—In Ontario both the cranberry and huckleberry grows wild. I may
state, that a gentleman in Michigan, named Staples, sa^^s huckleberries can be cultivated

in gardens. The High Bush cranberry we use, is very different fruit from the cranberry
of commerce. The cranberry you buy in the market grows in marshes. It is from a low
trailing plant which creeps along in the marsh. The botanist, however, has come to the
conclusion, that the High Bush cranberry is the Snow Ball.

Mr. Burritt.—If the cranberry and huckleberry could be cultivated profitably, I
have a swamp that might be turned to good advantage.

Mr. MacD. Allan.—You require first of all, a good piece of land. It would never pay
to go and plant out bushes on marsh land. To ensure good large crops, it is necessary to-

have peat land. Take offthe top peat early, put three inches of sand over it, and it should
be so situated as to be -kept free from weeds. You must have a piece of land for no other
purpose but for the growth of cranberries.

Mr. Woods.—Is the High Bush cranberry cultivated at all ?

Mr. Beadle.—Not to any extent ; I have grown some, however, as ornamentals.
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VEGETABLES, Etc.

" Vegetables, the best and most profitable variety of cabbage, cauliflower, celery,

peas, l)eans, corn, asparagus, turnips, potatoes, etc ; how to grow thera, and destroy the

noxious insects, to which potatoes and the cabbage tribe are subject. Fertilizers etc."

Mr. Transom.— I grow several varieties of tomatoes. The best varietv is Living-

stone's Favourite. There is also Livingstone's Perfection ; but Livingstone's Favourite is

my choice.

The PuESiDENT.—What variety of cabbage do you grow ?

Mr. Transom.—Henderson's Early.

Mr. Peters.—In C:iuliflower 1 like Dwarf Erfurt. In celery I like Ked Celery, I

also grow the White Plume.

Mr. Beadle.—Do you find it hard to keep well ?

Mr. Peters.—It is just for summer use. In asparagus I have a very good plant.

I take particular pains in laying the bed out ; I clean ofi'the rubbish and put on decom-
posed manure ; I laid it out five years ago, and have had a splendid crop ever since.

A Member.—How do you plant Asparagus?
Mr. Peters.—About eight or ten inches in the rows.

The Presidfnt.—In potatoes, what varieties do you grow ?

Mr. Peters.—The Beauty of Hebron principally ; it is a fine early kind.

Mr. Jarvis.— A.^paragus can be planted just as ea.sy as potatoes. In tlie cuttiii" of
Asparagus some people are afraid ot beginning the second year. I commenced cutting the
second year, and I have cut ever since. With regard to cauliflower and cabbage, I have
not grown any lately on account of the nasty worm. During my visit to the North-west,

I saw a cabbage that weighed forfcy-two pounds. I suppose you will not believe it ; but, it was
put on the sc!ile.s. It was at the E.xhihition, in Brandon, two years ago, where I saw a

White China Winter radish, weighing thirteen pounds. There were others there weighing
from eleven to thirteen pounds.

At thi.s stage of the meeting, the Committee that was appointed on the exhibition of

Iruits, reported on a seedling exhibited by Mr. Olivcir, who wished the society to name it.

They reported it as follows:—" Free oi)en calyx, good quality, and well worthy of an ex-

tended trial. By far the best seedling on exhibition."

The Society by a unanimous vote named it the Oliver.

The iliscu.ssion on Vegetables, etc., wius then continued :

—

Mr. Wade.— I raise Henderson's Early Summer cabbage, and the J)runihead .Savoy.

The only cauliflower I grow with success is the Extra Early Paria. In celery I have
Heufierson'rt Half Dwarf. I think this is the celery I prefer, as it keeps in the winter.

On the cabbage I have used, air-slacked lime ; I dust it on. The only application that was a
HUcceRS, however, was one quarter pound of hellebore, and one quarter i)Ound of slacked lime
mixed in water thoroughly. I have kept the cabbages perfectly ch^an. f have tried

numerous cjures, and tliis is the best I have ever got yet.

Mr. HiLBoKN.— Did you ever try Paris green ?

Mr. Wade.—^I wouldn't try it on my cabbage. If yon try it on cabbage, you try it

on yourself.

The pRK.stiiENT.—A good do.se of hellel»ore would be bad, too.

Mr. Wadfx—Not one quarter pound to halt gallon of lime on 1,.')00 cabbages. 1 have
heard of people ur«ing Paris green on citbli.iges.

Mr. Hii.HOKN.— I am acquainted with one grower who thought it wa« nafe to use it,

but, he said he wouldn't try it again.

Mr. Dempsev.— I have used Paris green on cabbages for over two years. I have
used it with plaster of Paris.
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COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS FOR CLAY SOILS.

Mr. W. A. Macuonald (Agricultural Editor of the Farmers' Advocate, London, Ont.)

—My attention has been directed to a circular relating to commercial fertilizers^

which was handed around amongst the members yesterday, and I wish to say a

word about it in connection with this subject. I see that special fertilizers are manufac-

tured to suit the requirements of all kinds of crops, including fruit trees. For example,

on page 10 you see that the special fertilizers for potatoes and fruits contain large percen-

tages of potash. It is true that potatoes and fruits are greedy potash feeders, but this does

not always justify the use of potash fertilizers for this crop. Mine is a clayey soil, and I

have tried different kinds of potash fertilizers for potatoes, and I find that it does not pay

to apply them. For the purpose of ascertaining the reason why, I made a mechanical

analysis of my soil, and found that the coarser portion, which is usually regarded as sand,

had in it a large percentage of fragments of alkaline rocks, which yield large quantities of

potash. This proves that special fertilizers manufactured for certain crops are of question-

able value, unless the character of the soil is also taken into consideration. Of course, the

manufacturers cannot ascertain the composition of every soil to which their fertilizers are

applied, although they can easily find out the composition of the crop, and unless the

farmer or the fruit grower can accurately describe the soil when ordering the fertilizers,

there is little hope that they can be profitably used. Some manufacturers say that their

fertilizers are good for all soils, but this is all nonsense. Some general fertilizers will pro-

duce good results on almost any poor soil, but the application will, in most instances, be a

wasteful one ; for most soils are deficient in only one or two constituents of plant food, so

that the other constituents of the fertilizer are entirely wasted and often produce injurious

results. Phosphates are the most deficient constituents in most soils, and you run very

little risk in their application, but I would not, as a rule, recommend the use of potash or

nitrogen in the commercial form ; if the soil is deficient in these constituents, ashes should

be used for the former and farmyard manure or clover plowed under for the latter. I

have found by repeated experiments that ashes are useful, or at least not injurious, even

when potash is abundan'u in the soil, while sulphate of potash is injurious to such soils.

A Member.—About what yield of potatoes did you get ?

W. A. Macdokald.—My yield was 350 bushels per acre where I applied fertilizers

to the best of my ability ; where no fertilizers were applied, the yield was 265 bushels per

acre, and where I applied several mixtures such as are usually found in the markets, of

which I did not know the analysis, my average yield was 260 bushels per acre. I shall

never again use a fertilizer without receiving an analysis with it, and I shall always order

it more for special soils than for special crops. I am confident that fruit growers could

make money out of fertilizers if they organized in some way for the purpose of experiment-

in» and learning the results. I assure you I would most gladly co-operate, and you will

also have the sympathy of the fertilizer men. It has been said that commercial fertilizers

would prevent potato rot, but I have not found it so. I have had an average of about

eighteen per cent, rotten where I used fertilizers, and about the same percentage where I

used nothing ; but where I applied barnyard manure, there was about forty per cent,

rotten. I have over thirty varieties of potatoes, and my favourite variety is the White

Star.

The President.—I think caution should be exercised, in the use of fertilizers, lest

we arrive at rash conclusions. A few experiments should not be taken as an infallible

»uide. There are various other conditions, besides the character of the soil, which should

be taken into consideration, such as the rainfall, light, heat, etc. We have also, to con-

sider whether the constituents in the fertilizers are stable or'not. A few weeks ago, I had

occasion to visit the Experiment Station at New Haven, Conn., qnd I found to my sur-

prise, that large quantities of Canadian ashes were used in the Eastern States, and high

prices were paid for them. It occurred to me that if these people could afford to pay such

high prices, our people should pay more attention to them, and use them at home. This

is an interesting subject, and I think more experiments should be undertaken and reported

at our meetings, for mutual information.
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Mr. W. A Macdoxald.—I don't wish this meeting to understand that I have any
particular confidence in the lew experiments I have made, and I should not have men-
tioned them, if they did not corroborate thousands of experiments conducted in othej- parts

of the world. In fact I knew what would be the result before I started my experiments,
but I find that it is necessary to demonstrate truths to the farmers in this way ; else tliey

I ome to the conclusion that ray teachings are theoretic. I use my experimental grounds
as a sort of text-book or blackboard, as it were. It requires no further demonstration to

prove that the fertilizers applied should correspond with the natural deficiencies in the

ftuil, and as soon as farmers and fruit growers get this into their heads, they will profit by
their investments. Of course your President is right when he says that there are many other
conditions to be considered besides the character of the soil, but these are too complicated
fur discussion here ; I was speaking of average conditions.

A Member.—What is the value of ashes ?

W. A. Macdoxald.—Unleached hardwood ashes contain four to eight per cent, of

potash, and two to three per cent, of phosphoric acid, which, according to the present

market prices of these constituents, give them a value of eight to twelve dollars per ton,

and then vou have thirty-five to thirty-eight per cent, of lime thrown in.

Mr. Jarvis.—With regard to a.shes. For years all along East Toronto they gathered
ashes for the purpose of making potash. Men came from the United States, and bought
u|) these ashes, and took it over and distribute it through their country. We have lying

;uound this town hundreds of tons. Ashes have great manurial value.

Mr. Frame.—As a Canadian farmer I have been growing acres of potatoes for the
i ist thirty j'ears, and making money out of them. T take all sorts and try them for the

markets. There is the White Star, which is a fine potato. The Buck Eye is a very good
"itato, and grows very well in heavy clay land. (The speaker here explained his method
'>i planting potatoes, etc.) The Early Uose and Lite Rose has taken the market in the

meantime. We kill the beetles with Paris Green. We mix a pound of Paris Green to

ibout sixty pounds of plaster, and take a perforated canister and run along the rows very
piickly.

The Presidext.— In planting potatoes how do you cut your seed? Do you prefer

them in pieces or single eyes?

Mr. Frame.—Single eyes.

A Memreil—Do you ever use manure]
Mr. Frame.—Yes ;

I always use manure ; I always work it well into my land.

Nothing has been said with regard to turnijis. I think, if you manure in the right
time, you will get a splendid crop of turnip.s. During the summer months I clean my
len house to have it nice and dry. I put the manure aside and save it for my turnips.

I hero art! a great many agricultural papers which speak of this manure. I consider this

lien manure the best of all manures. In regard to fertilizers, I am under the impression
it is rather expensive paying $30 to $40 a ton. As to the buying up of the ashes by the*
States, I think they need it njore than we do, as their land requires it more than ours.

Mr. Bkadle,—Have you an orchard?
Mr. Frame.— Yes; a very good one. I may say there islio money in the orchard.

I think there is more money in other cro])s. The great difViculty is the frost does so much
iiiischit'f to the orchards.

Mi. Beadle.—Do you fertilize your orchard?
Mr. F'ramk. -No ; we use all we get for the fields.

Mr. I'.KADi.K.—Put bOO bushels of unh-ached ashes in your orchnrd.

Mr. Frame.—A farmer must not have too many irons in the lire, if he has, he
cannot attend to t)i<-m all.

Mr. Hav.— I find the best results in cultivation follow if yon havf the ground nice
and mellow. I spread loose straw over it in the spring, and tlx'u I plough it up. I harl a
tine crop of potatoes. There is grert difficulty with th»' oniinary manure in scattering it.

Loose straw can V)e scatu-red nice and even. The result of my experience wa« satisfactory.

The President.— Did yoa try it the second season ?

Mr. Hay.—We tried it twice.

Mr. Woods.—There is some value in growing fruit. .Mr. Frame would lead one to
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believe that we cannot grow fruit in this neighborhood, and that it does not pay. He
gave as his reason why he thought it would not pay, that there would be too many irons

in the Are. 1 think if he would pay even a little attention, his orcJiard would pay him.

Mr. Trow.—I think we pay too little attention to our orchards. I should fancy if

we were more careful we would get more fruit. I sliall have to pay more attention in

future to my orchard. When I purchased my property I had a dozen ditferent varieties

of plums, but there is nothing left of them now.

Mr. McKeown.—I want to get some information on picking and packing apples?

Mr. MacD. Allan.—The method we always follow, is to pick our apples by hand and

lay them in heaps upon the ground. The varieties the shipper wants should be sorted out

and divided into separate heaps ; one heap being for the apples that are good, ' clean, and
free from spots, etc. Then they go through the sweating process. After this we send a

man to pick them over carefully and see none are bruised. Then they pick out the

different sizes and high coloured apples, after which we proceed to pack by taking the

choice apples, packing with the stems down. The barrel is then pressed down and
securely nailed. When the barrel is opened at Liverpool, London or Glascow, they open

the top of the barrel with stems all up, and they look nice. With regard to keeping

apples; some prefer them upon shelves in a cellar. You should keep the temperature as

near the freezing point as possible.

Leading citizens expressed their gratification they had felt in listening to the discus-

sions, and votes of thanks of the customary nature were passed. The Association then

adjourned to meet in Lindsay.

SUMMER MEETING.

The summer meeting of the Association was held in Lindsay and Bobcaygeon, on
the 7th and 8th of June. The opening day at the former place was marked by a large

attendance of prominent local fruit-growers and otheis from important sections of the

Province. Mr. P. C. Dempsey presided, and, after routine, questions were asked and
answered.

COAL ASHES.

Question.—What are the fertilizing qualities of coal ashes 1

Prof. Panton said it was of very little use. A heavy, close soil might be opened by
it, but it contained no plant food of any value,

• Mr. Morton (of Wingham) believed that barn-yard manure, if well taken care of,

was better than any of the artificial fertilizers, but in the way much of it was kept, it

was worth little more than straw.

Prof. Panton had seen better results with barn-yard manure than any other kind.

Mr. John Ceoil (of Aultsville) said that the quality of commercial fertilizers varied

just as much as barn-yard manure.
Mr. McDonald (of London).—A great deal depends on the quality of fertilizers as

well as manure. Manure from well fed cattle would be worth from two to three dollars

a ton, 15ut a large percentage of the soil in this country would be benefited in the greatest

degree if commercial fertilizers were mixed with barn-yard manure. Some soils, how-
ever, such as those in the vicinity of Guelph, are more benefited by potash, and ashes

would therefore be the cheapest and most eflfective fertilizer. In the vicinity of London
and most other parts of the Province, phospates could be most advantageously used in

connection with barn-yard manure. The phosphate mines near Ottawa were the richest

in the world, and if our farmers and fruit-growers were induced to use the product as

extensively as they should, the price would be materially reduced and brought within
the reach of all.

Mr. Dempsey (of Trenton).—Wood ashes have always produced good results

with me.
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A SMALL GARDEN.

Question.—How could I best lay out a half acre for fruit and vegetables ?

Mr. VT. \V. Wright (of Renfrew) suggested that everything be planted in rows, so

as to permit of easy cultivation. Plant small fruits so that the snow would be likely to

lodge and |»rotect them.

Mr. Geo. Colvert had noticed that if vegetables were planted within fifteen feet of

trees they always suflered.

STRAWBERRIES.

A short discussion took place on strawberries and the time of planting. The spring
WHS favoured as the best season for planting, and for varieties, high testimonies were
given in favour of Crescent Seedling, Wilson, Capt. Jack, Manchester, Daniel Boone,
Bidwell and Sharpless.

PEARS.

Mr. Be.\ll (of Lindsay).—I do not know that there are four varieties that would
succeed in this neighbourhood. The Flemish lieauty and Clapp's Favourite are the only
two we can hope to grow with any degree of success.

A Member.—Have you tried Beurre d'Anjou ?

Mr. Beall.—Yes, but it will not live. The Flemish Beauty, however, does very
well indeed. 1 have never had any trouble with it at all. I have one of Clapp's

Favourite bearing this year for the first time, and the trees seem perfectly healthy.

Mr. Wright.—Have you any of the Russian pears?

Mr. iiEALL.— I have not.

Mr. A. M. Smith (of St. Catharines).—Have you tried the Beurre Hardy ?

Mr. Ueai.l.— Ye.s, I have also a Vicar of Wakefield tree. It has blossomed twice,

but I have seen no fruit. When it does bear, however, perhaps it will do well.

Dr. Cross (of St. ('atharines).— I might .say something about pears and how little

I have made out of them. .Miout twenty years ago I plantt^d a great variety, and
as fast as one tree died I planted another. iJcath was not caused by winter-killing, l>ut

by l)light. Most of my trees 1 planted over the second tinif, and some of tliem the

third time, but for the last ten years ] have planted principally the Ouciiess and they

are now doing very well, and have had very little blight ; but of all the varieties I

started out with, I have only some eight or ten now. The Ifartlett and Duchess are the

only ones I make anything out of for the market. I treat a pear tree as 1 would a
strawberry. I keep the ground well manured, allow no weeds to grow, and apply coal

ashes to keep the ground loose. Tlie Burtlett trees that 1 have, give nie from a barrel

to two and a-half barrels per tree, which are worth five dollars a barrel. The Seckel
is very hardy, but gives a good deal of trouble to thin, ho as to keep few on ; but they
do not weigh murh and it takes a grent many to till a ba.sket. They make good pickles

an<l keep pretty Wfli. Qf ( 'lap{>"s Favourite I planted twelve trees al>out six years ago,

and I believe I have one left ; ho that wliat little I make fronj my pear trve.s is of! tiie

DuchtKs and I'.artlett. Still what I get from them satisfies me very well for the

cultivation.

Dr. Mkkkiman (of Ijind.say).— Down a little south of this, th«-y have the Ifartlett,

Flemish Beauty and the Bonne de Jersey ; these do very well on clay soil.

Mr. (;i,EXi)iN.MX(; (of Manilla).—! only find two varieties that seem to stand the

test—Clapp's Favourite and Flemish Beauty. I have tried the Seokel, but tlie tre'es

grow a few years and then die of blight. I also tried the DucheSH, but it blighted ba<Jly.

It died the second yeir. When I came on my farm there were a nuinl»er of p"ar trees

just coming into bearing ; I do not know what variety they wore, but at all events
every one died. Clapp's Favourite imd Flemish Beauty .seem to stand the test all right

;

in fact I have not known a Flemish Beanty in this neighbourhood to din. Clapp's

Favourite has betMi planted extensively. These two kinds are the only ones which seem
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to be generally cultivated in this immediate locality. Sometimes we see a fine collection

of pears, but on inquiry it is found they were grown south of the ridges, which divides

our county into two sections for fruit growing. I cannot, therefore, name four varieties

foi' this section ; Ijut the two I have mentioned, will, I think, grow almost any place

where it is well drained and the locality at all favourable.

Mr. John Oolvert (of Lindsay).—My experience in the cultivation of pears is this :

Some ten years ago, a man came around with samples preserved in a bottle. I took

four trees and paid him five dollars. After that I got another tree, which proved to be
the Flemish Beauty, It is flourishing well. Blight killed the others. This Flemish
Beauty does very well, and last fall I took first prize with the pears off that tree.

Mr. Morris (of Fonthill).—I understand the question is, four varieties for this

neighbourhood. I cannot understand why Clapp's Favourite should do well, and Beurre
D'Anjou fail. It is the hardiest we have at Fonthill. Several varieties were mentioned
that are hardy and ought to do well here. The Seckel should succeed. The list of very
hardy trees, however, is limited. We have a kind that originated at Oshawa, which has
proved very hardy there. There are some trees there sixty years of age, which have not
been injured, and we are in hopes that it will fill the bill for a very hardy tree. We
are cultivating some varieties of Russian pears and should be glad to place some in the
hands of somebody here to test.

Mr. Beall (of Lindsay).—Something may have been wrong with the Beurre D'Anjou^
at all events, after trying some forty varieties, I have only the two left that I mentioned.

Mr. Beadle (of St. Catharines).— I do not know any pears we have been growing
for any length of time that are more hardy than Clap))'s Favourite and Flemish Beauty.
We are, however, experimenting with trees from Russia, but it is too soon to say whether
they will grow with us, or whether when grown if the fruit will be satisfactory. They
have some jaw-breaking names. It will take four or five years to settle the questions,

involved. The two varieties named here are the only two that seem to do in very cold

latitudes.

Mr. Frank Wanzer (of Hamilton).—I have a rich pear which seems to do well in

the neighborhood of Hamilton. It is called Beurre Clairgeau.

Mr. Morris (of Fonthill)—My experience is that it is very tender and the fruit inferior.

Mr. P. C. Dempsey (of Trenton).—I have had a great deal of experience in growing
pears. Some trees, by cutting ofi" the blighted portion will grow again ; but the Beurre
Clairgeau all died with me. It is one of the tenderest we have ever tried to grow. There
is the Urbaniste ; any one who has nerve and patience enough to cultivate a tree twelve

or fourteen years before seeing any fruit, will find it a superior pear. I have never seen

one inch of the tree blighted, and I have never noticed any effect from the frost. I only
cultivated two trees, and the reason I do not cultivate more is because I have not patience

to wait for the fruit. It is perfectly hardy. Most of the early varieties are hardier

than the later, for the reason that the exertion in maturing the croj) is sooner relieved,

and the tree resists the severity of the winter better. I do not know any winter variety

it would be safe to try here except Josephine de Malines. Doyenne Boussock is as hardy as.

Flemish Beauty, and I think I can produce ten pears of that variety as easily as I can
one of the Flemish Beauty.

Mr. Smith (of St. Catharines.—How is it for blight 1

Mr. Dempsey.—I have it on clay loam and light sand, but none of them have blighted.

I do not eat them, as they are not to my taste, but no pear commands as high a price as

Doyenne Boussock when we ship them. I have several Persian pears ; l>ut unfortunately

paper labels were used, which the mildew rendered illegible. I have several varieties ; I

canjiot tell you what they are ; but they came from Belgium and are apparently hardy,
and produce a crop annually of good fruit. I have one which has made regular growth
every year and it has got to be quite a tree, producing four or five bushels of pears

annually. It is superior to Flemish Beauty. To you people here, I would say try more
varieties. Do not be satisfied with three or four, but write to some of the nurserymen
and tell them to send you ten or twenty of the most hardy varieties. Let them make the

selection. Do not depend wholly on the agent's colored plate. Nurserymen will

alwayj send you good stock, if you send directly to them.
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Mr. Morris (of Foathill).—Mr. Pettit has handled one of the earliest varieties and a
good pear too—the Beurre Giffard.

Mr. Pettit (of Winona).— I have fruited this pear for the last fifteen years and it has
never failed to give a very good crop, and there is no appearance of blight whatever. The
pear ripens about the first of August, and coming into the market at that time, a sweet
rich pear, commands a high price. I do not know how it would answer on pear stock

;

I grow mine on quince. It appears to be hardy in every way.
Mr. Dempsey.—I think it is called Giflard' now.
Mr. F. Waxzer (of Hamilton).—Has anything been said about Winter Doyenne

and White Doyenne. They are excellent pears with me. For blight I have tried iron

twinings or tilings. I place them about two feet from the trunk, wliere they re.'^t together
and form an excellent protection from sudden changes of temperature. By this plan I

have succeeded for the past two years in saving a tree from blight tliat was always so

aflected before. It is a Clapp's Favourite. One or two gardeners in Hamilton have tried

the same experiment with good results.

The Association then adjourned for dinner.

Thera was a large attendance in the afternoon, and a quarter of an hour was spent
in e.icamining the specimens of fruit laid on the tables.

FRUIT PROGRESS.

Mr. J. L. Patse, of the Department of Agriculture at Ottawa, read a paper as

follows :

—

I propose, in a simple way, to give you .such figures as I have been able to collect,

relating to the foreign trade of Canada in fruit. I have to express a feeling of regret

that the details of the trade are not available, but such as they are, they show very

gratifying increases within the last fifteen years. Perhaps it would be better to preface

thf trade returns with a compilation of figures from the Census, showing how the

cultivation and production of fruit has been developed within the past three decades.

The figures are :

—
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Statistics, having special reference to Ontario, are only available in the reports of
the Ontario Bureau of Industries, which show that while in 1882 there were 213,84G
acres in garden and orchard, there were but 191,266 acres so used in 1885. This is

clearly an error ; but is explained to have arisen from the fact that the first estimate
was merely approximated. It is not likely that a less acreage of fruit trees exists now
1;han three years ago. The Census returns are, however, reliable.*

The following have been our foreign shipments of fruit since 1870 :

Year.
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supply. On the whole, however, we buy more fruit than we sell, and some of it of the

classes grown in Canada. This will be .seen from the statistics for 1886, of imports :

—

Apples, dried
Currants, dried
Dates, dried
figs, dried
Prunes and plums, dried
Raisins, dried
All other, dried

Apples, green
Berries, green
Cherries and currants, green
Cranberriea, plums and quinces, green.
Grapes, green
Peaches, green
Oranges and lemons, green
All other, green

Total value.

o5G,5r)l lbs.

5,019,862 lbs.

849,807 lbs.

1,089,140 lbs.

l,755.8r,2 lbs.

7,7t2,830 lbs.

27,507 bbls.

226,398 qts.

49,t*5 qts.

7,611 bush.
587,515 lbs.

19,239 bush.

735.086 lbs.

34,683
174,487
24,374
51,703
65,050

353,124
12,687

61,919
27,524
4,492

26,301
46,159
59,482

334,492
90.068

42,075

1,408,620

If you ask who are our customers, the answer is, that of the 238,9.36 barrels of

apple.s shipped out of the Dominion in 188.5, Great Britain took 207,659; the United

States, •2.'').320
; Newfoundland, 4,9iri ; St. Pierre, .')69 : (iermany, 6; H. W. Indies,

243; S. W. Indies, 39; D. W. Indie.s, .3, and liritish (Juiann, 180. Of the 832,980

worth of "other friiit " e.xported. the United States took ."?27. 666 worth.

The thrf-e grcatoKt fruit e.xporting count ri<'H are Spain, Italy and (ireece. In 1880,

Spain headed the li.st with 121,200 tons, valued at 88,400,000.

It may also be of interest to you to know that each inhabitant of Great Britain

and France, is estimated to consume ten pounds of fruit in the course of a year.

QUESTIONS.

Question.—How and wlion to propagate Hjdrnngea Panirulata?

Mr. Beadle.— It propagates very n-adily from layers. 'I'hc time would be whnn the

wood is sutliciently ripe not to damp off; or tak«; the young wood <>f this yi-iir, mui lay it

down as soon as it would Kcir laying down,

REMKhY AGAINST ANTS.

Qui-»TioN.— How can wi! best de.stroy ants and not injun- lh<' plant.s, grass, etc. ?

Mr. liEADLK.—What harm do the ants do?
Mr. Croil.—They throw up the earth on the lawn.

Mr. Beadle. — I have never been vory much troublod with tlniii. although my .soil is

what they like to work in, sandy. I find plu'spaU' of lim<', wiili a little Hiacked lime or

a.shes, seems to keep them in check, although I li.'ive no ex|MTience in destroying them.

They work in the paths, but not iti the lawn.

A Member.—A plan I have heard of, is to saturate a sponge with sugar and water,

into which the ants will go, and then dip it in hot water.
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Mr. Morton (of Wingham).—I have effectively banished them by making holes in

the ant hills or around them and pouring coal oil therein. It causes them to leave for
fresh pastures.

Mr. Beadle.—Does the coal oil injure the yrass i

Mr. Morton.—Yes : if you scatter it over the top ; but if you dig a hole three inches
deep it will not affect the grass. 1 have poured probably a teacupful on the surface
near trees and it has not injured the tree.

]\rr. "WiLGRESs (of Oobourg).—I tried the sponge and it did not answer, I tried coal

oil and it killed the grass I have also tried ashes and hot water, but cannot get rid of
them. The only way is to dig them out. They are a perfect nuisance.

Mr. Head (of Lindsay).—If you will make an emulsion with sour niilk or skim
milk and coal oil, and add water, my experience is that you may syringe even delicate

plants with it, without fear of injury. I am sui'e this would drive ants from the places-

mentioned.

ANOTHER PEST.

Question.—" What is the best remedy for the black insects that infest Chrysanthe-
mums " ?

Mr. Beadle.— I cannot answer that question until I know whether black lice is

referred to.

Mr. MoRTOX.—I think it is one of the plant lice.

Mr. Beadle.—One remedy is tobacco smoke, so long as you can confine th\ smoke.
I know of nothing better.

Mr. Morton (of Wingham)—There is a most excellent remedy for nearly all insects,

called Dalmatian, or Persian Insect Powder. The California powder, called Buhach,
answers best. If you can get it fresh it gives very good results, but as a rule you cannot
tell how long it has been in the shops. It must be kept in glass stopper vessels, or thfr

volatile principle evaporates and the powder loses its destroying power. The best way
I have found of using pyrethrum is to put it in alcohol or hot water and syringe the plants

with it. I think a great deal is wasted if applied dry. It is certainly an excellent thing
for destroying all forms of insect life. I would not be sure of the proportion I used, but
T think it is one ounce of pyrethrum to two gallons of water. I think I have sometimes used
a stronger mixture than that. It is not expensive, and if a plant is badly affected with
lice you may give it an extra dose. If I depart from the formula, it is to make it a little

stronger ; but [ think an ounce to two gallons would be about right.

Mr. Dempsey.—We sometimes treat insects to a little poison mixed with a sweet
principle. Arsenic is what we use.

A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CURRANTS.

Question.— " Please explain the difference between Moore's Ruby and Fay's Prolific

Currant. Where can Moore's Ruby be got, and at what price 1

Mr. Morris (of Fonthill).-—Moore's Ruby is not quite as large as Fay's, but has much
longer bunches and is probably three or four times as productive. They are as pro-

ductive as any currant grown; but their great merit is in the flavour, which is very mild.

They are not generally sold yet, but are worth about $1.10 in a retail way. We have

had them side by side receiving the same treatment.

SHORT STEMS FOR TREES.

Question.— ' Which is the more advisable, long or short stems for fruit trees
;
and'

what height of stem is recommended V
Mr. Pettit (of Winona).—The question was discussed some years ago in the

Grimsby Fruit Growers' Association, and Mr. Morris took a stand in favour of low
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heading. Since that time I have been watching it pretty closely and I am inclined to
think that Mr. Morris is right ; that a tree with mora head and less trunk grows better
and will withstand the blight better, and not be as likely to become sun burned or have
the bark injured as one with a long trunk. In peach trees, with a low head, you can culti-

vate twice as close as when you attempt to run them up. In picking there is also an
advantage, and for all the reasons I should certainly favour low heading.

ROSES.

Mrs. Beall, of Lindsay, presented several plates of roses in bloom, and at the lequest

of the A3.sociation she described them as follows :
—"That is the Baltimore Belle : it is a

climbing rose and grows in clusters ; it does not winter-kill with ordinary treatment,
although we tind it necessary to lay it down ; it must be trained up again in the spring

in Older to get a good supply of bloom. This rose is the Madame Alboui, which we have
to cover, as well as almost all our roses, to protect them in winter. We cover them with
a little pea straw or grass and then throw brush over it to keep it from blowing away.
Anything we lay down, however, we generally put a stick of tirewood on top. It is to my
mind sure death to a plant to place a board over it."

Mr. Beadle.— It must not be covered so tightly as to smother it. A friend of mine
wanted to take particular care of a ro.se bush and covered itove- with a barrel and covered
the barrel over with manure. He succeeded, as you might suppose, in keeping the frost

out, but it never showed a sign of life afterward.

Mrs. Beall.—This Madame Alboni is a free bloomer, and is one of the most enjoy-

able of all roses on account of its abundant perfume. Some of our roses, although beau-

tiful to look at, lack this quality ; but this particular variety is to be cultivated for

that quality as well as its tine ajjpearance.

Mr. Beadle.—Here is one of the Provence roses, which blooms only once in summer
;

it is not remontant ; it is something like the old Cabbage rose, although not the same
as I have been in the habit of growing ; it is not so full, and is a little dei'per shade
of colour. The Cabbage rose, I still think, is one of the finest grown. This one was given
to Mrs. Beall as a Cabbage rose. Here are two roses very much alike. One is \a Keino
and the other is the Duke of Edinboro.' They are remontant, and are of a rich colour.

They look as though they might l^ave been grown on one bush, but they have not. This
is another old variety, Caroline D'Canso, very much cultivated and admired. Hen- is a
white sumtner rose, the best white ro.s(! we have, and th*' most profu.se liloomer- -Madjime
Planticr ; it is almost free from thorns ; it does not bloom aguin in the autumn. Wo
talk about remontant roses being perpetual. We call them hybritl perpctuals. I am
reminded by this of a boy going through the tars crying out " Hot mince pies," some-
bofly bought one and found it cold, having been frozen. He said, " I thought you called
those hot mince pies." " Yes," answered the buy, '• that's the name *>( them."
These roses, however, although called perpetuals, will actually bloom until the snow
conien. It is one of the juost |>erpetual of the perpetuals. Here is one other free bloomer,
Jule.s Margottin, in which you see is another shade of colour. As to insect remedies for roses,

1 have exhausted my knowleilge in the August numlx^r of the //orticulluruit, and presume
most of you have read it there.

Mr. MoRRiH (of Fonthill).—With respect to cultivation, make the soil as strong and
rich as possible, and keep it thoroughly cultivat<'<l during the seaxon. They will not do
well in the grass or lawn, where they ure sometimes planted. As the subject on the pro
gramme was to name twelve of the Ije.st varieties, I have writt«'n down that num)>cr :

General .Jaccjueminot, ]j& Heine, Ix)uiH Van Houtte, I'riiice ('amille de Kohan, Coquette
<ies Alps, Victor Verdier, Madame I'lanlier, Salot, l'erp<'tiial White, Crested Mohs,
Queen of the Prairie and flem of the Prairie.

Mr. A. A. Wrkjfit (of Renfrew, Ont). Out of my forty varieties these ani the
ones I have selected : I have divided them up, first as to coloured rows. First of all I

put Alfred Colomb. The reason is l>ecau8e, it is very striking in colour and is the
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hardiest rose we have, which in our section of the country is of paramount importance.

It is a very free bloomer and is a tine scented rose. The next is General Jacque-

minot a fine grower, hardy, and one of the proudest roses we have ; so red and bright.

The next is Baron de Bonstetten ; then Louis Van Houtte, and last of all, Anne de

Diesbach. Among pink roses, I do not think any one will dispute the right to place at

the head of the list La France, in odour, colour, and everything except hardiness. It is

the finest rose we grow at all. Next I place La Reine, and then for size, as it is the largest of

any rose I have, and perhaps the largest grown, unless it be the new American Beauty, is

Paul Neyi'on. In whites there is the Madam Plantier, and in yellow, Harrison's Yellow.

Amonf moss roses is the Park Moss. The Polyantha, which is small, is an enormous-

bloomer and bears in clusters. The best among these is t?he Mignonette. With respect

to treatment, I protect all my roses, and to do this I first build a sort of fence about

them, two and a halt' or three feet high, by driving down sticks. The object is to get the

snow to lie on top of the roses. I peg the bushes down with sticks and then bring forest

leaves by the wagon load, which, being light, prevents the rotting of the stems in the

spring. I put over all a coating of pea straw, which does not blow away with the wind.

If you have any trouble in that way throw boughs over them. A lady in Ottawa has an

improvement over this in the use of dry cow manure, which she puts under the rose before

coTerino^, and she says it prevents rotting in the spring. I cut back my roses consider-

ably before pegging down, and after uncovering in the spring I cut them back again.

With reference to manure, you should have the ground as rich as you can get it. I take

a little o^arden trowel in the spring, scrape the earth away, and then go to my henery and

put as much of manure around the jilant as I think will not injure it. This I cover over

with earth, and after the first rain the plants will grow as rapidly as you ever saw any-

thing. You cannot have the ground too rich. Then, with reference to insects, I cannot

give you anything so complete as has just appeared in the Horticulturist.

Mr. Harris.—I left off the Washington and Alfred Colomb because they are slow

growers. Budded roses in the hands of those not used to them are valueless, and I do

not recommend them for general use. La France is one of the choicest roses ; but I do

not think Mr. Wright can carry it over the second year. It is too tender for general

cultivation.

Mr. Dempsey (of Trenton).—I have had it for twelve years in one spot. If I had to

throw aside every other rose I cultivate, La France would be the last to go.

APPLES.

Question.—What have been the failures in this neighborhood ?

Mr. Beall (of Lindsay).—There have been many failures in this neighbourhood, but

our people are too modest to let the outside world know about it. There are some places,

however, where they do very well. Within a few mile.=; of this place, I believe we have

.some of the best fruit land in Canada. I know you will not agree with me ; but that is

my opinion, nevertheless. With the exception of peaches, we have a climate well

adapted for all the principal classes of fruit, including apples and grapes. We can gro^

better grapes than anywhere along the north shore of Lake Ontario. The best samples I

have seen exhibited anywhere away from the Provincial Exhibition, have been at Orillia,

away north of this. In speaking of failures, I think we may attribute them to two main

cause.s. Fiist, to undrained land. That is the greatest cause we have. We have now a great

quantity of under-draining going on, but it is not the kind which will do most good.

Our drains are usually two and a-half feet deep, in heavy clay .soil. That, I say, is not

sufficient for an apple orchard, because a large proportion of the roots on an apple tree

above fifteen years of age, are lower than two and a-half feet. I have found thousands of

roots down three and a half feet, and rotten at that. The next cause is every person

being determined to grow tender varieties. In setting out an orchard of a few hundred

trees, so many people want atjleast fifty varieties. Now, I do not think I can name
twelve arieties that I believe to be suitable for this soH. If a farmer has a field to sow
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with wheat, he does not ask his neighbors how many varieties he should put in ; he
knows it would be folly to put in many. It is as great folly to make his ground a place

for testing apples. I do not think you can find more than eight or ten varieties suitable

for this neighborhood. The question is asked :
—" Should orchards be cultivated after

commencing to bear fruit ?
" No. There should be no ploughing or planting of other

crops ; but if some light cultivation were done, it might Vje of some advantage. In taking

away a crop we rob the soil of a certain amount of nutriment which the trees should

get. I think there is not nearly enough manure applied to our orchards, and perhaps Mr.
Panton might show us what kind of manure would \>e best suited tor such a purpose.

Mr. J. Croil.—Would you have the orchard seeded down ?

Mr. Beall —All crops take nourishment from the soil; but if you have gras.'*, cut

it and leave it there.

A Member.—What about pasturing ?

Mr. Heall.—-For pasturing, I would prefer sheep. There are certain breeds of

sheep that will not bark the trees, while others will. The next question is with relation

to the most desirable as[>ect for an orchard. If I could have everything as I would like,

I should like a north-western proclivity. Let the land lie pretty much up towards the

north-west, but not to the south-east. The cold would he about the same on either side,

but if the snow lies on the ground it will protect the roots of the trees. " Are wind
breaks necessary?" I think they are, but the question turns on what wind-V>reaks really

are. I do not think a high, close board fence is a wind-break. I do not think matted
rows of pine or spruce are wind-breaks. It Ls in one sen.se, but it is not what we re |uire,

or what is necessary. I think it keeps oflf too much of the win.J. I would prefer three,

or four rows of deciduous trees, which would allow the wind to pass through, but
A-ould at the same time break its force. Three or four rows on the north and west sidf-s

will screen the orchard as it needs to be. As to the varieties which may be profitably

grown in this section, I might name the Red Astrachan. I do not think, however, there

is a very great deal of profit. It is the earliest we have, and is the earliest we can grow
proHtably. The ne.\t apple, that is next in order of ripening, but which .should really be

placed at the head of the list with respect to profit, is the Duchefts of Oldenburg. As
much can l>e got out of that tree here as in any part of the world. They will bear every

vear. The next is the .St. Lawrence. This does well and is profitable to grow, because

it is tine in appearance and will bring a good price.

Mr. (J ROIL.—Does it spot?

Mr. Beall.—No ; never to any extent. We have never had any apple to spot here

but the Fameuse, and that not badly. The next apple is Keswick Codlin, and theji

Col vert. I do not grow it myself, but I find excellent samples brought in from all

directions. The next is the Snow apple. That does well here. Then there is the

Haas. The next is the Wealthy. I am satisfied it is a most excellent apple,

and after further testing, I shall expect to find the Snow apple g't^cii up and the Wealthy
put in its place. I have given you eight varieties, but there is one more which I have
down and of which I have heard a go<xl deal—the Yellow Transparent. I havt* no
wint«^r apple down, l>ecause I do not think any winter apple can be profitably grown iiere.

None of the russet family would be cruisidered profitable here, although I have recom-

mended so many of my friends t<^> get the (Jolden Ku.sset.

Mr. I)BXP8BT.— Will notthe Tolman Sw<?et grow here?

Mr. Bealu—Yes; but there is no profit in it.

Joseph Wilki.vson (of Cambridge).— I have had some failures. I came here some
thirty years ago. I plante<l fifty apple trees when I came, and there is only one of them
left now, and that is the Vandevere. These trees grew beautifully for some years and
then when they l>egan to bear, they died branch by branch, until only the one 1 hare
mentioned is there now. I read al>out a Scotchman who dug a hole, filled in a lot of

stones, put in a tree and filled it around with earth : I tried that, but only one St.

Lawrence tree is left. Those trees did not die of wet feet. Those 1 pla!ited on a heap
of stones would grow immensely, twoorthr»-e feet in a year, for several years. I thought
Derhaps the soil was too rich and they grew tender. Two of the trees 1 planted on
stones wpre • --i, and they are still healthy. The St. Lawrence is not healthy,
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although there yet, and in a few more years will be dead. The next thing I tried was
to plough up the soil and make it into ridges, in which I planted rows of trees. These
grew for some years, and now there is about a third of them left, although they are dying

branch by branch. The most healthy tree there now is the Duchess of Oldenburg.

They are beautiful apples and bear abundantly every year, but the fruit will not keep.

Mr. Beall.—What kinds are those which fail ?

Ml-. WiiKiNSON. —The Russet was one. I planted a whole row of seedlings after

trying the alternate plan, ten or eleven feet apart. They have neither had cultivation

nor pruning, and they are healthy. My idea is they are there because nothing was done,

and the nearer we come to the condition of the forest, the better chance the trees will

have. The cultivation of the ground around the trees and the pruning lets in the sun

and breakes the earth ; whereas, if we had a mulch on the ground, it would keep out the

sun and prevent injury by frost in winter. Most of you are acquainted with the trees

at Sturgeon Point. There was a beautiful orchard there before the hotel was built, but

now the trees are dying one after another, because, I think, the conditions of the forest

are taken away.
Mr. Croil.—Did you prune any of your trees ?

Mr. Wilkinson.—Yes ; I think I pruned the tirst lot in winter.

Mr. Dempsky.—You cultivated the soil with the first lot and made the ground very

rich?

Mr. Wilkinson.—Yes; but the last lot I did not either cultivate or manure.
Dr. Herriman.—Did you have a wind-break around the first lot ?

Mr. Wilkinson.—No. With respect to varieties, I may say that the Duchess of

Oldenburg is the best T have found.

Mr. Glendinning (of Manilla).—We have near here as good a section for fruit

growing as can be found in the northern part of this Province. We can grow many
varieties ; more, indeed, than I could name. I will name a few of them that we find

profitable. I would take two summer apples, the Red Astrachan and Duchess, both

hardy and good bearers. For two fall apples I should put St. Lawrence and Fameuse.
It is given as a winter apple by some, but it is not. If I were going to add two more
to the list of fall apples, I would add Oolvert and Keswick Codlin. The Golden Russet

is the best winter apple we have ; it is a sure grower, and we very seldom see a branch

killed. I have seen some that took a sort of a blight in the summer time and died back,

but it is not common. I have never seen a large tree affected that way. The next one

is the Wagner. It is ;t short lived tree, but as it comes into bearing very young, if it

only lives fourteen or fifteen years, it has paid for its cultivation. The apple is a good

one. There has been a good deal said about the Tolman Sweet, but we find it profitable.

They like it for baking purposes. It is a sure grower and a good bearer. Among the

new varieties I would name the Wealthy as a very good apple and quite equal to all

that is claimed for it.* There is nothing, however, which shows greater promise of

hardiness than the Pewaukee, the only fault of which is a tendency to allow the fruit

to be blown off when it is pretty well grown. Then last, but not least, I would put the

Ben Davis ; it is hardy, a good bearer and of good quality. As this question relates

largely to the market, we find that those which have a tine appearance bring better prices

than those of good quality. I have given you ten or twelve varieties, which I think is

sufficient.

With regard to those varieties that are not doing well, the King is sufiering badly
;

they did very well until the spring of 1885, when the effects of the winter began to be

seen, and the bark of a great many trees turned black, and scaled off in places. The
Northern Spy did not appear to be affected until this year, when we found them dying.

It was the winter of 1885 that did the damage ; the bark is bursting off, and one-half of

the tree seems to die after leafing out and blossoming. The Baldwin has been extensively

planted, but very few of them are living. They were bought because of the high praises

bestowed on them as a market apple, and while they may do in other sections of the

country, they do not answer in this.

I have pruned generally in June. I am of the opinion that orchards would be better

seeded down ; I have top dressed mine every second year with manure, and find that the
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trees do well. I seeded down with red clover and June grass. If you mow it, it comes
up the second time and leaves sot'c places, on which the apples fall. If you plant timothy,

and mow it, when the apples fall the stubble runs through them. There is nothing of

that kind with the clover and grass, which, to my idea, answers better than anytliing else

I have seen. As to the aspect, I know what I am going to say will not meet with the

approval of many prominent fruit growers. My orchnrd lies over a high ridge, part of it

facing the south-east, and part of it north-west. I give my preference to the south-east.

I know that it has V)een said and argued, that a north-we.st aspect has a tendency to keep
trees from blooming early in the spring. Well, that depends on circumstances ; I have
had the same kind of a tree in bloom on a north-western aspect before one on a south-

eastern aspect. We do not, however, look upon early blooming as a detriment. I do not
know whether it is the locality, but during the thirteen years I have been on my farm, I

have not seen a single blossom destroyed by spring frosts. My reason for preferring this

eastern aspect, is this : when we come to the tall of the year, we sutler fioni high winds,

and a great many apples are blown off; if the trees catch the north-west wind at that

season of the year, we lose in the fall, but never in the spring, and by being shit'ldfd from
these tierce wind.s, we generally have a fair crop. I have noticed also, that winds in the

spring of the year affect the blossoms and prevent them from setting. It i.s not necessary

that we should have frosty winds to do damage, for I have seen dry, hot winds as

destructive as cold ones. There are some varieties which seem more susceptible to

the action of the wind than others. The llibston Pippin has been mentioned to me, but

as a general thing, the Keswick Codlin suffers most ; if there happens to be any liigh

winds during the blossoming, we get comparatively few apples. In rei,-ard to wind-

breaks, I believe them to be very necessary.

Dr. Hekriman.—Have you a wind-break on the north-west /

Mr. Glenuinn'ino.—Not all along the north-west ; but I have on a pait. 1 have

noticed that a great many more ajiples are shaktii oft' where there is no wintl-brcak.

Mr. MoKuis (of Fonthill).—We have, so far, heard two causes of failure in this

northern soil—bad planting and tender varieties. I would like to add another, viz.,

late cultivation. Cultivating late in the season lends to make the trees tender for the

winter. The work should be done early. I do not think you can get too much growth
early in the .season, but stop cultivating as early as this—the middle of summer. Another
Cdu.se of failure was that spoken of by Mr. Pettit, and that was trees in cold .sections

having too long stems. These are exposed to tlie .sun and are killed on the south-west

side. If you notice, young trees will sutler that way. Then, if you have a wide, large

top, the wind cannot sway it over. I u.sed to n)ake this matter of low stems a hobby,

but at th? (jSrimsby meeting I got such a set-back that I feel it gratifying to know that

I made one convert, at least. Nurserymen ;,'enerally think the right time to prune is just

when the winter is over. June is, I think, the worst month in the year, unles.s you can

<io it without getting into the tre(;. Tlie bark of the tree; is loose, and if you step on it,

or take hold of it, it is liable to peel or remain loose. There is a dangei of doing a great

deal of damage in that way. Prune, say, in April. 1 would reeomniend you to eulti-

vat«! trees from the time they are planted until you are done with them, bearing in mind,
htiwever, to confine yourself to the early part of thesea-son. I have noticed that one way
of cultivating orchards, is to sow buckwheat. The plowing and harrowing come just at

thi- right time. Cultivate as often a« you like, early in the season. As far as wind-

l)reaks are concerned, I would recommend the plan suggest<»d by Mr. Heall, not to shut

out the wind, but break its force. Where the wind eann)t get through, I have noticed

that the trees are more subject to the codling moth, an<l otlwr insects of that kind. The
list of apple.H 1 would recommend are as follows, of all well-tried sorts: —The Wealthy,
Duche.ss of Olflenburg— I have left out the Red Astnu-han, jvh it is not ho ha.-dy as the

Duchess of Oldenburg, and the apples come in at very nearly the same season—and the

Yellow Transparent. I think this hitter is going to l>e a very goo«| apple for cold sections,

and the I)uch'ss of Oldenburg will follow right afu*r. Then I wouhl name the Wall-
bridge, American ( Jolden Ru8««t, Tolman Sweet, .Mexander, St. Lawrence, and (Canada

Baldwin, which was originated in Lower Cana^la or QueUic, and is very popular in that
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section. For a very late keeping apple, I would recommend the Mann. The list might
be extended, and, if so, I would include the Ben Davis and ('olvert.

Mr. KoBixsoN (of Lindsay),—I take the following:—The Ked Astrachan, which is

tine and hardy here. The Duchess of Oldenburg everyone can grow. The Tetofsky, a
Russian apple, is hardy and a good bearer. The St. Lawrence I find very hardy. I

would like to mention the Canada Red and Alexander. Keswick Codlin I had bearing
for some time, but they are dying. The Canada Baldwin I am growing now, and think
it will be hardy. The Wagner I do not think is very hardy here.

Mr. Beadle.—Have you tried the Mcintosh Red 1

Mr. RoBiNSOX.—I have had it a few years, but some of my trees have been killed by
over-pruning.

Mr. Beall.—Do you think the Ben Davis will grow here ?

Mr. Robinson.— ISI^o ; I had a number of them, but they are all dying, or are dead.

Mr. Gr. Smith (of Lindsay).—I have had the Keswick Codiin growing tor ten years,

and it has fruited every alternate year, nearly, since I planted it. It seems to be per-

fectly hardy here. I live forty miles to th^ west.

Mr. Glendinning.—Mr. Morris mentioned the Walbridge. It has been generally

considered a hardy variety, but it is not so in our section. I had only one tree, and it

died. It seemed to sutfer around the base of the limbs first. I was talking to a a man.

who sold a good many trees of that variety during the last three or four years, and he
said the general verdict was, they were not hardy. I am sorry for that, as I thought it

was going to be a good variety.

Dr. Hekriman (of Lindsay).—I have seen many fine orchards planted on a northern
exposure, well drained, and protected both by hedges and wind-breaks, to which the pro-

prietors attribute much of their success ; and what I have heard to-day confirms the idea

that one cause of failure is want of wind-breaks. Many trees that I have seen have
been planted for over twenty years, and are still bearing well. I might name the Wag-
ner, Alexander, Snow, Tolman Sweet, Golden Russet, Northern Spy. There is also a fine

apple called the Yellow Bellflower, which is doing well. To show you how different is

the result, with different people, one man got seven trees and they are all living ; another
man planted seven and they are all dead. There was no wind-break in the -latter case,

and the soil was a little too shallow. I have noticed that a number of orchards, lying in

low, wet soil, without drainage, have died. This section of country has a ridge of nice

warm clay loam, and all the orchards I have seen doing well, ai-e those placed on nice,,

well-drained soil. The two orchards I spoke of, as being successful, have a northern
aspect, and are drained into Sturgeon Lake. It is not a thick wind-break, but I have
noticed that there is also a fine, heavy bit of woods to the north.

Mr. J. L. Payne (of Ottawa).—The Spitzenburg apple is a favourite at Ottawa. Will
the tree grow here 1

Mr. Beadle.—No.

Mr. Coaxes (of Cambray).—My orchard is'on a sandy loam, sloping to the south, and
on the west I have a wind-break, not quite finished, composed of cedars and spruce. My
trees have done better than those in an open space, but the tree that has not succeeded

with me has been the Baldwin. The Red Astrachan appears to be a tree that does well

on my place, although half of my Bellflowers have died. The Duchess of Oldenburg
bears every year, and the tree is hardy. The Snow apple also succeeds, and so does the

Tolman Sweet. I have the Roxbury and Golden Russet, and the Ben Davis doing well,

and I have one tree of the Ontario which is doing even better than the Ben Davis. The
Ben Davis was slightly injured last year by the frost, but not much. The Ontario bears

a fine crop every year, and is a very fair apple. I think orchards should not be culti-

vated after they commence to bear fruit. I give them a top dressing, every other year,

of rotted manure, from which I can see an advantage. As to the time of pruning, I

find the trees do better if the operation is performed early than if delayed. The time I

select is just as the bud breaks.

Mr. Dempsey (of Trenton).—There is something fo;" all to learn if we take a proper
view of this discussion. You will find that most of the failures have taken place in

gardens where the land is manured highly and where it is a strong, heavy cla.y loam.
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Evidently cultivation has been carried on from spring to fall as long as the frost was
out of the ground, preparing the soil for a crop of vegetables, or something else, to

follow in the spring. Where we tind in the country |iarties growing orchards on

a more favourable site, they are succeeding in producing almost every variety of

apples, and failures are exceedingly rare. Now, I think this idea is worthy of

our attention. We learn this from the discussion of to-day, if we only give it a

thought.

With respect to soil, my mind has not been changed by what I have heard. If you
read the reports you will see that I have said I would rathf^r have a drifting sand tlian

heavy tenacious clay for growing apples. I have seen the Baldwin apple nourishing in a

section of the county where the climate is as severe as in the town of Lindsay, on soil

where a pine stump had actually drifted out. The Baldwin tree had been planted just a short

distance from where this stump was standing, and the tinest Baldwin apples I ever looked

at were grown on that land. Grass will not grow there ; but the apple was nourishing

and giving perfect satisfaction.

You talk of cultivation ; I know a very large orchard of some two thousand trees

where the man was persuaded it was unnecessary to cultivate and still he wanted to raise

a lew acres of beans, and on the portion where he grew the beans the apples were fully

double the size of those on the portion he left to grass, although top dressed liberally and
the grass not taken off. He was taking a crop of beans off and using no fertilizer. Just
that one observation was sufficient to satisfy me that we should cultivate our orchards
early in the season. Again I visited an orchard where the man was practicing cultivation

by sowing red clover whenever the ground became a little lean and mi.xed in red timotliy.

The ne.xt year he would have a stand of clover you would think was a year or so old and
he would then plow it under. He was manuring his orchard in this way ami making a

success of it. Ther<^ are v^arious ways of making a success of an orchard, but we must
come down to a.sk where do we find them llourishing? It is on a northern exposure in

preference to a southern. The best wind-break I have seen was a natural one. If wi^

want to make a success of fruit culture we n)ust select a favourable site. Do not be

afraid of getting the soil to light. Speaking of drainage ; where my house i.s, and where
I commenced to plant, it was a bog .soil, some of heavy clay and some of lightish loam.

In preparing it, 1 under/drained live feet deep. I hupp<»sed that was sufficient. It cost

me more than the land, and more than the land wouhl bring if it were offered for sab*

to-day with the orchard on it. I cannot grow the Baldwin nor the (ireening on it, but
strange to tell you, I can grow the Roxl)ury Russet on it, an apple tenderer than any of

them. The Yellow Bell flower is hardy on it. There are a few varieties that succeed on
it. The Tolman .Sweet is doing very well and the Rilwton Pippin is succeeding well. I

think it is next to impossilde to undt-rdrain land that is unsuitable for orchard puipo.scs

ari<l make a success of it. The roots have yone down below five feet.

With respect to varieties then* are a f«!W that I have not heard spoken (jf that
might do well here. One is the Hawthornden New. It originated in Scotland, is

p«?rfectly hardy in the nf>rthern part of that country, and to say that it is productive do»M
not convey the proper idea. It will produce such an amount of fruit that the tm-s cannot
Ix^ar it, and next year you will tind a crop there ag.iin. I have not known an inch of it

to Ik* frozen. There are several varieties worthy of trial, if nurserymen would propagate
them. The Cellini is a very large fine apple, far superior to the Col vert. It will prfxiuce

two bushels to one of Colvert with me. Our object is to cultivate winter apples.

I think most of your failures here have been from the cauHCS you liave mentioned.
Pruning has something to do with it. I had an uncle who had the idea tliat his orchard
was too thick

;
so he w-nt his man into the orchard with an axe, thinking that by severe

pruning he could flouble the size of his apples. He lost ail his trees. It must have l>een

planted with hardy varieties for nmny of th«)se trees were from sixty to seventy years
old, grown from .seed. The axe di<l it.

Mr. .MAf'I>oNAl,l) (of London).— With respect to soil, we know that trees are great
feeders on potash, and on sandy soil a liberal tpiantity of a.sheH should be used.

Dr. IIkkriman (of Lindsay).—With respect to the packing of trees and sending them
to customers, my experience in one case was not very satisfactory. I ordered fruit trees
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to be sent to Manitoulin Island, but when they got there the roots were dry and they

soon died. I ordered some more and when they came I was delighted. They were

beautifully packed in a box with nice chaff straw thrown about the roots, and on opening

the box the bark was found to be green and new, roots had begun to grow. Every one

of those trees are growing and doing well. I am quite convinced that a great deal of

harm is done through defective packing. The small fibrous roots should never get dry

before being put into the ground. Mr. Dempsey made an observation that the soil could

scarcely be too light. My experience is that trees have not flourished on light land.

Mr. Dempsey.—There is no doubt that you can make a perfect success by growing

apples on a sandy soil. It must, however, be cultivated and manured.

Mr. Morris.—You do not get the quality of fruit. To get that you want heavier

soil.

Mr. Dempsey.—That is true, but how easy it is to apply lime to sandy soil. There

is more potash contained in clay soil, but how easy it is to apply potash. We want to

get rid ot these ash buyers. We don't need them any more. Let us scatter the ashes

over our apple orchards. We can give the trees the feed they require on sandy soil.

Mr. Douglas (of Manilla).—One thing has been lost sight of in this section, and

that is proper cultivation. It may be that cultivation late in the season has done much
harm. Some of the older orchards with us are those having a northern aspect, and have

been kept in grass a large portion of the time. The trees there are fifty years of age, and

of those that have been planted half that time, not so many are alive as the older ones.

Mr. Morris (of Fonthill).—I do not think grain should ever be sown among trees,

except it be buckwheat. I remember planting a lot of trees myself. Half were planted

in wheat and the other half in corn. That half planted in the wheat was nearly full of

borers. They attack a tree that is unhealthy. The soil was clay loam. Nothing tends

,to set trees back more than by drying up the ground.

Mr. MacDonald.—What is your experience about guiding the roots,

3Ir. Morris.—They will take their own course.

Mr. MacDonald.—Has the soil any influence 1

Mr. Morris.—Yes ; if it is hard they will spread instead of going down.

Mr. Beadle.—I will corroborate what Mr. Morris lias said. A neighbor who had a

tine apple orchard asked me to go and see it. He had a beautiful held of rye in his

orchard, and nearly every young tree was turning yellow in the leaves. I said your trees

are dying for want of water, and they did die.

Mr. Dempsey.—Just as quick as the grain begins to brighten, the rays of the sun are

reflected on the under side of the leaf and the tree is injured. You may see the same

effect by turning a grape leaf over and exposing it. It will be killed in nearly twenty

minutes. You can do the same with an apple tree. Just as soon as the grain begins to

change its color, so that the rays of the sun are reflected on the under side of the leaf, it

has the same effect as a mirror. You may experiment with a mirror if you like. Mulch-

inf^ is really a system of cultivation. It opens the soil s > as to receive a certain amount

of"the atmosphere; but when you commence to mulch you must continue. If you do

not, after a while all the roots will be found on the surface. If you go to the forest and

rake away the leaves, as I have done in search of plants, you will find that the roots are

running right under the surface.

Mr. A. A. Wright (of Renfrew).—There is nothing to keep clay soil so light and

pliable as mulching; but you must continue it forever, or those roots coming to the surface

will die. If you can continue it, it is certainly a tine way to work clay soil.

Now I want to say one word about the Yellow Transparent apple. In the north it

is one of the earlie.st and hardiest apples we have. There is no other apple that will

ripen so early ; it is a tine size, smooth, of good flavor and one of the earliest. The

Tetofsky has been mentioned, but it is really nothing like so good as the Yellow Trans-

parent, and has a habit of dropping its fruit, which is not true of the Yellow Transparent.

The tree, too, is fine and shapely. The Wealthy stands at the head of the list in our

.section of the country, and ought to be planted in every section where there is a difficulty

in getting hardy trees. The Wallbridge and the Pewaukeeare not hardy enough. Some

can grow^it in favoured localities, but as a ru*le it will not succeed. The Peach of Montreal
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is very fine. You cannot ship the fruit any distance, as it is very easily bruised and
looks bad ; V)ut if you can pick it and take the fruit to market in baskets, there is none
other that sells so well, and the tree is as hardy as any you can find. The only objection

you can have to it, is that it is a fall apple and will not keep. The Alexander is perfectly

hai'dy in our section, large in size, and for selling we have none tliat does better. The
Duche.ss of Oldenburg is hardy, but not so much so as the Wealthy. In many catalogues

you will find that the Duchess of Oldenburg has been placed at the head of the list ; but

it cannot compete in our section with the Wealthy. I have come to the conclusion that

there is no other apple tree hardier than the Wealthy. The Duchess of Oldenburg is a
magnificent apple and as grown in northern sections is superior to those grown in

southern counties.

Mr. Beadle.—Have you grown Scott's Winter ?

Mr. Wright.—I have, and a fine apple it was. I allowed the birds, however, to

get into the tree and spoil it for a market apple. I have had the (.'anada B.ildwin, and
80 have many of my neighbors ; but we have only one tree there living. I have no faith

in its living to any size. Might I just say a word with reference to the people in this

section. They iiave been troubled with a good many conflicting stories rt-garding the

hardiness of the Kussian apples ; but as far as my experience goes they are not as hardy
as repre.sented. 1 have had more failures in Kussian varieties than I ever expected. I

do not want to discourage you, and do not give them up hastily.

Mr. Beadle.—Will you make out a list of those which failed, so that I may publish

them 1

Mr. Morris.—There is one encouraging feature about the fruit grown in cold

sections like this, and that is, the further north it is grown the bett^'r is the quality.

The keeping (|ualities are better. The Rhode Island Greening becomes a fall apple in

the south, while in the north it becomes a good winter apple. 1 am sure the flavor is

bt^tter on clay.

^[r. Dempsev.—The best apples I ever saw grow on .sandy soil; but it had the

benefit of a dressing of leached ashes. The application has not been repeated for eight

years, and up to last fall they were the finest Northern Spys I ever saw.

RESOLUTION OF CONDOLENCE.

Moved by A. A. Wright, and seconded by J. Croil and
/iesolved—That the Fruit (Jrowers' As.sociation of Ontario have learned with deep

rogrft of the death of Mr. Henry S. Evans, late Secretary of the Horticultural Society of

Montreal. By his removal not only has our sister Province lost one of her most able

and willing workers, but a blank has lieen left in the entire Horticultural community
which it will be hard to fill. We have all admired his estimable private character, his

many Christian virtues, as well as the untiring efforts he put forth so long and .so efTec-

tually in furthering the cau.se of Horticulture, and we regret fxceedingly that lie has in

the Providfnce of (Jod been removed at an age whon he had apparently Ix-forc him many
years of usefulness. We beg to tender our sympathies to his widow and family in tlu-ir

deep affliction.

Carried by a standing veto.

The Association then adjourned until the evening.

On resuming in the evening the " Question Box " was opened.

A DESTRUCTIVE GRUB.

A sample of a grub was placed on the table, and it was announced that a gentlemen
had sent it from Cornwall, wh»>re it had pn»yfd upon his black currant bushes. A request
was made that it might be named and a remedy suggested.

5.3
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Mr. Beadle.—It is the larva of a beetle, which both in the larva and perfect state
feeds on plant lice. It does not eat anything but living creatures that I know of ; it

certainly never injures the leaves of any plant. This is one of the provisions the
Almighty has made to keep things in check. When the plant lice become numerous,
these enemies also become numerous. I have seen more of the lady bird, their larvje

and chrysalids this year than at any time within twenty or thirty years ; they also are
very numerous. The gentleman has found this larva on the under side of the leaf of
his currant bush, and has taken it for granted that it was feeding on the leaf, whereas
it was feeding upon the plant lice. These little fellows were doing what they could to
save the currant bushes. I see that Mr. Saunders, in his work on "Insects Injurious to
Fruit," speaks of this little beetle and the help it affords in keeping the aphis in

check.

Mr. Beall.—Is the whole difficulty this year from the aphis ?

Mr. Beadle.—As far as my knowledge goes it is ; my neighbor called my attention
to his currants and I found the bushes covered with them.

Mr. Beall.—I imagine there are other difficulties. I think I have seen great
quantities of the red spider ; it is along with the aphis this year. We have had very
hot dry weather, and it seems to be troublesome only then.

A CORDIAL WELCOME.

At this stage the Mayor of Lindsay was introduced, and in a speech full of kind
words, welcomed the Association to the town.

Mr. Dempsey replied.

PLUMS.

Mr. Robinson (of Lindsay).—I certainly did take the prize for plums, and I have two
or three kinds that are fairly successful. I have some growing now very nicely of the
Lombard variety. My choice, however, is Pond's Seedling. I think most of the people
know that plum trees are very liable to the curculio, they are our greatest trouble here

;

there are diseases among the trees, but this is the chief trouble here.

Mr. Smith.—Are you troubled with the black knot ?

Mr. Robinson.—I have seen none ; I have heard of it, but have not seen any. I

have twenty to thirty trees, mostly Lombards. I have also the Yellow Egg, Victoria

and one or two other kinds.

Dr. PuRCELL (of Port Hope).—I applied Paris green and destroyed the curculio and
the plum too. I am anxious to learn whether others have had a similar experience ; that

is to have the leaves wither where the Paris green fell.

Mr. Smith.—You have used it too strong.

Mr. Pettit (of Winona).—It has been used a great deal in our neighbourhood and is

considered a good remedy ; bnt the gentleman who has used it here has applied it too

strong. I think the proper strength is four ounces to the barrel of water. I used it my-
self last year, and while we had not any plums for years before, we had a very good crop,

Mr. Dempsey.—A teaspoonful to a pail of water is, I think, the proper strength.

Dr. Purcell.—I used even less than that.

Mr. Beall.—I think there is a good deal of misunderstanding with respect to the

application of Paris green. I did not think there was any difficulty until the last six

months, and now I think there is a good deal. There is no doubt that Paris green will be
an injury to foliage in certain cases, but I am quite satisfied that it can be so applied as

to effect not only a remedy but prevent injury to the tree in the least degree. My friend,

the Doctor, from Port Hope, used a teaspoonful in a pail of water and he thinks that is

too strong. Now, suppose he should use half a teaspoonful, he might find that to do very

well ; but suppose he used a teaspoonful in three gallons of water and makes it do for
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half a dozen trees. It depends on how much goes on each tree. I have never experi-

enced any harm from using Paris green, but I noticed in the florliculturiH a letter from
my friend Mr. Thompson, who used to live in this neighbourhood. He has evidently

applied the water so that his trees are all injured on one side. Now, if properly applied

it would not effect the trees in that way. It should be thrown over the tree in such a
way that the spray would fall in the calyx of the flower. In shooting against the tree you
do not effect an equal distribution. It should fall down upon it. Then a good deal

depends upon the instrument you use. One man said he got a pump and shot it into the

tree. The only proper way is to use a fine rose syringe, as fine as can be obtained, and
then you get your fluid so finely separated that there is practically no drop at all. It is

like a fog falling on the tree. As to whether Paris green is an effectual remedy is another
matter. Some six years ago I began experimenting with Paris green. I had two red

plum trees standing near together, that I cared very little about. They V>ore large quan-

tities of red plums every year, but they were so Vjadly destroyed with curculio they were
worth almost nothing. I applied Paris green to one and not to the other. The foliage

was not injured, but on the tree I applied Paris green to I had a good crop of plums,

while the other tree was as bad as in any other year. The next year I reversed the order,

and applied it to the other tree and not the first one. The consequence was I had a re-

versed order of fruiting. There was a crop on the one I had sprayed, but not on the

other. Our vice-president, Mr. MacD. Allan, in an orchard of a thousand trees, selected

four trees on which the Paris green was not applied. He took every care that none fell

on those trees, and he had a plentiful crop on all but those four trees. He tried four

other trees the next year with the .same result. It seems to me a man will not regret

applying Paris green if he does fo carefully, I applied it just as the blossoms are com-

mf'ncing to fall and just when the Idossom has left the tree. The insect does not eat the

Paris grf^en, and there is nothing known to show how the effect is produced. It is suffi-

cient to know that it is accomplished.

Dr. Cross (of 8t. Catharines).— I think the reason is apparent. Paris green is very

caustic and prevents the curculio from laying its eggs.

Mr. Pettit.—I have found that if you spr.iy a tree with Paris green as often as you

wish and as early as advisable, you will find that a great many of the blossoms are marked
by these insects. The philosophy of the thing, I have always thought, was that the poison

lodges there just when the in.sect begins to feed on the bloom.

Mr. RoBiN.soN.— T am unrler the impression that it is the strong sense of smell which

this insect has.

Dr. Trncr.i.L.— I applied some to two St. Liwrence apple trees, with the result that

the leaves fell off the tree, and with them a great portion of mv apples fell to the ground.

The reason I applied it to the St. Lawrence was because of the beneficiul effect upon
another tree I do not know the name of. The codling moth takes tiiem as soon as iliey

are the size of walnuts. I had tliree liarrels off that tree and they kept until six weeks
ago. It was the surcesB with this tree that led nie to apply it to the St. Luwrenre, with,

however, a very different result.

Mr. Bkadlk.— I wish to ask this gentlenmn wliether tlien^ is not .some free arsenic

in some of the Paris green. Mr. J. P. Williams, of Prince Edward ('ounty. who had a

similar experience to l)r. Purcell, said he was afraid he ha<l put it on too strong. I have
this impression that arsenite of copper is not snluble in water ; but if there be free arsenic,

it is soluble in water, and I can understand why the leaves are scorched and full to the

grouml. Perhaps there in some gentleman here can tell us whether there is anything
in it.

Mr. MoUToN (of Wingham).

—

Ah far as the argument tliat itis not soluble in water

and therefore cannot lx« injurious, is concerned, it is not valid. I do not say it is the

ca.se in this instance, but there are HubstancnH in themselves insoluble in water, which,

when brought in contact with other substanres. chemieal decomposition takes place. It

may therefore be that the arsenic s<'t free would have tin- same effect as tlie arsenic in a

mechanical compound. I do not say that has be»'n the case in this instance, but with re-

gard to the action of Paris green, I have discovered this, that it would etT-ct a tree at one
time that it would not another. The same quantity, as near as I could come at it,
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was applied in one case as in another. After giving it some attention I found almost in-

variably that the sun was shining brightly when it injured the leaves. Another thing is>

that unless you pay close attention, you will not have an even mechanical mixture. It

certainly will not dissolve, and, unless you keep it agitated, you are very apt to have one
application containing a greater proportion than another.

Mr. Beall.—^There is another idea which I merely advance just now. I applied

Paris green to currant bushes, gooseberry bushes, and I think toother things, and it never
aftected tlie leaves in the least. If it were free arsenic that did the injury, I should think

it would affect all leaves alike. Several complaints have been made, and I have noticed

that in each instance, it has been the St. Lawrence apple that has been affected. Is it

not possible the leaves of that tree are more easily affected than others 1

Mr. Croil.—What kind of a syringe do you usel

Mr. Beall.—I use one of those English tine brass syringes ; It is not very large.

I think it has an^inch and a-quarter, or an inch and a-half bore. I paid $4.50 for mine,
but they can be bought cheaper. I have nearly three hundred trees, and my man can
go over them all in a day.

Mr. Beall (of Lindsay),—^As to the kind of plums that can be grown with profit in

this vicinity, I am in some doubt. I have cut down a great number of plum trees, some
of them five or six inches. I have in fact, given up all idea of growing them for profit.

I do not think it can be done just in this locality. Thei'e may, however, be other

situations within a few miles of this locality where they will succeed. I know one man
in the very centre of this town who has grown the Lombard plum, and has had fine crops

every year, and never had a curculio on his ^lace. His neighbours have plenty. It is

Mr. Huskell.

Mr. Beadle.—Why can't you grow plums profitably 1 Is it on account of the

curculio ?

Mr. Beall.—No; the trees this year showed inflorescence very large. There was a
beautiful prospect of a crop, but the supply will be very limited. A light frost justcomes
at blooming time and destroys the blossoms. I am satisfied that the plum tree is not.

suitable for this soil. I do not think it is the climate.

Mr. Dempsey.—I think you have beautiful soil for plum trees.

Mr. Beall.—As plum trees begin to bear the trouble begins. Overbearing kills

them off. With respect to variety, I know of no other that will succeed except the

Lombard.
Mr. Morton.—Don't you think if the plums were thinned out the tree might be

saved 1

Mr. Beall.—No doubt of it.

Mr. Dempsey.—There is one plum tree, I presume, you have never tested in Lindsay.

It bears the name of our honoured President. I have had the privilege of looking at the

original tree for several years, and I have never noticed the black knot on it, although the

Lombards, and other varieties beside it have been covered and killed. I have never seen

it fail to bear a crop so large, that the tree was in danger of breaking down. The next

year it comes out green to the end of the branches. I do not know whether the tree can

be had or not. When you can get it, try it. I believe it can be grown anywhere. The
name is the Saunders. It is a superior plum, a trifle smaller than the Lombard, yellow

in colour, and it is early. While the Lombards sell at Belleville for fifty cents a bushel,

these brought $1 a peck.

Mr. Beadle.—An abundant supply would affect the market.

GRAPES.

Mr. Beall (of Lindsay).—I am quite satisfied that any grape can be grown here

that will not ripen later than the Concord. It would require a little morecare than these

Yankees exhibit, but it could be done. I will leave it to others to name the varieties.

While on my feet, however, I will relate a circumstance that may interest you. I fruited

the Jefferson grape last year, and it was ripe when the Concords were green. I under-
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stood from the originator that there was no use in sending it here, as it could not be
grown in this n« ighbourhood. Tliis, however, is its fourth year ; but of course only a few
bunches were on it. I have perhaps thirty varieties altogether, and I am satisfied there

is no difficulty in getting any grape to ripen. I can get a good crop from the Agawam,
which is later than the Concord.

Mr. Beadle.—This question of early bearing grapes is important. If you take a
grape-vine and let it bear fully, the fruit will be from one to two weeks later in ripening

than if you cut off a third. That is a fact. You can make ten days' difference in the

ripening of your grapes. Perhaps the Jefferson Mr. Beall speaks of, was more warmly
located than the Concord.

Mr. Beall.—No ; scarcely as favourable.

Mr. Beadle.—Well, it had this in its favour, it was a four year old vine and had
only a few bunches on it. I thoroughly believe that in nine ca.se.s out of ten, if three-

fourths of the fruit were cut off, the rest would ripen.

Mr. Dempsev.— That is not the only advantage. Wo used to have close cnmpetitiohs

for exotic grapes, and if we wanted to get a rive pound bunch of Black llamburgs,

we used to cut off all the bunches on a vine but one or two. We would then be very

careful to keep that vine well fed. We would not only cut off two-thirds of the bunches,

but we would thin out the berries on each bunch. By that means we would actually get

a larger bunch, but greater weight. I have tried this with grapes in open ground. If you
want a close bunch remove half the berries. The vine matures better, the foliage is

healthier, and the fruit will weigh more and command higher prices. I think it will pay
to thin out Concord grape.«. I know it pays to thin the Delaware.^. I have seen it set

such a large crop of grapes that the foliag(! would fall, and they had no flavour.

Mr. Morton (of Wingham).— Mr. Dempsey might also have told us about the trick

of ringing grapes for .show purpo.ses. It prevents the sap from returning, though not of

going up
;
you get show, but no ijuality.

l>r. Hekiu.man (of Lindsay).—^What is the best manure?
Mr. Dempsev.— I have never found anything superior to l)one dust ; if I can get

plenty of that I am satisfied.

Mr. Beall.—How about ashes?

Mr. Dempsey.— I apply them, but I prefer bone dust.

Mr. Morton.—What about soil ]

Mr. Dempsey.—Any soil will do for grapes.

Mr. James Watson (of Lindsay).— T wish very much to know something in relation

to the pruning of them. If tlu-y are very rampant in growtli how should they Ix- treated?

I have been in the habit of pinching them as so m as tin; flowers seem to leave, and then

when they get about the size of a pea I Ijave cut them back. I have noticed that this

Bonu-times checked them too severely. I have been very successful in growing them and
have a beautiful promi.se, l)Ut from the heavy growth of wood I do not know what to do.

I have one vine extending .sideways thirty-five fe<'t.

.Mr. Pettit (of Winona).— It is a pretty dilfii-ult thing to explain pruning to a man
outside of the vineyanl and the vines not before you ; ho much de|>en<lH on the strength

of the vine. I have done a great deal of it anfl have wat<^;hed the n-sult of others' work.
From the distance Mr. Wat-son speaks of his vine growing, I fancy he would have too

nuiclj woo<l. The less old wood you make the vine carry the better.

A .Mkmber.—Do you prune in the summer?
Mr. Pkttit.—Very little.

A MkmukR.—Do you clip the leaves off?

^^r. Pettit.—No. The rpiestion of manure was spoken of. I have used consider-

able (juantities of a-shes and salt, and a very suitable maniiri' consi.sting of a compost made
of dead horses and cattle. I never founcl anything to answer like this compost. I made
one lot of six horses and two cattle, and saw dust and muck, and after it was well rfitted

1 used it principally on the Delawares, and I never saw such fine grapes as were grown
from the use of it. My soil is a h'uvy wash Hf»il from the mountain. This Jetlerson

grape you spe^ik of has be«'n rather tender with me ; it winter kills. I have tried it in

a row of over fifty varieties and it has done nothing. Mr. Bcall says that any grape that
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will ripen with the Concord will ripen here. That will give you a good list of the follow-

ing varieties, viz:—Champion, Moore's Early, Massisoit, Delaware, Niagara, Jessica,

Brighton and Hartford.

Mr. John Croil.—What space would you allow each vine 1 The old Hampton
Court vino, nearly one hundred years old, and which had 1200 bunches on it, has wood
nearly as thick as your leg.

Mr. Pettit.—You cannot compare that vine with vineyard cultivation. If we were
to attempt to carry that much wood, I fear there would not be much profit in it. Give
them twelve feet on the trellis and ten feet between the rows ; the Delaware will answer
with eight feet. They should be about five feet high or a little more than that. In

pruning we adopt a rough-and-ready way ; we go along with something like a currant

cutter and knock off the ends just as they begin to stand out and take hold of the trellis.

I never, however, practice the so-called system of summer pruning. I always claimed

that it is weakening to the vine and you do not get as good a setting of fruit the next

year. I do not think the young wood will mature the fruit bud so well, as when these

shoots are allowed to grow.

Mr. Dempsey (of Trenton).—I am disposed to show a good deal of charity with

respect to the cultivation of grapes. My first experience in grape culture was all based

upon European authority, and while the directions applied very well to exotic grapes

they were were than useless when applied to our American varieties. We used to depend
on the spur system, and considerably to what they called the rising and dormaiit bud

;

that is to prune as close to the old wood as we could and depend on it to raise the bud.

That system is worse than useless when you undertake to practice it on American
varieties. They will not mature sufficiently to produce bunches the following year

or that year ; so we have to adapt our methods to the variety we are dealing with.

Dr. Grant, in his book on the beautiful system of training grapes, took every one of his

ideas from European books ; that did harm in Canada. In cultivating an American
variet}', we should remember that we want this year's shoot for next year's fruiting, and
if we want good bunches we must take that shoot from last year's branch ; thus avoid-

ing the old wood as much as possible. I am just giving you the theory, if you can pick

it up. When it comes to summer bunching, we train to two wires. We tie the fruiting

canes to the wire, one about two feet from the ground and the other about five. Each
branch sets from two to four bunches, and after they run out horizontally thereon we
bend them down. We do not lop them off any more except in the case of the Brighton.

If we did not do that we could not sell grapes at three cents per pound.

Mr. Pettit.—I agree with what you have said. I find that beginners invariably

leave too much wood. They ruin their vines thinking they have pruned them.

The Association then adjourned to meet the next afternoon in Bobcaygeon.

SECOND DAY.

The Association met on July 8th, at Bobcaygeon. The members and their friends

had taken a steamer at Lindsay in the morning, and after a most enjoyable trip

arrived at Sturgeon point. There the vineyard of Mr. Knowlson was visited, and
methods of cultivation discussed in a general and informal way. On arrivinsr at Bob-

caygeon, lunch was partaken of, and immediately afterward the Association assembled in

the Town Hall. Business was at once proceeded with.

PRESERVATION OF FRUIT.

Question.—" Will Mr. Morton give the process of preservation of grapes exhibited

by him at Lindsay yesterday 1

"

Mr. Morton.—I do not want to claim the credit of what is not due to me. I did

not preserve the grapes ; I got them from my father at Brampton. The process is very

simple. They take ordinary building sand, and after washing it to rid it of clay, dry
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it thoroughly ; then a close box is taken, and about two inches of this s.ind put in the
bottom ; the grapes are packed on top moderately close : sand is then sifted over them
and sliaken down, so as to fill the spaces ; the top is put on and the box left in a cool dry
cellar. I spoke of this to the Pro%'incial Treasurer, and he said he had no difficulty in

keeping grapes for over a year by the very same method, and that for a number of y^ars

he had been doing so. Rogers' No. 19 he found to be the best keeper. You
are all aware you need not attempt this plan with some grapes. The best and most
suitable are tho.se which have a thick skin. Hon. Mr. Ross says he prefers, in putting

them down, to take ordinary linen tis.sue paper and wrap each bunch in it before putting

on the sand. This prevents the sand from touching them, as when one bursts or shrivels

up the sand adheres to it and some of the mucous attaches to others.

Mr. Beadle.—I want to call your attention to two articles which appeared, one in

the July number of the Horticulturist .and the other in the previous number, in which
an account is given of Mr. Torrance's discovery of infusorial earth and its preservative

qualities when applied to fruit. His theory is that it preserves the fruit by excluding

the atmosphero, preventing the least possible changs in temperature and permitting no
moisture to enter. This uniform temperature, he contends, will keep fruit a long time.

Some autumn apples which he put away in a box with infusorial earth about it, was not

opened, I think, until May, and the apples were still fresh. T'le apple used was the

Alexander, a fine showy fruit, which is not a long keeper. This earth is found in Nova
Scotia and is composed of minute shells. If plums or peaches were to be preserved, his

method is to wrap each specimen in tissue paper, place them in trays and put this

infusorial earth over, so as to fill all the interstices, then place the trays in a box and

sprinkle the earth into it so as to fill all the remaining spaces. Then the box is set

away wherever you like. He thinks it is impossible, no matter where you Sit it, for any
heat to get in. Mr. .Jack, of Beauharnois, tried keeping some grapes, so Mr. Bucke
writes me, and he forgot all about them being out in his shed until the therniometor had

gone down V)elow zero. He placed the box in his cellar, and when he opened it in the

winter, he found the fruit in fine condition, sound and fre.sh. Mr. Chas. (Jibl), of

Abbotstord, tried keeping some butter for a time in this infusorial earth, to see if it

would impart any flavour to it ; but after keeping it a week, he could not detect the

slightest change. The Vjutter was as sweet as when it went in. The inference is that

this stuff is inodorous, and posses.ses no power of communicating flavour, and yet has

the power of maintaining a uniform temperature, and keeping out the atmosphere, and

moisture.

RESOLUTION OF REGRET.

On motion of Mr. D. W. Beadle, seconded by ^Ir. Morton, the following resolution

was unanimously adopted :

—

Resolved.—That this Association desires to express deep regret that wc have not

iK»en permitted to enjoy the pleasure of meeting with one of its esteemed members, Mr.
John Knowlson, who has been a pioneer in grape culture in this vicinity.

BAGGINO GRAPES ON THE VINES.

Mr. A. M. Smith (of St. Catharines).— I should like to ask if any of the members
have had any experience in bagging grapes on the vine.s. It is receiving attention on

the other side of the line and from the results that are ri'port«id, it is a desirable thing

to test. It is said to be a protection from r.it and niillew, aiid I understand has had
the affect of producing a finer appearing fruit.

Mr. Pettit.— I have not had any experience, but have often thought I would try

it ; I know it has been largely carried on in Ohio, on account of the rot.

Mr. A. A. WRicnTfof Renfrew).—^I always bag the specimens I am going toexhif>it.

I take a two pound, satchel bottom, manilla paper bag ; but before I put in my fruit I
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clip off the corners of the bottom. Then you slip the bag over your bunch of grapes-

when the grapes are about the size of a small pea and tie a string around it. It is a
splendid protection in many ways. Your bunch is better and children do not pick off

the berries, nor chickens get at them.

Mr. Smith.—I have been informed that the bags may be had for seventy-five cents

a thousand, and girls can pin them on for a very small percentage on that price. I have
seen line samples of fruit that had been grown that way.

Mr. Pettit.—I would like to ask Mr. Wright if he gets his grapes a good colour and
plump 1

Mr. "Weight.—I always thought I got a better specimen in every way, and if the
frost happens to come the bag protects the grapes.

Mr. Wanzer (of Hamilton).—I have bagged grapes to protect them from wasps in

certain seasons of the year, but I always found those bunches to be more or less rubbed,

especially if they were where the wind could get any play at them.

\

GRAPES.

Mr. Beall (of Lindsay).—I would like to go back to the subject of preserving

fruits. In this neighbourhood there are, I believe, a great many deposits of infusorial

earth and if any are discovered of good quality it would be well to make the matter

known.
Mr. BicK (of Bobcaygeon).—We have tried some of the earth in this neighbourhood

without success. Let me now ask a question : I have been troubled with frost in the

fall ; what sorts of grapes would be likely to answer best ?

Mr. Morris (of Fon thill).—Perhaps the Champion would be most suitable for this

section. The Hartford, Early Victor, Moore's Early, and if the Concord will ripen in

Lindsay, it also should ripen here.

Mr. Pettit.—I would add Wyoming Red ; it is early and would be a relief from,

the black.

Mr. Wright.—I would add Brighton also, for red.

Mr. A. M. Smith.—And Jessica for white.

Mr. Thompson (of Bobcaygeon).—I do not know much about grapes, but I believe

it is hard to get them to grow here. Why, I do not know.
Mr. Wright.—Cannot you get them to grow ?

Mr. BiCK (of Bobcaygeon) —Yes.

Mr. Wright.—You no doubt have varieties that ripen too late ; but if you get those

that have been named you will be safe. The Martha and Lady will also ripen early, as.

well as those named.
Mr. Thompson.—I think the Brighton grape has been chiefly grafted here.

TULIPS AND GLADIOLL

Mr. Beadle (of St. Catharines).—I have not had much experience in cultivating^

tulips. I get a few every once and a while and put them in the ground and let them
stay there until they run out. I have never taken them up at all, or taken any trouble

with them. They will stay in the ground in our climate, but they run out after a time.

They do not come true to colour after a few years. This matter of growing tulips is one
largely dependent on skill and knowledge of the subject. In Holland, where so many
are grown, great attention and study are put into the work. They sow seeds and grow
tulips, and then handle them in such a way as to break the colours and secure rich blend-

ings. I suppose the best and cheapest way is to do as I have done unless you find that

winter kills them and then I say, take them up and after they have died down, pack
them in sand and put them in your cellar ; then put them in the ground in the spring as.
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<?arly as you can get them out. Now, with reference to the gladiolus, it wants altogether
different treatment. It will not endui'e the winter in the jj;round even where 1 live,

unless we cover the ground in such a way as to keep the frost out. In preference, to

that, however, I take up the bulbs in the autumn before the ground freezes and take off

all the little bulblets that have formed on the main bulb. If I want to multiply my
stock I save these little bulblets ; if not I throw them away. Then I take these bulbs
and put them in perfectly dry sand. If there is any moisture the bulbs will decay. The
mice are very fond of them and you must see that they cannot get at them. A])art from
the mice, keep them dry and cool, where they will not freeze, and planting them out
in the spring as early as you like. Give them, if you can, a light sandy soil. Now, to

come back to the little bulblets, by which you increase your stock. You may put these
into a paper bag and hang ic up and let them stay there one summer and plant them the
following spring. If you plant them the very next summer, ten to one you lose all of

them. If, however, you plant them the year after, they are much more likely to grow
and do well.

Mr. HiLLBOKN (of Arkona).—To what depth do you plant bulbs ?

Mr. Beadle.—Three inches.

Mr. iliLLBORN.—Some say six to eight inches.

Mr. Beadle.—I never do it.

Mr. Wright.—I never put them in sand. I simply throw them into a cheese box
and leave it on the potato bin.

Mr. Beadle.—Mine would shrivel up if I did that.

Mr. Dempsey.—My wife just keeps them in a little basket.

Mr. Morris.—I pack them up about the first of August, and place them in the
greenhouse in the shade so that the sun will not strike them. I let them lie there until

the first of October, and plant them out again.

Mr. Croil.—It is the simplest way to keep your bed clean to follow !Mr. Morris'

plan.

Mr. Dou«;las (of Manilla).—Does going to seed destroy them ?

Mr. MoRTO.s (of Wingham).—The whole effort of thr })lant is to go to seed. If

growers of pansies want to show flowers, they keep takin;,' oJf the first bloom before the
serd has become set and the vigour is thrown into later blossom. The way 1 do is to cut
off th»' stem as soon as the blossom is past.

APPLES.

-Mr. BuRCHARD (of Bobcaygeon).—(Jne of the greatest causes of failure here is the
apple tree borer. We lose more trees from that cau.se than any other.

Mr. Dkmi'.skv.—-Wash your trees with soft soap thinned with lye to the consistency
of paint. Do that every year, and if the borer is tempted to deposit his eggs at the ba.se

of the tree, the washin;^ down of this alkali will pjrevcnt him.
Mr. liKADLK.—That is what I have us«*d and found <'ffeclive.

Mr. Dempsey.—One application is sufficient.

Mr. i^KADLE.— Kill the borers already in the tre(» with a bit of wire.

Mr. Hick.— Is whit+!Washing an injury to the tn^es ?

.Mr. Dempsky.—No ; but it does no good. It does no harm a)id it may do a little

.:oo<l.

.Mr. Be.vtkk« (of Bobcaygeon). - What 1 have nf)lire<i lu-r*' and in other jdaces, is

that whtMi our tn'es come to b«) bearing nicf-ly, tl»ey Iwgin t<i die. If you could name
some varieties you thijik I wouid do well to plant, I shall be plejise<l to h«-ar them.

.Mr. .MoKHls (of Fonthill).—This question was gone over so thoroughly yestf'rday,

that 1 do not think it n»'ci'saary for nw to repeat what was thfii said ; but let me correct

a false impnssion which this gctith-man has formed resj)e<;ting lat«^ cultivation, lie

thinks ploughing in the fall is lat<- rultivation. I call it lato cultivation in the middle of

summer afti-r the trees hav*- ripened an<l formed their terminal liuds for the H<-ason. I do
not think any cultivation after that will affect them injuriously.
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Mr. Fairbairn (of Bobcaygeon).—I have tried to cultivate an orchard. I have gone
in for tine fruits, but they have invariably failed. Of the Tolman Sweet 1 do not think I

have ever lost one. I do not know ten varieties that would grow here. Some Snow
apples bore six or seven years, but they are all gone.

Mr. Dempsey.—Have you planted the Duchess of Oldenburg?
Mr. Fairbairn.—-Yes ; and they are doing well.

Mr. Dempsey.—Have you the Wealthy ?

Mr. Fairbairn.— 1 have not.

Mr. Dempsey.—Have you the Walbridge ?

Mr. Fairbairn.—A few.

Mr. Dempsey.—Does the Golden Russet fail?

Mr. Fairbairn.—No ; they have flourished. The borer attacked them, but we tried

this remedy you speak of and it drove them off?

Mr. Dempsey'.—-I think if the varieties you have named will do well here, you can

get twenty others.

Mr. Robinson.—Have you tried the St. Lawrence]
Mr. Fairbairn.—Yes ; and they are doing pretty well.

Mr. Robinson.—Have you tried the Alexander?
Mr. Fairbairn.—I have very few.

Mr. Wright (of Renfrew).—If you plant the Wealthy you will find it very j^ood. I

will also suggest the Yellow Transparent, which ripens early, but does not keep very long.

It is very hardy. Another is the Peach, of Montreal. I would not advise you to plant

many of those as they will not ship.

Mr. Dempsey.—What is the difterence between the Irish Peach and the Peach, of

Montreal.

Mr. Beadle.—They are not identical.

Mr. Wright.—The Duchess of Oldenburg, is very hardy. The Alexander and

Scott's Winter is a fine red apple and does nicely. It keeps right into the winter. I

have the Mcintosh Red. It does not stand the cold with me, but it ought to here, if you

can grow the Russet and Tolman Sweet.

Mr. Croil (of Aultsville).—The Mcintosh Red spots badly.

]\Ir. Wright.—You can grow the Tetofsky and Walbridge, but the former is not so

good as the Yellow Transparent, and^the fruit drops badly from the tree. If you desire a

crab apple, I would advise you to buy Whitney's No. 20.

Mr. Morris (of Fonthill).—I will give you the best I think advisable for you to try :

—Wealthy, Duchess of Oldenburg, Yellow Transparent, Walbridge. American Golden

Russett, Alexander, St. Lawrence, Canada Baldwin, and Mann. The list could be ex-

tended by adding Ben Davis, Scott's Winter, and a dozen more could be grown here.

Mr. Wright.-—We have tried the Mann apple in Renfrew and it will not grow.

It winter kills every time. It is a splendid keeper, and if you can grow it here, I would

advise you to get it. Plant two to one of the Wealthy.

Mr. Dempsey.—I would commence by planting Yellow Transparent, and then the

Duche.ss to follow. The Wealthy next, and then I would plant my winter apples. The
Wealthy would go into December. I know all of these apples I have mentioned are good

ones and will give you satisfaction, and are hardy wherever I have seen them growing.

Mr. BiCK (of Bobcaygeon).—I planted an orchard about twenty years ago, of two

hundred trees—the Golden Russet, Tolman Sweet, Northern Spy and Snow apple are

living yet ; all the rest died.

Mr. Robinson.—How long will the Yellow Transparent keep?

Mr. Dempsey.—If it is ripe at breakfast time eat it. It is one advantage, however,

that you may have Yellow Transparent for ten days or more. The fruit ripens unevenly,

and when you have a specimen fit to use, you will keep finding others until they are all

gone. They come in ahead of the Duchess ; they come in with the Early Harvest.
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HEDGES.

Mr. Heall (of Lindsay).—I have tried Native spruce for a hedge, and I like it very
much ; hut during the. last few years I thought I would rather take Norway spruce.
I thought tlie Native spruce wa.s the best we could get ; but if I were going to plant
another hedge, I would take the Norway. We can get Norway spruce that has been
two or three times transplanted, and I think it makes a better hedge than the Native.
The Arbor Vitai would make a good hedge. The proper time to plant, I think, is in the
spring of the year. If I could get at them, I would take them up when thev make the
tirst start in the spring, and have them planted the same day ; that would be some-
where about the middle of May, or the latter part. I would plant Norway spruce two
feet apart, anil I think they should be pruned once a year, sometime about the tirst of
August, or just about when the trees have made all their growth.

Mr. Morris (of Fonthill).—There are two spruces natives of this country. The
Black spruce is not worth anything, but the White spruce is better than the Norway.
I do not know whether it can be got in this neighbourhood or not. Next to that the
Norway spruce is best. I differ, however, from Mr. Beall as to the time of prunino.
1 would prune about the middle of June. At that time the new butls would form back
of where it was rut, which would not be the case in August.

Mr. HiLLBOKN (of Arkona).—For a wind-break I like the Scotch pine. It grows
much more rapidly.

Mr. J. Ckoil (of Aultsville).—Nothing makes a prettier fence than cedar. We
take the trees from the bush on a wet day, dig a ditch and put them in closely. Cover
over the earth and you will hardly ever see a failure.

Mr. A. M. Smith (of St. Catharines).— I have grown tine hedges from cedar and
spruce, and I agree with Mr. Morris as to the time of pruning.

Mr. BiCK (of Bobcaygeon).—Mr. Boyle has a tine hedge, and he has been pruning
every day since the tirst of May.

Mr. BoYLK (of Bo)*caygeon).—And some of them look pretty sick. My trees have
been pruned so much there is hardly anything left to judge by. 1 do not know whut
shape to prune them into. I never cut the bottom, but the top, and 1 should like

information on the subject.

Mr. Bkadlb.— I have some notions aliout that, but perhaps they are only notions.

If you wish to confine your hedges within any space, you must shear them ; but I tliink

the prettiest American white spruce or Norway's I ever saw, were those which grew just
as nature taught them, and upon which tlie knife had not been used. When the
branches are straggling out you can pinch otf tho.se that are ahead (|uite easily, and in

time they brancli out regularly. You can make your hedges (juite .syn metrical, but in

nin«> cases out of ten, they will grow that way themselves.

Mr. MoKKis — I do not think that Norway sj)ruce should be planted on the .side of
a house. Smaller evergreens are preterablc, and I tliink the Arbor \'it;i' is the prettiest
of all trees for a lawn. Hedges must be pruned of course.

.Mr. liKADLE.— I should make a light hedge in the shape of an acute ttiangle. It

.Htands th<' snow best.

-Mr. liovLK.— Ih the month of .June too lat<' to transplant /

.Mr. Bkadlk.— I would prefer to plant just as soon as the buds begin to pusli out.

This closed the discussion, as the members were obliged to leave in order to catch
the Ijoat

FRUITS IN NORTH SI.MCOK.

The followiIl^' rejiort on fruits in North Simcoe was handed in by Mr. ( i. C Castou,
of Vespra :

The Sea.son of 1HH<> has Ijeen a very favourable one for fruitin this section of country,
as those who vi.sited our Central ICxhibition nl iJarrie can Uihtify. I'eople from southern
and more favoured localitie.s, were surprised at the display of apples and grapes grown in
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this northern county. The specimen of grapes, especially some of Rogers Hybrids,
could scarcely be excelled anywhere in Ontario. Although the weather has been very
wet and broken, yet we have had no frost severe enough to kill grape-vines, and the

foliage is as green now in the middle of October as it was in ^^ugust, so that all the

varieties have ripened perfectly. Moore's Early, Early Victor, Worden, Vergennes,
Prentiss, Rogers' No. 3, 15, 19, and the Concord, have allripened well with me. Worden
and Champion were the first to ripen—both about the same time, the Concord being the

last and latest; and I would advise beginners not to plant too many Concords. What
is wanted here in a grape, is early ripening, combined with hardiness and good quality.

The Ooncoi-d has proved very hardy with me but is too late in ripening. As for mildew,
that is a thing we know nothing of here so far ; and if we put down our vines and cover
them in winter they come through safe, and if we can only get our grapes to ripen early

enough to escape the frost, I do not see why grape culture should not be a .successful and
profitable enterprise, even so far north as Simcoe County.

Straioberries were a fair crop, although affected somewhat by the hot dry weather of

July, I grow the Wilson, Sharpless, Crescent and Triomphe De Gande. I prefer the

Wilson and Crescent ; they have done the best with me.
Raspberries are not much cultivated here owing to an abundant wild crop. I

"have the Cuthbert and the Gregg ; I don't wish anything better, and I doubt if anything
better can be found at present.

TJte Apple Crop will be a fair average one, although there is a great deal of

fungoid or spotted fruit, the Snow, Red Astrachan, Early Strawberry, and many
other varieties being badly spotted. Golden Russets are very tine. The Wealthy is one
of the coming apples for this county ; it seems to be as hardy as the Duchess, bears

early and perfectly free from spots. Another kind likely to do well here is the Pewaukee
;

it is a fine, clean, hard fruit here, and seems perfectly hardy.

Plums have been a comparative failure with me; I have tried a good many varieties,

but they always die as soon as they get about large enough to bear, and the only way I have
succeed.ed in raising a few of the finer kinds, is by top grafting them into native seedlings.

I believe that we must look largely to Russia for a list of hardy fruits suitable to the

colder parts of Canada. I am one of those who believe that it will never do to take fruit

from a warm climate to a colder one ; but that in order to succeed, you must get a fruit that

has been acclimated in a country colder than our own. And the sooner our nurserymen
take hold of the Russian fruits, the better for them and their customers. I would also

suggest that some arrangements should be made next year between the Fruit Growlers'

Association and the Directors of our large central exhibitions, whereby some competent
Pomologist might be appointed to visit our principal fairs and see that the fruit is projDerly

named, and correct any errors that may be made. Often samples of fruit are thrown out

by the Judges because incorrectly named, and very often the Judges are wrong them-

selves and do not know the names of some of the fruit on exhibition. I think the Fruit

Growers' Association should make the appointment and the Directors should pay the

expenses. It would be well worth all it cost to have proper classification and nomen-
<;lature, and thus save all disputes.

FRUIT COMMITTEE'S REPORT.

Report of the Committee on Fruits exhibited at the meeting of the Fruit Growers
Association of Ontario, at Stratford, February, 1886.

Peaks.—Messrs. Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N.Y., exhibited twelve plates of

pears, in a fine state of preservation, consisting of the following varieties : Beurre Alex-

ander Lucan, resembling Belle Lucrative in appearance, quality good ; the Winter Nelis,

an extra sample, in good condition, quality good ; Columbia, extra size, beautiful in

appearance, quality not so good ; Beurre D'Anjoii, very fine sample, large and well-

flavoured ; Winter Beurre Grise, a remarkably tine large russet pear, not yet fully

matured ; Beurre Easter, fine si^e, and when fully matured, of good quality ; Doyenne
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D'Alencon, medium in size and quality ; Clapp's No. 64, a high coloured beautiful pear,

resembling Clapp's Favourite in size and appearance, and very fine quality ; Duhaniel
resembling a medium sized Flemish Beauty, quality good.

Apples.— From A. ^[. Smith, St. Catharines :—Prince.ss Louise, a now variety,

beautiful in colour, resembling Maiden's iJlush, mild, subacid, good ; Rhode Island Green-
ing, fair sample, old variety ; Northern Spy, medium sample ; American Golden Russet,
good sample ; the Twenty Ounce Pippin and the Cranberry Pippin, fair.

The Stratford Horticultural Society showfd a collection of twenty-tive j)lates, consist-

ing of King, Baldwin, Spy, Anierican (iolden Russt-t, Swaar, Swazie Pomme Grise, and
others, being fair to good samples and in good condition.

Three plates of apples, shown by Mr. John Dempsey, of Baldwin, Spy and others,

fair samples.

Eleven plates, shown by Nelson Monteith ;—King, Spy, Fall Pipjan, Spitzenburgh,
Snow and others—fair samples and well kept ; also one plate of Vicar of Winktield Pears,

a very good sample and sound. A plate of apples, said to be seedlings of Northern Spy,
appears to be of no special merit.

Two plates of apples shown by I. P. Woods—Northern Spy and Ribston Pippin

—

very tine samples, well kept, in fact the best samples shown.
Grapes.— By A M. Smith, St. Catharines ;—the Niagara ; the first of the kind shown

here, a hne white grape, quality good and hanging well to the bunch, showing signs of

being a splendid keeper and shipper ; Vergennes, large red grape, in good condition and
medium quality, a good shipper.

By George Sanderson, of Catawba, N. Y. ; the Catawba in splendid condition and
decided flavour, old and well known.

A Seedling Apple shown by V. O'Brien, of Hibbert, size large, splashed with red on
light green ground, open calyx, good quality and well worthy of e.xtended trial ; by far

the best seedling exhibited.

P. R. JARVIS, Chairman,
j

A. GILCHRIST, ? Mnvihn-s of thu Committee.
W. W. HILBORN,

)
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Office of the

Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities, Ontario,

Parliament Buildings, Toronto, October, 1886.

Sir.—1 have the honour to transmit herewith, to be presented to His Honour, the

Lieutenant-Governor, the Nineteenth Annual Report upon the Common Gaols, Prisons

and Reformatories of the Province of Ontario, being for the official year ending on the

30th September, 1886.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

R. CHRIkSTIE;

Inspector.

The Honourable

Arthur Sturgis Hardy, Q.C, M.P.P.,

Secretary for the Province of Ontario,

Toronto.
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COMMON GAOLS, PRISONS AND REFORMATORIES.

AI^FUAL REPORT
OF THE

iJUDpcttor of ^riooHfi & |^l^)li^: Cluuitics

FOK TUE

PROVINCE OF. ONTARIO.

PaKLIA-MENT i>UlLI)I.N(;.S,

Toronto, October, ISSU.

To the Honourable John Beverley Robinson,

Liexiteiiant-Governor of the Province of Ontario.

May it Plea.se Your Honour:—
Herewith I be^' to submit the Nineteenth Annual Report upon the Coniinon

Qaols, Pri.son.s and Reformatories of tlie Province of Ontario, being for the oHicial

year ending,' 30th September, 18«G.

I have the honour to be,

Your Honour's most obe<Iient servant,

I

R. CHI! I ST IK,

Inspector.

_ k
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COMMON CxAOLS.

At the outset of this, the Nineteenth Annual Report upon the Common
Gaols of Ontario, I am tj;lad to be able to state that the commitments, during the

period to be touched upon in that report, are less in number than in the preceding

twelve months. The lirst statistical table shews the number of commitments
each year since the 1st October, 1868, under the divisions of adult men, boys

under 16, adult women, girls under 16 ; and it will be noticed that, so far as 1886

is concerned, there is a reduction in the commitments of each class.

Commitments for the year ending 30th Sept. , 1869

.

» " " 1870.

i. '• " 1871,

'• " " 1872.

ii " " 1873.

.1 .. .. 1874.

" " 1875,

" M 1876

I. .1 .. 1877.

» " 1878,

u .. n 1879

» " 1880

" " 1881

'• " 1882

" 1883

.. " " 1884

1885

i. " " 1886

<D o

Tj
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The next table shews the number of prisoners (male and female) committed to

each gaol during 1885 and 188G, and the increase or decrease in the commitments
of the latter year as compared witli the former.

NAME OF GAOL.
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In Toronto, the falling off in the number of commitments was greater than
anywhere else. There the number of male prisoners was reduced by 197, but the
female prisoners numbered the same as in the preceding year. In Barrie and
Bracebridge there were also large reductions, caused principally by the cessation

of railway works. Guelph, Hamilton, Kingston and St. Thomas likewise shew
decreased commitments ; Ottawa, London, St. Catharines and Brantford shew
increases.

The annexed tables shew the number of commitments in each of the past ten

years, divided into five classifications

:

1. CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON.

Assault, common
Assault, felonious
Cutting and wounding, stab
bing and shooting with intent

i 127
Rape, and assault with intent

.

Murder
Manslaughter
Attempt at suicide
Miscellaneous

1876.
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4. OFFENCES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER AND PEACE.
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A table shewinof the number commitments to each cjaol for drunkenness

during the years 1884, 1885 and 1886, is annexed. The figures for 1885 and 1886

are compared and the increases or decreases in each place are shewn.

GAOLS.
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The disposition made of the persons committed to the gaols of the Province
is set forth in the table printed below :

—

Acquitted on being brought to trial, and discharged 2285
Discharged without trial by order of judges, magistrates,

and courts, including remand cases 1119
Detained for want of sureties to keep the peace 90
Detained as witnesses 18
Detained as fi-audulent debtors .53

Detained as lunatics, idiots, and persons unsafe to be at large. 470
Died before trial .S

Detained by civil processes other than above 17

Waiting trial and otherwise detained on the 30th Sept., 1886 99
Found guilty and sentenced 6490
Escaped before trial 1

Total number of commitments 1064.5

The places of confinement to which the 6490 convicted persons were sen-

tenced are set forth in the following statement, and similar information is given

as regards the .sentenced prisoners of the previous year :

—

Sentenced to the Kingston Penitentiary

do to the Reformatory for Boys
do direct to Central Prison

do to the Common Gaols and subsequently

transferred to the Central Prison ....

do direct to the Reformatory for Females. .

do to Common Gaols and subsequently trans-

ferred to the Reformatory fur Females 40 22

do to the Common Gaols antl there detained

until expiration of sentence 6170 .5507

1885.
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2. Crimes against Property.
Total com-

mitments for

the year.

Arson and incendiarism 43
Burglary 73
Counterfeiting and passing counterfeit money .

.

9
Destroying and injuring property 92
Embezzlement 26
Forgery 52
Fraud, and obtaining money and goods under

false pretences 118
Horse, cattle and sheep stealing 77
Housebreaking and robbery 124
Larceny 1396
Receiving stolen goods 47
Trespass 195
Miscellaneous 62

2314

3. Grimes against Public Morals and Decency.

Bigamy 13
Inmates and frequenters of houses of ill-fame. . 181
Keeping houses of ill-fame 71
Perj ury ,5

Seduction
Indecent assault and exposure 48
Miscellaneous 28

346

4. Offences against Public Order and Peace.

Abusive and obscene language 50
Breaches of peace, breaches of by-laws, escapes

from and obstructing constables ....

Carrying unlawful weajDons
Deserting employment
Drunk and disorderly 355
Selling liquor without a license, and selling or

giving it to Indians

Threatening and seditious language ,

Vagrancy 2243
Miscellaneous

Contempt of Court.

Total 10030

Number
found gruilty

and sentenced.

18

34
2

61
12
23

53
41

89
875
14

150
37

1409

4

80
38

35
14

171

35

136
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The following tables shew the periods of sentence passed on the convicted
prisoners, and the sex, nationalities, religious denominations, social conditions,

habits, etc., of the total number of prisoners committed :

—

Penoda of Sentence.

For periods under thirty days
For thirty days, and up to sixty days, or two

months, not including the last term
For sixty days, or two months
Over two months to three months
Over three months to four months
Over four months to five months
Over five months to six months
Over six months to nine months
Over nine months and up to one year inclusive. .

Over one year and up to two years

Over two years and up to three 3-ears in the

Penitentiary

Over three years in the Penitentiary

For periods of any length in the Reformatory
for Boys

Sentenced to death

Sentenced to imprisonment with corporal pun-
ishment

1885.
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Social Conditions.

1885.

Married 8929
Unmarried 7497

11426

Habits.

Temperate 3315
Intemperate cSlll

11426

Educational Status.

Could read and write 8821
Could neither read nor write 2605

1886.

3709
6936

10645

3246
7399

10645

8415
2230

11426 10645

The number of prisoners confined in the various custodial institutions of the

Province at the close of the past official year, and of the year preceding, is

exhibited in the following summary :

—

1885. 1886.

In the Common Gaols 623 566

In the Central Prison, Toronto 360 287
In the Reformatory for Boys, Penetanguishene . . 220 205

In the Reformatory for Females, Toronto 149 130

In the Dominion Penitentiary, Kingston 525 578

1877 1766

Gaol Expenditures.

The usual table is appended shewing the cost of maintaining the common
gaols during the past and eight preceding years, under the headings of rations,

clothing, fuel, salaries and wages, and repairs :

—

YEAR.
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Construction and Alteration of Gaol Buildings.

The most important work coming under this head is the construction of a

new Gaol and Court House in Stratford. The old gaol had been condemned in

no measured terms by the past and present Inspectors, and their urgent recom-
mendations at last took effect. In the early part of 188.5 plans were prepared
and a site selected, both receiving the approval of the Inspector having sui)ervision

of the Stratford Gaol. Work was commenced in July, 188.5, and has been steadily

going on ever since. It is expected that the gaol will be ready for occupation in

June next.

It contains six distinct corridors, with five cells in each, as well as the
necessary domestic offices of kitchen, laundry, bath-room, etc. There are also

commodious quarters for the gaoler, matron and turnkey. The gaol is to be
heated and ventilated on the most approved modern .systems, and it is provided
with three good sized vards. The cost of the gaol and j^ard walls will be about
S-SO.OOO.

The architect was Mr. Geo. F. Durand, of London, and the contractors

Messrs. Scrimcfeour Bros., of Stratford.

To the St. Thomas Gaol an addition has been at last made, containing kitchen,

store-room, laundry and turnkey s (juarters.

An addition has also been made to the gaol at Port Arthur, in the Thunder
Bay District. It is of substantial character, two storeys in height, and contains

cells fur twenty males and four females.

A separate house for the gaoler has been built at Sault Ste Marie, thus
removing the gaoler from the very unsuitable quarters he had before occupied in

the gaol, and leaving that portion of the building available for store-rooms, etc.

A new lock-up has been opened at Fort William, and also one at Maganetawan.
and an<jther is in the course of erection at Burkes Falls.

In several of the county gaols repairs have been inadr, and all an- now in a

fairly good condition.

Escapes.

The escapes during the past year numbered .seventeen, but in nine cases the
prisf)nerM were reca|)tured. In the majority of these instances, the escapes were
the result of .some slight oversight or lack of caution on the part of the gaol
officials, such as the leaving of a pri.soner alone in a yard, the omi-ssion to lock

some inside door, but in no case was there evidence of criminal neglect or com-
plicity by the officials.

Deaths.

The number of prisoners who died in the various gaols was thirty-nine. An
inquest was held in each case. Most of the prisoners who flied were old and
infirm paupers, comniittod to gaol because they were lioineless and friendless, or,

in some instances, because there was no hospital in the district to which admis-
sion could be procured.

11
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Statistical Tables.

Following this portion of the report will be found the tables named in the
list given hereunder :

—

Table Xo. 2, shewing the total number of prisoners in the several gaols on the
30th September, 1886, and the nature of their imprisonment.

Table No. 3, shewing the number of prisoners over and under 16 years of age, the
number of re-committals, the number of persons acquitted on being brought
to trial, and the number of jDcrsons committed under civil processes.

Table No. 4, shewing the offences for which prisoners were committed.

Table No. 5, shewing the total number of prisoners, male and female, committed
under each offence, during the year.

Table No. 6, shewing the number of prisoners, male and female, sentenced during
the year, and a comparison of the same with the preceding year.

Table No. 7, shewing the number of prisoners upon whom sentence was passed,

the nature and periods of the sentences, and the operation of the County
Judges' Criminal Courts,

Table No, 8, shewing the offences for which prisoners were sentenced.

Table No, 9, shewing the total number of prisoners, male and female, sentenced
under each offence.

Table No. 10, shewing the nationalities, religious denominations, social state, etc.,

of the prisoners committed.

Table No. 11, shewing the occupations, trades, or callings of the prisoners com-
mitted during the year.

Table No, 12, shewing the number of escapes and deaths, the revenue derived
from prison labour, the cost of diet, the accommodation of the gaols, and the

highest and lowest number of prisoners in custody in each gaol during the

year.

Table No. 13, shewing how the prisoners committed during the year were main-
tained, the cost thereof, and the salaries of officials.

Table No. 14, shewing the daily cost per prisoner in each of the gaols of the

Province, for the year ending 30th September, 1886.

Following these tables are the separate reports upon each of the Common
Gaols :

—

12
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TABLE No. 2.

Shewing the total number of prisoners who were iu the several gaols of the Province
on the evening of 30th -September, 1886, and the nature of their imprisonment.
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TABLE

Shewing the number of persons committed, the number over and under 16
the peace, number of unsound mind, number acquitted on

number sentenced, and number com-

NAME OF GAOL.

Total number |

COMMIXrED DURING
I

THE YEAR.

Barrie
Berlin
Belleville

Brarttford
BramiJton
Brockville
Cayuga
Cornwall
Cobourg
Chatliam
Goderich
Guelph
Hamilton
Kingston
London
Lindsay
L'Orignal
Milton
Napanee
Ottawa
Owen Sound
Orangeville
Perth
Picton
Pembroke
Peterboro'
Port Arthur
Rat Portage
Simcoe
St. Catharines . .

.

Sarnia
Stratford
Sandwich .

."

St. Thomas
Sault Ste. Marie

.

Toronto
Walkerton
Woodstock
Welland
Whitby
Lock-ups

—

Bracebridge . .

.

Gore Bay
Little Current

.

Manitowaning.
Mattawa
Parry Sound .

.

Silver Islet

Minden
Huntsville . . .

.

Sudbury
Fort William.

.

207
62

1.00

201
242
141
113
44
88
91
52
82

816
133
703
52
14

368
43
613
178
47
69
76
60

103
108
87
86
111
265
136
148
113
33

2499
76

287
240
65

19
3
8

18
36
13

Totals
I
9174

29
3
31
32
5

19
12
6
8
12
10
o

137
24
98
2
6
5
5
99
22
10
13
4
12
3
12

I

17
9

;

6

13
12
25
13
2

701
12
9
5
5

236
65

186
233
247
160
125
50
96

103
62
87

953
157
801
54
20

373
48
712
200
57
82
80
72
106
120
104
95

117
278
148
173
126
35

3200
88
296
245
70

20
3
8
18
43
14

Number under
16 years of age.

119
8

11
1

3

1471 10645 352

4 !

7

3
I

38

126
11
11
1
4

Number over
16 years 'of age.

202
56
150
188
241
135
110
43
87
91
48
81

779
128
677
51
14

365
42

590
167
41
69
76
.55

98
108
86
79

103
257
135
147
108
33

2380
68
276

I 239
62

26
3

31
30
5
19
12
6
8
12
10
5

134
24
94
2
6

5
5
97
20
10
13
4
12
2

10
17
8
6

11

12
23
12
2

694
9

9
5
4

18
3
6

18
36 I 6
13 1

228
;

59
181
218
246
154
122
49
95

103
58
86

913
152
771
53
20

370
47

687
187
51
82
80
67

100
118
103
87

109
268
147
170
120
35

3074
77

285
244
66

18
3
6
18
42
14

4
2

7
59

217
42

161
139
186
78
90
38
64
96
44
68

470
141
407
50
16

303
36
627
140
27
62
43
45
82
109
74
78

108
274
92
125

78
33

2717
76

185
158
53

16
2
6

15
40
12

16
14
17
34
37
32
7

7
I 9

I
7

12
138

I
15

I

188
3
4

I
47

I

S
;• 54

36
11
6

10
9

14
8
6

12

7
2
26
24
27
2

298
9

61
39
11

4
1

2
1

3
1

390 I 8831 1424 10255 i 7995 1284

14
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No. 3.

years of age, the number of recommittals,the number for want of securities to ke«p
trial, number disch>^rged without trial, number waiting trial,

ni'itted under civil process.

9

5

3-2
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TABLE

Shewing the offences for which prisoners were committed

NAME OF GAOL.
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No. 4.

during the year ended 30th September, 1886,

5 ;

o

o
O
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TABLE

Shewing the ofieuces for which prisoners were coinniitted

NAME OF GAOL.
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No. 4.

—

Continued.

during tlie yt--ar ended 3Uth September. 1S8G.

c

3
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TABLE No. 5.

Shewing the total number of prisoners, male and female, committed under each

offence during the year.

OFFENCES.

Abortion

Abusive and obscene language

.

Arson.

Assault

Assault, felonious ,

Attempted suicide

,

Abduction

Bigamy

Breaches of the peace

Breaches of by-law

Burglary

Carrying unlawful weapons

Contempt of court

Counterfeiting and passing counterfeit money.

Cruelty to animals

Cutting and wounding, and attempting same .

Debtors

Deserting emplojnment

Destroying and injuring property

Detained as witnesses

Drunk and disorderly

Embezzlement

Escaping from or obstructing constables

Escaping from prisons

Forgery

Fraud and obtaining money under false pretences

Gambling

Giving liquor to Indians

Horse, cattle, or sheep stealing

Male.

5

41

39

476

178

9

5

13

65

19

73

38

106

9

15

54

41

4

87

16

2989

26

32

13

52

114

4

18

77

Female.

4

9

4

25

8

1

1

5

4

566

Total.

9

50

43

501

186

10

6

13

66

25

73

38

113

9

15

57

47

4

92

20

3555

26

32

13

52

118

4

19

77

20
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TABLE No. o.—Continueif.

Shewing the total number of prisoners, male and female, committed under each

offence durin;:: the year.

OFFENCES.

House-breaking and robbery .•

Incendiarism

Indecent assault and exposure

Inmates and frequenters of houses of ill-fame.

Keeping houses of ill-fame

Larceny

Lunatics and persons who were unsafe to be at large.

Manslaughter

Misdemeanor

Murder

Perjury

Prostitution

Rape and assault with intent

Refusing bail

Receiving stolen goods

Sedaction '.

Selling liquor without license

Shooting with intent

Stabbing

Threatening and seditious langiiagc.

TrexpaM

Unlawful shooting .

Vagrancy

Want of sureties to koep the penci- .

Other offences not enumerated

Male. Female. Total

123

4G

v«8

23

1288

314

4

40

28

4

5

39

2

94

48

108

15(3

32

79

35

7

46

1H7

8

1013

73

1«0

4

1

14

15

300

124

48

162

71

1396

470

(>

40

32

5

19

39

^7

25

62

ii»:>

3

r.M3

78

•S2l

Totals

.

!'I74 U71 10645

21
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TABLE No. 6.

Shewing the number of prisoners, male and female, sentenced during the yenr

ended 30th September, 1886, and a comparison of the same with the

previous year.
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TABLE No. 6

—

Continued.

Shewing the number of prisoners, male and female, sentenced durinc^ the year
ended 30th September, 18SG, and a comparison of the same with the
previous year.
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TABLE
Shewing the number cf prisoners upon whom sentences were passed, the nature

the County Juilges'
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No. 7.

and period of such sentences and the disposal of thos« who elected to be tried at

Criminal Court.

PERIODS OF SENTENCE.
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TABLE

Shewing offences foi- which prisoners

NAME OF GAOL.
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No. 8.

'were sentenced during the year.

'S

1'
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TABLE

Shewing offences for which prisoners.

1

XA3IE OF GAOL.
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No. 8.

—

Continued.

were sentenced during the year.

1

i

1

1
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TABLE No 9.

Shewing the total number of prisoners, male and female, sentenced under each
offence during the year.

OFFENCES.

Abortion
Abusive and obscene language
Arson
Assault
Assault, felonious

Attempted suicide
Abduction
Bis

Male.

?amy
Breaches of the peace
Breaches of by-laws
Burglary
Contempt of Court
Carrying unlawful weapons
Counterfeiting and passing counterfeit money

.

Cruelty to aninaals

Cutting, wounding and attempting same
Deserting emploj'ment
Destroying and injuring property
Drunk and disorderly
Embezzlement
Escaping from or obstructing constable
Escaping from prison
Forgery
Fraud and obtaining money or goods under false pretences
Gambling
Giving liquor to Indians
Horse, cattle, or sheep stealing
Housebreaking and robbery
Incendiarism
Indecent assault and exposure
Inmates and frequenters of houses of ill-fame
Keeping houses of ill-fame . .

.

Larceny
Manslaughter
Misdemeanor
Murder
Perjury

.

Prostitution
Rape and assault with intent
Refusing bail

Receiving stolen goods
Seduction
Selling liquor wathout license

Shooting with intent
Stabbing
Threatening and seditious language
Trespa
Unlawful shooting
Vagrancy
Other offences not above enumerated

1

27
17

313
92
6
4
4

47
19
34

103
27
2

11
19
3

57
2132

12
21
12
23
51
3
19
41
89

Female.

33
33
20

815
2

10
2

1
14

11

Totals

73
8
3
17

144
1

1074
114

5564

8
1

21
2

4
465

2
47
18
60

12

230
26

926

Total.

1

35
18

334
94
6
4
4

48
23
34
104
27
2

11
21
3

61
2597

12
21
12
23
53
3
19
41
89

35
80
38
875
2

10
2

13
14

14

SO
8

3
21
150

1

1304
140

6490

30
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TABLE No. 10.

Shewing the nationalities, religious denominations, social status, and habits of the

pjisoners committed during the year.
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TABLE

Shewing the occupations, trades or callings

NAME OF GAOL.
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No. 11.

of the Prisoners comnnitted during the year.

£
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TABLE

Shewing the occupations, trades or callings

NAME OF GAOL.
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No. 11.

of the Prisoners committed during the year.

o
's
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TABLE

Shewing the number of escapes and deaths, the revenues derived from prison

and lowest number of prisoners

NAME OF GAOL.

Barrie
Berlin
Belleville

Brantford
Brampton
Brockville
Cayuga
Cornwall
Cobourg
Chatham
Goderich
Guelph
Hamilton
Kingston
London
Lindsay
L'Orignal
Milton
Napanee
Ottawa
Owen Sound . . .

.

Orangeville
Perth
Picton
Pembroke
Peterboro'
Port Arthur
Rat Portage
Simcoe
St . Catharines . .

.

Sarnia
Stratford
Sandwich
St . Thomas
Sault Ste . Marie

.

Toronto
Walkerton
Woodstock
Welland
Whitby
Lock-ups

:

Bracebridge . .

.

Gore Bay
Little Current.
Manitowaning

.

Mattawa
Parry Sound .

.

Minden
Sudbury
Huntsville
Fort William .

.

Total

cS a>

CO
O d
m >

PL,

D
CD

o S

PLI

-sa

1

136 00

27 75

11

39

200 00

"'i5'25'

379 00

36
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No. 12.

labour, the cost of diet, the accommodation of the various gaols, and the highest

in custody durinix the year.
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TABLE

Shewing the number of prisoners, how maintained, co.st of maintenance, and
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No. 13.

salaries of the various gaol officials, for the year ended 30th September, 18S6

EXPKKDITUBKS.

i - ~
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TABLE No. 15.

Shewing the daily cost per prisoner in each of the gaols, excluding the district

lock-ups, for the year ending the 30th September, 1886.

NAME OF GAOL.

Barrie
Berlin
Belleville

Brantford
Brampton
Brockville
Cayuga
Cornwall
Cobourg
Chatham
Goderich
Guelph
Hamilton
Kingston
London
Lindsay
L'Orignal
Milton
Napanee
Ottawa
Owen Sound .

.

Orangeville
Perth
Picton
Pembroke
Peterboro'
Port Arthur ....

Rat Portage ....

Simcoe
St. Catharines .

.

Samia
Stratford
Sandwich
St. Thomas
Sault Ste. Marie
Toronto
Walkerton
Woodstock
Weiland
Whitby

Totals .
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Berlin Gaol.

1884. 1885. 1886.

Prisoners committed during the year. ... 63 76 65

Greatest number confined at any one time. 11 10 12

Xumber of re-committals 13 16 23

Total cost ofmaintaining gaol $1,535.33 $1,627.87 $1,657.49

A copy of the report made upon thi.s gaol to the Government by Dr. O'Reilly

is annexed :

" An inspection of the Berlin gaol was made by me on the 3rd June, when
two male and one female prisoners were in custody.

" The gaol was clean and in good order, with the exception of the furnace to

which attention had previously been called. It is in a very bad condition, and not

only affects the safety of the building but, also, the health of the prisoners. I

again called the attention of the authorities to the matter; also to the condition of

the wall which separates the female airing court from the general yard. This

wall has long been considered unsafe and in need of repair. I trust that both

these matters will be at once attended to."

Dr. O'Reill}^ instructed Mr. Mann to make the second inspection. A copy of

the report made by him is annexed :

—

" As instructed by j^ou I made an inspection of the Berlin gaol on the 10th
August. Only two male prisoners were in custody. One was under sentence for

a month for drunkenness, the other had been tried for embezzlement, found guilty

and was waiting sentence.
" A contract for a new heating furnace has been let, and it will soon be

placed in position.
" Nothing has yet been done to the fence between the women'.? and the

work-yard.
" The books were properly kept, and the gaol was in a satisfactory condition."

Belleville Gaol.

1884. 1885. 1886.

Prisoners committed during the year ... . 178 193 186
Greatest number confined at any one time 24 28 33
Number of re-committals 44 34 25
Total cost of maintaining) gaol $2,096.00 $2,165.00 $2,138.00

Copies of the reports made to the Government by me on this gaol are
annexed :

—

" On the 27th January, I inspected the Belleville Gaol, and saw all the
prisoners in custody,namely, twenty-one malesand seven females. Oftlie former, one
was under .sentence for burgalry, one for assault, and the others for minor offences.

One had been committed as insane. One of the women was charged with arson

;

the others were undergoing short sentences for vagrancy, etc.

" The gaol and premises were clean and orderly throughout, and the books
also were properly kept."

" I made a second inspection of the Belleville Gaol on the 14th September,
and saw the twenty-two prisoners then in custody, namely, fifteen males and seven
females. Of the males, there were two under sentence for trespassing, one for

threatening to shoot, one for larceny, one for giving Jiquor to Indians , two for

42
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in the Court House grounds, the water in the wells in the gaol having been con-
demned as unlit for use. The prisoner, as soon as he reached the pump, dropped
his pail and made a dash for his liberty ; he outran the turnkey and has not since

been heard of."

Brampton Gaol.
1884. 1885. 1886.

Prisoners committed during the year. . , . 151- 186 247
Greatest number confined at any one time. 19 11 16
Number of re-committals 59 43 61
Total cost of maintaining gaol .^2,027.09 $1,696.23 $1,709.76

Instructions were given by Dr. O'Reilly to Mr. Mann of this Department to

make the first inspection of this gaol. A copy of his report is annexed :

—

" As instructed by you, T visited the Brampton gaol on the 6th August.
There were three men and one boy in custody. One of the men had been com-
mitted for vagrancy, another as a lunatic, and the third for larceny. The boy is

an idiot and is waiting removal to the asylum at Orillia.

" I examined the building throughout and found everything to be in a satis-

factory state."

Dr. O'Reilly instructed Mr. Hayes to make the second inspection. He
reported as follows :

—

" I beg to state that, as directed by you, I inspected the Brampton gaol on
the 7th October. The prisoners numbered five, two of whom were lunatics, one an
idiot, and two were vagrants.

" All parts of the gaol were cleanly and neatly kept. The walls round the yard
require pointing. If this work be not done at once, the walls will probably be
much damaged.

' Iron bedsteads are needed to replace the old wooden contrivances now
in use.

" The food supplies were examined and the quality thereof found to be good.
" The register was locked up in the Sherifi''s ofiice, and could not be got at.

The other books of record were fairly well kept. Entries of frequent visits have
been made in the Surgeon's book."

Brockville Gaol.

Prisoners committed during the year ....

Greatest number confined at any one ti/me.

Number of re-committals
Total cost of maintaining gaol

Copies of the reports made by me to the Government upon this gaol are

annexed :

—

" The Brockville gaol was inspected by me on the 31st March, when twenty-

two males and three females were in custody. Of the former, three had been com-
mitted as lunatics, seven were waiting trial for such offences as rape, robbery,

abduction, larceny, etc. The others were serving short terms for minor offences.

Of the women, one was waiting trial for larceny, and the others were under

sentence for vagrancy.
" A case of smallpox made its.appearance in this gaol last November, but

owing to the prompt measures taken there was fortunately no spread of the
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to do the work, it was to be done by the Sheriff at the expense of the County.
It was also pointed out to that official that if he failed to have the stoves guarded
he would be held personally responsible for any accident which might take place,

for want of this protection.
" The attention of the gaol Committee was also called to the damp and other-

mse unsanitary condition of the gaoler's house. I was informed that in conse-

quence of the bad drainage and the absence of sunlight upon this house, there has

been a great deal of ill health in the gaoler's family. I have before asked that

this may be remedied, and I repeated the request in the hope that the matter would
receive attention at the next meeting of the County Council.

Dr. O'Reilly instructed Mr. Hayes to make the second inspection. A copy

of his report is annexed :

—

" As instructed by you, I made an inspection of the Goderich gaol on the 9th

October. I found that guards had been placed over the stoves as directed, but

nothing had been done to improve the gaoler's quarters. Some repairs to the

entrance to the gaol were being made at the time of my visit. The building was
in fairly good order. The bread, oatmeal, etc., supplied to the prisoners were seen

and found to be of good quality. The water supply arrangements are defective

and the drainage of the gaol is not good.
" There were eight ]jrisoners in custody, five of whom were males and three

females. Of these prisoners, four had been committed as dangerous lunatics, but

three are old chronics who could be cared for in a poorhouse. The other had
only be committed the day before my visit, and had not been examined by the

gaol surgeon, etc. Of the other prisoners, three were under sentence for vagrancy,

-and one for larceny."

GuELPH Gaol.

1884. 1885. -1886.

Prisoners committed during the year. .

.

. 147 1]8 87
Greatest number confined at any one time. 18 18 16

Number of re-committals 23 11 19

Total cost of maintaining gaol $2,677.03 $1,900.36 $2,221.24.

A copy of the report made to the Government by Dr. O'Reilly on this gaol

is annexed :

—

" The Guelph gaol was inspected by me on the 3rd June. It then contained

seven prisoners—four males, and three females. Of the males, one was charged

with placing obstructions on the railway. He had been recently arrested, and

there is a suspicion that he is insane. This question will be settled in due course.

Another was under sentence for embezzlement ; another was waiting trial for

incest, and the fourth was a lunatic. Of the three women, one was waiting trial

for child murder ; one was insane, and the other a vagrant.. The latter spends

nearly her whole time in gaol, and is a case of old standing,"
" On the occasion of this visit, I had an interview with the gaol surgeon and the

gaol Committee of the County Council, on the subject of the heating of the female

side of this gaol. Attention had repeatedly been called to the very unsafe condition

of this part of the gaol, but no action having been taken, I felt it my duty to

urge vei-y strongly upon the Committee the importance of applying the proper

remedy. The safety of the female prisoners is so far endangered by the present

mode of heating, that it ought not to be allowed to«continue, more especially as

serious accidents have arisen from the same cause elsewhere. I represented to

the Committee the desirability and importance of taking steps, to have not only the
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Copies of the report made by me to the Government upon this gaol are

annexed :

—

" I inspected the Kingston gaol on the 1st of April, and saw all the prisoners

therein, viz., seven males and two females. Of the former, four were lunatics
;

one was under sentence for larcenj-, and the others for drunkenness and vagrancy."
" The premises were well kept. They had just received the usual spring^

cleanintT, and the walls had been kalsomined and whitewashed. The driving-

storm which had occurred a few days previous to my visit had, however,

very much discoloured the walls by saturation. About twenty feet of the gaol

wall had fallen down. I was assured that it would be repaired so soon as the

weather was favourable.
" The books were in their usual condition of neatness and good order."

" I made a second inspection of the Kingston gaol on the 9th September, and

saw all the prisoners then in custody, namely, eight males and four females. Of
the males, three were committed, charged with being insane ; one was committed

for larceny, and four were under sentence, viz., one for carrying fire-arms and

three for drunkenness. The females were all under sentence for vagrancy,
" I found the gaol and premises in excellent order. The portions of the-

walls formerly noted as being discoloured by water having saturated through

during heavy storms, had been thoroughly cleaned and whitewashed, so that

internally the gaol appeared to advantage. One of the division walls, also referred

to in my last inspection as being broken down and damaged by frost, was being

rebuilt, and when completed the enclosures will be in first-class condition.

" A force pump has been placed in the kitchen to supply water for the

closets, etc., which, besides improving the sanitary conditions of the gaol, will

furnish the prisoners with some employment.
" I found the books in good order as usual."

London Gaol.
1884.

Prisoners committed during the year. . . . 1,004

Greatest number confined at any one time 77

Numher of re-committals 382

Total cost of maintaining gaol $7,517.35

A copy of the report made to the Government upon this gaol by Dr. O'Reilly

is annexed :

—

" My first inspection of the London gaol during the official year was made on

the 25th March. There were on that date thirty-one prisoners in custody—twenty-

one males and ten females. None of the prisoners were committed for any very

serious offence. They had been convicted of petty larceny, assault, drunkenness,,

vagrancy, etc. One was confined as a lunatic, but I did not consider the case to be

suitable one for transfer to an asylum. Steps are therefore being taken for the

admission of the prisoner to the county poorhouse. Eight of the female prisoners

were vagrants ; the other two were lunatics, old and well known cases.

" I had the pleasure, on this occasion, of meeting Miss Doyle for the first time

since her appointment as matron in succession of her mother, who for so many
years filled that office with the highest efficiency. Judging from the condition

in which I found the female department, this side of the gaol Avill be managed

wnth the sa^e efficiency that distinguished the late matron's management.
" The gaol throughout was found to be thoroughly clean and well kept in all

respects. This is the more creditable when the character of the building and the
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great difficulty in keeping it in good order are consideretl. The task is certainly

no ordinary one, but it could be made much easier it", instead ol' the very unsatis-

factory bedsteads now in use, proper iron bedsteads were provided. I would
strongly urge upon the County Council the desirability of remedying this defect

at the earliest opportunity.'

Lindsay Gaol.
1884. 1885. 1886.

Prisoners committed during the year . ... To 71 •j4'

Greatest nuiuher confined at any oiie time 17 12 19

Number of re-committals G (i 4-

Total cost of maintaining gaol Sl,7l8.o4 S1,G87.89 Sl,o03.77.

A copy of the report made by me upon this gaol is annexed :

—

" My tii-st inspection of the Lindsay gaol during the year was made on the
27th May. Three males and one female were in custody. Two of the former
were vagrants, and one was serving a short term for larcen}-. Both tlie females
were vagrants,

" The premises were in proper order and the books correctly kept."

I instructed Mr. Mann to make the second inspection. A copy of his report

to nie is annexed :

—

"An inspection of the Lindsay gaol was made by me on the 4th September.
There were eight men and one woman in custody. Of the former, two liad been
committed for burglary, one for larceny, three for vagrancy, and two were lunatics

awaiting removal to an asylum. The women had been committed for vagrancy.
"The books were entered up and pro[)erly kept. The gaol premises were clean

and in }^ood order."

L'Orignal Gaol.

18.S4. lh»j. 1880.

Prisoners committed during tJieyear. . . . '2'.i 28 20
Greatest number confined at any one time 7 ! 5

Number of re-committals 4 1 4

Total cost of maintaining gaol 81,0(]3.(i2 i?l,007.GG §1,085.01

A copy of the report made by me to the (Jovernment upon this gaol is

annexed :

—

"An inspection of the L'Orignal gaol was made b}- me on the li^rd Sep-
tember, when there were threo prisoners in custody, namely: one male charged with
stabl)ing, one female charge*! with murder, anil one conjmitto<l u.s an idiot.

" The corri<lers, cells an<l bedding were strictly clean, and the entire premises
wr-re in good condition. The bo(jks also were found to be kept in proper order,

anil shewed that nineteen pri.soners had been in custody during the oHicial year,

up to the date of my visit.

'

Milton Gaol.
1S8+. 1885. 18br).

Priximers commAtted during tin' year 140 252 .'{73

Greatest number confineiL at any one time. 21 2L' 2G
Number of re-C(/mm it tals 17 '»" 70
Total cost of nunntaining gaol Sl,287.00 $1,407.30 §1.398.39.

The first inspection of this gaol during the official year was made by Mr.
Hayes, a copy of whose report to Dr. O'Reilly is annexed :

—
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" As instructed by you, I made an insj3ection of the Milton gaol on the 5th

January. I found it to be clean and well kept throughout.
" There were in custody, eleven men and one woman. Nine of the men were

under sentence for vagrancy, one was committed for attempting suicide. He is

said to be of unsound mind. The other man had been tried for horse stealing

but acquitted on the ground of insanity. The female prisoner is insane, but her

case is not au urgent one.
" The fence referred to in previous reports has been completed.
" The gaoler does not appear to give rigid adherence to the latter part of

Rule No. 18 ; he has been desired to obey it for the future. The matron, too,

should always retain in her custody the keys opening the doors leading to the

female wards."

The second inspection of this gaol was made by Dr. O'Reilly himself, a copy

of this report to the Government is annexed :
—

" The Milton gaol was inspected by me on 23rd April, when there were in

custoily thirteen prisoners—twelve males and one female. Of the male prisoners, one

was waiting trial for indecent assault, one had been arrested for horse-stealing, but

as he was found to be a person of weak mind, he was acquitted of the charge.

All the others were vagrants. The one female prisoner was an aged insane

woman."
" The gaol was in its usual condition of thorough cleanliness and order, except

in those parts of it where the spring whitewashing was going on. So far as

neatness and cleanliness go, there is no better kept gaol in the Province, but the

fact that there is no kitchen, and that one of the corridors has to be appropriated

for that purpose, is a great draw back, especially during the winter when the gaol

is often overfull. It would be a great advantage if the County Council would
build a kitchen and thus avoid the necessity for using the corridor.

" I fouud the books all in good shape, except some deficiencies in the

surgeon's visiting book, to which I called attention.
" The number of commitments to this gaol since the beginning of the official

year on the 1st of October, is 328. Of these only three were directly connected

with strong drink ; one of the three being for a violation of the Scott Act and the

and the other two for drunkenness. Two prisoners were charger" with rape

;

seven with larceny ; one with throwing stones through a car window, and six

were committed as tramps. These nineteen prisoners belonged to the County, the

remaining 309 were tramps from other localities who were committed to the

faol, some simply for lodgings and others for short sentences."

Napanee Gaol.

1884. 1885. 1886.

Prisoners committed dui'ing the year 72 59 48

Greatest number confined at any one time. 9 11 8

Number of re-committals 26 19 18

Total cost ofmaintaining gaol Sl,485.56 $1,863.19 $1,555.96.

Copies of the reports made by me upon this gaol are annexed :

—

" My first inspection of the Napanee gaol during the official year was made
on the 12th April, when there were four male prisoners in custody. One was
under sentence for assault, and the other three for vagrancy.

" The gaol was in good order throughout and the books properly kept."
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" I made a second inspection of the Napanee gaol on the 8th September,

and saw the seven male prisoners then in custody. Two had been committed as

insane ; two for larceny ; two for vagrancy, and one for contempt of court.

" The premises internally were in good order, the beds and bedding clean and
neat, the corridors and cells were also well kept. The yards, however, were not

so tidy, as the grass and weeds required cutting.
" Some delay had occurred in making full entries in the books, whicli were

otherwise well kept."

Ottawa Gajol.

1884. 188.5. 1886.

Prisoners committed during the year 718 637 712
Greatest number conjined at any onetime. 47 6.5 46

j^umber of re-committals 97 80 85

Total cost of maintaining gaol $0,351.10 .$5,576.46 §.5,81 4.1

1

Copies of the reports made by me to the Government upon this gaol are

annexed :

—

" I visited the Ottawa Gaol on the 6th May. There were then fifteen males

and five females in custody. Two of the former were fully certified to be insane
;

one was under sentence for larceny; three for assault, and the others for

drunkenness. Of the females, two were committed as insane ; one for as.sault,

and the others for minor offences.

"The gaol and premises were in excellent order. Considerable improvement
had been made by levelling and sodding the working-yard. In addition to the

work thus provided for the pri.soners, a large quantity of stone had been quarried

and broken.

"The order and discipline of the gaol were most creditable, and the routine

work was evidently Vjeing well attended to.)

"I made another inspection of this gaol on the 21st SeptemV)er, when tliere

were twenty-three prisoners in custody, namely : sixteen males an<l seven females.

Two of the males ha<l been committed as insane, one of whom was fully certified

to; three were under sentence for assault, one for larceny, one for vagrancy,

and two for drunkenness ; of those awaiting trial one was chargi-d with

manslaughter, one with forgeiy, one with larcency, one with horsestealing, and
one with a-ssault. Two were on remand ; one charged with larceny, and one with

feloniously damaging an animal. Of the females, two liad been committed as

insaJie, one had been committed charged with child mnrtler, and four v\ere under
sentence for short terms for lieirii,' drunk and disonlerly. T|>f»n an exandnation

of the record, I found th{4 rhiring the official year ending 3()th Sept<'iid'er, 1885,

6.37 prisoners had been in custody, and that during the present year up to the

date of my visit, 687 ha<l been committed, showing an increase of fifty, and this

number will no douh»t be a«lded to before the close of the official year. The books
were ])ropeily kept, and the premises generally were in good order. The
corridors ami cells were clean and tidy, with the exception of the bedding in two
cells which re«|uired cleaning. Several improv«'meiits hav«' heen made fluiinj,' the

summer. The floor of the punishment waid has lieen cemented, and new ficjors

have been laid in the dining-hall, corridor, and in ward No. 2. These were
required and the work haf been satisfactorily drme."
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Owen Sound Gaol.
1884. 1885. 1886.

Prisoners committed during the year . . . . 200 228 200

Greatest number confined at any one time. 27 37 42

Number of re-committals 72 83 60

Total cost of maintaining gaol 83,467.54 $3,540.75 $3,880.05

Dr. O'Reilly instructed Mr. Hayes to make the inspections of this gaol.

Copies of his reports are annexed :

—

" As instructed by you, I inspected the Owen Sound gaol on the 11th August.

The turnkey was in charge, as the gaoler was away on leave. A man to assist

the turnkey had been appointed temporarily. The premises were clean and in

good order. A few iron bedsteads of the swinging pattern have been supplied.

If it be the intention to furnish every cell with an iron bedstead, I would
recommend that one or two cells in each ward be furnished with the ordinary

bedstead on legs, as those swung to the walls with iron chains and hooks are

dangerous for use by lunatics. Under any circumstances, it w^ould be well to have
the chains fasteued to the walls by round staples instead of by open hooks.

" It is stated that the wall bounding one side of the turnkej^'s yard and which
runs from the wall of the Court House to the wall of the working-yard, is used

by friends of prisoners as a means by which they can communicate with those

inside the gaol. The use of the wall as a means of reaching the gaol premises

could be stopped by the building on it of a tower the diameter of which would be

greater than the width of the wall.

"The prisoners numbered sixteen—fourteen men and two women ; of these

no less than three (two men and one woman), were waiting trial for murder. Two
of the men were insane. The majority of the others were under sentence for

vagrancy.
" The books were well kept."

"As instructed by you, I again visited the Owen Sound gaol on the 14th

October.
" There were seventeen prisoners in custody—thirteen males, four females.

With the exception of a woman waiting trial for murder, these prisoners had been

committed for minor offences. The prisoners were all seen. No complaints were

made by them.
" The books are well kept. The Surgeon makes frequent visits.

" The gaol, generally, was in good order.
"

Orangeville Gaol.
1884.

Prisoners committed during the year. ... 56

Greatest number confined at any one time. 16

Number of re-committals 16

Total cost ofmaintaining gaol $1,972.89 $2,160.30 $2,296.00

Dr. O'Reilly instructed Mr. Hayes to make the inspections of this gaol.

Copies of his reports are annexed :

—

" I beg to report that, as instructed by you, I made an inspection of the

Orangeville gaol on the 12th August. There were then in custody five male and

five female prisoners, all of whom, except two, were under sentence for vagrancy.

The exceptions were a male idiot and a woman committed as a lunatic. She is a

quiet chronic and not a proper case for an asylum.
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" The fence around the wood3-arJ is in a worse condition than ever and is a
disgrace to the building. The steps from the yard down to the kitchen are also

in a very dilapidated condition and should be repaired. In other respects, the

gaol and its surroundings were in good oixler.
"

'' I beg to state that, as instructed by you, I made a second inspection of the

Orangeville gaol on the 13th October. I found it to be in good order throughout.

The food supplies were examined and found to be of proper quality.
" The prisoners—live males and five females—are those whom I found in

custody on the 12th August. Tvvo prisoners were committed since the 1st October,

but both had been discharged before my visit.

" The books are fairly well kept. The gaol surgeon has only recorded four

visits since the 12th August."

Pekth Gaol.

1884. 1885. 1886.

Pr'isoners committed dwring the year. ... 70 86 82
Greatest nuviher confined at any one thne. 20 25 34<

Number of re-committals 24 28 20

Total cost of maintaining gaol 82,017.07 32,880.82 S2,366.65

A copy of tlie report made to the Government by me upon tins gaol is

annexed :

—

" I visited the Perth gaol on the 4th May, finding seven males and three

females in custody. One of the males had been committed as a lunatic and one

of the females as an idiot. All the other pri.soners, both male and female, were
vagrants. From the records it appeared tliat during tlie winter a large number of

men, who were withr)ut employment, ha 1 b'.-en committed to gaol for terms vai'ying

from two to four months, and I learned that tliey had been ke|)t busily at work
breaking stone. At the time of my visit, however, they had all been di-scharged,

and those men whom I found in custody were old and infirm and unable to make
much physical effort.

• The utfigial visits of the gaol surgeon were fully recorded in the register and
the frequency of the entries .showed that the prisoners had received extra atten-

tion during the period the gaol was overcrowded.
" The gaol and premi.ses were in excellent order and .scrupulously clean.

"

I instructed Mr. Mann to make the second inspection. He reported to me as

under :

—

" The Perth gaol Wius in.spected by me on the 2nd September. There were
<;leven males an«l four females in custody. The former had been committed for

the following offences, viz :—Assault, four ; larceny, one ; vagrancy, four ; insanity,

two ;
of tl>e females, .two were insaiK- ; one is an idiot and the other was a vagrant.

' The gaol is undergoing a thorough cleaning from toj) to bottom, and from
])resent aj)pearances everything will be in a satisfactory shape in a few days. The
books were entered up and neatly kept."

PicTON Gaol.

1S84. 188.-). 1886.

Prhioners committed during the year 65 69 80
Greatent numher confined nt any onetime. 6 10
Xnmher of re-roiiimittuis 28 .'JO 37
Total cost of maintaining gaol ?1.07'.>.07 Sl,255.35 §1,208.80.
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A copy of the report made by me to the Government upon this gaol'is

annexed :

—

"I inspected the Picton gaol on the 1.5th September, and found no prisoners

in custody."
" The wards, corridors, cells, etc., were in an excellent state of cleanliness and

order. The yards, however, looked somewhat neglected. The books were in

proper order and well kept."

Pembroke Gaol.
1884. 1885. 1886.

Friso'iiers committed during the year 113"" 131 72
Gn^eatcst,niimher confined at any one time. 20 25 19

Number of re-committals 43 37 27
Total cost of maintaining gaol $1,732.07 $1,955.87 $1,726.72

Copies of the reports made to the Government by me upon this gaol are

annexed :

—

" My first statutory visit to the Pembroke gaol during the official year was
made on the 5th May. The prisoners numbered four men and three w^omen. Of
the former, two were under sentence and one was waiting trial for larceny, and
one was a vagrant. Two of the women were vagrants and the third was insane.

" Reference to the register showed me that from the beginning of the official

year to the 30th of April, the commitments numbered forty-four, against eighty-

nine in the corresponding period of the previous year, or a falling off of forty-five.

A further examination shew^ed me that during the six months just ended, no
commitments had been made for drunkenness nor disorderliness, against twenty-
two commitments during the previous year.

" The premises were in excellent order throughout and the books properly

entered up."
,

•

" I made a second inspection of the Pembroke gaol on the 22nd September.
" There were eleven prisoners in custody—eight males and three females.

Of the former, two were under sentence for selling liquor ; one for larceny ; one for

frequenting a house of ill-fame ; two for vagrancy ; one had been committed as a
lunatic, and one boy as an idiot. Of the females, one was under sentence for

keeping a house of ill-fame, and two for vagrancy. I found the premises in good

order, neat and clean ; the books also were well kept, but the register

was in a dilapidated condition and requires rebinding, it will be well to

separate the part already filled up from that to be used—making two volumes

of it.

" The supply of blankets for gaol use is insufficient and requires renewing to

the extent of a dozen pairs ; the Sheriff has been directed to make a requisition

upon the Committee of Council for them. The repointing of the gaol walls was-

being proceeded with; this work was necessary in order to keep them in a

satisfactory state of repair. The portion of the roof covering the turnkey's-

apartments and office was also being relaid, and, so far as completed, the work
appeared to be satisfactorily done."

Peterborough Gaol.

1884. 1885. 1886.

Prisoners committed during the year ... . 148 120 106

Greatest num^ber confined at any one time. 25 19 28

Number of re-committals 48 29 24

Toted cost ofmaintaining gaol $2,580.98 $2,510.58 .32,899.49.
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A copy of the report made Ity me to the Government upon this gaol is

annexed :

—

" The Peterborough gaol was inspected by me on the 27th May. It then

contained nine prisoners—eight males, one female. Four of the males had been

committed as insane, two as vagrants, and two were waiting trial on charges of

forgLiy and burglary respectively. The female prisoner had been committed as

a vagrant.
" The gaol and premises were in excellent order. The cells and corridors

have in the greater paut been repainted, and tiie sanitary condition of the gaol

seems to be excellent.

"The books were well kept, and there was a general indication of thorough

attention to their work on the part of the gaoler and turnkey."

The second inspection was made by Mr. Mann, who reported to me as under:

—

" As instructed by you I visited the Peterborough gaol on the 3rd September.

On that day there were eleven male prisoners confined in the gaol for the following

offences, viz, larceny, one ; bigamy, one; breach of the peace, one ;
vngianey, one

;

want of sureties, one ; in.sanity, five.

' I examined the books, which are properly kept, also the gaol building,

which was quite satisfactory. The gaol is about to be connected with the town
water supply system, and the gaoler's quarters, which at present are inconvenient,

are to be reconstructed. When completed, these improvements will be of great

benefit to the gaol premises."

SiMcoE Gaol.

Prisoners committed diirinfj the yeor . . . .

Greatest numhev ronfined <it (iny one time
Niimher of re-committals

Total cost of maintaining f/aol .^l,7'.»o.i>3 sl,(;.37.3i) Sl,607.8.-)

A copy of the report made to tlie Government upon this gaol by Dr.

O'Reilly, is annexed :

—

" The Siincoe gaol was inspected by me, on the oth May. There were only

two pi-i.soners in the custody ; one a male idiot who ha.s been in the gaol for a

long time, and the other a female waiting tiial for larceny.
" The gaol wa.s in proper order throughout."

The .second inspection was made b}' NFr. Hayes, who reported to l>r, <
) K< illy

as follows:

—

" In accordance with yr>\n' instructions, I made an inspection of tin* Siincoo

gaol on the 24th Scptf-mber. Fotir males wcrt; in custody; two an- idiots, one

was waiting trial for rajic, and one was under seiit<'iice for vagrancy. Tlu; last

named is a boy of twelve years of age, who has no parents nor relatives, and is

not only in danger of getting into bad habits, but of starving during the coming
winter. The attention of the County Judge shoidd 1m; called to tliis boy's ca.se,

with a view toliis commitment to the Reformatory. There was also a yotmg
girl in custody, who wa.s detained as a Crown witness against the man committed
for rape.

" The gaol, as usual, was in a clean and orderly condition. The books are

well kept."
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etc., for approval, this work being an instalment of a general scheme of gaol
enlargement which I had recommended to the County authorities in the year
1884.

" Not finding these plans very satisfactory in respect to the .safety of the

prisoners, economy of management, and some other minor points, 1 had a modified
plan prepared under the supervision of the Chief Architect of the Department of

Public Works, and visited St. Thomas on the 11th March to confer with the
County Architect on the subject of the proposed works.

" On this occasion I inspected the gaol and found it—as is almost always the
case—overcrowded on the male side, tliere being thirteen male prisoners with only
twelve cells to accommodate them. Indeed there are practically only eleven cells

for male prisoners in this gaol, as owing to the entire ab.sence of any place for

the keeping of bedding and other bulky stores, the gaoler is obliged to use one of

the cells for that purpose.
" On this occasion I made a special examination of the gaol registers for the

whole of the past year (1880), with a view to ascertaining the number of days
during the year on which the accommodation of the gaol was inadequate for the

number of prisoners confined. I found that taking twelve male prisoners as the
maximum number that the gaol can properly contain, there were on 190 of the

3G5 days in the year more prisoners than cells, and therefore only 169 days on
which the gaol was equal to the demands upon it.

" On two days of the year 1885 there were no less than twenty-five prisoners

in the gaol ; on two days there were twenty-four ; on thirteen days there were
twenty-three ; on ten days there were twenty-two ; on eleven days there were
twenty-one ; on eighteen days there were twenty ; on forty days there were nine-

teen ; on twenty-six day there were eighteen; on twenty-four days there were seven-

teen ; on thirty-eight days there were sixteen ; on fourteen days there were fifteen

;

on thirty days there were fourteen ; on twenty-nine days there were thirteen ; and
on forty-nine days there were twelve prisoners. For the balance of the year there

were not more prisoners in the gaol than there are cells.

" The evils to the health and morals of the prisoners and the discipline of the

gaol which may arise from this condition of things need not be enlarged upon

;

they are sufficiently apparent to anyone at all conversant with such matters.
' The enlargement of the gaol which is now proposed will afford some much

needed relief to the other departments of the gaol economy, but will not be of

any service at all in re.spect of the more efficient accommodation of prisoners.

There will be a gaol kitchen, laundry, turnkey's room, store-rooms, etc,, which the

gaol has never had before and these will add much to the general efficiency of its

operations.
" I desired the Architect to call the attention of the gaol committee to the

nece.'Nsity, in connection with these propo.sed additions, for a proper wall to surround
the work-yard on the west side of the gaol. At present, this yard, where all the

outside operations of the gaol will be carried on, has only a common low fence

surrounding it which affords no security whatever against the escape of prisoners,

nor does it screen them from outside observation. Indeed it would be unreason-

able to hold the gaoler or turnkey responsible for the escape of any prisoner from
this yard, should such an event unfortunately occur, so inadequate is the security

it affords.
" Of the 13 male prisoners in the gaol on the day of my visit, one was waiting

trial for murder, one for horse stealing, and one for larceny, one was a debtor,

and one was insane. All the others were under short sentences for various minor
ofiences, such as assault, tre.spas.s, drunkenness, 'etc.; two of them were quite young
lads, but all were herded together without any possibility of classification.
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Copies of the reports made by me to the Government upon this gaol are
annexed :

—

" On the 9th Mai'ch I inspected the Toronto gaol for the first time during
the official year. All the prisoners then in custody—1G3 males and 3() females
—were seen. Thirty-three ot the males were under sentence, and two were
waiting trial for indictable offences. Seven males and seven females were
certified to be insane ; five^iales were on remand, two charged with being insane,

and three with some minor offences. The remaining prisoners, viz., 116 males
and 29 females, were undergoing short sentences for minor offences such as

drunkenness, disorderly conduct, vagrancy, trespassing, keeping and frequenting
disorderly houses."

" The accommodation for male prisoners not being adequate to the number
of men then in custody, the classification was not so good as I have usually

found it to be. The gaoler, too, reported that he had great diflficulty in keeping
up proper discipline in consequence of the overcrowding.

" One of the prisoners complained to me that he had not received the regular

allowance of bread, and had therefore refused to do the ordinary work allotted

to the prisoners. On enquiry I found no ground whatever for the complaint

—

each prisoner having received the regulation allowance of the different kinds of

food without any discrimination being made,
" Considering the large number of prisoners who had been confined in the

gaol during the winter months, their health had been very good, a fact which
spoke well for the sanitary condition ofthe building. 1 found the gaol thoroughly

clean and in good order throughout, and the discipline maintained was as good

as was possible under the existing condition of things."

" I made a second inspection of the Toronto gaol on the 6th September, and
found that there were 185 prisoners in custody, 122 of whom were males, and
68 were females. Seventeen of the males and three of the females were under

sentence for indictable offences ; six males and fourteen females were fully

certified as lunatics and were awaiting removal to the asylum ; two males and twa
females were on remand, charged with being insane ;

six males and two females

were awaiting trial, two males were confined for want of sureties to keep the

peace, and one as a debter. Twenty-six males and seven females were on remand
charged with various ofiences, seven males (including two charged with burglary!

and one female, were charged with indictable ofiences, and nineteen males and si-*-

females were charged with minor offences- The remainder, sixty-two males an
thirty-five females, were under sentence for minor offences such as drunkenness,

vagrancy, trespass, frequenters, inmates and keepers of disorderly houses, etc.

" A noticeable feature in regard to the population of the gaol up to the

present date of the current year, is that a less number have been committed than

during the previous year. The total commitments for the official 3^ear up to this

date number, 2,.31G males and 6ol females. For the corresponding period of last

year there were 2,522 males and 647 females, which is a reduction of 206 males

and an increase of four females. This decrease is chiefly due to the smaller

number of admission for drunkenness and disorderly conduct and minor offences

generally.
" I found the premises in good order, and it was evident that a strict attention

was paid to the duties devolving upon the officials in charge. The usual

classification of the prisoners was being observed as fully as the accommodation

of the gaol would permit, and the good discipline and order which prevailed was
a noticeable feature.

"No material alteration in the structural condition of the premises had been
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doing some work for the gaol. Four others were employed in digging a drain

from the Court House cellar to the town sewer. Two men had been committed
as lunatics ; one of them is recovering and will probably be discharged shortly.

The other requires early removal to the asylum, as he is in a state of acute mania.

Of the rest of the prisoners—one had been committed for contempt of Ci^uit,

and three were under sentence for theresj?ective ofi'ences of disturbing a religious

meeting, burglary and drunkenness. The two women are the two idiots who
were in y-aol when I was last there.

" One of the prisoners is a little colored boy, ten or eleven years old, who has

liad no education. He told me that his mother is dead, that his father has
married again, and that at the instigation of the step-mother he was turned out

of his home. The Sheriff has been requested to call the attention of his Honour,
the County Judge, to this case with a view to the boy's removal to the Reforma-
tory as provided for in 43 Vic, Cap. 39, Sec. 3, should the Judge deem it in the

boy's interest to commit him to that place.
" This gaol is being made use of as a common lock-up for tramps. Many

are brought in, some in a most liltliy condition. The majority are remanded
from one to three days, and then generally discharged. It is impossible for the

stall' to keep the place properly clean while this practice continues. It is to be

hoped, therefore, that a suitable lock-up will speedily be provided in Woodstock.
For the reason just given, the gaol was not iti as good a condition as it should

have been. The closets are in an unsatisfactory state. Possibly the only way
out of this difficulty is the adoption of the dry earth closets, and I think the

County Council would do well to provide a sufficient number of these closets

constructed on the latest and most approved plan.
" Three new heating furnaces have been put in and are reported to be work-

ing well.
" An apparently effectual means of preventing escapes by the gratings of the

windows has been adopted.
" The attention of the gaoler and matron has been called to the contents of

Rules No. 18 and 24, which do not appear to be as strictly adhered to in this gaol

as they should be."

A copy of the report made to the Government by Dr. O'Reilly is annexed:

—

" The Woodstock gaol was inspected by me on the 11th March. There were
then fourteen males and two female prisoners in custody. Of the former, three

were under sentence for larceny, one for trespass, one was held for want of

sureties to keep the peace, and nine were vagrants. The two women are both
old cases of imbecility, who, for the want of some better care for such people, are

kept in gaol.
" The gaol was* in its usual satisfactory condition.
" On this occasion I had a conference with the members of the Gaol Com-

mittee of the Council and the officials of the town, with a view to preventing the

practice, which has been carried on for some time, of using the gaol for a town
lock-up. I have reason to hope that as the result of this interview, the town
will, as it ought to do, build a lock-up, and thus relieve the county gaol of the

burden now put upon it."

Welland Gaol.

Prisoners committed during the year ....

Greatest nuTuber confined at any one time.

I^umber of re-committals
Total cost ofmaintaining gaol $3,805.00 S3,678.09 $3,524.04.
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A copy of the report made to the Government upon this gaol by Dr. O'Reilly
is annexed :

—

" The Welland gaol was inspected by uie on the -ith -May, when it contained
eight prisoners—seven males and one female. One of the males is insane ; he has
been in the gaol some two years, but is not a fit case for treatment in tlie asylum.
Another had been sentenced to the Central Prison for one year, but he was found
owing to defective sight, to be unfit for work and was therefore rettirned to the
gaol. The other five were vagrants undergoing short sentences. The one female
prisoner had been sentenced to the Reformatory for females and was waiting
removal thereto.

" The gaol was found to be in good ordei*."

The second inspection was made by Mr. Hayes, who reported upon it to Dr.
O'Reilly as under!

—

" As instructed by you, I visited the Welland gaol on the 23rd September.
There w^re then in custody eight men and one woman. Six of the prisoners were
under sentence for minor offences, and one for receiving stolen goods. One was
detained under capias and another was a lunatic, whose insanity is of a chronic
nature. The prisoners were locked up for the night at the time of my inspection.

The want of ventilation in the lower wards was most noticeable, the air beinf
<[uite foul.

" As the gaol is being made use of as a lock-up for the town, the Sheriff has
pointed out to the Council that the old basement ward of the gaol, which is not now
u.sed, could with a little alteration be made into a lock-up with accommodation
for five prisoners. By the blocking up of the present doorway, all communication
with the gaol can be cut off, and a new entrance can be made from the street.

I would recommend the carrying out of this plan, .so that the gaol may be u.sed

for its legitimate purposes only.

"The gaol Wius in good condition. The yard walls have been repointed and
repaired."

Whitby Gaol.

1884. 1885. 1886.
Priwners committed dicrlng the year 101 112 70
Greatest ni^mher cotijined at any one time. 20 23 15
Number of re-committals 41 .33 17
Total cost of maintainincj gaol S2,004.82 S2,518.40 $2,290.20.

Copies of the reports made to the Government by me upon tliis gaol are
annexed :

—

"An inspection of the Whitby gaol wjis made by me on the 13th April. Ten
male prisoners were in custody. One had been committed as an idiot and thn-e an
insane; one was under sentenct; for larcuny, two were charged with rol)l»t'jv, and
three had been committed as vagrants :

—

" I fonn 1 that the condition of the gaol as regards ventilation, etc., liad not
been improved in the slightest degree since the time of my previou.s visit. In
fact the sm)ll in the we.st orridor w.u. if p )ssil)le, more intolerable than ever.

The other corriilor in use was equally offensive, though partially due, I presume,
to the linin^ents and disinfectants used in the treatment of a jtrisoner who was
under the surgeon's care.

"There is no proper bath-room nor bath appliance within the gaol, and
prisoners when first received have to be bathed in the wash-house. This heing a
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light frame structure, its use for this purpose is impracticable in inclement

weather."
" My second inspection of the Whitby gaol was made on the 10th September,

when there were three prisoners in custody—two males and one female. One of

the male prisoners had been committed as insane, and the other for larceny. The
female had been committed for vagrancy.

" An examination of the premises shewed them to be in good order ; the booka
also were properly kept, with the exception of the dietary book, which had not

been entered up for several days previous to my visit. Some structural improve-
ments have been undertaken since the date of my inspection. The ceilings of

both corridors have been sheeted, the one with iron and the other with wood ;.

also the basement of the addition was being excavated, and when completed will

afford kitchen accommodation for the gaoler. Little progress, however, has been
made with this work sO far; but it is to be ^oped, in view of the necessities of

the case, it will be pushed forward as rapidly as possible. I understand that the

ventilation of the gaol proper is also to be attended to and measures will shortly

be taken to that end. Until this ig effected no improvement can be looked for in.

the condition of the corridors."

Bracebridge Lock-up.

A copy of the report made by me upon this lock-up is annexed :

—

"An inspection of the Bracebridge lock-up was made by me on the 8th July^
when it was empty. The building was in a fair state of preservation, but was in

very bad order. The interiors was in a filthy condition and the yard also was to

some extent littered with refuse. Everything about the premises indicated that
more care and attention were necessary. The keeper informed me that he had
no person to do such work as was required to put the lock-up in good order. I

instructed him to have the whole of the interior white-washed, floors scrubbed,,

etc., and the premises put in a thorough state of cleanliness throughout."

Gore Bay Lock-up.

A copy of the report made to the Government by Dr. O'Reilly upon this

lock-up is annexed :

—

" The Gore Bay lock-up was inspected by me on the 19th August. The
interior was found to be in excellent order and well kept. Outside, however, it

was found that owing to the conformation of the ground some damage had been
done to the foundations of the walls by the water from the roof of the building.

It was pointed out to the keeper how this could be remedied by grading the

ground round the walls, and he was instructed to attend to it.

" The yard is not large enough to admit of the storage of fuel without risking

the security of prisoners. It is desiruble that a woodshed be erected outside the

gate and a recommendation to build one about twelve feet by sixteen feet will be

made to the Public Works Department."

Little Current Lock-up.

A copy of the report made to the Government by Dr. O'Reilly upon this

lock-up is annexed :

—

" I inspected the Little Current lock-up on the 19th August and found it clean

and in good order. The locks upon the doors do not afibrd the necessary security.
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The Public Works Department will be asked to furnish six long hasps and the

same number of Scandinavian locks, which will make the doors as secure as doors

of their class can be made."

Manitowaning Lock-up.

A copy of the Report made by Dr. O'Reilly to the Government upon this

lock-up is annexed :

—

"On the 19th August the Manitowaning lock-up was in.spected by Die. There
were no prisoners in custody. The place was not in as clean and tidy condition

as is desirable. It is too much mixed up with the domestic arrangements of the

keeper, who lives on the pi^mises, and who was informed that his household

arrangements must be kept entirely separate from the prison part of the building.
" A short time previous to my visit a prisoner had escaped, and upon enquir-

ing into the matter, the escape appeared to be due to the fact that a visitor had
been admitted by the keeper's wife during her husband's absence to see the

prisoner. I told her that such a thing must not occur again and that .she must
nut in any way interfere with the custody or management of the male prisoners,

nor must visitors under any circumstances be admitted in the keeper's absence.
" There are two improvements required on these premises. The first and

mnfit important is the deepening of the well, its present supply of water not being

sutficient for the wants of the lock-up and it is estimated that by boring the

rock at the bottom of the well, plenty of water would be obtained. As this

would not cost more than S20 it is most desirable that it should be undertaken.

The second improvement is the closing in of the lot on which the lock-up stands

with a plain picket fence."

Fort William Lock-l'p.

A copy of the report made to the Government upon this lock-up by iJr.

O'Reilly, is annexed :

—

" On the 24th August, the new lock-up at Fort William, in the Thunder Bay
Di.strict, was inspected for the first time since its completion. It was found to

be well kept in all respects. Owing to the distance of the building from the

bank of the river, and the absence of satisfactory local drainage, tlie basement is

not as well drained as it ought to be. I had some conversation with the load

authorities, and have reason to hope that in a short time, arrangements will be

made by which the lock-up can be .satisfactorily drained at a reasonable cost.

" No provision has yet been made for fencing the premises, except that tne

kee[)cr has himself provided and placed the posts for that purpose. Ti»e Public

Works Department will be asked to pnnide six hundred feet of woven wire

fencing, which the keeper can attach to the posts. A fence of this kind will b<'

quite sufficient for the purpose."

Parky Sound Lock-up.

A copy of "my report upon this lock-up to the Government is annexed ;

—

"There were no prisoners in custody when I visited the Parry Sound lock-

up on the 9th July, in fact very few have been committed latr-ly. It is now
eight years since the lock-up was built, and the evi<lences are that it has been

well kept and properly looked after throughout. Slight repairs are necessary

to some parts of the floor, and these were arranged for."
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HuNTSviLLE Lock-up.

A copy of the report made by me to the Government upon this lock-up is

annexed:

—

"An inspection of the Huutsville lock-up was made by me on the 7th
July. There were no prisoners in custody, and I found that only thirty-seven in

all had been committed since the opening of the lock-up in July, 1885. In-

structions were given as to the method of keeping the register.

" There are seven cells in this lock-up—live for males and two for females
—with day-rooms attached. All were in excellent order, although a very disagree-

able smell was noticeable, presumably caused by the oil which had been used on
the woodwork. This was so offensive that instructions were given to have the

wood varnished, with a view to covering up the oil and thus get rid of the smell."

Maganetawan Lock-up.

A copy of the report made by me to the Governmsnt on this lock-up, is

annexed :—

•

" In company with the Provincial Architect, I made an inspection of the

Maganetawan lock-up, on the 7th July, notification having been received of the

completion of the contract for its erection. The building contains four cells, and
a day-room ; this the keeper will have to occupy when he has prisoners in

custody.
•' Instructions were given to have the building properly cleaned, and made

ready for occupation. The work of construction has been very satisfactorily

carried out."

Mattawa Lock-up.

A copy ol my report to the Government upon this Lock-up is annexed :

—

" This Lock-up was inspected by me on the 22nd September, when I found

only one prisoner in charge. The building was in good order, and well kept.

During the past year the prison labour had been well utilized in erecting a fence

around the building, and also a woodshed sufficient for the storage of all the fuel

required. The land has also been graded, and a well dug. The well is about

thirty-three feet deep, and the indications are that a large supply of water will be

secured as soon as there is available labour to dig it three or four feet deeper.

" It does not appear that this Lock-up will afford sufficient accommodation

for any great length of time to come, as I found that as many as twelve prisoners

had been committed at one time. The number of commitments during the past

year up to the present date is forty-three. Neither are there any arrangements

on the premises for cooking, in fact there is no apartment that could be used for

the latter purpose.

"The attention of the Public Works Department will be directed to the

matter, anl a recommendation made to construct a bed-room, living-room and

kitchen, for the gaoler ; and a magistrates' room, also, as there is no room which

can be occupied by the magistrate in conducting his investigations.

"Another alteration which is necessary, and can be performed by prison

labour, will be submitted, namely, the moving of the fence out to the line of the

lot on the south side of the building, say twenty feet. All that will be required

in this case is the material."
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CENTRAL PEISON.

The history of the Central Prison for the past year may be said to be so

fully recorded in my notes of imspection, the reports of the Warden, the Surgeon
and the managers of the Prisoners' Aid Association, that but little else can bo
said in regard to the ordinary routine work of the institution for the period

under report.

The structural alterations and additions, which are nearly completed, have
been made principally with a view to aftbrding greater convenience and facility,

but they also favourably affect the discipline and order of the prison, and it may
be predicted with the strongest assurance that they will largely further the pur-

poses for which they have been introduced. The work of the prison can now
be more thoroughly systematized than with the former structural arrangements.

Apart from the disastrous tire wnicn occurred on the 28th March last, and
which is fully referred to in my notes of inspection, no prominent occurrence

has taken place to disturb the ordinary routine of the pris(jn, and in view. of

the disturl)ance and displacement caused by the tire it may be truthfully said

that the daily work has been as a whole well accomplished, and the affairs of the

prison generally are now in a more satisfactory condition than they have been
for years past.

Statistical tables shewing the movements of the prisoners, and the general

operation$ of the prison during the year, are annexed.

The first table shews the discharges, committals, etc., during the past there

years :

—

1884. 188.x 188C.

In custody at commencement of year (l.st October). 273 .S.'Jo '](\0

Committed during the year 72." 7(!1 594

Recaptured 1 . . 4

Total nuMd)oi- in custody during year !>!'7 1,090 958

Discharged on expiration of sentence 022 704 G42

" " payment of fine 24 15 4

" V)y remis.sion of sentence 4 (I

Retransferred to common gaol a.s unfit for Ial>oui-. 1 4 12

Died in the Prison Hospital 3

Transferred to a lunatic asylum 2 2 1

Kscaped 4 -i • <J

Conviction »niashed J-

•

Total discharges, deaths, etc f>n2 7^0 071

Remaining in custody at close of year (30th Sept.) 385 300 287
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The most noticeable feature in this table is the reduction in the number of

prisoners received into the prison during 1886. The decrease, as compared with
the commitments of 1885, is 1G7, aud 129 as compared with those of 1884. It

will also be seen that another year passed by without a death occurring in the
prison. Considering the habits of many of the prisoners prior to their reception

into the prison and their state when received, it is surprising that there are not

many deaths to record each year. That there are not, speaks volumes for the

treatment the prisoners receive whilst confined in the Central Prison and for its

sanitary condition.

During the year 1886, twelve prisoners had to be returned to the county
gaols from which they had been transfeiTed, owing to their unfitness for hard
labour. I regret that prisoners are still sentenced to the prison who are incapa-

citated, some physically and some mentally, for labour, notwithstanding the

fact that efforts have been made to impress upon members of the Judiciary

the extreme desirableness of only sentencing to the prison such p'risoners as can
do a fair days work. I find, too, that there is at times a good deal of difference

of opinion between some of the gaol surgeons and the Warden of the prison as to

a prisoner's ability to work. I trust that those having authority to pass sentence

upon prisoners will bear in mind that the presence of a prisoner in the Central

Prison who is unable to work is a source of great inconvenience and adds to the

difficulty of keeping up the discipline and routine of the prison.

The summary which follows .shews the number of prisoners sentenced direct

to the prison, and the number transferred from the common gaols in 1884, 1885
and 1886. It will be noticed that the proportion of prisoners sentenced direct

to the prison has increased each year.

1884.

Sentenced 374

Transferred from gaols , . 349

723

188.5.
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The tables appended contain stati.stics relating to the total number ofprisoners commuted to the prison, as well as to those "sentenced during the year

Nationalities. ^°<SSir c„l°Sl
the year. ments.

g°,f'"' 296 3,801

United States
..'.' .'.:.. ^?2 l'*"

Scotch ::::::::;;;:::;::::- to T3Other countries and unknown 22 248

594 8,118

Religious Denominations.

Church of England 9i »7 «, (.^c,

Roman Catholic ..•.•..•...•.•.•.•.• 186 Ifll
-Presbyterian - . . -. qp ' ^^
Methodist •.•;:.•..•:.•:.•:.•.•.•:.•:

so mOther denominations, etc. 25 43^

594 8,118

Civil Condition.

Married
,^^^ ^^g

^^^^1^ 416 5,599

594 8,118

Social Habits.

Temperate ^go ^^^g
Intemperate ;;••; ^g^ q'^^^^

•
. 594 8,118

Educational Status.

Could read and write 498 ^104
Could read only 9^ 'g„^
Could neither read nor write

'

73 i 170

594 8,118

The prisoners committed during the year who were reported to be of tem-perate habits represented 22.39 per cent, of the total number^; in 1885 the per-centage was 18.92i and in 1884, 11.75. ' ^

T.Pnf?^TJ^^^-^"T'^"''^*''^°'^'''"^P'"^'^^* ^^-^^ P^^ cent- of the total, commit-

^rtonpr/w^V' ! ""^^'f
^'.^^""P^"^^ "^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ preceding years when the

committed''
^""^ education represented 14.45, and 15.62 per cent, of those
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Maintenance Expenditure.

The cost of maintaining the prison during the years 1885 and 1886, is shewn
below:

—

Service.

Year ending 30th Sept., 1885.1 Year ending 30th Sept., 1886.

Total
expenditure.

.>[edicine and medical comforts
Meat and fish

Flour, bread and meal
G roceries

Bedding, clothing and shoes. . .

.

'.

Fuel
Ga.s, oil and candles
Laundry, soaj^ and cleaning
Stationery, advertising and printing ....

Library, nchool and religious instruction
Water
Furniture and furnishings
Stable expenses, forage, etc

Repairs, ordinary
Unenuinerated
Farm and grounds
.Salaries anfl wages

Total

.

103 76
9,494 56
5,628 17
3,851 59
7,493 90
.3,915 08
1,144 51
2.0f;8 48
727 83
700 00

433 55
1,255 43
622 23

1,481 56
780 74

18,975 68

Average
daily cost

per prisoner.

cts.

0.079
7.237
4.290
2.9.36

5.712
2.984
0.872-
1.577
0..5.55

0.535

58,677 07

0..330

0.957
0.474
1.130
0.595
14.463

44.724

Total
expenditure.

.591 67
7,903 69
4,289 43
4,6.59 08
6,023 94
3,391 13

9.39 35
1,767 32
559 45
717 05

1,000 00
928 65
898 62

1,00<) .55

2,223 60
1,019 21

20,451 04

58,369 78

Average
daily cost

per prisoner.

cts.

0.464
6.196
3.362
3.6.52

4.723
2.658
0.737
1.3><5

0.439
0.562
0.784
0.729
0.705
0.789
1.744
.799

16.033

45.761

Manufacturing Operations.

A stiUcment of the amounts expended in carrying on the manufacturing
operations of tlie prison is annexed :

—

1885. 188G.

Carpenter and cabinet shop S771 O'i J?501 70
Tailoring .shop 4,71!) DO 4,7.*}5 50

Shoe .shop 'ly.V.i 74- .S,5.S9 07

Blacksmith's shop 47100 SO 18

]iroom shop 4.M0 .Tl HSl 74
Woodcnware department 24H V>7 •'>!>5 50

r.rickyard .3,858 10 71111
Stationery, advertising and printing. . .319 70 8,3 45

Miscellaneous .30.3 05 887 10

Salaries and wajires 5,201 20 5,52.3 .30

Manufacturing expenditure S20,1l>s- 08 S17.335 85

Maintenance expenditure 5.H,077 07 5.S,.300 78

Total expen.ses $78,806 05 $75,705 63
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It will be seen that the cost of carrying on the Industrial Department was
82,793.13 less in 1886 than in 1885. Tlie reduction is chiefly caused by the fact
that no wood had to be bought for the brickyard, there being sufiicient left over
from the previous season.

The revenue of the various industries is shown in the following summary :

—

1885. 1886.

Broom shop, hire of prisoners $9,488 29 $9,441 98
Woodenware shop, hire of prisoners.. 7,213 27 10,419 79
Brickyard, sales 12,549 48 5,005 26

. Tailoring shop, sales 6,700 46 4,648 23
Shoe " " 3,732 89 3,382 34
Carpenter's shop, sales 195 32 137 05
Blacksmith's " 175 37 34195
Miscellaneous 568 22 497 75

$40,617 80 $34,474 35

A decrease in the revenue of $6,148.45 will be observed, caused by reduced
receipts from the brickyard, and shoe and tailor shops. The decreased number
of prisoners compelled the Warden to put less men to work in the brickyard than
in the previous years, as he was bound to keep the contract'ors in the broom and
woodenware shops fully supplied, and consequently the output from the yard
was less and the sales fewer. In addition to this, a considerable quantity of the
brick made in the prison yard, was used in the many permanent structural im-
provements made to the prison, and for which no cash was received. The reduc-
tion in the I'eceipts of the tailor and shoe shops is accounted for by the fact that
at the close of the year several accounts for gaol clothing supplied to the Counties
were outstandinof.

The table annexed shews how the prisoners were employed, and the number
of days' work which was performed by them at the different industries :

—

1885. 1886.

In the broom shop for contractors 28,383 22,047 days.
" woodenware shop for contractors 28,566 30,507 "

Total contract work 51,949 52,554 "
.

In the brickyard 13,768 10,989 "

tailoring shop 5,658 4,432 "

" shoe shop 2,463 1,900
"

" carpenter's shop 2,560 2,132
"

" tinsmith and engineer's shops 1,328 1,391
"

" blacksmith's shop 602 797 "

In permanent improvements and work on
Prison and Refomiatory grounds . .

.

10,905 8,917
"

Number of days of productive labour 89,233 83,112 "

domestic work 14,045 13,839 "

Total number of days worked 103,278 96,951 "
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The proportion which the number of days of productive labour bears to the

total stay of the prisoners during the two years will be seen in the following

summary :

—

1885.

Total stay of prisoners : 131,106 days.

Number of days' productive labour ... 89,233 "

Proportion 68.01 per cent.

1886.

Total stay of prisoners 1 27,555 days
Number of days' productive labour 83,112 "

Proportion 05.16 per cent.

Difference in favour of 1885 2.85 "

Tkansfer of Prisoners.

The following statement shews the cost of removing prisoners from the

county gaols to the Central Prison :

—

WHEN TRANSFERRED.

October, 1885..

NoTember, "
.

.

Dfcceniber, "
.

.

January, 1886

February, "

March,

AprU,

May,

Juat, "

July,

Au^it, "

September, "

Totals. .

.

Average expenses incurred per
priHDDcr

Preceding year

NumVjer
Transferred.

66

75

43

76

42

36

43

31

44

40

38

62

IPrisoners'fares'
Travelling

596

to the
Prison.

$ c.

175 45

163 15

128 00

205 55

48 90

95 15

120 45

57 05

121 80

58 90

132 15

145 80

1,453 25

2 44

744 2 18

exi>en.se8 and
salary

of Bailiff.

$ c.

221 30

195 65

172 80

197 30

1G4 25

184 85

187 15

138 20

203 70

inr, 20

257 tK)

20S !)0

Cab hire and
food for

prigontTB.

2,292 !»0

3 84

2 88

? c.

53 10

52 25

33 36

51 00

22 25

29 75

36 '.to

21 65

39 25

29 T.')

34 00

44 00

447 25

66

Total.

«_

$ c.

449 85

411 05

336 05

453 85

236 40

309 75

344 50

210 90

364 75

254 85

423 75

393 70

4,193 40

7 03

6 72

Tlie increased cost per head 'is cati.scd by the groat redtiction in tlie nuinb(!r

transferred, for, although the total outlay wa.s less tlian last year, the travel-

ling expenses of the Bailiff were greater, as he had to make more journeys
to distant points for fewer prisoners. This year he ha<l, for instance, to go to

Rat Portage for two prisoners.
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Discharged Prisoners.

The annexed summary shews the amount paid for return fares for discharged
prisoners and the number and destination thereof:

—

WHERE SENT.
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Inspections.

Copies of the reports made by me to the Government of my inspections of

the prison, are annexed. Following them will be found the reports of the Warden
(with statistical tables attached), of the Superintendent of the Sundaj^ School, of

the President of the Prisoners' Aid Association, and of the Surgeon of the Prison.

" I made an inspection of the Central Prison on 18th add 19th of March.
There were 409 prisoners in custody on the second day of my visit, who were
distributed among the prison industries in the following way :

—

Broom shoj) 97
North shop 110
Brickyard G3
Garden and grounds 19.

Tailor shop 17
Shoe shop (>

Carpenters, painters, machinists, etc 1.5

Permanent improvements 5

Domestics .50

In Hospital 12

Canvalescent 7

Under punishment 8

Total 409

"The pri.soners were found to be in a good state of health generally. Nine
were under treatment for various ailments, mostly of a light or transient character.

One ordy of these in hospital was seriously ill and that was due to his condition

prior to enteiing the |>rison. There were few complaints made to me by the
])risonrrs in regard to their treatment, an<l those I listened to (with one exception)

I found upon enquiry to be groundless. My impression, from general observation,

is that a very much better state of feeling now exists amongst the prisoners

towards the officials of the prison, than was manifest at times during last year
" From the punishments record and the information I gathered during my

inspection, I feel convinced tliat since the criticism of the ])re.s.s have ceasctl, And
the Commissioners have closeiJ their investigation, those ])risoners who were
formerly disposed to be so turbulent and insubordinate have become more
amenable to the rules, apparently from the conviction that they will receive no
further countenance in their chimourings about alleged grievances, their only
objtict being to foster discontent and insubordination amongst the prisoners

generally.

"The industries of the prison I fcjund to bti in a fairly ])rosperous condition,

and they appeared likely to «;ontinU(; so.

" Thti l>rickyard industry is partieularly promising. A l.irgu ipiantity of clay

has been <lug during the past winter and piltjd ready for the sea.son's operations

which will begin as soon as the weather is favouraljle, and every effort will be
made to secure a larger outr)Ut than has hitherto been etfected. Much, however,
depends upon th«; st-ason being pro[>i|ious.

"The Brandon Manufacturing (^'onipany have a large supjdy of matfiial on
hand, and also of manufactureil goods in store ; and from the orders they have
yet to till, a large amount of work to be done in the north shop seems assured.

Since the enlargement of this shop a much better condition of things exists in
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regard to the order and routine of work performed. The room and facilities now
avaihible are well utilized, and a general trimness is noticeable in the way tne

shop is kept,
" In the broom shop there is also ample employment for such prison labour

as is adapted to the work, and the output is satisfactory, both as regards quantity
and quality.

" Appropriations for necessary improvements have been made, and some of

the works previously arranged for are being proceeded with in a satisfactory

manner. One of the principal of these is the construction of cells in the base-

ment of the main building, formerly occupied as the kitchen, etc. The greatest

care has been exercised in plauning the arrangement of these cells with a view to

securing good ventilation, and sanitary condition generally. It will be sometime
yet before these cells are ready for occupation.

" The construction of a hoist in the north shop will be proceeded with as soon
as possible, as the facilities which will be afforded by this improvement are much
required.

•' The building in which the bakery and wash-room were situated before the

erection of the present kitchen, can now be utilized for office-room for the Brandon
Manufacturing Company, as arranged for in the terms of their agreement, the
necessary alterations and repairs have been authorized, and this work, also, will

be put in hand at the earliest possible date.
" An examination of the food supplied shewed that, both as to quantity and

preparation, due care was taken to provide a wholesome supply and in sufficient

quantity.
" The stores, books, etc., in the business department were found to be in a

satisfactory condition.
" The prison buildings and premises generally were neat and orderly, and

afforded ample evidence of the faithful discharge of the duties devolving upon
the officials as a whole.

" In view of the recommendations made by the Commissioners, in their report

upon the recent investigation as to the desirability of certain changes and
alterations in the rules and regulations governing the prison, attention is being

given to such of them as can be made available under the present structural

character and condition of the buildinofs.

" In many respects the present condition of the prison is very satisfactory,

.

and the outlook on the whole in regard to various interests involved is also

encouraging.

"I made a second inspection of the Central Prison on the 19th, 20th, and
21st July. On the first day of my visit there were 273 prisoners in custody.

The health of the prisoners was good, and I found only four men in the hospital,

none of whom were seriously ill. The surgeon's book did not indicate that any-

thing more than the usual complaints of a light character had been treated lately.

" I also made an examination of the records of the prison and found the

books to be neatly kept. Those specially looked into were the minute book, the

prison offence book, register of discharges, clothing record, and distribution of

labour books. The offence book showed that a number of petty offences had been

recorded during the past and present month, and about the usual number of more
aggravated offences. No less than forty-four offences were reported last week;
The greater number of these, however, were d«e to the enforced idleness of the

prisoners by being locked up while search was being made for one who was
attempting to escape. At other times these acts of insubordination are apparently

not attributable to any specific cause or condition other than the force of example
and surrounding influences. The largest number of prisoners in custody at any
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one time during the present year was 330, the present number (273) showino; a
reduction in the population of 157 within five or six months, and the present
number is lower by forty-eight than that of the same date of the previous year.

" Since the date of my last minutes of inspection a most damaging tire

occurred in the main building, viz., on the 28th ^larch, destroying entirely the
chapel which was in the upper storey, the guard rooms, and a considerable portion
of the warden's (juarters. Much damage was abo done to the furniture by the
water and the Hooding of the basement in which the new cells are being con-
structed.

" The fire was first discovered in the cujjola, which had been constructed as

a ventilator, and the ventilating shafts connecting with the chapel had led the
fire in that direction. Nothing definite can be said as to its origin, but after due
enquiry it would appear that the most reasonable theory is that it was caused by
the i^jnition of a spark from some neighboring chimney. The sparrows had been
building nests in the cupola, and it was found necessary to clean away their nests
from time to time, but no person had been on the roof for three days previous to

the fire.

" The work of repairing the damage done throughout the building has
seriously interfered with the regular industrial operations of the i»rison, as a large

amount of labour had to be necessarily withdrawn from them and utilized in

clearing away the debris and preparing for the reconstruction. More than ordi-

nary viligance has also been necessary to maintain the usual order and di.scipliiio

of the prison. The roof and the other more material parts destroyed are now
about restored, and the building will soon be placed in its usual condition, with
some improvements added that have suggested themselves by the experience of
past years.

" The completion of the new cells in the basement will be delayed for some
little time, as they will have to be properly dried. Every j)recaution has been
taken to secure pn^per heating and ventilation. The material used in the con-
struction of the Hoor and walls has made them impi-rvious to moisture, and ducts,

f)r receiving and discharging tiie air from the Vtasement, have been intio-

duced; so that, witli perfect immunity from dampness and thorough ventilation,

the condition of these cells, from a sanitary point of view, would appear to be as
satisfactory as it is possible to make them.

" Another important improvement made, is the ct)nstruetion of elevated
bridgeH from the cell blocks lea<ling into the chapel, which will gieatly facilitate

the maintaining of pro|)er discipline among the prisoners going to ant! fio.

Formerly, they were obliged to use a comparatively narmw passage, and a good deal
of crowding an<l disturl)ance was occasioned thereby. The construction of reception
cells on the ground floor has also been delayed in conHe(|uencc of the tire. A
plan of them (nine in nund)erj luis, however, been agreiMl upon, and the work will

be proceeded with imme«liately. When these are coni])let('d, an ailditi<tn (if thirtv-

seven cells will bo provided, which will largely reduce the overcmwded state of

the prison dining the winter months.
" The alterations necessary to furni.sh an otlice and samph-ruom for the

Brandon Manufacturing Co. in the room fornierl}' oecujtied jus laundry and bakery,
are nearly finished, and the advantages therefrom will be very considerable. At
present, parties having l)iisino8s rommunications with that firm, must nece.s.snrily

iraveise the yard where prisoners^re largely employed, but as the acconiiiMMlation

now being provided is adjacent to the entrance gate, no necessity will therefore
exist for the api)eanince of strangers in distant parts of the yard and works.

" The construction of the vlust exhaust is also well under way and will be
completed in due time, and will prove of great Ijcnefit to the prison population.
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" The industries I found to be in a fairly prosperous condition considering

the disturbance and displacement caused by the fire. The north shop teuanted

by the Brandon Co., is now a scene of activity, and the firm appear to be

making good progress in turning out a large quantity of wooden ware of all

descriptions. The broom shop, however, is not so flourishing, the demand for

brooms not being brisk of late. The brickyard output will in all probability

fall largely short of the estimate made for the present season, in consequence of

the decreased number of prisoners in custody and to the large amount of labour

required for other work. The gang, which is about half its usual strength, has

been kept fairly at work and the output is of first class quality.
" The order and neatness of the shops and premises was satisfactory, except

that too great a quantity of material was deposited in the north shop. There

appears to be no actual necessity for this large accumulation of material, and it is

apt to prevent the guard in charge from supervising the work as thoroughly as

is desirable. The Warden will therefore call the attention of the Company to

this matter and see that it is attended to. The surroundings of the north shop

might also be improved by the removal of all refuse.

" In the interviews afforded the prisoners for stating any grievance, no com-

plaints were made of any moment ; as a rule they were trivial in character, relating
'

principally to the dietary, and were made presumably with a view to keeping

alive the grievances which they so thoroughly aired in that direction before the

Commissioners during the inquiry of last year.
" The food supplied during the days of my visit, I found to be of good

quality, well prepared, and in every respect satisfactory."

" I made a third inspection of the Central Prison on the 7th and 8th of

October.
" On the first day of my visit there were 277 prisoners in custody,

distributed as follows :

—

Industrial Department.

Broom shop 57

North shop 93
Brickmaking 27

Farm and garden 13 .

Tailor shop 14

Shoe shop 4

Carpenters and painters 8

Blacksmiths and machinists 6

Permanent improvements . . . , 10

Female Reformatory 4

236

Domestics.

Corridor cleaners 14

Cooks and bakers 10

Groom and stock herds , 3

Orderlies and waiters 6

Clerk, barber, etc 5

80
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Unemployed.

In Hospital
Unfit for work 2
Under punishment 1

3

Total 277

'' The health of the prisoners has l)een exceptionally good for some time
past, and I had the satisfaction of finding the Hospital without an occupant.
This good condition of health shews the excellant sanitary state of the prison,
and that due care is taken to secure the prisoners well-being physically.

" During my visit it was also gratifying to find evidence of good and docile
feeling prevailing among the prisoners, that as a rule order and discipline
were well observed and that this condition of matters is to some extent at least
due to tlio measures adopted to secure such results,

"The evening school has lately been resumed, and the niinds of the prisoners
attemling are more or less occupied with tlieir studies from day to day as they
have opportunity.

" Many of them I found industrially working at slate arithmetic during the
mid-day meal hour, others were reading, and I only found three out of all the
prisoners in custody who made an}' formal complaint in regard to their sur-
roundings or treatment.

" A number of gentlemen, who take an interest in the welfare of tlie priscmers,
have ottered to deliver lectures or addresses to them on various subjects durin<T
the comiuL,' winter and their offers have been accepted. The liberty to attend
these evening entertainments is made conditional up(jn good behaviour, and wil-
ful misconduct forfeits the right of the prisoners to be present at tliem.

" The inducements no doubt act as incentives to good l)ehaviour and have a
good effect generally upon tlie i)risoners.

"The structural improvements made lately have also added materially to
the discipline of the prison, and the most beneficial results have been produced
by using the now basement cells e.Kclusively for prisoner who have been in the
habit ot disturbing the rest and (juiet of the well <lisposed in the win/s, or for
others who miscondiictetl themselves in such a way jis to make their isolation
necessary. The tht^rougli separation of the basemtMit C(j11s from those in tin; win^s
adapts them a<lmirably for this specific ust», and the only regret is that when the
prison population is increased, as it has heretofore during the winter months, all

the cell room is required, and those in the basement must be use«l for ordinary
occupation.

" The dust exhaust, which has been put into the north shop during the
present season, and lately finished, is, in many n-spects, a valuable improvtrment,
and it is giatifying to note the s/itisfactory working in ktieping the shop clean ami
tidy by the instant removal of all shavings, sawdust an<l small cuttings, alto afford-
ing good ventilati<m and entire relief from dust. In onler to perfect the whole
arrangement in connection with the introductiijii of tlu; dust fan, however, it ha.s

been found desirable t<) excavate an area on the north side of the shop connecting
with the furnace room, to Ix- med for the purpose of pa.ising the roULjher and laiger
portions of the refuse coming from the shop, and when this alteration is made, the
appointments of this shop in ali ii .ie;>artments, will be in as perfect a slate as
they can be put.
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" Previous to the fitting up of the bath-room in the basement during the

present season, great inconvenience was felt, and considerable loss of time was

caused for the want of proper appliances and accommodation. The objectionable

conditions have been entirely removed by using the rooms now occupied, and re-

fitting them with appliances for shower instead of tub bathing, and four hundred

men can now be bathed in two hours time.

" The improvements and alterations contemplated during the season have

been pushed forward as rapidly as the work could be overtaken
;
delay in their

completion, however, has been caused by the increased work involved in restoring

the damage by fire, and the construction of the reception cells on the ground floor

has not yet been begun for the same reason, but as this work is under cover it

can be done during early winter, and a commencement will shortly be made.
" I found the industries in a satisfactory state, and the work in the several

shops conducted in an orderly and systematic matter. The output from the

brick yard, although not up to the usual quantity, will exceed what was antici-

pated for some time .subsequent to the fire.

" When the work on the improvements contemplated during the present year

is completed, but little can be seen to prevent a steady expenditure of the prison

labour in industrial work in the future."

REPORT OF THE WARDEN.

Central Prison of Ontario.

. Toronto, 30th September, 1886.

Robert Christie, Esq.

Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities.

Sir,—I have the honour herewith to submit the Thirteenth Annual Statistical

Report of the Central Prison for the year ending 30th September, 1886.

The number of prisoners in custody at the commencement of the year was 360, and

at this date there are 287, a reduction of 73. The number received during the year was

594 as against 761, in the preceding one, being 167 less. This reduction may be attributed

largely to the greater plentitude of employment for the working classes, there being but 276

who tfave their occupation as "labourers," as against 328 in 1885, and the statistics

shew that only 108 were committed for vagrancy as against 171 last year. The daily

average does not shew so much reduction as the above figures would foreshadow, being

but ten under that of last year. This is accounted for by the longer average term of

sentence, which was 7.08 months against 6.20 months in 1885.

The statistics give the usual particulars under the several heads, and do not call for

special remark. The prisoners have been kept at steady employment throughout the

year, and the discipline has been well maintained.

The new kitchen commenced last year was finished by the end of December, and

occupied early in January. While occupying but a small space of ground, eighty feet

by forty feet, it is so arranged as to contain ample accommodation for all the pur-

poses intended, namely, cooking-room, scullery, bakery with two ovens, store-room,

officers' mess-room, meat refrigerator, and cellar, and being constructed with sash

partitions, enables the guard in charge to have all the prisoners employed therein ahvays

under his oversight. Its erection has, (apart from the excellent facilities provided, and

the comfort it affords for carrying out the culinary work, as compared with the former
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condition of things), relieved the main building and the cell house of the offensive smell

with which cooking is at times attended, and all the objectionable accompaniments of a
basement kitchen. It is not complete as to utensils, but that will follow.

The erection of cells in basement, intended for such prisoners as are guilty of

misconduct, or offend against order by causing disquiet iu the cell blucks, is completed, and
they will be occupied hereafter as circumstances require ; there are twenty-eight of them.

This is in the direction of classification, which will be further extended when other

alterations on the main building, now in progress, are completed.

Part of the basement has been converted into a bath-room, where twenty-eight
prisoners can bathe at one time. The advantages thereby secured over the former
arrangements, in many respects, are very considerable. This necessary and important
part of the work can now be gone through with comfort and rapidity, and in connection

with that, better conveniences are provided for the distribution and prevention of waste
and destruction of clothing.

The enlargement of the North shop so as to provide more fuel space, a bending-
room, and power to elevate loaded trucks to the upper fiat, is completed, and the exhaust
fan and dust arrester will be in operation in a few days.

The building formerly used as a bakery and laundry is being converted into an
oflfice and sample room for the Brandon .Manufacturing Company, which being near the

east gate, will be much more convenient than where they are at present located.

The old bath-room has Vieen added to the tailor and shoe-shops, making them larger,

and affording space for working to better advantage.

These additions and improvements represent a verj* considerable expenditure of

skilled labour, and a consequent increase in the value of the prison premises. Estimating
the bricks used at the same price as we got for what was sold, and for which may it be
added, no credit is given to the prison industries, and the time of masons, bricklayers,

plasterers and carpenters, at fifty cents per day, they amount to .*6,3G0.00, irrespective

of expenditure upon them under capital appropriation, for liuiUling materials.

On the evening of the -8th March, the roof of the main building over the chapel
was destroyed by tire, and the floors and ceilings underneath, with all the furniture

btwUy damaged. 80 soon as an appraisement of the loss was made, the work of recon-

struction was begun, and pushed as fast as the limited number of prisoner tradesmen
admitted of, and with the exception of the slating and galvanized iron work, the building

has Ijeen restored wholly by prison labour. In rebuihling, the alterations intended to
be made were carried out as the work proceeded ; such as the removal of the stairs to

the chapel, and the substitution of bridges from the upper galleiies of the cell blocks in

Ujth wings to the chapel in their place. This, since the occupancy of tlu; chapel for

reli]L;iou9 services was resumed, has been found a very gre'it improvement, preventing
the mixing up of the prisoners from the two wings, and many breaches of discipline

which the former stairs afforded facilties for.

There remains yet to be done in the main building, but under way, the construction
of eight reception cells; the conversion of the dining-room into rooms for the night-

; "1, the JSurgeon, library, and a room for the guards and employees ; and on the tirst

tioMf, the fitting up [)art of it as a Hospital, and bedrooms for the Deputy WartU-n,
Sergeant, and fiuards. This represents a large amount of work, but in some parts it is

well a<lvanced, and the whole is ex|»ected to be finished by the beginning of March next,

after which it is to be hoped no further alterations or enlargements will Ix- necessaey for

some years.

The amount paid in to the credit of the Provincial Treasurer, as the receiptn from
the several industries, amounte<l to $.34,474.3r), l)eing loss than lawt year by ^fi, H.'^.H.^ ;

but there is 814,021.1<9 due by counties for gn/>l supplies, and the contractors for prison
labour. The output of l)rick last season was le.ss than for Mf)me years, realizing only
$6,60.'). 26 IIS against .?1 2, .549.4ft the previous year, making a shortage in the rereipts this

year of •$^,'.44.22 from that industry alone. Thi.s sea><on the output will be larger, and
with fewer prisoners engage«l on work upon the buildings hereafter, the receipts from this

industry may be expected to come up to what it was formerly.
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The enlargement and alterations on the North shop exceeded the estimated cost
about §1,000, and to cover the cost for materials for the alterations on the main building,
an appropriation on capital account of $2,000 will be required. The flooring on the
balconies upon the cell blocks will have to be renewed next year, which will cost about
$500, and the cooking utensils required will cost about

'^''^'^

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

James Massie, Warden.

ANNUAL RETURN OF THE CENTRAL PRISON, 1886.

Remaining in custody September 30th, 1885

Committed during the year

Re-captured
Total

360
594

4

958

Discharged on expiration of sentence . .

.

" " payment of fine
" " by remission of sentence.

Re-transferred to Common Gaols

Transferred to Lunatic Asylum
Escaped from custody

Total

642
4

6

12

1

6

671

Remaining in custody September 30th, 1886 . . .

.

NATURE OF SENTENCE.

To Central Prison.

To Common Gaol

.

Total

287

455
13'9

594

Married .

.

Single ...

Widowers

.

Total

.

SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

140
416
38

594

Read and write

.

Read only

No education . . ,

Total

.

EDUCATION.

498
23

73
594

AGES.

Under 18

From 18 to 20

20
30
40
50
60

" 30
" 40
" 50
" 60.
" 70 ,

Total.

23

66

259
123
71

41

11

594

84
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NATIONALITIES.

England 1 06

Ireland 76

Scotland 30

Canada 296

United States 64

Other Countries 22

Total

RELiaiONS.

Church of England 217

Roman Catholics 186

Presbyterians 86

Methodists 80
Baptists 13

Lutherians 6

Congregationalists 1

Hebrews 1

Pagans 2

No Religion 2

Total

HABITS.

Temperate 133

Intemperate 461

Total

CRIMES.

Assault, common 24
" indecent 12
" malicious 2
" and larceny 2
" agf^'ravated 6
" with violence 2
" with int.-nt 2
" and robbf-ry 2
•* and battery 1

" on police 3
" on constable 2

Assisting at cock light 1

Attempt at felony 2
" " larc6ny 3
" " rape i

Arson 4

I'igrxiny .T

F'.riiiging stolen property into Canada 4

Broach of Licon.so Act .3

" Scott Act 1

r.urglary 12
" and larrony 1

Carrying unlawful weapons I

Drunk 18
" nnd disorderly f 8

Disorderly 2
Embozzlemcnt 3
Exposure of person : 2
Escape from custody 1

Felonious wouncling 1

85

594

.594

594
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Forgery 1 ]

" and escape . 1

"t'requenting disorderly house , 2

False pretences ... 13

Felony .3

Fraud 2

Horse-stealing 4

House-breaking 5
" " and larceny . 6

Insulting language 1

Keeping disorderly house 3
" house of ill-fame 2

Larceny 250
'' and receiving 1

" and desertion 1

Malicious wounding 3
" injury to property 5

Misdemeanor 2

Receiving stolen property 12

Rescuing prisoner 1

Refusing to support family 1

Robbery 5

Sheep-stealing 1

Shooting with intent 4

Shop-breaking 6

Selling liquor to Indians 1

Trespass 2

Unlawful wounding 5

Uttering counterfeit coin 1

Vagrancy 108

Total 594

SENTENCES.

One month and under 22

Over 1 and up to 2 months. . . . , 42

Over 2 and up to 3 months 75

4 months 52

5 " 20

6 " 213

7 " 7

8 " 12

9 " 20

10 " 4

12 '* 69

13 " 1

14 " 4

15 " 1

16 «' 5

17 " 2

18 " 17

19 " 1

20 " 3

21 " •. 2

22 " 1

23 '' 11

24 " •• 10

Total 594
Average duration of sentence 7.08-30
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OCCUPATIONS.

Agents
Auctioneers
Barbers

Bakers
Basket-makers
Bartenders

Blacksmiths

Blacksmiths helpers

Boot-blacks

Bolt-makers

Boiler-makers

Broom-makers
Brakesman
liricklayers

Brick-makers

Butchers
Carpenters and woodworkers.
Clerks and bookkeepers
Cabinet-makers

Carters and teamsters

Cigar-mnkers

Chemists
Cooks
Coopers
Curriers

Engine-drivers and engineers.

Farmers
File-cutteis

Firemen
Fishermen
( iardeners

Crocera

Grooms and ostlers

4

1

12

9

2 i

4

12

5

1

1

.1

1

1

o

1

13

24

22

1

4

6

2

12

4

3

3

Hack-drivers 1

Harness-makers 3

Hatters 1

Hosiers 1

Hotel-keepers 3

Jockeys 3

Labourers 276
Leather-cutters 1

Lock-smiths 1

^Machinists 3

Masons 2

Moulders 10
Painters 27

Photographers
Plasterers

Plumbers
Polishers

Printers

Professors

1

5

2

1

G

1

Sailors 10

Salesmen 1

Sail-makers 1

Schoool-teachers 1

Shoe-makers 1

G

Stone-cutters 7

Tailors 24
Ticket-agents 2

Tinsmith.s and tinkers 3

Travt'lltTs, Commercial 4

A\'aggon-makers I

Waiters 4

Watch-makers 2

Total 59

1

COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS.

Algoma 2

Brant G

Bruce 4
CarleU>n 28
Elgin 3
Essex 28
Front«;nac 10

Cn-y ....

Halton ...

Hulrlimand

;>

1

4

Ha.sting8 18
Hupin 3
Kent 14
Lambton 10
Lanark 7

L*'eds and (Jn-nvillc 12

Lennox and Addington 1

Lincoln 28
Middlesex 34

Nipissing 3

Norfolk 4

Northumln'rland and Durham 17

Ontario .'')

Oxford 9

P.rth G

Pftcrboro' I

P.-.-l

Bi-nfn-w 4

Sinn.w 12

Stormont, I lundosttC'lengarry 4

Thunder I'.ay 9

Victoria 1

Waterloo 9

W.-lland 48
Wellington 8

Wentworth Gl

York 1G9

Total 594
S7
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INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.

Return shewing the number of days' work rendered for the year ending September
30th, 1886 :—

Broom shop 22,047
Tailor " 4,432
Shoe " 1,'900

Wood-working shop 30,507
Brickyard 10,989
Carpenters and painters 2 132
Tinsmiths and machinists 1 391
Blacksmiths and helpers 797
Bricklayers and bricklayers' labourers making permanent

improvements ; 2,417
General work in yard and grounds 1,732
Mercer Reformatory 956
Farm labourers in garden and on farm grounds 3,812

Total 83,112

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.

Return showing the number of days' domestic employment from October 1st, 1885,
to September 30th, 1886 :—

October, 1885 1,290
November, " 1,179
December, " 1,292
January, 1886 1,225
February, " 1,203
March, " 1,299
April, " 1,268
May, " 1,19-2

June, " 1,028
July, " 921
August, " 945
September, " 997

Total 13,839

Return shewing the number of days prisoners were in hospital, confined in cells, con-
valescent and unemployed, from October 1st, 1885, to September 30th, 1886 :

—

W

Month.

October, 1885..
November, "

.

.

December, "
.

.

•January, 1886 .

;

February, "
.

.

March, "
.

.

April, "
.

.

May, "
.

.

June, "
.

.

July,
August, "

.

.

September, "
.

.

Totals

In Hospital.

Days.

170
99

191
235
251
290
152
237
145
127
105
112

2,114

Confined in

CeU.

Days.

273
167
133
114
166
173
129
86
113
84
31
95

1,564

Unemployed.

Days.

421
198
650
785

1,098
490
429
67
98
69
91
65

4,461

Sick in Cell.

Day«.

103
99
93
108
124
149
79
44
36
44
42
26

947
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Hospital.

Average number of patients in Hospital per day during each month, from October Ist^

1885, to September 30th, 1886 :—

October, 1885 4.51

November, " 2.90

December, " 5.48
January, 188G 7.38

February, " 8.14

March, " S.G7

April, " 4.13
May, " 7.53

June, " 5.03

July, " 4.19

August, " 3.32

September, " 3.06

Monthly average for the year 5.38

Prisoners in Hospital September 30th, 1886 2

TABLE
Shewing the daily population of the Central Prison during the year ending September

30th, 1886.
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Total number for the year 127 555
Highest any one month

.
12*661

^ " " day ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'."..'.'."..'. '430
Lowest any one month : 8 291
,

" " day ^.........'..........'. '262
Average per month 10 G30

" " day ...........'...'.,'. '34^

•General Summary of distribution of prisoners in the Central Prison, from October 1st,

1885, to September 30th, 1886 :—

Industrial Department 83, 1 12
Domestic " 13,839
Sick in hospital 2114
Sick in cells and convalescent 947
Confined in cells and under punishment 1,564
Unemployed

, 4,461
Sundays and holidays (unemployed) 21,518

Total 127,555

Report of the Superintendent op the Sunday School

Toronto, 12th October, 1886,
R. Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities, Ontario, Toronto,.

Sir,—i have the honour to report upon the work carried on in the Sunday School of
the Central Prison during the year ending the 30th ult.

As heretofore, services have been held without intermission every Sabbath morning,
and the teaching staff has always been sufhciently large to enable us to conduct the
services effectively. Services were also held on Christmas and New Year's morning, and
text cards and Christmas letters (the latter sent from prison mission Avorkers in Eligland)
were given to the men.

For some months after the destruction of the chapel roof by fire, the services were
held in the old dining-hall, but we are glad to be once more in the chapel with its

renovated and improved accommodation.
Occasional visitors from England and the United States speak in high terms of the

enlightened policy which permits us to carry on our work in this way among the prisoners,
and our increasing experience in the work confirms us in our belief in its importance and
utility.

The Warden and Deputy Warden, and the Guards have been uniformly courteous
and obliging in their intercourse with us, and we owe no small measure of thanks for the
pleasure with which our work has been carried on.

I have the honour to remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Hamilton Cassels,

Supt. C. P. S. S.

Report from the Prisoners' Aid Association.

October 22nd, 1886.
R. Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities.

Sir,—I have the honour to present herewith the Reports of our work for the year
ending September 30th, 1886, covering the different departments, of the work undertaken
by us in the Government prisons, and including our statements and receipts of expenditure.

In addition to the work covered by these reports, the Association has assisted 841
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discharged prisoners, found employment for 311, given provisions to forty families, and
105 articlf-s of furniture to enable many of them to commence housekeeping, paid rent

for 33. distributed 428 articles of clothing, provided tools and materials for 33, paid fare

to the homes or to where employment could be obtained for 39 ; 3,06G meals have been
given in the home on Bay street, where 500 have received temporary shelter. Loans to the

amount of $593.15 have been advanced of which S507.19 have been repaid, the sum of

$76.50 has been paid on account of board, making a total of .^583.60 returned.

We would call special attention to the ])ractical and Ijeneticial results of our system
of loaning money, as a method of assistance.

A large number of those aided are doing well ; some having a consideraljle sum of

money saved from their earnings in the bank. We are happy to be able to report that

the benefit of our inside work in the prisons, is this year become very marked as shown
by the willingness of men to return to their own homes and retrieve their characters

there, instead of throwing themselves into different cities, as has been the ca.se with so

great a proportion in former years.

{LVJ^'From all we can learn, the work of this Society is the most effective of any organiza-

tion of the kind on this Continent.

S. H. Blake,
President.

Prisonbrs' Aid Association.

Receipts for twelve months ending September 30th, 1886 :

Government grant $1,000 00

Municipal grants 260 00
Subscriptions 276 00
Ix)ans 31 2 65

Broom industry 11 35

Collected at annual meeting 11 62

Total $1,874 62

Disbursements for twelve months ending September 30th, 1886 :

Food, lodging, clothes, tools, furniture, railway fares, rent, etc.,

to 688 ex-prisoners ?1,080 58

Central Prison night school, Master's salary, books, etc 198 72

Books, etc., for Sunday Schools at Andrew Mercer Reformatory
and Central Pri.son 92 58

Printing, advertising, stationary, postage, etc 105 14

Paid on the Bay Street propertv, and for insurance and interest. 300 HO

Water, light and fu.-l
' 69 20

Sundries, bank commission, etc 33 22

Agont's salary 500 00

Total 12,380 24
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Central Prison Schoolmaster's Report.

To the President and Jfembers of the Prisoners' Aid Association

:

Gentlemen,—Owing to the unfortunate fire which took the roof off and otherwise
damaged the chapel building, in which our classes have, up to the present time, met, and
the Warden's inability to provide me other safe accommodation, I reluctantly had to

adjourn our meetings over the months from April to August inclusive, consequently my
present report (the 7th) will only cover seven months of the fiscal year.

I am informed that 594 men have been admitted into the Prison during the twelve
months ending with September, 1886; out of which number 498 could read and write,

23 read only, and the remaining 73 had no education.

The number of the names upon the school roll, with average attendance, compared
with the population of the Prison upon the first day of each of the seven above-mentioned
months, upon which'day the new pupils are admitted, were as follows :

—
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months. To this I may also add,—very few of the men leave the school without lirst

expressing their thankfulness to me for the advantages they have derived therefrom.
Outside of my regular school duties, I started the publishing of a little sheet named

The Echo, at the commencement of the year and, through the kindness of the Warden
this has been distributed to each of the men in the Prison who are entitled to pri\ ile»es

every week since. By this means I endeavour to stir up a taste for wholesome readin"
and bringing before them things which it may be useful for them to know. I shall be
happy to send a specimen copy to any person who may request it. This step, I have
reason to believe, is duly appreciated by all, and I am informed by the distributing
guards that The Echo is eagerly asked for.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Your obedient servant,

J. J. PRITCHARD,
Schoolmaster.

Toronto, October 1st, 1886.

REPORT OF THE SURGEON OF THE CENTRAL PRISON FOR THE YEAR
ENDING SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1886.

Robert Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prinons and Public Charities for Ontario.

Sir,— I beg to sulnnit my Annual Report.

The health of the prisoners during the year has been generally very good, with the
exception of an unusually large numVjer of cases of imtlammation of the throat in early
spring—the iinHammation occasionally producing abscess in the tonsils, and in the external
ear. In Toronto, at the same time, there was much sickness in private families of a
diptheritic nature ; from this the prison was free. The summer diseases were very tew
and of mild character.

In the course of the year there were, as heretofore, many cases of rheumatism, in-

volving much loss of time to tlje prison.

There wjvs no death during the year.

Prisoners are still received here under direct sontenoe, who are unfit for prison
labour ; for instance, old toothless men, cases of in.sanity, some mild, some recurrent, but
not recognized, it is presumed, as such Itefore rec<!iving sentence. .Many of the latter

caHes are the result of masturluition, and not likely to recover. The vicious habit is

often, if not generally, continued within the prison, and produces feeble circulation, much
neuralgia, and unwillingness to work. No doubt cfises of this kind, wh<-thcr within or
without the prison, are weak, as the cold, blue, clammy hands testify. Outside the
pri-son, these Complainers will try and avoid all work that is at all laborious. In the
prison they try to do thf» same, but tlmir appeals are hunumtly refused, im it is well
known that daily work, graded according to tin- strengtn itf the system, is one of the best
aids, when- the mind is willing, in antaj,'oni/,ing the evil practice.

In my report of the year lH7r>, I remarked as follows :

— " In explanation of a large
number of cases of neuralgia, (occurring not in women, but in men, iih the former are not
admitted here), it may Imj oliserved that very many of the prisoners are, or have been,
addicted to the practice of self abuse, which is a w«'ll known cause, in l»oth sexes of
nervous diseases, of neuralgia of the chest, side, spine, and othi-r parts of tin- \>ody.

" If the (jrovernment or Ij^'gislatur*- wouM appoint a commiHsion to collect evidence ^

upon the avoirlable causes of crime, di.sen.se an<l death in this province, a mass of the
most valuable imformation to our people might l>e obtaincnl. And I think there is little

doubt that, as one of the results of such inquiry, it would be shown that self-abuse dis-
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poses to crime, as Avell as insanity ; and also that, directly and indirectly, the cost to

Ontario from the various eviletFects of the vice is more than $100,000 per annum. That
this is not an over estimate, will be apparent if we consider

—

'

1st. The cost of all the insane in our asylums, and criminals in our prisons, from
this cause

;

2nd. The loss of their labour and other services to the country
;

3rd. The loss of the labour of the growing crops not yet ready for the asylum and
the gaol ; for these cases entertain the conviction that they cannot work

;

4th. Expenses in caring for them
;

5th. Expense in seeking medical and other aids for the various diseases having
their origin in the vice

;

6th. The care of permanent invalids at home, in hospitals, etc.

^ " The evil exists, and will increase. It must be combatted sometimes. By silence

and inaction the state loses money, and morality too. Manhood and womanhood are

humiliated. It may not be easy to provide such a plan as will prevent the evil, but
I believe that to a very large extent, say in seventy-five per cent, of the cases, it might
be avoided by the constant employment of two or three judicious and intelligent medical

men to lecture throughout every part of the province on various sanitary measures, and
also to communicate suitable instruction to parents and others having the charge of

children. The cost to the country would be as nothing compared to the value received."

Since that time a Committee of our Legislature, presided over by the late lamented
Hon. Adam Crooks, met and collected information, and our excellent Board of Health

has been established, and has acomplished a vast amount of good, but does not combat
efficiently, if at all, the above vice ; and the recommendation in the quotation is just as

urgent now as it was then. If the lectureships above spoken of, were established by the

Government, the lecturers to work in harmony with or under the Board of Health, an
immeasurable amount of good would result to our province.

In lectures to men alone, and to women alone, let likenesses of the friendless, in-

curable imbeciles in our lunatic asylums, brought to that condition by unnatural practices,

be thrown upon the canvas so as to strike horror into the young, and unquestional good

would result.

Again, take consumption, which, to a large extent, is a dirt disease, resulting chiefly

from the inhalation of avoidable impurities in air, and which causes in our beautiful and
healthy Province of Ontario a mortality of about two thousand five hundred cases a year,

I believe moi-e than one thousand cases a year of these avoidable deaths may be charged

directly and honestly against school-rooms and bed-rooms.

Excretions from the bowels, kidneys and skin, are more or less properly disposed of^

and inattention in this respect is looked upon with condemnation ; but as regards the

excretions from the lungs, because they cannot be seen, people will arrange places of

abode which are calculated to bring back again into their blood nuisances which God, by
His delicate and efficient physical processes, is constantly throwing out from it. And yet

they would say that the man who would drink of the fluid secreted by his own kidneys, as

lunatics sometimes do, should be put into an insane asylum. Now, as regards tendency

to consumption, one of the worst impurities that a man can inhale is that which by in-

finite skill is continuously exhaled.

These lecturers, by illustrations and experiments, always trying to address the eye,

and thus securing large audiences, could show clearly to the most ordinary intellect, how
children in our school-rooms could, without danger, be breathing air, continuously pure,

and in winter of a pleasant temperature : how the third of life, and more, which is spent

in the bed-room, can be passed inhaling air, continuously fresh and pure, without the

slightest danger of taking cold : how, thus, croup, sore throat, diphtheria, erysipelas,

consumption, etc., could be largely, if not entirely, avoided.

These lecturers could not be engaged in general practice, would be mostly away
from home, and should be first-class men in every respect. If, as remuneration, they

received even five thousand dollars apiece per annum, besides the expenses for illustration,
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travelling, etc., it would be the cheapest outlay provided by our good Legislature, for any
service in the Province.

To save thousands of lives every year would be worth a good deal of expenditure.

Annual Return of tue Medical Department of the Central Prison.

The following list indicates the applications made by prisoners at work for treatment,
and their diseases :

—

AbraBions

Acne.

Abscess .

Anorexia

.

Ague.

.'Vguish

Asthma

Barber's Itch

Boils

But)o

Bronchitis

BiirriH and Scalds

Catarrh, nasal

Complaining

Coryza

Conjunctivitis

Cun.Hiipation

Contusions and Wounds

Comt'itis

Concussion of brain

Cranifw

CougliH nnri colds

Debility

r>iftiTh<f'a

30

311

29

58

16

30

40

4

16

G

101

131

18

46

1800

68

2

1

190

1400

180

120

Eczema

Eruptions, cutaneous

.

Erysipelas

Epistoxis

Feverishness

Flatulence

Goitre

Gonorrhcca

Gleet

Hiemoptysis

Hsemorrhoids

Headache

Hernia

Infligention

Inflammation of nose

Dysentery 30

Dynuria .

Jlpilepay

r|o hand. .

.

do glands .

do arm . .

.

do finger .

do kncn . .

.

Insanity

Insomnia

Irritability of bladder.

Ingrowing nail

Jaundice

Lumbago

NervousneM

8

109

1

G

26

40

18

6'J

'26

IG

42

14G

29

;«4

2

4

IG

8

14

o

12

86

16

6

1

46

18
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Annual Retdrxs of the Central Prison Hospital.

Showing the number of prisoners admitted into Hospital, and the diseases for which

they were treated :

—

DISEASE.
i

No.

Abecess
Acne
Anthma
Bubo
Cramps
Contusions and wounds
Concussion of l)rain . .

.

Coughs :ind colds

Conjunctivitis
Coinphiining
Diarrho'a
Debility
Dyspepsia"
Dysuna
Eruption •

HiKHioptysiu
Hiiiriip

HiL'inorrhoids
Hf.-irt dis«>ase

Insane
do tfniiKjrary ,

In^^rowing nail

IntinrnrnHtion of bowels
.1 .,.

;• ..

1

1
2
1
6
9
1

38
2
6
4
6
6
1
1

4
1

2
3
1

3
1
1
1

6
2

DISEASE,

Ottorhfea
Pneumonia
Rheumatic pains
Rheumatism, intlammatory . .

.

Scabies
Stricture of urethra
Scrofula
Sore throat
Sunstroke
Tyjihoid fever
Tousolitis

Ulcer
Vomiting
Sprains

Opekations

Hsemorrhoids . ,

Tumor
Hairliji

Amputation of fingers

Vaccinations.

Guards
Prisoners

No.

2
3
19
10
1

6
1

6
2
1

4
1

34)J

No one of the prisoners in this Institution died within the year.

The average numV)er of patients in the liospital per diem for each iiiontii from the

Ist October, 1885, to the 30th September, 188G :—

( )ctober, 1885 4.
'> 1

November, " 12.90

Drceinljer, " '>.48

January, 18H6 "..'iS

F«^bruary,

March, "

April, "

May, "

June, "

July, "

August, "

Sept«n>J)er, "

S. 1 I

H.G7

4.13

7..^)3

.'•.()3

4.19

.'J 32
;vor.

Averagt' per diem for the year 5.38

Numlxjr of patients in hospital September 30th, 188(3 2

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obfdioiit servant,

7 (P.) 97

W. T. AIKINS, .M.I)..

Surgeon to the Central Prison*
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ANDREW MERCER REFORMATORY FOR FEMALES.

As there was a decrease in the number of female prisoners committed to
the common gaols of the Province during the year under report, it is but
natural that there should be also a reduction in the number of women sentenced
or transferred to the Reformatory. The commitments, as will be seen in the
summary given below, were 123, as against 142 in the preceding year. In the
year before that again the committals were 156 in number. I sincerely trust
that this reduction is really an indication of an improvement in or a lessening

of the class from which the majority of the women committed to the Reforma-
tory are drawn, and not that the Reformatory is simply acting as a deterrent
from crimes and offences, through fear of it as a place of confinement and
discipline. I hope that this reduction is due in part to the reforming influences

brought to bear upon those women who have been in the Reformatory, some
at least of whom must have been led to see the error of their former life.

Be the cause what it may, there certainly has been of late years a consider-

able dimunition in the percentage of female prisoners on the total number
committed. In 1869 for instance, the women represented 29.70 per cent, of
all the prisoners; in 1874, 18.41 per cent.; in 1879, 15.65 per cent.; in 1884, 14.22

per cent.; in 1885, 13.19 per cent., and in 1886, 13.28 per cent.

The average period of sentence passed upon each of tho prisoners during
the past year was 10.19 months, and this is but a short period for reformatory
influences to be at work, considering the length of time which evil habits have
had to form themselves in. It is a pity that as regards those women committed
for drunkenness time and again, that after the fii'st commitment a long
sentence is not imposed. In this way, a greater chance would be given to

thoroughly wean the prisoners from their evil habit.

To the Industrial Refuge for girls, sixteen children were admitted during
the year, as against three on the preceding one. I am glad to note thi.s increase

in the commitments to the Refuge, and I hope to report a larger increase next
year, as I feel sure there are still many young girls running wild in the public

streets who would receive life-long benefit by timely committal to the Refuge.

During the year, homes were found for three of the older girls who were sufiici-

ently trained in household duties as to be fit to take their part in the battle of

life, and they were apprenticed to persons of good character and standing until

the expiration of the period of sentence. The conduct of two other girls had
been specially good since their committal, and recommendations were made for

their discharge prior to the expiration of the full period of sentence.

I append .summaries of the movements of the inmates of the Reformatory
and Refuge during the years 1885 and 1886 :

—
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Reformatory.

1885. 188(5,

Number of inmates at beginning of year (1st Oct.). . 120 ll-l'

" " since admitted 142 123

Total number in custody during year 262 237

Discharged on expiration of sentence 141 i;>7

" payment of tines 1 ....

" remission of sentence 3 2

Re-transferred to Common Gaol 1 ....

Transferred to Lunatic Asylum 1

" Refuge for girls 2

Died I

Escaped 2 ....

14^S 14.'}

In custody at clo.se of year (oOtb Sept.) 11

4

94

Refuge.

Number of inmates at beginning of year (1st Oct.). . 4.'i 36
" . " since admitted 3 10

Returned from apprenticeship I I

Total number in residence 47 .52

bischarged on expiration of term 2 8

" warrant of Lieutenant-Governor .... 4 2

Apprenticed by (jrder of Inspector •')
;{

Ran away 2

Transferred to Reformatory I ....

" Asylum I

12 li;

In residence at close of year (30tli S«!pt. )
'>'> 30

Full particulars r. '^arding the woujen and chiblren committed to the
Keformatory and Refuge during the year, are given in the tables attached to tlie

superintendent's report.
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Maintenance Expenditures.

The cost of maintaining the Reformatory and Refuge is shewn in the table given
hereunder :

—

Service.

Hospital expenses

Butcher's meat and fish

Flour, bread and meal

Groceries

Bedding, clothing and shoes

Fuel

Gas, oil, candles and matches

Laundrj' and cleaning appliances, and water.

Stationery, advertising, printing and postage

Library, schools and lectures

Furniture and furnishings

Stable expenses, forage, etc

Repairs, ordinary

(Grounds and garden

Unenumerated ,

Salaries and wages

Totals

Year ending 30th
September, 1885.
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Sewing Department.

No. of days worked, l,o77.

Total revenue S532 46
Less cost of materials, and repairs to machines ] 44 84

Net revenue S387 62
Daily earnings of each inmate eniploj'^ed, 24.57 cents.

Laundry Department.

No. of days worked, 6,708.

Total revenue ... S^m7 2.i

Less cost of materials and water 1,153 21

Net revenue .SI,864 04
Daily earnings of each inmaie employed, 27.78 cents.

K^iitting Department.

No. of days worked, 1,946.

Total revenue S239 35

Le.ss cost of material 112 15

Net revenue S127 2(»

Daily earnings of each inmate employed, 0.53 cents.

Making up Clothing for Inmiates.

8,320 days at 25 ccnt.s per da/ ?2,082 25

Clothin;; for inmates on di.scharge 123 83

Total .^2 206 08

The gro.ss and net earnings of the different hranchos were :

—

Sewing hranch
Laundry "

Knittiiii: "

Gross.
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Kitchen, bakery, dining-room, nursery and house laundry 11)

Wholly incapable : 3

Sick ;.... 3

Under punishment 1

118

" The health of the inmates was reported to be generally good, and no case

of sickness existed,
" A noticeable characteristic, however, of the present population is the large

number who are without the simplest knowledge of any kind of ordinaiy

employment, such as females are usually familiar with. Many of them are

comparatively young, and this may in some measure account for their lack of

such training. It is worthy of note, however, that a large number of those now
in the Reformatory have drifted into criminal ways through not having been

trained to habits of industry in their own homes.
" No occurrence of an extraordinary nature has taken place since the date

of my last inspection, affecting the discipline or general routine of the Institu-

tion.
" An examination of the record shewed that the punishments and depri-

vations have not been frequent or severe, and the conduct of the inmates generally

has been good.
" The industries carried on are in a moderately prosperous condition, the

laundry work especially has given satisfaction, and a very considerable number
of the inmates have been employed. Some difficulty has been experienced,

however, in keeping up a supply of such needle work as will furnish suitable

•employment for the inmates who are detailed for that work, and in consequence

the earnings of the Institution from this source has been materially lessened.

" The premises were in good order, and the interior of the building was
thoroughly clean in all its departments.

" Tlie stores department was in order, and the Bursar's books well kept

;

shewing a complete record of all financial transactions connected with the

Institution.

" I made an inspection of the Reformatory for Females, Toronto, on the 2nd
November, and found that there were 88 inmates under charge on that date,

distributed as follows :

—

Knitting 20

Laundries (City and Central Prison) 88

Repairing own clothing 2

Sewing and mending for Reformatory 9

House and corridor cleaning 6

Kitchen 1

Bakery 2

Dinino-room 2

Nursery -l

Incapable 3

Sick 2

Convalescent 1

Under punishment 1

Total 88
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" On the corresponding date of the previous year there were 123 inmates,
shewing a decrease of thirty-five. No specific reason can be assigned for this

reduction in number, except that there is good ground for the assumption that

some of those who had been committed fi'equently have tinally left the country,
thereby lessening the class C)f incorrigibles. The records shewed that there are

now under charge sixty-one persons who have been committed for the tirst term
;

eighteen for the second term ; five for the third term ; two tor the fourth term
;

and two for the sixth term.
" According to the punishment records, it has not been found necessary to

resort to any very severe punishment in order to maintain the discipline of the
Reformatory. During the previous year there were fourteen dark cell punish-
ments, against three during the year which closed on the 30lli September last.

The evidence of the records also shews that three who have been committed for

their second and subsequent terms, were much more amenable to the rules and
discipline of the Institution, and the smaller number of dark cell punishments is

attributed to this cause.
" Of the present population there were three who, from physical or mental

defects, were totally incapable of working actively at any eini)]oyment, and three

others of the same class, ahnost to an equal extent, unfit for any physical efibrt

;

and five others who cannot do any useful work which could possibly add to the

revenue of the Institution. This imbecile class appears to be increasing, and their

presence here is in no way promotive of the interests of the Institution as a
n-fonnatory, as, in consequence of their inability to comprehend the simj)lest rule

or attempt at system, it is more difficult to restrain the more intelligent inmates.

"The sick room, I found, had l)een closed since the 5th October, and previous

to that date the general health had been exceptionally good throughout the past

summer.
' I found the Reformatory building in excellent order throughout. The

corriders. halls, rooms and cells, were clean and neat.
" The food was substantial and well prepared, and no C(jmplaints were made to

me by the inmates regarding it, or any matter atfecting their treatment by the

officials of the Institution.

"Some minor structural imj)rovements and alterations have been made inter-

nally. The only matter of this kind, of importance, was the building of a brick

oven to displace the range at present used for that purpose, an<l for which work
an appropriation has been made. It is well advance<l toward comjiletion, and I

have no doubt it will prove to be an economy, an<l will turn out a much superior

• luality of bread.
" An examination of the books showed them to be neatly and proj)erly kej»t,

both in the administrative and in the Bursar's departments. Economy and care

appeared to be practiced, at the same time having a due regard to the etllcient

w<»rking of the Institiition, and although the greatly reduced population would,
as a nde, somewhat increase the per rapita charge, the returns sliew that but

little increase in cost per day's stay of tlie inmates has resulti-ii, smd the gro-s-s

expenditure for the maintenance of the Institution will be eonsidr-rably reduced."

InduMtrial Refuge for Oiris

'
1 Mia le an iii-^pection of the Refuge on the 2t)th May.

" There were thirty-nine girls in charge. Five of tho older girls are,

however, always selected for emjiloymeiit in the household duties of the

officers quarters in the Refonnatory building. This arrangement, since its

inception, has given great .satisfaction, and has done much in training tlie girls
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in that class of work, and eventually fitting them for taking positions where they
can successfully maintain themselves after their removal from the Institution.

" All the inmates were in good health, and appeared neat and cleanly as usual.

The apartments they occupy were also in excellent order,
" The school room classes were engaged in their studies at the time of my

visit, and were most orderly and correct in their deportment.
" More special attention has been given of late to practical training in the

various branches of household work, together with needlework, and a general

knowledge of industrial work of that character, and the results so far have been
very satisfactory."

" I made a second inspection of the Refuge on the 2nd November.
" There were on that date thirty-eight inmates under charge, all of whom

were engaged in house- cleaning operations, and the M^ork appeared to be going

on satisfactorily. It was reported to me that good progress was also being made
in the school-room and in the acquirement of knowledge of ordinary household

duties.
" The punishment records shewed but few entries, and but for one or two

who have been more or less incorrigible and of necessity frequently corrected, the

remainder can scarcely be said to have received any punishments or had any de-

privations during the past j^ear, and for two months past no punishments have

been found necessary. The general appearance of the Hefuge and the inmates

are ample indication of thorough supervision and kindly treatment and con-

sideration for the best interests of the children."

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.

Toronto, October 10th, 1886.

R. Christie, Esq.

Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities.

Sir,— I have the honour to submit to you the sixth annual report of the Andrew-

Mercer Ontario Reformatory for Females and Refuge for Girls, for the year ending^

September 30th, 1 886.

The general conduct of the inmates has been satisfactory ; as a rule discipline has

been well maintained.

In referring to the Prison's offence book, I find the number of punishments recorded

is one hundred and twenty three, being less than last year, while punishment by confine-

ment in dark cell has been resorted to only three times, as against fourteen in the

preceding year.

The majority of the inmates are never punished. Some of those well behaved women
frequently ask me if there is any probability that some of their time will be remitted for

good conduct.

Every year since this Reformatory has been in operation, I have hoped that those

vested with authority would introduce a law, by which our inmates could merit this

remission of sentence. In the event of such a law being passed, I would ask that this

clemency be extended only to those who have never been reported for any infringmeut

of the Reformatory rules, provided they are serving their first term of imprisonment in

the Reformatory, and that this term of sentence is of one year and over. The hope of

having the sentence shortened, ever so little, by their own efforts would I feel sure prove

a strong incentive to good conduct.

The number of inmates discharged on expiration of sentence is 137; nineteen were

taken in charge by Mrs. Harvie and teachers of the Sunday School, seventy-one returned
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to friends, twenty-three went back to their former evil lives, live went to the Convent of

the Good Shepherd, Parkdale, one to the Industrial Refuge, North Toronto, three found

situations for themselves, three were sent to the General Hospital, one was taken in

change by an officer of the Salvation Army, eleven were placed in situations by members of

the Reformatory statf.

We strive to keep the discharged inmates in view, as far as we can. Sometimes the

best behaved while in the Reformatory prove to be very weak and incapable of resisting

temptation when released. Every member of the statf does her utmost to help and

encourage discharged inmates.

You will observe the great decrease in the manufacturing operations, viz. :—Pant
and shirt making.

During the months of February and ]\Iarth there were very few orders from the

wholesale houses, and during the whole year orders have been scarce. This is not to be

attributed to work badly done, for on all occasions when work has been sent the utmost

satisfaction has been given.

During the months when work from the wholesale houses was scarce the inmates

were employed in knitting and making up clothes for Reformatory use. It is often a

matter of surprise to me that these women work so well and diligently. It is very

unusual for any of them to be punished for refusing to work.

The following is a list of articles made during the year :

—

Pants 1,178

Vests 36

Shirts 573
Flannel skirts 493

Aprons 214
Underwear 326

Sheets 375

Pillow-slips 226

Quilts 24

Table linen 62

Dresses 70
Towels 204
Infants' clothing (articles) 25

Boys' suits 6

Stockings pairs 756
Socks pairs 575
Stockings footed 154

Mitts 40

I^nenumerated 112

The laundries— City, Central Prison and house— have done good work ; very few

complaints are ever made for bad laundrying. Clear starching and ironing are as well

done as any I have seen in the city laundries.

At nine o'clock on Sunday morning the usual Sunday School clas.ies have >)Pen

faithfully and zealously attended by W. H. Ifowland, Ks(|., Mrs. Harvii', and her efficient

Htaff of lady teachers
;
great interest is evinced by the inmati-s in these clas.ses. As in

former years, clergymen of the .Ministerial Association, hold services every Sunday

aft«'rnoon at four o'clock and every Tuesday evening at half past si,\.

At half-past ten mass is celebrated every Sunrlay morning by a priest from St.

Michael's Cathedral, followed by an instruction. Catechism classes are held on Sunday

aft«rnoon and Tuesday evening, for the benefit of the Roman Catholic portion of the

inmatfs.

During the winter months all inmates umler eighteen years of age receive instruction

in reading, writing and arithmetir for an hour and a half every morning ; an hour is given

four nights during the week lor the benefit of the oldjT women who cannot writ4' nor reail.

A few additions to the library would \>e acceptable. ,\s a rule, great care is taken

of tlu! books.

The general health of the inmates has been good. I'hf Phy.sician, Dr. .lohn S. King,

is most kind and attentive in the performanci' of his dufirs; he visits* thi- Institution

every morning. Indepenrlant of the more important work of looking aft«T thos*- wl>o are

ill, we find this daily visit most us«ful, as it no doubt prevents the indoU-nt women from

feigning illness and has help«<l mat«Tially in keeping up a strict reformatory diKcipline.

One woman died from gangrene, August 19th ; she had been an inmate of the hospital

from ^lay 15th.
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We may also note that the hospital was closed from April 9th until May 11th.

The daily average number of infants is more than in any former year.

Fn residence October 1st, 1885 4
Entered with mothers during the year 2

Born in Reformatory 1

Total.. 7

Left with mothers 4
Remaining in nursery 3

Total 7

For greater convenience, the surgery was removed from the fourth to the third flat.

The old surgery is used for a nursery as well as the room formerly occupied for that
purpose.

In the work-rooms of the south wing, ventilating pipes have been introduced and
the water-closets have been partitioned off. In the east wing, a ventilating pipe alone
was necessary to make the air pure. A new hot water boiler was put in, the old one
being worn out. A refrigerator for milk and butter was purchased. These improvements
have been found to be most satisfactory.

October 16th, Assistant Engineer, John Barry, resigned, and John Guyette was
appointed to fill his place ; Arthur Ewing was appointed as gardener, June 1st.

The resignation of Attendant Sloane, in November, and the promotion of Attendants
Maloney and Madden, and the appointment of Annie Reardon as housemaid, are the
only changes that have taken place in tlie staff during the year. I here desire to acknow-
ledge with gratitude the able co-operation that has been given me by every member of the

Reformatory staff.

We often deplore the short time the law gives us to try and benefit our inmates.
This is felt especially in the case of those addicted to drinking. Ordinarily these inebriates

are sentenced for six months and they go out with appetites sharpened by a brief compulsory
abstinence. In 1884, the average period of sentence awarded by the courts to women
admitted to the Reformatory during that year was 10.58 months; in 1885, 10.76 months

;

in 1886 10.19 months. In Massachusetts, I see that a maximum sentence of two years for

women who had before been convicted of drunkenness is given. If our law makers in

Ontario could be induced to provide for the imposition of long sentences for inebriates,

we might hope for better reformatory results.

We are glad, however, to note that there has not been as many re-committals during
the past year, giving us some hope that our work has not all been in vain.

Refuge Branch.

The year opened with thirty-five children in residence.

I am glad to note a large increase in the number of admissions, sixteen being

received while the year before there was only three. Another cause of congratulation

is that a fair proportion of this number are children under eleven years of age. It is

obvious that better results can be hoped for with children of this age than with those

who are older.

The placing of a child in the Refuge has often been the turning point between a
life of crime, and a respectible hone.st future.

It is certainly more desirable to prevent crime than to punish it, consequently it

has been a matter of surprise and regret to me that so few are sent to the Refuge.

Notwithstanding that the majority of the girls are of very limited capacity, great

progress has been made in the classes during the year. Efforts are constantly made
to stimulate them to application in their studies.
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Care is taken to give our children good domestic training, and in teaching them
habits of cleanliness and order, they are tniined to be cooks and housemaids.

Knitting and sewing by hand and sewing-machine is taught. The following is a

list ot articles made during the year :

—

Dresses 79

Skirts 34

Aprons 75
Night dresses 28

Underware 125

Sheets 59

Pillow cases 84

Towels 34

Stockings, prs 71

Unenumerated articles 146

The children enjoy the same religious services as the inmates of the Reformatory.

During every service in the chapel screens are j)lHced between the women of the

Reformatory and the children of the Refuge.

A want is felt for reading matter for the older girls during recreation hours. They
are provided with bibles, catechisms and school books ; but as almost all young girls

have a craving for tales of fiction, a judicious selection of such works having a moral

tendency is much to be desired. The girls of the Refuge are not allowed to use the

books of the Reformatory library.

I am sorry to be obliged to report that two of the girls ran away from the

Refuge. The first left between six o'clock and quarter past on the morning of June
2nd. After an investigation we found that no blame could be attached to any one in

charge ; every eflfort up to the present has been unavailing to recapture this girl. Tlie

second ran away in the evening of August 27th, about eight o'clock. She was brought

back by the Assistant Engineer, October 1st.

There is nothing to prevent these girls from running away at any time that they

find the restraint irksome, as the doors are locked only at night.

The StafT at the Refuge is tiie same as last year ; they continue to work faithfully

and conscientiously in the discharge of their arduours duties.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

M. J. O'REILLY,
SiiperiiilendeiU.

Annual Statistical Rkport of the Andrew Mehcer Ontario Reformatory for

TIIK YEAR KNUINO SePTEMUER 30tH, 1886.

Number of inmates October Ist, 1885 114
" " since received ' -3

Total number of inmates - -•''

Discharged on expiration of sentence LW
" by remission of sentence

Died ^ 1

Transferred Uj Lunatic Asylum ^

Refuge 2

Remaining in custody, September 30th, 1886 ''

»

237

NaUi,ro of SenU-nccH.

Sentenced direct to Reformatory 97

" to common caoU 26— 123
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Nationalities.

England 16
Ireland 24
Scotland 4
Wales 1

Canada 72
United States 6

123.

Religious Denominations.

Episcopalians 47
Roman Catholics 44
Presbyterians 8
Baptists 5
Methodists *. 19

123

Social Condition.

Married 49
Single ... 74

123.

Temperate or Intemperate.

Temperate 45
Intemperate 78

'

123

Education.

Eead and write 59
Read only 26
Neither read or write 38

123.

Ages.

Under 18 22
From 18 to 20

.".'.'

22

37
23

11

7

1— 123;

Sentences.

For 3 months 4
" 4 " 2
" 6 " "l'!!l!*!l!!'!l" !!."!!'* !^!11'!1!.."1!.".11!!!1!! 63
"

7 "
2

" 8 " .......^..... 1
" 9 "

2
" 12 «' 24
"15 " 2
" 16 " ..........................'........... 1
" 18 «' " 4
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For 1 9 months 1

«• 20 " 2
" 23 " 9
" 1 year and 340 davs 1

" 1 " 360 ""^
"i

123

Crimes.

Concealment of birth 1

Disorderly 3

Drunkenness 8

Drunk and disorderly 4
" " and creating a disturbance 1

Drunkenness and vagrancy 4

Frequenting a disorderly house 6
" house of ill-fame I

Inmate of a house of ill-fame 7

Keeping a disorderly house 10
" house of ill-fame 8

Larceny 17
" and receiving stolen goods 1

Prostitution 3
" and vagrancy 2

Receiving stolen goods 1

Vagrancy 45
Vagrancy, drunk and disorderly 1

123

Occupalioiis.

Charwomen 5

Cook.s 2

Dressmakers 2

Housekeepers 10

Laundresses 1

No occupations 16

Peddlers 1

Prostitutes 38

Seamstresses 1

Servants iH

Tailoress 1

Whitewasher 1

123
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Counties from which Inmates were received.

COUNTIES.

Brant

Bruce . . .

.

Carleton .

.

Elgin

Essex

Frontenac

Grey

Hastings

Kent.

Lambton

Leeds and Grenville

Middlesex

Northumberland and Durham

.

Oxford . .

Simcoe

Thunder Bay District

Welland

Wellington

Wentworth

York

Total.

Sentenced
direct to

Reformatory.

2

2

5

1

4

10

1

1

2

1

1

3

2

2

1

1

18

40

97

Sentenced to

Common Gaols
and subsequently

removed.

3

10

26

Total.

2

2

6

1

4

10

5

1

4

3

1

3

3

1

2

2

1

1

21

50

123

Number of Days' Work done by Inmates during the Year.

Industrial Department.

Knitting to fill orders 1,946^
Shirt and pant making 1 ,576|

Laundry (City and Central Prison) 6,7071^ '

-10,230|-
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Domestic Labour.

Corridor and house cleaning 2,706 J
Cooks 36U
Bakery S5U
Dining-room 1,223^
Laundry inmates and staff 2,83'Ji

Leciruing to sew 1,2G7

knit 594
Sewing, mending and knitting for Reformatory 8,329i^

" own clothing 378
Nursery (attending infants) 578i
Nurse (hospital) 328

1,9461

Daily average number of Infants in the Reformatory during the year ending
September 30th, 1886.

Day of Month.
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Daily average populatioQ of the Reformatory during the year ending September
30th, 1886.

Day of Month.
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Since discharged by expiration of sentence 8
" " " Lieutenant-Governor's warrant 2

Apprenticed 3

Left the Refuge 2

Sent to Insane Asyhim 1

Remaining in Refuge 30th September, 1886 3t)

— r>2

Nature of Sentence.

Direct to Refuge 13

Transferred from Refuge 3

— 16

Nationalities.

Canada 12

United States 2

Ireland 1

Wales 1

Heligiotuf.

— 16

Episcopalian

Methodist
Roman Catholic

Presbyterian 1

Education.

Read and write r>

Read only 2

Neither read nor write y

if,

Counties receiveif from.

-16

Bruce
Crey
Hastings

MiddUisex

Northumberland
lirant

EsHex

Ontario

IV'terboro . .

York
Thunder Bay. . .

16

At/e^t.

Four yeain I

Seven " .1

Nine "
I

Ten " 1

Elevt-n years 2
Twelve " ?,

Thii-toen " 4

Fourt»'en "
I

Fifteen "
I

— 16

8(1'.) ii;i
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• Offences.

Vagrancy 3

Larctny 3

Without salutary control 2

Incorrigibility 3

Without proper care 3

Prostitute 1

Selling liquor 1

Sentences.

16

Six months 1

One year 1

Three years 2

Four " 2

Five " 3

Indefinite period , 7

— 16

Daily Population of the Refuge.

Day of Month.
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REPORT OF THE SURGEON.

Toronto, 1st October, 1886.

Robert Cukistie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities.

Sir,— I have the honour of herewith submitting to you niy Sixth Annual Report
as Surgeon of the Andrew Mercer Ontario R^^formatory for Females and Industrial

Refuge for Girls for the year ending September 30th, 1886.

The Rpformatiiry for Females.

1 am pleased to be able to report that the health of the inmates the past year bears

satisfactory compiri.son with that <»f previous yeirs, and that, excluding those cases of

illness which were undoubtedly due to predisposing or exciting causes which had
operation prior to admission at the Institution, very few cases of a serious cliaracter

have rei|uired attention.

Tht! sanitary conditions of the buildings, recreition grounds, and surroundings, are

excellent. Fhe adaptation of labour to the ditFerent physical and mental capil^ilities of

tht^ inmites —t!ie regular hours for refreshments, labour, recreation, instruction, sleep

and rest—the plain but, nourishing diet—and the habit of cleanliness enforced, all

conspire t > preserve a vigor of body and mind, while they greatly assist the medical

treat lu'nt of those who enter suffering from one or other of the many ills 1 1 which
humanity is liable.

The average daily number of inmates during the year was 111.42 ; while the daily

avera'^^e under treatment was 11.68 or about lOi per cent, of the whole ; and the daily

average ot those sick and wholly incipicitated for work was, in Kospital 2. H, and
temp >rarily sick .71, making a total of 3.2.5, or a tritle over 2.^ p-M* cent., on a daily

aver •;.,'e, were sick.

During the year no Ie.s3 than four insane women were admitc 'd, one of which A.

L , wa-s .subsequently sent to the Toronto Lunatic Asylum, while the others more
controllable were taken care of at the Reformatory.

Of the total inmates twenty-.seven sptMit s >me portion of their time of sentence in

the Reformatory Hospital, l)eing two less thin in the year ending with S'pteml»er, 1885,

and eleven less than the yeir ending with September, 1884. Of th<'se, ten spent from
one to t«'n days in the Reformatory Hospital, and six spent from eleven to twenty days
therein. In the remaining eleven cases tli- d lys -ip.'iir. by each severally, with the

di8«aHe treated, were :
—

30 days Abdominal Hernia.

36 " ( 'hronic Klieumatistn.

39 " Asthma and Acute IJronchiti.s.

4.0 ** Neuralgia.

49 " Acute Rheuniatism.
.06 " ( 'ongestion of the Lungs.

60 " Pl.uri.sy.

96 " Heart i)iHia.so, Hrop.sy, and CJangrene.

104 " |{rnal Diopsy.

136 " Phthisis.

169 " Phtliisi.s.

^)nly one de ith oc.-urn? I in the Institution «liiring tip- year, that of Ann .McOill,

an old woman andhoH|>ital patient who sufFere*! fr iin heart di.sease, dropsy, and gangrene,

the last proving to be the iraranli 4te cause of death, and the other two preventing

successful surgical treatment. Her death occurred August 19th, 1886. In accordance
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with the usual custom an inquest was held and a verdict in accordance with the fore-

going facts was rendered.

The past year there were nineteen cases of syphilis in the syphilitic ward, being

six more than the previous year. Of that number nine were in at the beginning of the

years 1885 and 1886, while ten additional cases were admitted during the year and four

remained at the close of the year. The largest number under treatment at any one
time was ten. The daily average of cases under treatment during the year in the

syphilitic ward was 5.03. The nature of the disease is such that some of the inmates

leave the Institution by expiration of sentence before cure is effected. Some of these

in course of time during successive sentences occupy this ward more than once, and
some of those who have spent but a short time in that ward the year just closed have
spent a longer period before the close of the preceding year, and some of those in at the

close of the past year will remain for some time the present year. Of the nineteen

cases seven were in the ward from thirteen to forty-three days ; six remained from fifty-

one to eighty-two days ; and six from 102 to 249 days. This class of cases must
continue to be isolated as a measure of sanitary precaution against the spread of the

disease to other inmates ; still they cannot be rated as hospital cases owing to their

general capability for some kind of work ; while inmates of the Reformatory Hospital

are sick or injured and wholly incapacitated for work.

The nursery continues to be a feature of the Institution, although of very limited

proportions. The health of the babes has been good, and only trivial requirements have
had existence.

Babes remaining from the preceding year 4
" admitted with their mothers 2

" born, one alive, and one still born 2

Total 8
" left Institution with their mothers 4
" dead (still born) 1-5

Remaining , 3

The practice of vaccinating all new inmates who have not recently been vaccinated

continues as in former years as a precautionary measure. The number vaccinated the

past year was twenty-five, exclusive of officials.

Periodically, I have inspected the work-shops, corridors, cells, beds, baths, and

closets, and uniformly found everything satisfactory.

I have not heard a single complaint the past year regarding the food supplied at the

meals, and have at various times partaken of the meals supplied i»mates, and uniformly

found them of good quality and sufficient quantity.

The Reformatory Staff have been singularly free from any sickness other than that

of a mild and temporary character.

The cost of medicine and medical and surgical supplies for the Institution for the

year, including the Reformatory, Refuge and Staff has been very moderate, not exceeding

a daily average of three mills per inmate.

The changes made by the removal of the surgery and medicines, as well as by

changing the location of the nursery, has been attended by much greater convenience

and facility in dealing with the sick.

I am pleased to report that my relations with the officers and staff continue pleasant.

I am especially pleased to recognize the degree of efficiency attained by the chief attend-

ant in the diversified and important duties connected with the care of medicines and

their administiation, and the carrying out of professional directions in the hospital, as

well as with the sick in the various wards of the Reformatory and Industrial. Refuge^

together with the knowledge of what to do in emergencies.
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Presentations for Treatment during the year ending September, 1886, excluding

Hospital Cases.

DISEASE.

Abraaions
Abscess
Acne
Amenorrhf£a
Ancemia
Anchylosis
-Vscaris Lumbricales
Asthma
Bilious ...

IJ^jil.s

Bronchitis, Acute
" Chronic

Bums
Cancer
<i;ancruin Oris
Catarrh
Cephalaltfia
Ch<ilera Morlnw
Chroniophy to.sis

Colcl.s

CongeHtion of Kidneys..
" Liver

ConjunctivitiH
ComeitiH
Conntipation
<yontuHi<»ns and wounds
CoUfdl
Cramjw
Diarrho-a
Dropsy
I >uiiffeon caueH
I )yHnienorrha'a
l)yMpepHia
Karachi
Kc/.»'ina

Kndonietritis
KpilfpHy
KpiHtaxiH
Krythema
Favu.H

Ki'briailiB

< Sa.Mtral^ia

(ioDorrhira
II.

If.

M
II .'I'fiKnee

llv.t.

i-iMoptysin .

^iM.idB

Incontinence of Urine
Indi^festion

Inflammation of (ilanda
" Bnnwi'
"

Iff>n/1 and Face . . .

.

" Upp'T Kxtn-mitie*
" Ix)W»T "

6
13
4

22
1

3
1

1

210
5
2
2
9
9
4

4
26
1

1
r)8

12
1

12
4

148
9
40
10
14
1

2
16
1

12
13
8
7
1

IS
1

11

2
3
3
3
5
2
7
ft

68
25
2
2
3
7

DISEASE.

Irritable Bladder
Insanity
Insomnia
Laryngiti.s

Leucorrhcea
Lximbago
Lupus
Melingerers or frivolous.

Meuiirrhagia
Metritis
Miscarriage
Nausea
Neuralgia
New inmates
(Edema
Otitis.

Ovaritis
PaiiiK (alleged and simple).
Palpitation
Paralysis .\gitans

Pediculo-
Phthisis
Piles
Pleurisy
Pregnancy (disorders of) .

.

Prolap.'<e <>f Rectum
Pruritis
Rheumatism, Acute

" Chronic . .

.

Rupia
Scaoies
Scald
.Sciatica

Sore throat
.Sprain

Supjires.sion of Urine
.Sypliilif*. .Sc<-ondary

" Tertiary
Teeth extract'd
TiMithache
Tfuea TonmiranH
TouMilitis

Torticolis

Tremors
Tamors
iric M
Urticaria
Utenm ( i>rfila|«e)

" liaceration cm . , .

.

ri.-.T!ition of

Vaccinati'l . . ..

.

Vertigo.

.

Vomiting
Wi-.ikneHH or Debility . . .

.

112

14

3
1

16

3

89
14

8

1

9
28
123

1

2

17

128
3
2

6
19
6
9
1

2
1

ir>

C!»

1

1

1

1

cry

11

1

lit

3
89

('•

1

3
.'.

12

4

.{

1

1

1

60
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Monthly Record of Cases, other than Hospital Cases.

Months.

Casuals or Ordinary Cases Presenting. Syphilitic Ward

October, 1885

November, "

December, '

'

January, 1886

February, "

March,

April,

May,

June, "

July,

Auguat, "

September, "

Total Cases

Seen.

138

141

161

174

149

143

154

117

156

97

128

123

Daily
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Monthly Record of Hospital Cases.

Months.
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Following are the diseases or ailments treated during the year, with the number of

girls afflicted with each :

—

DiSKASE.
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Through the "Canadian Letter Mission" letters were received at Christmas and

Easter. These were much appreciated, and in more than one instance were a means of

blessing to the recipient.

The yearly contribution of Bibles from the Upper Canada IJible ^Society was eagerly

looked for, and gladly received.

Cast-off clothing was provided in every instance where the teachers were aware of its

need. Twenty-two inmates, including one from the Refuge, were assisted by the teachers

at time of discharge. Several of these the workers met on morning of discharge, the

others came direct to the Assistant Superintendent, and were recommended to the Haven
or placed in service.

Our hearts have been cheered from time to time by one and another giving evidence,

not only of moral improvement, but that there is a work of grace in the heart. It is not

to be expected that these evidences will be as marked and clear as in cases where there

is much greater light and knowledge, and the associations and surroundings are more

helpful, but tliey are sutticiently striking to afford much encouragement to the workers.

We avail ourselves of this opportunity to thank Mrs. O'Reilly and the other oHicers

and attendants for their continued and ever increasing kindness to the workers, and for

the assistance thus aflorded them in the prosecution of the work.

Above all, we prai.se and thank God for the opportunity—nay more—the privilege of

carrying the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ to our forlorn and imprisoned

sisters, and for the success which has crowned the giving of the message.

W. H. ROWLAND, Superintendent.

L. J. HARVIE, Assistant Superintendent.

E. G. SAMS. Secretary.
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KEFORMATORY FOR BOYS.

Perhaps the most noticeable feature in the history of the Reformatory during-

the year is the falling off in j^opulation, which on the 30th September numbered
but 205, accounted for, of course, by the reduced committals to the Reformatorj'
during 1885 and 1886. Notwithstanding the increase in the population of the

Province during the past five years, there has been in that period a con-

siderable falling off in the commitment of boys ; thus in the hve years ending
30th September, 1886, the number of boys received into the Reformatory was
338, while in the preceding five years it was 377, a difference of thirty-nine. It

is to be hoped that this state of things is the result of the increased efforts made
in the past few years to reclaim the idle and vicious of the youthful population

of the country, and that it will be an encouragement to increased efforts in the

future. Not only, too, was there a reduction in the number of boys sent to the

Reformatory, but there was a very considerable falling off in the number com-
mitted to the gaols. I trust that this is really an indicatron of a decrease in

crime and vice, but I fear to speak very hopefully on the subject, for it is impossible

to go into the streets of our larger cities and towns and not see many boys, who
would be greatly benefited by a stay in the Reformatory. I fear, too, that as

as regards the decrease in the commitments to the Reformatory, it may be to some
extent the result of leniency through which a boy is sentenced to a short term in

the common gaol rather than to the Reformatory. It would be far better to let

the boy go fi'ee, for in the majority of the gaols he cannot be separated from
the adult prisoners, and he is in idleness, and at the termination of his sentence

is released possibly worse than when committed, and, if so, ripe for some
offence of a more serious character than that for which he has just been

punished. After probably one or two more short terms in the gaol, he is

eventually sent to the Reformatory, but the boy reaches it when he is

hardened by constant contact with criminals, and so there is much more
work for the Reformatory officers to do, as he is not now easily impressioned

for good.

I believe that before very long an Indu.strial School, established under the

Act of 1884, and situated within a few miles of Toronto, will be opened. To a

school of this kind, children coming within any of the following classes can be

sent by a County Judge, or Police Magistrate, until they attain the age of sixteen

years, viz :

—

1. Any child who is found begging or receiving alms, or being in any street,,

or public place for the purpose of begging or receiving alms.
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2. Who is found wandering, and not having any home or settled place of

abode, or proper guardianship, or not having any lawful occupation or business,

or visible means of subsistence.

3. Who is found destitute, either being an orphan, or having a surviving

parent who is undergoing penal servitude or imprisonment.
4. Whose parent, step-parent, or guardian represents to the Judge or Magis-

trate that he is unable to control the child, and that he desires the child to be

sent to an Industrial School under this Act.

5. Who, by reason of the neglect, drunkenness, or other vices of the parents,

is suffered to be growing up without salutary parental control and education, or

in circumstances exposing him to lead an idle and dissolute life.

6. Who has been toinid guilty of petty crime, and who, in the opinion of

the Judtre or Mafjistrate before whom he has been convicted, should be sent to an
Industrial School instead of to a gaol or reformatory.

Schools of the kind indicated by the Act in question, will no doubt be

established in other places, if it be found that the one referred to is successful.

They will afford places to which can be sent youths, whom the sentencing Magis-

trate m;iy not desire to commit to the Reformatory, but whom it is desirable to

withdraw from objectionable surroundings.

The actual operations of the Reformatory during the past year, as well a'^

tliose in the previous one, are shown in the following sunmiary, an<l in my
minutes of inspection, and in the reports of the Reformatory Officers, reference

is made to all matters of interest which occurred during the year:

—

1885. 1.S86.

Number in residence at beginning of year (1st Oct.). . 242 220

Admitted during the year 51 G4

Returned after escaping 2 1

Total numbei- in residence 21)5 285

Disciiarwd accordini; to sentence 59 57

Transferred to the Central Prison -

Reprieved 14 21

Died

Escaped 2

75

In residence at close of year (30th Sept.). 220
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Details of the cost of maintaining the Reformatory during the years 1885
and 1886 will be found in the table ffiven below :

—

SERVICE.

Salarie.s and wages

Rations

Bedding and clothing

Fuel, light and cleaning

Furniture and furnishings

Farm expenditure

Ordinary repairs

Stationery, postage, telegrams and advertising .

.

Workshop, tools and fixtures

Hospital expenses

Chapel, school and library expenses

Officer's travelling expenses

Recovering escaped boys

Rent of cottages for guards

Freight

Sundries

Year ending 30th
Sept., 1885.

Total
I

Annual cost
Expenditure. 1 per inmate.

$ c.

15804 18

5332 25

4848 70

5446 31

988 70

2655 45

1309 95

709 84

681 83

54 37

441 62

36 45

249 24

481 36

299 50

753 73

Totals 40093 48

$ c.

66 68

22 50

20 46

22 98

4 17

11 21

5 53

3 00

2 88

23

1 86

15

1 05

2 03

1 26

3 18

Year ending 30th
Sept., 1886.

Total Annual cost
Expenditure, per inmate.

169 17

$ c.

15946 68

4598 10

5475 92

5179 80

790 64

2286 07

1328 62

563 13

397 68

86 96

470 74

43 14

721 29

505 74

156 51

713 02

39264 04

$ c.

72 48

20 90

24 89

23 54

3 60

10 40

6 04

2 56

1 81

39

2 14

19

3 28

2 30

71

3 24

178 47

INSPECTIONS.

Copies of the Minutes made by me of my inspections of the Reformatory
are appended :

—

" I made an inspection of the Reformatory for Boys, on the 2.5th June. My
visit was made more particularly with the view of arranging for the commence-
ment of the new buihling to be erected as a residence for the Superintendent of

the Institution. I, however, made a general inspection, and saw all the boys at

their various employments. Although the majority of the inmates appeared to

be in excellent health and to be receiving the usual care and attention, yet a

number of them were complaining, and I found six of them ill with pneumonia
;

two or three of them seriously so. I was gratified to learn, however, that the

indications were that they would all be in a convalescent state in the course of a

few days. iSlo very satisfactory reason could be assigned for so large a number
of the lads being attacked almost simultaneously with the same ailment ; but
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the assumption was that they had become heated by taking vigorous exercise on
the ])lay-<;p'ound, and had not used sufficient precaution afterward.

" Owing largely to the want of assistance, I found that the new laundry-

rooms were not yet ready for occupation. In view of the present health of the

boys, it is imperative that the outside building should be used for the laundry

work, and the Superintendent will therefore endeavour to get some competent
engineer to complete the work as rapidly as possible, and effect the removal of

the laundry work from the main building.

" The arrangements formerly sanctioned for the commencement of the new
residence for the Superintendent have been promptly put under way, and the

foumiation walls were found to be in a forward state, notwithstanding that

considerable difficulty had been experienced in getting a good foundation, in

consequence of quicksand, which was not discovered until the work of excavating

had been completed. This difficulty, together with the weather being unusually

wet, caused some delay in the operation, and the work for the time being has

been suspended. Now, however, everything is in good shape to proceed with

the work.

" I found the Institution to be well kept, and in a good state of preservation
,

with the exception of the floor of the dining-hall which has to be renewed, and
for which an appropriation has been made. The material is provided and the

work will be proceeded with as soon as the Institution carpenter can attend to

it. I found the stores department in good condition, clean and orderly.

" An examination of the records shewed them to be well ke|)t."

" I again visited the Reformatory for B<^ys, Penetanguishene, on the 10th

July, more especially with a view to noting the progress being made in tht? work
of construction going on.

" The difficulty referred to in may last minutes of laying the foundation

walls in consequence of an underlying lied of ijuieksand has been overcome;

but the extra expenditure in material and laboui which this ha,s entailed, will

cause the original estimate for the liuilding to l)e consideral)ly exceeded. The
site, however, could not well be abandoned when so much work had been done,

an<l other difficulties might have been met witii if anothei" site liad been ciiosen.

It i.s evideTit, therefore, that the liest c<jurse has been puisued in successfully

combatting the difficulties met with in tlie first instance.

" I found the Institution in a satisfactory condition, and tiie health of the

inmates much inqtroved. Sixteen cju^cs of pneumonia had been recorded since

its first outbreak, but all of them were now convalescent, only one lad

remaining in be-d, and it wa.s thought that he would be about in the course of a

day or two. The usual routine work of the Institution was being regularly

proceeded with in a .satisfactorv maiiMer."

EXAMI.NATlo.N oF S( IKxd.S.

The Reformatory Schools were examined by Mr. J. C Morgan, tlie Public

School lns|iect(jr of the County. A copy of his rep-irt is ajtpended :

I have the honour to pr»'Bent to you my Tliinl .\iiniiiii Report on the Schools of

the Refonimtory, and to suggest such changes and tiioUiticatiouB as seem to lue to )te

best calculated to increase their efficiency.
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AtteJidance.

In Mr. Mahony's room I found thirty-four in the morning and the same number in

the afternoon—in all sixty-eight; sub-divided into six classes, from Junior 1st to 5th

Class.

In Mr. Murphy's room there were in the morning nineteen in Class IV,, and in the

afternoon thirty-two in Class III.—making a total of tifty-one.

In Mr. Ferguson's room the morning attendance was thirty-three—all being in

Book II., though in two divisions, and the afternoon shewed thirty-seven, divided as

follows : Part I., eight; Part II., twelve ; Book IL, seventeen.

Classification.

The number on the roll in each room was, therefore, Mr. Murphy, fifty-five ; Mr.
Ferguson, seventy-nine ; Mr. Mahony, seventy-six. It will thus be seen that an improve-
ment can be made by putting part of Mr. Ferguson's divison, say Senior II. Class, into

Mr. Murphy's charge. This would make the numbers about even in these two rooms,

i.e., about sixty-seven in each, with about twelve more under Mr. Mahony's charge.

Even under these circumstances the teacher of the Roman Catholic School would be

placed at a very great disadvantage, inasmuch as he would be required to teach as many
classes as the two other teachers, and yet he would have an average attendance somewhat
larger than that of either of them. Still this will be the best arrangement that can be

made until a more intimate knowledge of the circumstances and needs of the Institution,

a broader and more liberal view of the situation, breaks down the wall between the two
schools, places all the pupils under the same secular system, and gives to each lad the

vastly increased advantages which a proper grading of the schools would ensure
;

advantages, too, which would be mainly enjoyed by the minority.

Condition.

I am pleased to be able to report an improvement throughout, slight indeed, in Mr.
Ferguson's room, but quite perceptible in the two others. The most apparent progress

has been made in the study of English, and in practical business Arithmetic, but even
in these two subjects much remains to be done, for the written expression of thought,
even in so simple a test as a business letter, is still exceedingly crude, and although a
supposititious account was fairly made out and rendered by most IV. Class pupils, a
discounted note in payment was, except in two instances, totally incorrect even in form.
The writing througliout the Institution is generally speaking very creditable, and the
reading in the senior classes fair. The methods, however, in the lowest classes are not
calculated to p7'oduce the best results. Spelling has not shown very much change for

the better, for although Classes III. and IV. are fairly satisfactory, the spelling below
them was leally bad.

Mooms.

With respect to the arrangement of the rooms, it is to be regretted that Mr. Mahony
and Mr. Ferguson have to teach in rooms so small and overcrowded that it is quite

impossible to bring up classes properly to recitation, difiicult to have good order and
discipline, and almost hopeless to attempt to have the air in a condition at all pure.

Until other and better arrangements can be made, I would suggest the division of Mr.
Murphy's room into two, putting Mr. Ferguson's classes into one part. Not only would
this improve Mr. Ferguson's condition without injuring Mr. Murphy's, but the latter

would more easily exercise the constant supervision over his assistant which his authority
and responsibility as Senior Protestant teacher render necessary.

Subjects.

A most important question, and one which should at once be considered and decided

is : What subjects should be taught in these schools ? To arrive at a proper conclusion,
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we must recollect that the circumstances are radically ditFerent from those which

surround ordinary schools.

In my opinion the teachinfj should have for its aim the giving to the lad the best

and readiest opportunities possible of beginning a useful and honourable life immediately

on leaving the Reformatory, and it should therefore be thoroughly practical

His tirst step will obviously be try to obtain some situation, and to do this he must
make application either personally or by letter. Hence the absolute necessity of

cultivating a correct and pleasant speech, and the faculty of writing a good, plain,

business letter. But as the most beautifully expressed letter would be usele.ss if illegible

the writing of a plain round unflourished hand should be insisted on. Having once

obtained a situation it is probable that our lad will tind tliese two accompli.shmcnts called

into u.se pretty con.stantly, and in addition he will almost surely need, at least will find

exceedingly useful, a knowledge of practical Arithmetic ; i.e., quick and correct work in

the four elementary rules, (mentally as far as possible), a thorough knowledge of the

compound rules, some acquaintence with multiples, measures, and very easy fractions,

the faculty of reasoning in Arithmetical form, interest, etc., and simple book keeping

by single entry, with a thorough knowledge of all business forms. Then, too, he should

be taught to read so easily and readily that it is pleasanter for him to read than to loaf,

and so (igrfeahly that he can afford enjoyment to others. In addition to these subj^-cts,

which after all are merely the three R's modified to suit the necessities of this particular

Institution and century, I would plead eurnestly for a very fair knowledge of Mechanical

Drawing and Vocal Music—the former because it is of incalculable advantage to every

mechanic and artisan, and is useful to every man, and the latter because it would give

our lad a connection with church choirs and other associations, wliich couM not l)ut

benefit liim very greatly, and because it would inevitaldy V)e the means of introducing

him to a class of people whom he would not otherwise meet, and from whom he would

certainly derive good.

I am fully aware of the dithculty of having the.se two subjects taught now, but

there have been several changes in the stafl' of teachers since I first inspected the scliool,

and I would suggest that the capacity to teach one or oth«-r branch be a »ine <pui nun in

the engagement of future masterH. Many men could be obtained who could handle one

or other subject, (perhaps both) and at the same time teach thoroughly everything else

required of him. If the will to make this improvement exists, tlie way lies open. I

would certaitdy teach nothing else except elementary Geography and the topography of

Canada, until the subjects already named were thoroughly mastered.

ApparatiLS.

I notice a few things which are needed in tin; schools : Three crayon-holdei-s, three

crayon-corn pases, a box of colored crayons for map and mechanical drawing, two maps

of the World and of the Dominion, two large numeral frames, and two large CJIobes.

I also recommtrnd again, and most earnestly the making a grant for tin? purposes

mentioned in my last report. The expense cannot be an objection, becau.so where so

heavy an expenditure is already necessary, the sum of $25 or ^W would not be felt, and

would return itself ten-fold in results.

I have asked nothing, I have recommended nothing, the advisability of whieh I

have not well and carefully weighed ; the renult of carrying out the suggestions will

most surely Ije to l»enetit an Institution, in which I cannot but take the deepest intercut,

wliether from the constant and thoughtful kindness always experienced at the hands of

the Warden, the Deputy and the other OlHciaU, or from the compelling influences of the

boys themselves, whose future for weal or wo*; in this world, (atul even to somn extent in

the next), will be largely determined by th*- Educational work done in this Institution.

The reports of the following officers are annexed :

—

The Superintendent (with statistical tables), the Surgeon, the Pr«)test.int Chaplain,

the Roman Catholic Chaplain, the Protestant Sirhool M;nter, mul tlie liom.m Catholie

School Master :

—
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The Superintendent's Report.

Penetanguishene, October 27tli, 1886.

Sir,—I have the honour, herewith, to suhmit the Twenty-seventh Annual Report of

the Ontario Reformatory for Boys for the year ending September 30th, 1886.

The statistical tables for the the year, below appended, evidence a decided decrease

in our population when compai-ed with those furnished, year by year, since 1878, when
li)6 represented the number then in residence. From that year until 1882, inclusive,

a marked increase is noticeable, the inmates at latter date numbering 263. Gradually
from that time to the present a falling ofl' has taken place, the record this year shewing
only 205 inmates in charge on September 30th, the end of the official year. During
those four years, that is, from 1882 to 1886 it may reasonably be inferred that the

population of the Provence has not diminished, yet the commitments to this Institution

are over 20 per cent, less than in the four years preceding ; for example—from 1878 to

1882 we received 317 boys—from 1882 to 1886 only 254 were sent here. From this

data it may be ai'gued that juvenile crime is evidently decreasing ; that the untiring

efforts for the reclamation of the youth of the country from their evil ways, put forth

by the churches of the land, and by other organizations working in harmony with these,

have not been fruitless of results ; and that the time may not be far distant when such

an Institution as this will no longer be necessary. When that day comes, and we hope
it will be in our day, although " our occupation would be gone," it will be hailed by us

with exceeding gladness and thankfulness of heart.

We will now proceed to review the transactions of the year just ended, and see if

the results are such as to justify the speculations indulged in in the latter part of the

preceding paragraph ; for it is but reasonable to infer that if a fair measure of success

has not been achieved in this held of labour, where the moral forces can be concentrated,

and where the enemy to be combatted is, in compact body, daily and hourly exposed to

the influences of these forces, then the possibilities foreshadowed above are not so nearly

within that easy reach so eagerly to be desii-ed.

To estimate, sum up, and state accurately the degree of advancement, in the moral

order, attained during the year is by no means easy, if at all possible, with a population

such as ours where hardly a week passes without some change in its number and
character. Newcomers filling up the gap made by those discharged through expiration

of sentence, or by remission of part thereof for good conduct. The entrants fresh from

the Provincial gaols or the Central Prison, as the case may be, bringing in with them
from these centres of depravity, also from the cities and towns which for the time being

have been purged of their presence, all the latest devices and novelties known to

criminals of the juvenile class. The advent of these naturally upset all calculations

previously made, and forces us to blot out our summing up of averages and begin anew,

and then undertake the solution of the problem as to our position in respect to moral

advancement at that particular juncture when ten or more boys have been discharged,

some of them considerably improved, the balance thoroughly reformed, and their places

have been taken by the newcomers above described.

With the foregoing explanation, the difficulty in arriving at exact results, when the

changes in population are so frequent, can be better understood. Still when we generalize,

a more satisfactory conclusion can be reached, and this can be best conveyed by our

outlining the present conditions of affairs as they now present themselves within the

Institution.

1st. Contentment is the prevailing feeling : Therefore very little display of unrest,

this being evidenced by the few attempts at escaping, many less ventures of that

character ijeing recorded for this year as compared with the years preceding.

2nd. Amenability obtains in greater degree : This is shown by the reduced numl)er

of punishments, and b}' the trivial nature of the officers, as shewn in the punishment

returns for the year.
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3rd. Progress : The Annual Reports of the Chaplains, the School Inspector, and
the school teachers will bear me uut in stating that the moral and mental advancement
of the boys is beyond that of any year in the last seven, although in these years we had
reason to be fairly satisfied that the efforts put forth in their behalf had noc been protit-

less.

Hitherto, with one exception, 1 have, in my Annual Reports, designedly refrained

from making direct or extended reference to my staff as a whole, or to the individual

members thereof, whether complimentary or the reverse. With respect to the latter,

matters would require to be in a sorry state before such a course would be considered

wise or even ju.stitiable. That I have, until now, abstained from general commendation,
can \)e readily understood by the more thoughtful of those interested, it being patent to

them that some of their fellow-workers, through being new to the work, could not as yet

Ml lit encomium. To be compelled to make invidious distinctions is not at any time
[ill asant, therefore one is desirous to avoid the occasion which would oblige these to be
drawn. But happily forme the time has now arrived when I feel justitied in overcoming
the reserve which, in the above direction, has, until now, governed me when engaged in

reviewing the work for the year.

Many of the men who were here when I was first placed in charge are here still

Since my appointment over seven years have elapsed, daring which period many changes
through deaths, resignations and dismissals, liave taken place. Men new to the duty
and its responsibilities were, from time to time, chosen to fill up the de|»leted ranks,

many of whom failed in reaching the requisite standard of efiiciency. For the past

three years very few changes in the staff have l)een required to be made, hence most
if not all those now on the roll have passed the graduating points ; and I am now,
happily for the Institution, myself anri all concerned, able to state unreservedly that my
assistants are, 1st, keenly alive to the importance of tiieir task ; 2nd, intelligent in

its performance, and, 3rd, harmoniously and loyally fulfilling the trust confided to

them, and altluiugh the usual variety of creeds un<l nationalities are in just proportion

represented, yet jealousies, bickerings and their kindred evils, have no existence in the

gtaff as at present organized.

The rank and file being in this very satisfactory condition, it becomes a question as

to whom this very happy state of affairs may, in large measure, be ascribed. Simply to

my second in command, the I)t;puty Superintendent, Mr. Steadman, who in virtue of

being my executive oflicer, neces.sarily is in more immediate and contiuuoiiS contact with

the men than I could well be ; and who, \>y .setting the example of perfect sol)riety

unswerving zeal, unwearied a.ssiduity and better still, that of minding his own business

solely, has, in no inconsiderable degree, contributed towards pro<luciiig it. Ijist winter

during intervals of leisure, the tJisk of painting and otln^wise ornamenting the main
hall of the buihling he voluntarily imposed on himself—how well ho succeeded the

e.xpreasions of delight and astonishment from visitors go far to prove. Besides these

«!ml»ellishnient« a number of appropriate motUx'S were, by him, placed aronnd the arches

and over the doors of the jirincipal oflices. Abov<' the door of the office occupied by
the Deputy Superintendent, ehosen by himself and put there by his own hands is the

legend, " A man is valued as he makes himself valuable." The le.Hson which this

inculcates he daily lays U> heart, and the scsntiment which it embo<lit« governs his actions

throughout.

The material progress nia<le durin;,' the year is considerably beyond the average.

This is largely due to a condition of affairs alreiuly not<!d, that is, U> the very few
attempts at e.scaping, for when the.se occur, serious interruptions to work is the result.

The roadways within the precincts of the Reformatf)ry have, at numerous points,

b«?en much improve*!, the road-bed in many locations has Immii rai.sed and properly graded,

the crown of the roati perfected, and the ditches cleaned out atid ilerpened. I^ast spring,

in consequence of su«lden and prolonge<l thaws, we had more than the usual number of

washouts; the damage done by these to the roadways, culvert.s, etc., have l)een thoroughly
repain^d, and in many places, through diverting the channels and wat<;rcourse8, a lemedy
has been provided again.st future in^vasions of a like characU*r. Connected with tho
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erection of the new residence for the Superintendent, a large amount of work during
the summer devolved on the boys—the excavations for foundation, attendance on the
masons, bricklayers, etc., hauling of material, digging of drains, cisterns, and all such
work, being performed by them.

The new laundry has, since midsummer, been in successful operation. Hitherto
the due performance of laundry work was beset with many diliiculties, and when it is

known that an average of 2,000 pieces per week, all large, have to be cleansed, dried,

put through the mangle and then folded, the necessity for a suitable place with proper
facilities, will be better understood.

Farming and gardening operations promise to be fairly successful, considering that
a backward spring and a cool summer prevailed in this locality.

Continued improvement in the character of the horned cattle it is my pleasure to
report, also that the same good management which ensures for the boys a full supply of
milk at all seasons, winter included, is still apparent.

The product of the piggeries, this year, has been more than satisfactory. The-

stock of pigs now on hand are of pure breed—all the runts being weeded out. The
expectations, in this department of stock-raising, have been substantially realized.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obediei-t servant,

THOMAS McOROSSON.
SuperintendenL

R. Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons, etc.

Toronto.

STATISTICAL TABLES.

Showing the operations of the Reformatory for the year ending the 30th September,.

1886.

In residence 1st Oct., 1885 220

Admitted during the year 64

Returned after escaping 1

Total number during the year 285

Discharged according to sentence 57

Sentence remitted, in part, for good conduct 21

Transferred to the Central Prison 2

Escaped
80

Remaining residence 30th Sept., 1886 205

Ages when Committed.

2 at 8 7 at 12 15 at 15

2 at 10 9 at 13 6 at 16

5 at 11 14 at 14 4 at 17

Total 64
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Periods op Sentence.

For an indefinite period not to exceed "> years 3
" 3 months " " 3 " 1

"4 " " " 5 " I

" 1 year " " 2 " 1

1«
J

(I (( U ^ 44 2
" 2 years " " 5 " 4
«' 3 " " " 5 " 2
" 1 year 2
" 2 years 4
" 3 " 16
" 4 " 19
" 5 " D

Total G4

Nationalities of the Boys committed during the year, and uf those committed since

tlie estahlishment of the Reformatory.
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Crimes for which the Gi boys were convicted and sentenced to the

Reformatory :

Larceny 41

Incorrigible and Vicious conduct 3

Larceny and Shopbreaking 3

Setting fire to a Railway Car 1

Assault 1

Vagrancy 5

Housebreaking and Larceny 2

Housebreaking 7

Arson 1

Total 64

Counties of Province from which the 64 commitments were made during

the year

:

Brant 2

Bruce. 5

Frontenac 5

Halton 1

Lambton 4

Lanark 1

Lincoln 5

Middlesex -. 5

Norfolk 5

Ontario 3

Oxford 3

Perth 2

Simcoe 3

Wentworth 12

York 8

Total 64

Counties of Province from which the 20§ boys in residence on 30th September

originally came

:

Algoma 1

Brant 7

Bruce 7

Carleton 3

Elgin 6

Essex 1

Frontenac 16

Grey 3

Halton 1

Hastings 2

Huron 3

Kent 8

Lambton , 10

Leeds and Granville 3

Lanark 2

Lincoln 8

Middlesex 21

Norfolk 7

Ontario 9

Oxford 9

Perth 1

Peterboro' 1

Prescott and Russell 2

Simcoe 7

Stormont, Dundas and Glengary ... 4

Waterloo 1

Welland 2

Wellington 3

Wentworth 29

York 2^

Total 205
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Shoe Shop.

To 649 pairs of laced boots @ 50c. making

,

" 1209 '•
" repaired @ 30c,

" 1900 days work outside @ 2.5c

" Cash as per workshop acccount

Tailor Shop.

To making 3.58 coats for inmates («;

" 701 pants ,
" @

" 418 caps " " (a>

" 50 prs. slippers " @
" 478 shirts " %
" 158 drawers " @
" 193 undershirts " («

" 15 aprons " @
" 183 mattresses (dormitories) @

111 sheets " @
" 118 pillow cases " (a

" 33 towels " @
" 73 suits for discharged boys @
" 27 overcoats " " @
" 22 suits for officers @
" 16 prs. pants " @
" 21 linen coats " @
«' 9 pr. drill pants " @
" 2 " coats " @
" 20 caps "

. . . , @
*' 3 overcoats " @

To Repairing 75 pis. drawers for inmates («

123 .shirts " @
" 185 coats " @
" 150 pants " @
" 19 overcoats for officers @

22 coats " @
" 34 pants " @
" 15 vests " @

To 221 days work outside for inmates @
" Cash as per workshop account

61 00
50
20

10

15

15

15

05
25

10

05

01

00
50

00
00
75

50
00
25

00
05

05
10

10

25

25

10

10

25

$324 50
362 70
475 00

1 50

-SI 163 70

S358
350
83
5

71

23

28

45

11

292

67

110
16

15

4

2

5

9

3

6

18

15

4

5

3

1

55

9

00
50
60
00
70
70
95
75

75

10

90
33

00
50

00
00
75

50
00

00
00'

75

15

50
00
75

50
40

50
25

00
-$1629 83

Recapitulation.

Carpenter shop

Shoe
Tailor "

,

$15.30 95

, 1163 70
1629 83

-.$4324 48

134
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A Statement exhibiting the number of flays' labour experdf d upon pein;aner.t in prove

-

nients and structural alterations from Jure 9th to 30th September, 18^G.

HOW EMPLOYED.

On drains

'o
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The boys are well fed, wull clothed, and have sutiioie.it work lo keep their blood in

circulation and give them a good appetite.

The buildings are kept clean, properly heated and ventilated, and it must be a source

of great satisfaction to parents having children in this Institution to know that, in

addition to obtaining a fair education and useful trade, their boys are cared for in a
manner best adapted to secure good health, and that when they leave the Reformatory
they will carry with them habits of industry and a well-nourished body, both of which
are so necessary to make labour profitable.

The boys are beginning to appreciate the many advantages they enjoy, and the

cheerful countenance, the school-boy appetite at meals, and the hearty laugh on the play-

ground, all indicate how surely this Institution is losing its prison aspect and assuming
in reality, what it is in name, the Reformatory School for Boys.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

P. H. SPOHN,
Sicrgeon.

R. Christie, Esq.,

Inspector, d:c.,

Toronto.

PROTESTANT CHAPLAIN'S REPORT.

Reformatory for Boys,

Penetanguishene, Oct. 4th, 1886.

R. Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons, etc.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report as Protestant Chaplain for the nine

months ending 30th September, 1886.

In taking charge of the religious training of the Protestant lads in the Reformatory,

I fully appreciated the peculiar difficulty in which I was placed, owing to the variety of

religious bodies grouped together under my instruction, and I have endeavoured to realize

my position as the representative of all denominations, so as to do justice to all. We
have two services on Sunday, and morning and evening services throughout the week.

One of these services is from the Church of England Prayer Book, all the others being

conducted on the lines of the other denominations, i.e. Extempore.

In the Sunday School the work has gone on steadily and satisfactorily, and although

the teaching has, of necessity, to be very general, owing to the impossibility of obtaining

teachers, and thus classifying according to age and ability, yet there have not been want-

ing many evidences of the work that is accomplished.

In the Library Department there has been a decided improvement, the number of

books a])plied for ranging from seventy to eighty each week, and the seventy well written,

intelligent notes of application which come to my hand each time, are a clear indication

that they are well read and appreciated.

As regards the conduct of the lads during the times they have been under my in-

struction, it has been in every way exemplary. I have only to point to the fact that in

nine months I have not had to report a single lad for misconduct.

In the private individual instruction, learning catechisms. Scripture lessons, etc., I

have made the work entirely voluntary on the part of the lads, and the work has been

satisfactory. The Catechism, etc., of the church to which each boy belongs has been

given to him on application, and is learned in spare moments in the playground or the

dormitory, and I have been surprised at the amount of work accomplished without being

considered in any way a " task."
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His Lordship, the Hisho,) of Toronto, visitdd the Institution, with a number of

clergy, on Tlmrsday, July 22nd, and distributed about GO prizes, which had been pre-

sented by frirnds, as a reward for Scripture lessons, etc.

In concluding my report I may say, that I have received many letters Irom lads

after they have been discharged, and from the tone and contents 1 am convinced that the

Reformatory has done good for them, both temporally and spiritually.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

GEORGE LLOYD,
Protestant Chaplain.

ROMAX CATHOLIC CilAPLAI^^'S REPORT.

Ontauio Reformatory for Loys,

Penetanguisuene, Octobei- loth, 188G.

Robert Christie, Esq.,

Iiinpector Prisons, etc.

Sir,— I have the honour to transmit the following report as Roman Catholic Chap-

lain of this Institution for the year ending 30th September, 1880.

On the 12th July of the present year I received my appointment as Roman Catholic

Chaplain of the Reformatory. With regard to the spiritual and moral progress of the

Catholic boys during the previous part of the year, I can only speak from what 1 found

when 1 came here.

A strict observance at the religious services, a quiet attention at the dill'ertait instruc-

tions, a careful and regular attendance at the reception of the sacraments, characterizes

at least the majority of the Catholic inmates.

During the year, 17 Catholic boys conie to the Institution. Of these, 7 had not

received first communion and 12 had not received conlirmation. 38 were discharged, of

whom (j were pardoned out for good conduct. At the jiresent time there are 72 Catholic

boys in the Institution. Prayers are said daily at 7:50 a.m., and G:.^)0 p.m.

On Sundays we have confessions and mass from 8 to 9:30, and catechism, with

instruction, from 1 to 2 p.m.

The chapel accommodations are all that could be desired. Everytliing neces.sary for

the celebration of the Holy Sacritice is at hand, and every opportunity and udvantuge
consi.stent with proper di.sciplino is given the Chaplain for the performance of his spiritual

function.s. The l>oys are remarkably well instructfil in their catechism, receiving lessonw

G days during the week in the Catholic School. The etl'eets of this teaching are seen in

the att(!ntivene.s3 they give to and in th(! clear understanding they Kcem to have of the

religious instruction given them. Tlieir increased moral progress must also be attributed

in a very n.arked degree, to their diligence in this study.

We have a very fair library, c<*nsisting for the most part of light reading. How-
ever, many of tlie books an^ .sotnewhat worn, and as the demand is constantly increasing

it would be well were j)rovi8ioii made for an addition to the present number of volumes.

On the Gth of the last month the Institution was honored by a visit from His (Jrace,

Archbishop Lynch and Monsignor O'lirien, papal oblegate from Home. His GrHce,

interviewed the boys one by one and the eflect was noticeal)l(! in the increased number of

confessions for weeks afterwards. Monsignor O'Brien lielivered a n>ost practical address

to the lads, proving to them that their ordinary routine of life wjw nothing more than the

college life that he himself and thousands of others had led, and tliat nothing remained
between them and the highest success but energy and earnestnehH, backed up by reiigious

principles.

i:J7
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At the present time, thanks to the good discipline that obtains in the Reformatory,
it is easy to guage the moral standard of a boy, and work upon it accordingly.

Good dispositions are very prevalent and it seems safe to say that, with the efforts

made to advance them by those who are in charge of the different departments, many, if

not the majority, will be saved to become good members of society.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

• P. F. McCABE,
Chaplain.

PROTESTANT SCHOOL MASTER'S REPORT.

Ontario Reformatory for Boys,

Penetanguishene, October 12th, 1886.

RoBT. Christie, Esq.,

Inspector of Prisons, etc.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit the following report as Senior Protestant

Teacher in this Institution, for the year ending September 30th, 1886.

I am happy to say that I have been able, as heretofore, to perform the school-work with-

out having been necessitated to formally report more than one or two boys for miscoudnct to

the Superintendent. I have always striven to manage the boys under my control without
having recourse to a higher authority than my own, humbly agreeing with Mr. Langmuir
in his letter to the teachers of July 12th, 1881, in which he says : "The school-room in

the Reformatory is the foundation of all discipline, and, if anything, it must be stricter

and more continuous than in the public schools."

I again humbly call your attention to the importance of offering some inducement to

encourage the boys to study, either by giving material rewards such as books, etc.,—not
the best plan in this case—or by giving a boy to understand that when he has made a
certain amount of progress in school, and has acquired sufficient knowledge of the three
" R's " to tit him for the common business of every-day life—one of the desired ends of

reformatory influence—he will, his general conduct being good, have established a claim

to have his term of incarceration shortened. I believe the knowledge that, on his pro-

gress in school, the remission of part of his sentence greatly depended, would prove a great

incentive to study.

I respectfully beg leave to add the testimony of sixteen years' experience to that

portion of the Superintendent's Report of 1885, where he speaks of the bad effects of a

boy being disappointed after efforts have been made for his release. In no department of

the Institution has the baneful influence of this waited for, and oftentimes unaccomplished
release, more marked effect than in the school-room, for here is essentially required the

continuous exercise of the mental faculties, in order to attain beneficial results; and it is

difficult to keep a boy's mind fixed on his studies while his fate is trembling in the

balance. It would greatly promote the efficiency of the schools, and prevent the pernici-

ous after-effects of the applications being refused, if the knowledge that efforts were being

•xnade for a boy's release wei^e kept from him.

I enclose the usual statements of attendance, etc.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

E. W. MURPHY,
Senior Protestant Teacher.

1.S8
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Report of Attendance.
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Statement shewing the number in each class October 1st, 1885, and position of the

same Septembei 30th, 1886.
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As last year, I have confined my instructions mainly to reading, writing, arithmetic
and composition. History, geography, and spelling contests have occasionally been
introduced to keep up an interest in the work.

I have continued the plan of monthly examinations, with quarterly promotions,
based on the system of merit marks, which shews the standing of each boy, both in his
class and conduct. Although this materially increases the work of the teacher, the
results are so gratifying that I should be sorry to discontinue it. I believe that ii those
results were placed before the Superintendent in the shape of a monthly or quarterly
report, to be used for reference in case u boy's reprieve were sought, they would prove a
powerful and healthy stimulus.

Some improvement has been made in the furnishing of the school, but it is still

very defective in blackboard space, rendering the teaching of the various sultjects,

particularly that of arithmetic, doubly difficult.

I inclose statement of attendance, etc.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant.

J. M. MAHONY,
Roman Catholic Teacher.

Statement ok Attendance and Non-Attendance.

A gffT'-jfate attendance

" non-attendance . .

.

Average daily attendance . . .

.

" *' non-attendance

Roll

Quarter
ending 3lHt
Dec., 1«85.

76 dayt*.

5898

469

77 .

;">

6.1

83.6

Quarter
ending Slst
March, 1886.

70 days.

6142

349

87.7

4.9

92.6

(Quarter
ending 30th
.June, 1886.

69* day.s.

.'i289

540

76.1

7.7

83.8

C>uarter

ending 30th
Sept., 1886.

61 days.

4102

605

67.2

!1.9

77.9

Year—276i
days.

21431

1963

7.1

84.4

Ki)L( ational Status of lioys received and discharged for year ending .'JOth SepU'mber, ly86.

CLA8.S.
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RETURN
From the Records of the General Election to the Lef]fislative Assembly in 1886, shew-

ing :—(1) The number of Votes polled for each Candidate in each Electoral District

in which there was a contest. (2) The majority whereby each successful Candidate

was returned. (3) The total number of Votes polled in eaeh District. (4) The

number of Votes remaining unpolled. (5) The number of names on the Voters

List in each District. (6) The population of each District as shewn by the last

Census.

CHARLES T. GILLMOR,
Clerk of t/ie Lrgislatii;' Atsciably.

Le<;ihl.\tive Assemuly,

Toronto, 1887.
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FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT

PROVIXCIAL BOARD OF HEALTH

To Jlis Jio.NoUR THE HoyouRAULE Joiix Bkverley Robinson,

Lieatenant-(jovi:rnur oj Oic I'rovinri- i,i' Ontario.

M(iy it Please Your Honour :

The Provincial Board of Health begs leave to present this, its Fifth Annual Report.
The appr-ndicea following the Report contain reports and investigations on the following
suhjocts, that in relation to the hralth of the Province, have occupied the attention of the
Board during the year 188G :

—

1. Annual Address of Chairman.

2. Health Notes of a Recent Tour in Great Britain, hy the Chairman.

'•J. Report on the Ontario Vaccine Farm, to which is appended a summary of results

of vaccine u.sed in Ontario in 18S,').

4. Abattoirs and Slaughter-houses ; liept)rt on the Toronto Cattle Market.

i). Reports on the Construction and Management of Cheese Factories and Dairies.

G. Report of the Committee on Foods, Drinks, etc., regarding the sources of Ice
Supply.

7. lieports of the Committee on Sewage, Drainage and Water Supply, on

—

(a) Contemplated System of Sewerage for Stratford. •

(b) •• •' Owen Sound.
{r) " " St. Catharines.

{d) " " Brock vilie.

(') " Trunk Sewer for Toronto.

{/)
*' System of WaUjr Supply for Cornwall.

8. Report of the Committee on Poisons, Hxplosives, Accidents, etc., etc., rf.

Illuminating Gas.

9. Report of Delegate to the Canada Medical Association, on Quarantine and other
onatters.

10. Report of the Secretary on the Brantford Starch Factory Nuisance.

11. Annual Reports of Local Boards of Health.
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The progress of Sanitation in our Province during the last year, we may fairly con-

sider to have been satisfactory, and the good work done by the numerous Local Boards most

encourao-inw, affording conclusive evidence of an increase of interest in the minds of the

people on matters connected with public health. On the routine work of our Board it

will be unnecessary to dilate, as the Secretary, in his report, will enter fully on the dis-

cussion of all matters that at the various quarterly and special meetings have occupied

the attention of the members; but on a few points of great importance to the community

at laro-e, I purpose briefly commenting :— 1st. On the establishment of a vaccine farm at

Palmerston, under the supervision of the Board and subsidized by the Government, Dr.

Stewart, of that town, being the Manager. The occasional but somewhat rare occurrence of

death from smallpox after vaccination, erysipelas and cases of blood poisoning from the

use of impure virus, have led to a distrust in the minds of many to the practise of vacci-

nation, as the iSIedical Officers, during the epidemic of last year in the Province of Quebec,,

had, too frequently for success in stamping out the disease, occasion for observing. It

therefore became the imperative duty of all State and Provincial Boards of Health to

endeavour to provide for the area of country under their charge vaccine virus to which

no possible suspicion could attach. Tn view of the great importance of convincing

the public that every possible precaution against impurity should be insisted on, it was^

deemed by our Board that the freq\ient supervision by the Secretary and one of our

members resident in the neighbourhood, and the quasi Government imprimatur, would

be the most effectual step towards antagonizing a most disastrous prejudice. Entertaining

this belief at a meeting of the Board, February 2nd, 188G, the following resolution, moved

by Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Cassidy, was carried: "That this Board having^

received notification from Dr. Stewart, of Palmerston, of the establishment by him of a

vaccine farm, that he has supplied medical men throughout the Province, and further

has asked continued inspection of his farm and methods of procedure, therefore thi&

Board recommend that the Government should provide for the continued, frequent and

thorough inspection of this vaccine farm, or other vaccine farms that may hereafter be

established, with the object of securing a supply of pure and reliable vaccine lymph, pro-

curable within this Province ; and that a copy of this resolution be transmitted to the

Attorney-General." At the quarterly meeting in May, Dr. Bryce read his report on the

inspection made of the Ontario Vaccine Farm at Palmerston, which report was received

and adopted. On the following day, on motion of Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Cassidy^

it was resolved, " That inasmuch as Dr. Stewart had fulfilled some of the conditions-

required by this Board for the supply of reliable vaccine virus for the Province, this

Board would recommend the payment of $250 out of the Government grant, also that

the remainder be paid in quarterly instalments. Dr. Stewart continuing to fulfil the con-

ditions laid down by this Board." Since the establishment of this vaccine farm the

supply of virus required in our Province has been largely obtained from Dr. Stewart to

the complete satisfaction—at least from any communications to our Board to the con-

trary—of all Avho have made use of it. By this establishment of a vaccine institution

under Government surveillance, the members of the Board entertain the hope that the

prejudice existing in the minds of too many for safety against the dreaded disease, Small-

po:!f, by vaccination, may in time be dispelled and the use of the only effectual preventive

universally had recourse to. At a special meeting of the Board convened on the 21st

of April for the consideration of a proposed plan for greatly enlarging the cattle market,

at the present time nearly in the heart of the city of Toronto, the centre of this trade,.

Dr. Bryce read a report he had been requested to prejjare after viewing the site and the

active building operations iri the numerous streets surrounding. The report was adopted

after discussion, in which there was a unanimity of opinion expressed that cattle markets-

in lar<^e and growing cities should be placed on lines of supplying and distributing rail-

ways, at such a distance from city boundaries as would insure freedom from all nuisance

to the inhabitants of the outlying neighbourhood. By the establishment of an abattoir

within the grounds of the cattle market the inhabitants of the city would escape the

nuisance arising out of the numerous private slaughtering houses scattered around, the

blood from many passnig into the drains, while from others, with imperfect ventilation and

want of drainage, a contamination of the air of the locality in which they are situated

^
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necessarily ensues. With an abattoir situated adjoining the cattle grounds the blood might
be converted, without creating a nuisance, into a valuable manure. At the Edinburgh
abattoir the amount received annually from blood has risen from between two hundred
(£200) aud four hundred and fifty pounds (£450) sterling, to from eight hundred (£8U0)
to twelve hundred pounds

,
(.£1,200) sterling, by contract with a Manchester tirm,

who have erected extensive premises and apparatus for extracting from the blood
the albumen, used in calico printing and converting the clot into valuable manure.
In connection with the establishment is a boiling house, where all meat unfit for
human food is boiled down and destroyed. Mr. Strype, an English civil engineer,
has demonstrated that blood may be converted into a manurt' without creatino- any
nuisance, by a solution of hydi-ated sulphate of alumina ; a tiftieth of this solution when
added to the blood being quite suliicient to prevent otiensive effluvium, and the resulting
mixture of blood and sulphate of alumina can be dried for use in pans over a tire without
nuisance resulting. The dried blood obtained is of high fertilizing value and contains
nitrogenous matter equal to fourteen or fifteen per cent, of ammonia. Mr. Strype has
this process extensively carried out at the Saladeros, or slaughter-houses, at ^lonte Video,
and Buenos Ayres. This dried blood for manure realizes between six and seven pounds
sterling per ton. As there are many diseases which render the tlesh of animals unfit for
human lood, and as thorough practical knowledge of the physical appearances of the
animals so sufiering, and of the various kinds of animal food as free from objection, is com-
paratively rarely possessed by Officers of Health or Sanitary Inspectors, an experienced
Veterinary Surgeon should decide on the freedom from disease of all animals brought to
a cattle market.

At the (juarterly meeting of the Board on October 1 1th, a large number of communica-
tions relating to recent outbreaks of diplithcria in different parts of the province were read
by the Secretary, going to show an increasing prevalence oi the disea.se in the I'rovince.
In consequence the Board went into Committee of the whole re preparing regulations for
limiting the spread of diphtheria, and after d\u* consideration reported the regulations for
isolating cases of this distia.se to the Board, the very fre(|uent outbreaks of diphtheria,
with large attendant mortality reported to the Secretary, rendering enforced isolation in
the dwelling when at all practicable, or otherwise at properly isolated buildings equally
neces.sary, as in cases of smallpox or scarlet fever. For the furmer, vaccination and
re-vaccination furnishes efficient protection, but for diphtheria and scarlet fever no reliable
preventatives are known to the profession beyond pure drinking water and guarding against
contamination of the soil with organic niatter—not even these after exposure, (^f impure
water as a factor, the report of the late Dr. Elisha Harris on an epidemic of malignant
diphtheria in Northern Vermont, is a most conclusive evidenc«'. The ascertained cause
was drinking from a brook containing de-ad animals. I )r. Harris states that more than half
of the inhaliitants were attacked with the di.sea.se, si.xteen per cent, were dead fmm tliis

tli.sease at the time of his visit ; subsequently tliirty per cent, of the cases were fatal.
This occurred in a section where only one or two deaths, or in tlie whole township,
eight or nine usually occur in the whole year; that is, where the annual <ieail) rat«'

had l)een steadily from 14 to 1 7 per 1,0U0, it now, for the period of five weeks, from
di[)litheria alone, became 140 per 1,000 yearly rate; while iu the district itself, had the same
ratio of destruction continued for a year, none Wf»uld have renmined alive. (See Iteport
of National Board of Health for lb? 9, page 274.)

Allowing that decomposing organic matter, present in the soil has jiot, as M)nclu«ively
as its presence in water, been demonstrated as the direct factor in tlie autogenesis
of diphtheria in Dr. Harris' report of the Vermont epidemic, it must by all hanitarians be
conceded that the health-depressing influences of the emanations from inq)ure soil must
render all persons ex|K)sed to it much more susceptible of the speeifje contagion, wlipn
exposed, either as attendants on a case, or as inmates of the house. I'rofessor Nettle-
ship's letter, recently in the London Tiinrn, commented on in the /irid^/i Mfilinil Jnnrnnl
on the t)th of OctoV>er, led to the Local < Government Board sending; Mr. Spear to rei>orton
this epidemic at West Cowes. With tin- consent of the medical att**ndants, he visited the
cases in the town then uniler treatment, and saw, besides several other cases, seven well
marked unequivocal cases of diphtheria in four different families, and was able to prove that

3
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defective drainage and sewerage of the houses was at tlie bottom of the mischief. In the

application of our Board for the same power to isolate dii)htheria, that by the regulations

of last year was conferred in cases of smallpox, we have a precedent in a similar

application for isolation of diphtheria by the Metropolitan Asylums Board to the

authorities of the Local Government Board, for permission to admit to their isolation

hospitals persons suffering from this disease. Before deciding the point, the Local

Government Board took council with the Royal College of Physicians as to whether per-

sons sufifering from diphtheria can be regarded as sufferiug from fever, within the mean-
ing of section 69 of jNIetropolitan Poor Act. The opinion of the President, Sir William
Jenner, was given as follows :

" If the words of the Act had been for patients suffering from 'fevers,' I should most
certainly have considered diphtheria to be included under the term 'fever'; but the separa-

tion of smallpox from fevers seems to signify that the word ' fever ' was intended to

include only fevers of a special type, those cases, that is to say, to which the word 'fever'

was sj^ecially applied, as scarlet fever, typhus fever and typhoid fever."

In these circumstances, the Local Government Board have decided tbat if diphtheria

is to be admitted into isolation fever hospitals, there must be legislation sought, and have
intimated to the Asylum managers that the question will receive their consid(;ration.

The Editor of the British Medical Journal reu\^T^& : "There was an important omission

from Dr. Thome's elaborate and very valuable report on the use and influence of

hospitals for infectious diseases. He did not discuss at any length the extent to which
such hospitals had been employed for the isolation of the different kinds of infectious

diseases. It would have been most useful to know what results to the patients, and to

the community at large, had followed the attempts at isolating in hosjntals such diseases

as diphtheria and enteric fever.
'

The burning question is, how perfect isolation and antisepticism are to be enforced,

with unremitting vigilance, during the whole course of the disorder, for the good of the

patient and protection of the community ini the overcrowded houses of the working
.classes, and of people generally in poor circumstances, with small, badly ventilated

rooms, and complete absence of every requisite for the perfect isolation of the patient

and prevention of the spread of the disease to other members of the family. A good
case in point was to-day related to me by one of my colleagues in Trinity Medical
School. On Monday, the 29th of November, he was called to visit a child six

years of age, but found it dead on arrival at the house ; learned that it had been taken
ill with sore throat the previous Wednesday ; found the other children playing in the

same room—a hot kitchen, with food uncovered, barrel of potatoes, etc., and a general state

favourable to the reception of the fumites of the disease. The family consisted of father,

mother, seven children, and seven boarders. Two other children were prostrated with

the disease ; one child, aged twenty-one months, died the next day ; the other child, aged

four years, he expected would quickly follow. Immediately on ascertaining the nature of

the disease, he ordered the mother to remove the two children to an upper chamber, to

have everything required handed to her tlirough the partially open door, covered with a

sheet, moistened frequently with a solution of corrosive sublimate, to allow no articles of

food that had been in the sick room to be taken down stairs, to receive the sjjuta from the

diseased mucous membrane on rags which were to be instantly burnt
;
placed in two ves-

sels a solution of corrosive sublimate, one for the reception of soiled clothing of patients,

the other for the mother to bathe her hands after ministering to the children, and also

gave strict injunctions to her to have no communication with other members of the family.

On his return he found that the seven boarders had left for some other lodging house,

and in view of the fact that they had been exposed to the infection from the Wednesday
until the Doctor's arrival on Monday, the chances are that their garments, like the fabled

ones of Nissus. will prove media of communicating the disease to other inmates of the

new boarding-hou.se they repaired to. Notwithstanding the strict injunctions to the

mother to have no intercourse with other members of the family, he found they had been

in a measure disregarded, and such will generally be the case when the medical attendant

has, for want of better arrangements available, to attempt the work of isolation under such

unfavourable circumstances. Had he been called on the Wednesday, the disease would

4
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have been immediately diagnosed, and ihe work of separation and antisepticism

immediately commenced. To have any chance for preventing the spread of this disease,

we must have, first; immediate notification of the nature of the disease ; second, per-

fect isolation of the attendant and patient ; third, detention of all who have been exposed,

whether inmates or visitors, until the period of incubation has elapsed. All these

requisites, in the instance of wealthy or well-to-do people, are compatible with keeping

the patient or patients in their own homes. A large, well ventilated room in the top

story, and absolute exclusion of all but the nurse and medical attendant, with most rigid

antiseptic measures, will suffice equally well with removal to an isolated hospital; but with

the [)Oor and struggling people, as this typical case illustrates, the effort must prove futile.

The oVfjection to removal is a purely sentimental one, and should not be allowed to weigh

when the safety of the neighbouring community is concerned. The removal to a properly

isolated, constructed and equipped building would tend, not only to a ijreater chance of

recovery of patient or patients suffering from the disease in question, but also add immemely
to the greater comfort and immunity from infection of the attendants on the sufferers.

It is reasonabb' enough, under ordinary circumstances, for the owners of a dwelling to

talk of their vested interests, of their house as a castle from which compulsory removal

would be a violation of their undoubted rights ; but when the castle contains that whith

may bo compared to gunpowder or nitro-glycerine, which, if not carefully guarded
against, would explode, to the great injury of the residents in the neighbourhood, then

the Bo.ird contends that it is right and proper that the necessary legislation should be

provided by which the people should be protected against sickness, suffering and death, as

also the long train of evils a.s a necessary sequence involved.

The following Table will illustrate the prevalence of this Disease :

—

Ykak. Popul.itjon.
Total No.
of iJt-athti

from Diphtheriii.

Ratio to 1,000
of Population.

1882..
18R*>.

18K«i. .

18H4..
18K.5..

18M..

l,fK»,r,10

i,;»2:i,t:io

I.'.t2.3.(;i0

i.7h;{,os.->

l,7H.'$,aS5

1883.

Province of Ontario 1,239
1,006

"
I

620 (to end of .Tune)

MaasachuHctts i 1,084
1,003

I

Cook Co., Illinois, of which Chicago .

I is 14'17thH of |K)piilation
i 587

I Minne.'.ota 1,374

.64

.52

.64

.60

.61

.68

1.7

There can Vie no question that if, in the large proportion of these caBes, where
perfect i.solation was impracticable, th(^ patients had. on prompt notification of the nature

of the disea.se, been removed to a properly adapted building for tln' prevention of itH

spreul, a very great .saving of life and property would have lieen efi'ected. It would ad<l

very greatly to thf chanc«'s of success in the effort the Provincial Hoard is m(»king for

the prevention of the spread of diphtheria, if all the Ix>ral Hoards of Health in tlie

Province would endorse that oUbrt by petitioning the (Jovernnient on the sul'ject.

Another subject of great importance to Vie alluded to, is the persistence of cholera

in various countries in Europe. Ft has already appeared in South AineriA, and great

fears are entertained in New Orleans and (Jalveston of its Vieing iniport<'il from eitlier

Buenos Ayres, or Rosario, in the Argentine KepuV>lir, at both of which cities it would

appear from recent accounts to be extensively prevailing. It is therefore mo«t desirable

that the experience in Spain of its most common mode of propagation through the water

supply should l)e generally made known, more particulnrly as in our cities and many
towns of Ontario, the (lispo<^al of fxrreln is by the water carriage system and the

sewers the channels of discharge into gtreams, rivers or lakes. It therefore liecomes

a vital question whether the drinking w.iter stipply, too frequently taken from the

same source, may not V>ecome contaminated with the Sjiecific germ of the disease
;
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and best to accentuate this cause of danger, I extract from the British Medical

Journal of October 9th, the following passages relating to the water supply and
the prevalence of cholera in Spain. " In Madrid the sewage finds its way by open
channels to the river Manzanares. Madrid suffered heavily from the disease in 1883, the

numVier of cases at one time amounting to no fewer than 800 to 1,200 a day, at the time

when new water works were completed but the water supply not available. In 1885

the whole number of cases was 2,207, and the deaths 1,366. The majority of the cases

occurred in the houses along the course of the river Manzanares. On the Tagus, below

Madrid, stands Aranjuez, and lower down Toledo, both take their drinking water supply

from the river, and Aranjuez was more than decimated by cholera. But at Toledo the

governor, with commendable prompitude, stopped the pumps and compelled the in-

habitants to bring their water from a spring some miles away, and forbade them even to

wash their clothes or bathe in the river. The hardship was greatly felt, but the city

was saved from the disease.

Granada, Murcia and Valencia, furnished striking instances of the consequences of

using water from sources contaminated by the poison of cholera.

"Granada is supplied with water from the I'ivers Genii and Darro, which irrigated the

fertile plains on which the city stands, the canals by which it is brought to the town being

uncovered and exposed to every kind of pollution. The Cholera broke out in July,

spreading with fearful rapidity. In August the number of officially reported cases was

450 a day. By the middle of September the epidemic had exhausted itself, the total

number of deaths having been, according to official reports, 5,903, though in reality far in

excess of this number, some, indeed, maintaining that these figures should be doubled. At
one time there were no fewer than 400 or 500 corpses lying piled up in the cemetery

waiting interment. The course of the epidemic followed the rivers Genii and Darro
wherever their watei's were used for drinking purposes. A large mortality from other

towns and cities occurred where the drinking water was contaminated." We thus see

that the sanitary conditions of the various towns being nearly equally bad, made very

little difference, the incidence of the disease being everywhere in direct relation to the

water supply where, as in Seville, Malaga, Jerez and Madrid, the water was_ good, the

disease was slight or even absent. AVhere the water supply was polluted by the choleraic

excreta of the neighbouring population, the epidemic was severely felt ; and most striking

of all at Toledo, where the unsanitary conditions and filthy state of the town, at the best

of times, could not but have been intensified by the deprivation of the usual water

supply, the compulsory employment of a pure water, though scarcely more than was
absolutely necessary for drinking pux'poses. had the effect of completely averting the

pestilence. Filtration, such as it was, seems to have been of little use, but a pure supply,

whether from springs or from mountain streams, was invariably successful. This experi-

ence of the mode of communication of the disease in Spain is in complete harmony with

the demonstration of Dr. Suow in 1854, in the Bond street case, in which it was made
apparent that the poison which causes Cholera is contained in the excreta of those

suffering from the disease, and that if by leakage, soakage from cesspools or sewers, or

by the reckless casting out on the ground of slops containing the infective matter, this

may obtaiii access to wells and other soui-ces of drinkikg water, and impart—as has been

stated by Mr. Simon—to enormous volumes of water the power of propagating the disease.

In no other way than this is it generally held that from Cholera patients can the disease

be communicated, unless possibly it may be that, in very small and badly ventilated

rooms, thig^rganic poison having been disseminated in quantities through the atmosphere,

may possibly be taken by the attendants into the system and from them again communi-

cated. Professor Petenkoffer holds that if this infectious matter, after leaving the

body happens to pass into tiie ground, it may then, under peculiar conditions of soil,

moisture and heat, undergo definite changes, and then rising as a miasm in the air poison

those who have a predisposition to the disease. The conclusions arrived at in Bengal

by Drs. Lewis and Cunningham incline to this view. These illustrations, however, of

the media by which this formidable disease is propagated, are not furnished from any
reasonable ground of apprehension that an epidemic of it is at all likely to occur in our

Dominion ; for even if, notwithstanding the very excellent marine sanitation to be found

6
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from along the coast line from Galvfeston, Texas, to Portland, Maine, and on our coast

from Halifax to Grosse Isle and Quebec, a few cases might escape the quarantine,

and thus find entrance, they would, under the strict system of State and Provincial

inland sanitation, be quickly stamped out. The only reason for adducing in this

report the fearful statistics of the ravages of this pestilence in Spain, is to remind

our Local Boards of Health that although a drinking water may by the analysis of

scientific chemists be proven to be free from nitrates, nitrites, chlorides, ammonia, and
but a trace of albuminoid ammonia, that when there is a question of the possibility of

the presence of the specific germ of an infectious disease prevailing in the neighbourhood

of the place where the public sewers have their outlet into stream, river, bay, or lake,

then the question of the chance of the source of drinking-water supply being polluted

by the access of these germs is one for serious consideration, and prompt attention to

avoidance of such a cause of disease is indicated. It is clearly the paramount duty of

Boards of Health, Provincial and Local, to give continuous and active attention to the

causes of the diffusion of epidemic diseases, to combat the ideas that prevailed at the com-

mencement of the present century, viz. : that ailments of every kind were more or less a

portion of the necessary sutFering of existence. Fortunately, however, for humanity, within

the fifty years of the reign of (jueen Victoria, within the same period of the noble life

work of Dr. Bowditch, of ^Lissachusetts, and of other illustrious explon-rs in the field

of preventive medicine on the continent of Europe, the diseases long thought to be out

of the range of medical inquiry as to first causes, have been in many instances traced, and
by a gradual extension of correct knowledge, have been proven to be preventible, and

the 8y.stem of relieving mankind of its loatl of disease can no longer rest alone on cura-

tive medicine. Dr. Benjamin Ward Richardson very clearly expresses what should be the

grand work of our era *' to reconcile the two different school.s ; to systematise the pre-

ventive part of medical .science so far a.s that is now known ; to bring the preventive

part in entire accord with the remedial or curative ; to let the world at large under-

stand the inter-relationships which exist between the two parts ; and by a sympathy of

action, based on knowledge, to enable eve>y man and woman to assist in that part which

tends towards prevention.'

In an interesting ami most useful address delivered by Captain Douglass Galton, on
the opening of the one hundred and third session of the Society of Arts, November 17th,

1880, is most graphically portrayed the progress in tlie prevention of disease and
general .sanitation, during Her Majesty's reign. As the Journal n/ the Socielij of Arts,

in which a striking description of tlie insanitary condition of the working people in

Great Britain at the time (^ueen Victoria came to the throne, and their in^mensely

improved state at the present time, is I apprehend, but sjiarsely circulated in our

Province, I insert a few passages, at the same time recommending every Medical

Health Officer and Local Board to procure a copy of the journal and make a careful

study of the various tables contained in it :
*' The t^ueen's accession to the throne took

place in June, 1837, and registration of birth."*, deaths ami miirriaijes came into operation

the following Jtily, and thus the jubilee year of the (,>ueen is the jubilee year of the

registration of disea.se, supplying a basis of accurately oliserved facts, enabling tho

medical nmn to substitute numeric expressions for vague conjecture, and by anbrding tho

necessay ilata for ascertaining the prevalence and inteuhity of epidemics, has led to an
examination of the existing causes of the diseases. This knowle<lge was lh«* first step

towards their prevention. Dr. Farr, in submitting the abstracts of death records for tho

first half year of registration between the .'iOth of .Fune an<l 31st of December 18.'{7,

says: " It nmy 1)C atlirmorl without great risk of exaggeration that it is posHible to

reduce the annual deaths in England and Wale.s by thirty hou.«and, and to increa^i! the

vigour, industry ami wealth of the population, in an e(|ual proportion, for di.Keas<>H are

the iron index of misery which recedes liefore strenyth, health and happineHs, as the

mortality declines." In 18.37 it was calcuUt«'<l that ono-ti-nth of the population of Man-
chester, and one-seventh of the population of Liverpool live<l in cellars. The following is

A description of a court in .Manchester with its accompaniment of cellar accomodation?.

It was unpaved, down the middle a gutt/>r found its way, every now and then forming pools

in the holes with which the court almunded Women from their doors tossed househol I
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slops of every description into the gutter, which ran into the nearest pool, which overflowed

and stagnated. Steps down from this filthy court led down to the dwelling beneath. It

was very dark inside. The window panes were broken and stopped with rags. The smell

was so foul as almost to knock down the incomer. The children lay on the damp wet
brick floor through which the stagnant moisture of the street oozed up. In many parts,

of London the dead were buried under over-crowded churches, chapels and churchyards.

In 1845, a chapel in the immediate neighbourhood of Lincoln's-Inn-Fields was used as a
school room in the day time, and a dancing saloon at night. In the cellars underneath

the chapel ten thousand bodies had been interred in the seventeen years ending 1840;
the burials were still continuing, and the old coffins were removed through a contiguous-

sewer to make room for new ones.

The rural districts were no better. [See account hy ISir H. Acland.)

The village school was a room eleven feet by seven feet, Avhere thirteen children

were being taught lace making. They slept in a room eleven feet by twelve feet, the

beds touching, so that there was no room to stand between them. Next door, a cottage

occupied by three men, had as its only furniture, a log of Avood to sit on ; the bed-room

was reached by a short ladder with six rungs, of which two were gone, the only bedding,

some straw slept on until it was as small as chaff, the only bed clothes, some sacking.

The provision of pure water, and the disposal of the water after it had been fouled,

had scarcely been thought about. In London, and in some large towns, water was pro-

vided by public companies, but in almost every country town the water was defective.

Sir H. Acland describes the water supply of a village in Oxfordshire, some thirty five

years ago, as a pit in the middle of a field, a quarter of a mile from the village, the sides

of which were trodden down by cattle Avhich went to drink and deposited the filth around.

With regard to foecal matter, the general practice had been for each house to have its

cesspit, which was emptied at intervals by night men, but in the poor districts, the soil

was alloAved by the occupiers to accumulate for years, to avoid the expense of emptying.

When water closets were first introduced, the difficulties as to drainage, sewerage, and re-

moval of refuse, were principally created by the absence of any legal machinery to enable

the inhabitants to combine for sanitary purposes, and share the expenses necessary for

improvements. Another important insanitary condition was caused by the fact, that the

vagrant population of the kingdom resorted to common lodging hou.«es, which were under

no sort of supervision, and which were /oci for the propagation of epidemic disease, as weD
as of moral depravity. The general conclusions at which the Poor Law Commissioners

arrived in their report on the condition of the working classes were, that the disease

originating in, or propagated by means of decomposing filth and refuse, damp, close and
overcrowded dwellings, prevailed generally among the working classes of the kingdom,,

and that whilst these diseases could be abated by improved sanitary conditions, they were
not removed by high wages and abundant food, if sanitary conditions were absent. They
also pointed out that, owing to the defective water supply, cleanly habits were impossible.

In illustration of the loss, caused to the nation by these preventible diseases, they men-
tioned that out of 43,000 widows, and 112,000 destitute orphans, relieved from the poor

rates, the greater number had lost their husbands or fathers from preventible disease,

and that the youthful population of either sex brought up in crowded, unwholesome dwell-

ings, and under the adverse circumstances described, were deficient in physical strength

and moral conduct, and grew up improvident, reckless and intemperate, caring for nothing

but sensual gratification. The conditions required by these Commissioners for improving

this insanitary state, were provision of drainage, removal of all excreta refuse from habi-

tations, streets and roads, and improvement of water supply. They proposed the use of

water carriage for excreta to be carried a distance from cities or towns ; better supply

of drinking water ; that the expenses of public drainage and sewerage, improved means of

cleansing would be a pecuniary gain by diminishing existing charges, attendant on sickness

and premature death ; that skilful engineers should be employed, to devise and construct

new public works ; to appoint in each district, specially qualified medical officers of

health, to examine into the means necessary for prevention of disease, and to initiate

sanitary measures, i.e. the removal of noxious, physical circumstances, and the promotion,

of civic, household and personal cleanliness, necessary for the improvement of the mora
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condition of the population, for soiuul morality and refinement in manners and lualth

are not long found co-existent with filthy habits amongst any class of the community.
This report was one of the early fruits of the system of vital statistics, commenced under

the auspices ot" the Queen, by the late eminent Dr. Fair, and the report drawn up by the

veteran sanitarian, Mr. Edwin Chadwick, C. B. At the same time, in the large cities,

private associations were formed to encourage cleanliness, by establishing public Viaths

and wash-houses. These ad\ances in sanitation were greatly promoted by a threatened

epidemic of Cholera, the lirst epidemic of 1832 having had as a result 16,437 victims, and
that in 1848, having nearly decimated the cities and towns of the lower Danube, it passed

through Austria into Germany and Hanover. Hamburg was attacked on the 7th of

September, and within three weeks it reached the shores of England, and first appearqcl

in London on the 22nd of September, 1848. This epidemic continued in Great Britain

tintil the 22nd of December, 1849. It attacked those towns and houses which aftbnh d it

the best inducements to visit them in their filth, decaying refuse, crowded and dirty

population, bad water, damp, polluted sub-soil, or any other conditions leading to bad
health. The total number of victims of this second epidemic was .")3,29'3. The Govern-

ment was then led to the conclusion that further and more ellicient provisions ought to be

made for improving the sanitary condition of cities and populous towns in England and

Wales, and an Act was passed creating a General Board of Health, the main t'ejiture of

which was, that when the Registrar General's returns showed that tlie number of death.s

on an average of the preceding seven years exceeded twenty-three per 1,000, the General

Board of Health were empowered to send an inspector to make a public enquiry as to the

sewerage, drainage, water supply, burial grounds, number and sanitary condition of inhabi-

tants, and local .sanitary acts in force ; also, as to natural drainage areas, existing local

boundaries, and whether others might be advantageously adopted. The General Board was

also empowered to create a system of local administration by Local Boards of Health, and

these Local Boards had the power given them to appoint necessary officers, imluding

medical officers, surveyors, and inspectors of nuisances
;
public sewers vested in their

administration ; all new houses to be approved by tlie surveyor, and before any new house

was commenced the levels of the cellars and the position of the drains was to be .ippointed

by the surveyor. Occupation of cellars as dwellings was prohibited, in a(hlition a number
of other matters provided for improved sanitation. In 184()-f)0 Sir Robert Rawlinson

introduced the system of constructing sewers and drains in right lines from point to

point, with lampholes, or manhole.s, at every change of direction or gradient. The sub-

ject of pollution of streams and rivers by the water carriage system, was repeatedly

discussed, and, on this vexed question, Captain Douglas Galton is of the opinion that it

may be safely as.qumed tliat the water supply, which is delivered pure into a town, need

not be passed in a foul state into streams or rivers, and that precipitation of the solid

parts in sewage, and passing the liquid through hind are eminently fitted, when properly

applied, to produce a purified effluent at a certain cost. (.'on.se(|uently, if rertain condi-

tions of population and of sewage were always observed, each district could iie made self-

contained in respect of its sewage, just as it can be in respect of its i-emetery, and it in

probaliiy wiser to spend money raised by rates on removing the solid matter, filtering the

liquid through land, and eiiiph>ying labour on the land to produce food to be sold, rather

than to spend the rates in paving interest on a large capital exp<'nde(| for works necessary

to convey the sewage to a distance where its value would he entirely lost. Dr. Farr, in

his report to the Registrar General on the d«'ath causes of 1838, says: "The careful

exclusion of all unnecessary animal and vegetable matter, tlie immediate removal of nil

residual products, and the dilution of inevitable exhalations. The dead shouhl no

longer be tiuried where they are surrounded by buildings or dwellings ; non-wlioleHomo

manufactories should be excluded from populated districts, and there is no aiwuredly

rea.son why thousands of cattle, sheep and pigs, animals of every kind, sometimes

affected with epizootic diseases, should be gathered together in market places within cities."

Although in the housing of the working cksses much remains to be done, we have

results to show tliat much .sanitary improvement lias l>een acheivefl by reconstruction of

drains, removal of sewage from the midst of the j>opulation, opening out thoroughfares so

as to admit ventilation in crowded districts. The death rate in Ix)ndon in the five years,
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183842, was 25.57 per 1,000. In the five years, 1880-84, it was 21.01 per 1,000 ; and
the deaths from zymotic diseases which, in the decade 1841-50, had averaged annually
5.29 per 1,000, were reduced in the years 1881-84 to 3.4 per 1,000. If, however, we
assume that there had been no change in sanitary conditions, and, therefore, that the
deatli rate had gone on increasing, according to Dr. Farr's formula of increase, due to
density of population, where sanitary conditions remain unchanged, the death rate of
1880-84 would have averaged 26.62 per 1,000 ; that is a saving of 5.61 per 1,000 effected

by sanitary measures. If, on this basis, we compare the saving in life, which has resulted
from sanitary improvements at different periods since 1838-42, we find that it amounted
to an annual saving of 4,604 lives during 1860-70, of 13,029 lives annually during
1870-80, and of 21,847 lives annually between 1880-84. The death rate of England
and Wales for 1838-42 was 22.07 per 1,000, that of 1880-84 was 19.62 per 1,000, and
the deaths from zymotic diseases, which averaged 4.52 per 1,000 in the decade 1841-50
per 1,000, were reduced to 2.71 per 1,000 in the years 1880-84. The improvement in

urban districts does not appear to have kept pace with that in rural districts, for, in

Table E, it appears that whilst the deaths from zymotic diseases in certain urban districts

have declined from 5.89 per 1,000 in the decade 1851-60 to, 5.12 per 1,000 in the decade
1871-80, the deaths from zymotic disease in rural districts in the same interval have
declined from 2.77 to 1.67 per 1,000. In order to form an estimate of the saving of life

due to sanitary measures, we may assume that sanitation remained in abeyance, and cal-

culate what the death rate, according to Dr. Farr's formula, would have been in con-
sequence of increased density of population, and compare that with the actual death rate

;

upon this assumption we find that the sanitary improvements only began to produce their

effects after the cholera epidemic of 1848-49. In the decade 1841-50, indeed, it appears
that the death rate was actually larger than that due to the increase of population.
But in the following decade, the sanitary improvements began to produce their effects,

and this effect has gradually increased. In the decade 1850-60 the annual average saving
of lives in England and Wales from sanitary improvements was 7,789. In the decade
1860-70 it rose to 10,481. In the decade 1870-80 it was 48,433, and in the five years,

1880-84, the average annual number of lives saved by sanitary improvement has been
102,240. Captain Galton, at the conclusion of his lecture, which the Attorney-General
in proposing a vote of thanks characterized as one of the best ever delivered before the
society, thus speaks :

" The changes which have taken place in the last fifty years in
every branch of life, social, political and commercial, will make the reign of Queen
Victoria ever stand out as an important historical epoch. In respect of sanitation he
found that the old system designed to regulate the sanitary condition of the people in
simpler times, for a small population no longer met the exigencies of our crowded cities

and more complicated habits of life. H. R. H. The Prince Consort, was one of the early
promoters of sanitary progress ; he was always seeking what would improve the condition
of the working classes, and he used his whole influence to push forward the movement
for improving the health of the army. The present President of the Society of Arts,
the Prince of Wales, has worthily followed in the footstepts of his father, having
initiated and carried through with marked success the Exhibition of Health and Educa-
tion, the Inventions Exhibition, aiid, lastly, this year, the Colonial Exhibition, which
has helped to cement the feeling of brotherhood between ns and our Colonial Empire.
H. li. H. was also the active chairman of the Royal Commission on . the Housing of the
Working Classes. The Queen may have suffered much from private grief, and endured
much from public cases, but on entering the jubilee year of her reign she will be able to

feel that she has not laboured in vain. She may feel satisfaction at having increased, by
added provinces, that legacy of empire which she received from her predecessors, but she
will have the greater satisfaction of feeling that the provinces which she has added are
the smallest part of the triumphs of her reign. Those triumphs are best summed up in
the million of lives saved, the consequent vast amount of disease which has been avoided;
the physicial health which has been promoted, the education which has been developed.
Indeed the chief feature of the Queen's beneficient reign has been the improvement that
it has produced in the morality, the well-being, that is to say, the happiness, of her
people."
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The above extracts from this comprehensive address on what has been done in the

past in the cause of increased sanitation in England, should stimulate provincial and

local hoards in this Dominion to make such continued efforts in the work of preventing

the causation and spread of disease, that in the course of a few years we may be able to

exhibit, as a direct result of enforcement of health laws, evidences of a diminished death

rate in proportion to population fully equal to that which appears in Captain Galton's tables

A, B, C, D and E. In this endeavour we are well assured that in the future, as in the past,

we shall be aided in all reasonable requests for additional health legislation. The members
of the Provincial Board of Health have always received at the hands of the members
of the Ontario Cabinet, not only a patient and courteous hearing, but the Government
have also manifested evidences of their desire to grant increased sanitary legislation

whenever it could be made apparent to them that such was imperatively required. Our
Board has also to acknowledge the attention given by the Dominion Government to

defects pointed out by Dr. Rauch, in his survey of the quarantine stations from the Gulf

of Mexico to Portland, Maine, to Halifax and Quebec ; as also to those pointed out by

Dr. Bryce, last summer, as existing at Grosse Isle—defects which, we are happy to learn

from Dr. Montizambert, have been in large measure remedied. Imperfect sewerage and

disposal of sewage, and contamination of drinking-water supply, are universally admitted

to be the chief factors in epidemics of typhoid, diphtheria, and other infectious diseases.

Involving, as such epidemics do generally, large outlays of money for the eilective

removal of the above causes of disease, such outlays and expenditures frequently prove

an insuperable ditHculty for Local Boards alone to dispose of. The importance, therefore,

is made evident of all di.seases, whether proceeding from impure water, or, as in the

instance of small-pox, traceable to imported cases from other provinces, or from Iteyond

sea, being immediately reported to the Provincial Board, in order that immediate notifi-

cation of the appearance of such zymotic diseases, and of the extent to which they are

prevailing should, as agreed upon l>y the various states and provinces, at the meeting of

the National (Conference of State Boards in Toronto in October last, be communicated to

the various Provinces of our Dominion and States of the Union contiguous to our

borders, and thus the avenues of travel may be in s(mie measures protected. As this pre-

caution was unanimously agreed upon at the meeting of the above Confcn-nce, it is to be

hoped that the Medical Oflicers of Local lioards will invariably comply, and thus power-

fully co-operate with the Provincial Board in its efforts at removing cau.Sf.s, or rt(^ interim,

limiting th(! sprearl of communicable disea-se.

From the very numerous Ix)cal lioards organized since the first establishment of the

Provincial Board, most valuable advances in the work of general sanitation have l»een

made, as shown by the very excellent reports of the I^ocal Health Otlicers ;
and with

great satisfaction at the increase of interest in the work of prevention of such diseases

that are within the compass of self-help, we are aide to announce that since the i.ssue of

our hwt report, the numl>er of Local Boards of Health in our Province has been increased

from :}'J1 in 18SI, and '>7() in ISS.j to '"•iO in lS8G.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

CHAS. WM. COVKRNTON, M.i>..

Chairman Provincial i'.oard of liciitli.
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REPORT OF THE SP:CRETARY.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health

:

—
Gentlemen,—In presenting for your consideration a review of the Board's work

during the year now closing, it is natural and proper that I should revert briefly to the

position of the Province as regards its health relations at the time when this sanitary

year may be said to have begun. In doing so, I cannot help contrasting the com-

mencement of this year with that for which my last report addressed to you was prepared.

Referring to the commencement of the last report, I find myself saying :
—"Never

since its organization has the Board seen the new year begin with a dawn so ominous of

coming evil and its rising sun so obscured with dark and gloomy clouds as did 1885."

On page 37 of the same report, written during this year, I find it stated in reference

to the great Smallpox epidemic :
— " As an evidence that the work has, however, been

generally satisfactory, it is pleasing to be able to state that at the date on which this

is being written, February 8th, 1886, there is not a single case of Smallpox in Ontario."

This statement regarding Smallpox can, I am thankful to say, be made with the-

same truthfulness at the piesent moment, and with the exception of hardly more than a

single outbreak, might have been used at any time during the past ten months. AVhen,

in addition to this, I add that the past year has been practically free from any reports of

the approach of that other dreaded epidemic disease. Cholera, your Board will appreciate

the pleasure I have in recalling to your recollection the fact that your Committee on
Epidemics has, during this, had a breathing space after its exhausting labors of last

year. But this breathing space is, during an armistice, not a truce, with these foes to

health, and it seems as if, in the history of our work, we are following the ordinary law
as regards zymotic diseases, and hence it becomes us to observe the teachings of the old

adage, " In peace prepare for war."

Taking a comprehensive survey of our work during this year, it will at once appear
to you that our work has been, in a special and peculiar sense, of this kind. Victorious

in last year's warfare, we have, while singing pteans with our fellow-soldiers from every

corner of the continent in the great annual American Health Congress, been industriously

laboring to maintain the ground gained, by strengthing our defences, both internal and
along the coast, and have, if not going forth to foreign war, been impressing more
soldiers into the service, completing our organization and improving both the drill and
the weapons of our army.

In presenting, in a condensed form, as my report to you, and through you to the Min-
ister of the Department a .summary of work done during the year, I propose, for the

sake of convenience, to submit it rather by classification of subjects than in any chrono-

logical order. Following this I desire, with your permission, to present to the public a

resume of some of the ends arrived at and work accomplished during the past semi-

decade, which is the first five years of our existence as a Board, with the hope that the

recognition by ourselves of " something attempted, something done," will impel us both
to a fuller realization of our duties in the future and to a clearer appreciation of the

opportunities we have of making the shadows fall less heavily here and there on the

lives of our fellows through helping to ward off the attacks of death by teaching

the laws of a higher, because of a more rational and healthful life, and of urging, through
every means at our command, the more thorough enforcement of statutory enactments
and of pressing for more precise legislation on those points, which, through experience,

we have learned to be insufficient and ineffective.

These points presented, it will probably not be thought by you inopportune if I pre-

sent a somewhat detailed study of Diphtheria, which, during the present year, more than
any other of those zymotic diseases with which we have to deal so intimately, has been
brought before us, and which has caused us to discuss somewhat fully those measures-
most likely to limit its spread, and to present regulations therefor to the Lieutenant-
Governor in Council for approval.
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I.

—

Outbreaks of Contagious Diseases.

1. Smallpox.—As stated in the last pages of my last year's report on Smallpox,
there were but two of the Bo.ird's Medical Inspectors remaining at the time of writing,

February 8th, inspecting daily the trains running westward from Montreal. They
were recalled late in February and the tinal act of the Montreal drama, as played by this

Board, had drawn to a close. The effects of the epidemic did not wholly cease, however,
at this time, as cases of Smallpox occurred as follows during several subsequent months
in the counties bordering upon the Province of Quebec :

—

Smallpox Cases Connected with Montreal Outbreak.

March South Plantagenet, Preacott and Russell, cases, 6, deaths,
April Huntly Township, Carleton County. .. . " .5, "
" Dttawa, County Carleton " 7, " 2

May Kenyon, Glengaiy " 1, " Q

Such, as far as I am aware, are the last cases traceable to the Montreal epidemic.

"With those included in last year's report, it may be estimated that, directly or indirectly

from this centre, 150 cases occurred, with a total of some 22 deaths. In .spite, there-

fore, of the many ditiieulties in preventing the entrance of Smallpox into these eastein

townships bordering on (^>uebec, our laws, carried into etiect by the Boards of Health and
their otlicers, were found equal to the task of limiting the disease, in most instances,

to the houses in which it broke out first.

With the commencement of ocean navigation via the St. Lawrence, and of the
immigrant travel westward, the dangers usually attendant upon the influx of .so many
persons from many European countries, exposed througliout thousands of miles of

travel, to possible .sources of contagion both on sea and land, were again looked for.

Several reports had reached the Board that ca.ses had occurred on ditl'erent ocean steamships
arriving at (Quebec and Montreal, and tlie necessity for the carrying out of strict (juarantine

inspection became once more apparent. Not having learned that any regulations, additional

to those previously existing, were being enforced along the .":}t. Lawience, 1 arranged, with

the sanction of the (,'hairnian of the Board and the Minister of the Department, to visit

the St. Lawrence stations early in June. The necessity for this became apparent the mtv
day I started on the trip, as information had been received from Mr. James Beatty, Lak«f

Trallic Superintendent C P. K., to the etTect that two cases of Smallpox had appeared at

Owen Sound, being men from the crew of the steamer Athabasca. Having conferred with

Mr. Beatty as to the measures to be takf;n under the circumstances, and having telegraphed

instructions to the Medical Health OfHcer, Dr. A. (Jameron, Owen Sound, tlu- further

conduct of the matter was left in the hands of tlie Chairman.

Having proce(;ded to Quel)ec and subsecpKuitly to (Jrosse Isle, 1 learned from Dr. K.

Montizarnbert, (Jhief Quarantine (Jtlicer of the St. Lawrence, that Itussian immi;;rants

sutlering from Smallpox had bet-n landed at <JrosHt; Isle about the I.'5th of May. Imagin-
ing that their fellow passengers might have passed on the way to Manitoba via

l..iike Superior, I at once wrote to .Mr. J'eatty for information on this point, lie

promptly replied that certain Kusnian immigrants had pa-ssed up the lakes on .May 2Utli

pt'r S.S. Al/ifthuncu, and as I had learned that none of her crew were from Lower Canada,
where Smallpo.x had been ho prevalent, I at once connected the outbreak in the |iersonH

of two of the crew with these immigrants. To show that the contagion had l)ei'n carried

on this steamer either by persons, clothing or bag^'age, I was soon to have ample proof.

On the ."iUth of June I received a telegram from Dr. J. Hamilton, Supervising Surgeon

General I . S. .Marine Hospital Sfsrvice, anri some days afterwards similar information

from Dr. H. B. Ilaker, Secretary Michigan State Bf>ard of Health, that a num. named
Montgomery had entered Michigan rin Sault Ste. Marie and had taken sick with Small-

pox at Stalwart, Chippewa County. I found later that he had gone from Harriston,

Ont., to the Sault on the S..-^. Athnhn^rn of May 2(Hh. Having further noticed the

occurrence of a ca.se of Smallpox about tlm same time in Woodlands, Man., and believin.r

in its possible connection with the same Russian immigrants. 1 wrote for information to

V 13
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the Deputy Minister of Agi-iculture, Winnipeg, Acton C. Burrows, Esq. He promptly-

replied, courteously forwarding, as soon as obtained, information to the effect that a Mrs.

A. Church had arrived at Halifax on April 4th and had passed via C. P. R. direct to

Winnipeg ; that there had been no Smallpox at the place she left in England
; that there

had been none on the Allan S.S. Parisian, of which she was a passenger, but that she

had remained at the Dominion Immigration Building in Winnipeg till about the end of

May (live days, say, after the Russian immigrants must have reached there), and that

within less than two weeks from the time she left the Immigration Building and had

reached AVoodlands, she was taken sick with Smallpox. I was further informed regard-

ing cases of Smallpox in Norfolk County, Man., beginning in the person of a man,

Donald McCuaig, from Chatham, who had arrived in Manitoba about the end of

May. Evidence to the effect that he had gone up by the S.S. Athabasca, or had been in

the Immigrant Building, has not been obtained. The matter had now become so interest-

ing that I followed out any clue which might connect other cases with these immigrants,

and the S.S. Athabasca.

By newspaper reports I further learned that a family named Skein, Canadians from

Manitoulin Island, had been taken sick with Smallpox in Dakota. I at once wrote to

Dr. Francis, Manitowaning, for information regarding the route taken by this family. A
kind answer containing the following facts was promptly received by me :—There had

been no Smallpox on Manitoulin for a number of years, while this family, in going to

Dakota, had first taken a local steamer to Owen Sound ; thence they went northward by

the G. P. R. steamer Athabasca, on the 20th of May. The time of their falling sick

corresponded with the period during which they could have been exposed on the Atha-

basca. About this time a report came from Michigan that other cases of the disease

had broken out in Wayne County and in Detroit. The information received also

connects the Wayne County outbreak with the same Russian immigrants. It occurred

in the person of a German immigrant, who had entered Michigan via the St. Lawrence

and Ontario, between the 15th and 20th of May, and must therefore have travelled west,

probably in the same car or stayed at the same immigrant sheds as did the afoi'e-

mentioned Russians. Cases in Illinois are also stated to have occurred about the same

time in immigrants who had passed through Canada. The following particulars regard-

ing these cases have been received. ( Vide next page.)

Having become convinced of the dangers to which the Province must be continually

exposed, as only too well illustrated by the instance just given, it became apparent to me
that the firs^ point to be gained, if protection against the danger of the introduction of

disease by immigrants was to be prevented, was to point out in a thorough manner the exact

nature of the quarantine service at that time in operation, and by pointing out its

deficiencies to better enable the Board, and through them the Government, to make such

representations to the proper authorities as would best serve to promote reforms and

improvements. This was done in my report to you of the quarantine system of the St.

Lawrence, which you were good enough to approve of and adopt. The occurrence of these

outbreaks of the disease along the line which has, and must still more, become the main

avenue by which immigrants can reach the new lands both of Ontario and the North-

west, and the publication of the report on the quarantine system of the St. Lawrence,

adopted by the Board, both had their influence in obtaining the passage by Order in

Council, approved Aug. 5th, 1886, of new and stringent quarantine regulations which,

with some exceptions, are such, if thoroughly carrried out, as will materially lessen the

dangers of the introduction to the Dominion of cases of Smallpox from abroad.* Certain

* QUARANTINE.

Supplementary Regulations Issued for the Dominion.

Ottawa, August 7, 1886.

The following is the full text of the Order in Council providing for supplementary quarantine regula-

tions :
—

Whereas our Governor in Council, in view of the existence of the disease of Asiatic Cholera in parts of

the Continent of Europe, and the disea-se of Smallpox in the United Kingdom, deems it advisable to adopt
regulations to prevent the introduction of the same into Canada, and has been pleased to order that a pro-
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GENEALOGICAL TREE OF SMALLPOX GROWING OUT OF THE
INFECTED PASSENGERS OF THE STEAMSHIP "SARNIA."

Summing up these various outbreaks, which may have owed their origin to certain

Russian immigrants, some of wliose fellow-countrymen and fellow-passengers had been
left sick at Grosse Isle, and which, until further rebutting evidence is produced, we shall

assume did owe their origin to said infective cause we have :
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delays occurred in the issue of tlie instructions to the pilots and quarantine officers, and
as a consequence, I learned through official channels, that up to October but few vessels

had complied with the regulations requirin<f them to report at Grosse Isle. Fortunately,
the absence in unusually large degree of Smalli)Ox in tliose European countries, from
which most immigrants come to Canada, as well as the fewer arrivals in the later part of

the season, have lessened the dangers incident to the imperfect carrying into opera-
tion of the new regulations ; but if the Grosse Isle station is so equipped as to have a
working statl" for all the houi-s of the day, there can be no good reason why, with the
recent addition of a steam yacht fitted up with all modern disinfecting appliances, the
regulations should not next season be carried out without vexatious delays or loss to the
shipping companies in any cases other than those where delay, through the presence
of disease on board, is necessary and compulsory, and yet with a thoroughness compatible
with the almost complete removal of probable dangers from this external source. It is

to be hoped that the activity shown by the Department this year in these matters is

indicative of an accelerated progress during the coming year.

clamation do issue putting in force the following reg^ations, supplementary to the quarantine regulations
established by the proclamation of May twenty-third, in the year of Our Lord, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-eight, and January twenty-firbt, in the year of Our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three, that is to say :

—

For Steamships .\no Sailing Vkssels bv thk St. Lawkknce.

1. Every steamship and sailing vessel from any i>ort outside of Canada coming to Canada by way of
the St. Lawrence shall be inspected by a duly apjxjinted l^uarantine Medical Officer o.- officers before passing
Grosse Isle, and shall not proceed or be allowetl to proceed on her voyage until she receives a clean bill of
health.

^

2. Each of the weekly steamships conveying Her Majesty's mails shall be met and ins|jected by a (Quar-
antine Medical (Jfficer at the Port of Kimouski, and a clean bill of health from such officer shall be ecniiva-
lent to a clean bill of health granted by the Quarantine Officer at (Jrosse Isle, such mail vessels being
amenable in all other resjtects to the quarantine regulations.

3. No passenger or any other |>«-rson shall be allowed to land from any mail steamship at Kirtitiuski
until declared free from contagious disease by the (juarantine medica' officer.

4. Any |>crson or iHjrsons ill with Cholera, Smallpox, or any other contagious disease, as defined in the
quarantine regulations under the pr(x:lamation of May 23, 1«G8, shall be landed at (irosse Isle for treat-
ment, and the vessel disinfected and allowed to proceed or be detained in siich manner as may W deemed
HXi>edient by the nie<iicHl su[>erintendent for the protection of the public health, under the jirovisions of
the said quarantine regulations.

5. No jMTson shall l)e allowed to land from any steamship or sailing vessel without furnishing evidence
to the satisfaction of the (Quarantine Medical Otfic»T <<i having iM-eii vaccinated within the st-vt'ii previous
years, nor any iwrson not vaccinaU-d to the satisfaction of the t^uarantine Medical Officer.

6. Any unvaccinattKi person arriving at Rimouski or (irosse Isle shall b<- vaccinated by such (^iiaran
tine Med ic.-il Officer, or in the event of refusal shall l»o landed at (Jrosse Isle subject to a (juarantine of
ob»»'rvation.

7. Thf (Quarantine Medical Officer at Grosse Isle or Rimouski shall examine any officer or surgeon or
medical man of any steamship or sailing vessel, under oath, touching the state of health of such ship or
ve8«»'l and of every person on boar<l, in such form as shall Iw prejicribed by the Slinist<r of .A^rriciiltiire.

«. Every steamshij) or sailing V.V.S.-1 arriving with infectious disea.se shall be lial)le to tx' detaimsl at
thf ((uarantine sUtion for disinfection, together with its eari^o and passengers and crew, but every steam-
ship i)r vf>*ni-\ pr<»vidcd with our isolated hospital for men, and another for woim-i., on th<- upper ilit>k,
ventilated from abovi-, and not by the d.s.r only, may, in the diseretion of the C/uarantin.- Me.lual Officer',
if he is furnished with satiifactory i-videno- that xuch hospitals havi- l»«-cn proinptly and intclligintly made,
use of, 1)6 aIlow»fl to proc<u-d after the landing of the sick and the disinft-ction of such hospitals ; any vessel,
however, arriving with infectious dis.iise, without having such spteial isolated and veiitilat«d hospitals'
shall \h' liable to 1m- tletaim-d for diiinf.-etion at tli«- ((Uarantiiie station.

'

tl. Tfie master of (.very steamship or sailing vesw-l lial le to (piarantine shall ppsluce h certifieaU* of
such iiis|N-ction, and a clean bill of health, before lieing allowed to make a customn entry at the jH)rtB of
t^uelw-c and Montreal.

10. The ins|sicting phynician at (^uels-c shall visit everv steamship and sailintr vessel from any port
outsidi- of Canada arriving at that |H>rt, and In- shall send tuuk to (iross.- iMleany steamship or sailing
vessel having on ts.ard contagious dis»-ase in contravention of the fon-going regulation')..

KOH AI.I, cmiKR OhoaNIZKI) t^irAltA.NTI.VK PoilTS OK THK DoMI.VION.

11. Every steam and sjiiling vess«-l fnmi any ixirt outside nf Cnna/ln arriving at any n-giilar orK'.ini/ed
quarantine |s)rts (having miarantine stations), that is lo say: At Halifax, ruloii, or lTawki-».biiiy, or
Sydney (Cape Hreton), in th« Provinco of Nova Scotia ; or St. John, or the harlsMir of .Miramiihi. in the
Province of New IJrunswirk; or ChArlott«-t4.wn, in the Ppivinceof I'rinee hXward Island; i>r Victoria, in the
Province of Hritish C'lhimbia, shall \n- subject, in h.i far iu« thev can Ix- niad<- to apply, t<i the foregoing regn.
liitions relating to (uosse Isle, as re.<js-cts ins|K-ction, by the (Quarantine Misli^l ( »fticerH of tlu- said
stiveral |K»rts or h.-irlsmrs, Iwfore U-ing allowe<l to make a customs entrj- ; ond any vessel which it shall lie
considered necessary to detain s hall lie dealt with in liccordance with the quarantine regulations of 186h
aforesaid. '

1.')
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With regard to the internal condition of the Province as regards preparedness for

outbreaks of Smallpox, I can only say that in many municipalities it is everything

that can be desired, the Local Boards being well organized and hospitals for possible

•cases being still in existence. Other municipalities, again, would seem to have become
temporarily exhausted through the extraordinary efforts put forth by them during the

panic of last autumn, and, like the vine-dressers who have escaped from the slopes during

an eruption of Vesuvius, return, apparently unmindful of past danger, to a resumption of

their deserted abodes, abandoned tasks and former habits. It was hoped by the Board that

the Vaccination Act submitted to the Government at last session of Parliament, would have
placed the Board in such a position as that it could, with much exactness, keep itself

informed of municipal work in the direction of vaccinal protection of the new-born at

least. In this it has been disappointed, for, although an improvement in the operation of the

Vaccination Act of the Revised Statutes has been made as far as relates to the anomalous
position previously occupied by Local Boards in the matter of enforcing vaccination, never-

theless the option of having the law carried out is still left, except during epidemics,

wholly in the hands of the municipalities, with the usual result, that, only here and there,

has any official attempt been made during the present year to carry out the law as relates

to vaccination. Were the municipal health authorities active in the matter, a fair degree

of protection to the general community might be expected to follow ; but with the absence

of any Act for enforcing a general provincial yearly vaccination, we shall expect, as we
have been taught by past experience, that every year cases will here and there occur,

For all Ports under Quarantine Directions of Collector of Customs.

12. At every other port in Canada, at which there is not a regularly organized quarantine station, and
at which the Collector of Customs is authorized by the Act 35 Victoria, chapter 27, entitled "An Act
relating to 'Quarantine," and the proclamation made in pursuance thereof, dated .January 21, 1873, to act as

quarantine otficer for puttinsr into effect such regulations, the Collector of Customs shall, in the case of any
steamer or sailing vessel arriving from the Continent of Europe or the United Kirgdom, cause a medical
inspeation to be made of any such vessel, and shall not grant a customs entry, except upon the production
of a clean bill of health after such inspection.

13. In the event of any contagious disease being found on any steam or sailing vessel arriving at any
port which is under quarantine direction of a Collector of Customs, such cases shall, in all respects, be
dealt ^vith in the manner prescribed in the quarantine regulations of January 21, 1873, aforesaid, applying
to such ports, supplemented by the foregoing regulations in so far as they can be made to apply.

Signals for Sickness to be Displayed at all Ports.

14. Evei'V steam or sailing vessel from a port outside of Canada having any contagious disease on
board, shall, on arriving at any port in Canada, display a flag in the fore-shrouds, or a yellow flag at the
fore, for a distinctive quarantine signal, in order to inform the Quarantine Officer, or Collector of Customs
acting as such, that he is to receive the sick from such vessel, or to take such other steps with respect to

such vessel as are prescribed by the quarantine regulations aforesaid, or requiring quarantine inspection at

Grosse Isle.

How Rags are to be Dealt with.

15. Rags shall not be allowed to land at any port in Canada, except at a port which is one of the regu-

larly organized quarantine stations hereinbefore specified in section 11.

Rag? shall not be allowed to enter or pass beyond the limits of the quarantine grounds until disinfected

by such process or processes as shall be ordered by the Minister of Agriculture, or unless specially directed

by the Quarantine Medical Officer.

The definitions in the proclamations of 1883 and 1884, respecting rags, continued in force by the Order
in Council of October the 18th, 1884, are withdrawn.

Hours of Inspection.

16. The hours during which quarantine inspection, the mail steamships excepted, shall take place at

any quarantine station or any port in Canada shall be between the hours of sunrise and sunset.

Penalties for Pilots and all Officers and Masters of Vessels.

17. Every pilot shall be furnished with printed copies of these regulations, one of which it shall be his

duty to hand to the master of every steam and sailing vessel coming from a port outside of Canada, under
a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars.

18. Every Collector of Customs, officer or other i>erson charged with putting into effect or having any
duties in connection with the foregoing regulations shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding four hundred
dollars and imprisonment until such penalty is paid for any contravention of such regulations, or for omis-
sion or neglect of duty in relation to them.

19. Every master of a steam or .sailing vessel shall be liable to a ])enalty not exceeding four hundred
dollars, and to imprisonment until such penalty is paid for any contravention of any of the foregoing regu-

lations, and such vessel shall be held liable for "any pecuniary penalty imposed on the master.

IG
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until another generation of unvaccinated children have grown, when an outbreak under
favoring circumstances, as in Hungerford, will occur with the logs of many lives and the

accompanying heavy tinancial expenditure. It is somewhat re-assuring, however, to

know that almost everywhere the people have been so taught by the experiences of the

last year or two, supported by stringent regulations, of how first cases can be quickly

rendered harmless by isolation and early vaccination of those exposed, as that under
ordinary conditions the disease is not likely for years to become a large factor in the

mortality of the Province. This activity of Local Boards is a ijuod evidence both of the

appreciation of the good protective effects of isolation, and of acquiescence in the strict

provisions of the statutory law and re^'ulations in regard to the disease. It was so well

illustrated in the instance of the health authorities ot (Jwen Sound and of the several

neighboring municipalities, into which the two cases of Smallpox from the Athahusca had
passed, that I cannot do better than give here the report of Dr. Allan Cameron, Medical
Health Othcer, Owen Sound, as showing how the existence of our Boards, especially when
there are Medical Health Officers, are the conditions of complete success in stampinir out

incipient epidemics of disease:

—

(Copy of Report to Local Board of Health at (la-iu Sniinrl.)

.Jijiit !»th.— First heard rumor of Smallpox in Wiarton.

Juut; 10th. — Report corroborated and on enquiry find that John Clarke, who had lately beeti eiuitloyed
on the steamer Atkubagca, went from Owen Sound and died with the disease on the 'Jth inst. Also heard
of a young man by the name of Wilson, a chum of Clarke's, and who was living in (Jwen Sound, is rejMtrted

to V)e sick from Black Measles, but on encjuiry find it not to W correct, as he is at present in good liealth.

June 11th. - Received telegram from Dr. Sloan to meet liim at Leith that day (Friday.) (hi arriving
we proceeded to the house of Peter Cameron and foimd a genuine case of confluent Small] >ox in the .seventh

day of eruption on a young man, who had lately left employment on board steamer Athabasca and who was
taken ill shortly after coming home. This evening (Friday) :icquainted Mr. 'I'avlor, station master, of the
circumstances, who immediately telegraphed to >ir. Beattie, Manager of C. V. fl. steamers. Also directed
postmaster here to notify the |M)stmaster of Leith, not to mix any mail matter from within infected house
with the other contents of the mail bag.

June I'ith. -Informed Detective Smith on his arrival of all the circumstances and in evening met Mr.
Beattie. In obedience to a telegram from Dr. Bryce, I boarded the steamer Atlantic on her arrival this

evening about 7 j>.m. Dn inHi)ection of the purser's book and from other infr nnation, I find the rumor of

her having carrij-d the sick man (Clarke) from the Sault Ste. Marie to Wiarton to be incorrect. After
ins|)ection of the crew, the l»oat was allowe<l to def)art.

June l.'Uh.— Ascertainerl to-day that the sick man Clarke was driven from the American hotel to the
steamer Pacific on the 2nd of June. All those in the above hotel, who had not recently b«'en vaccinated,
compliefl to the number of twelve, and on the arrival of the steamer I'acifir at 11:30 p.m., I presented tele

gram of Dr. Bryce's to Caiitain Campbell, who took alvantage of thr- tecliiiical error in regard tonnmeand
defiefl me to detain him. The purser's list f<ir the 2nd of .lune contains the nnnie of (ieorge Clarke, point
of departure, Owen Sound, destination was Wiart<jn. The Captain holds, that as his crew were passt.d foi

the American ports last f.ill, conseqiientlv all are vaccinated sufhciently. Finding that reasoning with th<'

Captain was useless, I left and on going home, wrote a full statement to Dr. Bryce and had it forwarded
by Detectiv(; Smith on morning train to Ik? immediately deliven-d on his arrival in Toronto.

June 14th. --The sU-amer Athalatea arrived alsiut 10:30 a.m. ; found the pas8«'ngers, who left the boat,
looking well, with exception of one lady who ha<l consumption. Inspection was made of the crew, fi>rty-five

in numlxT, thirty-five of whom were % arcinated and the fon-rastlr- was thoro\iplily fumigated with .-iilplniiouf

acid gas. To-day I n-ceived the balano- of lo^) vaccine |M)intH, sent by order of Dr. Bryce fioni Dr.
Stewart, of Palmerst<»n.

.fiine 15th.—Received letter from Dr. Covernt'in legarding the ai>|M>intment bv the Township of Ki'p|>el

of a Mj^dical Health Officer, which was immediately attended to by informing Air. (Jeorge Atkey of the
re<piest of the Provincial Board of Health.

June l(»th. Infoniie<l Dr. C. K. Bamhart <\i the rumor that, four or five canes of Smallpox existed
about six miles from Owen Hound, in the Township of Sarawak, said to have origiiiate<| from !i nmn by the
name of McMillen, who left the st«;amer Athahimrn at same time as the men from Leith and Wiarton.

June I'Jth.— Received |s)stal card from L<ith, dated iHtli, re|M>rting case inipn)ving. No new caws.

June 21st. -Pfwtal card of date I'Jtli June was receive*] fnmi Mr. C. V. Parke, stating that no new
canes existed in Wiarton. On arrival of Athnhmra, crew were overhauled and found some three nien sotiie-

what sick, apparently from varcinatic>n. .Six of the cniw were reva<Tinat«'d. Towards evening it is

repfirtcd that two new cas<s ha<l apiM-arerl at Leith, but as yet the re|H>rt lacks corrolsiration.

June 28th.—Again visited steamer Athahnura on her thinl arrival and find her crew all healthy, with
exce|>tion of a few sore arms. Projs.iwd to Mr. B<atlie the arlvisability of having immigrants pasH
inspection at Toronto, as the be«t safe-guard again^it a s<-<-oih! outbreak.

Received word from Dr. Sloan, of I^ith, in first we«'k in Atigust, stating the man Cameron had
recovered entirely.

ALLAN CAMERON, M.D.
•1 'H. H.) 17
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As will be seen by the following the captain of the Pacific was not allowed to

continue his evasion of the law.

(Tefrr/ram to Dr. C. TK. Governton, Chairman Provincial Board of Health)

CoLLiNGWooD, Ont., .June 16, 1886.
I have vaccinated officers and all hands on the Pacific.

ALEXANDER R. STEPHENS, M.D.

Equally thorough to an extent beyond what by many might be deemed necessary
were the measures taken in Wiarton, where the man Clarke from the Athabasca had gone,

as given by Dr. R. M. B'isher, Medical Health Officer, and still more fully in the follow-

ing letter of T. D. Galloway, Secretary of Board, and Sanitary Inspector, Wiarton.

Wiarton, 12th August, 1886.
P. H. Bryce, Esq.,

Secretary Public Board of Health of Ontario, Toronto,

^ jDear Sir,—I beg leave to ask you by return mail in regard to the following, that is to say : we have
liberated our Smallpox patients and all is doing well. Have stamped the disease thoroughly out ; but am
afraid we are g:oing to get into trouble with them for so long detention, but on the other hand we have supplied
their wants with provisions and medical and other attendances. Still they appear not to be pleased for all.

Are we bound to replace at the expense of this corporation all clothing and other domestic animals such as
pigs, dogs, etc., that were burnt at the time of the death of the young man Clarke. We are getting in our
bills for the medicine, provisions, etc., which will be very high. Also we burnt down a cow stable with the
animals, also the clothing that was in the room where the young man Clarke died. We are to have a meeting
of our Local Board of Health on Monday next, the IGth inst., and would like to have your answer to what I
have asked from you so that you can guide us in settling with the parties on the best possible terms. From
the conversation we have had with them since they got their liberty they are going to be a little ugly on
our hands after all that our Board of Health has done for them. Let me have, your reply before Monday if

poiaible and oblige.

I am, your obedient servant,

T. D. GALLOWAY,
Secretary and Sanitary Inspector Local Board of Health, Wiarton.

2. Scarlet Fever, Measles and Whooping Cough.—Owing in part to the fact that

these diseases are generally more or less prevalent in the Province, sometimes endemically
and often as localized epidemics, and in part to the fact that we have not during the past

year been in the habit of getting weekly returns of disease with any degree of regularity

from reporters in different parts of the Province, I am not in a position to state to what
degree, as compared with other years, these three diseases have been prevalent.

During the winter of 1885-86 reports from time to time showed that Measles Mas
prevalent in many places. The fact of the nature of the disease being in most cases well

known to many of our people, the wide prevalence of the old idea that it is better that

children have the disease when young, and have it over as it were, as well as its com-
parative mildness as regards life, in those instances where care is taken and the sanitiiry

surroundings are good, all tend to make attempts at limiting its spread in a community,
on the part of health authorities generally, imperfect and perfunctory— if indeed they

are made at all. The same statements may be made with reference to Whooping Cough.
In addition to what has just been said i-egarding Measles, as relating to Whooping Cough,

it may be again repeated as was r,emarked in last year's report, p. 53, 1885 : "It would
appear as if public sensibilities in regard to the dangers which may attach to the disease,

will require to be greatly accentuated before it can be expected that the people of our

communities will undertake the serious labour connected with the practical isolation from
day to day for a succession of weeks, of any child or children in the houses affected with

this disease. In the rural districts this would prove an easy matter, but in the thickly

peopled streets of our cities the task, with the present sentiment on the matter, has too

many practical difficulties for it to be expected that anything less than severe legal

penalties could cause the law regarding its isolation to be enforced."

For whatever reason, the prevalence of Scarlet Fever, during the past several years,

has, taken as a whole, been unusually small in this Province, while there can, I think, be

but little doubt that owing to the general advance, both in the attention on the part of

18
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the people to their sanitary surroundings and to the better attention to individual

hygiene, as well as to the advance of medical science, the fatality from this disease in

Ontario has been tending to growing yearly less. To illustrate this fact, as well as to

point out what ha.s been an a.xioni in Great Britain where, for many years accurate death

registrations have existed, viz., that this, with other zymotic diseases, appears in cycles in

epidemic form, in consequence of there having grown up in the meantime another

generation of children unprotected against its ravages, I have examined the registra-

tions in Ontario from 1871 to 1885, with the following results :

Table showing deaths from Scarlatina :

—

Year. Deaths.

1871 630
1872 642
1873 \

\l'J - .'iOn (or below.)
187o 1

1876.)

1877 717

|g!g |-
300 ^or below.)

1880 409

1881 470

1882 543

1883 405

1884 382

1885 314-

Thus we gather from the table that there was, in every returning semi-decade, an

increase of deaths, as seen in 1871-2, in 1877. in 1882 ; but the return.o so far for 1886

do not indicate any likelihood that 1887 will follow the law of previous fifth years.

The other fact mentioned is seen in the very decided decrea.se in deaths since 1877,

for. although an increase as u.'^ual occurred in 1882, the total deaths during that year were

only 543. A fact which will be more fully referred to in the piiragrapli on Diphtheria may
be mentioned h^re, viz., that during the earlier years of the publication of death returns,

Diphtherii did not appear amongst the ten highest causes of death in Ontario, and that

noi until 1876 do w*- find it advanced to this position. In 1877 both Diphtheria and

Scarlet Fever are found amongst the ten highest causes of death, both being unusually

high, 964 and 717 respectively. From this we would seen) to have established the

existence of that relationship so ciften claimed by physicians, were it not for the fact that

in 1878, Diphtheria ro.se to 9^6, while .Scarlet Fever dropped below 379. Whether, how-
ever, the more or less constant increa.se of Diphtheria in late years may in any way be

connected with the almost yearly decrea.se of Scarlet Fever, will reqiiin- furfher nbst>rvfi-

tion before any definit«» conclusion oui bf arrived at.

In vipw of these facts, apparently going to show that the diseasn is not virulent to

the aanje extent as in m.inv oth»'r countries, or as it was in this sonie years ago, it would

seem not unnatural that less alarm should be felt and leas activity shown in isolatinq the

disease, on the part of I^ocal lioards of Health, than is .the case witli Smallpox or Di|)h

theria. It will be gathered, however, from the following selected corrfspoNib-nce, that

our Hoards are marie to feel, in some instances, that the eyes of an int^'lliffent public ar«

upon them, and that use will be made of the ])owers civen to the people umler the Health

Acts to demand protection from tli» se rliseasos wlien thev l>r<ak out :-—

r>R. P. H. Brtck. NViNimoB. 0?«t.. .lum 0, IHMfi.

Sin,— In ftriHWiT to vnnr trlcifr.itn "f yott-Tdnv, I (laM'Mn- lionmir to infunii yoii that thcrr nro thrf^

hount'8 inffctf'fl with lu-arlft ft-vt-r in \Vnlk»'rvill>', with the niimlMT of nix i>ati<'ntii ; tin- hixim-i* iin- placariiwj

and thf? Bo.'ini nf Hfalth in endeavouring to nit short the spreadinff by stru-t inolatioii (i>t far tui the lioard

can carry it» n-ffulation.t. KncIo(«ed pleaw find the By-law imniMHi April 10th, IMWi, which will thow yon th»»

the municipality i« doing it* duty.
Your'-t r<iti>«Tt fully,

CHAKLRS K. CA.SGRAIN. M.D.
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Windsor, June 7, 1886.

V. H. Bryce, Esq.,
Secretary Provincial Board of Health, Toronto.

De.\r Sir,—Herewith I have the honour to place before you a reiohition of the Windsor Board of

Health passed on Saturday evening last.

Yours very truly,

STEPHEN LUSTED,
Secretary.

Copy of Resolution.

Moved by Dr. Coventry, seconded by Mr. M. A. McHusfh, That on account of the prevalence of scarlet

fever in Walicerville, the closing of the public school at that place in consequence thereof, and the absence
of any adequate steps taken by the Municipal authorities of Sandwich East to guard against the spread of

the disease, the Windsor Board of Education be requested to exclude from the schools of this town all

children resident of Sandwich East (of which township Walkerville is a part), unless they, in each case,

produce a certificate from a regular medical pi-actitioner that they are free from scarlet fever and have not
been exposed to that disease. Also, that this resolution be communicated to the Secretary of the Provincial
Board of Health, with a request for the co-oi)eration of that Board.

Almonte, Ont., June 4, 1886.

Dr. Brtce, Toronto.

Dear Sir,—Our Municipal Council has been unable to get a Board of Health this year. They made
some appointments, but the tnree ratepayers resigned and they found it impossible to get any one to act. I
understand that you are Chairman of the Provincial Board of Health, and I would like to have some in-

structions what should be done in the matter. Scarlet fever is existing here, and I am afraid that it may
spread, aud if it does there is no Board of Health to attend to any epidemic. I should like to have a reply
by return of mail.

Yours truly,

A. M. GREIG,
Mayor.

Almonte, Ont., June 8, 1886.

Dr. Bryce,
Provincial Board of Health, Toronto.

Dear Sir,—Your telegram duly received yesterday. We had a meeting of our Council last evening
and I did not answer telegram, as I thought action might be taken by the Council in the matter. I threat-

>^ned to carry out your suggestion in telegram, and as the Council feared expense they met the matter man-
fully and I think we will now have a Board of Health all right. I have to thank you for your telegram, as
it was the lever that moved the corporate body to more energetic action.

Yours truly,

A. M. GREIG,
Mayor,

Lanark, July 30, 1886.
P. H. Bryce, Esq.,

Secretary Provincial Board of Health.

Dear Sir,—A case of scarlet fever occurred in a house in this village about five weeks ago. The patient
was a girl about four years of age on a visit here and whose parents reside in Perth where scarlet fever pre-
vails to a large extent. The Board of Health placarded this house and engaged a man to attend to any
errands outside that might be required, and who charged the Council !?1.25 per diem for his services. Can
the Board or Council collect this amount from the father of the patient, who resides in Perth, and who
came to some members of the- Board and said they should appoint a man to wait on the household and do
their errands, or can we collect it from the owner of the house where the patient was staying ? The Board
met with svich opposition from both the father of the patient and the head of the household, where the
fever was, that they wish to make some of them repay the cost of the man who was employed, and would
prefer to make the father of the patient pay if liable, as he acted and talked in a scandalous manner on
account of the preventative measures the Board used to crevent the spread of the disease.

Yours truly,

W. A. FIELD,
Secretary.

MiDDLEViLLE, Sept. 23, 1886.

Mr. p. H. Bryce, M.D.

Dear Sir,—Will you please let me know if the Local Board of Health has power to prevent a mail
courier (under contract -svith the Dominion Government), who has a number of cases of scarlet fever in his

family, from carrying mails, or can they compel him to find a substitute? An early reply will oblige.

Yours truly,

ARCH. RANKIN,
Secretary Board Health.
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Lansdowne, Ont., :N[aieh 3, 1886.

Thi. Secretary Provincial Board of Health.

Dear Sir,—There is no Board of Health fn our to^^-ns^lip and I take the liberty of asking you to whom
application has to be made to establish a health otiicer in our township. There is a great deal of scarlet

fever in our midst, of a very malignant type, and nobody seems to have any authority to compel the
Trustees to close the schools, and very little, if any ]>recaution at funerals is taken— or isolation ; nothing in

fact to prevent the spread of the disease. I have tried to do all I can, but it needs some one having autln^rity

to carry out thn necissarj- regulations, and our township should not mind the small exiunse connt-cted with
the estaV)lishment of a lioard of Ht-alth. (Jur doctor, Dr. Hann;i, saj-s that he has no authority to close the
schools, but he, as well a.s I, have urged the necessitv of closing. Only to-day one child was liuried, and
whilst away at the cemetery another one in the same liouse died of the same disease—scarlet fever—and yet
l>eople are so carelt-ss, and go to the house as though there were nothing amiss.

I remain.
Respectfully yours.

P. S. —If you have any instructions written for the public in reference to scarlet fever, j^leasc send nn
some, a.s I will gladly see to their distribution.

Diphtfieria and Ti/phoid Fever.—From time to time throughout the year, reports from
different localities have been received stating that outbreaks of either one or other of these
diseases had occurred. Regarding the prevalence of Typhoid, if one were tojudge from
reports, there would seem to lie little doubt but that the Province had this year enjoyed
un>isual immunity from its ravages. Nevertheles.s, the absence of any systematic series of

local reports, except Annual Reports, makes it somewhat diflicult to judge the prevalence
of the.se endemic diseases until a year after their occurrence, by means of the report of the
Registrar-lieneral. The annually increasing number of properly organized Local Boards,
and the increasing number of Medical Health Otlicers and Sanitary Inspectors, are, however,
making the possibility greater of obtaining better information, within a short period, of

the actual condition of health in our municipalities at any time when there seems to be,

in any great decree prevalent, any of the common zymotic diseases. The Annual Reports,
called for by law, of the Local lioards, which are greatly incre;ising in number and com-
prehensiveness, are sources of information more or less e.xact, according to the activity of

the health authorities, and especially of the Medical Health Oiricers. As will be seen by
consulting reports contained in the Appendix, Typhoid, though occurring in tin* different

cities, does not appear to have been of the usual character, either in amount or heverity

during the year, but its diminished prevalence has Ijeen more thiin counterbalanced by the

pre.sence every where of Diphtheria. What the conditions are M^ich determine the preva-

lence of Typhoid and Diphtheria respectively, aru not as yet .so definitely determined as to

enable us to com|)letely point out the diffenmt evils which must b(i remedied to prevent
either one of them ; but it would seem tliat, judging from our numerous Annual Rt-ports

of Local Hoards, similar causf;s are set down as producing delinite (ffects in outbreaks of

Typhoid, or of Diphtheria, or of both. In Hrantford, for instance, a canal l)asin, dry from
the breaking away of a dam with the spring Hood.s, ai)d which receives sewage from vari-

ous public and private drains, is represented as being the cause of numerous cases of
fever, ujany of a Typhoid character; and in another outbreak, cans containing milk sup
plied to these families, had lieen rinsed with wat»!r from a well situated eight or nine feet

from a manure pile and cow stal»le. In (lalt, the impurity of well water in the lower
parts of th" town is represented as being a factor in the prevalence of Diphtheria and
Typhoicl. The .Medical Health Otiicer of fJuelph reports that many wells are too near
the privies, that many of them are in a<ldition poliuterl by surfaee water running
into them, points out the danger of contamination from these sources and urges
attention to the disposjil of house refuse in ways other than throwint; it on the ground.
In Lindsay, Diphtheria prevails and the .Mediral Health Ollicer, in [minting nut and urging
the necessity for i.solation and disinfection in such cases, states that " in no sinyh- instance
did the disease appear de novo in dwellings properly drained and in which dry earth
closets were used ; and in no dwelling .sanitarily perfect, where ordinary j)rec«ution8 were
observed, did the disea.se extend to a seronci memlter of the familv." One case is cited

in which there was an exception to this : In this instance, after the re-appearance of
the disea.se, examination revealed an untrapped drain connecting with the publi«- sewer
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and opening into the cellar. This remedied, no new cases occurred. The Medical Health
Officer of London says :^" Diphtheria and Typhoid prevailed to some extent in the oth
ward, where drainage is defective and well water in consequence notoriously bad."

Further referring to an open drain in London East, which receives sewage from drains

and privies, he says:—"This drain or ditch is the cause of a great deal of the sickness

in that neighbourhood."

Tlius reports everywhere state, with painful iteration, the continued reign of lilth,

or to put it in terms already used, " the microbes concerned in the decomposition of dead
organic matter appear, under ^certain favouring conditions of the physical system, of

climatic and meteorological conditions, to be capable of producing diseases of a septicaemic

character from what is commonly called malaria, through varying grades of morbid con-

ditions to the most malignant forms of Diphtheria and Typhoid fever." It will not fail,

however, to be remarked by a perusal of appended Annual Reports, to how great an
extent our municipal authorities and the people generally are waking up to the necessity

for both municipal and personal cleanliness as regards premises, and with the prominence
given by the Medical Health Officers to the necessities of public water supplies and
systems of sewerage, we may well feel pleased at the progress being made everywhere by
public health work.

In the matter of outbreaks of these diseases, however, it will be noticed that refer-

ence is frequently made in the Reports to the imperfect notifications of zymotic diseases,

to the partial isolation and disinfection carried out, and the dangers resulting from the

attendance of children from infected houses in the public schools. While recognizing the

many difficulties in isolating the heads of families from the general public, there cannot

be any difference of opinion as to the duties of the school and health authorities in the

matter of children attending school. Diphtheria, prevalent at the present time in the

country, is being propagated constantly by this means, and only in a few in^ances are

effective measures being taken for limiting it. Dr. Squire's remarks regarding isolation

in Scarlet Fever and Diphtheria are especially to the point in this conneetion :

—

" I maintain that in Scarlet Fever isolation is the only means of guarding against infection ; we cannot
provide for ourselves or others the immunity against this disease that vaccination affords against Smallpox.

How are we to provide by inoculation in a disease that is clearly self-protective? The only
answer here, as in diphtheria, is by preventing the inter-communication of the sick with the healthy.

Neglect of this leads, especially in schools, to the increase of diphtheria."

But intimately coijpected with this is the question of notification of infectious

diseases. We have this demanded by law of practitioners, but it is not generally obeyed,

and as pointed out by Dr. Edward Seaton, Medical Health Officer for Chelsea, London,

Eng. , one reason for it is that there is not in our cities, or indeed anywhere, an efficient

sanitary service for dealing with such cases. He says :
—" Unless there is in existence

a proper sanitary service, but little good can be derived from notification, and statutory

powers for its enforcement cannot reasonably be required."

These remarks, it will readily be seen, apply with even greater force in many muni-

cipalities in Canada where health organizations limit themselves still in large measure

to the ordinary work of abatement of minor nuisances and street cleansing. With so

many reports indicating the prevalence of Diphtheria, it would seem hardly possible to

select from them illustrdtions of what are considered as the causes in the many instances

where such cases have occurred. Suffice to say that there is everwhere abundant evidence

that where the disease originates locally there are always readily found on the premises

abundant existing causes to account for the outbreak. More extended reference to these

causes will, however, be found in the study found in a later part of this report on the

special subject of Diphtheria.

II.

—

Waste Organic Matters, and How to Deal with Them.

I. Public Nuisances and Unsanitary Conditions arisingfrom House-refuse, Sev)age,

Cattle-bijres, Slaughter-houses, Diseased Meat, Cheese Factories and Creameries, Manu-
factories, etc.—In various Annual Reports I have dealt with the nuisances arising from
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those various causes in separate sub-paragraphs, and have indicated some of the ditliculties

which have arisen in the experience of Local Boards which have attempted to deal

with them. I have likewise pointed out some of the results of perfconal attempts

to suggest remedies in those instances in which it has become my duty to deal

with these matters. While it is true that each nuisance has some elements

peculiarly its own. it has appeared to me that we are likely to airive more quickly

at a solution of the dithcult problems presented to us in dealing with these matters

by at once viewing them as simply one question of liow to prevent the evils arising from
the decomposition of organic materials and refuse, the existence of which is a fact and
necessity everywhere that life is. Allow me to recall to your notice a few of the matters

which, within the past year and similarly previous years, have been brought to our

notice, and to refer incidentally to others of importance in districts and cities with

industries differing to these with which we have mostly to deal.

Beginning with those rural municipalities in which the major portion of our popu-
lation is, we have reported, at both ends of the Province, extensive outbreaks of Diph-
theria. I am in a position to state that, regarding the local conditions in Essex, the iise

of wati^r from shallow basins, scooped out of a black, decaying vegetable mould on the

top of a hardpan sub-soil, is a common custom, while, to make matters worse, these

limited supplies are not always kept free from contamination incidental to the presence

of f.irni animals. The contamination of drinking water by animal excrement is, how-
ever, a matter unfortunately too common in parts of the Province with less e.xcuse than
some of the low lands of tht soutli-west. The farm-yard well often yields a supply of

water for household purposes and for drink to the farm hands. The following, from a

letter by Dr. Mann, of Jienfrew, is to the point :

—

Kenkkkw, 7th October, lSi*ii.

Ferm H. Bryck, Esq., M.D.

I)K.\K Snt,— I am at prfnent atteridiiig a family who reside in tho country, in the Township of Bromley,
in which there are two cases of Dijihtheria and one of Typhoid Fever. l)urin(,' tlie time the member of the
family now affected with Typhoid Fever was taken ill anotlit;r incniber uf the same family was alTected
with the same di.sease. I am anxious to ascertain for a certainty, if [lossible, the causes of the diseases
above mentioned. In this family, to all ap|>earanceH, cleanliness haa been observed, and the surroundings
are seemingly in good condition ; but I find that for some time past the well from which the family have
usually btien supiiliei] with water has l)een out of repair, and the water used for some time p!i.st has l-x-eii

taken from a well situaUvl in a stable. Tho stable is very necurely floored, and as far as the naked eye can
see, none of the excretions from the horses have ixMietrated the Hooring, which is composed of planks. The
«arth surrounding the surface of the well ha.s not a disagreeable cxlor, but, on the contrary, is <piite the
opposite. I think that absorption must have taken plac<! (of the excretions). But in order to luscertain of

thi! matter, I st;nd vou two s^iecimens of water to have testtid. The bottle lalx-lled "house," contains water
taken from the well situated m the rear of the dwelling, and the other bottle containK water taken from tht

well situated in the stable.

Yours triilv,

.1. .MANN. .M.I).

Note.— t^tialitative examination of these waters showiHl Iwth to Iw contaminated with chlorides, while
that from the stable gave evidence of great organic iM)Ilntion.— P. H. B.

But the farm-yard well water i.s not limitf-d in its inlhii-nce to tlie faniiei and iii.s

family. The following inhtances anr illustrative. Dr. (iritlin, Medical Health ()f>icer,

Brantford, in relating the outbreak of a nunjber of cases of fever in (liflerent families,

sayH :
— " It was found that in the second and third housps attacked, in whicli were seven

of the ten cases, milk wa.sobtained from the same .suleHman, and this milk wasfound to have
un unpleasant taste. On visiting the dairy, it was foun*! that tlw well from which water
was got for rinsing the utensils, was only eight or nine f«>«-t from the cow stahh- and fiom
a large heap of nnmure, in hucIi a po.sition that it was imposHihIc that tin- well sliouhl

not he contaminated."

James 15. Ku.ssMI, Medical Health OHicer, in a report on un i»utl)reak of fever in

Glasgow from milk, reforH to the con<lition of dairy farms. In one place hv quotes ii

description of a wvll :— "'The well, on which is a pump, iu situated immediately behind
the byre ami is supplied from surface drain from neighbouring fields. It is dry in sum
mer and then water has to be cart^'d from a quarry liole about a quarter of a mile distant
Milk is only sold in winter, cheese-making lieing carried on during the rest of the year."
Dr. Stevenson Macidam, aftiT annlvsi.s. (h.-irartcr i/< -. thi- wills of th • s.iiih! villages as
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" mucli polluted and decidedly unwholesome, and should not be employed for drinking or
the making of food," while Dr. Kussell further says :

— " The population of Fergushill is

587 ; of Bensley, 318. 1 here have been, during the last two years, over 100 cases of

enteric fever in these villages. It is the usual fate of every new-comer to have this ' lever
of the place.'

"

Remembering that many hundreds of farmers are now engaged in sending milk
supplies to the cities and growing towns of the Province, it need not be shown that the
dangers on the farm do not end there, but, as in Glasgow, are carried to our large centres.

That more disease has not been traced to this source in Ontario is, perhaps, more through
want of investigation of the cause of outbreaks of disease than of its absence.

But it is not our milk supplies, as coming directly to the cities, that alone are import-
ant sanitary factors. In Ontario there are some 800 cheese factories, which together
have a product amounting to :

—

Yrs. No. of factories Quantity. Value,
in operation. (lbs.)

1882 471 39,346,095 .f4,259,141
1883 G35 53,513,032 5,589,339
1884 751 66,939,573 6,998,889
1885 752 71,209,719 5,774,454

Remembering that not more than some six per cent, of milk is utilized in making
the cheese, it is not difficult to comprehend that the disposal of the refuse whey, etc., from
milk sufficient to produce, say 75,000,000 lbs. of cheese, becomes a question of serious

difficulty. Remembering, too, that our rural municipalities number about 350, it will

be seen that each has on an average two cheese factories ; but so far evidence,

gathered from partial reports, goes to show that the persons or companies operating them
conduct them practically in whatever manner they please. Fortunately the commercial
element is powerful in causing most to wish to make good cheese, and comparatively
enormous strides have been made, as seen in the following extract :

—

Ten years ago the Dominion imported cheese ; last year the single province of Ontario manufactured
70,000,000 lbs., and exported to England alone cheese worth £1,400,000. Two or three years ago, Canadian
butter was made at each farmstead, with every possible grade of care and negligence, science and ignorance,
with the net result that a small portion was excellent, a certain quantity middling, and the bulk grading
downwards to " very inferior." Two or three years ago co-operative dairying was started under the
auspices of the Government and under the supervision of the Ontario Agricultural College. The idea of

this system is that the farmers of a district possessing 500 to 1,000 cov/s among them, send their milk to a
creamery. There it is treated in a mast scientific manner by skilled hands, using the best machinery, the
result being that butter is produced of a uniformly high quality, tlie farmer receives a better price, and the
public a better article.

Nevertheless, as regards the results of the putrefaction of animal matters, lack of

knowledge prevents, in large measure, an appreciation of its injurious results upon
the quality of cheese and butter, and therefore of the adoption of measures for the

removal of the nuisances arising from whey and from the presence of large numbers of

hogs in the vicinity of the factories and creameries. Milk, more readily than any other

food, is affected injuriously, and evidence of the most positive character is not wanting
to show that bad water, unwholesome food, etc., cause sensible alterations in the

qualities of milk.

Quoting from a report on Silos and Ensilage by the Agricultural Department of Privy-

Council Office, Great Bricain, I find the following :

—

'

' Disagreeable smell and taste are occasionally referred to as having been present in both milk and
butter, which often disappeared iipon reduction of the quantity of ensilage given. With reference to this

objection, it is recommended that in feeding dairy cows with ensilage, much of it should not be near then>
during milking hours, and that persons so employed with it should wash their hands before milking."

So important, indeed, is this question of the characteristics of tainted milk, that it

is most desirable that where so little has l)een known, every positive observation should

be noted. I, therefore, would quote the following from a report on Milk Scarlatina, bj
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the Local Government Board, Great Britain. Dr. Cameror, who inadti the investiga-

tion, says :

—

Tht Milk.—" In a sjK*cific di.sease affecting the constitution of the cow shortly after calving, it might
be expected that the milk, lieing an animal secretion, wmild l)e in some way affected by the disease.

iSpecitic virus circulating in the cow's bl">od is obvirjusly likely to contaminate the milk produced by her,

and through this medium to convey the disease to human Ijeiugs. Early in the disease the milk of cows
suffering in this way, was described, 'ropy,' 'slimy,' or 'as thick as a pudding.' This condition of the milk
may occur, it is said, even before the vesicles appear upon the teats and udder, or the eruption on the hind-
quarters. It shows itself in milk tliat may have been set aside for from six to twelve hours for the cream
t<J rise, and it ought to W looked for in all suspicious cases of cow illness. In some cases when the cow is

l)ein^ milked, the first few 'draughts ' of the teat m;iy bring thick or knotty milk, but afterwards there is

nothing abnonnal to lie seen in it. In many cases there is nothing particular discernable alxjut the milk
as it comes from the cow ; it tlows freely, and looks exactlj- like ordinarj' milk. As the milk from this dairy
farm was sent direct from the farm to the milk shoji, and immediately distributed to tlie customers, this

jjeculiarity would not have had time to show itself ; and, further, as the cream is now usually removed by
*separatoi-s,' this milk would not, in all probability, have been set aside for the cream to rise. In cases
where, at a dairy farm, only one or two cows are suffering from a mild attack of the disease, this ropiness
might not show itself if the milk was mixed with a quantity of milk from healthy cows, although tliis mixed
milk might verj- well be capable of injuriously affecting those who consumed it.

' I believe that this ro|)iness of milk appears in several cow diseases. Its precise nature and the causes
which give rise to it require careful investigation. It was particularly noticed and desciibed to me by
several jwrsons as having been observed by them, about three years ago, in milk supplied from another
"dairy farm in the district, a few days before a severe outbreak of diphtheria among consumers of the milk.
This rppiness of the implicated milk was the subject of mucli discussion at the time, and was attributed by
the farmer to feeding the cows on too much clover hay. He admitted the fact of the ropiness of the milk,
and took, he said, milk from each individual cow to see, if possible, which animal gave rojn' milk, but he
•did not set the milk a.side to stand awhile, and so failed to detect the culprit, l^nfortunately, in this

instance, several of the cows were removed and killed before there was a chance of exainining them, and so

an ojjpfjrtunity of gaining, perhaps, imi>ortant information was lost. This outbreak was the subject of

i«pecial intjuiry and re[>ort by Mr. Power." [See Medical Officer's Re[)ort to the Local Government Board
for 1883, p. 42.]

In a country so largely agricultural as is this Province, it is but natural that we
should find that in matters other than milk supplies we have conditions in rural munici-

palities (lemaiiding intelligent observation and watchful care. Within the passt two y^ars

in south-western Ontario, swine plague has appeared and has resulted in much Hnanoial

lo.->3 to the owners of hogs. Introduced accidentally into the townships bordering on Lake
St. Clair, in Essex, it lia.s shown itself a zymotic of definite characteristics, and has given

excellent opportunitie.s for the study of tlie propHgation of epidemic diseases. I am
informed by Dr. Cowan, V.S., acting Dominion " lovernment Inspector, that, in many
instances, the eases where swine-plague prevailed with greatest virulence wero where
organic accumulations, as of fish-refuse, along the river or lake sliDr*- abounded, or on

those tarnis where general neglect was inosl apparent.

Quoting from a report on Swine Kever in (ireat Itritain, by Prof. Urown. Agricul-

tural Department, Privy Council Oflice. I find it stated as follows :
—

*' Inii»erfect cleansing and disinfection of i)reiiiises may be nt-koned among the cuuses wiiicli h»ve con-

tributed to the continuance of swine fever, notwithstaiuliiig the o|MM-atioiis of regulations which might
have Ix-en ex|><»cU'<l to priMluc g<K>(l results. \'ery frecpieiitlv »wiiie are kept in pliu-es which c«nnot be
•cleansed ami fiisinfected effectually, so im to make them safe for the next lot of pigs which will !>» brought
ill AH soon a« the place is declared fn-e. Old. half-n)tten styos witli mouldy Hoors cannot Im< clean-*! of infec-

tion by any known (>roce.HH. Thi; only course in such ch«»'k is to remove the infection-witurnted tiiiiln'r and
Hoil an<l Mubmit them to the action of fire."

Apart from the points so thoroughly illuHtrated here of the supreme inlluence which
organic filtli has in ])erpetuating and intensifying zymotic disea.seK, the presence of
" swim -plague " or "hog-cholera" in the Provinci' has a jieculiar interei»t from it«

intimate relationship to Typhoid Fi-vcr. I>r. Hudd designated this disease "Typhoid
Fe^er in pigs," and remarked "that tiie disease is attended and characlerizrd by h

peculiar ulceration of the intestinal follicles. So witli the di.sease in th»' pig, it too is a

Typhoid Fever, characterized and attended l»y a series of ulcerations of the intestines

which are, in some respects, the very counterpart of the ulcerations found in the human
inte.-itine, so that the two may Im; regarded as exact pathological e(|uivalentK.''

A peculiar but most important pathological condition lias been remarked by Prof.

Ilrown and others, inasmuch as it would se<-m to show something of identity in the etl'ects

of dillerent enzymes or l>looilforment«. He says:

—

"In some cases the whole of the

mucous membrane of the intestine was covere<] with a croupous or diphtheritic deposit of

a dirty, white colour, and it was only after the deposit had been cleared away that

patches of inllamcd and perhaps ulcorattrd structure could V)e seen."
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Still following up the evidence of the intimate relations of the decay of organic
matter, with the development of other forms of disease, 1 would refer to the occurrence
of glanders, primarily, in connection,with unsanitary conditions of this nature. Veter-

inarians elsewhere, but also in Ontario, refer to the occasional occurrence of the disease

of glanders, particularly in horses, and froui time to time give such illustrations of its

etiology and progress, as the following, taken from the Sixth Annual Report of the State

Board of Illinois :-—
" The infected farm of the late Wellington Conaway, distant about a mile and a-half from Coleta, was

visited the same afternoon. While all the dwellings and outhouses on the farms for miles around bear
evidence of prosperity and good taste, the dwellings and outhouses on the Conaway farm were remarkable
for a Tery conspicious contrast to all the others. . . . The floor of the dwelling is raised about t\\ o feet

from the surrounding surface, and there is a cellar iinderneath, full of putrid and decaying animal and
vegetable matter, skeletons of hogs, dogs, etc., evidently the accumulation for years. A strong, penetrat-
ing, indescribable odour pervaded the dingy, filthy rooms in the house, in spite of a very recent sham per-
formance of disinfection with chloride of lime, which was said to have been sprinkled here and there, but
perhaps only in the room that was occupied by the deceased father and son during their brief illness. . .

In the stalls were five horses of various ages, and in moderat« condition as to flesh ; othei'wise they were-
dirty and rough-looking. ()ne by one they were led out for inspection, and were found to be suffering
with glanders in various stages of development."

As indicated by the context, there were two deaths in the family referred to, caused
by glanders. The peculiar nature of the disease in its extreme contagiousness, owijig to

the location of the disease about the air passages, as well as in pustules on neighboring parts,

as also the very high fatality in cases which do occur in man, marks it as one which
deserves more attention that in Ontai'io has been paid to it as yet hy sanitarians.

In the matter of another animal disease (pleuro-pneumonia), which has occurred in

Canada during the present year, and which, from the long incubation and slow progress

through its various stages, we cannot fail to see most important sanitary relations, 1 shall

refer to an article in the United States Report of the Bureau of Animal Industries, by

Dr. Ezra M. Hunt, of New Jersey; the situation of this State at the eastern terminus of

a large portion of the east bound cattle trade, giving him peculiar facilities for obtaining

practical experience in these diseases. He says :

—

"Some of the roundabout tracings of an outbreak are as curious as they are annoying. Thus, in

December, 1881, we lighted upon a herd in an out of the way locality, in Warren County, from which no-

other herd became affected It had been brought directly by the purchase of three or four
Alderney cattle in New York city by the owner of the herd, who lived elsewhere."

" In the same year a Children's Home on Staten Island suddenly came to have a deficient supply of

mUk, and was compelled, without knowing the cause, to change its source of supply. The herd was affected
with pleuro-pneumonia. A Staten Island dealer in poor meat bought this herd at a very reduced price..

Some of the sickest cattle were killed, while three othei-s were privately boated over one night into New-
Jersey and sold as milch cows."

The occurrence of several epidemics of trichiniasis in European countries at different

times from eating the meat of hogs, very naturally calls for some remarks in this

connection. Very grave complaints were made in 1884, both in Erance and in Germany,,
respecting dangers arising from eating American pork. In consequence of the

threatened prohibition of its entrance to these countries, the whole matter

came to be looked into with an unusual degree of thoroughness. The results have
beea to show that all pork is liable to be more or less trichinosed. In 1,000
ho^^s examined in Montreal in 1883 by Prof. Osier, four per cent, were found infected,,

and Dr. F. S. Billings, Boston, reported the same per centage in 8,773 hogs examined.

W ith such facts, and the possibility of severe and often fatal disease connected with their

presence in pork, it will readily be seen that should it ever be found that pork, cooked

in the customary fashion might cause the disease, there could be but one of two alterna-

tives—either cease using pork as food, or having it cooked in some other fashion. It is,

however, very comforting to find that when meat is well cooked, as it is by most English

speakiu^( communities, danger from this cause is slight. The danger varies to some
extent with the method.

"Kupprecht observed that rapidly fried sausage only had an interior temperature of o3.5°C. and
was still capable of producing infection. Cohen had a steak weighing half a pound heated for ten minutes
when its appearance on cutting was white, without any red points. It still contained living trichinae,

however, which, being fed to a herd, were afterwards found developed in the intestine."
" Fiedler's experiments show that trichinae are quickly killed at 62.5°C. (144.5°?"), Fjord's investi-

gations show that the interior of a ham weighing eight poimds reaches 66*^ C. after boiling two hours
and seventeen minutes."
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Brouardel and others have shown, however, that salting or curing of hams as com-
monly practiced, id in all cases where the curing has gone on for a number of weeks and
mouths sufficient to destroy trichinse. Brouardel found, huwever, in investigating;

(1883) outbreaks in Ermsleben, that there is a gradually lessening vitality of the

trichin;*,' with every day the pork has been salted ; thus : an '" animal was killed on
the 12th of September, and of those who partook of this meat on the 13th, 33 per cent,

died, while of those who did not eat of it till the 18th and lUth, none died."'

All evidence pointed to the fact that this d-creHsing vitality (>f the trichin;r, as

judged by results, was due to the slight salting. With such a proportion of trichinosed

hogs, probably always present in the country, it becomes quite evident that, not only
may their meat be eaten raw, but fresh sausages, a common form of pn-paring it, are by no
means free from danger. Bacon may fairly be con.sidered as being in quite a different

category, as far as regards danger from eating it is concerned.

There is still oue'more important factor in this relation of the health of aniuials to

the public health remaining lo be noticed, viz., that of tuberculosis. The results of

investigations during recent years into the cause of this disease, and especially since the
<liscovpries of Koch, have been such as to draw the special attention of l>oth medical men
and veterinarians to the aspect of the disease in cattle as affecting the public health
The disease according to different observers, has been increasing year by year, espi.ciallv in

hou.se or store cattle, increasing by those cattle kept in byres in towns and cities for

milk purposes, and those of tlie pure breeds, in large measure stabled, and kept for breed-

ing purposes or fed for the meat market.

The following are given as illustrative evidences of the prevalence of the disease:

—

Prof. Law .states '"that 2'.( jM-r cent, of the adult n)ale»ilcattlf)dyinp in New York city, are tubeiTulous, anfl
that in certain of the herdx that sujiply that city with milk, 20, HO, and even 50 [M-rcent., are atfected with
the same disease. In some country aistricts of New York (;an bo shown lar^'e herds with IK) i>er cent, the
subject.^ of tulxTCulosis. Were all the known facts published concerning the ratio of tuberculosis in

certain comniunities, and in the herds supplying their meat and milk, there would l>e testimonj' far more
telling than ever the Btrikin^ example of New York city. One Btand* apj)all<-d at the immensity of tliis

evil, covering as it doed the entire country, threatening at every step the health of the cfimmunity, and
crying loudly for redress."'

In view, therefore, of the prevalence of iln'p disease in animals, 1 propose to give
some of the principal conclusions which have i»een arrived at by some of the most
eminent authorities in relation to the contagious qualities of the disease, and its relation

to consumption in man.
In September, 1883, there assembled in the Fourth fnternational V<>teriniiry Congress,

at Brussels, 311 veterinarians, and during the discussion on pulmonary phthisis, the
followinir amongst niany of the propositions were discussed. Prof. Lydtin. of ("arlsruhe,

presented the report of the cotnmissirni apj ointed to consider thi> subject, and proposed
amongst others the following re.solutions for adoption :

-

1. " Tuberculosia is tramtmissable hereditarily.
2. It iH contagions.
3. It Mhould be included .nmong infwtions, which shouhl In- opiHwed by m^'.vnif." <> -.m t.n y (.dik e.

faj. Kvery owner of domeitic animals must rejMjrt promptly to the authority cliargi«<l with this |Milice
.service •very case of tuberculosis, and any .sympt'Mu causing suspicion of the existenvi; of this iitfe<-tion ; h«
must ke« p everj' animal attacked or 8UM|»ected out of any place where it may be liable to tranitmit the
malatly.

frj. The su«|>cct»'d an well as the dis*-.- i .•....- -i, .,,;,! i-. s<-<|U«n<trAte<l, and their slaughu-r r)rdered
b^ th'i (Kjlice : animals susiwctid of b«in».' i in (|uarantin<', un|i-n» there an- compara-
tively few, in whifb rn-t- tli.-y shAtild K.- .rder. If a Urge niimlMr an- sus|H-cted,
they may Ik- f.

I ••..:!
i junkly ;i- n"»-ible.

f't/. lnf< sliuuld \o' unrler the x|M'cial surveillance of the |>olice for an entire
year, countinK' li-x-nse. The sale of Ix-aats sus|MH-te<I "f inf^'ctiun should Ix- inter-
dicted, unless it IS for slanjfhfer, and under the iiiN|wction of n veturinarian.

Cr I. The pl»/'n orcupi»"«l by a tutierculoiis animal ought to \w cb-mi...*) nnH diiinf'Tte*!, the animal having
lieen pr>

'

ii.v*^^!; it ought to Jm- thf nami- winn ihr nui; .

'

'

. .m stabJi-H and otfier
closed (. h tuUrculous animaU h:»v.- i»iii k< pt ; it i -i that the presrritied
jsilice ni' I uld !>•• removed. During the w||i>lf cui

,
tlie stables should be

especiallv well v<ntilate<i.

if). The Hesli and viscera of a tuh«rrulfniB animal can only h* iitili7-<>d for (v>n«umption when the
disease is found in the cadaver in its incipient stag*-, when the lenlon- •

*'
' .A] portion

of th»' body. wh<'n the lymphatic trlands an- »till (n-*- from all when the
tuberculoui formations have not y<'t undergone Hsttening, when the »! . f uuni "f
the fir^t cpiality, and wh^n the animal is in a good state of nutrition at the Inun of «ii»ugiii,t;i
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It should not be permitted to remove the flesh of tuberculous animals, admitted to have consinnption, out
of tlie lociility where they have been slaughtered, and it should not be offered for sale in the ordinary butchei
stall.

•

Every quarter of meat and viscera showing lesions of tuberculosis, as well as the flesh of any other
animal in wliich there is found at the necropsy a tuberculous infection more pronounced than that referred
to above, should be watered with jietroleum oil, and afterwards buried under police supervision. The-
extraction of fat by cooking and the utilization of the skin may be permitted.

(g). The milk of animals suffering from tuberculosis, or suspected of it, should not be consumed by
man nor certain animals. The sale of sucVi milk should be severely interdicted. The milk of animals-
suspected of infection should only be used after boiling.

(j). As. a safeguard of the public health against the dangers which threaten it through the consumption
of flesh furnished from diseased animals, of stale or putrid meat, and of falsified sausage and mince-meat>
there should be established in every commune a competent service for the inspection of meats.

(k). Establishments which make a specialty of furnishing milk for invalids, or for infants, ought, as
regards these milch animals, to be submitted to a constant control confided to veterinarians officially

designated for this purpose."

Prof. Law, of Cornell University, remarks concerning cheese :-^

"In recommending these resolutions for the adoption of the Congress, it has been felt that they are
fully called for, in view of the danger which has long threatened the interests of stock owners and the healtli

of the community, and which constitutes a veritable calamity.

He further says :

—

"Again it agrees with other infectious diseases in being favoured by certain unhygienic conditions, as.

damp pastures, close, filthy buildings, over-crowding, poor food, excessive work or milking, etc., yet is not
absolutely dependent on any one or more of these, nor due to these alone. . . . To the same effect

speaks the great prevalence of tuberculosis in dairies near cities, where the stock is often changed, and new
stock is being constantly purchased, and its almost complete absence from districts exclusively devoted to-

breeding, and never importing strange stock. This is but a repetition of what is known of other contagious-
diseases. Wild races, too, living in the open air, are largely exempt."

Prof. Law qu«tes from the report the opinion upheld by numerous high authorities

that :

—

"The morbific principle can enter the system either by the respiratory or digestive apparatus. The
inspired air, and the forages and drinks can act as vehicles ; it may also be transplanted by way of the yen-
eiative organs, or by wounds, accidental or experimental."

Prof. Johne concludes :

—

"That Tuberculo.^is can be transmitted from animal to animal, and from man to animal by feeding on
tuberculous substances ; but this mode of transmission is nfiuch less certain than by inoculation.

2. " The materials which most certainly transmit tuberculosis by gastro-intestinal injestion are tuber-
culous matter taken from the lungs, pleurse and lymphatic glands : milk of tuberculous animals, as regards
its contagious properties, must be placed near to these. Infection by tuberculous matter taken from man
is less certain than by that taken from animals."

" Toussaint found the tubercular lung products of cows constantly infecting to rabbits and pigs, after

they had been subjected to 55''-58° C. in a water bath, and even after they had been roasted like a beef-

steak in the gas flame. He found the nasal discharges, the saliva and the urine infecting and, as already
noticed, the lymph of a vaccine vesicle."

Lydtin concludes :—

"That tuberculosis is contagious, like glanders or lungjplague, and that contagion fills a more important
role than heredity in the proj^agation of the disease."

Stang reports a " Case of the accidental infection of the son of healthy parents by the

habitual drinking of the warm milk of a tuberculous cow."

Prof. Law says :

—

" It is only necessary to add that tuberculosis in animals tends to concentration in the large dairies and
feeding establishments which supply the great centres of population. The farmer, watching closely the
animals he has owned since their birth, is led by the instinct of self-protection to sell oS' those that show
symptoms of failing,_and those usually go to the large establishments near the cities, there to be crowded in

close buildings with maijy others, to which they in turn convey the infection. If in a dairy, these supply
milk for the pojjulation at large, including the susceptible infants and invalids, and finally all or nearly all

of such animals find their way to the butcher's stall, when they can no longer be utilized for other purijoses."'

A.S regards the use of tuberculous meat for food, Bouley insisted that the meat of

tuberculous animals should be excluded from the food of man, whatever may be the stage

of the tuberculosis or the apparent qualities of the meat. Van Hertsen, of Brussels,

stated his practice at the abattoirs there to be to seize all except thosp carcases where the
tubercles are localized and recent, and provided the carca.se is sufficiently fat to guarantee
good meat.
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Having pointed out fully this disease in its relationships, as regards animals, we-

must return for a moment to its connection with the ordinary decomposition of organic

matter. Mr. John Simon, C. B., wrote in 18G7: "That vastly fatal disease (phthisis)^

if we are to have any proper knowledge of its causes, must bestU(He<l from many ditiVront

points of view." His investigations shew it to be a disease " which undergoes develop-

ment in proportion as men are gatlu-red together in indoor industries." And attain he

says, "it is shown to he a disease which develops itself in proportion as men are dwelling

upon a humid soil." RfferrinLr further to organic impurities, I would quote what I have-

written elsewhere regarding crowded apartments :

—

"The insufficiency of oxygen, the excess of carbonic acid, and the volatile emanation.^ of those inhabit-

ing the place, and the frequently \'itiating action on t*ie lunga of air containing much dust and insutficieiit

moisture, all tend to induce amemia, catarrh and other derangements, which not only lessen the resisting

power of the system to disease, but, also, by colds and catarrh, causing congestion of the mucous tract, pro-

duce just such conditions as form a nidus favourable for the reception and subsequent growth of hacilhis

tuberculosis.'"

Regarded, therefore, as a zymotic disease, it is apparent that in relation to it we have-

the same difficulties to deal with respecting its prevention as we have with regard to any
other disease. As Miquel has pointed out, humuSy or the mould of the upper soil, is rich

by virtue of the incalculable number of micro-organisms constantly feeding upon it ; and
from such decompositions, when not turned to good uses by the growth of vegetation, is

developed what is the universal attendant of damp soils—malaria.

Victor Horsley, B.S., M. B. (University Coll., London), thus speaks in this connection :

"The foi-ms most commonly found are microoocci and bacilli, and, as might be expected, the superficial
layers contain the greatest number; while, further, theb.acilli are found, especially when the soil is saturated
with decomposing animal and vegetable fluids (manures, etc.), the org.inisms decrease in fretjuency with the
dejith investigated, until at'about one metre the undisturfied earth is a))parently free from them. In con-
nection with the existence of org.-ini.^ms in the earth, it must be remembi-red that (1) priibably the lowest
winter temjierature has not the slightest influence on their actual vitality, and that (2) the j>enetration of
the soil by them will differ according to the posailiility of carriage by the soakage of water. While some of
the symotic diseases are {(ossibly mycotic in origin, and are undoubtedly connec-ted with obscure changes in

the soil, which m.-iy \>f termed healthv, evidently rerjuires thorough investigation, and would afford a firm
foundatifin for the subsecjuent researcli into the etiology of cholera and malaria.''

The preceding paragraphs have been devoted to the illustration of two a])parentlv

universal laws :

—

Ist. That decomposition, dependent upon the pre.sence of organic accumulations,
seems invariably favourable to the development of zymotic disea-ses both in men and
animals.

2nd. That these disea-ses are prevalent and severe in proportion to the amount of

such accumulations, associated with the concurrent fact that wliere these un.sunitary

conditions most abound isolation of disease where <'.\istent is invariably most imperfectly

carried out.

From these two conclusions it readily appears that from the sanitary standpoint, wi

have two plain and (listinct fasks before uh, the first buing, how best to prevent the

accumul:itions and decompositions of organic, especially animal matters, and Hecond, how
to prevent the serious effects incidental to tlie pre.sence of disi>a.se in animals, on wliich

wo are dependent for our milk and food supplies. In the several reports (vitlu rejMirt on
Cheese Factori*^8, and the report on th(! Toronto Cattle Market), foun<l in the .Vjipenilices.

we have both of thfwe niattjjrs to some ••.xt<!nt dealt with. The details (»f th*- meiisureM

necessary to be adopted, are varied lK)th in character and the facility with whidi they
can i)»' carried out. They may, however, be Siiid to be included, as far as their e.xecution

goes, under two heads— (I) individual, (2) municipal.

Disctissing individual mea-sun-s it will lie seen that the prime necessity is to liii\e

people everywhere ap[ireciate the first well proved fii<t, that tlw preseme of tilth means
putrefaction, and putrefaction sooner or later me-iriH disease. With this must be taught
the assf>ciate(l fact that the proper disposition of so-called organic filth, has a direct

economic value. Thus if the farm yard be cleaiiHefl of its manure twice yearly, and if

added to this the farmyard surface Im* graded and pav«d, so thut its fluids are drained
to a cistern, several economic residts are obtainecl, (n) the manureal value maintained to

an e.xtent of fifty jier rent, or more beyond the ordinary
; (6) tlie pollution of the soil sur-
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rounding the well from which stock are supplied will be in a large measure prevented.

The importance of the result cannot be over estimated and up to the present is scarcely

comprehended at all, much less fully appi'eciated by the ordinary farmer. In a number
of the instances already quoted, going to show that immunity from disease, under
unsanitary conditions cannot long exist, we cannot fail to appreciate the fact that bail water

and bad air must aft'ect the health of animals, to the extent not only of creating disease in

them, but of producing illness in persons using milk and flesh. Prof. Robertson,

Director of the Creamery at the Agricultural College, has stated to me that the appearance

of certain milk, occasionally received from the farmers, was such as to lead to a very

stronir suspicion of its being unwholesome, and of having come from a diseased cow.

Unfortunately the power of contamination residing in the milk of one such aaimai is almost

unlimited, and cannot fail to be productive of such intense poisons as the ptomaine
tyrotoxicon found to be developed in cheese. Vide report by Pi of. Vaughan, Ann Arbor,
Mich.

That such milk may likewise be a carrier of disease, has been already illustrated in

the case of scarlatina, and many similar examples have been given in the case of diphtheria.

The dangers are still more evident if we hold to the belief of ISTaegeli, that any of the

forms of bacterial organisms may under certain conditions become pathogenic, or may
manifest itself " as the agent of acidification of milk, of putrefaction, and as the agent

producing several maladies."

The duty and advantages of not having a farm-yard well contaminated are thus made
most evident. But the evils may result in other ways ; observing dairymen have found

in occasional instances that the milk of cows drinking water contaminated with decom-

posing whey allowed to run into a creek, has injuriously affected that supplied to cheese

factories: while I have heard the same thing stated regarding the 'organic refuse from a

woollen mill poured into a creek. Refuse whey may, however, be injurious in two other

ways, one by its being allowed to contaminate the water supply used in a creamery or dairy,

and the other by its putrefaction in vats, etc., near the building, creating efiluvia which,

borne on the atmosfthere, contaminate the air of the creamery itself.

AJlied evils do not infrequently grow out of the reprehensible habit of feeding large

numbers of pigs within no long distance from cheese and butter factories. Watfer from
impure sources, whether farm-yard or house-well, as also from polluted streams, u.sed in

rinsing the cans, may similarly produce evil results. Effects, of an allied nature in their

results, are associated with the drinking water of houses, when contaminated either by
surface soil-soakage in the Vjack-yards, and by that from privies, or that of public water,

when the sewage of one town is allowed either to pollute its own water supply or that

of a neighboring town, as shown in the cases re cholera cited, in the introduction to this

report.

Organic accumulations in cellars, and associated fungoid growths from the decay of

wooden foundations, also the collections of garbage in dust-bins, back-yards, dumping
grounds, etc., while altering the method of reception by the system, are similarly examples

of putrefaction, which along with that of vegetable decomposition in damp soils, must be

limited or prevented, if diphtheria, typhoid, malaria, and other forms of septica?mia ai^e

not to continue to prevail. Dr. Meredith Clymer has shown from actual statistics regard-

ing the epidemic of cerebro-spinal fever, as it existed in New York 1872, " that when the

disease occurred away from the marshy districts, the elected haunts were densely

populated tenement dwellings, in which the house drainage was invariably in 'bad

condition. . . . Wherever we have examined the local conditions, it has been found

that the drainage of the premises has been faulty, or that the immediate surroundings

have pre.sented such conditions as must necessarily give rise to some form of disease

—

cellars containing decomposed or decomposing vegetables, garbage, or other filth, in a

putrefactive condition, and privy vaults located beneath sleeping-rooms, windows in cul-

de-sacs, where there were no free currents of air. The most usual defects discovered

were connected with house drainage."

Refuse "destructors" are thus seen to be not only a remedy, but a necessity in order

to remove the dangers from this form of organic filth. Several cheap and satisfactory forms

are now constructed, and our municipal authorities may fairly take up the matter.
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We have thus naturally come to the municipal work necessary in this connection. Rural
Boards have a special work in causing creameries and d^tiries to be licensed and carried on
under strict supervision, and ought further to maintain some oversight in the instance of
dairy farms. But the chief work must lie with civic Boards. Their labours, from what
has been already stated, must cover several tields, as the licensing of vendors and the
inspection of milk supplies, not alone in the town, but at the farms where obtained. The
town shops and houses of the vendors must also be closely scrutinized. The matter of
mcfat inspection is not less important, as, in extended quotations, has already been pointed
out. Abattoirs near cattle-markets, and an individual inspection of animals before and
after slaughtering, as well as a strict oversight of butcher-stalls, anrl butchers' houses
are a sine-qua-non to safety in this direction. " Cremators," or garbage destructors are
necessary and component parts of any system of inspection, which is going to thoroughlv
carry out the idea of preventing organic accumulations.

Concluding this paragraph, I quote from Dr. Ballard's " General Report of the results*

of the Sanitary Survey made in anticipation of Cholera, 1885-1886, by the Local Covern-
ment Board," the various matters inquired into ; and would further say that these, in
addition to several others already referred to by me, must be made the special work of

local sanitation, if tilth-diseases are to cease to dominate :

(1) General cleanliness
; (2) Drainage

; (3) Excrement conservancy and disposal
;

(4) Removal of solid refuse, vegetable or animal refuse and domestic dust or ashes
;

(5) Water supply
; (6) Condition of dwellings of the poor and labouring classes, over-

crowding upon area and overcrowding in dwellings ; (7) Sanitary administration
;

(8) Medical otficers of health; (9) Work of the inspectors of nuisances; (10) Hospital
provision.

III.

—

Review of Public HEALTii Work in Ontario for tuk Semi-decade 1882-1886.

Report on Sanitary (Jrijanizations in Ontario prior to formation of Provincial
Board in 1S82 , on thr vntrk done iindyr t/ie Act of 18iSJ prior to the Act of JSS4, making
the organization of Local Boards compulsory : and on the progress ii/idrr the Act of J6'6'4

ani.L amendmi'nts thereto, viz., the Acts 1S<'^'>-1SS6.—Retrospects are not always, and need
not invariably be, pleasant, but from the fact that memories of what is pleasant tend
to linger, it gives me pleasure to recall to your remembrance, by a rapid review of the.

Hoard's work during the live years of its existence, some of the important tasks under-
taken and laViours performed, so that through this report the public gcMierally may be
able to gain a comprehensive idea of what is embraced under the Department of Public

Health, and of what the (Jovernment has in its legislative capacity lieen endeavouring
U> perform in their l>eha]f.

The municipal councils of cities, towns, villages and townships throughout the Pro-

vince before the year 1882, had the power, under Chapter 11*0, Revised Statutes of
Ontario, to appoint liealth Otticers to look after the health interests of their ^^sp^•ctive

municipaliti(>3. This system, however, was not of such a nature as to cause any marked
improvement in health matt«-rs ; on the contrary, it had be(>n sliown that many niunici-

palities neglected to look after the sanitary requirements of the people, and tliat scarcely

any steps were taken to have householders become educated in a matter of such vital

importance to their well being and that of tije community at large. The result of this

w;is that th« f>eople did not know what precautionary remedies to a<lopt in order to ward
ofl' aji epidemic of disease, nor, in tlie event of an epidc-mic arising suddenlv
ill their midst, what course to pursue in order to check its progress. Manv
people then wondered why such diseases as Typhoid Kever, I)iphth(ria iinii

Scarlet Fever, should break out, perhaps in a family whose house was a model
of cleanliness, compared with many others in its vicinity. Further than this, whei: the
disease did break out, few thought of or knew the necessity for isolating the patient, nor
was there any proper knowledge of the necessity for or the use of diHinfe<-tant8 ; com
iMunication between the infected family and the nei^»hl)nnrH was the rule rather than the
exception, and examination into the local sanitary conditions of infected dwellings, if

made at all, was made witiiout any distinct idea of what evils there were to be remedied.
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As an illustration of how imperfectly municipal health work was understood or performed
at that period, it may be mentioned that during the years 1872, 1873, 1874, Smallpox
appeared in every county in Ontario, causing 371 deaths, while in 1883, 1884, 1885, it

appeared in only fourteen counties, causing 84 deaths. Such, then, were the conditions prior

to 1882, when, after considerable discussion, "An Act to establish a Provincial Board of

Health and to give increased powers to Local Boards of Health " was passed by the
Legislature. Its objects as set forth in clause 3 were :

—

'' The Provincial Board of Health shall take cognizance of the interests of he-ilth and
life among the people of the Province. They shall especially study the vital statistics of

the Province, and shall endeavour to make an intelligent and profitable use of the c illected

records of deaths and of sickness among the people ; they shall make sanitary in'^estiga-

tions and inquiries respecting causes of disease, and especially of epidemics ; the causes of

mortality and the effects of localities, employments, conditions, habits, and other circum-
stances, upon the health of the people ; they shall make such suggestions as to th? pre-

vention and introduction of contagious and infectious diseases as they shall deem most
effective and proper, and as will prevent and limit, as far as possible, the rise and
spread of di-sease, and they shall, when required or when they deem it best, advise
officers of the Government and Local Boards of Health in regard to the public health
and as to the means to be adopted to secure the same, and as to location, drainage,
water supply, disposal of excreta, heating and ventilation of any public institution

or building."

Amongst the first Acts of the Provincial Board of Health, which held its first meet-
ing in May, 1882, was the issue of a circular to the clerk of every municipality in the
Province, asking them to inform the Board whether their respective Municipal Councils
had complied with the powers conferred upon them by Cap. 174, Section 466 and sub-

-sequent sections of the Ptevised Statutes of Ontario, giving them power to enact by-laws
for the preservation of the public health, the prevention of contagious diseases, etc. ; and
accompanying this was a letter to physicians, asking them to use their influence in urging
municipal authorities to take action in matters relating to the public health. Further, a
very large amount of sanitary information in pamphlet form was prepared by the Board
and issued in all directions throughout the Province. Medical men were asked to report

to the Board monthly the diseases occuring in their practice—to which request a liberal

response was given. A map of the Province was made and divided into ten health

districts, on which all the diseases as reported by the physicians were entered for the

information of the public. When thus completed it was printed weekly under the title

of the Health Bulletin and distributed to municipal councils, newspapers, physicians and
sanitarians in Ontario, as well as to sanitary exchanges in the States of the Union. Many
visits to various municipalities were made by the Secretary and other members of tin-

Board during the year, for the purpose of investigating unsanitary conditions complained
of and of impressing on the minds of local health authorities the necessity of carrying
out the laws already laid down for their guidance, as well as the suggestions of the

Provincial Board, in order that a correct system of health work might be inaugurated.
In addition to Commissioners appointed to collect sanitary information in Great Britain

and in several of the United States where State Boards of Health were in active opera-

tion, a Sanitary Convention was held in St. Thomas, under the auspices of the Board, at

which papers on various important suVyects were read. Investigations were made into

the causes of outbreaks of Typhoid Fever at Sarnia, Stratford and Lambton Mills, of

endemics of Malaria at Madoc and Coboconk, as also a report on the sewerage system
and water supply of Toronto. Pamphlets were also prepared by the Board on " How to

-Check the Spread of Contagious or Infectious Diseases," and on " Directions for the

Kesuscitation of the Apparently Drowned." Such was the principal work done by the

Board in 1882. During the winter of 1882-1883 lectures on various sanitary subjects

were delivered by members of the Board in a number of places, under the auspices of

Mechanics' Institutes, School Boards, Literary Associations, etc.

In 1883 the woi'kof the Board expanded in every direction, as will be found by
consulting the report for this year. Some of the more important work done was the
following :

—
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Compilation and Study of Weekly Reports of Diseases in Ontario.

Reports on outbreaks of Smallpox at Port Arthur and along the C. P. R., at

Peierborough and Claremotit ; of ^leasles at Dundas and Hamilton ; of Typhoid
•at Niagara Falls hikI the Belleville Institute: of Diphtheria at Dickinson's Lmding,
Easton's Corners, etc., and report on Malaria in the Grand River District, and on the
London We.st floods.

Copy of circular to Clerks of ^Funicipalities and Medical Correspondents of
the Board and answers thereto ; report of the Committee on Adulteration of Foods

;

report of the Committee on Epidemics re Summer Resorts for Children, and Model
Dairies in Brussels ; report on the Disposal of Sewage, Toronto Island ; report of dele-

gates to the American Public Health Association.

By-laws suggested for the guidance of Local Boards of Health
;
pamphlet entitled

Directions for Pr&venting the Spread of Asiatic Cholera ;" pamphlet on the " Disposal
of Sewage."

Reports regarding Doncaster, Leslie ville and Richmond Hill fat-rendering estab-

lishments ; on Toronto Cattle IJyres ; on the Smoke Nuisance.

Report of Special Committee regarding a Text Book on Hygiene for Schools
; of a

<Jommittee on School Hygiene ; on School Visitation and Medical Inspection of Schools,
Asylums, etc., in France.

\i\ important Sanitary Convention was also held in London during this year and
lectures were delivered by meml)ers of the Board in various parts of the Province. From
this record it is evident that the Board was ecjually enthusiastic, Ijoth in its work of
propa.:;andism and practical .sanitation. After two years' experience, however, it was felt

that better local organization was imperative if executive work was to be effectively

carrieil out. Through all the efforts put forth, the Board had positive informatioii regard-

ing the existence of only fifty Local Boards in forty counties ; of twelve counties with no
Boards ; of ten Boards with .sanitary inspectors (one salaried) ; of four medical health
officers ; of three Boards with medical members, and one Board with three salaried mem-
bers. Towaid this end the Board therefore directed its energies, and for three month.s
during the winter of 1883-1884, committees of the Board spent a very large amount of

time and labour in preparing a comprehensive Health Act, based upon the primarv con-
dition of Local Boards of Health being compul.sory, to be appointiul by th<* Council in

<;very Municipality in th*; Province.

The Public Health Act of 1JSS4, which i.s the outcome of this work, makes it incum-
bent on all Municipal Councils to form Local Hoards of Health each year imiiKMliatcly

*

after the Councils themselves are elect<'d, and to pos.seKS all the powers hith«*rto vested in

the Councils regarding matters appertaining to the public health. Copies of the Act
were mailed to the Clerks of all tin; Municipalities, (who were thereafter, in accordance
with section 17 of said Act, to be the secretaries of the said Local Boards) together with
a circular, asking them to call the attention of their respective (Jouncils to the provisions

of the Act and in conformity with it to have Local Boards appointed without delav, and
notify the Secretary of this Board of such appointment being made, giving the names of

the members who were electtul chairnjerj, and their residence. While it is true that <juit«

a large nuniber of municipalitie.s, especially in rural districts, did not act in the matUT
during the year, owing (as the enormons .-imount of corre.spondence with them, answering
queries of how lo proceed, explaining away various clauses of the Act, etc., etc., will

show) to their not thoroughly understanding the meaning of some of tin- clauses, yet thero

is abundant evidence to demonstnite that a large amount of inten^st wan taken in public

health work, as- shown by the following results. Of I^ocal Boards of Health extabliKlieJ

in 1884 there were:—
In the 447 town.ship.s in the Province, there were 184 Local Fkiards formed, twenty-

hve of them having Medical Health Officers and ninet^«en of them SaniUiry In.spectors,

whde 8event*!en had appointed both Medical Health Officers and Sanitary Inspectors.

Ill the "JO.^ cities, towns and villages in Ontario, there wi^re 180 Ix)cal Boards estal>-

ished. and of this large proportional number 03 had Medical Health Officers, 92 had Sani-
ity Inspectors, and It had both Medical Henlth Officers and Sanitary In.spectors.
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To add to this grand showing it must be borne in mind that it was all accomplished

between the 1st July and 1st November, 1884, or in the small space of four months after

the passage of the Act. Every care was taken in this year to continue the work of

disseminating sanitary literature, in order that local health authorities might be |)ut in

possession of such information as would tend to promote the interests of their district

and enable them to more clearly understand the work which they were appointed to

perform. '

In order to give a correct idea of the nature and magnitude of the work per-

formed by the Board in relation to the investigation of unsanitary conditions and the

outbreaks of disease in different parts of the Province, we cannot do better than give the

following as a summarized list of what was done :

—

Teeswater—Investigation of a nuisance caused by a jam in a stream ; Point Edward—
Investigation into outbreak of Smallpox ; Almonte—Investigation by the Secretary into

an outbreak of Typhoid Fever ; Smith's Falls—Investigation by the Secretary re an

epidemic of Diphtheria ; London West—Investigation re a mill-dam nuisance ; London
Fast—Carling's Creek nuisance; East Zorra Township—Investigation into an outbreak

of Smallpox ; Woodstock—Disposal of sewage difficulty ; Haliburton, Peterhord, etc.—
Investigation into saw-dust nuisances; Flos Township—A case of Smallpox , Penetangui-

sj/i,ene—Nuisances investigated and removed ; Cornwall—The Board's sanction asked re

the building of a slaughter-house ; Garden Township—Investigation into a case of

Smallpox; Woodville—Investigation into outbreak of Typhoid Fever; Gait—Mill Creek

nuisance investigation; Waterloo Township— Polluted creek nuisance investigated;

Bridgeport—Nuisance investigated ; Hamilton—Correspondence re disposal of excreta
;

Toronto—Ashbridge's Bay investigation.

Besides the above a large number of sanitary matters of minor importance received

the special attention of the Secretary of the Board, and when we say that nearly one

thousand letters and six hundred postal cards were written to Municipal Clerks, Medical

Health Officers and other sanitary authorities, the public will have sufficient proof of the-

interest manifested in public health work, not only by the Provincial Board of Health,

but by Local Boards throughout the Province.

We must now refer shortly to the outbreak of Smallpox in Hungerford Township,

Hastings County. In the month of November a disease broke out in this township which

was thought to be that of Smallpox. The Secretary of the Board was telegraphed for to

coinc and investigate the matter. He arrived there on the 19th of the month, theday after

the receipt of the telegram, and ascertained that Smallpox was prevailing to an alarming

extent. Owing to the wide prevalence of the disease, the Secretary was directed by the

Board and authorized by the Minister to take whatever measures were necessary in aid-

inor the local authorities to stamp out the disease. In a few days a system of inspection

had been instituted, with two medical men, appointed by the Board, to co-operate with

the Local Board of Health, for the purpose of contining the disease. Owing, however, ta

the panic, these duties were of the most fatiguing kind, but by the indomitable

perseverance of the assistants, success eventually crowned the efforts of the Secretary

and staff. It is unnecessary to here particularize each item of the precautionary

measures adopted—the medicines and vaccine virus sent into the townships and the large

number of the people that were vaccinated. There can be little doubt but that, had this

Board not been in existence to deal with this outbreak, and had the old system of

Municipal Committees still existed without any central authority to aid and direct,

the disease would have become general throughout the Province.

In consequence of the experience gained by the Hungerford outbreak of the necessity

for further legislation in regard to epidemics, " An Act to make further provision regard-

ing the Public Health " was passed by the Legislature during the session of 1885, dealing

with the appointment of Medical Health Officers, their powers and duties, with removal

of nuisances, etc., etc. This Act was distributed to all the Secretaries of Local Boards in

Ontario and to the Clerks of Councils not as yet having complied with the law in forming

Local Boards. There are large powers conferred upon Local Health authorities, which

will have the effect of making them understand better than hitherto the health laws,,

and tlie way in which their enforcement will be effectual and best calculated to promote
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the interests of health under their jurisdiction. Throughout the greater part of the year,
the Provincial Board was engaged in superintending the work of the large number of
Local Boards which had been formed during the past two years, carrying on extensive
correspondence with their members and Medical Health Otiicers, and investigations
into the Cciu.ses of and sugs;estions of methods of procedure for averting the progress
of epidemic diseases. Sanitary information was this year, as in the preceding three
years, largely circulated throughout the Province, and the disease reports received from
local medical practitioners were carefully tabulatt.d and utilized in the Hejjort for the
ye tr. During the year there were 570 Local Boards established, 298 medical health
otficers and 200 .sanitary inspectors appointed, which shews a large increase over 188-i.

The reports from Local Boards at the end oi the year shewed clearly the extended and
gratifying progress made in public health work over other years.

What the Board was called upon to do in relation to unsanitary conditions or nuisances
was similar in character to its work of the preceding year. Some complaints about
cheese factories were made to the Secretary, which were referred to the local authorities to
be dealt with, and from the action which the Board has taken in reference to this matter,
it is confidently e.vpected that sanitary laws relating to these factories will receive
greater attention in future.

The slaughter-house nuisance is yearly receiving increased attention from Local lioards
of Health, and the law respecting them contained in the Act of 1884, is becoming more
appreciated by the general public, who are anxious to have it enforced, thus lessening
what in former years have been serious nui-sances and menaces to the public health.

The complaints of the manner in which fat rendering establishments and knackeriesare
being conducted as detrimental to the health of those working in them and those residing in

their vicinity, have been numerous and received the attention of the Board. The law in

regard to this class of nuisances—vide Sec. 37, Public Health Act, 1884—is rather cum-
brous and expensive and should be amended.

Kpidemica of different diseases were not so numerous as in 1884, although
diphtheria and typhoid fever made their appearance in several parts of the Province,
to a somewhat alarming extent. In the early part of the year a few cases of smallpox
occurred in several of the townships contiguous to tho.se of Hungerford and Kl/.evir, (the
principal battle ground of the outbreak of 1884,) having their origin in cases of this

disease continuing from that year. These cases were not allowed to spread to anv alarm-
ing extent, the local authorities having acted promptly on advice ten^lered them by the
8e;retiry of the Board. On the I6th of .\Iiy a circular was issued to the various muiiiei-

palties in Ontario, calling upon them to put in force the powers container! in Cap. 191,

H. S O., respecting vaccination, and in over one hundred ililferent places a general .syst^'m

of vaccination was inaugurated and carried out. This was highly satisfactory and timely,

in view of the fact that smallpox had then spread in some degree in Montreal, and had
likewise the etFect of promoting a feeling of compirative security in our people wh'-n they
subsequently V)ecame aware of the grf^it danger that threatened that city and this and
other Provnices.

By July the Montreal outbreak had a-ssumed serious proportions, but in the mean-
time the Board had l)een busy devising means l>y which our Province could be best pro-

tect«'d against the diH<'a.se should it iriva<le the Province. After the conference arranged
for by various interasts hatl been held in Montreal, in the end of Au;,'ust, and at which
this Board was represented by th«' Chairman, the outlook ajipeared so seriouK that the
<rovernment, accerling to the request of the Board, passed by Order in Council tho
Smallpox Kegulation.s, dated Sept, .')th, 188.'').

This .scheme, in brief, included in the Kegulations, consisted of the appointment of
an elHcient sUitf of medical inspectors, the chief of the staff* residing in Montreal.
The other meniliers of th»' Htall' were detailed to board tniins and boats l>ound for any
part of Ontario, and had in.structions to inHj>«ct passengerH and freight, to see if the
former showed any symptoms of Smallpox or retjuired Taccinating, and if the
latter required disinfection. They also had instructions to arrest, on entering Ontario
territory, any person who declined to l)e vaccinaU'd and who failed to nhow marks of the

operation having been recently and successfully performed. It is needless in this article
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to recapitulate every effort that in the end turned out so successful in preventing, witli but
comparatively few exceptions, the importation of the contagion of this fatal disease. The-

whole result may be summed up by simply stating that in this Province, up
to the end of December, 1885, there were only 14G cases of Smallpox, growing out of forty-

two cases of imported disease, (seventeen of which were prior to inspection, and twenty-

five after,) and only sixteen deaths ; while in Montreal city alone, up to and including the-

same period of time, there were 3,175 deaths from the disease. When we consider that

out of the 110,000 passengers leaving Monti'eal in the months of September, October,.

November and December, and the large amount of luggage and merchandise accompanying
them, there were imported only sixteen cases of the disease from infection of the person,

only two from the luggage or clothing, and only one from merchandise, it will at once be
apparent that the efforts put forth by the Provincial Board of Health to save the Province,,

were eminently successful and far exceeded the most favourable anticipation of the Board.

Begarding public health worJi in 1886, but little needs to be added to what has been
written in previous pages of this report in addition to the accompanying appendices. As-

stated in the Introduction, the year has shown a steady progress in internal organization

of the Province. As 610 municipalities reported Local Boards during this year, it may
be said, that nominally, at any rate, every municipality has its health organization, and as.

happened in several instances, where a case of Smallpox has occurred, they have been proven
to be prompt and efficient in dealing with the outbreak of this disease. Routine health

work in the field of nuisances has steadily progressed in incorporated municipalities, and
many rural municipalities are earnestly engaging in sanitary work. The Meeting of the

American Public Health Association, while promotive of health work in Ontario, is one
of the best evidences, not only of interest evinced by the Government and of the Board,

in inviting the Association to Canada, but also of the influence which the Canadian
factor in American continental health work has in this International Association. Grow-
ing out of this meeting has been formed an Association of Executive Health Officers for

Ontario, which there can be no doubt, is destined—if its counsels are wise, and its coun-

cillors true to their self-imposed task—to exert an important influence upon future Pro-

vincial, but especially municipal health work and legislation.

To sum up, in conclusion, I think it must be granted that, as shown in this r.esume^

Ontario is to be congratulated in this, as in many other of the ste|)s in social progress,

which she has taken in advance of the other Provinces of the Confederation, and in the
progress which she has made, as compared with any other state organization on the con-

tinent during the period since her Provincial Board has been in existence. As expressed

by a prominent member of the House in 1882, when the Board was instituted, the organ-
ization was tentative, and its existence and success will depend upon the energy whifh is.

shown by the Board and its officers. Five years have shown that energy and enthusiasm
can make an experiment a success, a potentiality a finality, a then localized organization

of six, a homogeneous health organization, co-extensive with the limits of this Province,

and embracing as active workers, at any moment that an epidemic may appear, an army
of over 3,000 men, exclusive of some 500 regularly commissioned officers. During the
four sessions since its organization, three Health Acts have been placed on the Statute
book, and an amendment to the law relating to vaccination, all directly tending to make
the relations between the central and local authorities more intimate. The relative limits

of their respective works have become better defined, defects in municipal laws as regards

nuisances, in some measure remedied, powers, as relating to the management of epidemics

enlarged, and the range of matters included within the province of health work more
extended. While the life of the individual has in certain directions become more protected

than formerly, no limitation of any legitimate well-conducted industry has occurred : but,,

on the contrary, it has been possible to show, and in some measure teach the public to

understand, that every industry becomes commercially more successful, to the extent that

it is scientifically conducted, with due regard to the health of the operatives, the cleanli-

ness of materials, and the more complete utilization of its by-products.

iSuffice it to say that private opinion, public sentiment, and legislative enactments,

have all developed so strongly in favour of health hoards, central and local, that mat-

ters at first thought beyond the bounds of health laws, have been brought within their
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ordinary limits, that ends thought impossible of accomplishment, have now became prac-
ticable, and hopes timidly expressed have been more than realized. If the country is

satisfied with the experiment—and it is, as must be judged by representative statements
in Parliament—then it would seem only proper and becoming that we, to whom such
hearty sympathy and support have been accorded, in the conduct of matters hardly ever
agreeable, and often extremely unpleasant, pursue with careful diligence the work laid

upon u§, and endeavour to perfect and tix on yet bl-mer foundations this guage of a people's
happiness—the measure of the public health. Let us take as our motto

—

" Count nothing done while aught remains to do." (" Nil actum reputans dum quid
loipere^net agendum.")

IV.

—

Diphtheria in its Sanitakv Relations.

The History, Immediate Cause, Excithvj Causes, aud Limitation of DiphtheHu.

. Under ordinary circumstances the remarks already made in Section I., which in-

cludes the history of the Board's work during the year in relation to epidemic diseases,

would have l^een deemed sufficient in regard to this as to the other contagious diseases ;

but the unfortunate prevalence of Diphtheria during the whole past year to an extent
unprecedented and, indeed, unequalled in the history of the Province, would seem not
only sufficient excuse for devoting .some more extended remarks to it, but would
also appear a special reason impelling such, with the hope that individuals, the pulilic

generally, Boards of Health, Local and Provincial, as well as our Legislature, may lie led

to consider the means wiiich seems most likely to aid in limiting the spread, les.sening the
fatality, and diminishing the enormous financial loss which, in the aggregate, is involved
in dealing with this much dreaded disease.

1. Ilistonj nf thi' Dis'Uge.

(a) Miiliad ni-:tiir;f uf th>' Disease.—Allowing tor tht- limited knowleilge and crude
expressions regarding disease in general in past ages, historical evidence leads to the
conclusion that Diphtheria has existed since very early tin>es—as, indeed, its suppo.sed

cause at all times connects it with aggregations of people in more or less limited

spaces. As " Syriac ulcer," Aretaeus of C'appadocia describes a disciise commonlv sup
posed to have been Diphtheria. Little accurate was said about it by any of the writers

in the Middle Ages; but since l.~)00 A.J), evident reference to it has been made by
wriUirs of Holland, France, Germany, Spain and Italy. After IGOO A.l). references are

made to it by Knglish, Swedish, Dutch and American writers.

It tlius appears that in climates as far south as Eastern India and Greoce, Hinco

early writers of l)oth were the first to describe it, and as far to tlie north as Kngland
and Sweden, this disease has Im-imi known and epidemic-i of Diphtheria liavi; occurred.

Its modern history may, however, !»• said to have begun whrn Bn-tonnenu, in IHl'l,

asserted the identity of Angina Maligna (Diphtheria) with Mi;ml>ran<iiis Croup. Ho
referred to the continuity of (exudation, or false membrane of the nose, ph;iryMX and
respiratory tract, and a.s8ert<M| tiiat it was a specitic disea-ie and not to be confounded with
catarrhal or si^rlatiital intiamtn<ition. He considered it in large measure a local disease.

Since his time more and more has yearly been writt«?n on the subject, Knglish authorities,

up to recent years, disputing the identity between the pharyngeal and lurynijeal

di-sejises. Almost all recent pathologist-i are, however, agr«j«'d as to the identity of th«i

pathological proces.ses in the two forms of the di.sease.

(6) llittorif froin StatiHtics awl l)<ith Krtiirn.-<.— In so far as the disease can be

studied in this way, especially in connection with death returns of cijuntries, districts, towns,

cities, etc., and f^p-'ri'dhj in n;lation to clinptte, season, etc., it will bo evident that for

sanitary purposes .-iU'^h an investigation would In; of the gre.iUvst value. As Hir.tcli h:iM

expressed it, regarding the j|oal of all hist^irico pathological and geographic*) pathological

enquiry :—-"The full aim and object of such enquiry is to exhibit the particular circum-
-tances under which diseases have occurred within the several ]>eriods of tini" ami at
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various parts of the globe ; to show whether they have been subject to any differences

and of what kind, according to the time and the place ; what causal relations exist

between the factors of disease acting at particular times and in particular places on the

one hand, and the character of the diseases that have actually occurred on the other
;

and finally, to show how those diseases are related to one another in their prevalence

through time and space."

Unfortunately, as regards Diphtheria, the opportunities for such historical studies

have been extremely limited up to the most recent times. This has doubtless been in

large degree due, not more to the imperfect character of past records than to the opposing

views regarding the real nature of the disease.

Within the last ten years, however, with the increase of established systems of

registration in vai'ious countries, and with the more accui*ate knowledge and diagnosis of

the disease, such data have gradually been accumulating as enable us to gain some tolerably

complete idea of the position which Diphtheria holds amongst the causes of mortality,

and of the enormous importance which an increase or decrease of its prevalence must
have upon the health and prosperity of any community. For the purpose of illustrating

its prevalence I have, with some searching, been able to present the following extended
statistics which, though manifestly imperfect, yet contain much valuable information :

—

Table showing the Prevalence of Diphtheria per 1,000 of Population for different

years.

Locality. Population.
Total
Dkaths.

Rate per
1,000.

England and Wales [D. & C.].

Principal Towns in 11 English Districts .

.

[D. & C]
Loudon [D. & C]

Glasgow [D. & C]

Fifty Cities in United States—situated
in 21 Grand Groups [D. & C]

Nine American States—(15 years' re-

tums)[D.]..

American Cities :

Baltimore [D. & C.].

1884

1884

1884

1880-1885

Census year end-
ing June 1, '80.

For Total of 15
years

St. Louis [D.]
I

Chicago []J. & C.J
|

New York[D.]

Brooklyn [D. & C.].

Ontario [D.]

Ontario (based on return of first half-year)

Ten Cities of Ontario (Registrar-General's
Returns) [D.]

Ten Cities of Ontario [D.J.

1885
1886

1885
1886

1885
1886

1885
1886

1885
1871-1881

1881-1885

1886

1881-1885

1886

27,132,449

12,968,352

4,019,361

534,334 (mean)

7,790,859

14,110,365

417,220

400,000

630,000
700,000

1,397,395
1,439,037

664,602

1,923,610
(census 1881)

10,768

5,248

2,037

292 (mean)

9,330

16,072

400
190

372
719

1,012

1,273

1,325

1,727

832
average.

.39

.40

".49

.54

1.19

.71

.95

.45

.93

1.79

1.60
1.64

.94

1.20

1.25
1.81

4,793



DIAGRAM I.

Uhowing Prevalence of Diphtheria in l6iii in Eleven Giand Districts in England, giving the aver

death-rate of the aggregate totals for 1,000 of the population.

I
i

o o o —

Scale showing death-rate
per 1,000.
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DIAGRAM III.

Showing Prevalence of Diphtheria in Cities in certain Twenty-one Geographical Groups

in United States, giving the death rate for every 1,000 of the population.

{Taken frma Census of ISSO.) 'Sotv..—Groups IX., XI., XII.. XIV., X\'I., XIX., XX. contain none of these cities.
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From this summary of the extended tables which follow, we gather a few points
which are perfectly apparent. The tirst of these is the fact that comparatively Diphtheria
is much more prevalent in American than in English cities. Why this is does not appear
very clear ; but for the pre.sent it is sufficient that we note the fact. It further appears
that, taken as a whole, the two largest English cities have a greater average prevalence
tjiaii the average for all England. But, should we assume to as.sociate this with the fact

of over-crowding, we would tind, from a close examination of Table III., that there are
other English districts and smaller towns in which the disease has more than the average
of prevalence. Similarly we notice that several of the largest American cities have a
much higher degree of prevalence than that given as common to the tifty cities iu the
ditferent groups, and very much higher than the average as given for the total of nine
states. This much I think may fairly be .stated as a general fuct, even though a liberal

allowance is made for imperfect state registration. Another fact which seems proved is

that aggregations of people do not increase the mortality from 1 )iphtheria, sincp in Ontario,
taking the Registrar General's statistics for the years 1881-188."), the total deaths for the
ten cities pre.sent exactly the same average as for the whole Province. The same fact

would seem to be proved from the returns for 1886, as far as can be calculated, were
it not that the population adopted in the Provincial returns is that of the Census of 1881,
while that of the ten cities is presumed to be taken from the last municipal assessment.
Allowing for equally incomplete registration, it is further apparent that the nine states

show a total average prevalence much the same as that for Ontario. From the tables

of returns of several of the largest American cities in most recent years, I think we may
conclude that where registration is practically perfect as in them, we have the correct gauge
of the prevalence of the disease on this continent in centres of population; since taking
the individual returns of the ten cities of Ontario for 1886, where returns are similarly

complete, we find that Ottawa, Toronto and Hamilton have an almost etpial death rate.

From monthly returns, from time to time received from other American cities, as St. Paul,

Milwaukee, Detroit, Cleveland, Rochester, etc., a rate practically the same as the fore-

going may be calculated. While, as will be seen further on, there might be some reason

to suppose that north temperate climates in America have the disea.se in greater pre-

valence than njore south(;rly latitudes, still, judging from tiie returns from i'laltimore and
St. Louis, the disease cannot be said to vary greatly in them from the prevalence in New
York and Brooklyn. Further, we may fairly say that sea-board cities are not scourged

to an extent greaUtr than cities inland, as Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul or 8t. Louis.

RegardiniT the District prevalence of Diphtheria in Eniiland, as shown in the above
Diagram 1. (Table I. Appendix). I <:iiiiiot do lietter (Ikh. (juote from the Registrar-

General's report :

—

''There are manifestly home counii's lIiiL an- nmiii more liable to I)iphtlieria than
others, and, if the counties with high rates be distinguished by shading an outline map
of the Kingdom, it will be seen that there are two tolerably tiefinite ureas in which this

di-sease apparently finds its most suitable home. The one lias its ba.He in the south-

eastern counties, Sussex, Hampshire, Surrey and Kent, and stretches upwards along the

eastern side of England, through .Mi<ldle8ex, Hertfonlshire, Essex, (yanibridgi'shire and
liedfordshire, occasionally re.u-hing Norfolk. Nottinijhamshire and l.ineolnshire ; while

the other urea has its nuch-us in North Wales and Shropshire, and tends to s(>rejid

through llerefonlshire and other iKtrdering counti«'8, as also in some yeurs into South
Wales, Monmouthshire and even across the I»ristoI Channel into Somersetshin-. The
ext<'nt to which Diphtheria spreads over these two areas difTers very considerably in

different years.

" In 1884 the area which was extensively invn/led was what may l>e called the South-

Eastern Diphtheritic region, where a compact area, consisting of Ivondon and eleven

registration counties, hatl rales alK)ve the general average, wliile in the Western or W»dsh
Diphtheritic region the dise^a-se was confined within comparatively limited )>oiindaries,

the only regisitration counties besides North Wabts and Shropshire in which the rate

exceeded the average for the whole country being Somersetshire and Dorsetshire. Tlie

high rate in this last mentioned county was (juite an exceptional incident, and the dioease
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may have spread into it either from Somersetshire, where the rate had been high for

three successive years, or from Hampshire, where there had been a high rate for four

years in succesion ; Dorsetshire forming a link that connects the Eastern and the

Western Diphtheritic areas, and so being liable to infection from either."

In Diagram II. (Table II. Appendix) found above, the assumed necessary correction

has been applied' and the results must be assumed to be tolerably complete. It has been
dillicult and, indeed, is quite impossible, to separate the groups by any physical differences

sufficiently marked to enable us to make safe comparisons. In a general way it may be said

that cities in the more southerly groups have less Diphtheria than those further north ; that

the northern Atlantic cities and those on the great lakes have a greater prevalence of the

disease than some of those inland ; and that the Pacific coast suffers less from the disease

than places in the mountains, as Denver. This seeming immunity of California is

apparently due to incomplete registrations in 1880 ; since, the examination of monthly
reports from cities shows the disease to have been prevalent in unusual degree
in 1886. It is remarkable that a town such as Denver, 5,212 feet above
the sea-level, a reputed health resort, should show so high a prevalence of the disease.

This table, as is evident, cannot be considered very satisfactory.

Diagram III. (Table III. Appendix), manifestly very incomplete, is for Diphtheria
alone, not including Croup. It is important as illustrating how much needs to be done
ere we can make a satisfactory study of the conditions favoring or retarding disease. We
can gather from it that while there is on the whole considerable difference between states,

yet the aggregate total of deaths in 14,110,365 of a population is enormous ; and further,

that while in Massachusetts there has been on the whole a decided decline in prevalence
in recent years, Michigan returns tend to show an increase. In the two cases there is,

in all probability, an explfyiation beneath the surface. In the first political changes
made i egistrations to be less carefully attended to, while in Michigan there has been a

steady improvement in the registration returns.

Table IV., found in the Appendix, as already remarked, is most valuable, since it

notes the present range of the disease in almost perfect systems of registration, while

comparisons for the various months throughout the year, as in the case of Brooklyn, can be

made. They give a satisfactory showing as far as the general tendency to a restriction

of the disease goes ; but they show equally—a fact which we have mentioned in our intro-

duction to this article, viz., that 1886 has had an enormous fatality from this disease,

amounting in some instances to nearly 2.00 per 1,000.

Kegarding Table V., found in the Appendix, I quote from the Annual Report of the

Registrar-General :

—

" The deaths from Diphtheria, the principal disease in this class, have largely increased.

In some counties it was quite epidemic, particularly in Essex, Leeds and GrenvilJe

(united), Wentworth, and Prescott and Russell. In the latter county the mortality from
this disease was very high—134 deaths with a ratio of 3.35 per 1,000. It was also above
the average, .52 per 1,000 in the following counties :—Carleton, .65 per 1,000 ; Hastings,

.63 ; Simcoe, .64 ; Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, .70 and York, .65. Increased

returns of deaths from this cause were received from 22 out of the 39 counties of the

Province."
" The discussion of the cause of this sudden increase in the deaths from Diphtheria in

the Province, is not within the province of a Report on Vital Statistics, but rather within

that of the Provincial Board of Health. Most assuredly, however, the startling figures

demand serious consideration. Deducting the population in the cities and towns, also the

deaths from Diphtheria in those places, from the totals for the whole Province, the fol-

lowing results appear :—The deaths from Diphtheria in the cities and towns were 289 or

4.2 per cent, of all the deaths in those places and the ratio to 1,000 living was .74. In the

remaining or suburban parts of the Province the deaths from this cause were 717 or 4.7

per cent, of all the deaths, but the ratio to 1,000 living was only .46, shewing that the

mortality from Diphtheria is greater in the cities than in the rural districts. Carrying
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out this comparison for the la'^t five years tha results are nearly the same. Deaths from
Diphtlieria in the Province exclusive of the cities in the last five years numbered 4,004,

or an average ratio of .47 per 1.000 ; for the cities, during the same period they were 789
with an average ratio of .61 per 1,000.

Mortuary Statistics of Diphtheria in the Cities of Ontario for the live years ending 31st

December, 1885.

Cities.

1881.
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(c) Prevalence of the Disease from cases reported.—What has been said regarding

the imperfect character of mortuary returns may with a few exceptions be repeated with

emphasis regarding a true estimation of the prevalence of the disease from reports of cases.

There are several reasons why this should be so. While in the first instance, correct reports

depend upon correctness of medical diagnosis, they depend to an equally great extent upon
compliance with laws regarding the notification of infectious diseases by physicians, asso-

ciated with similar compliance on the part of householders. From what can be gathered

it would seem that in the several American cities, returns from which are given, {vide

Table IV, appendix) the average thoroughness of notification varies considerably—unless

we assume that relatively the proportion of deaths to cases varies greatly. One principal

reason for supposing that the relative difference lies in the different degrees in which

notihcation is carried out, is in the fact illustrated by the returns from Brooklyn and New
York.

Thus in 1885 Brooklyn had reported 2.02 cases per 1,000 of populations with death rate. . .78=38%
" 1885 New York " 2.09 " "

.. .94=44
" 1886 " " 2.60 " "

.. 1.20=46

The large number of fatal cases, to those reported in each instance, the repetition

in New York, of practically the same proportion between eases and deaths in two suc-

cessive years, the close pioximity of the two cities, placing climate out of the question,

leads one to the conclusion that the compliance with the law in Brooklyn is considerably

more perfect than inNew York.

In reply to a circular issued to Medical Health Officers in Ontario, in September,

1886, some 138 answers were received. In these reports the remark is again and again

repeated that the notification of cases is most imperfect. The proportion of deaths to

cases given by these reporters is seen in the following table :

—

Number of Reporters.
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other years, my personal experience has been that cases were as severe in July and
August as in December.

The following table well illustrates this fact :

—

Talilt' sliowini; Proportion of Deaths to Case« Reported.

Locality.
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of past centuries 1 have to quote Hirsch's remarks :
" That certainly as regards our own

time we have to deal with a new general outbreak of the disease; . . . but it is borne
out also by the almost unanimous opinion of the most experienced observers of our day,

that the disease in its epidemic outbreaks came upon them as an absolutely new thing."
" This new era in the history of Angina Maligna (Diphtheria) begins, for the larger part

of Europe and North America, at almost all points with the years 1857 and 1858, a little

earlier in some countries than in others ; and it is certainly a very notable thing tliat the

time of its tirst appearance as an epidemic in distant parts of the world, such as Indisv,

China, Australia, Polynesia, Tunis, and the like, coincides with the outbreak in the

regions mentioned. The disease showed itself, accordingly, in the form of a typical pan-

demic, in the strictest sense of the word. Of its starting j^oint we can form no opinion,

although there is no doubt that some parts of this great world's pestilence were depend-

ent on other parts of it through the medium of a communicable morbid poison." Next
to Finance in the order of being invaded comes the Iberian Peninsula, Holland and Eng-
land ; then Germany, Russia, and North America ; a little later the Scandinavian King-
doms ; and lastly Italy and the south-east of Europe." I may remark in passing that

Hirsch's quotations from many prominent local writers in France and elsewhere, show that

the disease exhibited there, what we have noticed concerning it at the present day Tfiz., that

the dates of its appearance in different regions comparatively contiguous have, again and
again been separated by intervals of several years—pointing out the fact of these outbreaks

being thi'ough the medium of a communicable morbid poison. This peculiarity of the disease

is shown further in the fact that the spread was not sudden but gradual in almost every

case cited. Thus in Holland in 1859-63, amongst a population of 3,000,000 there were
only 1,973 deaths, or 400 per annum ; in 1866-70 they numbered 2,914, or a yearly aver-

age of 600. As shown in the English statistics given for 1884, the south-eastern counties

to-day show more than an average prevalence of the disease ; while, as Hirsch states, it

was supposed to have been introduced to England from Boulogne in 1857, and the first

cases occurred in London and the southern counties of Kent, Essex, Surrey, Hampshire,
Devon and Cornwall. Within two years it had spread to Scotland. According to Ohris-

tison the disease had acquired the character of an epidemic by 1863. Localized epi-

demics appeared from time to time in Scotland up to 1875. Similar statements are made
by Hir.sch regarding the progress of the disease in Germany since 1856, and he remarks
regarding a number of places where it appeared in those years, that for the most part

they have become permanent seats of Diphtheria.

In the countries of Austro-Hungary it spread with extreme slowness, and not till

1875 did the disease become epidemic for the first time in Vienna.

Appearing noticeably in Southern Russia in 1872, it had spread widely and very

destructively by 1879. " The victims were numbered in every village by the hundred,

and in every commune by the thousand. The children were exterminated."

In Sweden, from 1863 to 1870, the cases officially reported numbered 18,156, of which

4,176 were fatal ; in Norway, from 1866 to 1870, there were 9,122 cases, and 1,649 deaths.

Both in 1856 and 1860 it appeared in Iceland, and, more or less, completely overran the

whole island. From 1861 to 1871 it prevailed with greater or less intensity in different

years, over nearly all Italy, and in recent years has appeared extensively both in Greece

and Turkey.
Since 1856 it has become generally diffused over North A merica, and as tve now know,

has tended to increase rather than diminish under tlie ordinarij municipal regulations

regarding it. In South America it seems to have been prevalent in certain quarters, even

earlier than 1858. It has appeared at various points on the coast of Africa, more notice-

ably in the southern, more temperate portions ; but in the Northern French provinces

it has at times been very fatal. Disastrous outbreaks have occurred in Syria and Persia
;

while India and China have not been free from it. In 1866 it appeared with frightful

violence in Pekin, causing, it is estimated, 25,000 deaths. The years 1858-60 saw it more

or less prevalent in Tasmania and Australia. From these abstracts Ihe extent and per-

sistence, as well as the peculiar characteristics of the disease as regards its spread, are well

set forth. No country is free Jrom it, and no climate ?s fatal to its existence if once

introduced.
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(6) Local Distribution.—Many factors seem to enter into the discussion of this part

of the subject. At times it has seemed as if it was a disease peculiar to the lower

strata of society who exist in the poorer and less sanitary portions of a town, or in

filthy farm-houses with unsanitary surroundings ; but its frequent incidence amongst
those classes of a city, supposed to be in large measure free from similar surroundings,

has led to the denial of the tirst assertion. For in.stance, Thoresen, in his account of

an epidemic in Norway in 1861, is quoted as saying, " That bad sanitary conditions, such

a5 unwholesome, damp, dingy and cramped dwellings, can add to the malignancy of the

•disease I do not wish to deny ; but that it may be seen breaking out and assuming the

worst type under circumstances the most favourable, while in small and poverty stricken

huts it runs a perfectly mild course—of that I have been convinced time after time."

According to Hir^ch, Seitz, of Munich, says : "Thus we see that the disease has existed

for years here, among all circles of the inhabitants, both rich and pwr, in families

belonging to the aristocracy as well as those belonging to the working-classes." As to

the value of these quotations from the sanitary standpoint we shall have something to say
later on.

As will have been noted in the statistics of prevalence of the disea.se in America,
Denver, .t,212 feet above the sea, had the highest mortality of any of the cities quoteil, in

1S80. Fatal epidemics on the slopes of the Himalayas have been recorded, and the high-

lands of Peru have not V>een free from its ravages. As regards its connection with certain

geological formations, Hirsch quotes Gei.ssler in his history of Diphtheria in Saxony as say-

ing, '• That any particular character of soil has atforded protection against the spread of

the malady can nowhere be niatle out." Several cases, as that amongst the crews of Ameri-
can men-of-war in Chinese waters, have been recorded where the disease has become epi-

demic on ship-board. Notable instances have occurred within the past five years in On-
tario, where the disease has for a time been unusually prevalent on the central plateau

{1,000 feet above sea-level) of the Province, while in other instances decimating epidemics

haveoccurred amongst children in settlements situated upon t/nfissoitl strata and surrounded
with the purest air l>lowing over the surrounding ever-green forests. Isolated farm-houses

ill healthy districts have time and again been visited with the disea.se, with appirenily no

trace of its having Vieen introduced ; and the suburban hoiuses of gentlemen on lofty situ-

ations near Toronto have had fatal visitations of the di.sease, while within three-quartt*rs

of a mile, on the level lielow the hill, the homes of market-gardeners anil milkmen, sur-

roumled with organic accumulations, have borne what seemed a charmed immunity.
(f) Distrihiitinn oj the dinnase amowjsl indlridiials — Everywhere the .same statement

is made that as ca rule the diseiuse presses with special fatality upon childn-n, especially from
three to ten years old ; and yet notable instances are known to me wherein this apparent law

has faihd. During the recent outbreak in the Instituti<in for the Hlind at Hrantford, while

the disease began amongst the pupils in a lad of 15 years, the chief proportion of i't cases

oix'urred aniongst those of more mature years.

No statistics that I am aware of show that it is more fatal to girls than to boys, or

vice vfran. It is stated, in ipiotations by llinsch, regarding .several epiilcMuicH in the

Tnitetl States that the negro children, living in most unsanitary conditions, have enjoyed

practical immunity from the (li.sease. In order to show tin* fallacy of this belief I have
•obtained the following facts from L)r. Steuart, M(!dical Ilriilth Ollicer, I'.altimore :

-

Hkaltii Dki'aktmk.nt, City Hall,
»Ai.TiMf)UK, F.h. 'ilHt and 2,^nl. 1HK7.

I'KIKi; M. (lllYiE, .M.l>.,

Of Provincial lizard of Health, Toronto, Cana<la.

Mv Dkak DfKTon,—Your fi«t<-«m<-d favour of thf i"'tii iii^-i. w.i>« iluly '

' never
seen the -(tateinent, tliat tlienoRTo wa»< "|.ra<tieallv exempt from •li|ilit)HTia not th«
ex|>erience in Baltimore, aM far x-* I am aware, aiuf I am not preiiar'-d to lu-. .

;

I tnith.
T snsixft that the exemption, if exiatinK ainonif the nejfriM'h "f ">'' J^onth, ]»(,, ri- liie war. w.m tliie to their

healthful lives ; living in th«' o|M'n air, and at ni^lit alwavo •<le«Miintf near an o|>«'ti fire all the y.ar round.
Since writing the above, my W!cretary, Mr. \. R. Carter, nn» maflo for mo the eticloi«e<| table, which K|H.>aki

for itwlf, and I hojie may prove Mati^tfactory to yon.

Very oincprely youns
./A.MI-^i A. STKIART. M.D.

Comminnioner uf Health and Regintrar.

4:.
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Health Department, City Hall,
Baltimore Feb. 23rcl, 1887.

Comparative Table, showing the total number of deaths from Diphtheria, of white and
coloured, in the city of Baltimore, during the period of ten years, 1877-1886, inclus-

ive. Also total mortality from all causes.

Years.
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The geiiei-iil experience of physicians will in a larfje measure bear out Sir John Rose

Comiack's statement that " Diphtheria is not a hereditary disease ; Imt a special aj.ti-

tude to receive and develop the poison evidently pertains to certain individuals and fami-

lies. The statement is borne out by the statistical enquiries of Morelli, Nesti,iind otlu rs,

in relation to the recent ei)idemic3 of Florence ; but the facts which establish it beyoiul a

possibility of doubt are the numerous cases of particular families Vieing desolated by diph-

theriaatintervalsofyears, and when the members attacked were widely separated." Making
all due allowance fur the possibility of contagion being carried in these supposedly separate

outbreaks,as wellas for the well known mythicalcharacterof most popular reports of disease,

there can be but little doubt that the scrofulous constitution, with a tendency to diseases

of the lymphatics, is less likely to throw oti the materies morhi of Diphtheria, once incepted,

than would another with greater firmness of ti^sup. The same fact will likewise have

been noticed in regard to the comparative immunity of physicians, while mothers and

others continually expo.^ed, or worn out with watching and anxiety, quite frequently

become victims of the disease.

3. Tlie Etiology or Immediate Cause of the Disease.—Of the rnany disea.ses which have

within recent years come under the notice of physicians none has been, either as regards

causation or treatment, surrounded with greater ditliculties, or investigated with greater

assiduity than Diphtheria. Regarding the diversity of views held by Bretonneau, and

many eminent autliorities since his time with reference to Diphtheria, Hirsch has said, "Into

this chaos no light could come until medical science had advanced so far as to recognize that

causes of variou.i kinds miyht underlie onr and the s/tme (inatomical morbid process ; and

conversely, i\\&t one and the sfime morbific cause, oj)erattng in a (jiren tissue, may hi' aide

to calljorth, under varyiny circumstances, nosologicalforms of different sorts." Amongst
the most recent and scientific attemjits at isolating thi^ specific cdusn morhi ol Diphtheria,

are the experiments carried out on the one hand by Wood and Formad in America, under

the authority of the National l!oard of Health, in 1881, and on the other by Dr. LoefHer

in Germany, in 1884.

I propose to give the results of these various experiments only so far as they seem

to me to be definite and practical. It seems hardly necessary to state that, knowing as

wo do so well the infective nature of the diphtheritic exudation, inoculation expcriuHMits

by several investigators have shown that the dis'-a.se may be artificially produced. I>ut

as I propose to show from extended quotations from Dr. LoffHt-r of the only thorough

experiments made with the view of isolating the sp^rific cause of the dis'-a.se th<^ question

•of the unity of species of the living organisms causing the disease, h:vs, as far ;i.s I am
aware, approached a solution only since the date of his I)rilliant invt'stigations.

As might be expect»'d, the chief primary ditliculty of the investigation lies in the fact

that the mucous membrane of the whole respiratory tract must become the receptacle of

whatever microbes may exist in iidialed aif.

0«-rtel has descriVied the 7/iicrorocc'M (///;/i//(/'riVr, as also Kl)erth and Klebs; Kwart

and Simpson have found a spore-fornnng bacillus on the tonsils, iw also Dr. H. C Wood,

liiiltimore ; Lelzerich descriiies the specific diphtheritic microbe as a true hyphomycetous

funtfus ; while Laycock de.s(ril>ed tho specific organism as the oidium albicans. I he total

re.sult of these varied assertions is, however, cont;iined in IxM-fller's remark : "Of course

no satisfactory conclusions could be drawn from inoculations with the cultivation of im-

pure material." Recogni/ing this, he set to work to elucidate the subject by the methods

ot Koch, but encountered his first ditliculty in the fact that, owing to the extraordinary

ra[>idity with which diphtheritic exudation takes place, the organism prr.sent in the epi-

thelium at the outset of an attack " may easily be absent at a later stage," as alho that

local applications nniy (|uickly remove it. 'I'wenty-seven cases in all were investigated

by him, and they fall into two classes, according to the organism present i?i the largest

numbers. In the first cla.HH chain-forming mien rncci play a pron]inent part. ( Viiif Orrifl.)

It is noted in this connection that " chain-formint; micrococci, morphologically iden-

tical with those found in Diphtheria, are present in v.irious other diHenseH which are a(( c m-
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panied by lesions of the mucous membrane e.(/., variola, typhoid and puerperal fever, etc."^

Presumably accidentally present in these it may be fairly supposed that they are likewise

accidpntally present in Diphtheria. " In the second class of cases the bacilli first described

by Klebs, are present. These bacilli occur exclusively in those typical cases which are

characterized by a thick false membrane extending over the mucous membrane of the-

fauces, larynx, and trachea, the mucous membrane being traversed by enormously dilated

and over-filled vessels. Below the masses of bacteria of different kinds which cover the

surface, amongst Avhich may be the streptococcus before referred to, Klebs' bacilli are

found arranged in little groups. They became intensely stained with methylene blue. In

one case almost the "whole false membrane consisted of colonies of this peculiar bacterium.'"

By cultivations in nutritive jelly, Loeffler obtained from materials taken from inter-

nal organs, in five cases, the chain-forming micrococcus ; but the result of a large number
of inoculations on mice, dogs, rabbits, guinea pigs, birds, and monkeys, shows that the
micrococcus must be only accidentally present. He further found that the effects pro-

duced by it were the same as those produced by Fehleisen's erysipelas micrococci.

The following results were obtained from the cultivation of the bacilli on blood serum :

By successive cultivations he isolated the bacilli and obtained pure colonies of them on the

serum. In four typical cases, membrane was taken from the throat with forceps, frozen

and sections made. All four sections showed the bacilli after staining. " On the

surface were numerous micrococci and below that in the part of the membrane rich in

cells were groups of bacilli, and then followed the broad fibiinous zone containing few

cells and no bacteria. It was from the deeper part that the material was taken for cul-

tivation in all the cases, and that identical organisms were obtained from all the patients-

was proved, both by their morphological and biological characteristics " * * *

The diphtheritic bacilli are non-motile, and are very quickly and deeply stained with

methylene blue ; some of them are straight, and some slightly curved. They vary con-

siderably in length, being on an average about the length of the tubercle bacillus, but

they are twice as thick. The longer ones are commonly composed of several members,,

and where these are connected there is frequently a slight, knotty enlargement." They
do not produce spores and are destroyed by exposure for half an hour to 60" C. ( = 140° F)..

Their length of life seems to be about three months. They require for development a-

temperature above 68° F. Inoculation experiments gave a number of interesting

results. By subcutaneous inoculation the following results were obtained : ''Rats and
mice enjoy complete immunity, while guinea-pigs fall easy victims ; their death appears-

to be due, not to the spreading of the bacillus throughout the bodj, but to a poison pro-

duced at the seat of inflammation, which causes an alteration in the walls of the blood-

vessels leading to hemorrhages throughout the body. Small birds, canaries, finches,

etc., become infected as certainly .-is guinea-pigs, but more rapidly. Rabbits and

monkeys show localized effects of septicaemia but do not develop true diphtheria. In the

guinea-pigs infection through the uninjured mucous membrane was proved to be possible

—not, however, in other animals."

"While from the experiments it is impossible to say positively that these are the

microbes of Diphtheria, the following facts are evidence in favour of their specific

character :—They have been found in a large number (13) of typical cases of Diphtheria,

with fibrinous exudation on the fauces and in a constantly recurring arrangement; they lie

in the olde.st part of the membrane, and penetrate deeper than any other bacteria : Cul-

tivations of these organisms introduced Ijeneath the skin of guinea-pigs and small birds

kill them, producing whitish or hemorrhagic exudations at the point of inoculation, and'

extensive oedema of the subcutaneous tissues, the internal organs are not affected, as

is the case with man ; introduced through a wound of the trachea in rabbits, fowls and

pigeons, the poison produces a false membrane, and also if .placed on the scarified connec-

tive tissue of rabbits, and on the entrance of the dilated vagina of guinea-pigs ; in addi-

tion to the formation of false membrane, there has been observed the chiracteristic,

serious alteration of the vascular walls, which shows itself by bloody oedema, hemorrhage-

into the tissue of the lymphatic glands, and effusion into the pleural cavity. The bacilli

have therefore the same efiect as the diphtheritic virus. They also have the property,.

1
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in common with that virus, that they kill young animals generally more easily and quickly

than old ones."

Such, then, is an account of the most recent complete experiments I am acquainted with

made with the endeavour to isolate the micro- organism which is supposed to cause Diphtheria.

From them it would seem almost a certainty that the true caima morbi has been i-solateii;

but whether this organism is that which is alone capable of developing the disease, is still

fairly a matter of question. The fact that there are several micro-organi.sms found

present in putrefactive animal substances, having, as stated by Klein, the properly of

multiplying in human blood, thereby setting uji a true septica-mia, as well as such experi-

ments as those of L. C. Wooldridge, M.B., with the bacillus producing a fatal septicarmia in

guinea-pigs, etc., by which it has l)een shown that the soluble chemical products of such

a bacillus when cultivated in albumen, act as rapid |)oisons, paralyzing the nerves of

respiration, leave still much room for further investigations into the subject. The num-
erous instances of undoubted cases of Diphtheria occuring ,fporadicallij, incline us very

much to the belief of a possible exciting cause originating in the manner toward which the

experiments of Dr. Klein point ; although Loctiier's experiments give much I'orce to

the remark of Hirsch, that, " from the point of view which the science of the moment
assumes in looking at the nature of the specific cause of diphtheria, the theory of its

mttoclithoii'tui origin would certainly seem to be untenaV)le—unless we are to give up the

principle of otnne vivum ex vivo in so far as concerns the world of living things which

are placed at the lowest btep of the developmental ladder."

4. Exciting Cannes ofDiphtheria.—Although for the development of our sultject it has
seemed proper to devote a considerable space to the history and imniediate cause of

Diphtheria, that which we are now to consider must undoubtedly be of the first interest

to the sanitarian. From all that has been said in the discussion of the immfdiale cause

of the disease, it will at once be evident that the presence of organic matter, either vege-

table or anin)al, is—apart from tliose cases where infection is immediate, i. e., from person

to pereon, as by inhaling the breath—of the greatest possible importam-e. It must not be

forgotten in making this statement that its accuracy has, especiMJiy in accounts of

epidemics in earlier periods of the present century, been l»y many authorities strenuously

opposed ; Vjut, apart from the fact that till within the last twenty years luology can l)e

said to have scarcely had a scientific existence, it only re(|uires one to have some experience

of cases of Diphtlieria, or indeed ot'Jany contagious disease, to understand how extremely

difficult it i.s, and how seldom any thorough investigation of the possible factors condi-

tioning the disease is made The paramount influence of unsanitary cotuHtinii.s upDH
the occurrence and epidemic difFusion of the disease, a.s now held by many Hnglish,

German, French and American physicians is, as stated by Hirsch, well Hummed up by

I^r. Ernest Hart.
" Zymotic desea«e is mostly bred by poverty out of uncleanlincss, and diphtheria

follows a g«'neral law of what may be called the phylogenesis of zymotic poisons in this

res|M'(;t. It takes up it« alxide by preference in the hovels of the poor, where the xtjig-

nant and pent-up air reeks with animal eflluvia -whern human beings and domestic

animals 'pig' together; above all—and this is the centre toward which all s-anitary

precautions should ever tend—where the poisonous cesspool and the untlushed privy pit

taint the air with sulitle eflluvia, that seize their victims Ity the throat and bring death

within their foul touch. The extreme tendency to limiU'd action, whuli marks these

epidemics, and which was fully illustnited in the French epidemics, as it has be«Mi also in

the Euijlish, indicates the presence of clomegtic pnrclisposing cauwH, amongst which wo
rank these obnoxious nuisances as of prime activity." Nothing in a general way can l»o

more true than this statement, but it dmrs not by any means stAte the whole truth : for, as

we have already seen, the disease is much more prevalent from year to year in the

United States and Canada, amongst a population better hoii.sed, Iw-tter fed, and presum-
ably Iw^tter prepared, as a whole, to resist the attacks of fliseose than are the nifijurity of

the inhabitants of (Jreat BritJiin. Where, then, are we to find th«; explanation, if Dr.
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Hart's statements be correct ? Is it in our cliiiiate, is it in the extreme changes of our
seasons 1 It hardly can be said to be either, since its geographical history shows it to be
at times pandemic, and to exist as virulent epidemics in hot climates and in Canada in

the hot summer months ; while further, as the following table shows, other acute diseases

of the respiratory organs are much less prevalent in America than in England.

Deaths from Consumption and Pneumonia in certain Cities for the year ending 1885.

Cities. Population.

Brooklyn

Baltimore

Chicago

Glasgow (includes other acute )

pulmonary diseases) )

665,602

417,220

664,634

5.34,624

Consumption.

Total Deaths.

Death Rate

I per 1,000 of

Population.

1,965

a,270

1,162

1,562

2.95

3.04

1.74

2.9

Pneumonia.

Total Deaths.

Death Rate

per 1,000 of

Population.

1,446

581

736

3,103

2.18

1.39

1.10

5.8

*The unusually high death-rate of Consumption in Baltimore occurs amongst the negro population.

While the teachings of this Table have a most important bearing on the point we are

discussing, I think, however, that the fact that the ordinary contagious diseases are pro-

bably less prevalent in America than in Britain, must cause iis to recognize that climate

and especially certain seasons have some definite influence on the prevalence of Dip-
theiia.

But remembering the fact that, in spite of the high death-rate of young children

amongst the poorer classes, as also of the very large proportion of lung diseases in England
and Wales, the death-rate there has been reduced to le.ss than 20 in the 1,000 of population,

we have no alternative but to conclude that the explanation of the relative immunity
of that country from Diphtheria lies (1) in the more complete organization of local

sanitary authorities, as seen in the matter of notification of disease, and (2) in the much
more thorough systems of town sewerage and house construction which there exist. The
following extract has in the highest degree importance for us ; I quote from the preface

of the report on " The Main Drainage of the Houses of Parliament, Westminster,
London, 1887," by Isaac Shone, C. E., an extract from Professor Huxley's address before

the .Society of Arts, 1881 :
—" Disagreeable and imperfect as the old cesspool system was,

it was attended with very little danger as compared with that which waits upon the

modern water sewage system, if this system is imperfect. If it is perfect, then it is very

perfect ; and, in fact, it is the only possible system in great cities in the present day.

It has, however, this terrible peculiarity, that if it is imperfect, it becomes the most

admirable machinery for distributing the death and disease which may be found in one

locality as widely as possible into others, and into the very houses of the people."

Referring to sewered towns in the United States, unless it be a few of the largest, I

take it as unnecessary of proof that they are similar to Canadian towns and cities, and

speaking from a considerable knowledge of these, I would say that Tyndall's remarks are too

terribly true. Take Toronto, as an example. During last year, some 2,500 houses were

erected, the great proportion being on sewered streets, and, from what I know, every owner
or architect was a law unto himself. Assuming 2,000 houses to have been connected with

sewers, we have as many canals by which sewer air may possibly be conveyed to a popula-

tion approaching 10,000 individuals. Assuming further that the other houses, some 18,000,

containing 90,000 more persons, are connected with sewers, we have a total of 20,000 houses

holfJing possible communication with the terrible unknown. If we admit that five houses in

every hundred have sewer gas entering them through drain and soil pipes, laid by cmy
person, laid ignorantly and cheaply, knowingly and wickedly, inspected by nobody, or by
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nobodies in^spected, we would then have 1,000 houses, and r),000 men, women and children

in them, day in and day out, breathing the products of decomposition ; inhaling death

sometimes slowly, at otiiers as with our children, with the swiftness almost of a thunder-

bolt ; and still we wonder how it is that nearly -' children in every 1,000 of this 100,-

000, or 1 in every 25 of these n,000 men, women and children die of Diphtheria.

Referring, further, to the conditions of our provincial towns and cities, we have, in

addition to those just mentioned, the facts that except in a tew no systems of sewers

exist ; while the public drains, when existing, often connect directly by old and decaying

wooden drains, wholly untrapped, with kitchen sinks and cellars ; and further, in these

places well-water is in common use, and pumped fiom a soil yearly becoming more
polluted with organic matter from yards, stables and privies. That common experience

in Ontario connects Diphtheria with such cases, may be illustrated by the fact that in

answers received from 138 reporters—wherein 1,149 cases and 328 deaths were stated to

have occurred within nine months in 188G,the exciting causes given are:—"Impure water;

wells too near privies; vitiated air from, damp, ill-ventilated cellars and filthy surround-

ings ; houses built on or too near the ground, thus shutting out air from the foundations

;

cellars without any drains, or if present, improperly constructed and trapped : and,

finally, poverty, uncleanliness of the person, and exposure to the inclenieiuy of the

weather."

in the report of an investigation made personally into an epidemic ef Diphtheria in

Smith's Falls three years ago, where 3G sets of cases occurred in as many houses, includ-

ing 91 cases in all and 2-4 deaths, or 26 per cent., I find the following :
—" Making every

allowance for imperfect sources of information, for wrong information and mistaken

inferences, the facts detailed in the appended tables seem to give ample proof of (1) the

contagiousness of the disease, (2) of how its severity is intensified by bad sanitary sur-

roundings and (3) of how in some cases, apparently, the disea-^se originates in unsanitary

conditions apart from direct contagion." In the instance of the family wherein the first

case occurred it is stated that " the condition of the premises is significantly suggestive

of Diphtheria. It is described "not good, a number of tenants have privies on the .same

lot ; they are very close and .i butcher shop is next door, the water is got from a public

pump." Again, "it may be mentioned in connection with the town hall cases, that a

cistern was in part under the rooms into which the caretakers family was crowded. Tlio

night in which the first child died was that on which a dancing assembly was jireaent in

the hall al)Ove. Very shortly afterwards one, and probably two, of the young ladies

attending the ball contracted the disease.' As an interesting example of infeetiousnr'ss

I quote the following :
—" Another centre from which apparently the disea.se spread whs

Percey's tailor-store and shop. The family lived over the store. The di.sease broke out

here. The father went back and forth froju rooms to shop where sewing-girls worked and
to which customers came. One of the Brennans, in whose hou.se occurred six cases and two
deaths, worked in the shop an.l apparently conveyed the disea.se home."

'I'hat the unsanitary factor is a potent one from all that has l>een said, must be evident

to every one, and that it has hitlierto seldom been dis-sociated from the other equal ly

potent fact of infection, is just as plain. From the ff)llowing table, extracted from

the annual report for IBSfi, of I)r. Carson, Medical Health (Officer of St. Louis, we may
fairly draw the conclusion that the latter (/.«., immediate infection) is the more common
way by which the diseasR is disseminated :

—
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Percentage of Death-rate from Diphtheria in each of the Twenty-eight Districts of St.

Louis to tlie total deaths from all causes in each District.

Districts.
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months, namely, the great multiplication of the perils of contnct, while that season

lasts, Ijetween the more or less crowded inmates of the heated rooms, and tlie increased

opportunities thereby offered for the transmission of the disease; and that is a circum-

tance, it is easy to see, which will tell much more amoni; those of the population who are

less well off' than among those at the opposite pole of well-being, and will serve to

explain without dilliculty, in my opinion, the fact so often observed of diphtheria being

prevalent among the proletariat."

Regarding the meteorological conditions which tend to increased prevalence of

the disease it may, in a word, be stated that while undoubtedly there are certain ])eriods

when there seems to exist a special tendency tor sore throat to take on a diphtheritic

"form, yet it must be admitted that no sufficiently extended experiments regarding the

influence of ozone, as an irritant of the mucous membrane, have been made from which
it can definitely be inferred ttiat it is an unvarying element in the question of exciting

causes. In connection with meteorological conditions, the further question of soil damp-
ne.ss in its influence in the causation of the disease is worthy of being discussed here at

some length. As, however, the conditions under which moisture influences the develop-

ment of bacteria were fully discussed in my report on "Malaria in the Valley of the

Grand River," printed in the Report of 1884, as were also the physical conditions which
cause the varied distribution of bacteria from the soil, etc., into the atmosphere, I would
refer those further interested in the subject to j^ruse that article.

5. Measures for Limiting the Spread of the Disease.—From what has been .said

regarding the characteristics of the disease as being those of a true zymotic, of the nature
"i the cause as being due, according to the best evidence, to bacteria, and of the condi-

ions apparently favoring the development and dissemination of the disease, it will not be
lifficult to see that the question of limiting its spread is the same in large measure as that

r'>r contagious diseases in general. Such may especially Vje said as regards limiting the

pread of the disease from person to person where it already exists : but since Diphtheria,
IS well as typhoid, seems to have certain special relations with the putrefaction of all)U-

;iienoid matters, not common to the eruptive zymotics, it would appear that in a very

-p'-cial sense we have to deal with the question of how best to prevent individuals, Itut

I specially children, from being exposed to the malign influences of organic tilth.

In a recent edition of the pamphlet, on " Rules for Checking the Spread of ('ontugious

or Infertious Diseases." issueil by the f'.oard, the.se details have t)een dealt with very fully

from liOth the individual and municipal standpoint. Without entering into the minute
<lelail of the pamphlet, I shall, however, bef<ire referring to some of the rea.sons why
preventive measures are taken, and to some of the more obscure phases of the life-hiHtory

of the micro-organisms of the.se di.sease.s, give the

Reoclations DiiArrKt) nv tub I'ltoviNciAr, Boarh ok Hkaltm n- DrrHTiiRitiA.

{Sulrmittnl for Approval.)

Whercaa it i« d*-Mirable to prevent Diphtheria from b<!Comiiig epidemic in Ontario,—therefon- the I'ro-

vincial Board of Health, subject to the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, enactH the followinjf
rejfiilfttion.s :

—

1. Whenever Diphtheria in pn^Mpnt in any mnni<ipality in Ontario, th<-conneil of every miicIi nitinicipjiiity

iih.ill at once a[>{>oint one or more Hanitary |M>Ii(vni<'ii for the piirinme of nHMi.Htini^ to arrent tin- Mpifinl of the
ditt-aH*', and the Council of any municipxility in Ontario whi-re the I'rovincial Hoard of Hcjilth d<'<'niM the
aiipi.intim-nt of ouf or nu re Hanitary |Miliceuifn neci'^Hary'Hhiiil al^o inak<' HUch api>oiiitmi-iit. If th<' .M<'dica!

H>'!iitti OthciT of th'- ninnicipality, or the l'rovin(Mal lioard of |{i-alth, rf<piire tln> ap|H)intni'iit of any
8p»'c:ifif<i iiinnb«T of xanitary |K)licentiMi, then mich nunilx'r »tha!I Im- npiioint4*d. In ca.te tlie coinieil of a
municipality neglectx or refii(M!.H to make the refpiire*! ap|M>intm<>nt!<, th<' IVovincial U<iard of Health may
4i)>point a.M many Hanitary |M)lioemen for mich m<iiii<-ipality iii it d'-t-uM ni-ci-HH.-iry.

2. Any fli'fatiit on thi- piirt of thf Ilt^thoriti••^ of any inMiiii-ipnlity in taking; irnnii-'l ' '
,

action in carryinf? out th<' rf(juiaf ioim of the I'rovincial Hojird of Health, or of any <if lie- 1

1

Province, or of any Health nylaw in force in th-' nnini<.-ip;dity, nhall ]»• at onc<' ri'|>ort' : il

Health ( (tficer to the .Secretary of the Provincial Hoard, in onliTthat thi- naiil Hoard may tak<'iiu<)i ne-iutitreM

an it deems requisite for placing the oaid mimicipality in a |K>>iition, m* p-gartN itn xanitary arrangeincntM, t<»

«ffrctivelj' combat th'- said difw-ane.

3. The M'-dical H>'alth OHit-'-r of every muni(-i|Mility having receive<l informatirin of a uniiiiecte*! cane of

Diphtheria, shall immediately fn<|iiire into the factfi eitln-r by (-on«ultation with the attending physician or by
his own personal ob8er%ation, or by lK>th.
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If the characteristic sjnnptoms are not sufficiently develoi)ed at the time of investigation, the Medical
Health Officer shall keep the case under his personal observation until the true nature of the disease is dis-
covered.

Until the time arrives when, in the opinion of the Medical Officer, all cause for suspicion or danger is-

past, the suspected case shall be isolated aud otherwise dealt with in the same manner as prescribed for'
Diphtheria.

4. On the occurrence of the first, or any, case of Diphtheria in a municipality, the Medical Health
Officer shall at once remove the person attacked to the isolation hospital, tent, or other jjlace provided under-
section 44 of the Public Health Act, 1884, or cause such j)erson to be otherwise efficiently isolated in tli'-

house where the disease exists and shall take proper measures for placarding houses for the disinfection of
personal clothing and houses, or if necessarj' the destruction of all clothing which may have been exposed to •

the contagion, and for the disinfection and purification of every conveyance, rail-car, steamboat, sailing-
vessel, carriage, or other vehicle, which may have been exposed to the contagion.

r). NVhenever, in the opinion of the Medical Health Officer, it is absolutely necessary for the safety of
thefi)ublic that a case of Diphtheria be isolated in a hospital or hospital tent, he shall be empowered to supply,
at the expense of the municipality, a vehicle for the purpose of carrying said person to the hospital. He
shall also supply nurses and such medical aid and other necessaries as in his judgment are required, and
charge the cost of same to such person or persons as are liable for his support, if able to pay the same, other-
wise to the municipality.

6. He shall further keep under observation all persons who have been exposed to contagion, and shall
secure the rigid observance of the following regulations, in addition to the provisions of the Public Health.
Acts and all other sanitary regulations and enactments :

—
(Vide Public Health Act, 1884-, Sections 46, 49, 52, 59, 60 and 62; also Public Health Acts of 1885 and

1886.)

(1) No householder in whose dwelling there occurs a case of Diphtheria, shall permit any person suffering-
from the disease, or any clothing or other property, to be removed from his house, without the consent of the
Medical Health Officer.

(2) No person sick with Diptheria shall be removed at any time, except by permission and under directioa
of the Medical Health Officer ; nor shall any occupant of any house in which this disease exists, change his
or her residence to any other place without the consent of the Medical Health Officer, who shall prescribe
conditions as set forth in pamphlet No. 15 issued by the Provincial Board of Health, entitled " Kules for
Checking the Spread of Contagious or Infectious Diseases."

(3) Except the attending physician or clergyman, no person affected with Diphtheria, and no person'
haWng access to any person affected with the said disease, shall mingle with the general public until such
sanitary precautions as are set forth in pamphlet No. 15, issued by the Provincial Board of Health, to the
satisfaction of the Medical Health Officer as attested by his certificate, shall have been complied with ; nor
shall any such person expose him or herself in any public place, shop, street, inn or public conveyance, with-
out having first adopted such precautions.

(4) All persons named in the last preceding clause are hereby required to adopt for the disinfection of
utensils, bedding, clothing and other things which have been exposed to infection, such measui'es as are set
forth in pamphlet No. 15, issued by the Provincial Board of Health ; and they are further required to satisfy
the Medical Health Officer that such measures have baen properly carried out.

(5) No person suffering from, or having very recently recovered from Diphtheria, shall expose himself,
nor shall any person expose anyone under his charge who is so suffering, or who has recently recovered from
this disease, in any conveyance without having previously notified the owner or person in charge of such .

conveyance of the fact of his having, oi having recently had, such disease.

(6) The owner or person in charge of any such conveyance must not, after the entry of anj so infected
person into his conveyance, allow any other person to enter it without having sufficiently disinfected it under
the direction of the Medical Health Officer.

(7) No person shall give, lend, transmit, sell or expose any bedding, clothing or other article likely to
• •onvey Diphtheria without having first taken such precautions as are set forth in pamphlet No. 15, issued by
the Provincial Board of Health above cited, for removing all danger of communicating the disease to others.

(8) No person shall let or hire any house or room in a house in which Dii)htheria has recently existed,

without having caused the house and premises used in connection therewith to be disinfected to the satisfac-

tion of the Medical Health Officer ; and for the purposes of this section the keeper of an inn or house forth©
reception of lodgers shall be deemed to let for hire part of a house, to any person admitted as a guest into

such inn or house.
7. In case of the death of any person suffering from Diphtheria, the Medical Health Officer shall at once

upon notification of such death superintend the preparation of the body for interment ; he shall cause it to

be enveloped in a sheet thoroughly saturated with a solution of mercuric chloride in the proportion of one in

five hundred parts (two drachms to the gallon). An outer sheet shall also be applied to prevent evaporation.

As soon as jjossible the body shall be placed in a coffin and surrounded by a quantity of chloride of

lime, and the coffin shall be immediately thereafter closed. It shall be the further duty of the Medical
Health Officer to see that the funeral be strictly private, and that all infected apartments, clothing and other

effects be speedily and thoroughly disinfected ; and that no such apartments be entered or occupied by
members of the family or other persons until they shall have been so disinfected;

8. Penalties for the violation of any of the above regulations ate those contained in Sec. 65, Public
Health Act, 1884 ; and Sub-section 2 of Sec. 15, Public Health Act, 1885.

Assuming that the specific microbes of Diphtheria are bacilli, we naturally ask our-

selves, what are their habits, where do they principally abound, what conditions aid or

retard their development, what is their vitality, what destroys them, etc. ? In order to

answer these and many other questions we may put to ourselves, we have to discuss, as-

far as we know it, the life-history of bacilli in general. These micro-organisms are crypto-

gamic plants, multiplying both by gemmation and by formation of spores. Some bacilli,
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amongst which Looffler places Klebs' ba<;illuj^ diphtheriae, do not form sporfs. On this

quality depends apparently the question of the vitality of any bicillus, since not only do
non-sporing bacilli die much sooner than the spores of other bacilli, but the bacillus itself

without spores is destroyed usually by a temperature of (JO C. (= 140^ F.) maintained for a

few minutes ; while the spores, when not developing—as they do when kept warm and moist

—rcipiire for their destruction a temperature of 103° C. (= 218" F. ), maintained for some
time. Should it be proved by further experiments that Diphtheria is caused by bacilli,

which sometimes do form spores, their vitality and the conditions under which they- are

destroyed will then be better appreciated. Assuming in the next place, that these micro
organisms, like most other Vjacilli, grow in materials other than the blood of man and
certain animals, we can understand that the tilth of rooms, of polluted soil, impure water,

«tc., will most probably keep them alive ; in other words act as more or less perfect culture

media, according to surrounding conditions. On no other ground, unless we admit that

there is more than one species which causes Diphtheria, or that harillus di)jhtherinp has a
life lasting much longer than that ascribed to it by Loetfler, viz. : about three months, can
we account for isolated outbreaks, as in farm-houses, or for the occurrence of the disease

in the same house at periods separated by many months. Should this supposition be true,

then we ask where and in what materials do bacilli most abound ? Every investigator,

Duclaux, Koch, etc., assures us, that ordinary air contains very few microbes as compared
with garden mold and most waters. The.se again vary greatly in the numbers they contain.

Thus Miquel, by long-continued experiment, assures us that country air is much freer than
city air ; that the air oi hospitals, houses, etc., contains infinitely more than even the open air

of cities ; that after winds the atmosphere contains very many more, and then after rain

or snow it contains very many less than at other times; that there are many more in

summer and autumn than in winter and spring. Koch informs us further that

the relative numljers of bactt^ria, and of bacteria to fungi, vary according to the locality of

confined air, and points out that both were very abundant in the air near the cages of

his experimental animals ; he found, too, that even winter outside air contains very many
active spores. The upper layers of soil are especially rich in the spores of bacilli (Koch,

Miquel, etc.) ; and Koch remarks that biicilli are always espfcially present in large

number in the superficial soil around dwelling-houses. These, owing to their forming

spores, are not readily killed by the drying out of the earth, etc. If in air and soil, tht-y

will very naturally be abundantly present in wateT, which is cotitaminatei! by both,

liemembering, then, that spores have an almost unlimited vitality like n)any otlier seeds,

when under conditions unfavourable to their development^ and that their growth means
simply that of the bacillus itself, we very naturally enquire, what seems at one time to

aid and at another to retard their growth ]

This, as regards zymotic di.seases, has ever been a question of great difficulty, which
so far, has l>een very imperfectly answered ; but we may conclude that their free develop-

ment depends :

—

(1) Primarly upon abundance of seedw, of which the converse is of course equally

true,

(2) Sufficient nutriment and of the proper kind.

(3) A prop<-r t*imperature and sutficient moistur.'.

(f) No opposing influences.

Let us now discuss some of the apparently opposing influences. All our prominent
investigators are seeking to det<;rmine tlu-se by unceasing experimentation, and amongst
these influences the following havi; Immmi, more or hrss w«'ll demon.straU-d.

1. Pasteur found that the virus contained in a culture fluid decreased in virulence,

in other words, VM»came attenuated through lapse of time ; sf>oreH resist, however, the

influence of time.

2. By later experiment he found that it was the prewnce of the oxygen of the air,

in contact with a culture whos<' constituents hafi become exhauHte<l, that caused the

attenuation.

'•S. He further fletermined that 8|»ore-producing hacilli,^ do not spon? or »ee<l until

a certain temperature of the culture fluid 45' C (113' V.) is passed.
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4. Virus, attenuated by exposure to oxygen for varying lengths of time, or as further

proved, in cultures of varying degrees of richness, -can be maintained in this state by
further cultures repeated in the same manner, or bypassing it through animals of differing

susceptibilities ; similarly by changing the culture medium, (a solution, or the body of au
animal), the original virulence can gradually be restored. (Such a virus kept for a long

time »t the temperature of an ordinary room, gradually loses its virulence. Vide Pasteur,

Koch).
5. Spores may be developed from bacilli of different degi'ees of virulence, and these

retain " the degree of virulence peculiar to the bacterium from which it emanates."

6. The method by which a virus is introduced into the body greatly alters its effects.

Koch has shown that bacilhis anthracls introduced into the stomach of sheep, produced

no effects, but that bacilli with spores similarly introduced caused death. He concludes

that the natural digestive juices of the stomach destroy the bacillus. (This aids ta

explain the facts of anthrax and foot-and-mouth disease, being readily contracted from

pastures, as soil contains especially the spores, and such bacilli as may be in it ; vide

Pasteur re spread of anthrax, by earth-worms).

7. It has by various investigators, been shown that the attenuation of a virus may
be readily accomplished by its cultivation in a culture, to which antiseptics have been

added {vide Charaberland and Roux re carbolic acid solutions, Klein re mercuric bichloride

solutions, phenylacetic acid, phenylpropionic acid, etc.)

9. An interesting fact, allied to this, is pointed out by Dr. Cash in certain expeii-

ments, viz.: that by the injection of mercuric bichloride into animals, before inoculation

with bacillus anthracis, etc., the disease is modified greatly, being much milder.

10. In a series of interesting experiments by Klein, it has been shown that bacteria

introduced into a culture, become inactive, and sink to the bottom of the fluid, not

from want of nutriment, but in consequence of the production in their development

of substances poisonous to themselves, such as phenylacetic and phenylpropionic acids.

In other words a specific bacterium in a given culture is self-limiting. It. may not be so

however, to every other, as

—

11. It is well established by experiment on beer-wort, etc., that one bacterium, after

another, as the fluid undergoes changes, will take possession of it as the yeast plant,

mycoderma aceti, mycoderma vini, penecillium glaucum (lactic acid ferment) in deeper

parts of thfe solution, utilizing the oxygen of the organic compounds.
12. Intimately associated with this are the facts that the growth of bacteria causes

a loss of the contained oxygen of a solution, and that bacteria developed in cultures in

vacuo become inactive. (Vide J. P. Laws, F. 0. S.)

13. A fact of equally great interest is that which has by experiment been discovered

by Dr. Dupre, by which he shows that periodical differences are shown by waters from

the same source in their capacity for absorbing oxygen, and similarly finds that bacteria

exhibit differences in the relative consumption of oxygen, necessary for their development.

14. But one more point need be added in this connection and it is, that, while exce.ss

of oxygen has not been shown to be inimical to bacteria, except by aiding their excessive

development, thereby sooner exhausting nutriment, still ozone in a most marked manner,

prevents the free development of bacteria, but especially those of the putrefactive pro-

cesses as micrococci. •

While many more points might be selected, showing on what basis, prophylactic

measures are taken for preventing by vaccination diseases, as small-pox, anthrax, etc., and

for limiting the spread of diseases by germicides, as mercuric bichloride, still the reasonaV)le-

ness of cleanliness, by destruction of any organic refuse, thereby lessening bacterial /m/;?//?^?*,

of the necessity for the never ceasing ventilation of sick rooms and infected dwellings by

the oxygen of fre-sh air oxjdizing organic matter and attenuating the virus, as well as the

raison d' Hre, of other ordinary sanitary measures, are so well illustrated by all this

experimental evidence, that it will be apparent that as we enlarge the boundary of exact

knowledge regarding the life history of the limitless number of species of micro-organisms,

we will relatively extend our power to deal practically both through medicine and sanita-

tion, with the limitation of those of a pathogenic nature inimical to man and the u.seful

domestic animals.
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TABLES APPENDED TO REPORT IN DIPHTHERIA.

TABLE I.

Showing Total Deaths from Diphtheria and Croup in 1884 in several principal Towns

and Cities in each of the District Divisions of England and Wales.

DiSTBICT.
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TA.BLE I.—Continued.

District.
Name.

No. III. r ^ ^Brentford .

;a X' J Edmonton
•- m

I
Hendon . .

,

^ ^St. Albans
'^6 ) Hitchin . .

.

;r|^] Watford ..

I

South

Midland -

DiSTBICT.

£P . . Eton

g j5
I

Buckingham
,

• Henley ....

Woodstock

^ I

Banbury

J: c ( Northampton . .

.

"g "S.^ Wellingborough.

^ S ( Peterborough . .

.

c.!i ("Huntingdon
5-5 < St. Ives.

W-o
;
(St. Neots

^ 6 (Bedford .

^J< Ampthill
0) CO I Luton . .

.

n

:c 2 (Cambridge.

.

^"S < Newmarket.
S"^ (Wisbech....

Q

Total

.

No. IV. fix ( West Ham ,

I < Chelmsford
, aq ! Braintree.

.

I
I

Eastern -i

District,

^ ( Sudbury

.

£ \ Ipswich .

.? { Mutford

.

^ ( Norwich
§ ^ Mitford
3 (.Walsingham

Total

.

Population.

58

Diphtheria
AND Croup.

307,298

85,321

67,334

65,968

148,364

55,351

102.629

99,912

932,177

273,057

114,749

140,556

528,362

277

47

21

13

54

19

80

72

161

98

Deaths per
1000 OF

Population.

.90

.31

.19

..36

.34

.72

Average .52

.58

.21

.69

'Average .4'.t

{
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TABLE I.—Continued.

District.

No. V.

Name.

"2 ( Chippenhanj
^ s Devizes
p ( Warminster

.

S -J (Poole.
i" - 'Air ...
ij'S '\ Weymouth
;5 '^ (Bridport. .

.

SOLTH

AVE.-5TERX

DlSTKICT.

5 5J ( Newton Abbot

.

> ^ s Plymouth
^ « t Barnstaple

I
(St..

= < Pen
S (Red
O

St. Anstell
zance

.

ruth.

.

^ 2
(Bath

'Z[B\ BedniinBter

.

s *> (.Kxbridge . .

.

T-.tal.

N... VI. r '

C Cheltenham-g ju
j
oneiiennan

g^ < Gloucester

.

^ * ijJarton Reg^a
O
•a . / Hereford . . .

.

1.2 ) Don
•u^ jKo..« ...

53 V YeominHter .

.

WK.ST

MlI>L.\M)'
-I

DlSTlUCT.

-"£ ( Wellinffton .

£3 \ Brid^enorth
rr"* ( Ludlow

"E ^ (Stoke iiiJon-Trent

lc;5 '^ Wolverhampton.

.

i * I W.-.Mt Brf)mwich .

.

CO

r sj (St<)url)ri(

!:=< KihKH N
;
* { Kiddenn

•^ sj CSt<)url)ridjfr

>rton

.

nninater

^ (ItinninKham
g N Aston
.« I Civcntry

ToUl.

POPLL.\TION.

:^:ii}

Diphtheria
OR Croup.

57,709

68,155

194,545

1.32,729

18C,663

639,801

279,241

77,075

62,764

.372,562

216,679

.'.21.408

1,529,729

Deaths PmR
1000 OF

POPCL-ATION.

43

15

36

18

22 •

66

12

.6

137

.22

.18

.13

.11

Average .2.S

.20

.15

.IM

Avenge .22
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TABLE I.—Continued.

District.

No. VII. r

Name.

-2 ^ I"

Leicester
g.^K Ashby . .

.

'S'a (Barrow .

.

NOETH

Midland {

District,

Uppingham .

Boston

^ • (

c . / .

3 £ j Lincoln

aS
I

Caistor.

^ 6 ( Bassford ....

|-S < Nottingham
':§'«( Newark . . .

.

>= a
C
Derby

"S-s S Chesterfield.

p "3
( Blakewell . .

.

Total

.

No. VIII. r

North-

Western -

District.

No. IX. r

Yorkshire

District.

.b,
I"

Stockport ..

.

"S < >Jantwich. .

.

^ ( Birkenhead

.

O

k !o ( Liverpool . .

.

c^< West Derby
J M

I Rochdale . .

.

Total.

« ^ ("Huddersfield

i -J <^ Halifax.

^5 (Sheffield

so CYork,
~

-< Hull
f^^

I Duffield

"5 s" ( ScarVjorough . . .

.

i'-g •{ .Middlesborough.

^5 ( Whitby

Total

.

Population.
Diphtheria
OR Croup.

181,763

53,505

136,573

319,091

216,206

907,138 I

293,413

719,001

1,012,414

530,488

181,980

156,334

868,802

60

(

Deaths per
1000 OP

Population.

47

12

44

202

20

81

308

78

48

24

.25

.22

.32

.63

.09

Average .30

.27

.42

Average .35

.14

.20

.15

Average .27
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TABLE I.

—

Continued.

District.
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TABLE II.

Mortuary Statistics of Diphtheria in Fifty Cities of the United States, for the year

ending June 1, 1880, included in the XXI. Grand Groups.

(Selectedfrom the Census Report, 1880.)

Grand
Group
No. I.

Grand
Group
No. II.

Grand
Group
No. III.

Grand
Group
No. IV.

Grand
Group
No. V.

Grand
Group
No. VI.

Grand
Group

No. VII.

Cities.

r Boston, Mass.

I

Cambridge,

I
Lawrence,

J
Lowell,

1 Fall River,

I

Lynn,
I
New Haven, Conn

L Providence, R. I .

.

( Baltimore, Md
I

Brooklyn, N. Y
I
New York^City, N. Y.

I
Camden, N. J

1 Jersey City, N. C
I

Newark, N.J
I
Washington, D. C

L Willimington, 111

< Charleston, S. C.

New Orleans, La

I

j Hartford, Conn.

.

I I
Worcester, Mass

^ ^

362, .S39)

39,151 I

52,669
I

59,675 I

48,961 {
38,274
62,882

I

104, 857 J

768,808

332,3131
566,663 I

1,206,299
41,659

I

120,722 f

136,508
147,293

I

42,478 J

2,593,935

M. 362
I

M. 156
F. 379

I

F. 143

741 299

M. 980
F, 1056

I
2036

1,040

M. 644
F. 564

1208

49,984 49,984
M. 22 M.
F. 9 F.

31

216,090
I

216,090

42,0151 I innQftfi
581291 /I

^^'^

j Paterson, N.J
|

51,031 \
|Scranton, Pa I 45,850/

r Buffalo, N. Y ...

I Chicago, 111

I
Cleveland, O....

-i
Detroit, Mich.. .

.

I

Milwaukee, Wis.
I
Rochester, N. Y.

LToledo, O

155,1341
503,185
160,146

I

116,340
i^

115,557
89,366 I

50, 137 J I

62

96,881

M. 31
F. 36

67

37

M. 23
F. .33

56

M. 17 1 M. 14
F. 15

I
F.

32

63

1,189,865

M. 828
F. 834

1,662

22

M. 38
F. 30

68

123

54

-"a
n c
-c a

1.35

3,244 1.25

.74

.56

.53

131 1.35

M. 397
F. 307 2,366 1.98

704

I

(
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TABLE U.— Continued.
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TABLE IJ.—Coiitmued.

Gkoup
No. XXI.

Cities .

(Oakland, Cal

j
San Francisco, Cal

Total
Diphtheria and Croup

2. =*

4,555 )

3,959 j

34,555
233,

268,514

7,790,859
9,330

M.
r.

74

M.
F.

21
20

41

115

52 c

.43

.1 1 13.75
or aver age 1.19

TABLE III.

Mortuary Statistics of Diphtheria taken from Reports of State Boards of Health for

the following States and Years :

—

State. Year.
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TABLE V.

Mortuary Statistics of Diphtheria by Counties in Ontario for the Five Years of 1882,

1883, 1884, 1885, and till June of 1886.

Counties.
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APPENDICES.

THE CHAIRMAN'S ANNUAL ADDRESS.

To the Members of the Provincial Board:

Gentlemen,—Four years last >rarch having elapse.l since the formation by the
Ontario Government of a Provincial Board of Health, it may fairly be considered in order
to make a brief enquiry in the annual address from the Chair into the decree of accom-
plishment of the objects set forth in the Health Act of 1882 as the special work to be
undertaken, and, if not in every particular attained, to briefly advert to the difhculties
the Board has experienced in procuring a full accomplishment. The duties of the Board,
as set forth in section 3, read as follows : "To take cognizance of the interests of health
and life of the people of the province ; to study the vital statistics and make an intelli-
gent and profitable use of the collected records of deaths and of sickness among the
people ; to make sanitary investigations and en<iuires respecting causes of disease
especially of epidemics, causes of mortality, and effects of localities, employment condi-
tions, habits and other circumstances on the health of the people ; to make such
suggestions regarding th^' prevention and introluction of contagious and infectious
di.sea.se as they shall deem mo.st effective and proper, and as will prevent and limit, as
far as po.ssible, the rise and spread of di.sease, and when retjuired, or when they deem it

l>est, advi.se otlicers of the Government and Local Boanls of Health in regard to the public
health, and as to the means to be adopttnl to secure the same, as to location, drainage, WHtt-r
supply, disposal of exf-reta, heating and ventilatif)n of public institutions." Such, then,
were the duties a.ssign.-d us in 1882, varied in some particulars in the Acts of 1884 and
1885, but in all es.sf-nlial.s remaining still our minon d'etre. Under the Act of 1882, the
functions of the Boar<l wnn- eoniined to the issue of sanitary literature, relating to the preven-
tion and spread of contagious diseases, by paniphlets, circulars and the public press, advising
Municipal Councils to establish fx)CHl Boards of Health, investigation into special causes
of epidemic or endemic diseases and of mortality—suggesting to every municipality the
advi.sal»ility of establishing isolation hospitals, for th'e reception of persons suffering from
conbigious disease, .subject to the regulations made by Health Ollicers of \jovn.\ I'.oards

executive power only being given to the Provincial Hoard, on a proclamation to that effect
Issued V)y the Lieut-Governor in Council. The Health Act, then, under which the
Provincial Hoard first commenced its work. wa.s purely permissive ; the extent and nature
of it ha.s b»*n in previous reports fully described, therefore unneces.sary now to Ik)

alluded to. That the administration and satisfactory carryini; out of all the details of pns
ventive medicine on merely advisory powers in serious outbreaks of epidemics is absolut^dy
futile, wa.s hutficiently demonstrated in (he epidemic of Smii||-|.ox last year in the I'rovince
of (,>uelK-c, ami but for the wi-se and prompt action of the Ontario (Jovernment in clotliing

the Medical Inspectors ap[ioint<!d by the Board to guarfl the frontiers of Ontario with
additional executive Powers, our Province, unquestionably, would have suffered
from a very serious visitation of the dirwaHe. In such emergencies the working
of separHyC authorities almost of a necessity involves divided councils and deluy,
when compul.Hory notification, prompitude and vigour of iwtion is imperatively
recjuired for practical sanitation. Arting under the jmwer the Provincial Hoard
was first invested with, and to whieh in a great measure it in Htill confined, it has
been its endeavour by the dilfusion of' sanitary literature, holding of conventions and
ei.tablishing Ivocal I'.oards in almost every iTiunicipality of the province, to secure the
caTving out of the vario\is provisions of the Health Acts of |MH2, ISSt, and supplemen-
tary Act of 1885, and with, we have reast.n for U-lieving, a good mea.sure of success

;

but that much yet remains to l>e accomplisheii in the way of sanitary adininisttation. vie

69
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cannot fail to nchnit. The purity, from disposal of sewage, of water supply in cities, and in

towns and villages, where the ground water-level is within ten or fifteeen leet of surface,

in sandv or gravel soils, with privies in! dangerous proximity, is yet open to question.

Faulty sites of houses, imperfect connection of house-drains, with sewer.s, cheap, therefore

dangerous plumbing, insutticient ventilation of buildings, public and private, still give

occasion for animadversion. In large cities in England and in the United States for

many years, by-laws have been formulated and acted on that in a very great measure

suttioe for securing healthy homes. They have reference to interdicting building on sites

which have been previously used as a place for depositing garbage, or any offensive

material, svhicli may have rendered such site liable to cause buildings erected thereon un-

healthy, until such material shall have been removed to the satisfaction of the corporation

;

the civic authorities providing regulations for the construction of the house drains, cellar,

waste water and closet, connexion with street sewer and precautions against admission

of sewer gas into the dwelling, by proper means against the unsealing of traps ; regis-

tering in the city hall a plan of the plumbing, position of drains and connexion with .stre t

sewer, the same provided with an exterior shaft communicating with outer air above the

eaves-spout, and at a distance from any dormer window. Previous to renting or selling

any new building, notice should be given to the corporation of its completion, and only

after examination and certificate from the city surveyor that every sanitary precaution

enjoined by the city authorities has been complied with, should it be free for habitation.

Recommendations of this kind, for the protection of the public against dangers to health

from faulty construction, have been carried at our board meetings. The passing of the

requisite by-laws for enforcement is vested only in the Local Board. If, therefore, no

measures exist of protection loudly called for, particularly in the class of brick-

veneered houses springing up in every direction, where the plumbing expenses are

limited to a sum utterly inadequate for securing safety, the fault does not rest

with the Provincial Board ; and it is manifest that much remains yet to be

done for the accomplishment of the purpose for which our Board was created.

The question of sanitation should be reviewed as an all-round question, embracing

the entire Dominion. Fevers and infectious diseases are no respecters of persons, the rich

equally with the poor being the victims. Human life should not be weighed ai^ainst

cost. In the report of Royal Sanitary Commission, Dublin, 1879, it is stated that out

of more than one thousand dwelling-houses inspected in Ireland, from noblemen's mans-

sions to six-roomed houses, only twenty could be truthfully certified free from danger to

the health of the residents ; 480 houses so ill-arranged and constructed that foul gases had

free entrance into the dwelling ; 416 drains leaking sewage into basement sub-soil; 397

drains with defective functions ; 238 drains devoid of arrangements for ventilation
;

many soil pipes with unluted joints passing through pantries or larders, polluting milk,

butter, meat, etc.
;

pipe drains broken, or with leaking joints saturating sub-soil with

sewao^e drains under dwellings without sufficient fall ; drains without proper inter-

cepting traps, or without free current of air throughout ;
defective or ill-conslructed

water-closet apparatus. I quote these few out of a list of fifty-one specific insanitary and

dano-erous defects, discovered during sanitary inspection of dwelling-houses, in proof of

of the necessity for city councils in our Province to have in their employ a surveyor or

sanitary inspector of buildings, on whose certificate of completeness the purchaser or

tenant may enter into residence without fear of consequences. Unfortunately the public

are not easily convinced of the necessity of all these precautions, when money has to be

spent in order to avoid them, and are apt to view persons dilating on them as busy-bodies

and alarmists : but as the members of the Provincial Board are medical practitioners, and

the treatment of cases of typhoid, diphtheria and other preventible diseases, which, to a great

extent, by the precautions they enjoin, might be avoided, and by the neglect of them cause

a large addition to their incomes, they must have at least the credit accorded of firm

belief in the opinions they express, as also of disinterestedness. The prime movers in

the cause of preventive medicine are to be found in the medical profession, prominent among

them. Dr. B. W. Richardson, Sir James Paget, and a host of others on the continent of

Europe, Great Britain and America. To their labours and the most important co-operation

of eminent sanitary engineers, the measure of success accomplished is to be attributed.
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It has been shown \>y ^Ir. Edwin Chadwick, the father of modern sanitary science,

that within the last twenty years there has been a great reduction of sickness on the

entire population. In the army and navy the saving is from seventeen in each 1,000 to

eight and a-half ; in India from sixty-nine per 1.000 to twenty. This diminished death-

rate has been from all ranks of life, from the Queen's household to the inhabitants of the

poorest tenement. It is needless to remark that ^^^th a dimini.shed sickness and death-rate,

there is involved immense money-saving. .Sir Robert Rawlinson, in an inaugural addre.ss

at the congress at Dublin, 1884, of the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, in speaking
of the reduction of disease by sanitary work and regulations says :

" In looking over the

advances made in sanitary science it must never be forgotten that to unilertake and per-

fect good works is one thing, but that to maintain them good is the main thing. It must
be remembered that sewers, drains and waterworks are only means to an end ; they are

only good so long as they are sound, clean, and cared for. Again, the most complete
works of sewering and water supply may leave untouched the slums, lodging houses and
room tenements, and these places may remain nests of contagious disense. out of which
will continue to stalk the grim forms of typhoid, smallpox, diphtheria and cholera. There
are towns in Emiland where sewers and drains have been formed and a good water
.supply established, but whose .scavenging and house inspection and cleansing, have been
shamefully neglected. The first should be done, the latter not left undone." These remarks
of Sir Robert Rawlinson sufficiently indicate the nece.ssity for every Local Hoard having
a staff of inspectors, proportionate to the population of the city or town, engaged in the
work of rejtorting to the council every departure from sanitary recjuirements. The
aV>undant water supply in Toronto and other cities of this Province, has naturally induced
house owners and builders to add verv largely to the number of water-closets; it is, there-

fore, a matter of supreme, importance that the Local Boards of Health should vigilantly

attend to the .system of connection of the house drains with the sewers, otherwise the

result of attempted removal of excreta must lead to sewage saturation of basement sub-soil,

and mortality from typhoid and other preventible diseases result therefroni. It is too much
the custom to attribute such results to the /nnf/hisancf of the plumber : that such charges

are occasionally well-founded does not admit of disimte, liut in ju.stice it must be n-meni-

l>en'd that there are many firms in this and other cities of our Province who hon^stlv pe'--

form their work, and who would indiirnantly refuse the great responsil>ilitv attaching to it,

when the maximum sum nanud would be utterly inadetjuate for securing safetv. The fnct,

however, remains that numerous instances have occurred of sickness anddeath rfsultini: from
wilful or careless f)erformance of thi.-< vitally important work, and the neccsssity for legis-

lation on this subject was apparent to this Board for the protection alike of the hone.st

tradesman and general public. In conjunction witli a ( 'ommitt^e of tlie Sanitary Associ-

ation of this city, composed of sanitary engineers, architects, builders and plumbers, the

memV»ers of the Provincial Board pri'j»ared a draft of a bill of "rules and regulations to l>e

observed in the construction of housis and buildings, and of the drains, soil pi|>«'s. and
lilumbini; of the said hou.ses, or other liuildings within tlw munici|iality - HMjuiring a

registration of plumbers ; examinations for inspi-ctors of j)lumbing by a board nnmijiatrd

by the local officer of health, but sul«mitl» d for approval to the I'rovincial Board ;

clau.ses in the au)endnient to Public Health Act having reference to the filini; of a plan in

the otiice of the medical health officer, showing the whole drainage system, from its c(m-

nection with the common sewer rr ce.sspool to its U-rmination inth«' houHe, together with

a siH^cifiiation. and siz'-s of all branches, traps, ventilating pi| es and fixtures; no cast-

iron pi|»<' of four inches internal diameter to weigh Ics.h than fortv jv»iin«is per length i>f five

fe t.and no cast iron pipe of two inches internal diameter, to weigh I<'k.s than twenty pounds
per length of five feet; regulations also for weight of lend ]>ip«'s: Also t^ be read in <'onnec-

tion with section 1<». Schedule A, Public Health .Act Kc'gulations, for sites of houses on

made soil ; each house or building having a separate sftil-pijw nml drain passint,' through

and out of it ; protest against use of pan closet, method of making connexion between

lead and iron pipes, in eorinectifui with sections 4, .'), 6, 7, .'Schedule A, Health Act.

1884, grantinff power, under instruction of medical henlth officer, to inspectors to visit

cow byres, dairies, etc.
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The provisions of this Bill, if they had met with the approval of the Assembly, would

have proved the means of a rapid advance in sanitation, but it would appear that in their

juilgment the people were not prepared for compulsory enactments, even on matters

directly concerned with life and health, and the only result of this att<mipt at further sani-

tary legislation was an addition to the Consolidated Municipal Act, providing that councils

of any. city or town may pass by-laws for licensing and regulating plumbers.

The experience derived from the recent severe and long-continued epidemic of smallpox

in the Province of Quebec, so unmistakably pointed out that vaccination and re-vaccma-

tion must be always and immediately available free of charge, not only to patients on

first seizure, but to all persons liable to be affected from residing in the locality where

this disease had broken out, and for securing the arrest of this loathsome disease, prompt

isolation being also had regard to, that at the request of the Provincial Board Dr. Bryce

undertook the task of preparing an Act to amend the existing Vaccination Act, having

special reference to insuring the vaccination of all school children. The details of thi.s

Amendment Act submitted to the legislature, will be given in the report of ihe Committee

on Legislation ; it is needless, therefore, for me to make any further remarks beyond

regretting that this also was left to the discretion of municipal councils.

Dr. Buchanan, the President of the Local Government Board of England, has, if I

am correctly informed, admitted that the actual working under separate authorities

necessitated the delay of a week before three cases of smallpox could be securely isolated,

even when those cases occurred at the " Home " of the Princess. Louise. Dr. Cameron,

a member of the House, essayed for Preventive Medicine to be enforced under existing

Acts with vigour and without attendant delay. He pointed out that in Glasgow, where

it is not claimed that all the arrangements and details are carried out in perfection, the

annual death rates from Smallpox have been reduced to nine per million, while in London
they amount to no less than 226 per million. It was shown, before the unity of sanitary

action was enforced in Glasgow, that the death rate from Smallpox waS even higher than it

was in the Metropolis ; and statistics, the accuracy of which is not impugned, were given,

which proved that just as practical sanitation for the prevention of Smallpox was more
and more strictly enforced, so was the death-rate Irom that disease reduced, until the very

results now recorded were attained. As I remarked at the commencement of this report,

the work assigned us by the Ontario Government is yet incomplete ; there is undoubted

evidence of a greater amount of interest taken in the causes and prevention of disease,

and if members of the House of Assembly would only take out of the range of politics

measures called for by sanitarians to be judged only upon their merits, and if Municipal

Councils would entertain less alarm on questions of cost, far more advanced legislation

than is now existing would strengthen the hands of Provincial and Local Boards of

Health, and the judicious expenditure of money by local authorities would bear fruit.

Dr. Alfred Carpenter, at the 7th Congress of the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, held

at Dublin, 1884, read a paper on " Education in Sanitary work," from which I extract

the following passage :
" The working-men in Dublin are a power ; here they can elect a

majoritv of the representatives of the Council. Do they know what is meant by a death-

rate ? The town I reside in (Croydon) used to have a death rate of 26 in 1,000 ; it is now
16. That is, the lives. of 10 persons out of every 1,000 are preserved to their relatives,

who would, but for sanitary expenditure by the local authorities, and by private persons,

be numbered with the majority every year. Let us suppose that the death-rate of Dublin

were reduced from 28 to 16, it would mean that the funerals in the course of the year

would be diminished by more than 3,000, a serious matter for the undertakers, still a

trifle worth preventing. But it would also mean much more than this : for every death

there are twenty cases of sickness, and if there are 3,000 fewer deaths, there would also

be 60.000 fewer cases of sickness among the people every year. Let me ask meml)ers of

benefit societies whether they can realize this fact ; whether they can understand that for

every death prevented, there are twenty cases of sickness also prevented. Let us suppose

that 20,000 of the working-men belong to benefit societies. They have to pay in weekly

or monthly payments sufficient to provide for a sick fund, the greater the sickness the more

they have to provide for it. If sickness is permanently reduced, they will be able»to

permanently reduce their payments on this account." Dr. Carpenter, in this, his address,
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dilates at groat length on the varied benefits to be acquired by the enforcement of sanitary

laws by municipal government ; but the reasonable limit of an annual address from the Chair
must preclude further extracts. I will, therefore, only briefly allude, in conclusion, to

action taken some weeks back, at a special meeting of the Board called for the purpo.se

of expressinc an opinion on the present site of the cattle market in this city. Tlie loca-

tion in question, for a number of years past was not open to serious objection, as there

was only a comparatively sparse population surrounding it; but of late years the growth of

the city has principally tended westward, large manufactories have been established,

around which very numerous new streets are to be found, the houses therein occupied by
the artisans employed. From the employers and the employed, the Board have received

numerously signed petitions requesting the Provincial Board to express an opinion on
the proposed outlay of a large sum of money on the present cattle ma- ket, which they
object to as depreciating the value of surrounding property at the present, and which,
with the enlarged accommodations suggested for cattle, pigs and sheep, might prove a
.serious nuisance. Acting under section 3 of the Act for 1882, at this sjjecial meeting,

our Board reque.sted Dr. Bryce to communicate to the city council the opinions enter-

tained by the Provincial Board on this question. The views, as set forth in his letter,

will ho submitted at this quarterly meeting for further discussion. There can, I appre-

hend, be no difference of opinion entertained by any member of th(^ Board that the

as.sumption, on which action was taken at this special meeting, of a very great increase

in the cattle trade, conserjuent on the railway connections of this city with the Canada
Pacific, was not a cjroundless one,—if so, it is certainly ilesirable that a cattle market, in

a city whose rapid increase within the last five years warrants tlie belief that before

very long its population may be stated at 200,000, should be placed in such a locality

that would combine with ease of access, freedom from danger to the health of the inhabit-

ants, and al.so favrfurable for the establishment of an abattoir which, V)efore many years

have elapsed, will have becoii.e a nece.ssity. The City Medical Health Officer recently

reported that the total number of butcher shops in the city was 143, of which 10.'), at the

time of inspection, were found to be in a sati.sfactory condition. No mention was made
as to whether on any occasion did slaughtering take place on the premises, f )f slaughtering-

houses, the report records 2"), only five of which were reported as in a sjitisfactory sani-

tary condition. Th.^ By-Law re(juires that these premises should not be less than 2n0

yards from any dwelling, and not less than 70 yards from any public street. They were
found to be from six to 300 yards from dwellings. In a conversation, recently, with Dr.

Cannitr, I learned that the blood found its way into the drains, wus thrown on the ground,

or leaked throui,'h thf; floors into the soil beneath. We may, perhaps without injustice,

assume that only in warm weather ar ; deodorants, and still less fre<|uently, if ever,

germicides employed ; if the soil on which these slaughterhouses are placed happens to

be porous, and in a thickly populatt-d district, retaining this form of organic mntt« r,

which rapidly decomposes and emits ollensiv*' emanations, they would at all times be

dangerous; V»ut more particularly so when the ground water is rising, and driving upwards
the ga.seH contivined in the interstices of it« material. The almost general disuse of tlio

wells, so wisely insisted on by the I/)cal Board of Health, would probably cause a more
exchange f)f danger, the balance of noxiousness, however, alt)K)U<;h less a|)pRrent to the

senses, is in favour of tlie dear, c«»ld, sparkling, but nevertln'less rightly condeinned. well-

water. Many other arguments, aside from the pollution of our sewers and soil from
blood, might )»e adduced. Time will permit only of a brief allusion to one industry inci-

dent to an al>attoir. I rpiote from a paper by Sir. W. (J. Strj'per, C. K.,- entitled a new
process for treating and diyiiig blood, so as to tit it for use as a manure without iiuiKAiieo.

The lapid mann«T in which the l)lofxl of animals decomposes, exhaling emanations dan-

gerous to health, has presented considerable di(li:Milty in preparing it for use. Bloo<l con-

tains about 7') to XO per cent, of moisture, which has to be cvivpornted in order to pre-

pare it in a eonvenii-nt fortn for agricultural or other purpoHi's. But tie oj)eration of

dryinj, as usually performed, ten<lH to aggravatft the nuisance by the increased emission

%f noxious v.ipours. It has l>ren generally known that the ordinary hydrated sulphate

of alumina has the property of abating the nuisance arising from the <lecompoHition of
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bloofi, but the quantity necessary to Jo so is considerable, as it is almost impossible to

thoroughly mix the dry sulphate with the blood so as to secure deodorization. Hydrated
sulphate of alumina, however, as now manufactured, is very soluble in water especially

in hot water, and I found that if the sulphate were previously dissolved in water all the

dithculty would be overcome, as the solution so obtained could be added to the blood so

as to be intimately incorporated with every particle of it. I found that so small a pro-

portion of the hydrated sulphate of alumina, as the one-tiftieth or sixtieth part, when
added in the form of a solution, was quite sufficient to entirely destroy the offensive

odour, and the resulting mixture of blood and sulphate of ammonia could be afterwards

dried for manure. This process is now successfully carried on at the Dul)linand Wicklow
Manure C)o., as also on a very large scale at the Salnderos, or slaughtering establishment,

at Monte Video, in the state of Uraguay. This manure, of the highest value for agricul-

tural purposes, is sold at from six to seven pounds sterling per ton." Apologizing for

having, you may consider, too long detained you from the work each quarterly meeting
brings with it, I conclude with the hope that our labours, and the labours of Local Boards
will conduce to the general acceptance of the Roman saying, ^^Salus populi, suprema lex";

that at elections, whether for seats in Municipal councils or the Legislature, the electors

will enquire of the candidates whether they will work for a proper supply of pure water,

for the proper guarding against the erection of houses that from faulty plumbing may
be viewed as death traps, for the proper care that waste and refuse matter be removed
from our midst before it has time to be the occasion of sickness, that our bays, rivers and
streams shall no longer be great sewers, and that the atmosphere of public buildings,

dwellings, and school-houses, should not contain more than O.G, or at the outside 0.8, of

carbonic acid per 1,000 parts, by due regard being had to proper ventilation.

HEALTH NOTES OF A RECENT TRIP IN OREAT BRITAIN.-

BY THE CHAIRMAN.

To the Members of the Provincial Board oi Health:

Gentlemen,—You are aware that letters received by our Board early in the spring

led us to entertain the hope that we should have added to the meeting of the A. P. H. A.
this month, in Toronto, a good representation of members of the Sanitary Institute of

Great Britain, as also of the Association of Medical Officers of Health and other kindred

as.sociations in the (jld Country, and thus the said association would have attained a greater

International character.

I am sorry to have to record that with the exception of the very able and well-known

officer of health of the city of Glasgow, Dr. Russell, no sanitary representative from Great

Britain was present at our convention. Had the period fixed for it been earlier in the

year, I think a different result would have been attained, V)ut it appeared very evident

that a return passage late in October or November, was not devoid of terror to many who
had exjierienced the sea sickness incidental to the short i)assage from Dover to Calais or

froui Liverpool to Dublin.

A short description of an institution in London for rapid and secure conveyance

of infected sick to a line of hospital ships in the river Thames, near Purfleet, will,

I think, be of interest to the members of our Boards, inasmuch as our great rivers

niight .similarly Vje utilized, as locations for isolation ho.spitals. such locations conveying

less terror of infection to the public mind than land sites. The particulars I gathered
during a visit of inspection, made in company with a large number of English officers
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of health and colonial representatives, to the river ambulance stations, situated at

south wh:»rt', Rotheshithe, north wharf, Black wall, and west wharf, Fulhani. From

these wharves sufierers from smallpox are conveyed to the hospital ships at Long

Reach, Purtieet. Every ambulance station contains coach-house, stables, kitcht-n, dor-

mitories, disinfecting rooms and other oftices adapted to the wants of the resident statf.

At these several wharves, completely isolated, are always on hand a numl)er of admir-

ably eijuipped ambulances for difft;rent varieties of infectious diseases ;
within tifty

seconds of receipt of a telephone message to the nearest wharf of a case of infections

disease for removal to hospital ships, an ambulance is dispatched to the numl)er of

street or hospital in which the patient is to be found, with a nurse seated in the

far corner provided with every requisite for comfort of patient in trtDtsiiu, ambulance

stretcher on rollers, thus admitting on arrival at the house of rapid removal and of con-

veyance to the chamber of patient, who, placed in the vehicle, is quickly conveyed to the

wharf nearest to residence. The three ambulance steamers, R"d Croa.t, Ma/fesft Cro-^s

and Albert Victor are employed for conveying the .sick to the hospital ships at Long
Reach, Purfleet. 'Yhi'Red Cross is 105 feet in length, with a beam of sixteen feet six

inches, drawing four feet six inches; can carry sixteen patients lying down and 150 sit-

ting-speed, ten knots. Maltese Cross, on which we took passage, is i32 feet long and

sixteen feet six inches ]>road, depth, seven feet six inches ; can carry thirty-six patients

lying down and 200 sitting-speed, ten knots; Albert Victiyr, nearly the .same dimensions

as Maltese Cross. The patients who are too weak to walk are lifted in the stretcher

trom ambulance waggon and carried direct on board, to either the forward or stem hospi-

tal on board steamer; a doctor and nurse can he found in each to accompany the patients

on pa.ssa'4e down river until arrival at Purtieet, where in line are to lie found the three

hospital ships. Atlas, Endyininn, and Castitlia, mooreil in line one behind (inotiier in the

order named, '''he Atlas is a large thne decker man-of-war, purchase<l from tiie (Jovern-

ment, we were informed, for little more than the value of timber, •JS4 feet long, fifty feet

l)n)ad. A large hatchway twenty-four feet by eleven feet six inches has been cut thro\i<,'h

the upper and lower decks iu the centre of the ship, and forms a most edicicnt ventilating

shaft f(jr the egress of the impure air from the wards, while the fresh air is introduod

through a long series of windoww, replacing the ports. Patients distributed in these long

wards, accommodating in all 150, but on emergency 200, could be treated on board. The

(Jastalia is a twin ship, bound together like Siamese twins, built at the sime time as the

/Jour/r <»<C'a/'^«/'», with the expectation that se;i sickness would be avoided, but. proving

unsuccessful as a channt4 boat was bought by the .Metropolitan Asylum Hoard. On the

upper deck five detached huts or hospitals an; to l)e found, the two end on«s tifty b-et by

twent,y-eii,dit feet, the remaining three iifty-four feet by. twenty feet ;
lower deck of ship

divided l)y iron l)ulkh(ads into tiv(> wards, two end ones semi-circniar, with a radius of

thirty feet, the remaining three rectangular, sixty feet by thirty fer't. the windows ho

placed that cross ventilation is secured. The ventilation on the lower deck is furtle^r

secured by two large apertures made in the roof of eacli hut, funnels carried up sur-

mounted by large Boyle's exhaust cowls. The.se draw up the vitiated air, while the fresh

air is introiluced by means of apertures 'near the floor, fittel with a series of hot water

pipes, around which are revolving fins, thuB warmin<; it before entering the ward. Kii-

ilifinion is a steam frigate, lent l»y the Admiralty, 277 feet long by forty-two feet broad,

moored })etween tlm Atlas and C'astalin, cnnne(;ted with each of (hise siiips fr>re and aft

bv covered gangways. This vessel is used as an aiiministrative ship, on which the staff,

nurseg and employes live when off duty, and here tlm cooking and other administration

work is carried on. Warmini,' of all three hIujis is effected ).y hot water pipes.

On the rpiarantine grounds, neiir which the ships are moored, are situated lavatories,

amuseujent room for nurses, and hath-rooms, said iiurseH allowed oidy at long intervals to

leavir the qmirantine gu)und on a visit to relations itnd friends. Before doing so they

have to go through the following ordeal: Entering the first of a series f)f three rooms

they there remove every article of clothing, and enter /mris valnralifmti into the

second or bath room ; in the batli with flesh brushes and oarholic soap, they are enjoined

^ot only to remove poHsibie infectiouH genns from tlie surface of the body, but to
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thoroughly wash the hair; this accomplished they enter the tliird room, where a complete

set of clothes is to be found free from all suspicion of infection. Thus dressed they pass

through a passage—hasing no communication with other nurses— to the shore, where the

boat is awaiting them for conveyance to the nearest railway point for London.

On the large space of quarantine ground is to be found, in addition to the buildings

for nurses, large buildings for heating by steam, and lighting by electric light the three

t^hips described ; also mortuary, post mortem examination and other buildings. In addi-

tion to these provisions for reception of infectious disease cases, with the sanction of the

Commissioner of the Local Government Board, another very large hospital at Darenth, on

the opposite side of the river, was contemplated by the Metropolitan Asylum Board at a

coht of forty thousand pounds, but the new Commissioner under Lord Salisbury's govern-

ment has negatived for the present the proposal as too costly and unnecessary. .Since

1884, when patients were for the first time taken by the steamer Rud Cross to the hospi-

tal ship, and since that time by the Madus, Albert Victor attached on service, to the close

of 1885, no fewer than 11,600 patients were removed to Long Reach, the mooring ground

of said ships, and 10,076 recovered patients were brought back to the London wharves.

During the years 1884-5 there were 32,195 removals of fever and smallpox patients

effected by the ambulances attached to those stations. The greatest number of patients

conveyed down the river in one day was 104 by the Red Cross.

On the day I, in common with other colonial representatives and some forty English

Medical Health Officers, was invited to make the inspection T have very briefly detailed,

arrangements were made to entertain us right royally, dinner speeches following.

Among several medical confreres from different States of the Union, passengers with

nie on board the ship Egypt of the National Line on returning home, I had the great

pleasure of forming the friendship of Dr. Shakespeare, one of the Professors of the Penn-

sylvania University, who had been absent from Philadelphia a year on a mission from

the National Government for investigation into the etiology of cholera as it appeared in

Spain, Italy, and India, and in frequent conversations during our voyage, Dr.JShakespeare

most kindly communicated to me the material for a few nofes hastily taken at the time,

giving me permission to communicate the same to the members of the A. P. H. A., con-

vened this year in the city of Toronto.
;

In the first place, I learnt from him that cholera had not prevailed in districts where
it was most expected in Spain to the extent it was deemed probable; on the other Tiand,

in Italy, where it was considered likely there would be freedom from it, it prevailed, but

not to such an extent as newspaper reports gave reason for crediting. For example,

since March there have been no cases in Spain, while in Italy it has continued to the

present time. In every case of cholera under Dr. Shakespeare's notice, the bacillus sup-

posed to be causative was present in the dejecta, but in his opinion it has yet to be deter-

mined- whether the bacillus is unquestionably to be viewed as causative or only concomi-

tant. The universal presence of this bacillus, and its absence in all other diseases is abso-

lute in Cholera Asiatica. The absence of it would indicate the approximate symptoms as

belonging to Cholera Nostras, not Asiatic. The detection in the dejecta of this specific

Vjacillus, comma Vjacillus of Koch, is sufficient in his opinion to unquestionably determine

the nature of the disease, and on that discovery immediate action should be taken against

the spread of it. Dr. Klein's opinion to the contrary notwithstanding.

Dr. lioy considered this comma bacillus a concomitant—viewed it as a vegetable

organism, failed to find them in the cases under his notice in Italy, but found them in

the cases in Spain. Dr. D. Douglas Cunningham accepts Dr. Koch's views that the com-

ma bacillus is always to be found in Asiatic Cholera, and not to be found in health or

other diseases, but hesitates to admit that it is the cause of cholera, notwithstanding they

are always present, and that they prove equal to killing guinea pigs, exhibiting all the

symptoms of Cholera Asiatica, only .sometimes without the presence of diari-hoea. Dr.

Shakespeare also informed me that he considered Dr. Brouardel's wholesale condemnation
of Dr. Ferran's claimed efficacy of his attenuations in preventing the disease, of his

strictures on Dr. Ferran's imperfect methods and laboratory appliances, as also

of his arrival at the conclusion that he was endeavourinsr to obtain from hi^
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government a large reward for. his work, somewhat precipitate. He stated tliat lie

had visited his laboratory, and that although it was true that it wanted the

appliances to be found elsewhere on the continent, in Great Britain and in America,
and that it was neither large nor scrupulously clean, yet, notwithstanding, on his visit and
examination of his jjrocesses for separating the particular germ from all others, and tor care

in mounting and staining, he found nothing to object to. Dr. Shakespeare considers that

l)r. Ferran's conversation with lirouardel on the subject of money was in some measure
misapprehended by that gentleman thut Dr. Ferran was poor and in the talk of money
grant, reference was had more to increased means for prosecuting his researches. With
regard to Dr. J. M. Cunningham's ex-cntliedra opinions of the non-contagiousness of

cholera, Dr. Shakespeare inclines to the belief, from what he heard while resident in

India, that Dr. Cunningham's opinions have undergone a change, although as yet no direct

avowal of the same has appeared.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

CHAS. W. COVERNTON, M. D.,

Chairman Ontario Board of Health.

REPORT RE INSPECTION OF DR. STEWART'S VACCINE FARM,
PALMERSTON.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial /ioard of IleaWi :

According to instructions received from the Minister of the Department, through
the Chairman of the Board, I proceeded on the 12th May, via Mount Forest, to Palincr-

ston, to visit the Vaccine Farm, in company with Dr. Yeomans.
We found that the stables, which belong to Dr. Clark's l)rewery, not now used for

lirewery cattle, have been utilized by Dr. Stewart, and that as regards cleanliness, venti-

lation and space, they would appear to fulfil, in a marked degree, the conditions of clean-

line.ss nece8.sary to the success of such a farm.

Dr. Stewart had, at the time of our visit, but one calf vaccinated, and this one had
only a few incisions on the posterior parts of both thighs, just enough to supply new
lymph for a few points, and to propagate fresh seed. The animal was a grade !)urluim

heifer of six or eight months old, and had every appearance of being in good health.

Dr. Stewart has, convenient to the stalls, a room in which the; animal may be vac-

cinated and a frame on which the calf is placed when the lymph is to be taken. He pro-

poses a rriore convenient table, on which the animal may be more readily phu-ed.

Dr. Stewart tinda that the vaccine vesicle matures witliin five or six days from the date of

inoculation, and that the lymph, to be obtained i;lear and in amount, must be taken on
usually the .")th day. Tlii.s Ih, I find, the date, with the exception of Brus-sels, Belgium,
where it is taken on the 0th flay, on whiih the lymph is taken either for direct inoculation

of aiiothi-r calf, or for storing, as given liy Mr. Shirley F. .Murphy, of the National \'accino

Establishment of (ireat Britain, for .s(!ven places, including Ivondon, which he visited,

i. »}., Rotterdam, Utrecht, Haguf, Amsterdam, Harlem, llrussels, London.
From the length of time in whii;h bovin<! and armto-arm vaccine takes to mature,

I had supposed tliat the bovin*; usually took seven or eight days to mature. I have not
any positive evidence as to the time of maturatjon of the vesicle in IJnittxl States

cstaljlishments.

Vegetable ivory points are used by Dr. Stewart. When taken, he stands them i)aHe

downwards in a groove in a stick padded with chamois ; when thus treated, they are

%
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taken to the office, allowed to stand there at the ordinary temperature of the room, and

afterwards placed away in glass-stoppered jars, in a room i^ept cool by ice. When ordered

they are packed in gutta percha film, and so sent away.

Such, as far as I was able to learn, are the chief points in Dr. Stewart's work, and

with some variations, are those practised by most of the establishments supplying vaccine

on this continent. Minutias and details of work of |)rivate farms, in a greater deeiee

than here stated, seem difficult to get, i. e., if they differ from the above ; while from the

successive references to the National Bovine Vaccine Establishments of Great Britain

and the continent, published in the blue-books, but little can be learned, since it would

seem that in London, etc., the calf-inoculations are principally used to renew, from time

to time, lymph which may have been too frequently humanized, by this means tending to

maintain the arm-to-arm vaccination in a state approaching true bovine vaccination.

Thus the total amount sent out from the Animal Vaccine Station of the Local Gov-

ernment Board in 1883 and 1884, was :

1883. " 1884.

Charged Ivory Points 9,249 13,139

Tubes (capillary) . 2,151 114

Number of applications to Establishment for

Vaccine 1,666 1,770

As at the most the number of points, per application for vaccine, did not exceed ten,

it is plain that the experience in bovine lymph of general practitioners in England is very

small ; wljile from the fact that two calves are inoculated weekly in the National Estab-

lishment in London, it is quite evident that an order tor ten could, at any time, be at

once tilled, with almost perfectly fresh lymph, and by ready and rapid transit, and the

systematic work done under the public Vaccination Act, can be in the small amounts
ordered, always used when nearly fresh. Dr. Cory has stated that with perfectly fresh

bovine lymph, 990 primary vaccinations in 1,000 have been successful. Again, with

perfectly fresh lymph, human or animal, 99 per cent, of primaries have been successful

at the various National Vaccine Stations. This rate is never obtained when stored lymph
has been used. It is stated in the Report of the British Army Medical Department, 1882,

that of 641 attempts at vaccination of recruits never before vaccinated that 166, or 26 per-

cent., failed altogether, and another 219, or 34 per cent., had modified vaccine pustules only.

Thus 40 per cent, only of primary vaccinations were thoroughly successful with stored

lymph. Returns already presented to the Board have shown how varying have been,

results in Ontario ; but they, even though much vaccination was done in fairly cool

autumn weather, and with an unusual demand, owing to the Montreal epidemic, make it

abundantly plain that present plans, as practised on this continent or elsewhere, of both

storing lymph and transmitting it, are crude and unsatisfactory.

These remarks have been introduced here in order that our position as a Board in

regard to the Ontario Vaccine Farm may be made perfectly clear. The case which we
have to deal with is not that of the London Establishment, where their chief care is to see

to the keeping calves for a week or two and dieting them properly, before inoculation, to

be sure they have no foot-and-mouth disease, and to keep, with absolutely fresh lymph,

the supply of humanized vaccine lymph strong and pure ; but our case is how, presuming-

that stables are good and animals healthy, we shall be able to see maintained in tlie Pro-

vince an establishment so conducted, that presuming an animal having been inoculated,

the lymph shall be taken at the proper date, in the proper manner, in the proper amount,

and so dealt with when perfectly fresh that it can be forwarded to the vaccinator, either

public or the private practitioner, in ^ state nearest that when just taken from the vesicle.

Further than this we cannot go, except that we can teach, in season and out of season,

that given all these desiderata, the lymph may be rendered speedily inert by the ignor-

ance, neglect or carelessness of the vaccinator—not to mention heating in transit, etc.
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A grant has been practically placed in our hands by the Government, with the order
that we sIimU see that it be not spent unless we can assure them that it is being devoted

to ihe d"velopment of an establishment supplying in everyway vaccine, not cheaper in

price, but superior in results to that already in our market.

To us the question simply is—can it be done, and if so, how ? I have, T think, both

by statistics and facts regarding fresh bovine virus, shown how crude and unsatisfactory

present supplies, b''«th in Britain and United States, are, and at present I think we may
conclude that Dr. Stewart's Farm is neither better nor worse, except in so far as our
Canadian climate may be better, and worse because as yet his experience is limited.

To answer the question I have put for ourselves, I would in the first place say that,

given clean, airy stables, and healthy calves, given a careful watching the temperature
of the animal vaccinated, the maturation of the vesicle, etc., we are to look to the biologist

for the secret of success in the future treatment of the vaccine virus. Our object must be to

maintain the lymph so that vaccinations will approach 99 per cent, of successes in primaries,

and this must be by preventing organic change or putrefaction iu the lymph. Referring to

B Ttuio, Spirilhtiii, and other agents of putrefaction, Sternberg sums up his remarks by
<luoting Duclaux, who says, " without them organic matter, even exposed to the air,

would not be destroyed, or would be transformed with extreme slowness, in consequence
of a slow combustion produced by oxygen. With them on the contrary, its destruction

takes a rapid march and becomes complete."

How, then, are we to prevent this organic change ?

By Ist. Removing air with its bacteria—always present

;

2nd. Removing moisture, making decomposition impossible
;

3rd. Removing heat, which makes decomposition rapid.

In practice, as regards vaccine, this appears to me to mean :

(a) Dry ivory points in a hot oven, then charge as soon as po8siV)le thereafter.

(fj) Maintain in every way possible vaccine vesicles unbroken.

(c) Charge all the points at one hitting, never touching a vesicle a second time.

(fi.) Place the charged poin:s at once under a clean bell-jar with hygroscopic sul)-

atances to absorb moisture.

(fl) Keep bell-jar always cold by surrounding it with ice.

(/") Exhaust, when jar is convenientjy filled, the air from the jar, which likewise

nv-ans the moisture both of the air and the lymph.

ig) LeaV'e the jar thus exhausted, surrounded with ice, say, for 24 hours, then either

store the points (A) in a tightly covered gla.ss jar, with a piece of hygroscopic sub.stame, or
pack them at once in such a material as will exclude air anil mbisture, then placing these,

with hygroscopic substances in jar, in refrigerator.

(t) Send, with date when charged, directions to physician to use all at one sitting if

posHible,. and if not, to have them clo.sed up tightly and stored away in a cool, dry place.

More than this we hardly need try to do. This much I think we may fairly insist

upr)n. Require less than this and I think we need not expect lo obtain results in any way
superior to those from the vaccine of reputalile UnittHl States eHtJibiisliments.

Kememberiiig that the claim made upon t)w, l>egiHlatun! for aid was that Ontario
might have, not a cheaper, but a better supply than she has hitln;rto obtained, I coneeive

that it in comes tho plain duty of tlie iioaxl to in.sist that, in recommen<liiig the fiayment
of a part or the whole of such a grf nt, the recipient of the grant give ample proof that

every eiuleavdur is Iwing made by him to carry out tlie views of the Board regarding the
intention of the Legislature when making the appropriation.

Whatever may \>e the opinion of the Board on the views presented in the report, I

trust that it will state, by resolution, what in its opinion is necessary that I should see
carried ou^.

.\11 of which is respectfully submitted,

P. H. BRYCE, Secretary.
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Toronto, Dec. 14, 1886.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,—In accordance with the Resolution adopted by the Board, I have made
my second visit to the Vaccine Farm at Palmevston in company with Dr. Yeomans, and

have the honour to inform you that matters were found in a very satisfactory condition,

and there is evidence that every effort is being made to have a regular supply of lymph
kept on hand and in the highest state of purity and activity. The various difficulties

connected with the practical work were discussed, and intere.«ting results of Dr. Stewart's

experience Avere given. We were shewn an inoculated heifer at the fourth day of

development of the disease and found her a healthy animal vaccinated with every possible

care. We were likewise shewn the method adopted in securing the animal while the

lymph is being taken.

The stables continue to be maintained in a healthy and cleanly condition, and the

animals to be vaccinated are of good quality.

Dr. Stewart is de.iirous of making his work as thorough as possible and has adopted

whatever suggestions are likely to assist him to this end.

He has furnished me with a brief statement of work done and results which I

append.

Palmerston, Dec. 15th, 1886.

Db. p. H. Brtce.

Dear Sir,—Referring to your request for a report of Vaccine Farm I would submit the following :

I have vaccinated during the year about one hundred heife^ calves, and, with very few exceptions during
the hot season, they have taken successfully. I find that the vesicles mature in the cold weather in five or-

six days and the crop of vaccine lymph at this season is more abundant, and more effectual vaccinations
follow.

In hot weather I have found in some instances the vesicles to have taken twelve or thirteen days to mature
and the resulting lymph scanty and less effectual.

With regard to the drying process I have adopted the one recommended by yourself, viz : a small tin

refrigerator well supplied with ice, in the bottom of which is placed ashallow vessel containing strong sulphuric
acid ; the points are placed on the shelving in the upper part of the refrigerator for about three hours which
I find quite long enough to dry them thoroughly ; they are then put in glass stopped bottles and kept in an
ordinary refrigerator.

The demand for vaccine during the year has been very small, owing to the general vaccination last year
I am happy to say, however, that the profession and Local Boards of Health in the Province have given me
a very fair share of their patronage and I have heard very few complaints of non-successful vaccination, but
have received many congratulatory letters on the successful results.

Yours faithfully,

J. Stewart
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REPORT RE ABATTOIRS AND SLAUGHTER-HOUSES.

{Including Report re Toronto Cattle Market.)

I. — Report re The Toronto Oattle Market.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,—In discussing the question of the position of this Board with regard to

the proposal to perpetuate and extend the present Toronto Cattle Market, we have a

number of points presented for our consideration

:

1st. The present market and its condition in relation to the question of nusiances.

2nd. The proposed enlargement and improvements.

3rd. The legal status of this Board with regard to any action which might be taken
in regard to the present market, as a means of preventing the perpetuation of the market
on its present site.

4th. The urgency or advisibility of action being taken by the Board.

1st. The present market and its position in relation to the question of nuisances :

(a) Site of Market, a clay hill-side.

(h) Drainage toward the Garrison Greek ravine,

(c) Uncovered yards.

{d) Covered pens with water draining toward them.

(e) Broken floors, and the manure tramped into the holes.

(/) Condition dui4ng wet, warm weather.

{g) Evidence of nuisance by the Local Board of Health, Members of Council, news-
paper reporters, local public opinion.

(h) Undeveloped state of immediate vicinity, as regards buildings.

These points might all be discussed at some length, but the present and past action

in regard to the market are probably as good and sufficient proofs as are necessary, that

the present market is unsatisfactory and a nuisance.

"P^' 2nd. The proposed enlargement includes in its consideration : (1) Provision for 1,100

cattle, 1,100 sheep, and 300 pigs; (2) The arrangements for cleanliness ; (3) The local

injury to property, and to city development.

I have endeavoured to form an estimate of the amount of excreta daily produced,

were the number of animals provided for in the new scheme present in the pens.

Alderman Frankland, according to newspaper reports, provides in his scheme of im-
provement for 1,100 cattle, 1,100 sheep, 300 hogs.
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From Tables prepared from various reports, the following animals give of excreta :
—

Excreta. Water dry solids.

1,100 cattle = 27i tons 55,000 lbs. 16,500

Urine.
" 44,000 " 1 ,320

Excreta.

1,100 sheep 6,111 " 1,832

Urine.
" 4,777 " 147

Excreta.

300 pigs 1,684 " 499

Urine.
" " 1,.302 " 40

27^ = 112,874 lbs. 20,338 lbs

432 ^ ,^ 1G9
tons. 10

2000 2000

The calculations thus made are drawn from accurately prepared statt'nients, prepai^-d

by the Profe.ssor of Agriculture, CJuelph College, also from ".Johnston's Ai^ricultr.ral

Chemistry," etc., and are practically correct. From this it appears that Alderman
Frankland's scheme proposes to deal with a possible daily amount of animal refuse of tifty-

six and a quarter tons of solid pxcretn, and ten and one-tenth tons of solids from the tlnid

excreta, or 2,542 gallons of urine in all.

Now, what is his scheme ?

He provides for as many pens as there are car-loads of cattle brought for sale.

At the corners of each of 40 pens—cattle, 2 sheds ; sliet-p, 22 pens ; hogs, 5 pens,

half uncovered ; total, 69 pens—are gratings described as in next sentence :

—

In forty-two cattle pens, it is proposed to have a grating with cess-pit (capable of

being cleaned out), towards which from the sloping floor, all of the urine is drained, and
in which the solid •e./'cre^a are deposited; these cess pits to be connected with a twelve-

inch drain pipe ; this into an eighteen-inch drain, which is to carry away all tht; fluids into

the Garrison Creek sewer, and which is then to be deposited into the l)ay. What these

amounts are have been already stated.

The whole of this is estimated by the City Engineer, with other improvements,

to cost $25,000. He provides, however, for more, or si.xteen pig pens ; but Alderman
McMillan thought Alderman Frankland's scheme might be started at .*1 5,000 in the

meantime. Provided tlmt the cess-pits are cleaned daily of their fifty -six tnns of excrttd,

for which there does not seem to be any provision ma<le in Ahlerinan Kuuikland's sclieine,

and of which the cost is not estimated, there is still the dilficulty remaining that our bay
would be polluted with C,259 gallons of urine daily, a nuisance, the chara<'ter of which
may \*e illustrated by a visit to the Gooderham it Worts cattle byres, whicli, depositing

the urine in the bay at a di.stancn from houses, has Ijeen pronounced a nuisance l)y the

courts alreody. Whether the present cattlt^ market is a nuisance, or whether the improve-

ments are going to lessen it or create a great^-r, remains for the ('omniitt<'e to decide.

Regarding the nature of hog pens, witli 300 or 400 liogs, there is abmidnnt evidence

before the I'loard from different parts of the country, of the pehtilentiul odours coming
from such piygeries, belonging to cheese-factorieH, even in country places, thiougliout the

warm months ; while the passing of a train loaded with hogs is for our purposes sulliciently

illustrative.

I quot<' the following from a report re nuisances arisin:: from pi^j^eries in conm ction

with cheese-factories :

" While in solids and fluids ot a decomposable character, it is the m rolii'g or those

bacteria producing ^'ermentation of a less disagreeable character, which attack the sub-
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stances 'first, there will, nevertheless, soon be set up a decomposition in the deeper parts of

these solids and fluids by the anaerobies or bacteria of putrefaction, by which disagreeable

gaseous compounds, as acetic, butyric, valerianic and other acids, usually combined with
compound ammonias, are developed, and which, owing to the admixture of sulphur and
phosphorus compounds, give off the putrid and disagreeable odours usually referred to in

the process of putrefaction. Especially is this the case with regard to the nitrogenous

matters contained in the solid excreta of pigs, which is of all barnyard manures the

coldest, in other words, the slowest to ferment, and yet. which gives off, owing to this

fact, the most repulsive odours of any. So strong, indeed, is this odour that when the

manure is applied to the soil in large quantities the smell is imparted to the root crops to

such an extent that Sprengel states the leaves of tobacco manured with it become unfit

for smoking."

In connection with the question of nuisances from excreta, may be mentioned the

inevitable and intolerable nuisance arising from the present lack of system in connection
with the slaughter of the animals sold at the market. After being sold they are sent in

droves 'through the heart of the city to slaughter-houses situated on every high-way
leading into Toronto. These, being beyond the city, are scarcely, if at all, controlled ; and
hence suburban residence, throughout the summer and autumn months, becomes most
undesirable.

These facts clearly point to the necessity for having abattoirs situated in the im-

mediate vicinity of the market, thus getting rid of the inconvenience often caused by
droves of cattle passing busy thoroughfares, the creation of nuisances on the leading

highways coming to the city, and the dangers which the present lack of system encourages,

which is summarized in the following resolution adopted by the Board as long ago as 1882.

Thus 1 find in the minutes of a meeting of the Board, held Saturday, December 2nd, 1882,
the following :

—

" Moved by Dr. Cassidy and seconded by Dr. Covernton :—That whereas several

dangerous diseases, antlirax, trichinosis, etc., may arise from eating the flesh of diseased

animals ; and whereas the stock brought to our large centres are often, from a long deten-

tion in transitu, entirely unfit to be slaughtered immediately upon their arrival ; and
whereas slaughter-houses are often kept in such a way as to impair the health of persons
residing near them, it is in the opinion of this Board desirable that licensed. slaughter-

houses be established in the vicinity of our cities and towns, and both they and the

animals to be slaughtered in them, be subject to the inspection of the Local Boards of

Health and their executive officers. Carried,"

The existence therefore of a cattle market, provided with proper structural and sani-

tary conveniences and abattoirs at some convenient point to the various railways, and as

far as possible from present or probable centres of population, where the daily inspection

of animals to be slaughtered may be carried on by a competent official, and where the

supervision of the disposal of excreta and refuse from the slaughter-houses can be conveni-

ently exercised, is, from the position of the present and prospective health of the inhabi-

tants of Toronto, an urgent public necessity.

3rd. Regarding the legal status of this Board, as regards any action which may be

taken :

—

Act 1882, Section 3, provides for the Board's prosecuting, if, after the investigation*

a present nuisance is found to exist. By Act 1885, Section 15, and sub-Sections 2 to 4,

action would have to be taken through intervention of the High Court of Justice.

In view of the facts presented, it is for the Board to decide whether or not it ought
to take action should the City Council proceed to extend the present market, owing to a

by-law for its removal having from various causes been defeated. In this connection, too,

it must be remembered that the Local Board of Health of the city has taken no action as

yet in regard to preventing the continuation of the present market ; but this may well

have happened, since the scheme for extension and improvement has not yet passed the
council. Should this scheme pass the council, the Local Board may then be fairly

called upon by this Board to act under Section 36, 37, etc.. Act 1884.
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4th. We cannot, ho^vever. in this connection fail to remember that the Local

Board and many of the city aldermen have already stated that the present market is a

nuisance and a disgrace ; that the Mayor in speeches has stated it as his opinion that the

"present was a case where it is the duty of the JSoard to act, and that, \vith one exception,

every newspaper in Toronto has urged the removal of the market from its present site,

both in the interests of public health, public decency and the development of the city in

that locality, as well as the carrying out of the Park Drive scheme now before the

people.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

r. H. BRYCE,
Secretary.

II.

—

The Slaughter-house and Abattoir Question—Continued.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,—I shall further discuss this subject by a remark taken from the work
of H. P. Boulnois, C. E., Borough Engineer, Portsmouth.

He says in 1883 :
" The great nece.ssity for the establishment of one or more

slaughter-houses in any town can only fully be realized by persons who will take the

trouble to inspect those wnich are private : they are generally placed near the shops of

the butchers for the sake of convenience, the result being that they are situated in the

central portions of the town, and are thus surround<^d by closely packed dwellings.

The private slaughter-house often consists of a stable or shed which has been converted

into an ill-designed slaughter-house, badly paved, with imperfect draining. They are

frequently not sufficiently lighted, ventilated or drained, and are utterly unfitted for the

purposes for which they are u.sed."

Such a statement can be made with at least as much force, regarding the slaughter-

houses ordinarily found in Toronto and most of our Canadian towns and villages, and with

even j^reater force of the barns or sheds wherein slaughtering is done in country places

and the suburbs.

On the surfuce it might naturally be concluded that in any city or town of fair

dimensions the desiraliility to the butchers of having a common slaughter-hous<^ or abattoir

to which their animals mi^^ht Ix' driven for slaughter, would be so manifest that no

opposition could be raised to any such proposition. Nevertheless, it is a remarkable fact,

that practically the .same objections and opposition from the same quarter, are raised in

Ontario against abattoirs that are made by En^^lish butchers. As Boulnois remarks :

—

"Notwithstanding the loss in weight incurred by the animal to be slaughtered, thus

frettiii;» and swealini; in its terror, the damage to the meat by its being dressed in the

same locality with the live beast, steaming and smelling in the vicinity, and the exorbitant

rents demanded, still there are great oV>jections always raised by butchers in towns to the

establishment of public slaughter-houses."

Here are the objections as given l)y Boulnois, usually made in England, and as far as

I can learn practically, the same ones, raised l>y Toronto butchers against abattoirs.

They say :
—

1. That the carriage of the meat from th(! slaughter-house' to their shop deprives

them of .'40me of their profits
;

'1. That slaughtering their animals in the presence of other butchers leads to dis-

paraging remarks and trade jealousies
;

3. Tliat they are sometimes robbed of their tools, etc.

I add an objection of similar force, and one which I am told by a butcher present,

was used at the meeting before tJie .Mayor of Toronto, a month aj,'o, by tlie butchers, viz :
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that in a public abattoir, the possessor of a poor quarter of meat could readily impose upon
and cheat his neighbour by exchanging his meat for a better quarter.

Dr. Orme Dudtield, M. H. O. , Kensington, London, one of the foremost English
officers of health, writing in 1880, says : "On the whole there has been a very considerable

improvement in the condition of the slaughter-houses within the last few years, and I sup-

pose it is as satisfactory as we can expect it to be, seeing that with one or two exceptions
the premises were not constructed for the purpose to which they are applied, and that the
localities are mostly unsuitable for carrying on the business."

This is what is said about slaughter-houses in one of the best London districts, in

/^hich the number had at that time been reduced to 29. The process of elimination

seems, however, to grow gradually, until they hope to have done away with all private

slaughter-houses.

The method by which this is done is by enforcing the stringent regulations of the
Metropolitan Boards of Works.

Before any slaughter-house is licensed anew, a plan of premises drawn to scale must
be submitted to the Board, showing proposed arrangements for drainage, lighting, venti-

lation, and water-supply, with answers to the following questions :

1. " State what place for the accommodation or poundage of the cattle about to be
slaughtered is to be provided ; if such place has an entrance way for the cattle otherwise

than through the slaughter-house ; if separated from the slaughter-house by a brick par-

tition with a door ; and also what provision is made therein for watering animals.

2. State if slaughter-house and its poundage is within twenty feet of an inhabited .

building ; and if it has any entrance opening directly on a public highway.

3. State if the entrance to the premises is apart from and independent of any shop or
dwelling house ; if from a street at the side or rear ; and also the height of the entrance
gates.

4. State the dimensions of the slaughter-house, length, breadth, height to eaves, and
ccnstruction of the roof, and give similar imformation about the poundage.

5. State if slaughter-house and poundage are drained by glazed pipes communicating
/ith public sewer, or how ; how drains are trapped, and if gratings have openings greater

than three-eighths of an inch across.

6. State if floors are below level of outside road or foot-way, and if paved with
asphalt, or flag-stone set in cement, or how.

7. State how walls of slaughter-house are constructed, and if they are covered with
hard, smooth and impervious material to a height of at least four feet ; and if so, state

what material is used, and to what height it is carried.

8. State how slaughter-house and poundage are lighted, if with lantern, sky, side

lights, or otherwise.

9. State how ventilated,—if by openings, windows, louvre boards, or otherwise.

10. State what provision is made for water supply, the capacity of the cistern, and
at what height it is placed above floor-level.

11. State if any water-closet, privy, urinal, cesspool, or stable is within, or communi-
cates directly with the slaughter-house.

12. State if any rooms or lofts are constructed, or proposed to be constructed, over

the slaughter-house.

13. State if the premises will be provided with all the necessary and most approved

apparatus and tackle for the slaughtering of cattle."

The following points are those everywhere urged, and I again quote from Boulnois,

who urges like Dudfield, like the Louisiana Board, as indeed every author whom I have
had time to consult, that private slaughter-houses should be replaced by abattoirs in all

towns and cities.
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In regard to abattoirs, Boulnois says :

—

1st. As to site, this will depend upon the places at the command of the town.

2nd. It should be near the cattle market to prevent the passage of animals through

the streets, not only on account of the great public inconvenience, but also the loss of

weight to the animal (an ordinary beast is said to lose 340 lbs. in a journey between
Edinburgh and London), and the heated and bad state into which it becomes from the

exercise and the violent blows from the drovers' sticks.

3rd. Site ought to be isolated, and not too far from niiirket, so that the price of

meat will not be increased.

4th. It should be easily and effectively drained, and the more air surrounding it the

better.

5th. It is most necessary that the live beasts be kept separate and away from the

dead meat, and from where the slaughtering goes on.

Without going into the details of construction regarding any of the many good abat-

toirs existing in American, English, or continental cities, it may be said that it is neces-

sary to have

—

1. Places for keeping the animals to be slaughtered— properly laid floors, of course,

and arranged with water and hay, well lighted and ventilated.

2. The slaughter-house, either separate or in one common long room, and separate

slaughter rooms for sheep and pigs, pro[)erly arranged as to floors, drainage, protected

, walls, lighting, water and convenient machinery.

3. The condemned meat department—a ])lace lor suspected cattle, also place for

slaughtering them, and keeping the suspected meat for examination. Meat gone bad
after killing may be kept here.

4. Such meat i« boiled down in some cities, in properly constructed boilers on the

premises, with proper arrangements for dealing with it.

5. Special arrangements for pig-killing are necessary.

6. The Idooil-house. The blood is now utilized for making aniline dyes, and is carefully

removed from the slaughter-rooms in covered galvanized iron tubes, and treated in the

blood-room, the aernvi albumen run off and the solid residue removed for manure. (Vide
also Introduction to Annual Report.)

7. Th(; tripery for boiling the feet and rendering offal and tallow, with hide-stores,

sale rooms, etc., is provided on the grounds.

8. Weighing-room, superintendent's room, and other departmental liuildings are pro-

vided on the grounds.

9. Stables, carts for butchers' horses, etc., are provided.

Such abattoirs, varying in dr-tails and extent of completeness, exist in the larger

cities on tliis continent, quoting from Dr. Ci. B. Thornton's report on the subject :

•' In ail instances in this country, most notably New York city, Jprsey City, Phila-

<lelphia, Chicago, New Orlean.s, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, and Hoston, where the abattoir

system has been adopted, it has proven far preferable to that of individual slaughter-

houses from every point of view. It lias proven alike advantageous to tliose directly inter-

ested and engaged in the business, and to the community at largo. I'nderthiB system a

proper sanitary surveillance can be exercised over every feature of the business, which is

impracticable with the pre.sent arrangement of individual Hlaughter-houKOK with their

accompanying stock -yards. It is a well-known fact tliat many disease 1 animals, and
others in improper condition, though not di.Hea.se<l, are killed for the markets, and the

meat sold to consumers as unobjectionable, though unfit for food. In many insUinces this
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is clone ignorantly, and of course innocently of wrong-doing, in others with a full know-
ledge of the fact. Cases of tape-worm, trichina spiralis and low grades of fever, etc.^

have been correctly attributed to eating impure meats, though fresh from the slaughter-
houses."

For these and many other reasons fully set forth in this report, under the " Decom-
position of Albumenoid Substances," this matter must be constantly kept before the
public until such a public opinion is educated as will place the larger centres of popula-
tion in positions of immunity from the dangers herein and elsewhere so fully set forth.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

PETER H. BRYOE,
Secretary.

III.—A SERIES OF REPORTS RE NUISAl^CES ARISING FROM CHEESE
FACTORIES, CREAMERIES, AND PIGGERIES CONNECTED WITH
THEM; AND ON SOME REMEDIES PROPOSED THEREFOR.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,— In view of the importance of this subject, as respects the public health|
I have deemed it proper to draw your special attention to it, owing to the very consider-
able number of cases of this character which have during past, but especially during the
present year, been referred to this Board, as well as owing to the great difficulty there
appears to be with Local Boards in dealing with them.

I conceive that these difficulties may be briefly summed up as follow :

—

.

(1) The difficulty arising from the double nature of the nuisance
;

(2) The difficulty due to the ordinary location of cheese factories, etc.
;

(3) The difficulty arising from the position held by those who frequently are stock-
holders, or proprietors of them

;

(4) The difficulty there seems to be in devising a proper remedy for the evils

arising from them.

A word or two may be said upon each of these points :

—

(1) The nuisance arising from these factories is in the first place due to the nature-

of the refuse matter or whey remaining after the cheese has been abstracted from the
milk. To understand how this becomes a nuisance we have to remember it is an animal
matter, abstracted from milk—one of the very best culture fluids for microbes. After the
cheese, which contains? about 25 per cent, of water, 35 per cent, fat and 37 per cent.

of caseine with small amounts of mineral matters, has been separated, we have left whey.

Per Cent.

{Water 93.31

Nitrogenous matters 82
Fat 24
Milk sugar 4.65

Lactic acid 33
Salts 65

We thus see that we have still remaining, a fluid with abundant nutriment,
especially for yeast ferments, but also for the bacteria of putrefaction. While it is true
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that the aerobies or air ferments, such as the yeasts, will be first in the process of fermen-
tation by which this whey is reduced to gaseous matter, there will, nevertheless, be
abundant food for the bacteria of putrefaction {anaerobies) in the deeper parts of the
fluid by which, such gaseous compounds, as acetic, butyric, valerianic and other acids,

which aie usually combined as compound ammonias, are evolved ; and from which, owing
to the admixture of sulphur and phosphorus compounds formed in the deeper portions of

the liquid, are given off those putrid, disagreeable odours, usually referred to tlie process

of putrefaction.

We have, however, in addition to the whey, the largely nitrogenous products of the
excreta of pigs, which is of all barnyard manures the coldest, in other words the slowest
to ferment, and yet which has, due to these facts, the most unpleasant odour of any. So
strong, indeed, is this odour, that when the manure is applied to the soil in large amounts,
the odour is imparted to the root crops manured with it, and, further, as Sprengel states,

it imparts so strong an odour to the leaves of tobacco manured with it as to make them
unht for smoking. It is evident, therefore, that Duclaux's statement holds good that those
more slowly fermenting compounds, which, owing to their more complex constitution, are
less readily broken up into their simple elements by bacteria, always throw off more
pungent odours owing to the ferments being more largely anaerobies, or those which feed
upon the contained oxygen—as well as using up the sulphur and phosporus of such com-
pounds.

I have thus indicated, in a somewhat exact manner, the nature of the volatile organic
compounds produced by this industry, in order to make it abundantly plain that the
complaints made to this Board are regarding nuisances, of the most serious and disgusting
character, and such as ought to be, in the j)ublic interest, reduced to the smallest degree
possible.

(2) The second difficulty is that due to the locality of these factories. They are usually

in rural municipalities and often on the outskirts of villages. These latter are usually
unincorporated, and so are under the supervision of township Hoards, some of whose
members are always living in parts not a(f<;cted by the nuisances and who are therefore

usually indill'erent to the complaints, thinking that hyper-.sensitiveness, regarding so

necessary a nuisance in connection with a prosperous local industry, should not be
encouraged. A greater difficulty, however, in this respect, is often owing to the fact that
these members, as well as others, are shareholders in the factory, or are at least on good
terms with the proprietors, since the latter take milk from them at so much a gallon.

(3) The difficulty arising from the position of those who are proprietors of the
factory.

I have in the last paragraph anticij)ated, somewhat, what may be said regarding
these proprietors. Any of us acijuainted with the small hamlets Hcatt<'red throughout
the country are well aware that usually some three or f<mr men monopolize municipal
educationul and busintvss positions, usually on account of their gn-ater inti-lligence, enter"
prise and wealth. Th»'s«', with some of the more progressive and wdl-to-do farmers, are
those who build and operate cli<'<'se factorirs.

It is very natural that, when in such cities as Toronto we find soap factories, glu«?

factories, and fat-rendering estaljlishments nianag);d in the crudest uiann(;r, as regards
the dis|)Osal of their refuse, that factorirH in rural munici|)alitieH will not be likely to

have their refuse disposed of in any manner indicative of a desire for, or the neco-ssity

of, practising the most sanitary m<!thods. Communications such as those from Tweed,
Moira, Vittoria, P^a-ston's Corners, International liridge, Thamesford, Kxeter, amply
illustrate this point.

This being thn ca.sc it naturally follows that \\\c mild n-prcHcntations t)f Ix>cal Hoards,

when made n-garding these nuisances, have passed unheeded or iieeii laughed at ; or, lus in

the Moira ca.se, the Local Hoards having proprietors of tliese factories amongst their

members have in a most tyrannical fa.shion alteni|)t<;d to muzzle |)ublic opinioti. Since
in large measure the ratepayers of a township are unaffected by the nuisance, it is idle to

say that complainants have the remedy in their own hands at the next election, sinee
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sufficient organized influence is always present to keep the indifferent from considering

the question, especially when the bracing winter air of election day has pro tempore

frozen up the odours of a past summer.

(4) The difficulty there seems to be in arriving at some solution regarding the abate

ments of the nuisance.

At first sight it would appear that Section 35, P. H. Act, 1884, and Section 10,

Schedule A, are sufficient directions regarding the way in which a remedy may be

found. Possibly they might be regarding the factory, where Local Boards are composed
of independent and careful men ; but this could not be expected in the various instances

I have mentioned. Regarding the keeping of hogs, I think it can hardly be said that

the provisions of Sec. 7, Sch. A, would be found equal to keeping 200 or 300 pigs from
creating a nuisance, even where proprietors were most willing to comply with the spirit

of the Act. What further action it would seem desirable for this Board to institute

whereby many persons throughout the Province may be protected from a growing
nuisance, I leave to its most serious consideration. No great hardship will be placed

upon any proprietor or company should they be compelled to exercise sanitary precau-

tions in regard to these matters, while an undoubted benefit would arise to themselves

from an increased cleanliness in connection with an industry, one of whose chief con-

ditions of success is the absence, both in surrounding air and water, of whatever may
tend to taint the products through putrefactive agencies.

I have the honor to be

Your obedient servant,

P. H. BRYCE,
Secretary.

The subject thus introduced by the Secretary was referred for further action to a committee composed
of Dr. H. P. Yeomans and Secretary.

The following is the Committee's first report to the Board :

—

December 1st, 1886.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,—Many proprietors of cheese factories in Ontario are aware of the

necessity for enforcing the utmost cleanliness in everything that comes in contact with the

milk, also the necessity of cleanliness in and around the factory. They know by experience

that the least particle of taint about the walls or floors of the factory will certainly be im-

parted to the milk. The result of carelessness in these matters is that the commercial

value of the cheese is lessened and the reputation of the factory injured.

Manufacturers of cheese and proprietors of factories are continually urging upon their

patrons the necessity of exercising the greatest care in regard to cleanliness in the pro-

duction of milk and its delivery at the factory.

The accompanying circular, issued by J. W. Robertson, a cheese proprietor, illustrates

this point.

Office of J. W. Robertson,
Harriston, August 8th, 1885.

Dear Sir,—Fine cheese can be made only from sweet and pure milk, perfectly free from all taint

and impurity. It is your interest as well as mine to maintain the high reputation for fine cheese which our

factory has acquired. I would therefore request that you see every day that the whey is em^jtied out of

your can, and the can properly cleaned and aired as soon as ever it reaches the stand. When whey goes

back in the milk cans, this is absolutely necessary. Here let me say, that the practice of drawing sour whey
in milk cans is doing more to injure the Canadian cheese trade, and destroy its reputation in the English
market, than all other causes put together. Milk should always, even in cool weather, be well aired by fre-

quent dipping and stirring.

Are your cows regularly salted ?

Hoping for your attention to these matters,
I am, your obedient servant,

J. W. Robertson.
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Impure milk has been delivered at factories in cases where

—

1. Cows were allowed to drink the water of stagnant pools, or water containi.]. ^

decomposing animal and vegetable matter.

2. When cows were allowed to inhale bad odors arising from the decomposition of

dead animals lying exposed in pasture fields. Instances are recorded in which the manu-
facture of cheese has been interfered with by the delivery at the factory of milk tainted

^rom this cause.

In some factories it is obligatory by by-law " That no one shall V)e allowed to send
milk to the factory wlio has dead animals exposed on his farm."

Wlien cows are allowed to drink impure water their health is impaired, and the im-
purity of the milk may be detected by the manufacturer in the appearance of the curd,
impure milk from one cow being sufficient to contaminate a whole day's supply.

In cases where farmers use the whey at home for feeding purposes, the practice

of carrying whey in milk cans has been known to result in impairing the purity of the
milk delivered at the factory.

The acid whey has a tendency to wear off the interior polished surface of the cans, so

that it is more difficult to keep them clean. In such instances a taint is communicated
to the milk from carelessness in cleansing the cans. For this reason it has been consid-

ered advisal)le to discourage the practice of using milk cans for returning whey to farmers
for feeding purposes.

Nuisances may arise near the factories from the following causes :

—

1. The whey may be allowed to fall out on the ground at the place where it is emp
tied into the milk cans at the factory—whey may leak through the conducting pipes lead-

ing from the factory to the large tank, where it is stored for feeding purposes.

2. Cess-pools may be created in hog-pens, or in their vicinity, by the accumulation
of liquid refuse from the pens. Negligence in regard to cleaning pens and dispo-sing of
.he solid refuse, or carelessness in using disinfectants in and around the pens may occur.

Saw-dust has been used in the pens in order to keep them as dry and clean as possible.

This in a measure remedies the nuisance ari.sing from lifjuid and solid refuse in the pens.
Carbonized saw-dust might be used for this purpose with advantage.

If the floors in the factory are water-tight the washings of the factory cannot leak
through and create cesspools under the floor. This precaution is almost univcrsjilly ob
served in factories. A double floor, however, may be so constiuct«'d as to permitting wasli

ings to accumulate bftween the. boards and create an uncontrollable causes of taint in the
factory. Therefore the upper floor should b(; absolutely wat<'r-tight.

The waHhings of the factory consist of milk, whey, und purticles of curd. Thesc! are
especially prone* to decomposition if allowed to accumulate in the warm atmosphere about
the floor of the factory.

In a similar manner the floors of the hog-pens should be water-tight, so that th(< li«iuid

refuse and washings of the floors may not accumulate under the floor whence it cannot be
removed.

Cheese manufacturers are anxious to adopt any measures considered necessary to

secure a supply of pure milk at their factories. They also are ready to do anything they
can to keep the factories, hogpens, and surrounding grounds fre«' from cesspools. The
location and management r)t ho;4-pens. and the manner of conducting the whey from the
factory to the feeding tank are (|ueHtionH which might be considered. No doubt improve-
ments may be aflopted and carried out which would removf; all complaints reganling nuis-

ances in connection with chee.m; ta<:torii'h.

Dry earth might 1)6 usenl in disposing of the excreta accumulating in hog-pens. The
value of the manure treated in this way would render the dry earth system less ex-
pensive.
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As this is a practical question we would ask the Board to appoint a committee to

enquire into the matter and report at a subsequent meeting.

Your committee would further suggest that the Board authorize a special committee

to communicate with the Secretary of the Ontario Dairymen's Association, and if favour-

ably received, to make arrangements for bringing the matter before the Association at its

meeting in January next. It is further suggested that, if practicable, this committee,

acting in conjunction with a committee of the Dairymen's Association, devise a scheme

which shall be bi'ought to the notice of the Minister of Agriculture with a view to obtaia

his opinion regarding the advisability of legislation on this important matter.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

H. P. YEOMANS,
PETER H. BRYCE.

The Committee was continued, and by resolution of the Board was directed to take, if possible, conjoint

action with the Ontario Dairymen's Association, with a view to having remedies suggested and adopted for

the evils complained of.

The Committee attenaed the Dairymen's Association, and made such representations as caused a Com-
mittee of the Association to be appointed to act with the Committee of the Board in the matter.

The following extended report of the Special Committee to the Provincial Board contains the results of

the deliberations of the Committee of the Association :

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,—According to the instructions of this Board your Committee attended

the meeting of the Western Ontario Dairymen's Association at Woodstock, on Thursday,

January 14th.

Through the kindness of T. Ballantyne, Esq., M.P.P., President, an opportunity was
afforded for presenting the question of complaints regarding nuisances existing in

connection with cheese factories.

Your Committee also presented the following propositions for the consideration of

the Association, viz :—In order to consider carefully the proposed changes regarding the

construction and management of cheese factories it is necessary to consider :

—

(1) The Construction of Cheese Factory Buildings.

1. A site should be selected that will permit of efficient drainage.

2. All floors of the buildings should be water-tight.

3. Suitable troughs or pipes should be so connected with the floors that all waste

water and whey shall be conveyed to their several receptacles as recommended without

any leakage under or about the buildings.

4. All slops from factory floors should be conducted in a water-tight trough or pipe

to an underground receptacle, from which the liquid portion shall be removed, by an under-

groHnd trapped drain of a lengtli not less than 300 feet.

5. Whey should be conveyed in a suitable water-tight trough or pipe to a water-tight

tank so as to avoid any leaking or spilling— care being taken to keep such tank clean.

(2) The Providing of Milk.

1. Care should be exercised that cows are healthy

;

2. That cows have an abundant supply of wholesome and pure vater

;

3. That co\»s have free access to salt;
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4. That no dead animals or decaying matter be left unburied in pasture fields or

around the premises where cows are kept

;

5. That milk be freely exposed to the action of pure air and kept free from exposure
to germs of contagious or infectious disease

;

6. And that the surroundings of milkstands should be free from all objectionable

odours,

—

e.g. the emptying of whey at milk stand to feed hogs.

(3) The Disposal of Wuey.

1. The practice of feeding whey from each factory at one place in pens or in a large

field used for this purjjose should be adopted ; also, .

2. That water-tight troughs or pipes convey the whey to the whey-tank and that the

tank be kept clean.

3. The common practice of carrying sour whey in milk cans is especially to be con-

demned.

(4) The Construction a^u Management of Hog-pens.

1. A site should be selected that can be thoroughly and efficiently drained.

2. All pens should be made with water-tight floors, and so laid that the refuse .shall

be conveyed in a water-tight trough to a water-tight receptacle where the .solid portions

may be allowed to settle.

3. The liquid portion of refuse should be removed from said receptacle and disposed

of in an adjoining field, on the principle of intermittent downward filtration or irrigation

as explained in pamphlet on "Disposal of .Sewage," issued by Provincial Board of Health.

4. The residuum or solid matters in this receptacle should be removed and treated

with dry earth as frequently as necessary.

5. All solid or other refu.se from pons should be removed and treated with dry earth

aa frequently as neces.sary. In the ordinary factory 1,G00 gallons of whey are daily led.

6. Care should Vje taken to keep floors as dry as possible.

Your Committee also recommended the appointnuMit of a committee oompojifd of four

of the members of the A.s.sociation to discuss the cjufstion and to take .such action as tlicy

might deem best on behalf of the Association ; as also have further power to confer with

the Provincial Board of Health and adopt such practical measures as might bo nece.ssary

to remedy the evils complained of.

This Committee met at Stratford on the 22nd of January last and adopted the follow-

ing recommendations, which were based on those suggested by the Committee of the

Provincial Board of Health :

—

Report of Committkk of Daikymen's Association.

To iMt. H. P. Ykomans,

('hairman of the Special CommiUrc vf the Provincial Boartl of Htaltk :

Pear Sir,— In piinitianca of th« rt-noliition j>aMi«<'<l at tin- n-oi-nt Convention of tln" Wtwitfrn I >airynien'ii

Ansociation, It coniniitt*'*-, connittiniif <>f Tlio*. Hallniitync, .M.I*. P., .Stratfonl ; H. I/ohhiw, Noruicli; .liU4.

Dickson, Attwood ; an*! .laniex KoJuTtoon, Hawiston, ni<-t at th«' Albion lloU-l, .Stratford, and iwloptwl thiv

following recommendations to the Provincial lioard of Health :

—

Rf CoNSTKfCTION or ChKICSR FAtTOBY Buil.l UStiH.

1. Recommended that a site be nelectcfl that will |>ennit of efficient drainage fronx all the preminen \>^\n%

ea«ily made ;

2. That in the construction of the buildiog all floorM be Uid water-tight
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3. That suitable troughs or pipes be so connected with the floors that all waste water and whey shall be
couvej"ed to their several receptacles without any leaking under or about the buildings

;

4. That all slops from the factory floors, etc., be conducted in a water-tight suitable trough or pipe to a

water-tight receptacle, and that liquid portions thereof be treated on the principle of intermittent down-
ward filtration, or be used as a fertilizer without causing any dangerous or offensive odour ; solid portions

coraiKJsed of curd, etc., which would make manure, to be treated with dry earth
;

5. That whey be conveyed in a suitable water-tight trough or pipe to a whey-tight tank in such a way
AS to avoid leaking or spilling, care being taken to keep said tank clean bj' thorough washing.

Re Hog Pens.

1. Recommended that as far as practicable only such a site be selected as can be well and easily drained ;

2. That all pens be made with water-tight floors so laid that refuse would be conveyed in a water-tight

trough to a tight receptacle.

3. That liquid portion of the refuse be removed from said receptacle and be disposed of in an adjoining

field on the principle of intermittent downward filtration or irrigation.

4. That the residuum or solid settlings, if any in the receptacle, be removed and treated with dry earth.

Re Disposal of Whey.

Recommended that the practice of feeding the whey from factory at one place (in pens or in a field used
for that purpose), as preferable to that of having the whey returned to the premises of the different patrons,

because when fed at one place, most of the whey is daily consumed before the process of decomposition is

far advanced, be advocated. Advantage is thus taken of the greater feeding value of the whey, and the

nuisance is minimized. Where sour whey is carried in milk cans there is danger of contaminating the milk
from the cans or waggons.

Re Treatment where Whet is Returned.

Recommended that while this practice is one which should be strongly condemned, still where it is

practised the following precautions should be enforced :—1. Such conveniences should be provided that no
whey will be spilled in loading, or be permitted to cause an offensive odour around the tank. 2, That no
whey should be emptied or fed near a milk stand nor near where milk is kept.

Re PROviniNG of Milk.

1. Recommended that care be exercised to see that cows are healthy

;

2. That cows have an abundant supply of good food and pure water

;

3. That cows have free access to salt

;

4. That no carrion or decaying matter is left unburied in pasture fields or around the premises where
cows are milked

;

5. That milk is well exposed to the action of pure air ;

6. That surroundings of milk stand are kept free from all causes of objectionable odours.

The Committee also recommend that Local Boards of Health be instructed to use every reasonable
means to secure the adoption of these recommendations by dairymen.

The question now presents itself to this Board as to the means to be adopted for the

purpose of enforcing these changes or improvements generally in this Province.

The question of impurity of milk presents itself in this connection. Bad flavoured,

tainted or impure milk has always interfered with the successful manufacture of cheese

and butter. The sale of impure milk also in towns and cities has resulted in conveying

and increasing disease, consequently various systems of inspection have been adopted.

Here is a common ground upon which sanitarians and dairymen may meet.

The commercial interests of the country and the public health alike demand a supply

of pure and unadulterated milk.

The sale of milk as an article of diet and the manufacture of butter and cheese at

creameries and cheese factories are questions of interest to this Board from a sanitary

point of view. In cities and towns, especially, infant mortality has been greatly increased

by the sale of impure and adulterated milk.

Milk is the diet especially suited to children at that time of life, when they are least

able to withstand the injurious effects of impure food. In order that it may be useful

as an article of diet for children it should contain all the natural ingredients in their

normal proportions. The people, therefore, look for stringent legislation against the intro-

duction of impurities in milk and to prevent adulterations. They expect health authori-

ties to enforce these laws. Diseases may be introduced into the human system by impure
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milk. Tuberculosis may be mentioned as an instance of this. Tuberculosis is found
among animals improperly housed and fed. Experiments have been made by feeding

milk of tuVjerculous cows to other animals, which conclusively proved that this disease may
be communicated through the milk of affected animals. Experience and observation also

point to many facts indicating that the milk of cows affected with tuberculosis is capalde

of introducing the disease into the human system. In the second annual report of the

Massachusetts State Board of Health it is affirmed that " milk from cows affected with
foot and mouth disease may cause serious ill-health. The symptoms are loss of appetite,

nausea, quick pulsr, swelling of tonsils and sub-muxillary glands, an outbreak of vesicles

upon the lips and tongue with a peculiar skin eruption."

Milk contaminated with pus from an inHamed udder or an ab.scess will cause stoma-

titis and diarrhttia in infants. The general care of housing cows, the treatment and c;ire

of milk, the influence of different kinds of food and water on them, are all subjects of

interest to sanitarians.

The germs of contagious and infectious diseases have been known to be conveyed in

milk.

It has been frequently observed and noted by manufacturers of cheese and butter

that milk possesses the property of absorbing odours and taints of various kinds. The
members of these associations are familiar with instances of this fact and we merely
allude to it.

Epidemics of scarlet fever, typhoid fever, and other diseases have occurred and been
transmitted by means of milk.

An epidemic of typhoid fever in the town of Eagley, England, was investigated l»y

the Medical Inspector of the Local Government Board. It w.is found that a small brook
had been used by mill operatives in such a way that large cjuantities of faecal matter were
daily emptied into the stream. The water from this brook was used at a dairy. One of

the workmen was ill with typhoid fever. There was no positive evidence that the milk
was diluted with this water, but it was acknowledge(l that the milk cans were washed
with it. Of tifty-.seven families supplied with milk from this dairy tifty-five were attacked

with typhoid fever ; one hundred and forty-six persons were ill with the disease. The
inspector said " Not one hou.seliold to which the milk was traced was free from the

disease."

In an epidemic of .scarlatina in South Kensington, England, one of the first Cise.s

occurred in the house of a man whose wife milked cows. Milk from these cows was sup-

plied to about twelve families. In six of these families scarlatina occurred in rapid suc-

cession, at a time when the disea-se was not epidemic and without any coinmunication

having taken place between the affected persons and tho.se who bought the milk. Within
recent years a number of epidemics of scarlatina and typhoid fever have lieen traced to

milk contaminated with germs of these diseaaes.

Washing the milk cans with infected water, diluting the milk with impure water or

posing the milk to an atmosphere loaded with disease germs may lead to the contamin-
ation and conseijuent tran.smission of the disea-se.

Your Committee is glad to notice that the necessity of furnishing good and pure
milk at cheese factories has been urged strongly at meetings of the Dairymen's AH.sociation.

The laws, or rults, laid down tor the regulation of the milk supply at factories have
l)een enforced by cheese manufacturers in several places. This has initiated a goo<l and
wi.se movement, calculated to increase the commercial value of cheese and also to lead to the

nforcement of laws for proter-ting tlie public health.

At a meeting of the Ea.st<!rn I).iirymen's Association lately held in B(!lleville, this

I 'lestion WHS referre<l to by Heveral niemlMT.s. Mr. I). M. McPherson, of Ijincast^-r. (Int.,

'•efers to "the goo<l reputation of ( anadian cheese-miikers in foreign markets at the

present day." He Rugg»>HtH, however, "means whereby Canaria t-an still make lul varices

toward a better article and obtain an increu.s(! in [>rice" ; and says that it is not by the

improvement and a<lvance of a few factories th.it the good reputation of chr<!He can be

increased, but by the large percentage of perfect make to the whole production."

The l)etter the whole production of the cheese of a country the higher will Ik- its

reputation in a foreign market.
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He su£;<i'ests among other things, '* the appointment of expert superintendents by

counties or groups of factories, and the careful inspection of clieese before boxing." This

suo'^estion has also been made by others, and carried out in some parts of the United

States.

A system of sanitary inspection of milk has been tried in some States in the neigh-

boring I'epublic, with the object of preventing disease and protecting the public health.

We will refer to one State, the State of New Jersey, where a law was enacted in 1880,

under which an inspector was appointed. The work of inspection has reduced the quan-

tity of impure milk otFered for sale, and at the same time caused a steady yearly advance

in the commercial value of milk.

The advance in price of a forty quart can from 1879 to 1883 amounted to $134.20 in

favour of each farmer, estimating the value for one year. The price of milk was very

nearly doubled from 1879 to 1883, during the years of inspection.

For the purpose of inspection, the State was divided into sections, and assistants

appointed. At several places local health authorities had charge of the work of inspec-

tion, without any expense to the State.

At Vineland an energetic and earnest Board of Health accomplished all that could

be desired in inspecting and regulating the milk supply. In this town the quality of the

milk was kept excellent by the constant supervision of the members of the Local Board of

Health, and the work was well done, without any expense to the State.

In closing this report the Secretary of the Board says :
" I would repeat what I

have stated in former reports, that to do the work of inspection in a thorough manner,

and to accomplish better results, more attention must be given to the subject by local

health authorities. It is clearly the duty of these Boards to interest themselves in this

matter, and while a general oversight should be maintained by a State inspector, the work

and the Vjurden of expense should rest on the local authorities."

As far as this view of the question is concerned our municipal and public health Acts

provide for the inspection of milk in the interests of public health. Section 13, sub-sec-

tion 10 of the Municipal Amendment Act " authorizes councils of municipalities to ap-

point inspectors and to provide for inspection of milk offered for sale and for licensing

and regulating milk vendors.

Section 10 of the Local Health By-Law, in force in all municipalities in Ontario,

unless repealed, provides for the inspection and regulation of cheese factories and cream-

eries by the Local Board of Health, and Section 11 for the inspection of milk. The

authority for enacting and enforcing Section 10 is derived from the Municipal Amend-
ment Act.

In conclusion your Committee would recommend :

—

Ist. That an inspector or inspectors be appointed under the Minister of the Depart-

ment, which inspector should have power to inspect nuisances and unsanitary conditions

existing in and around cheese factories and creameries, and report to the Minister.

2nd. That they assist, under the direction of the Minister of Agriculture, in carrying

out recommendations and suggestions similar to those made by the Western Ontario

Dairymen's Association with regard to

—

1. Construction and management of cheese factories, creameries, and hog-pens.

2. Disposal of whey and the providing of milk.

3rd. And that your Committee be further empowered and directed to act with the

Committee of the Dairymen's Association, to secure such legislation as is necessary to

carry out those suggestions.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

H. P. YEOMANS,
PETER H. BRYOE.
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The following from Prof. J. A. W. Robertson, Instructor in Dairying, etc., Agricul-

tural College, a member of the Committee of the Dairymen's Association, is an answer to

an enquiry from the Secretary of this Board as to what progress in experiments was being

made under his supervision.

GuELPH, 19th July, 1886

My Dear Doctor,—I have j-our fav<mr of the IGth. I have borne in mind and put to a practical test

some of the recommeLdatii*os for dairies and their surroundings, which were discussed at the winter session
of your Board. I am not yet prepared to report exhaustively on them, as long enough lime has not passed
to permit of a satisfact^jry trial. But, so far aa shown, the application of the " downward filtnition system "

for the disp<jsal of liquid refuse from hog pens, seems easily practicable and effective. I have had that
system in operation for a short time, in connection with a hog-pea erected, mainly fortlie i)urpose of testing
its suitability. Fifty hogs are kept. The i)en is a building tJO feet x 24 feet. The liquid refuse is conveyed in
two gutters to one end >>{ the building, where they empty into shallow, open trenches in a field ; the
trencher are five in number, about one foot wide, eight inches deep, and each 150 feet long ; they are from
twelve to eighteen feet apart. Between the trenches and running parallel are covered tile drains, from two
feet to two and a half feet deep. The liquid refuse is absorbed or filtered away before any very offensive
odor arises from it. The land between the trenches has been sown with ra|)e. A crop with deei>er-re;ioliing

roots would have tjeen better had the ditches been prepared earlier in the season. I will have samples of

the water, a-s taken from the tile drains, analyzed and send you a report. I do not wish to say much to
induce other creamerie.-* or cheese factories to adopt the filtration plan till we find whether it works well
the whole season. I am already satisfied that it will just meet the case as to the disposal of sewage and
slops from the manufacturing rooms of the factories. I do not take up your time by describing and dis-

cussing the meth(xl of construction f<jr hog-pens, but I have been giving that point further attention and
trial. However, as no change in these buildings could well be effected in the middle of the manufacturing
«eas<jn, it will be soon enough, if I send you plans and suggestions, accompanying a report on the
"Filtration System " for the whole season.

Rf these complaints which you have received, l«t me say that I have also listened to a numl>er from
residents near cheese factories and hog-pens ; the blame is mostly laid on the latter. I have been away a
few times, visiting factories for the instruction of cheese-makers. I cite t .vo cases in point : At Bluevale,
the resident physician attributed the outbreak of a fever (which he feared was typhoid) in the family of the
cheese-maker, to the nearness of a foul-smelling hog-pen. In that case a little ditching, at a cost of a few
dollars Would have temjujrarily abated the nuisance. That I pointed out to the manager, and instructed
him to have it done at once. I mention that case to shew how all immediate danger to the health of the
community, ivnd offence to near residents might have been avoided by a timely enforcement of the regula-
tions already i-<sued.

At a large factory near Listowell, complaint was made by some nei^hlwurs. The company owning the
factory at once provided a large underground tank, into which all the liquid refuse is conveyed. Said tank
is puini>ed empty, and the liquid, as manure, is conveyed to a farm twice or three times a week. I will

follow ui) the case and learn whether any nlli^ance is caused by the distribution "f the liquid on the fields.

I have nothing nrw that wouM interest ynur Board about the unhealthfulness of milk from cnws
improperly fe<i, watere<l, stabled or cared for. I am investigating, with a view to discover definitely the
effects of the different treatmentsand conditions, on the quality of the milk, butter and cheese commercially.
I have not cf>nvenience nor as yet tin- skill required in examining milk for the jtresence of such germs or
«l)ores, as I understand, are tlie imineiliat*; cause of outbreaks of diphtheria and typhoid fever. If you can
spare the time, and would undertake the investigatimi, I will send you samples of milk for examination. I

can by exjiosure, im|>regnat« milk with such a taint as would greatly lessen its value for cht««-se or butter-
making, an<l send you samples. You may be able to deU^rmine whether or not such u taint is but an indi-

cation of the prej»enc<' of dangen)us germs. It is also of im|>ortance to know as much as posiiible of the
nature of these germs in such milk, and whether the jiresence of lactic acid and salt would impairor destroy
their vitality. The taints, which in milk often give the taste :ind smell faithful warning wf its unfitness for
fiKxl, are either removed, or their prenence is hidden by th<<e iigents, ivcid anil salt.

y2< a pamphlet, I do not think it would do much service Iwfore Xmas. If a concise and practical one
were iHsue<l tx-fore the meetings of the convention of ilairymen in .January, 1HX7, I think many of ita

recommendations would Ije adojited for another se.-ison. This one is now too far a<lvanced for much change
to be made in factfiry surroundings. I will b«- glad to have a visit from you, when your time will |>ennit.

I am.
Yours truly,

.r. A. M. Kol'.KliT.SDN.

I)K. r. H. Brtcx, Toronto

I

RKI'OKT OF COMMITTEE OX FOOD AND DlilNKS HE REPORT A'/:

PUBLIC ICE SUi'l»LIES.

To tke Chilini^in mid Mtinfjtrs of llie Proviticial Hoard of Ilmlth :

Gentl.e.\ikn,—Your Cominitte*? on foods, drinks, etc., bogs leave to report certain

facts which may well l>e considered from the standpoint of health, as well as from the

legal standpoint, upon the question of ice mipjili^.
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Ice StippliesJrom the Standpoint of Health.—The fact that water below ?2° expands^

of course explains the fact that ice forms first on the surface of water in most instances.

The crystallization of the upper surface of water, like all similar processes, tends to

eliminate from the crystal formed any foreign substance, and hence it is that the surface-

suspended impurities of the water, except so far as they may become centres about which

the crystals tend to form, are not included in the surface ice to the same amount that

they were in the water, previously at the surface.

Examination of ice on a sewage-contaminated river, say the mouth of the Don,
makes it abundantly plain, however, that dissolved impurities, i.e., the colouring matters.

of urine are included in the ice forming at the surface. This being the case, it is but-

natural to suppose that microscopic organisms included in such impure waters might like-

"vvise be included in the ice.

Such has been found to be the case. Prof. Pumpelly, of Newport, N. J., tested ice

as to the presence in it of active microbes, and states that ice in freezing does not free

itself from or destroy these organisms, since he found that pieces of ice, taken from the

centre of blocks of ice, in many instances infected sterilized beef infusion with the germs of

putrefaction.

The impurities due to decomposition of sawdust found in ice taken at Rye Beach
seem to have been the sole cause of an outbreak of sickness there, and was found to con-

tain relatively to Boston ice much more albuminoid and free ammonia.
In a paper by Dr. Pengra, Michigan, the ability of a solution of urea in water to-

eliminate the urea by freezing, was tested. He found the following :

—

100 c. c. of water contained before freezing .83 grains

" '•
" from ice 58 "

" " of the water below the ice 1.3 grammes

In other words 40 per cent, was cast out by freezing to a certain depth.

Another experiment with grape sugar showed, by freezing, purification to the extent

of 55 per cent., while another experiment with dissolved arsenic showed a purification ta

the extent of 40 per cent.

Hassell gives the following result of freezing :

—

Total solids

Chlorine
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Ice Sup-pliesfrom the Legal Standpoint.—By some strange oversight there is nothing

in the Municipal Acts giving councils power in so many words, to pass by-laws regulating

ice su|iplies. The by-law of H»ialth Act of 1881, similarly had this provision left out.

In the present state of the Health Acts, your Committee deem it proper to indicate

what clauses they think may be so read as to give Local Boards and health olHcers power

to regulate ice supplies.

(1) Public Health Act, 1884, Sec. 38
; (2) Schedule A, Sec. 1 ; (3) Schedule A, Sec. 11

.

These would seem sufficient for dealing with the evil in most ca.ses when Medical

Health officers' opinions are supported by the Board ; but in such instances as that

referred to your Committee from the IMedieal Health Officer of Hamilton, Section 11 of

^schedule A, seems to be the only one by which the medical health otHoer has power to

do anything, and this can only be done by his first testing the ice and proving it to be

relatively impure.

In the present unsatisfactory condition of the laws bearing on the subject, your Com-
mittee would strongly urge that the Committee on Legislation again press this important

matter on the attention of the Minister.

We have the honour to be,

Yours respectfully,

P. H. BRYOE.
FRANCIS RAE.

REPORTS OY THE COMMITTEE ON SEWERAGE, DRAINAGE AND WATER
SUPPLY, RE PROPOSED SYSTEMS IN STRATFORD, OWEN SOUND,
ST. CATHARINES. BROCKVILLE, TORONTO AND CORNWALL.

Toronto, 8th June, 1886.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Hoard of Health :

Gentlkmkn,—Your (Committee on Sewerage, Drainage and Water Sujtply, to whom
•were referred the proposed .systems of sewerage of the City of Stratford, and of the

Town of Owen Sound, begs leave to present the following reports of the sul>-coiumiLt«ie

appointed to visit those places, and reports that your Committee concurs in the said

reports.

Respectfully submitted.

\VM. OLDRICIIT.

J. OALRRAITII.

Stratpohd Seweraub.

Toronto, June 8th, 1886.

To the Committer on Sewerage, Drainage ami Water Supply :

(Jentlkmen,— In accordance with your instructions I vihiu^d Stratford on .June Ist.

to examine the outlet of the proposed scwrrage system, and to gain sufficient information

to enable you to form a fair judgmeiit of tht; merits of the scheme.

It is proposed to build a system of sewers in the City of Stratford sufficient to carry

off, in addition to sewage proper, the roof wnter which falls during onlinary rainstorms,

And also to int<;rcept the ordinary flow of two small streams on the south wide of the
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Avon. It is not intended to provide for carrying through the sewers the roof-water due
to the heaviest storms to which the place is liable, nor to carry the rain water falling

directly on the ground. Provision will be made for carrying off, on the surface of the

ground, this water, and also the over-flow of the above-mentioned streams.

After an examination of the record of the rainfall at Stratford durinu; the last

twenty-ti%e years, as given by the Meteorological Department, I advised the enlargement

of certain portions of the proposed system.

I also advised the employment of no pipes of less than Sin. diameter.

Mr. Macdougall, the engineer, to whom the proposed scheme is due, has concurred in

these changes.

It is proposed to carry the sewage of the north side of the city across the Avon, at

John St., by an inverted siphon to connect with the main sewer, thus giving the sewage
of the whole city a single outlet.

This is located on the line of Hamlet Street, which is, I believe, the city limit.

Five miles below the City of Stratford is a small village called Avonton ; about three

miles further on is the village of Avonbank, and three miles below this village the Avon
joins the Thames river ; three and one-half miles below the junction is the town of St,

Mary's. The river passes through ordinary farming country between Stratford and St.

Mary's.

There is a cheese factory on the Avon about three miles below Stratford, which I

visited. I believe there is a.iother one at Avonton.

At the time of my visit, very little rain had fallen for several weeks, and the river-

was consequently low. I measured the flow and found it to be between five and six mil-

lions of gallons per twenty-four hours.

In the driest season the flow would be considerably under this amount.
Stratford has a system of waterworks, the pumping capacity of which is two and

one-half million gallons per twenty-four hours.

The consumption hitherto has not amounted to more than from three to four hundred
thousand gallons per diem, of which it is estimated the Gi'and Trunk Railway uses one-

half. The greater portion of the water used by the railway is carried off by the locomo-

tives.

I think that it would be fair to estimate the amount of sewage which finds its way
back to the river per diem, as not more than two hundred and fifty thousand gallons. If

we consider the before mentioned volume of flow of the river a fair average, the estimated

quantity of sewage would form about five per cent, of the total flow.

It is for your Board to decide whether it is advisable or not to throw this sewage
directly into the river.

My own opinion is, that it would be advisable to allow the discharge of the sewage
directly into the river with the thorough understanding that such an arrangement was to.

be considered as being only temporary, and that the city of Stratford should be prepared,

to erect purification works whenever called upon to do so by the Provincial Board.

In view of the future erection of such works, I do not think it necessary that the

outlet should be as far down the river as Hamlet Street; I think that it might be made at

any point between Hamlet Street and the island shown on the plan opposite the
cemetery.

The erection of sewage purification works would probably necessitate the elevation

of the sewage from five to ten feet by steam pumps.
One point in the working of the sewerage works which cannot be too strongly in-

sisted upon, is that efiicient means be provided for flushing the pipes.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr. Macgregor, the Mayor, and other gentlemen
whom I met, for their courtesy in affording me every opportunity for gaining the neces-

sary information.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

J. GALBRAITH.
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Owen Sound Sewerage.

To the Committee on Sewerage, Drahunje and Water Supply :

Gentlemen',—After leaving Stratford, I went to Owen Sound. There it is proposed
to sewer that portion of the town lying on the east side of the Sydenham River. The
pipes are intended to carry off both sewage and ordinary rainfalls, including in the latter

cas*», the water which falls upon the surface of the ground, as well as the roof water.

It is proposed to discharge the sower water directly into the river at four points,

marked A, B, C, D, in the plan submitted to the Board, and into the Sound at a point
marked E.

The most thickly populated portion of the town is that which is proposed to be
drained by the sewers, whose outlets are A, B, C, D, and the main question at issue is

whether or not an intercepting sewer should be built, which would carry the sewage to
some point down the bay.

The population of Owen Sound is 5,700 and that of the portion of the town to be
sewered is said to be from 4,000 to 5,000.

There is a good <,'ravitation-waterworks system, the supply for which is obtained from
abundant springs. The consumption at present is 100,000 gallons per diem.

The waterworks manager, Mr. Parker, is of the opinion that with the present popu-
lation there might be an increase of hfty per cent, in the consumption of water within a
few years. He also informed me that in his opinion it was not probable that more than
200 water-closets would be used with the present population.

The minimum discharge of the Sydenham river at periods of low water is about
18,000,000 gallons per twep.ty-four hours. I am indebted for this information to Messrs.
Wm. Kennedy <!c Sons, who, Irom their extensive experience in putting in mill wheels, are
in a position to give reliable information upon this point.

Mr. Robinson, C.E., who originated the plans submitted to your Hoard, kindly
accompanied me over the ground, and brought me to points where I could examine the
How of the river to advantage.

The river, where it is proposed to dischargt; the sewers, is from sixty to one hundrt'd
feet wide and nowhere le.ss than five or six feet deep at low water. It is subject to irreg-

ular fluctuations of level, due to winds on Lake Huron and the Georgian Bay.

My opinion is that it will be perfectly safe to discharge the sewage into the river as
proposed.

There will probably not \h' mort' than 200,000 gallons per day of ordinary sewage for

many years to come; along with this will How rwn in thi-dricst season 1S.0(J(J,U<)0 gallons

of pure water. The Hoods, which occur at least once a year, will sweep the rivt r clean to

its mouth.

I do not anticipate that in tin; <a.se of Owen S<mnd there will be suHicient Hlth even
to cause a nuisance.

With regard to the other features of the propo.sed plan, it will be unnecessary to sav
much.

It may be necehsary to determine more closely the sizes of the various pij)eH, but such
details may \>e safely left to the engineer in charge.

There are few t<jwns which have the a<Ivantageji Owen Sound possesses for securing a

constant supply of watt?r to the sewers, and it should not bo diHicult to build a perfectly

erticient .system at a minimum of cost.

I feel Ha''e in giving it as my opinion that if any malaria makes its appearance, in con-

sequence of thesewercge fystem, it will be l>ecauiie of neglect of ordinary precautions in

construction, and not on account of the outlet.

I think that if an int<;rcepting sewer were built, its object might be to a great extent
defeated by flux and reHux of the water, due to the winds on the lake. To carry the
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sewage so far as to avoid danger from this source, it would probably be necessary to erect

pumping works.

in conclusion, 1 must acknowledge my indebtedness to the gentlemen already men-
tioned, and also to Mr. Rutherford, the Mayor, Rev. Mr. Mulholland, Chairman of the

Local Board of Health, and other gentlemen, for their courtesy and kindness in furthering

the object of my visit.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. GALBRAITH.

St. Catharines Sewerage.

To the Cliairman and Meinbers of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,—Your Committee on sewerage, drainage, and water supply, having been

requested by the Chairman of the Board to consider the accompanying scheme for a sys-

tem of drainage for a portion of the city of St. Catharines, begs leave to report as follows :

—

Your Committee having met and obtained from Mr. Alan Macdougall, (the engineer

bv whom the scheme was proposed), a plan and some additional information, thought it

would be advisable to meet with Mr. Macdougall and discuss the desirability of certain

modifications of the scheme.

The proposal to have the upper portions of the joints of sewers open has been deemed

objectionaV>le, inasmuch as the open joints, if they permitted the passage of sub-soil

water, might also permit the passage of earth or sand, and lead to silting up of the drain.

They would also allow of the passage into the soil of sewage, especially when the drains are

Hushed, and of sewer gas. If laid in the clay (as would be the case throughout a great

portion of the system), the open joints would be of little use for sub-soil drainage, even

were they unobjectionable otherwise.

The following modifications have therefore been agreed upon :

—

To drain cellars by means of porous tiles placed outside the house walls at a proper

depth below the surface of the cellar floor. To give these porous tile drains trapped con-

nection with the sewers or house drains (outside the house walls of course).

To properly grade the streets, digging gutters or water-courses at each side of the

roadway to carry oQ the surface water and storm water. All these water-courses to be

properly graded down to the railway ditch referred to in Mr. Macdougall's report as the

point of outlet for the proposed sewerage system. This ditch to be kept free from vege-

table growth and other obstructions by the corporation of St. Catharines.

sShould the Railway Company object to the use of this ditch for these purposes, an

offtake ditch to be dug by the corporation. The use of the railway ditch is a portion of

the original scheme.

If at any place the grading of a water-course causes a ditch of such a depth as to be

dangerous, a covered tile-drain should bs laid at such place or places.

The diameters of the main sewers will be lessened in consequence of the exclusion of

storm water, and of a portion of the sub-soil water.

With these modifications, in which the proposer of the scheme concurs, your Com-
mittee would recommend that the scheme be approved by the Board.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

WM. OLDRIGHT.
3rd December, 1886. J. GALBEAITH.
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Brockville Sewerage.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board oj Health :

Gentlemen,—With regard to the accompanying proposed scheme for the sewerage

of the Town of Brockville, submitted to your Committee on Sewerage, Drainage, and Water
Supply, your Committee beg leave to report that they were doubtful from the information

furnished whether the proposed point of discharge of the sewage was such that there would

be no danger of any of the sewage being carried to the inlet pipe of the water works.

Your Committee was of opinion that there had not been sufficient experiments and
observation to determine this question.

Shortly after the first meeting of your Committee to consider the scheme, and quite

independently of any knowledge of the doubts of your Committee, similar doubts were

strongly expressed at a public meeting of the citizens of Brockville. Shortly after this

Professor Galbraith was called upon in his professioeal capacity to prepare a scheme for

an intercepting sewer with an outlet below the water works intake. He worked out the

details of a scheme for delivering the sewage at a point in the river 1,000 feet down
stream from the mouth of the inlet-pipe of the water works. This point seemed to

him to be as far as he could safely carry the pipe with the grades that the ground allowed,

Vjut he reported that even this point ot outfall was not to be adopted until furtlier float

experiments should prove it to be perfectly safe. The determination of the motions of the

currents at the selected i)oint of dischari^e must, of course, rest with the municipal authori-

ties. The Provincial Board cannot be expected to make the necessary experiments and
obsei-vations with the resources at its command ; but it .should, in the opinion of your

Committee, withold its approval of either scheme till the necessary information is obtained

to render it a matter of certainty that there are no currents from the end of the dis-

charge pipe of the sewer system to the inlet pipe of the water works.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

,J. CALBKAITJI,

WM. OLDRIGIIT.

3rd December, 1886.

Toronto Sewerage.

To thr, Cluiirman and Meialnr.t of thf. I'rovliirud lUmrd of lledlth :

Your Committee on Sewerage, I >rainage an<l Water Supply, l>eg to report as follows on

the proposed scheme for a system of intercepting sewers for the City of Toronto, submit-

ted for the approval of the Board by the Mayor. lh<' principal points which demand
consideration are : Ist. Th<' quantities and distribution of the sf!wage and surfacn water

(including in the latter the tlow of scvj-ral creeks) to be dispowHl of. lind. Tin- location,

sizes, aiul inclinations of the requisite intercepting sewers, .'ird. 'V\w <|u<'stion whether

pumping will l>e nece-s.sary in order to get tin- n'i|iii.site fall ; and Itli, tin- |)oint of dis-

charge into the lake.

The tirst three points involv*' a large amount of eiigirn-eriiig work which your Com-

mittee do not propOH(f to discuss. They have therefore confuuMl themselves to the cor

sideration of the point of discharge alone.

Mr. .Man Macdougall, C K., made float experiments in May and .June, 1880, for the

purpose of getting inf irmation respecting the currents in the harljour, on the Houtli side

of the island and between the east ^'ap arul Virt<^)ria Park. These experiments were m»<le

on 22 days in May, and on l.'J days in June. The prevailing winds were weatf^rly and

northerly, although there were winds from all points of the compass. More than one
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hundred float experiments were made at various depths from the surface to 22 feet below.

A few floats were tried at a depth of 40 feet.

Speaking generally, about half the number of floats went easterly, and the remainder

westerly. Of the floats set out south of the island, more went westerly than easterly,

and of those set out opposite Victoria Park more went easterly than westerly. Mr. Rust

in 1884, made float experiments opposite Victoria Park, between September 25th and Octo-

ber 19th, and came to the conclusion that the currents were principally due to the prevailing

winds.

With so little knowledge, then, of the direction and action of currents between the

proposed outlet and the in-take pipe of the water works, it would not, in the judgment of

your Committee, be advisable to pour out so large an amount of filth at the former point.

Fi'ora a population of 300,000 people the amount of faecal solids would be from 23 to 28

tons per diem, (according to the calculations of difierent physiologists), and 78,000 gallons

of urine. And it is well-known that the excreta form but a small percentage of the total

tilth entering the sewers and composing the sewage of a city. Calculating from page 15

of the report, the proportionate amount of sewage per diem for 300,000 would be

22,600,000 gallons per diem ; but even calculated as in cities of Great Britain as 25

gallons per head, this would give 7^ million gallons of concentrated sewage, and adding

an equal amount for street washings, we would have 15,000,000 gallons yielding from 60

to 90 tons of solid organic matter.

It must be apparent to you that we should not pour out such a volume of filth into

the bay without knowing whether or not some of it may flow towards the source of our

water supply. If this should turn out to be the case, the constant eS"ect on health must

be bad, and in time of epidemics, such as typhoid fever, or the importation of a very

small amount of cholera, the result might be disastrous in the extreme. Another way
of putting the matter is to ask if the citizens would like to see the present filthy water

front, as now seen at the ends of our slips, transferred to the neighbourhood of the east-

ern gap, or of Ashbridge's Bay, without being assured that there is no westward current

from these points to the inlet crib.

The suggestion in the report that if the proposed outlet be found not suitable, an
outlet might be made a mile or more to the eastward, indicates a doubt on the part of

the framers which, we think, should be allowed full weight. In this connection it .might

be pointed out that such an extension would be all under the lake level, and that the

additional head necessary to produce a cleansing current through the pipe can scarcely

be spared, if at all, from the present low head. As above indicated, we do not propose to

discuss the point whether gravitation will produce a sufficient current at all times if the

outlet be placed as proposed, but it seems apparent that the head is small enough with-

out being diminished by a further extension of the pipe a mile or two. Should this prove,

on examination, to be the case, pumping would have to be resorted to.

The only conclusion that your Committee can come to under the circumstances is

that there is not yet sufficient experimental evidence to justify the fixing of the outlet at

the point proposed in the Engineers' report. They would advise, therefore, that only

such work be commenced and carried on immediately as would be unaffected in any way,

either by the position of the outlet or by the introduction of pumping, and that systematic

float experiments be carried on for at least one whole season, or longer if necessary—in

fact long enough to render it a matter beyond reasonable doubt that the drinking water

is in no danger of contamination. There can be no doubt of the necessity for the

immediate construction of intercepting sewers, but the matter is of too great importance
to allow any mistakes to be made which might be avoided by making further experiments.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

WM. OLDRIGHT,
J. GALBRAITH.

Toronto, 4th October, 1886.
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Cornwall Sewerage.

T<j tlie Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Ilealtli :

Gentlemen,—Your Coniniittee on Sewerage, Drainage and "Water Supply, begs leave

to report that it has examined the plans and specifications for the proposed water supply
of the town of Cornwall, and recommends the same for the approval of the Board.

We would point out that the intioduction of this scheme may necessitate extensive
improvements in the system of sewerage.

Your Committee has not, however, been called upon to report on the sewerage of the
town ; nor have any details thereof been laid bi^fore us. We therefore merely desire to

draw the attention of the lioard and through it, if thought advisable, of the municipal
authorities of Cornwall to this probable necessity.

All which is respectfully submitted.

WM. OLDRIGHT,
Chairman of Committee.

Toronto, August 31st, 1886.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON POISONS HE ILLUMINATING GAS.

Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen:

The incrciising frequency with which cases of poisoning by illuminating gas have
occurred of late years, has become a matter for serious consideration by those who are

more particularly concerned with matters pertaining to the public health, and whose duty
it is in this connection to point out ways and means by which such occurrences may be
reduced to a minimum.

Illuminating gus, as ordinarily supplied to consumers, is poisonous, whether it be
coal gas, dj^-ivt'd from tln^ destructive distillation of coal, or water gas, deriv(>d from the
decomposition of superheated steam l»y pa.ssage over red hot coal or coke and subse(juent

charging with the vapour of hytlrocarbons. It is not a single gas, but always a mixture of

several gases. In the consideration of the composition and poisonous eH'ects of illumi-

nating gas, the mixture known as coal gas will be compared with that known aa water
gas. The composition of these mixtures is not by any means always the same, but varies

somewhat from time to time, even in the same kitid of gas made in the same place, and
much more considerably in the same kind of gas made in diH'erent places and by dilTereiit

methods. The.se variations of composition are, however, not so great as to prevent the

term "coal gas" or " water gas" from repre.senting a tolerably drfinite mixture. Accord-
ing to the repf)rt of the State Inspector of gas and gas iiieU-rs for the Stat<^ of .Ma,H.sachu-

setts, for the year 1<SH4, the composition of a numlter of s|H'cimen8 of conl yaw from
(liM'erent towns and cities in that stat^; w.is found to be as follows :

—

Varying fmin To Avcnifrc

Illuminants r.'».')

Marsh-gas W'y.hW

Hydrogen .39.63

Carbon monoxide 3. H)

Nitrogen O.S.'i

Oxygen 0.00

Carbon dioxide 0.00
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The same authority gives the composition of water gas in the various places as

follows :

—

Varying from To Average

llluminants ..10.12 17.81 12.48

iSlarsh-gas 13.58 26.51 20.55

Hydrogen 27.77 43.99 36.34

Carbon monoxide 24.47 31.52 27.46

Nitrogen , 0.92 5.72 2.56

Oxygen 0.00 .95 .26

Carbon dioxide 0.00 1.17 .35

Prof. Henry Wurtz, Ph.D., gives the following analysis of the water gas supplied by

the Municipal Gas Light Company of New York :

—

Hydrogen 38.05

Marsh-gas 11.85

Carbon monoxide 29.40

Carbon dioxide 0. 10

Oxygen 0.10

Nitrogen 3.71

Olefines (vap) 9.29

Paraffines 7.50

The following is the composition of the Lowe water gas at Baltimore, by Dr. E. G.

Love, Official Gas Examiner of New York city :-^

Hydrogen 46.49

Marsh-gas 11.75

•Carbon monoxide 21.51

Nitrogen 4.30

Oxygen 0.20
.

( Ethylene 6.50

define gases . . I Propylene 35

( Butylene 15

i Ethane 50

Paraffin gases •< Propane 1.00

Butane 7.25

I

I

100.00

Mr. N. Aubin, Dominion Gas Engineer, in his I'eport to E. Miall, Esq., Commis-

sioner of Inland Revenue, gives the following analysis of Toronto gas by Prof. Pike in

1880:—

Hydrocarbons 9.22 per cent.

Marsh-gas (CM.) * 25.71

Carbon monoxide 21 .50 "

Hydrogen ,
43.57

100.00 per cent.

and the same gentleman quotes in the same report an extract from a report on gas in

England, showing that coal gas, as found there, consisted of the following substances :

—

Marsh-gas 30 to 40 per cent.

Hydrogen 50
Carbon monoxide 5 to 10 "

HydrocarVjons 5 to 6 "
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All the constituents of illuminating gas, except oxygen, are irrespirable, that is, they
cannot supply the place of oxygen for breathing purposes, and, if breathed undiluted, \\all

produce death from sutfocation. Besides this negative power, which it shares with the

other constituents of illuminating gas, carl)onic oxide is conspicuous for poisonous pro-

perties, which are peculiarly its own. It is probable that it is the only I'ssentially

poisonous substance in coal gas and water gas.

Mr. Aubin, Dominion Gas Inspector, says: ''The particular compound, to which
may be attributed the deaths caused, by the accidental escape of gas in bedrooms is the

carbonic oxide found in coal gas, but ia larger quantities in water gas."

Of the poisonous nature of this gas there can be no question—chemists of the

earlier, as well as the more recent periods have united in pronouncing it one of the most
poisonous of gaseous products. Dr. Parkes, in his work on Hygiene, says :

" Of the

immense effect of carbon monoxide, there is no doubt. Less than one-half per cent, has
produced poisonous symptoms, and more than one per cent, is rapidly fatal to animals."

Prof. Witthaus, in his work on General Medical Chemistry, says :
" Carbon mon-

oxide is an exceedingly poisonous ga.s, and is the chief toxic cotuitituent of the gases given

off by blast furnaces, from defective flues and open coal or charcoal tires, and of illuminat-

ing gas. An atmosphere containing but a small proportion of this gas produces asphyxia
and death, even if the quantity of oxygen present be equal to or even greater than that

normally existing in the atmosphere; 0.5 per cent, of carbon monoxide in air is sufficient

to kill a small bird in a few moments and one per cent, proves fatal to small mammals."

Replies to Circulars, etc.—For the purpose of obtaining more definite information

relative to the actual effects of illuminating gas upon the life of human beings exposed to

it, a circular of inquiry was addres.sed by the State Board of Massachusetts to the health

authorities of 216 cities and towns in the United States, having a population of more than
ten thousaiul. Returns were received from 108 cities, from which it appears that 189 deaths
have been recorded as due to the inhalation of illuininating gas, in the twenty years and
six months included in the returns. Of these 189 deaths, 40 are recorded as due to coal

gas, in the 20^ years of record ; 4.5 as due to water gae, in the 7k years of record, since its

introduction, and 07ie to a mixture of coal and water gas, leaving 10.3 in which the

no.xious cau.se was not specified.

It also appears, that in three large cities in which water gas has l)een introduced, viz. :

New York, Baltimore and Brooklyn, with a population of over 2,000,000, there had been
sixteen d<-aths from the inhalation of illuminating gas previous to the introduction of

water gas, in a period of thirteen years, or 1.2 per year.

In the .sau)e cities, for the remaining 7 i years after the introduetion of water '^ is,

there were 120 deaths, due to inhalation of illuminating gas or IG per year— an
increiuse of more than 12-fold in tlur deaths, from this cau.se, while the? population hul
not doubled in the same period. To carry the comparison still further, the two citi<'S,

Boston and Baltimore, ai-e quite similar in the number of their population (400,000).

In Boston there have been but four deaths attributable to illuminating gas in 20
years ; in Baltimore, in the same perio<J, there have b'-en 19 deaths from the same cause,

17 of which have occurred in 1883, 1884 and \XX'k The former city uses^coal g.m for

illumination, and the latter water gius.

The consumption of coal gas in England is very large. Mulhall's Dictionary of

Statistics gives 71,000,000,000 cubic feet jih thr; consumption fr)r IHSO—or .3,400 cubic

feet for each inhabitant. Notwithstanding this enormous consumption, the death rato

from gas p<;)isoning was small. The population of England and Wales is estimated for

188.3 at 2<i, 770,74 l.and during the five years from 1879 to 1883 incluHive,only 24 deaths
occurred from this caiise.

A strong contrast to the.se figures are the results found in Brooklyn, Baltimore and
New Yoik, where water gas has l)een intrfxiuced. The population of thew three cities

was, in ISSO, 2, lO.">,409, and out of this number, whirh i.s Ie.s8 than 1-12 of the population

of Englan«l and Wahis, there occurred during the .same p'riod and from the same cause
77 deaths.
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Symptoms of Poisoning.—The subjective symptoms of poisoning by carbon monoxide
are said to be quite uniform. The first symptom noticeable is a burning feeling in the

skin of the face ; this is quickly followed by giddiness and headache, gradually becoming
more intense, with a feeling of strong pulsation in the temporal arteries. In the early

stage there is generally oppression at the stomach, nausea and vomiting, noises in the

ears, imperfect vision, distress of mind, anxiety and excitement, and at this stage

insensibility often attacks the victim, who falls to the floor unconscious of standing or

attempting to- walk.

In cases of recovery, the most marked symptom is a feeling of weakness and fatigue,

often lasting for several days; headache, a want of clear conception, and general obscurity

of the mental faculties are also noticed.

In cases which end fatally, the victims either never wake from coma, or their waken-

ing is transitory and imperfect.

The objective phenomena are mainly as follows :—'In the early stages, the external

surface of the body is congested and red, especially the face. The conjunctivae are in-

jected, and the mucous membranes are usually of a bright red. In the later, comatose

stage, the skin is usually pale, and becomes livid toward the end of life.

Death usually occurs without perceptible spasms or convulsions, although convul-

sions do occasionally take place.

It appears from the experiments of Bernard and others, that the method by which

carbon monoxide produces its fatal effects is by forming with the colouring matter of the

blood, by displacing oxygen, a compound, which is quite stable, and thus causing asphyxia,

by destroying the power of the blood-corpuscles of carrying oxygen from the air to the

tissues. Owing to the stability of this compound, the symptoms of this form of poisoning

are very persistent, lasting until the place of the colouring matter, thus rendered useless,

is supplied by new formation.

The prognosis is very unfavourable, when the amount of gas inhaled has been at all

considerable; the treatment usually followed, artificial respiration and inhalation of oxygen,

failing to restore the altered colouring matter.

If we compare the analyses of coal and water gas, made by the Massachusetts

Inspector of Gas, etc., it will be s^en that water gas contains about five times as much
carbon monoxide as coal gas ; and, as carbon monoxide is by far the most poisonous

ingredient in these illuminating gases, we must conclude that the one containing the

larger proportion of it would be more poisonous and dangerous to life than the other.

The following experiments, made by the Massachusetts State Board of Health, of which

Dr. S. W. Abbott is the medical health officer, show that this opinion is correct.

Experiment No. 1.—Two rooms were made exactly alike, with a capacity of about

700 cubic feet ; three dogs, two cats and two rabbits were placed in one room where
water gas, containing about thirty per cent, of carbon monoxide, was allowed to flow in from

a single, ordinary burner, at the rate of six feet per hour. The experiment began at 11.15

a.m., and at 12.45 p.m. vomiting, delirium, convulsions, etc., had already been noted.

Half an hour later all the animals were unconscious, or apparentl}' so, failing to respond to

calls and vigorous knocks upon the walls. At 2.30 p.m., or three hours from the start,

the two cats were dead and the other animals were prone and quite unconscious. The
dogs died at 3, 4. and 6.30 o'clock respectively ; the rabbits also at 6.30. In a word,

symptoms of poisoning were well developed in one hour and a half ; deaths began to occur

in a little more than three hours, and all were dead within eight.

Experiment No. 2.—In the corresponding experiment with coal gas, containing about
eight per cent, of carbon monoxide, two dogs, two cats, two rabbits and two pigeons were
placed in the room, and the gas was introduced from an ordinary burner, and at the same
rate as before. The experiment began at eight a.m., and for three and a-half hours no
symptoms of consequence were observed, and then only drowsiness and general anxiety with
salivation in one case. At four p.m., eight hours after the start, (at the end of which time
all the animals mentioned in the first experiment, were dead) nothing more than a gradual

exaggeration of the symptoms had occurred. Recovery apparently would have been still
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possible and even easy at this time. After twenty-four hours one cat and one rabbit

were dead, but the rest, though stupefied, were not unconscious, being still responsive to

knocks and calls. There is little doubt, moreover, that as the night was extremely cold

(below 0' F.) and the rabbit was young, it was somewhat chilled by the cold, and thus

succumbed the more readily to the gases.

In a room containing 800 cubic fe*^t capacity, which is about the average size of

rooms in which fatal results have taken place, a six foot burner {I.e. allowing the escape

of six cubic feet per hour), would introduce in eight hours forty-eight cubic feet, a little

more than six per cent, of the air of the room. By careful experiment it is proved that

at least more than half of this amount escapes, leaving less than three per cent, in the

room at the end of eight hours. Of this amount, say three per cent, in the case of coal gas,

from five to eight hiindrt-dths would be carbonic oxide, or from fifteen to twenty-five hun-
dredths of one per cent, of the air of the room, an amount suflicient to produce headache,

n lusea, malaise and other symptoms of a like nature, but very rarely a fatal result.

In the case of water-gas escaping at the same rate and filling a similar room to the

amount of three per cent., at the end of eight hours from seventy-five to eighty-five hun-

dredths would be carbonic oxidp, or nearly one per cent, of the air in the room, an amount
which is inevitably fatal to healthy adults after an exposure of from four to twelve

hours.

It appears from these observations, as to c»ses which have occurred, and also from
the experiments of the Board, that in ordinary cases an expo.sure to coal-gas would pro-

duce during a night's sojourn in a small room such as has been described, severe and un-

pleasant symptoms and possibly insensibility, with a probability of resuscitation and com-
plete recovery.

An exposure to water-gas under similar conditions would usually be followed by
death in less than eight hours.

The remedies suggested for the prevention of accidents are :—(1 ) The u.se of automatic

burners which would cause the g;is to ignite immediately on e.scaping. (2) Limiting the

minimum size of sleeping apartments and requiring thorough ventilation.

In view of the experimental evidence herewith submitted, it must be admitted by all

that water-gas with its twenty-five per cent, of carbonic oxide, is a more dan-

gerous substance than coal gas, witli its six or seven per cent., and the question would
naturally ari.se as to how much practical importance may be attached to tliis more poison-

ous character. If we consider the various circumstances under which accidimts are likely

to occur as a result of the general distril»ution of gas for illuminating purpo.ses, it will

help to answer this question.

There are several principal ways in which such accidents are likely to arise.

1. By suffocation : as when workmen are overpowered in deep trenches by large

quantities of gas escaping from broken or leaky mains
;

2. By the formation of explosive mixtures with air, owing to the escape of the gas in

any manner
;

3. By poisoning during sleep : from the escape into the sleeping room of gas from the

burner because, owing to defective fixtures, to accident, intention, or ignorance, the ligl't

has l»een put out while the gas is still allowed t) fiow in
;

4. By the slow, ob.scure poisoning, especially of feeble or antemic persons, owing to

leaks in or about pipes or burners in ordinary dwelling-rooms
;

5. By poisoning, especially at night, when doors and windows are generally closed,

with gas escajiing from broken street mains into the earth, afterwards passiu'.,' through

drains or through the soil to the biusements of dwellings and thence upwards thrntighout

the house.

Stoves, etc.—A fruitful source of carbon monoxide poisoning, sometimes fatal, but more
frequently producing langour, headache, and debility, is to be found in the stoves, furnaces,

etc., used in heating our dwellings and other buildings, especially when the fuel is anthracite
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coal. This fuel produces in its combustion, when the air supply is not abundant, consid-

erable quantities of carbon monoxide, to which a further addition may be made by the re-

duction of the dioxide, also formed in passing over red hot iron. This poisonous gas may
find its way into rooms either througli cracks and defects in the stoves, flues, or pipes, by
occasionul downward currents of air passing over fires in open fireplaces, or, much more
frequently, by direct passage through the heated metal. Experiment has shown that

metals, notably cast-iron, are quite pervious to gases when heated to redness. When, there-

fore, a stove or the fire-box of a hot-air furnace becomes red-hot, a portion of the gases

formed by the combustion of the fuel, passes through the pores of the metal to contamin-

ate the air without, and give rise to carbonic oxide poisoning to a degree depending upon
the degree of imperfection of the ventilation, the nature of the fuel and the amount
of air supplied to it.

The obvious precautions required to avoid this form of what may be called clironic

carbonic oxide poisoning, and which is by no means uncommon, are:

—

1. To see that the various pieces of which the stove or furnace is composed are well

fitted and properly cemented, so as to insure as close a joint as possible;

2. To haA'e the stoves or furnaces lined with fire-clay or fire-brick, which tends to-

prevent their being over-heated, and thus diminish their perviousness to gases
;

3. To avoid heating to redness
;

4. To have good pipes, well fitted, and entering a flue with a good draught
;

5. To furnish a plentiful supply of air to the fuel
;

6. To secure proper ventilation;

7. In the case of hot-air furnaces, to obtain, by an abundant supply of external air-

to the air chamber, a large supply of moderately-heated air, rather than a smaller supply

of very hot air
;

8. To avoid placing dampers or other obstructions in the pipes leading from all

stoves in which anthracite coal is used as fuel.

Note re Automatic Cut-off Gas-hurner.—The automatic cut-off gas-burner, a sample

of which was exhibited to the Board yesterday, might be used with advantage, mor-

particularly in bedrooms, so as to prevent the danger of suffocation from inhaling illumin-

ating gas.

It consists of two steel cylinders inclosed in a brass case, which can be screwed on to

any ordinary gas fixture.

The outside cylinder, open at the upper end and closed at the lower, has a flange or valve

seat at its upper end, which is perforated by two small lateral openings. It also contains in

its lower end a short centre post. The inner cylinder, which is made to move easily inside

the outer one, is open at its lower end and closed at its upper. It has a flange or valve

at its upper end, which fits evenly over the valve seat in the outer cylinder. A weight is

in some instances made to press on this flange.

On the outside case is a Bunsen air burner with a spring valve, which, when pressed

inwards, uncovers a small opening in the case.

Quicksilver is poured into the outer cylinder as high as the centre post, i.e., one-third

its height ; atmospheric air fills the other two-thirds. The inner cylinder, Avhich is closed

at the upper end, is then pressed into the outei* one, and thereby encloses atmospheric air

to the extent of two-thirds its capacity, the air being retained in position by the quick-

silver.

The modus operandi may be thus described :

—

Pressure on the spring valve allows a small quantity of gas to escape at the side

opening in the brass tube. On lighting this gas at the Bunsen burner, it burns with a

bluish flame, and heats the air in the inner cylinder ; the air expands, and in doing so,

elevates the internal cylinder, thereby exposing the two openings in the shoulder of the

outside cylinder. Gas then flows upwards through these openings, and escaping at the
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op is lighted by the flame from the Bunsen burner. Pressure should then be removed
from the spring valve. The whole operation does not last more than three or four seconds.

When the light is blown out, the air in the inner cylinder cooling, contracts in volume,
and lets the inner cylinder drop over the holes in the valve seat of the outer cylinder, thus

preventing further escape of gas. Gas ceases to escape at the top in from two to three

minutes.

Your Committee desire to express the opinion that the automatic cut-oft' gas-burner

would be of great utility in preventing the fatal results which occasionally occur from the

inhalation of any kind of illuminating gas.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. J. OASSIDY.
Toronto, May 20th, 1886. FRANCIS EAE.

REPORT OF THE DELEGATE TO THE CANADIAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Toronto, October 11th, 188G.

To the Chairman and Members of the Provincial Board of Health :

Gentlemen,— I have much pleasure in submitting a report of what was done in

public health matters at the last annual meeting of the Canadian Medical Association,

which took place in the city of Quebec.

The A.ssociation was convened in one of the lecture rooms of Laval University at

10 a.m., August 18th, the President, Dr. T. K. Holmes, of Chatham, in the chair, and Dr.

James Bell, of Montreal, acting us Secretary. The other ofHcers present were :—Dr.

Charles Sheard, of Toronto, Treasurer ; Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, Vice-President for Ontario,
and Dr. Lehman, Local Secretary for New Brunswick.

In addition to the above the following members of the Association amongst others

attended the meetings:—Dr. Russell, Quebec; Dr. Ahem, do.; Dr. J. K. (Jraham,

Toronto; Dr. Chas. O'Reilly, do.; Dr. McFarlane, do.; Dr. Daniel Clark, do.; Dr. Carson,

do.: Dr. Canniff, do.; Dr. Machell, do.; Dr. Theodore (Jovernton, do.; Dr. R. A. Reeve,
do.; Dr. Cassidy, do.; Dr. Howard, Montreal; Dr. E. DHSJanlins, do. ; Dr. Rogt-r, do.;

Dr. Shepherd, do.; Dr. Cieo. Ross, do.; l)r. Fenwick, do.; Dr. Campbell, do.; Dr. Tasch-
ereau, do. ; Dr. A. L. Smith, do.; Dr. LaChapdli-, do. ; Dr. Trciiholrne, do.; Hon. Dr.

8ullivan, Kingston ; Dr. J)upui.s, do.; Dr. Ken-, Winnipeg; Dr. .Jasken, do.; Dr. Eccles,

London; Dr. Gardiner, do. ; Dr. JeniK-r, Picton, Ont.; Dr. (Jerald O'Kcilly, Fergus; Dr.

MacdonaM, Wingham ; Dr. Smith, Si-aforth ; Dr. Sherman, Ogtlensburg ; |)r. Carrier,

Detroit; Dr. Ijatarte, do.; Dr. Imrif, do.; Dr. Foster, Portland; Dr. Playter, Ottawa
;

Dr. Broughton, New York. Mr. Bo.xer, Secretary of the Provincial Hoanl of Health,
Quel)ec, was also prewmt during the meetings.

After routine business, a number of new members were elect«'d and n-ports were
called for, recrived anrl n-ad uj)on the following subjects:—On Necrology, Kducition,

Ethics, Publication, Practice of Medicine, Surgery, OVmtetrics, (Climatology and Public

H»'alth. After the report of the Omimittfe on Olmtetrics was n-ad your dfl«';;ale, in the
' ab.sence of a r<'port from th<' Coinmitte on I'ublic Healtli, laid b«-fore tin- meeting a
letter from Dr. Yeomans, chairman of that cf)M>mitt«'i-, desiring Dr. CiisKidy to discuss

somt" portions of the lupplementary quarantine regulations i.s.Hue<l for the Dominion,
Augu.st .3rd, 188G.

Your delegate expressed satisfaction with the.se regul.ition.s and ofTt-red the opinion

that they were calculat^'d to do gn-at good in forwarding the health interests of the country,

and if properly carried out were likely to give .satisfaction not only to the Provinces of

the Dominion, but also to the .State Health lioards of the neigl)ouring republic. Refer-

ring to Section 4 of the supplementary quarantine regulations, which provides for cases
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of cholera, he stated that he did not deem the precautions sufficient and offered the
following substitute, viz.: "Should cholera break out on any ship, the quarantine officer

should, beside the exercise of the precautions taken in tlie instance of smallpox and
other infectious diseases, remove all passengers from the ship at Grosse Isle, detain them
till the period of incubation from the date of tlie outl^reak of the last case has elapsed,

and also disinfect to his own satisfaction all their personal effects and luggage, as also

the vessel and cargo, before allowing either the vessel, passengers or their luggage to pro-

ceed to port." (Yide Sec. C, page 18, Report on the Quarantine System of the St.

Lawrence, approved and adopted by the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario, 1886).

Referring to the inspection of steamships and sailing vessels at Quebec (Sec. 10 of

Regulations), your delegate suggested that the port physician should, prior to inspection,,

be requested to ask for clearance papers from Rimouski or Grosse Isle.

Section 1 9 provides that every master of a steam or sailing vessel shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding .$400, or to imprisonment until such penalty be paid for any con-

travention of the regulations, etc., etc.

Instead of 8400, your delegate suggested a much larger sum, and thought $3,000 a
proper amount, with imprisonment for the second offence.

Your delegate again referred in terms of praise to the generally excellent character

of the quarantine regulations, and expressed the hojje that the proper authorities might
at some early day improve them by incorporating with them the amendments suggested

above.

It was then moved by Dr. Eccles, of London, seconded by Dr. Daniel Clark, of

Toronto, " That the Canadian Medical Association, at its annual meeting, convened at

Quebec, views with pleasure the action taken by the Dominion Government, in the issue

of the quarantine regulations, which have been put in force during the present month.
We consider the prompt and thorough enforcement of the aforesaid regulations will be of

incalculable benefit to the health interests of the country, and moreover it is our opinion

that when ' intelligently applied ' they are calculated to conserve the best interests of

the trade and commerce of the Dominion."
At the general meeting on the second day. Dr. Canniff, Medical Health Officer, of

Toronto, who had been absent, wished, by privilege, to say a few words upon the question

of quarantine, which had been introduced by your delegate on the previous day. He
stated that if infected persons pass through Quebec in a stage of incubation, from its

position the city of Toronto would be specially exposed therefrom. He thought the

resolution passed yesterday might go further and recommended to the Government the

appointment of some medical man whose duty it should be to specially watch and keep
track of all persons, who have been discharged from an infected vessel in quarantine.

This would not involve a very large expenditure and might be the means of securing the

safety of the Province of Ontario.

Dr. Feawick, of Montreal, said that he had recenth- had a letter from the Minister

of Agriculture, stating that no further appointment could possibly be made in the city of

Montreal ; that the Government considered that they had a sufficient establishment at

Rimouski, at Grosse Isle, and at Quebec, and had determined against further increasing

their staff. Dr. Fenwick himself did not think it necessary.

The discussion then dropped.

I may also mention that at the afternoon meeting on the first day, a paper was read

by Dr. Playter, of Ottawa, " On the value of mortuary and other health statistics."

During the afternoon session on the second day of meeting, the following resolution

by Dr. Playter was passed unanimously by the Association :

—

" That the following be a special committee of this Association to consider the

question of a system of vital statistics for the Dominion and to urge upon the Federal

Government the advisability of making provision at an early day for obtaining full

returns of births, marriages and deaths throughout the different provinces of the

Dominion, namely : Hon. M. Sullivan, Kingston ; Drs. F. H. Campbell and Larocque, of

Montreal; Daniel Clark (P.L.A.) and Canniff, of Toronto; Ahern, of Quebec; and
Grant and Playter, of Ottawa."
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Nothing further of interest in Public Health matters transpired during the
oieetings.

Before the conclusion of the afternoon session on Thursday, votes of thanks were
given to the authorities of Laval University for the use of the building, and to the rail-

road and steamboat companies for the couitesy shown by them to the Association.

The Association then adjourned.

Owing to valuable information obtained from various sources I may inform the
Board, that if a system of quarantine inspection, efficient and yet not vexatious, is to be
carried out at Grosse Isle, three things will be necessary. In the first place, a wharf,

extending into deep water, will have to be constructed at the Grosse Isle t|uarantine

station ; in the second place the inspection of incoming ocean vessels, which do not carry

the mails, equally with those which do carry them, will have to be made at whatever
time in the twenty-four hours they arrive at the quarantine station ; in the third place

the inspecting staff at Grosse Isle will liave to be doubled, one set of otiicials attending

to the work of inspection between the hours of sunrise and sunset and anoiher during
the other hours of the day.

In the aVjsence of any such convenience at present, the construction of a wharf
extending into deep water at the Grosse Isle station is necessary, in order to enable

ocean vessels to come alongside to be inspected, and subsequently subjected to whatever
procedures the exigencies of the case and the quarantine regulations may call for, with
the shortest possible detention.

If the inspection of all vessels were made as soon as they arrive at Grosse Isle, they

would be enabled to proceed at once, if permitted, to the ports of Quebec or Montreal,

and thus save many hours of valuable time which would otherwise be lost, while waiting

for the visit of the inspecting officer, or while subsequently waiting for a favourable tide

to enable them to overcome the difficulties of navigation in the St Lawrence river, at

Cap des Roches.

In explanation of this last observation I may say that vessels of large draught can-

not pass Cap des Roches unless at high tide, and a detention of a few hours at (irosse

Isle may compel them to wait for twenty-four hours or more in the stream in order to

get a favourable tide.

In defence of the view here expressed it may be contended that the difficulties of

navigation in the iSt. Lawrence, a^ compared with ocean ports, such as New York, seem

to call for a special system of ({uarantine inspection if Canadian vessels are not to be put

to a great di.sadvautage in the point of rapidity of transit, as compared with thei

American rivals.

If this plan should be favourably entertained by the Dominion Government, it would

be necessary to doul>h» the inspecting statl' at (Jrosse Isle.

The construction of a wharf and the increasf of the staff at Giosse Isle not'd not

necessarily entail a large expenditure ; and if carried out they would certainlv i-nable

Canadian Hteaiiiship <-ompanie8 to submit their vessels to a satisfactory quaraiitini- inspec-

tion without interteping with that rapidity of tran.sii from port to port, which is every

day lK;coniing a more markt^l feature oi ocean travel.

All of which is respectfully submitU-d.

J. J. CASSihY

REPORT OF AN INVESTIGATION re NUISANCK FROM STARCH FACTORY,.
AT i;RANTFOKI).

To thfi Chairman and Afembers of I'romnriul Board nf Ilfnltli :

GE.NTLKMKy,— Having lK»en communirated with by the Local lioard of Hialth of

Brantford township, and by the Medical Health Officer of Firantford, on neveral o«-ni8ionH

regarding a nuisance arising from the starch factory, situated on the canal below th&
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city, and within the limits of the township, [ made an inspection of the premises on July
'2ud, and found the following condition of affairs :

—

1. The n/iture of the industry. When running on full time the factory utilizes

daily some 150 bushels of Indian corn, and forty or fifty bushels of rice, grinding them
and extracting for commercial purposes their starchy products. Roughly, the process

consists in softening the grain with water for a day or two while in a reservoir or

hopper in the upper storey of the building. Then after grinding it, and allowing a watery
solution of the ground grain to pass upon canvas cloth sieves, through which the starch

and a certain amount of gluten are carried in suspension, the bran and other insoluVAe

matters are carried over on the canvas sieves, and deposited in the refuse room.
The starch solution is then treated in large, shallow pans, lined with tinned or gal-

vanized iron, with soda ley. By this treatment the starch is clarified to some extent, and
is allowed to settle in the vats, remaining there some twenty-four hours oi- more. The
supernatant alkaline liquid is then run off, and the starch is removed from the pans, and
put into large vats where clean water is run in, and the starch stirred up and allowed to

settle again ; fresh water is added for several successive days, all albumenoid and other

materials thereby being removed. The process is then completed, except the pressing,

drying and packing.

From a bushel of corn some twenty-five pounds of ordinary corn starch are produced
and proportionately of the rice.

2. Ley-Products and Refuse. It is readily seen, from the nature of the material

used, that with a little care the manufacture of starch can be readily carried on without
any nuisance ; but should the prompt removal of the moist albumenoid materials be
neglected, a source of serious nuisance may readily be created.

The husks of the grain, or its bran, are, as already said, carried over from the canvas
screens to a refuse-room in a moist condition. This material has hitherto been disposed

of to the dairymen, who haul it to their cow sheds in the surrounding country and suburbs,
for feeding cows, the milk from which is largely sold in the city for household use. Should
this moist food be regularly removed, and fed while fresh, little objection, I imagine, could
be taken to its use ; but bad weather, roads and other circumstances make its removal
irregular, and in consequence putrefaction and fermentation of the nitrogenous and starchy

materials is set up, producing smells of a most disagreeable character on the premises, and
which too are given off from the decomposing materials while hauled along the roads.

Dr. Griffin, Medical Health Officer, has prohibited entirely the use of this fermenting food
for milch cows during the warm season.

The other and more widespread nuisance, arises from the supernatant alkaline liquors

run off" from the shallow vats in which the starch solution is treated. The glutinous por-

tion of this liquor while in the vats, will often have undergone along with a certain
amount of the starch water, a certain degree of fermentation ; but the solution after being
drawn off from the vats is run into a creek or old water-course, whose waters have been
cut off by the canal, and during the present season, owing to thei'e being no water for

flushing this creek in consequence of the large dam at the head of the canal having boen
carried away by the spring floods, the alkaline refuse liquors trickle along the tortuous
course of the creek for nearly three-quarters of a mile ; the shallow water is rapidly
evaporated and deposits its decomposing organic matter- along the banks of the creek,

<;reating in the neighborhood, and especially at the Mohawk Institute, through the
grounds of which the creek runs, a nuisance of the most disagreeable and injurious char-

acter.

The remedies for this state of affairs are readily understood, and can very readily be
carried into effect.

3. Disposal of the Bran, and other By-Products of the Grinding. What is required

is its daily removal in warm weather or at a time before decomposition has begun in it,

or better, the rapid drying out of the product and subsequent grinding as is being proposed
by the firm. Should this latter method be introduced, the complete removal of the nuis-

ance from this cause will result.
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4. Treatment of the Alkaline Waste Liquors. The present condition of atfairs cannot

iie tolerated, although the stoppapje of the manufacture during the warm weather, as is

being done to some extent, will help to lessen the difHculty.

When the water is again turned into the canal, frequent flushing of the creek, if the

•canal has sufficient water to spare, will likewise dilute the waste in its course to the Grand
river.

A more thorough provision in the shape of a covered tile drain ought, however, to be

made, by which the fluids could be rapidly and without local nuisance carried into the

river.

Whether the question of alkaline pollution of the fJrand river at this point has or is

likely to become a serious matter as regards the tish, or its u.se by cattle of the farms

farther down, is another question which might very properly be considered.

Respectfully submitted,

P. H. BRYCE,
Secretary.

SUMMARY OF MINUTES—PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD FOR 1886.

Special Meeting.
January 14th, 1886.

The Board met at 3 p. m., there being present :

—

Dr. Covernton, Dr. Cassidy, Dr. Oldright and Dr. Bryce.

Communications were read re the necessity of appointing Medical Health Officers in

various places, owing to the presence of, or danger from small-pox in them. It was
thereafter moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Cassidy, and carried : That inasmuch
as notice has been given to thf Councils of the Village of Arnprior, and of the Town-
ships of McNab, Admaston, Horton and I'agot, according to the terms of the Public

Health Act, 1884, to appoint Medical Health Officers for their respective municipalities :

and inasmuch as notices of such appointment having been made, have not been received

by this Board,—be it therefore resolved that the following gentlemen be recommended by
/the Board to the Lieutenant-Governor for appointment as Medical Health Officers.

Dr. O'Brien, (Renfrew village) for Township of Bagot.

Dr. Mann, " " Townships of Admaston and Horton.

Dr. Cranston, (Amprior village) " Township of McNab and Arnprior village.

The Board then adjourned.

CHAS. W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.

FiRflT QUARTERLT MeETINO.

(First Scxitio7i.)

Fkbritary 2nd. 1886.

Tlio Board inrt at 2. .30 p. m., there being present:

—

Dr. Covernton, Chairman ; Dr. Cajwidy, Dr. Veoman-*. i»r. Kne, Dr. Oldright and
f>r. liryce.

The minutes of several previous mf>etiHgs were read, arui on motion of Dr. I»ryce.

.seconded by Dr. Cassidy, were adopted.

Dr. Covernton read a brief paper summarizing work done at the Washington meet-

ing of the American Public Health Ass^x-iation. He also referre<I to a communication
:from Mr. Boxer, regArding the matter of a Provincial Boarfl to Ik* formed in t^uelx'c.
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The following resolutioa was then carried, respecting the inspecting staff" at

Montreal.

Moved by Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Cassidy : That owning to the reports from
Montreal and the Province of Quebec, received for the week ending January 30th, show-
ing continued presence in that city and province of a considerable 'number of cases of

smallpox, two inspectors be continued to do duty on the two railway lines running west
from Montreal.

Professor Galbraith here took his seat at the Board.
Dr. Bryce read a communication from Dr. Stewart of Palmerston, transferred from

the Department of the Attorney-General, re the supervision of his Vaccine Farm by the
Board, and the extending to it the Board's patronage.

The following motion regarding the matter was then carried :—
" Moved by Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Cassidy : That this Board having received

notification from Dr. Stewart, of Palmerston, of the establishment by him of a Vaccine
Farm, and that he has supplied medical men throughout the Province with samples of

vaccine ; and, further, has asked continued inspection of his farm and methods of j)roce-

dure ; therefore this Board recommend that the Government should provide for the con-

tinued, frequent and thorough inspection of this farm, or other farms that may hereafter

be established, with the object of securing a supply of pure and reliable vaccine lymphj
procurable within the Province ; and that a copy of this resolution be transmitted to the-

Attorney-General."

0. W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.

{Second Session.)

Februaey 3rd, 1886:

The Board met at 10.30 a. m., the following members being present :

—

Dr. Covernton, Chairman ; Dr. Oldright, Dr. Cassidy, Dr. Yeomans, Dr. Rae, and'

Dr. Bryce.

The minutes of last meeting as amended were adopted, on motion of Dr. Cassidy,

seconded by Dr. Rae : The printing account of the Gazette Printing Co., Montreal, for a

circular re smallpox was certified to on motion of Dr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Cassidy r

" That the account of R. White, amounting to $20 being one-half of the amount for

printing joint report of Drs. Kingston and Covernton on epidemic of smallpox, be paid.

Carried.

Dr. Hamilton, Cornwall, who was present, was introduced to the Board. He
explained the nature and extent of his work in Cornwall as Medical Health Officer, act-

ing under the Provincial Board.

Mr. Boyd, Police Magistrate, Vankleek Hill, being present, was likewise presented

to the Board, and on request stated his views with regard to the present status of the

Health Act, 1884, as regards the powers under it to abate nuisances. Amongst hi&
views the following points seemed of importance :

—

1st. As to composition of Local Boards, that in all cases when practicable, they be-

composed of medical men.

2nd. That in the event of not putting medical men on the Board, the appointing
power to be resident in the County Council.

3rd. That as regards the term of office, if the Board be composed of laymen, the term
ought to be three years, one-third of the Board retiring annually,

4th. That as to funds, the Council be required to supply them on a requisition passed.

by the Local Board of Health, the amount to be limited by the fer capita basis of popu^-
lation.
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5th. Do away with the §2,000 clause, re Nuisances in Act of 1885.

6th. If Certiorari fails, on the conviction of the Police Magistrate, the nuisance as

now may continue for two years.

Dr. Oldright after«-arcls, in a few remarks, thanked Mi-. Boyd for his valuable hints.

Dr. Yeomans presented the report of the Special Committee on Cheesi- Factories.

The report after being read, and some discussion on it having taken place, wi\d received

and adopted, on motion of Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Bryce. Mr. J. Robertson, of

the Committee of the Dairymen's Association, being present, was introduced to the Board,
and asked to present his views and those of his Committee. Mr Kobertson read the
report of his Committee, and answered a large number of queries put by members of the
Board. Further consideration of the matter being desirable, the Board adjourned the
discussion till 2.30 p. m.

{Thinl Session.)

C. W. COVEBNTON,
Chairman.

February 3rd, 188G.

The Board met at 2.30 p. m., all the members being present.

The reading of the minutes having been omitted, th(^ discussion of the special report
on Cheese Factories was continued.

Mr. Roljertson in reply to queries, spoke regarding the possibilities and desirability

of having inspections of dairies carried on. He thought it would be desirable to have
examinations of milk supplies made. The report on Cheese Factories was then adopted,
on motion of Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Jiryce : The following motion was then
carried :

—
" Moved by Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Rae : That in consideration of the very

great interest manifested l)y Mr. l{ol>ertson, of Harriston, in the matter of HaniUiry
improvement of Cheese Factories, Creamerie.s and Milk Supplies, this Board t»Miders him
a cordial and hearty vote of thanks for his valuable .services and suggestions."

It was then moved by Dr. Bryce, .seconded by Dr. Yeomans : That the partial report
of the Committee on fjegislation as read be received, and that the Hoard go into
Committee of the Whole to consider it. Carried.

The Committee of the Whole, after dis(.us.sion of its provision.s, read and rrpoitod
the prepared Bill to K.xprnpriate Land for Smallpox Hospital purposes a.s amended,
which was adopted, on motion of J)r. Rae, seconded l>y Dr. ( 'iis.sidy.

The same Committee presented the following lunendments to sec. 19, Act of 18H4,
and sec. .J, Act of 1885, which, on motion of iJr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Yeomans. was
adopted.

AtiiendmeiU to Sec. /.9, Act of 1884 :

—

"Such appointment, subject to the approval of the Hoard, may be matle by the
Ohairman of the Provincial Board.

Amendvuint to .SV. 3, Act of 1885 :—

" Such appointments, subject to ihe approval of the Ik>ard, may 1m> rcconimunded by
the (.'hairman of the Provincial Board of Health."

Dr. Covernton, after the Committt'e had reported, and thew amendments to legisla

tion had been iidopted. discusseil at some length the prospcctn for the ne.vt American
Public Health Association, and explained the work of Meralicrs of that Association belong-
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ing to this Board, making arrangements thus for the coming meeting in Toronto. The
following resolution, moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. "Yeomans, was carried :

—

" That Drs. Covernton, Cassidy, Prof. Galbraith, Dr. Bryce and the mover, be a
Committee of the Board to act in concert with the Committee appointed by the American
Public Health Association, with the City Council, the Canada, Ontario and Toronto
Medical Associations, Sanitary Associations and Canadian Institute, and representatives

of any other bodies, in making arrangements for the meeting of the American Public

Health Association to be held in Toronto in October ; and that this Committee wait upon.

the Government with regard to an appropriation to meet the expenses connected there-

with."

The following motion was carried :

—

Moved by Dr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Cassidy : That the Special Committee re Cheese

Factories and Creameries be instructed to take such action in conjunction with the

Committee on Legislation—and the Committee of the Western Dairymen's Association, as.

will place Municipal Authorities in a position to provide, by a suitable system of inspec-

tion, for the purity of their milk supplies, and to report to this Board at its next meeting.

The Board then adjourned.

C. W. COVERNTON,
* Chairman.

{Fourth Session.)

February 4th, 1886. .
•

The Boai'd met at 11 a. m., all being present except Prof. Galbraith.

The reading of the minutes of previous meetings having been deferred, the Board
resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole on the Vaccination Bill, Dr. Rae being in

the chair.

The Board arose and reported progress, and adjourned till 2.30 p. m.

(Fifth Session.)

February 4th, 1886.

The Board met at 2.30 p. m., all the members being present.

The Board, in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consideration of the Bill re

Vaccination.

The Committee thereafter arose and reported the Bill as amended ; and on motion of

Dr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Covernton, the Report of the Committee of the Whole was
adopted.

Dr. Cassidy thereafter presented a summarized report of answers to questions con-

tained in a circular sent by the Committee on Publication, according to the terms of a

Notice passed at a preceding meeting.

Itwasthen moved by Dr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Bryce and cnrried: "That the tabulated

results containedin thecircular dated November 23rd, 1885, be referred back to the Committee
with iifstructions to draw up such conclusions therefrom, and to make such recommenda-
tions to the Minister regarding them, as the Committee may deem expedient."

" Dr. Rae then moved, seconded by Dr. Cassidy: "That a sum not exceeding $40 (say

forty dollars), be placed in the hands of the Chairman for the purchase ot such of the

recent sanitary publications, as may appear necessary for the work and purposes of the

Board." Carried.

The Board thereafter resolved itself into a Committee of the Whole on the Plumbing
.Bill, and after some consideration arose and reported progress.

The Board then adjourned till next morning at 10.30 o'clock.
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{Sixth Session.)

February 5th, 1886.

The Board met at 1 1 a. m., all the members being present except Prof. Galbtaith
The rainutos of the last meeting were read and adopted on motion of Dr. Rue^

seconded by L>r. Bryce.

No coinmunications having been received, the Board resolved itself into a Committet-
of the Whole on the Plumbing Bill.

Tlie Committee arose and reported progress, and the Board adjourned till 3 p. id.

CHAS. W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.

(Seventh Session.)

February 5th, 1886.

The Board met at 3 p. m., all the members being present.

The minutes of the last meeting having been omitted, the Board resolved itself into
a Committee of the Whole, finally arose and reported the Plumbing Bill as amended.

On motion of Dr. Rae, secondf^d by Dr. C)ldrii;ht : The resolution to adopt the Bill

as amended to form Schedule (,' to Public Health Act, 1884, was carried.

It was then moved by Prof. (Jalbraitli, seconded by Dr. Yeomans : That the various
bills and items of proposed legislation be f)laced in the hands of a Committee, consisting of

the Committee on Legislation and Drs. Oldright and Rae, to be brought before the atten-

tion of the Government at such time as they may deem most opportune. Carried.

The report of a Committee of the Boasd appointed to prepare a work on Hygiene for

the upe of Schools, was presented by Dr. Oldright, after which the following motion was
pa.s8ed :

—

Moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Prof. Galbraith : "That the Manual of Hygiene
for use in the Normal and Model Schools, appended to the report of the Committee
appointed to prepare the sanie, be, and is hereby adopted by this Moanl, subject to such
textual changes as may be needed in tiie unrevised galleys of Chaps. XVI-XXXI.'

The report of the Comnnttee on Publication was presented by Dr. ( tjdriglit, \vhf>

stated the plan which the Cummittee thought desiralile for the next .\nnual Ixepoit of

the Board. The report was adopted on motion of Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Yeomaius.
The Board finally adjourned to meet again at the call of the Chair.

CHAS. W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.

Special Mektin*; of thk |{()aui>.

April Jlst. 1886.

A special meeting of the Rourd was called, at which there were present : Dr.

Covernton, Dr. Ca-ssidy, Dr. Oldright and Dr. I'>ryce.

It wa.s moved by Dr. Bryce, seconded by Dr. Ca.s.sidy :
*' That the minutes of the last

meeting Iwi omitU^d " Carried.

The Chairman stated the occa.Hion for calling a .Special Meeting, and <'alled upon Dr.

Bryce to read a special report on the " Toronto Cattle Market l^tuestion."

The report having iM'en reiul was unaminously adopted nnd atnended, on motion of

Dr. Bryce, 8econ<led by Dr. (..'asHidy. The report was by resolution, ordered to be tran

scribed and a copy of it sent to the Mayor and Council of the (,'orporation of the Citv of

Toronto.

The meeting then adjourned.

CHAS. W. COVERNTON,
Chairmun.
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Second Annual Quarterly Meeting.

{First Sessio'tt.)

May 18th, 1886.

The Board met at 2.30 p.m., all the members being present.

The Secretary read the minutes of the two last meetings, which, on motion, were con-

"firmed.

A number of communications, both written and verbal, were presented to the Board

by various members. Dr. Cassidy then made some remarks regarding an invention

which Dr. Henderson, of Winnipeg, wished to exhibit to the Board. The Board agreed

to hear Dr. Henderson on Wednesday morning, at- 11 o'clock.

The Chairman then proceeded to read his annual address.

After the reception of the address. Dr. Cassidy discussed the paragraph of the report

referring to the inspection of the drains and plumbing of buildings, and urged that the

regular inspection of all works under municipal control, whether public or private, be bet-

ter carried out ; illustrating, however, the diificulties by the necessity forced upon the

License Commissioners of witholding a hotel license in several instances, until urgent

sanitary improvements had been performed on the premises.

Dr. Yeomans further emphasized this necessity by pointing out that it was needed in

rural municipalities, and urged that Provincial inspection be instituted on some regular

basis, and that in particular a number of schools in different parts of the Province be

visited and inspected.

Dr. Oldright made some remarks pointing out the necessity of having the western

cattle market so situated that no injury from its umsanitary state would result, and that it

should be subjected regularly to an inspection, owing to the rapid development of the city

in an easterly direction. He also alluded to the east end cattle byre nuisance.

Professor Galbraith, in urging inspection, insisted that the chief officer of any public

work ought always to have control of his subordinates, and of their dismissal if insubor-

dinate or incompetent.

Dr. Rae, while concurring in the remarks of gentlemen who had previously spoken

regarding inspection, referred to the difficulties of having stringently carried out the

Public Health laws by boards, inspectors, etc., through fear of popular resentment.

It was then moved by Dr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Yeomans : "That the Chairman's

Annual Address be adopted and printed in the next Annual Report."

Dr. Covernton gave verbally what had been doiie in connection with the various mat-

ters relating to the American Public Health Association ; and Dr. Yeomans read a com-

munication from Mr. Robertson, of the Dairymen's Association, explaining why the pam-
phlet, directed by resolution of the Board to be prepared, had been delayed,

In this connection the following resolution was carried :

—

Moved by Dr. Cassidy, seconded by Dr. Rae :
" That having heard the partial report

of the Committee re Cheese Factories, this Board recommends that said Committee con^

tinue to co-operate with Mr. Robertson and the Committee of the Dairymen's Association;

and, also, that they report more fully at next meeting of the Board."

A communication from Dr. Clapp, Esq., Public School Inspector of Wellington, re

School-house in Maryboro', was read. It was referred to the Committee on School

Hygiene to take action thereon, if deemed desirable.

Dr. Bryce presented a large number of other communications, re matters dealt with

during the past quarter, after which the Board adjourned.

CHARLES W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.
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{•Secoml Sessiori.)

May 19th, 1886.

The Board met at 10.30 a.m., all the members being present. The Secretary read

the minutes of the last session, which were, on motion, contirmed.

Dr. Henderson was then introduced to the Board, and explained his Automatic Out-

otf Gas-Burner, intended to obviate the danj^ers due to the escaping of illuminating gas.

In connection with this matter the following motion was carried :

—

Moved by Professor Galbraith, seconded by Dr. Oldright, and carried : " That the

matter of Henderson's " Automatic Cut-otf Gas Burner," for the prevention of accidents

due to the escape of illuininatintr gas, be referred to the Committee on Ventilation and
I'oisons, to be reported upon during the [)resent Session."

The Committee on Legislation presented a verbal report regarding the success of the

various items of proposed legislation urged upon the Legislature at its last session. The
report was adopted, and the Board adjourned to meet at 2.30 p.m.

CHARLES W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.

(Third Session.)

May 19th, 1886.

The Board met at 2.30 p.m., all the members being present.

The minutes of the last se.ssion were read and adopted.

The following motion was then carried in connection with the Report of the Com-
tnittee on Legislation :

—" That the Committee on Legislation l>e, and is hereby requested

to prepare a paper embodying all regulations now in force regarding Vaccination, with the

object of having it published for distribution.

Dr. Bryce then read his report on the inspection made of the Ontario Vaccine Farm,
at Palmerston. The report was received, and various points in it discussed, after which

he following re.solution was adopted :

—

Moved by Dr. (Jldright, seconded by Dr. Yeoraans : "That the report of the Secre-

tary on the Vaccine Farm, at Palmerston, be received and adopted, and that the Secretary

h»e instructed to carry out the suggestions contained in the report."

A discussion then took place on a proposition introduced by the Secretary, that an
•endeavour be made to have an Ontario Association of Medical Health Officorrt formed.

In connection therewith it was moved by Dr. Vtiomans, and seconded liy Dr. Bryce :

"That a Committee consisting of Drs. Oldright, Yeomans and Hryce be iippointed to pre-

pare a Hchenu* to be subuiitted to the Board atitsnext m<!t<ting, for the organization of an
.'VsHOciation of .Medical ami other (JlKcers of il.'alth for the Province of Ontario."

Carried.

It was thereafter moved l»y Dr. ( )ldright, and seconded by Dr. Yeoinans :
" That the

Board go into Comuiittee of the Whole to consider the appointment of St-inding Com-
mittees for the yeiir." Dr. Oldri^jht in the chair.

After discussion the Committee arose and reporl'.'d the following list of inemliors of

Oommittees, which report, on motion of Dr. Oldright, 8econd«Kl by Dr. Cassidy, was
received aiul adopted.

Li.st of Sumdintf Committees for l^iHi —
1. Committee on Epidemics—Chainnan and Sei;retary.

2.
" " Sewerage, etc.

—

I)r. Oldright and Professor Galbraith.

3.
" " Ventilation, etc. — Dr. Cossidy and Dr. YeomnnK.

4. " " Poisons, etc.— Dr. liae and Dr. (Xsaidy.

5.
' " School Hygiene— Drrt.«-V'eoman8 an<l Covernton.
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6. Committee on Legislation—Dr. Bryce and Dr. Cassidy.

7. " " Finance—Chairman and Dr. Rae.

8. " " Publication—Drs. Oldright, Cassidy and Bryce.

9. " " Foods, Drinks, etc.—Drs. Bryce and Rae.

The annual report of the Secretary to the Board was received, on motion of Professor

Galbraith, seconded by Dr. Oldright.

Dr. Oldright then presented the report of the Committee appointed by the Chairmaii

to attend the Sanitary Convention at Woodstock, on March 30 and 31. It was adopted

on motion of Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Bryce.

The Board adjourned till 10.30 a.m.

CHARLES W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.

{Fourth Session.)

May 20th, 1886.

The Board met at 11.30 a.m., all the members being present.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and adopted. Dr. Oldright here-

stated that the Committee on Sewerage was not prepared to report, owing to there being

a difficulty in arriving at a conclusion regarding various points in the proposed system of

sewerage for Stratford and Owen Sound.

It was then moved by Dr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Bryce :
" That the Committee on

Sewerage be authorized to take such steps as will place them in possession of all facta

necessary to the preparation of said report, and that the Committee present such report

to the Board at the earliest possible date." Carried.

It was then moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Cassidy :
" That the letter of

Dr. Ryall be referred to the Committee on Foods and Drinks, with instructions to report

during present meeting if possible, and to take whatever steps may appear necessary to

secure purity of ice supplies." Carried.

Dr. Rae moved, seconded by Dr. Oldright : "That the minutes of the last session be

reconsidered, and that the Board go into Committee of the Whole to consider its- report

re Standing Committees."

The motion was adopted, and the amended report of the Committee of the Whole on

Standing Committees adopted as amended, Dr. Cassidy being added to the Committee on

Poisons.

Moved by Dr. Yeomans, seconded by Dr. Cassidy : "That inasmuch as Dr. Stewart,

of Palmerston, has fulfilled some of the conditions required by the Board for the supply

of reliable vaccine for this Province, this Board would recommend the payment of $250*

out of the Government grant ; also, that the remainder be paid in quarterly instalments,

Dr. Stewart continuing to fulfil the conditions laid down by this Board." Carried.

Dr. R-ae then presented the rejiort of the Committee on Poisons, supplemented by a
partial report by Dr. Cassidy. Before discussing the report, Dr. G. W. Ross, of Wood-
stock, was introduced to the Board, and stated some difficulties regarding the disposal of

sewage matter in the main sewers of the town, and asked the Board's opinion on the

matter. The matter was discussed, and legal remedies for the difficulties pointed out.

The report of the Committee on Poisons and Ventilation was again taken up, when
Dr. Bryce moved the reception of the report, seconded by Dr. Rae, and that the discus-

sion of it be adjourned till the special meeting of the Board. Carried.

Moved by Dr. Cassidy, seconded by Dr. Oldright: "That the Board is of opinion

that it is most desirable that automatic cut-off gas-burners should be in more general use,

and having examined the one presented to the Board by Dr. Henderson, we are of

opinion that it is likely to be of great service in preventing fatal accidents from the use of

illuminating gas." Carried.

The Board then adjourned to the call of the Chair.

CHARLES W. COVERNTON,
•*

'

Chairman.
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Special Meeting.

{First Session.)

May 31st, 188G.

The Board met at two p.m., there being present Dr. Covernten, Dr. Rae, Dr.

Cassidy, Dr. Oldright and Prof. Galbraith.

In the absence of the Secretary, Dr. Kae acted as Secretary pro tern. The minutes

were read, and with an amendment re Dr. Oldright's remarks, adopted.

Communications were read from Dr. F. Orme Dudtield, Vice-President of the Asso-

ciation of Health Officers of England and Wales ; also from Dr. Saunders, Hon. -Secretary

of the same Association. Several other communications were read.

Professor Galbraith presented a report on the proposed system of sewerage for the

city of Stratford, recommending some changes in the proposed plan ; and also presented a

partial report on the proposed system of sewerage for Owen Sound.

Dr. Oldright then moved, seconded by Dr. Cassidy :
" That the Board, having

already expressed its opinion regarding the site of the Toronto Cattle Market, from a

sanitary point of view, it is not desirable to take any further action or discuss tlie ques-

tion further until the motion for an injunction now before the Courts is disposed of."

Carried.

The following motion was then passed, re the Symington system of upward tiltration

of sewage :

—

Moved hy Dr. Cassidy, seconded by Professor Galbraith :
" That the system of puri-

fying sewage by upward filtration, as exhibited to this Board by the late Mr. Symington,

be referred to the Committee on the Disposal of Sewage, with the request that they inves-

tigate the same and report at our next quarterly meeting ; and that the Committee are

hereby authorized to incur any expense which may be necessary in carrying out the

proposal."

Dr. Rae submitted the report on Foods, Drinks, etc., reganling the question of ice

supplies ; and on motion of Dr. Cassidy, seconded by Dr. Rae, the report as read was

adopted. The Committee on Legislation was instructed to procure legislation re ice

supplies.

A discussion then took place on the report by i>r. Cassidy, re an automatic cut-otf

Burner. The repurt was adopted as amended.

The Board then adjourned to the call of the Chair.

H. r. YEOMANS,
Chairman, pro fern.

Special Regular Meeting.

{Firnt Session.)

July 20th. 1886.

Tlif I'.oard met at two p.m., the followiny members being present :- I r. oldright

Dr. Kae, Dr. Cassidy, Dr. Yeomans, Vml (ialltraith and Dr. Bryce.

I n the absence of Dr. Covernton, Dr. Yeomans was appointed chairman y/ro /*;//(.

The minutes of the last 8|i«;cial meeting were reiwl and confirmed.

A large number of communicAtions were read, most of them being with regard to

smallpox ca-ses in the vicinity of Owen Sound. A communication re the meaiiH of limit

ing nuisances arising in connection with che»!«e factories, w,4s received and read, from Mi.

J. Robertson. Creamery Department, Agricultural College. f;uolph. CommunicatioiiM

from Cotswohl, Moira, Victoria, etc., were read. Dr. Bryce then preHent4'(l a n-port on ihe

quarantine syst^-m of the St. I>awrence, from the Committee on Epidemics. The reiuJii.,'

of the report was proceeded with till 6 p.m., when the Board adjourned till 10.30 a.ni ,

Wednesday.
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{Second Session.)

Wednesday, July 21st, 1886.

The Board met at 10.30 a.m., the following members being present :—Dr. Yeomans,
Chairman pro te7u., Dr. Rae, Dr. Oassidy Dr. Oldright and Dr. Bryce. The minutes of

the last meeting were read and confirmed.

A number of communications were read, the principal being regarding smallpox, from

Dr. H. B. Baker, Lansing, Michigan, and Acton C. Burrows, Deputy-Minister of Agricul-

ture, Winnipeg.
The reading of the report of the Committee on Epidemics was resumed, and its con-

sideration continued, after which it was adopted, in accordance with the following reso-

lution :—

Moved by Dr. Bryce, seconded by Dr. Oldright :
" That the report of the Committee

on Epidemics regarding the Quarantine System of the St. Lawrence be received and
adopted, and that the Publication Committee be authorized to have 1,500 copies of it

printed in pamphlet form."

A report was thereafter presented and read by the Secretary, re an investigation of

the nuisance arising from the Starch Manufactory, at Brantford, after which it was
adopted.

A verbal report was made by the Secretary, of a visit made to Lindsay by him, »*e

certain nuisances and unsanitary conditions arising from sewers, etc., and regarding the

the causes of the prevalence of diphtheria in the town. The report was adopted, after

which the Board adjourned.

H. P. YEOMANS,
Chairman, pro tern.

{Third Session.)

July 21st, 1886.

The Board met at three p.m., there being present Dr. Yeoman's, Chairman ; Dr.

Rae, Dr. Bryce, Dr. Oldright and Dr. Oassidy. The minutes of the last meeting were, on

motion, confirmed.

The report of the Committee on Sewerage re the plans presented to the Board

regarding the sewerage system of Owen Sound and Stratford, was read and adopted, on

motion of Dr. Bryce, seconded by Dr. Rae.

It was thereafter moved by Dr. Bryce, seconded by Dr. Cassidy, and carried : "That

the report of the Committee on Legislation, in which was presented an abstract of the

laws relating to Vaccination, be adopted ; and that 3,000 copies of the abstract be printed

in pamphlet form."

It was then moved by Dr. Cassidy, seconded by Dr. Rae :
" That 2,000 copies of the

Acts of 1884-5-6 be struck off in pamphlet form for distribution to Boards.

Moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Cassidy, and carried :
" That the Board

hereby recommend that the travelling expenses of the Secretary in visiting the quarantine

station of the St. Lawrence, be paid out of the funds of the Board."

It was then moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Yeomans: "That the Com-

mittee on Epidemics be instructed to revise pamphlet No. 15 on Contagious Diseases, and

send the same to the Publication Committee, which is hereby authorized to have 5,000

copies printed.

It was next moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Rae :
" That a copy of the

report on the Quarantine System of the St. Lawrence be transmitted to the Head of the

Department, with the requesc that he take the necessary .steps to have the facts and sug-

gestions contained therein laid before the Federal authorities, in response to the invitation
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contained in the letter of the Hon. J. C. Pope, Minister of Agriculture, addressed to the

Honourable the Provincial Treasurer and Commissioner of Agriculture and Health, dated

April 8th, 1885.

Dr. Brycp, as (,'hairnian of the Committee on Foods, then read a report on the

Slaughter-house and Abattoir question. He referred to the agitation now being mndeby some
of the butchers of Toronto to have Sections 8 and 9, Schedule A, Public Health Act, 1884,

repealed ; and answered the arguments and objections urged by them. He also pointed

out the advantages accruing to the public and the retail butchers, lo be derived from the

establishment ot a public abattoir, and further drew attention *o the fact that in many
parts of the city; slaughter-houses are now causing much annoyance to persons residing

in their vicinity. Finally, he referred to the diseases caused by editing unsound meat, and
to the urgent nece.ssity there is for live meat inspection which, under present arrangement
does not exist and cannot be efficiently carried on.

The report was received and adopted, and the opinion expressed in th',> report regard-

ing thenndesirabil ity of any action beingtaken by the Toronto City Council, tending to alter

the stringent conditions of Schedule A, Public Health Act, 1884, as relating to slaugher-

liouses, was unanimously re-asserted by the Board.

Dr. Rae then moved, seconded by Dr. Oldright :
" That Dr. Cassidy be appointed a

delegate from this Board to represent the public health interests of the Province in the

• liscussions regarding quarantine and other public health matters, at he meeting of the

(Janada Medical Association, to be held in Qiie])ec on the 18th of August next." Carried.

The Board then adjourned.

H. P. YEOMANS,
Chairman, pro (em.

Special Meeting of tub Board.

OcTOHER 4th. 1886.

The B'lard met at 8 p.m., there being present Dr. Covernton (chiiiriiian), Dr. Old-

right, Dr. Ca.ssidy, Professor Calbraith, I>r. Itae and Dr. Bryce.

The Committee on Sewerage and Water Supply submitted the report on the Trunk
Sewer scheme for the city of Toronto, which, in accordance with Sec. 38, Pul)lic Hi-alth

Act, 1884, r<'(juireH to be submitted to this Board for its approval.

The report of the Committee, after a very careful discussion, was adopted.

The Board then adjourned.

CHAS. \V. CQVKKNTO.V,
< 'Iminiiaii.

Fourth Rkoular Mketing ok iiik i;o.\i<i>.

I Firnl St'nnion.

)

Octoheu II th. 1886.

The Board met at I 1 a. m., there In-inj? present Dr. Covernton, Dr. Oldright, Dr.
Cassidy, Dr. Kae, Dr. Yeomans and Dr. I'ryce.

A number of communications giving informatinn regarding r« cent outbreaks of
Diphtheiia were read froni .St. Marys, llRwktsl)ury Flast townslii|>, ( 'lierry Valley,

Fenelon Falls, .\ncaHter and Lind.sav.

The Board adjourned at 1 p.m.

12.
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(Secotid Srx.nnn.)

The Board met again at 3 p.iii., there being present all the members presi nt at

last session.

Further communications were read, being those from Harriston, regarding a

nuisance existing there ; from Windsor and Chatham, regarding smallpox ; from Mid-
dlesville, Lanark county, regarding a mail-carrier whose family has Scarlet Fever ; from
!^I^apanee regarding Diphtheria, and one from Annan regarding compensation for medical

servics re Smallpox at Leith.

Dr. Covernton thereafter confirmed the minutes of the special meeting of October
4th. in connection with which meeting, and the report thereat presented, the following

motion was carried :—Moved by Dr. Cassidy, seconded by Dr. Yeomans: " That the report

of the Committee on the Disposal of Sewage re the contemplated system of sewerage
prepared for the city of Toronto, adopted at the last meeting, be printed in the next
Annual Repoit."

Dr, Covernton then made a verbal report on the Hampstead Temperance Hospital,

the London Ambulance System of Hospitals for Infectious Diseases ; and also of the

conclusion of Dr. Shakespeare, Pennsylvania University, re the Continental experiments
on the nature of Cholera.

It was then adopted on motion of Dr. Bryce, seconded by Dr. Oldright.

Dr. J. J. Cassidy next read a report on the discussions relating to quarantine, and
other matters of public health interest, at the meeting of the Dominion Medical Associa-

tion at Quebec.

The report as read was received and adopted, on motion of Dr. Bryce, seconded by
Dr. Yeomans.

(Third iSession.

October 12th, 1886.

The Board met at 11 a.m., there being present: Dr. Covernton, Dr. Oldright, Dr.
Bryce, Dr. Cassidy, Dr. Yeomans and Dr. Rae.

A communication was read from Dr. McLellan, Trenton, re Smallpox ; and the

action taken by the Hoard re the outbreak was indicated.

The Board, on motion of Dr. Bryce, .seconded by Dr. Rae, went into Committee of

the Whole re Regulations for limiting Diphtheria. The Committee arose at 1 p.m. and
reported progress.

The Board then adjourned till. .3 p.m.

{Fourth Session.)

October 12th, 1886.

The Board resumed work at .3 p.m., there being present: Dr. Covernton, Dr. Old-

right, Dr. Rae, Dr. Yeomans and Dr. Bryce.

The Board again resolved itself into Committee of the Whole to discuss the

Diphtheria Regulations.

The Committee arose and reported progress, and adjourned at 6 p.m., to meet on
Wednesday at 11 a.m.

(Fifth Session.)

October 13th, 1886.

The Board met at 1 1 a.m., there being present: Dr. Covernton, Dr. Oldright, Dr.

Cassidy, Dr. Yeomans, Dr. Rae and Dr. Bryce.

The Board re.sumed work in Committee of the Whole, on the Diphtheria Regulations.

After consideration the Committee arose and reported the Regulations to the Board.
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Dr. Cassuly, acting Chairman in the absence of Dr. Covernton, being in the chair, the

Regulations re Diphtheria were adopted on motion of Dr. Bryce, seconded by Dr. Kae.

Dr. Oldright then moved, seconded by Dr. Rae: "That the Committee on Legislation

be directed to bring the Regulations re Diphtheria before the Minister for approval of the

Lieutenant-Governor."—Carried.

It was then moved by Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Rae :
" That the report of the-

Committee on Publication, ro the Rules for Checking the Spread of Contagious and
Infectious Diseases be adopted."—Carried.

Dr. Oldright then moved, seconded by Dr. Rae :
" That the report of the Committee

on the proposed water supply system for Cornwall be adopted."—Carried.

Dr. Oldright stated for the information of the Board, that after the decision of the
people re the Toronto Trunk Sewer question, he had shown Col. Waring and other promi-
nent sanitarians over the island and the location of the proposed sewage outfall; and also

added some additional information regarding lake currents, etc.

It was thereafter moved by Dr. Rae, seconded by Dr. Yeomans, and carried : "That
the Committee on Publication be directed to proceed to the selection and preparation of

the materials for the ne.xt Annual Report, to be submitted for approval to the Board at

Ets next meeting."

The Board Hnally arljourned at 2 p.m.

CHAS. W. COVERKTOX,
Chairman.

Special Gkner.vl Meeting.

{First Session.)

Wednesday, December 15th, 188G.

The Board met at 2.30 p.m., there being present: Dr. Covernton, Chairman; Dr.

Oldright, Dr. Cassidy, Prof. J. Calbraith and Dr. Bryce.

The minutes having been read and eontirmed, the Secretary read a number of com-

munications regarding Smallpo.x in Hinchinbrook township and at Trenton ; and
Diphtheria in Lindsay, Beachville, Glamorgan township, Brantford, etc., etc. ; as well as

a communication from Vittoria indicating the action tiken in conection with a nuisance

arising from a cheese factory and piggery connected therewith.

Answers from a large number of States were read, indicating their adhesion to a

•common plan of inter-state notification of disease

The Report of the Standing Committee on Sewerage and Water Supply was then pre-

sented, and dealt with a proposed sewerage system for a part of St. Catharines, as al.so a

proposed system for Brockville.

The report was adopted on motion of Dr. Oldright, seconded by Prof. Galbraith.

Several accounts were prfsr-ntcd and pas«ed.

It wa.s then moved by i >r. Oldright, Hecon<led by Prof. Galbraith : "That cnpicH of

Dr. Ca.ssidy H report, in wliicli he discussed the means to be ado|»t«'d ff)r diminishing the

amount of mortality amongst foundlings, be sent to the Hea<l of tlu^ Drpartment, to the

Attorney-General, and to the President and Secn-tary of the Uonimittee which recently

waited on the members of the Government in connection with the suliject."

Dr. Oldright thereafter moved, secondt'd by Dr. Bryce : "That the communication

of Coroner r)uncan, regarding the means to l>e adopteti with a view to les.sen the mortal-

ity from the ignorant use of illuminating gas, be referred to the Committee on Poisons

And Accidents, with instructions to n'port at tlic next meeting of the Board."

The Board then adjourned.
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(Second Session.)

Thursday, December 16th, 1886.

The Board met at 11 a. m., there being present: Dr. Oovernton, Chairman; Dr.

Cassidy, Dr. Oldright and Dr. Bryce.

Communications having been read and received, the Secretary presented the report

on his inspection of the Ontario Vaccine Farm, Palmerston, which, on motion, was
adopted.

The report of the Committee on Publication was read and adopted as amended, op
motion of Dr. Oldright, seconded by Dr. Bryce. Mr. Alan Macdougall being invited to a

seat at the Board, as Secretary of the Toronto Sanitary Association, made a statement in

which the favourable progress of the proposed plumbing by-law for Toronto, before the
Local Board of Health and the City Council, was indicated. The Chairman thanked
the gentleman for his remarks.

It was then moved by Dr. Bryce, seconded by Dr. Cassidy: ''That Drs. Oldright
and Rae be appointed a Committee, in addition to the members of the Committee ork

Legislation, to revise existing Health Acts and secure amendments thereto, while in pro-

cess of consolidation."—Carried.

The Board then adjourned.

CHAS. W. COVERNTON,
Chairman.
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ANNUAL REPORTS

OF

LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH,

In the following pages will be found an extended summary of all the reports of Local

Boards throughout the Province, received up to the time of the preparation . of the

Annual Report. Many other reports liave since been received, but unfortunately too

late for publication. It is hoped, however, that those appended will serve to fully

illustrate the progress, development and present condition of municipal health work

throughout the Province.

In many of the reports of our large cities and towns, gratifying evidences of the

advance of practical sanitation are given ; and there can be no doubt but that, with the

yearly increased systematizing of work naturally falling to tlie health dei>artments, we

shall see sewerage systems, public wat^r-supplies, etc., increasingly e.stablished on broad,

scientific and safe sanitary foundations.

<G(B.H.) 121)
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ANNUAL REPORTS OF LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

C ITIE S.

Belleville.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

As Medical Health Officer of the city for the year 1886, I have the honour to report

as follows:

—

1. At the request of the Board I had the order issued for the cleaning of yards and
emptying and disinfecting of water-closets, which was only fairly responded to. 1 made
a personal inspection of the yards on Front street and found the greater number cleaned,

and those who had not done so I had served with notices through the police, directing

them to do so at once, which was effective. The Inspector has brought to my notice some
seventy-eight cases of water-closets and yards which required cleaning and disinfecting.

I served the necessary order, after, in a great many instances, going myself and seeing

the nuisance complained of. I would hereby draw the attention of the public to the
necessity, in writing to me, ot signing their names to the letter of complaint, not
necessarily for publication, but simply for my own guidance and to satisfy me that the
complaint is genuine. I have received a number of anonymous complaints on which I

could not act, the complaints in a great many instances originating in neighbours quari'el-

ling amongst themselves and trying to make me their cat's-paw and do their dirty work.

2. I -would again draw the attention of the Council to allowing the keeping of pigs

within the corporation during the summer months: no matter how clean the styes may be
kept, it is impossible to do away with the stench from them. I have had some com-
plaints from this source. I would also draw the attention of the Council to the slaughter-

houses, and soap and tallow rendering places of manufacture, complaints having been
made of these places, but owing to the Council not giving the Board power under the Act
as passed by the Ontario Government, the Board's hands were to a certain extent tied.

3. In connection with the health of the city, the Board would suggest that a survey
of the city be made for a system of drainage, so that drains made should be made as part

of that system, more especially as the city is to have water-works; drainage will then be

an absolute necessity.

4. The city for the past year has been very healthy, our death rate being amongst
the lowest for the Dominion. Still it does not do for us to re.st. A proper system of

drainage and good water will make our city the healthiest city in Ontario.

•5. The number of yards ordered to be cleaned was 78; water-closets emptied and
disinfected 175; other nuisances, such as manure heaps, dead horses and dogs, removed, 49.

6. Complaints having been made in the press of the unsanitary state of the police

cells, and the Council having decided to remove them from the city buildings, I suggested

to the Market Committee to meet the Board of Health and inspect the building. I drew
the attention of the Market Committee to the drain leading from the building into the

sewer, and showed them that the building was simply a shaft for ventilating the sewer.

I suggested that a proper trap-drain be put in and larger and straighter pipes put in the

cells, and that if ihis was done I had no doubt the nuisance would be abated, and it

would be seen that it was the sewer and not the cells that caused it. This could be done
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by an expenditure of about SlOO, thus saving to the city the cost of erecting a new-

building at a cost of 82,000 or 83,000. The Market Committee agreed with me, and the

drain was trapped and the pipes put into the cells as suggested, with a result satisfactory.

There has been no complaints since, in fact the building is now in a better sanitary state

than at any time since its erection.

7. During October I heard that a case of smallpox ocoured in Trenton. I at once

wrote to the Medical Health Officer at Trenton for particulars and asking him what pre-

cautions were taken. He wrote me that one case, that of a child, had liroken out, and that

it had been removed to the island, together with its mother and all those wlio had been in

contact with it. I would suggest that the Council place a small sum to the credit of the

Board to meet any case of this kind. Promptness in dealing with the first case would be

the means of saving thousands of dollars to the city.

I cannot close my report without again recommending the City Council to i)ass a

by-law doing away with the pit system of water-closets and adopting the dry-earth (.-losets.

By doing so the city would be healthier, the death rate would be lowered, and in case of

an epidemic of cholera breaking out it could be ea.sier stamped out than under the

present .system.

.Ml of whif-h is re-<pectfullv .submitted.

R. TRACY, M.D.,

Medical Hoath Officer.

Brantpord.

Medical IlenJth Oficor's lirport.

Gentlemen,— I have the honour to submit the following annual report upon (he

aanitary condition of the city of Brantford for the year 1886:

—

'J'he numl)er of deaths registered up to Noveml>er Ist is 1 ^0. Assuming the same rate

of mortality for the remainder of the year the whole number for the year 1880 will be

180, making ?< death ratf; of 14| per thousand in population of 12,000, as compared with

a death rate of 175 or 14] in 1875.

Owing to thi- fact that the law respecting the registration of contagious disease has

been very much disregarded, it is impos.sible to give any estimate of the number of such

cases in Brantford during the year.

Of measles, of a comparatively mild type, there have been a good many cases with

no death reported.

There have been some ca-ses of scarlet fever with one death reported.

Four deaths from diphthi-ria have thus far been reportefl.

On several occasions during the year epideinics of the above diseases liave been

threatened, 'i'heir extension, it is believed, has been to a good degree prevented by the

measures Uiken rigidly to exclude from the public schools all children coming from any

house where any sickness exisUtd until it was shown that sucli sickness was not of an

infectious character.

In the month of June four cases of undoubted varioloid (umbilicated varicella)

occurrt'd in the Mohawk Institution, within one mile of the city. As this disease is

capable of imparting true smallpox, under favouring circujnstances, great an.\iety was felt

as to the proper course to pursue. To close up the Institution and distribute ninety

pupils through the reserve and other Indian wttlements in Canada, carrying probably

with them the yenns of smallpox, wa.s not to be thought of. The course deciiled on was

to p«-rform thorough vaccination, to completely isolate all aflecl«-<| pupils fora long p«'riod

and to establish a partial fjuarantine of the Institution until the danger passed. By thejMS

measures the damper was ra[)idly obviated.

The number of deaths from typhoid fever registered up to the present date is four,

exclusive of any that have occurred outside of the city limits. I regr^'t, however, that this
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conveys no idea of the amount of sickness from that disease, which has been unusualljr
large since about the middle of August.

In the John H. Stratford Hospital alone there have been twenty-five cases during
the three last months, and there are at this moment ten cases of typhoid there out of a
total of 27 cases in hospital.

From my own knowledge and from such information as I can obtain from the city

physicians, I am satisfied that the number of cases outside of the hospital, including those
in the immediate suburbs, has been four times as many more, making in all, say 125 cases.

Many of these cases have been very severe and of long duration, although the actual
number of deaths has been exceptionally small.

^luch anxious consideration has been given to this matter. The weather during the
spring, summer and autumn, has been unusually salubrious, there having been no pro-

longed periods, either of excessive heat or of cold or damp. To what cause then are we to-

ascribe the presence of so much fever ]

A large factor in the causation of fever as well of other zymotic diseases in the city

is undoubtedly the want of pure drinking water. A very lai-ge proportion of the wella
are to a greater or less degree fed by surface water filtered through a polluted soil, and as
all the Brantford wells may, generally speaking, be said to tap the same pervading sheet
of water, resting on a bed of clay and underlying at variable depths the superimposed
sand and gravel, it may well be doubted whether there are many which are at all timea
perfectly reliable, although rough testing or even accurate chemical analysis may reveal
the presence of but little organic matter.

An important cause for the exceptional amount of fever this year is, however, believed

to have been the state of the basin of the canal. The condition of this basin is always-

bad, but this year it has been exceptionally bad, the dam at the feed gates having broken
away in the spring the water of the river ceased to flow into the canal for some months,.

and large portions of the basin lying in the heart of the city became partially dry and
covered with rank vegetation, other large portions being converted into a stagnant pond of
slimy water, re-inforced by the filthy discharges from a number of drains and small sewers,

the whole expanse being offensive to sight and smell, and obviously unwholesome in the
last degree.

!N"umerous and loud complaints were made as to this dangerous nuisance, but there
did not seem to be any way by which either the Local Board or the Provincial Board of
Health could remedy the evil.

A number of places where typhoid fever existed were visited and thoroughly in-

spected. One or two may be specially referred to. In one block, on the plateau, in the
east ward, in a dry and usually very healthy locality, there were ten cases of fever in five

dwellings. The block contains about two acres, on which there are four single and two
double dwellings, occupied by seven families, one single dwelling being unoccupied. The
first one attacked was a moulder, in August; he was ill for about six weeks; no other
member of his family was affected. The next case was in a dwelling about a hundred feet

from the house where the first case occurred. This was a middle-aged woman, and her
husband and four children were subsequently taken down. In the meantime a young
girl in the next house, about sixty feet distant from the last, was stricken. Also a child

in the house next adjoining. Lastly, in another dwelling, some sixty feet from the first

one, the wife of the occupant had a mild attack. Some of these cases were very severe,

and some have not yet recovered. It was found that in the second and third houses
attacked, in which were seven of the ten cases, milk was obtained from the same place,

and this milk was shewn to have an unpleasant taste. On visiting this dairy, the well

from which Avater was got for rinsing the utensils was only eight or nine feet from the
cow stable and from a large heap of manure, in such a position that it was impossible

that the well should not be contaminated. It is probable that this cause may have con-

tributed towards increasing the severity and duration of some of the cases.

The patient first attacked passed, in going to his work, along and across the canal
basin a number of times daily, while it was in its most offensive state, and he says that
it used to make him sick." He believes that his fever was caused thereby. The dis-
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charges from this patient were buried in the garden about one hundred feet from the

well on the premises next attached.

This well yields a large supply of water, evidently drawing its supplies from a wide

range. The soil is very porous and, notwithstanding the distance, I think it possible may
have been contaminated from the discharges of the first patient.

In another place, on the corner of Alfred and I)arling streets, there were two severe

cases of fever in two tenements in close proximity. The water here was bad; the well

was only a few feet from an old closet; in an adjoining lot, at a short distance, was a

soak pit into which slops were thrown. I do not know that in these last cases the fever

was caused by the impure water, but every one must know that no human beings ought

to be compelled to allay thirst with water obtained from such sources.

The only other supply of drinking water in Brantford besides that derived from the

wells, is that obtained from Wilkes' creek by means of the waterworks. In some places,

on account of the obvious badness of the well, this water is used and I think to a much
greater extent than is generally supposed. This water has been examined a number of

times, though not subjected to an exa^t chemical analysis. The samples examined have

not appeared to contain much organic matter, and coming from a running stream exposed

to air and sunlight, it is probable that it is not worse than that obtained from a majority

of the wells; but the fact that the stream actually receives the drainage of many dwellings

and that it is impossible to protect it from a host of other impurities, is sulHcient to

condemn it utterly. In case of contamination of thi.s stream from any typhoid cases, fatal

results may be expected.

Such being the state of the case, it seems to me that there is no room for dilference

of opinion on the ([uestion of the neces.sity of the City of llrantford taking measures with-

out unnecessary delay to provide an ample supply of pure water for the use of its

inhabitants.

Turning from the disagreeable subject of water to the juore pleasant one of milk,

I have to report that this matter has received faithful attention, with results which have

been and will, I Vjclieve, continue to be most satisfactory.

Permits for the .sale of milk were granted free of charge on July 1st and later, tenable

to Deceml)er 31st, subject to cancellation for infractions of the by-law, to 28 persons.

The dairies were nearly all situated in the township, and were all visited and

thoroughly examined by the Sanitary Inspector, and full reports entered in a Milk

Inspection book.

The instruments used by the Brooklyn Board of Health, by which the addition of

water, removal of cream or retention of strippings may be readily ascertainefl, were

obtained and twenty-four samples of milk have been tested.

The importance of milk inspection is much greater in the winter months than in the

summer; and it is intended to enforce the law with great strictne.ss, not only as to tho

adulteration of milk, but as to tho uncleanncss of the byres, unhealthinea.s of the cattle,

and as to the use of putrescent and other improper foods, and of impure wat<;r.

During the year Mr. James, the Sanitary Inspector, ha.s n)ado 620 house-to house

inspections. ITjS complaints were entered on tho complaint Itooks; 42 of these referre<l

to offensive closets and cesspools, soiiio of which were condemned, dry-closets l)eing

sub.stituted anil the rBsidue properly cleimcd ; related to offensive; manure heaps; Ti to

the deposit of dead animals in the canal, in Wilkes' creek and otiier pliu-es; 1 only as to

hogpens; 1 only as to slaughUr-houHes. Two complaints were made ot ohl tenetnentfl in

a dangerously filthy state; the occupants were finally got out of these places and both

were pulled down. Thirty-nine complaints were made of fnul wells, t of which were

condemned and filled up, and the others cleaned, .Many more would have l)een con-

demned if there had been any other supply of water obtainable.

Several con)plaints were made in reference to tho draining of houses into WilkeK*

creek. This is f)ne of the matters which has not been disposed of, and to which I invite

the attention of the Board.

Complaints were also made as to the filthy state of the Market sfpjare. ' A weekly

cleaning of this square is now enforced.
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Early in the year many urgent complaints were made against the Market street

drain, which, originally intended for draining water from cellars, was used for sewage
purposes. The drain becoming obstructed, the contents were forced back into the cellars

of several shops. Failing in every other means to remedy this evil, it was found
necessary, in the face of much opposition, to open up the drain and wholly cut off some of

the connections.

Several other drains were complained of, notably the untrapped drain from the meat
market discharging the washings of the stalls, refuse, scraps of meat and other garbage
into a large soak pit on the square, into which pit the sewage from the water-closets in

the building was also discharged. The only free exit for the foul gases of this pit was
into the meat stalls.

This nuisance was totally abolished, dry-earth closets introduced, and the pit and
drain filled up.

The violent opposition made to the removal of this most dangerous nuisance well
illustrates the desirability of a wider diffusion of knowledge on sanitary matters.

A case of typhoid fever and one or two of diphtheria at the Orphanage, occupied by
some fourteen children and others, led to an inspection, which showed that the wash-
room, bath-room and sinks all emptied into a large vault, from which the putrid air

had no escape whatever, except into the house, the atmosphere of which in some of the
rooms in the morning was said to be exceedingly bad.

At the J. N. Stratford Hospital, complaint having been made by persons passing bn
the Tranquility road, it was found on inspection that all of the refuse, liquids from the
kitchen, laundry and baths, as well as all the hospital sewage were discharged into an
enormous pit near the road, unprovided with any ventilation pipes, that this pit becoming
full had burst out, and a running stream of sewage escaped into the public highway.

Tlie Governors of the Hospital expressed their willingness to incur any expense
i-equisite to remedy this serious state of affairs. A system of treating this refuse by
downward filtration-^a modification of Ool. Waring's plan,—was therefore devised and
estaldished, the situation of the Hospital being very favorable for this. The details can-
not here be explained. After a trial of four months this plan proved to be entirely

successful.

The above are some of the more important matters which require attention during
the year.

With regard to the dry-closet system, it may be said that a great many buildings
have been erected during the year, in nearly all of which this system has been adopted.
It has been further extended in the public schools, connected with which it is intended,
next year, to abolish the last of the old closets which remain. Owing to ignorance,

indifference and laziness, and consequently improper management, this system has been
unsatisfactory to some, but its merits are beyond question, and within the range of its

applicability it must entirely supercede the old vault system.

Unfortunately this .system is not well adapted to the disposal of liquid refuse in any
considerable quantities. In places closely built up and in the central parts of the city,

the demand for relief in this respect has become urgent.

It is less injurious that liquid refu.«e should be discharged into the street, exposed to

the air and sun, than that it should be retained in pools or soak-pots, or even in ventilated

cisterns in small yards. But even if such liquids could be speedily cai-ried off by the
street gutters, they must be received into the canal basin where there being little or no
current, they must remain for long periods an offence to the sight and a standing danger to

health. This basin now receives a certain amount of sewage and very much liquid refuse

through drains and otherwise from the Kirby House and Post Office, and from the various

buildings adjacent to its banks.

The proposal to fill up this basin, confining the water to a channel on its south side,

obviously implies the necessity of providing for some means of carrying off the refuse it

now receives.

From*both of these pressin:; circumstances, it seems that a certain amount of sewerage
for the central part of the city is required.
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If any such works be undertaken they should, of course, be of a permanent character*

and adapted to meet all further requirements.

I desire to thank the Mayor and Aldermen of the city, and particularly those who are

members of the Board of Health, for their cheerful support given during the year, and

especially to thank Mr. Woodyatt, the Secretary, for much useful assistance and advice.

I cannot too warmly express my appreciation of the invaluable services of P. C. James*

in performing in a thoroughly capable and efficient manner his manifold duties as

Sanitary Inspector.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

EGERTON GRIFFIN, M.D.,

Medical Health Officer.

GUELPH.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

I have the honor to submit the following Report as Medical Health OflSi-er tor the

city :

—

The general health of the city during the greater part ot this year has been unusu-

ally good ; with the exception of diphtheria, no epidemics have prevailed to any extent.

During the latter part of last year and the bepnning of this, a large numlier of cases of

this disease was reported—.seventy-four in all—but at present time there are not any

cases in the city. The number of deaths registered from the 15th of November, ISSH,

up to 5th NovemWr, 1886, is one hundred and eighty-six, giving a death-rate of 18.1

per 1,000 in a population of 10,250, which I am informed by • the city clerk was

the number of the inhabitants for the past year.

The work of sanitary inspection has gone steadily on, and a large numlxT of yards

and closets have been examined by the inspector, and many nuisances abated
;
pig-stys

have been practically abolished, only a few isolated ones remaining—their owners preferring

to abandon them rather than submit to the rcfiuirements of the law. Scarcely any

complaints have heen made at the inspector's oHice this year regarding piggeries, while

last year scarcely a day passed without a complaint >)eing made. And with regard to

slaughter-houses— those complained of la.st yar havj- Item removed outside the city limits ;

those within the city limits have Vteeu (artfully watched and ke[>t clean.

For promoting the cleanliness and health of the city, as well as for the great

convenience and coinfort of all, one of thf most urgent needs at present is an •'Hicicnt

means for the frequent removal of garbage. The almost unavoidable presence of decaying

%-egetable and animal refuse in private; yards is very unwholesome and otl'ensive, and it is

important that the Hoard should give its attention to this matter a8 soon as jmssible.

A large numlK>r of the wells in the city have been reported by the inspector as being

too near the wtit«'r closets, anfl that a gnat many of the wells are polluted by the surface

water running into them, then by making the wjiter unlit for drinkitjt; pnrjtoses. ihiH

surfac<! water tivint ]io!lute the wells by its rlrtiinage into them, and nothing is more

inimical to the health of the community than wat«T befouled by decomposing, organic or

vegeUible matter, and the only remedy that I know of is to close up the wells and compel

the people to use the city water, which I consider is pure.

In n)any places throughout the city the much-to l>e-condemned practice of throwing

kitchen refuse ami wast** wat«T on the surface of tlu- ground in the yarrl or in the street,

still prevails. The disposal of garbage in every well regulaU*! household is a matter of

no small importance. From the ins[»ector'g report, I note with pb-asure that thi- laudablfl

practice of burning all solid kitchen n-fuse is being carried out by many. 1 he removal

of objectionable matter from the yardh or outbuildings was enforced in all ca-ses.
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* The sanitary insijector reports the following sanitary work done during the past
year :

—

Number of yards examined 236
" water closets emptied 200
" yards found in good condition 100
" yards cleaned 400
" hog-pens removed 26
" notices served for dirty yards and closets 52
" old wells closed . 4
" analysis of well water 4
" horses buried 25
" cows buried 8

Contagious diseases reported to the inspector by medical gentlemen of the city :

—

Scarlet fever 6

Diphtheria 74
Typhoid fever 10
Houses placarded 80

Report of the expenses incurred by the Board during the past year :

—

Amount granted by the Council $350 00

Expenditure.

Printing contagious disease cards $ 28 05
Furniture for pest house 105 19
Vaccine and vaccinating poor 25 55
Stationery for office . . . . , . . . 3 15
Removing dead animals and other nuisances 49 70
Special grant to Mr. Hughes 60 00"

Rent for nuisance ground 50 00
Printing annual report 1 00
Filling up quarry hole on Waterloo avenue 4 00
Vaccine matter 4 00
Medical examination 8 00
Balance to credit 2 36

$350 00

In conclusion, I have much pleasure in stating that the sanitary inspector has per-

formed his duties to my entire satisfaction.

THOMAS A. KEATING,
Medical Health Officer.

Kingston.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In accordance with the regulations of The Piihlic Health Act of 188J^, I beg leave to

summarize the work done, and briefly note the sanitary condition of our city :

—

The general health during the past year has been unusually good, the death-rate

small, except for the few cases of scarlet fever in the beginning of the year, (the relics of

our epidemic of 1885). The cases reported this year number 49, as against 296 in 1885,

.show conclusively that the epidemic is over.
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There have been reported six cases of diphtheria, a few cases of measles, and quite a
number of cases of whooping cough ; also a few cases of typhoid fever, though not a
single death has occurred from the latter disease.

The water supply of our city is not what it should be ; the receiving pipe ou"ht to
be extended further out into the river, so as to escape every possible likelihood of
contamination by the residue llowing down the stream of sewage and other pollutions
escaping into the river from the asylum, penitentiary, and other sources of like character •

the receiving pipe of the water works only being extended into the river about 237 feet
from where the company's pumps are located, and at a depth of sixteen feet of water.

If the water works were under the control and management of the city proper, these
evils might then be remedied ; and, further, the mains might then be extended to parts of
the city where they do not now exist, and the poorer classes of the community would
then have the privilege of obtaining purer water than they can possibly now enjoy, and
wells that are uow in use could be closed up. Many of these wells in the upper part of
the city are not fit for use, owing to the pollution of the soil from soakage of privy-pits
cesspools, cow-byres, and other such .souices.

During the year past 203 privy vaults have been thoroughly cleansed out and disin-
fected with lime. The emptying of privy vaults has been done by the odorless system
regulated Vjy by-law, with a fixed charge of $2 per cubic yard of matter removed. The
contents are taken to the nuisance ground and there deposited in trenches, deodrized by
means of ijuicklime, and then covered with earth.

The dangerous practice of allowing the solid contents of privies to escape directly
into our drains should be remedied at once. I have prevented it beintr done in a "reat
number of instances. Such a condition of things should not be allowed, on account of the
tilling up of our sewers, pollutiug the waters of the harbour, causing a terrific efiluTium
to escape into and vitiate the air at the corners of the streets where the sewers open and
into dwelling liouses not provided with stench traps ; and many such houses tiiere are in
the city.

Dry-earth closets have }»een instituted in places where privy vaults have been
considered dangerous—that is in, small yards, etc. Twenty-three dry-earth closets have
been erected this year, those having them seem to be perfectly satislieirwith the improve-
ment, and 1 have no doubt before the end of anothar year 1 shall be able to report a much
larger number of such closets in use.

In places where shallow pits were permissalde, I have oau-scd them to hr erected (in
place of the deep pits so commonly used), tlie same made water-tight to prevent the escaiie
of any of the contents. The main poi)it gained in having the pits shallow is, they will
have to be regularly emptied.

CJarbage and dry-earth closet contents are attiMuled to and removed duily, wookly
or as rfijuired by the parties, by a .scavenger whom we, have agreed with to collect and lake
charge of them in a pioper manner. This j)art of the work, to do it eJliciently, should Ik*

regulated by by-law of tlw corporation, appointing a responsible person to do tlie work
at fixed charges, and whose duty it would be to remove tlie matter daily frrjm all premises

;

•hen we would have the necesj^ary control of the work.
The practice of tlirowing (as it is to<t often done; now) kitchen refuse and sloii water

on the surface of the ground, in yards or streets, is very injurious to the health of tho
public and ought to be condemned. Nevertheless, in many instances, the cause is want
of draina{;e. Some means should be devised to remedy the evil uritil such times as drains
are constructed.

Dkainauk.—Our city, until the pre.scnt yf ar, iias been inetliijiently drained, although
tho location is one capable of being ejisily drained, the highest point of the city being 77 j
feet above the waters of the lake.

There lias been 87, .'(00 spcMit in the construction of sewers and drains, C,(JOO feet
having been built during the present year, so tliat by the end of iMi^;^ with the oarrvini?
out of the drains in contemplation, our city will be comparatively well drained for some
time to come.

The impetus given by sanitary reform ha« been marked in our city by the steady and
constant attention paid by individuals to keeping their places clean. Tho number of cellars
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cleaned out, the many wells emptied, remodelled and put in Vjetter condition than they

have been for many years, all go to prove that V>y constant attention to matters of cleanli-

ness, etc., in the course of a short time the people will be educated in such a manner that

we will not have to wait until an epidemic apj)oars amonj^st us to cause our citizens to

awake to the necessity of a strict observance of the; jaws relating to health.

Before closing, 1 would refer, as I have already done in my last report, to the condi-

tion of our streets. During the dry .season 1 think they should be scraped oftener than

they have bf^en, as they are, no doubt, the cause ot many diseases.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

SAML. H. FEE,
Medical Health Ollicer.

London.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In compliance with the requirements of the Public Health Act, 1 have the honor to

lay before you my annual report on the sanitary condition of the city. During the year

ending November l.^jth, the city has been remarkably free from disease. Diphtheria and

typhoid fever ])revailed to some extent in the .5th ward, where drainage is defective and

well water in consequence notoriously Ijad. Still these diseases were of milder type.s, and

more amenable to treatment than forinerly. This is due to the l^etter sanitary comlition

in which the city now is. No epidemic has vi.sited the city during the year, and the mor-

tality from all disea.ses was low. Consumption, as it does in all temperate climates, heads

the list.

Much has been done to improve the condition of the city. Many unhealthy places

have been visited by the Sanitary Inspector and myself, and many nuisances abated.

Foul wells have been cleaned or filled up, and city water is gradually taking the place of

impuH! well-water.

The construction of sewers has be«n pushed on as fast as possible. .Sewer pipes have

been laid during the year as follows : On Colborne street, from Grey to South streets
;

on Grey, from Wellington to Colborne; on Simcoe, from Wfiliington to Clarence ; on

Bathurst, west of Richmond ; on South, from Colborne to Maitland—(this on« was very

much needed on account of the hospital); on Talbot, from King to York ; on Kent, west

of Richmond ; on Ridout, west of Maple, and one is now being constructed on Horton

street, from Clarence to Richmond streets.

The drain or ditch running through private property from (Queen's avenue to Lome
avenue in London East, is still in the same unsanitary condition it was a year ago. This

drain or ditch is the cause of a gicsat deal of the sickness in that neighborhood, and the

Board of Health should take prompt irieasures to put an end to this nuisance once for all,

either Vjy having it doiu; at the expense of the Board, or by coiiipelling the owners of the

property to open and maintain this drain. This can readily be done under sections 3, 5,

6 and 7 of the " Act respecting Ditches and Watercourses " of 188.'3, which provides that

" owners of lajids, whether immediately adjoining or not, which would V)e benefited by

makin" a ditch or drain, or drain already made in a natural watercourse, or by deepening

or widening a ditch or drain for the purpose of taking oil' surplus water, or in order to

make the owners or occupiers thereof the better to cultivate or use the .same, such owner

shall open and make, deepen or widen, a just and fair jiroportion of such ditch or drain."

Prompt action is necessary. The city has done its part by putting down a tile drain to

meet this natural watercourse at Lome avenue, and nothing n;mains to l)e done but open

and widen this ditch from (Queen's avenue to Lome avenue, to make this swamp as healthy

as any part of the city.

In connection with this is the growing necessity of constructing a trunk .sewer along

Oarling's creek to connect with one from the asylum. There are two ways in which this
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can be done. One would be to make a sewer along the line of the C. P. R. to connect
say at English street, with one from the asylum.

The other way would be to make a trunk sewer along Carling's creek, from the river

to Elizabeth street, connecting there with one from the asylum. The latter plan is the
moat feasible, and from present indications the Provincial Government seems desirous to
assist.

DisPOS.\L OF Sewage.—The Board has now under consideration thf subject of

devising means for the disposal of sewage, either by a process of destruction bv chemicals
or filtering. Several cities in the United States and one in Canada have adopted the
latter process, and use the Hyatt Filter, made in Newark, New Jersey. This tilter so far

has answered the jmrpose well,—two or three of these filters put down at the intersection

of the trunk lines, would be sufficient for the city. The Hyatt tilter has a capacity of
between 300 and 400 gallons per minute.

The by-law preventing the sinking of privy-pits is, although meeting with some
opposition, being enforced, but there is a matter connected with this to which I wish to
draw the attention of the Board. As the law now is, these closets are not allowed to be
placed nearer a dwelling than fifteen feet ; that is all very well, but many of these closets

are placed immediately against the line fence, right in front of his neighbor's dining-room
or kitchen windows. This is a grievance, and should be remedied by placing these closets

at the rear of the lot, an equal distance from his neighbor's fence.

The Disposal of GARBAfiE must sooner or later engage the attention of the Board.
As it is now, garbage is dumped here, there and everywhere, to the great annoyance of

the public, and as the city d(je3 not possess a farm for this purpose, destruction by tire is

certainly the next best method. For this purpose a crematory would be necessary.

These are now used in many cities and towns in England. One large enough for this city

could \je built for about 62,000 ; very little fuel would be required, the crematory making
its own fuel by first drying the garbage in a kiln placed over the furnace, and would only
require the services of one man. In the meantime it would be well to procure some
place or places where this refuse matter could be deposited.

T. 0. HUTCHINSON, M.I>.,

Meiiical Health (Jliicer.

Ottawa.

Medical Health Officer's Riporl.

I beg leave to lay ^)efore you my annual report for the year ending on Octol)er 30thj

18S6.

[n doing so it is satisfactory to be enaMt'd to state that at no time during the vear

has there Vx'en in our city anything like an approach to an epidemic of any contagious
disease with the exception of measles, which prevailed ext<;nsively during the latter

part of the winter and in the early part of the spring months.
Notwithstanding this fact, however, the mortality for the last twelvemonths, a«will

appear from mortuary returns here given, has been larger by UOb deaths than during the
corresponding inriod of the year 1885.

This increa.sed mortality, however, is not always an exact test of the sanitary condition

of a city, ho far as it i.s influenced by tlie labours of sanitary organizations. It may U*,

as it was in our rase, partly the result of influences not altogether controlable, and
partly due to legitimate cauHes.

Out of this increase of '208 deaths, I'J7 were of infants cut off during that critical

time of their development, commonly known as the jM'riod of dentition within tin two first

years of exist^-nce.

Though it must V»e concede<l that the death-rat^* of infant« will of a neceHsity U; larger

among those who are less fiivr)urably situat^-d, whether as regiirds the conditions of the

dwelling hoi.se and surroundings, or other requisites of the laws of health which money
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can procure, there is no reason that in a young city like ours, where little or nothing is

known of that overcrowding of people and squalid poverty, which are seemingly the

inevitable inheritance of older cities and larger agijregations of people, why so

great a mortality should exist amongst infants. The foundling institution in

our city, no doubt, largely contributed to swell the death roll of infant mortality,

and can legitimately be considered as instigating to a considerable extent this uuen-

viable record. But aside of this, the mortality of infants in our city is larger and

much beyond what should be reasonably expected ; and I have no hesitation in stating

that to a very large extent, indeed, it is the result of ignorance or criminal indifference

of parents not to care as they should for their infants at that particular time of their

existence, either as regards proper food or otherwise.

Deaths resulting from diphtheria during the period comprised in this report, were also

in excess of those occurring last year.

That our sanitary condition, knowledge of the laws of health and conformity of conduct

thereto, will ever be such as to leave the community altogether free and incapable of

fostering the development of any such maladies, is beyond our expectations ; but their

victims would undoubtedly be very many less, were not the public generally (there are

exceptions) so wilfully indiflerentln taking necessary precautions to prevent their spread,

and so obstinately refuse compliance with that rule of health laws exacting notification

•of health authorities of the existence of any such case in any household. Typhoid fever,

also, has been somewhat more prevalent during the latter part of last summer and fall

than during the corresponding period of the previous year. This, I think, to a large

extent may be attributed to atmospheric influences and to the upturning of the soil

nec3ssitated by the extensive subsidiary drainage, and other sanitary works of improve-

ments going on in every part of the city. Smallpox, during the last year, has also

added its victims to the mortuary list ; and though the number of cases of this disease

-was not very large, the death-rate among them was more than the usual average—due

partly to the fact that a large number of them were adults under the most unfavourable

condition.

As regards this, however, though the community may justly deplore the loss of those

who fell victims to this loathsome disease, it has good reason to congratulate your Board

and the Pi'ovincial Health authorities in so successfully staying the ravages of this

pestilence to so limited a few, in view of the fact that for many months our city had

been daily and in many ways assailed by external sources of infection. Then, again, as a

last factor, and a normal one in our increased mortuary returns, our natural yearly in-

crease of population should not be ignored.

The many cases of so-called preventable diseases occurring in our city during the

year, are no doubt a pretty sure measure of its sanitary condition, which evidently

leaves us yet much to be desired, and offers a wide field of labour to be done. It cannot

be denied, however, that last year was for Ottawa an epoch marked by substantial

progress in that which is the very basis of sanitation. I refer to the completion of

the subsidiary drainage in a large extent of the city, St. George's Ward in this respect

takinw the lead, being now almost from end to end compassed by a perfected system of

sewers.

The replacing of the old key-stone drains on Sussex and York streets by properly

constructed sewers, should he duly appreciated by the inhabitants of that section of the

city, not only removing what must, have become in the near future a prolific source of

disease, but also as a work which now afiords theiu all facilities for the drainage of their

property, as well as the adoption of modern accommodations in the dwelling-house.

This improvement, I am happy to note, has also enabled the corporation to efficiently

drain the public market in that part of the city, a want long and sorely felt by many,

and bv none more than by the health authorities themselves.

The privy-vault, or pit, which prevails so extensively throughout the city, has been

last year, as in the past, the most frequent nuisance complained of. Many are old and

decayed, and many more are defectively made, allowing contents to escape in the soil

which becomes saturated with the off"ensive matter, and in due course of time is a source

of unhealthiness ; in thickly populated districts privy-vaults are dangerous and should go.
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In by far too many places yet, even in the most important business portions of the
city, the all permeating offensive privy-vault retains its place

;
proprietors of such should

now realize the necessity of replacing them with the more modern and safer appliances,

in compliance with the requirements of the lives and laws of sanitation.

The time has arrived at all events, and the proportions attained by our city such as

to justify the hope, that at no distant day special sanitary regulations will compel owners
of property in certain sections of the city, when our system of sewers have been perfected
to do away with the privy-vault, leaving in its stead the water-closet or the dry-earth
closet, which can be made to serve equally well the purposes of sanitation.

The removal of night-soil, which last year dragged throughout the whole year instead
of being done within a certain time specified by contract, was as usual under the super-
vision of two inspectors, corporation employees, who are watchfull that this work is done
in a proper way, and tliat just remuneration only is demanded in payment thereof. The
dithculty of procuring dumping ground having been got over for a tew years at all events,
it is to be hoped that this work will be done more promptly during the winter months,
thereby avoiding a great deal of dissatisfaction to the public and annoyance to the health
authorities. The disposal of household garbage which, in a sanitary point of view, is a
matter of much importance in our city, is as yet very unsatisfactory and a very frequent
source of serious trouble to many householder. The organization of a proper system of
-scavenging is here much needed, and its establishment very anxiously looked for at no
<iistant day by a large portion of the community.

The house to house inspection, with a view of enforcing cleanliness of yards and
premises this year, was not I fear as satisfactory as it could have been desired, owinc in a
great measnre to the fact that the removal of night soil extended during the snmmer months,
occupying, therefore, a great deal of the time of the inspectors. In connection with this,

I would respectfully recommend a most thorough house to house inspection next year, not
only with the object of enforcing cleanliness by the removal of offensive matter from yards
and premi.ses, but specially with a view of enforcing proper private drainage wherever our
public sewers have been perfected, and the placing of sinks in dwelling houses, thereby
doing away with the very objectionable practice of throwing the house slops and waste
water on the surface of the ground, Ht the back kitchen door or on the street. All
<;omplaints of nuisances, however, have been attended to h.s promptly as circum.stances

permitted ; and next year I am confident will inaugurate a more eliicient system of

working, which will no doubt be more satisfactory to the Board of ilealth, whilst it will

also prove more conducive to the public welfare.

The isolation of persons suffering from contagious diseases, when known to me, has
been duly carried out, either at domicile or in hospitals specially maintained fur this pur-
pose, and the public impre.ssed with the vital importance of this measure ; but tlie fact is,

that with the exception of Smallpox, thf^ i)ul)lic seemingly have nut yet realized that they
are in duty bound by health laws to notify health authorities of the occurrence of anv such
diseases as Diphtheria, Scarlet and Typhoid fevers. It will be my duty, however, to wake
the public up to a sense of their responsiliiiitie.s in this matter ; and it is my firm reso-

lution in future to inforce this measure, wliicij wisely looks to the interest of the unfor-
tunate who may be so afflicted, and provides as well for the safety of the whole community.
The alarm caused some months ago by an outbreak of Smallpox having passed away,
little is heard of vaccination now ; and the law compelling parents to have their children

vaccinated is ignored, until such time as another panic causes another rush for the doctor's

office, forgetful that j)revontion is a tlu>u.sand times better than <iire, and that safety is

the reward of eternal vigilance. To remind thf! pulilic of their duty in this all-important

<jUestion, I would most respectfully recommend that during the winter months a thorough
inspection of all the schools in this city be made, with a view of having all children bearing
no marks of previous successful vaccination Hubmittcd to this measure of prevention.

Mortuary returns here atta<;hed have bein as carefully made by me as it was in my power
to do; the fact, however, that the cause of death is in many instances givwn by incom-
petent persons and con.sequontly incr)rrectly given, detracts very materially from their

value or usefulness in preventive medicine.
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This serious defect will only be remedied when blank forms are supplied to all the

practicing physicians of this city, who I have no doubt would faithfully and correctly

record the cause of all deaths occurring in their practice.

Respectfully submitted.

A. ROBILLARD,
Medical Health Officer.

St. Catharines. '

Chairman's Report.

In accordance with the provisions of The Public Health Act of 1884, I have the honour

to submit the third annual report of your local Board of Health for the year ending 30th

November, 1886.

Attached hereto is the report of the Sanitary Inspector, giving a detailed statement

of the duties performed by him, also an account of the work done by the city scavenger.

Your Board continued, during the season, from November, 1885, till May, 1886, the

work of cleaning cesspools, privy-vaults, etc., the work being done in a manner generally

satisfactory to the public, and at a more reasonable figure than formerly. This season

the Board has arranged for the removal of night-soil, etc., on a basis which will meet

with the approval of all classes, viz., a barrel system. The Inspector's report will show

the quantity of night-soil, etc., removed from the city during the past year.

The Inspector has made regular tests of the milk offered for sale by the licensed

vendors, and has noted a decided improvement in the quality.

Frequent inspections have also been made of the cow-byres, which are found to be

clean and well kept ; the quality of food furnished the cows good and wholesome, and

the condition of the cattle all that can be desired.

Slaughter-house inspection has also been carried on, these places being kept in a very

satisfactory condition.

One of the greatest sources of trouble whicff the Board has to deal with is the

pig nuisance ; and we would recommend that The Public Health Act be so amended as

to prevent the keeping of hogs within city limits.

The streets, lanes and alleys have been kept very free from garbage and filfh,

although the Inspector has been compelled to threaten legal proceedings against several

persons who habitually break the law in this respect.

The Board has been put to considerable expense during the year in the removal of

dead animals from off the streets—cats, dogs, and in one instance a horse had to be

removed at public expense, the Inspector being unable to discover the owner.

During the year the Board of Works has had traps placed in the catch-basins of the

King and Queen street sewer (as recommended in our last report), with the erection of an

automatic flushing tank at the head of this drain ; and the discharge of its mouth
carried into level one below lock No. 2, (which we believe the Board of Works contem-

plate doing as soon as the weather will permit), serious cause of complaint will have

been removed.

The health of the city during the past year has been very satisfactory, the total

number of burials being 174.

On the 4th January last, a report was sent to the Board of Health that a girl

belonging to a poor colored family on North street, was sick with symptoms of smallpox.

A physician was sent at once to see the case, who reported that the patient was suffering

from that disease. A special meeting of the Board was called, and it was decided to remove

the whole family of a mother and five children to the hospital. This was done at once, and

the late Dr. Sullivan, a member of the Board, given charge of the patients. The whole

family contracted the disease, but all recovered. They received, at public expense,

medical attendance for thirty-nine days. During their occupancy of the hospital the

mother was confined, but the infant did not contract the disease.
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After the hospital had been thoroughly cleaned and disinfected, the services of a

caretaker was secured, who now resides in the building, and to whom is paid a nominal

sum.

During the year the Board met with a severe loss in the death of one ofits members,
the late Dr. Sullivan.

In conclusion the Board would congratulate the citizens on the absence of any
epidemic during the year, and on the general liealthfulness of the city.

The Sanitary Inspector has continued to perform his dutie.s to the satisfaction of the

Board.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

GEO. U. CAK LISLE,

Chairman.

Toronto.

Abstracti- from Report of the Board and of the Jfrdical Health Officer.

Your Board beg leave to submit, for the information of the Council, a brief resume
of its work during the year 1886, and would ask that the same be transmitted to the
Provincial Board of Health, as required by the provisions of the Public Health Act.

When the Report of last year was closed there were but two cases of smallpox
remaining in the city; Vjut, unfortunately, the germs of the disease had lieen disseminated
from intercourse with the Province of Quebec, and in consequence of the malady havin"
been concealed in a family, it appeared again and again in ditierent parts of the city.

The disease never assumed by any means the character of an epidemic, but at one time
considerable anxiety was telt because of its repeated appearance, owing to not being able
to trace the origin. It being quite ap|)arent to your Board that some unknown centre of
contagion existed, diligent steps were at once ordered to be taken to discover its where-
abouts, which eventually proved successful. A young woman, a tailoress, had contracted
the disease in a mild form, and several members of the family with winch she was living

became affected ; meanwhile, she was working daily at the shop with the smallpox virus
about her person ; in that way the infection was carried to various parts of the city.

The total numl)er of verified cases of disease* during the period extending from the
9th of August, ISS."), to the 10th of February, 188G, was twenty-eight. All l»ut the first

two (a child and its mother) were cared for at the Smallpox Hospital, the total number
of deaths being three.

491 visits were paid by order of the Board to (juaraiitiiied fimilies ; "JO houses were
disinfected, and GO cases were report«'(l which re<juired watching, involving over two
hundred visits by the Medical Health OtHcer and his a.ssistants.

In the early part of the year free vaccination was provid«'(l, medical assistmits bijing

appoint<'d by your Board to vaccinal" all applicants, at the Medical Health OHice daily,

and at the St. Andrew's and St. Paul's Halls, and the Wilton Avenue Fire Hall, every
other day from 2 to 5 p.m. In addition to the above, the Board felt it neceHsary to open
an additional vaccination station in St. Matthew's Ward, in all some 15,000 persons being
thus vaccinated free of charge.

There seems to \>o. an idea prevalent among the pulilic that vaccination is not com-
pulsory, and order in to remove any doubts that might have existed the Board had large
posters printed and distributed throughout the city, informing the citizens of the pro-
visions of the Public Health Act relating thereto.

In their house to hou8<^ insjaection the inspectors report<^d that there were no less

than 4,110 persons who were never vaccinat(>d, and 1 1,084 who had not l>een vaccinated
within seven years, and this applies to a)>out one-half of the City which only was in-

spected.
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On the 30th March six policemen were placed at the disposal of the Board as sani-

tary inspectors, and in addition the Board appointed four or five others. They pro-

ceeded to make a house to house inspection, bringing to light the existence of many
sanitary evils, the majority of which your Board has successfully removed. The good

results of a house to house inspection cannot be too highly appreciated.

On the 18th of February your Board found it incumbent upon them to request the

Water Works Committee to place water mains on all the streets of the city which were

not provided with the same. The City Council had not the funds, unfortunately, to meet the

necessarily heavy expenditure connected with so great a work. However, a good work has

been done by the city in this direction, a large sum was obtained and a very great number

of mains were laid. This recommendation was made with a view to ordering the closing

u]i of all the wells in the city, as they cannot, no matter how great care is taken of them,

be pure and fit for human consumption in the crowded parts of a large city.

It was recommended by the Board on the 13th March last, that connection should

be made where practicable between the draughts of boilers and the public sewers, with a

view to their ventilation. The Board regrets that this has not been carried out.

It having come to the knowledge of your Board that a very large number of houses

and lots were unprovided with drainage of any description, it was ordered that all

buildings and vacant lots be forthwith drained into the city sewers. That this order is.

lieino- carried out as rapidly as possible, it may be mentioned that the Board of Works

Department has been unable to keep pace with the demand for private drains.

It was also reported to your Board that a great many privy vaults in the city had

not been cleaned out or disinfected for years. As such a state of things could not be

tolerated your Board at once took steps to notify the public that all privy pits in the-

City must be cleaned out and thoroughly disinfected before the first of July in each year.

The Board also forbade the public, in the future, to place such vaults on their premises,,

but to use in future proper modern sanitary appliances.

The Island opposite the city having, become a great resort for camping parties during

the summer months, great complaints were made by the residents thereof that the campers,

were not supplied with proper means for removal of excreta, etc. It was, therefore,

ordered by the Board that no camping parties be allowed on the Island unless they were^

provided with earth closets, and it was recommended to the Property Committee 'that ;i

small sum should be paid for the privilege of camping thereon. The object of the charge

was to provide a fund for the purpose of meeting the expense of furnishing the earth,

which had to be brought over from the city. The scheme was found to work admirably,

and no complaints have since been heard from Island residents in this particular.

The inspectors in making their rounds discovered that the site for the proposed new

Court House had been left in a most filthy condition, the cess pools, etc., not being

cleaned out and filled. The Board at once took the matter in hand and had the site

placed in a cleanly position.

The Board was waited upon by a deputation of citizens residing on Concord and

Ossin»ton Avenues, who stated that they were unable to procure water for their premises,

there %eing only one well on the two avenues, and that of doubtful purity, to supply the

inhabitants thereof. A sample of the water from this well was obtained and forwarded

to Mr. Thomas Keys for analysis, who reported that the water was unfit for human con-

sumption. Accordingly, there being no other alternative, the Board requested tlie City-

Council to lay down water mains upon these avenues, which was done, and the inhabi-

tants have now a supply of good city water.

A lengthy communication was received by your Board some time during the month

of ;May from the Provincial Board of Health, complaining of the unsanitary condition of

the Western Cattle Market. The Board at once ordered an inspection of the premises,

but the ^ledical Health Officer could find nothing of an alarming nature, as set forth in

the communication of the Provincial Board of Health. Wishing to satisfy themselves

that the report of the Medical Health Officer was correct, the Board undertook a personal

inspection, which resulted in a confirmation of the Medical Health Officer's report. As

a consequence, the facts thus ascertained were forwarded to the Provincial Board of

Health, the communication also stating that it was the intention of the City Council to-
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spend a large sum of money in modernizing and improving the market, which your Board
is glad to be able to report is now being done, much to the convenience of cattle buyers
and the public generally.

The attention of the Board having been repeatedly called to the condition of the

building known as the " London House," has requested the City Solicitor to at once take

legal proceedings against the owners and lessees of the premises to at once compel them
.0 place them in a thorough sanitary conilition. Proceedings are now pending, as also-

4gainst the trustees and proprietor of the New Arundel Hotel, and the owners of several

pemises on Duchess street.

A By-law was introduced by your Board and adopted by the City Council amending
ths By-law now in force in every Municipality as appended to the " Public Health Act,"
th» object of the By-law being to prevent the running of blood and ollal into the sewers
of \lie city from the slaughter houses, and to compel the removal of the same in air-tight

vessels. The By-law also enacts that the slaughter houses are to be provided with a
tigh. non-absorbent liooring running to a centre, so that all the blood, etc., may 'be easilv

colle«ted and removed, and with a supply of city water, for the purpose of thoroughly
liushrig it each time the same is used.

i. By-law has been under the consideration of your Board fur some time respecting
tlie licuising of plumbers. The Bill, which has received most careful and thoughtful
consideiation, will be introduced to Council at its next meeting, when it is hoped it wil}

become law.

The attention of your Board h;i.s been fre([uently called to the fact that there is no
By-law legulating the drainage of land and buildingd. It is proposed, therefore, at an
early day that a By-law be introduced fur the purpose uf regulating the same.

The tict that the SnuiIl[)OX Hospital is situated in one of the most beautiful and
largely growing portions of the city, has caused the Board much anxiety and thought. On
several occasions the JJoard spent days looking at what were suggested as suitable sites

for tlie removal of the hospital. None, however, were secured, and it is recommended
that it be a matter of earnest consideration for tlie next Board.

The attention of the Board having been called to the state of the Rosedale Creek, an
inspection was ordered. The report of such inspection was to the effect that " Rosedale
Creek, from Avenue Boad to its mouch, where it empties into the Don, shows it to be
nothing l>fctter than an open sewer." The matter was referred to the Committee on
Works, wlio have recommended that a sewer be made of the bed of the creek. Your
Board would urge the immediate adoption of the necessary steps for abating a sanitary

evil fraught with so much danger to the larg(i section of the community resident in its

vicinity. In the meantime it remains a .source of danger to persons residing in its neigh-
bourhood.

Frequent complaints liaving been made to your Hoard as to the unsatisfactory con-
dition of the privy and water closets at the l'iil)lic Schools, an order was issued to the
School Board rcfjuesting them to do away with said privies and water closets, and to

provide in their ntcad a proper system of sanitary improvements. The School Board
evidently did not think the matter of much moment, and did not even treat this Board
with the ordinary courtesy of an acknowledgment of the receipt of the communication.
However, this Board has since issued a preemptory order, which, if not atteiuled to forth-

with, will compel this Board to takt; upon itsrlf the enforcement of the order.

Noticos have al.H<j been sent to the Separate School Hoard, University College and
High School authorities, a-sking them to do away with privy vaults, and substitute

therefor proper siinitary appliances.

Respectfully subniitted.

P. H. UBAYTOX,
BoAui) Room, Chairman.

Toronto, November liitb, ISsG.
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Report of Medical Health Officer.

To the Chairman and Members of the Local Board of Health :

Gentlemen,—In February last, after the organization of the present Local Board 'f

Health, I submitted the following recommendations as being of immediate imijorta.nce :—

1. The placarding of houses in which exists either smallpox, scarlet fever or

diphtheria.

2. The drainage of every lot and house within the built-up portions of the city.

3. The closing of all wells and cisterns.

4. To abolish all privy pits.

5. The appointment of a sanitary inspector of new buildings.

6. The appointment of a competent inspector of plumbing.

7. The work of house to house inspection to commence by the Lst of April.

8. Proper provisions to deal with the excrement upon the Island during the iummer.

These suggestions having been considered by a sub-committee, it was resolvsd that it

was not expedient to placard infected houses, as the course at present pursued by the

Medical Health Officer accomplished tlie same purpose. Soil and house drain&ge was to

be insisted upon as far as possible. That all wells with impure water and foul cisterns

were to be closed. That the closing of privy pits was to be urged, and new ones not to

be allowed until the approval \n writing was obtained from the Medical Health Officer.

The appointment of an Inspector of plumbing was deferred, as well of new buildings.

The recommendation regarding the Island was adopted ; also that the work of house to

house inspection should begin by the 1st of April.

Sanitary Police.—In the summer of 1883 Major Draper, learning that I had no

sanitary inspectors, offered the services of a number of policemen for the work. The

very valuable services rendered by them that season was duly acknowledged. Again,

durinf the summer of 1884, eight policemen were detailed to perform similar work,

which was done most satisfactorily. In 1885, instead of policemen six sanitary

inspectors were appointed by the Board. But during the past summer I have again had

the services of the police. On the 30th of March six policemen reported for sanitary

duty. The work allotted to them was to attend to complaints of sanitary evils, and

make house to house inspection. The house to house inspection on the previous year

was commenced at the front and proceeded northward until the close of the season.

This year the work was commenced at the streets where it terminated last year. The

work of the police was divided into three districts, with two police inspectors to each

division. They were instructed to attend in the first place to all the complaints, or

specials, and then to devote the balance of their time to house to house inspection.

They have continued on sanitary duty up to date except about ten days in May,

when they were withdrawn for other special work, and in September, when for twelve

days they were on general duty on account of the Industrial Exhibition.

Prelimirw/ry Report.—They were directed first to take a survey of their respective

districts and furnish a preliminary report.

Nev) Buildings.—Before proceeding with the general work, they made an inspection

of new buildings, either completed or in the course of erection, in respect to the

general sanitary condition, especially the provision made for drainage and the disposal

of excrement. The total number of new buildings visited was 405. Of these 329 were

found to be satisfactory, 67 medium, and 9 bad.
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Instriictiotis to ^SaniUiry Police.—Beside verbal instructions these following were

given in writing :

1. Give the street and number.

2. The name of owner or agent.

3. The number of inmates.

4. Whether there is a soil or house drain.

5. The source of water supply.

6. The mode of disposal of refuse.

7. The situation and condition of privies.

8. The state of stables, disposal of manure.

y. In factories—number employed, privy accommodation, whether separate for

fem&les.

10. What sickness has occuried during the past year. Number of deaths and
cause

11. Number never vaccinated, and number not vaccinated within seven years.

SfKcial Canes attended to by the Sanitary Police.—From the tirst of November.
1885, to the tirst of April, 198 complaints were attended to by the one sanitary inspector,

After the police commenced work these cases were attended to by them. The total

number from 1st of April to date is 2,918. Total during the year 3,116.

The sanitary inspectors were instructed to inspect the places complained of. Then,
when any sanitary evil was found, to ascertain the responsible party, and if possible see

him and state the matter to him, and what was re(iuired to be done, and learn if In;

would at once abate the evil. To do this it was often necessary to make several visits.

Of course, this occupied a good deal of time. But the policy pursued by thi' ^Itdical
• Health Department has always been to try to have evils removed by persuasion, and in

educating the citizens to recopfnize the necessity of so doing. This course has proved
very satisfactory. In a certain number of cases the re.sponsible party /;ould not be

found, perhaps fronj being a non-resident. In such cases an otlicial notice was mailed to

him. In a certain number of other ca.se8 the responsible party would not attend to the

requirements of the law, and an otKcial notice was likewise sent to him. During the

year 4G2 of these othcial notices have been issued ; of this niiml>er . 450 have been .sent

since the tirst of April. These notices explained the nature of the evil and specified the

time permitterl in which the work hud to be done. After a time the place was re-inspected

to ascertain if the notice had been attended to. In about 200 instances it was found
that the evil had been promptly removed. Many more wf-re subsecjuently found to have
been made satisfactory. When it becanie apparent that the responsible party would
not att<'nd to the l»ehests of the l:iw, he wa.s indicted b<'forr' the Police .Magistrate. This
work has been in the hands of liisp<'ctor C'opping, of the City ("ommis-sioner's D«-part-

me^it. Altogether he has had 52 cases. (Jf these 48 ca-ses were, under the pressure of

the law, duly attendfid to.

Inj<p^cli(>yi of Slnu<ihtrr llotisix and liutrhrr Shopn.—On the I'tth uf April the

sanitary police were instructed to make a thorough insp<rction of the blaughter houses
and butcher shops within the city. The number of slaughter houses reported as (existing

was 2.'). Of these, only 5 were found in a satisfactory condition, II being unwitisfactory,

and 6 doubtful.

The reports upon the but< her shops slatwl that out r)f 1 \'.\, the total number
inspxM-ted, 10.'» were found in a .niitisfactory state, and 38 unHatisfactory. It was (ulmitt<Ki

at IM places that slaughtering of calves and shnep occasionally took place. A circular

was issued, dated May 10th, 1886, to every proprietor of slaughter houses and butcher

shops reciting the law regarding them, and informing them that the law was to l>e
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diligently enforced. This notice failing to produce any eftect, an inspector was directed

to notify each one personally. Even this failed to arouse those addressed. On the 11th

of June a communication was addressed to this Board upon the matter, pointing out that

mostly all of the proprietors of slaughter houseju had failed to observe the requirements

of the law as to distance of slaughter houses from dwellings and the street, and recom-

mending as the surest remedy that one or more public slaughter houses should be estab-

lished, and the private ones closed up. At last the butchers were aroused to action.

They convened at the Medical Health Office where the matter was discussed. Afterwards

they had a conference with Mayor Howland. Since then the butchers have formed ar

association, and have shown a commendable desire to meet the requirements of the Publij

Health Act. In fact, they have rendered valuable services to the Department by appoint-

in" an inspector, and by causing all the butchers to place their premises in a proper sanita'-y

condition. Printed permits ai'e now issued from this office upon application, and after due

and satisfactory inspection has been made. In furtherance of this necessary reform a

by-law was introduced by the Board.

On the 28th of May the Inspectors were instructed to visit and report upon all the

places where milk is handled or sold, stating :

—

1st. Where the cows are kept.

2nd. The condition of vessels in which the milk is carried or kept.

3rd. The source of the water used for washing vessels.

4th. The state of the premises.

5th. Examine the ice in use, and learn where it was cut.

6th. To give instructions where necessary, and insist upon thorough cleanliness.

• One hundred and forty-five places were visited. Of these ninety-seven were found

satisfactory and forty-eight unsatisfactory.

In a few cases it was found that well water was used for washing milk vessels. In

these cases the water was examined, and invariably it was found unfit for the purpose.

Consequently the proprietor was required to put in city water and close the well.

The arrangements in use by the several night soil excavators, in what manner the

work was conducted, with regard to the vehicles, mode of removal, and as to place of

deposit, received due attention, and instructions were given as to the best way of doing

the work without causing a nuisance.

Inspection of Ice—On the 27th of July the Medical Health Officer inspected the

character of the ice used by butchers who employ it to preserve food, with the special

object of learning if impure ice was placed in contact with food. The result showed

that at thirty-eight places the ice was clean, at thirty-nine doubtful. But in only four

places was the ice in contact with food.

On the 19th of July inspectors were instructed to make an inspection of all the

Public and Separate School buildings within the city, and report as to their sanitary

condition.

1st. As to the kind and state of the building, condition of the basement, nature of

the drainage, etc.

2nd. The kind of privies, and their condition.

3rd. Nature of the water supply.

4th. The condition of the ground and premises generally.

The reports were not altogether satisfactory, and were made known to the Chairman

of the Public School Board, and steps were taken to have all sanitary evils abated. It

was recommended that the Board should supply the caretaker of each school with a

plentiful quantity of disinfectants, to be freely and frequently used.
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The House of Providence was also inspected, and from time to time private premises.
The most important of these was on Cecil street, where there was an alarming outbreak
of diphtheria in April.

An inspector made an investigation regarding the outbreak of diphtheria, which led
to the closing of Phcebe Street School.

Infectious Diseases.—An inspector was detailed, by order of the Board, to look after
contagious and infectious diseases. Xot only those reported by physicans and the School
Board are attended to, but every supposed case, however it may be reported, is promptly
investigated. In every case of typhoid fever and diphtheria he inspects the house and
premises, and rejjorts their condition. AVhen they are found in an unsanitary condition,
they are dealt with as specials.

Diptheria and Scarlet Fever.—At the beginning of the year both scarlet fever and
•diphtheria were somewhat prevalent, and in a number of instances the physician report-
ing the disease, gave as the source, " the school at which the child attended." Con-
sequently, a communication was addressed to the Chairman of both the Public School
Board and the Separate School Board, asking that the head master of each school be
instructed to be watchful at the re-opening of the schools after Christmas holidavs, and
to exclude children from every house where those diseases existed. Other precautions,
as well ;i8 these, have not prevented an unusually large number of cases of diphtheria,
though doubtless the number was thereby lessened. The disease may l)e due to some
local cause, or it may be exposure. The disease is infectious, and may be contracted from
one artected, or the virus may be carried by a person and communicated to another.
However, it is very important that no communication should be had by school children
with an infected house.

Mr. George McMurrich, immediately after he became Chairman of the Public
School Board, expressed his desire to co-operate with me in preventing the spread of con-
tagious disea-ses among the .school children. The system adopted is as follows : As soon
as a notice of infectious disease is received from a physician at the Medical Health Oriice

the Inspector cTf Pul^lic Schools is notified of the fact and also the school attended by the
family atlV-cted. The Head Master of that school is then in turn notified, and who has
instructions to exclude all children from such house until a certificate is presented from a
doctor that there is no danger of infection. It is a matter of some conse(|uenc(^ with
which this Board, I fear, will have to deal, that some of the physicians of Toronto fail to
report cases of infectious di.seases occurring in their practice. In pa.ssing I would sav
that I think this failure is due to forgctfulness more than anything else. Nevertheless
a single failure may be the means of a serious outbreak, and the physicians should respect
the Vjehests of the law. (The alarming prevah-nce of the disease in the neighltorhood of
Pluebe street, which necessitated the closing of the school there, I fear was in a great
measure duo to the failurt,' of a plujslrinii to report a case on Markliam street). To meet
this want of attention on the part of the doct(»rs, (l>y arrangement made with the Chair-
man of tlie Public School Board), tlie several Head .Ma.sters, when a ca.se of infection is

repotted to th(;m, at once notifies Inspector HughcH at the School Board Olhce, and the
information is at once conveyed to the Medical Health OtHce.

The Inspector for this work at once proceeds to investigate. He visits the house,
a.scertain8 the facts, and, if the n-port ifi verified, he learns i.\w. name of the pliysician

attending, and then takes to him a blank form to properly report the case. \\y these
means there is affordcil very full protection .so far as school children are concerned.
Fortunately a go<jd many of the cases report< d by the .school nuisters are found upon
investigation to l»e false alarms. But ntnertliele.ss it is most important to have such
reports, that investigation may take place. In many instances those reports have enabled
the inspector to reach the physician attending the case who had been n'misij in reporting

as the law requires. Tlu; Health Inspector who has charge of this work, no matter from
what source the information comes, at onci' visits the Jiouse where the disea.se exists.

He ascertains if the disease had occurred there. \\>' notifies tlie inhabitants on either
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sides of the house, also the nearest grocer or butcher. This procedure, perhaps, accom-

plishes all that could be gained by placarding the house. The inspector ascertains

whether the family has any book from the Public Library, and if so, the Secretary is noti-

tied, who has orders not to receive any book from the house without a medical certificate

that it is free of infection. In cases of diphtheria and typhoid fever, the house and premisea

are inspected, so that any sanitary evil may be abated.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

WM. OANNIFF,
Medical Health Officer.

TO^^T^rn^Q- s.

Brampton.

Secretary's Report.

I learn from our Sanitary Inspector's report—we have no Medical Health Officer

—

that the sanitary condition of our town is good, and that it has been well attended tO'

during the year. No serious nuisances have been complained of, nor have "we had many
cases of infectious or contagious disease.

Chatham^

Chairman's Report.

In conformity with the statutes defining the duties of the Chairman of a Local

Board of Health, I hereby briefly bring before your honourable body a synopsis of what
has been effectually carried out by the Board during the year ending October, 1886, and
some few suggestions for the near future.

It must be very gratifying to your honourable body to learn that the health of the

town has been comparatively better since my last report than what it had previously been.

The mortuary returns show a death-rate of about 15 per 1,000; Chatham returning a

lower average than 15 out of the 19 cities and towns in the Dominion, compiling statistics

in this way. This is in a great measure, no doubt, due to the efforts of the Board of

Health, and the effects of carrying out of sanitary measures and precautions through your
very efficient and able officer the Sanitary Inspector, who has, for the year just closed,

attendnd promptly to having all water-closets, pig-pens, wells, cellars, and manure pits

cleaned out where their condition demanded it for the safety and preservation of the public

health. He also keeps a strict record and proper supervision over all milk vendors. The
latter is all the more essentially necessary, when we consider in how many instances the

germs of disease are carried in milk.

We have had reported this year ninety-three cases of contagious diseases by the

town physicians, (who report willingly and cheerfully to the Inspector direct), and as

several cases very often occur in the same family, the points of contagion would not be
more than, say forty families ; of these a very small percentage were fatal, showing that

we have had no one form of disease spreading, as bad forms of epidemics usually do, to

complete their fatal work.
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You will no doubt remember a scavenging by-law was prepared by the Local Board
of Health, and passed by your Honourable Body early in the season. The writer is

happy to be able to report favourably upon the working of the same. What was
hitherto a most hideous, loathesome and nauseous process at night, is now odorless and
inotlensive to the health of the town and executed in the daytime. Sleep, before the

)>assing of this by-law, prevented the olfactory nerve from rebelling at its non-removal,

and consequently allowed many an inhabitant to innocently inhale these noxious gases

from night-soil that are now rendered inocuous by disinfection.

As malarial diseases are amonj^ the tnost prevalent forms of diseases in our town,

and as the cause of the above is beyond dispute the decomposition of vegetable matter,

heat and moisture being necessary thereto, the Board of Health hail with delight the

amount of drainage introduced by the present Board of Works. May I here suggest,

that in my opinion all drains should be properly trapped at all uprights, thereby pre-

venting a wholesale poisoning of those in the vicinity of the uprights by noxious and
poisonous gases generated in said drains. These traps can be put in at less cost when
the drain is being constructed than at any time afterwards, and fully carry out an old

and true adage, " ^V^lat is worth doing at all is worth doing well."

Healthy as our town is, it can, no doubt, be very materially improved by a properly
established system of water supply. The present source is very defective, allowing by
soakage the germs of disease from our privy-pits and sewage to contaminate the very
water we are daily consuming. To obviate this somewhat, the Board took advantage of

(/lauses 14 and 15 of the Act compelling all persons building new closets or replacing

defunct ones to make the new ones water-tight, pits underground or dry-earth closets.

These permits are obtained from the Medical Health Officer (Dr. Hall) at his othce.

About thirty of these have been granted during the summer.
As to the best means of water supply it is a moot question at present. The filtering

of the waters of the Thames, 1 think, would be an injudicious experiment, as to cost

probably n>)t less than by bringing purer water from the Chenal Ecarte, it is doubtful
whether or not by a filtering proce.ss (which is apt to be run and managed improperly,
by reason of a too unfrequent removal of the filtering medium used), the disease germs
could V>e removed so as to be compatilile with health, which the Thames water is alive

with, containing as it do<?s the sewage of London and several small places below it
;

also any abundance of decaying vegetalile and annual matter from other sources. If this

were possiVile in summer it would not be so in winter, when the river is frozen over and
not exposed to the oxidizing effects of the atmosphere.

I think, of the comparative merits of thf waters of Lake ?>ie and river Chenal
Ecarte, the .saving in cost of construction and after maintenance would be in favour
of the latter source, owintj to the distance that clear water is reliably and continually

found from shore, and difficulty in keeping a crii) in the lake so far out.

Ah to Artesian wells I may say, that for supplying each private family by such a
well, I think the scheme, if pretty universally adopted, would nearly approach to a n)oro

perfect system of water supply.

Councillor Malcohuson, Mr. Andrew.s, an expert from New York City, and tho
writer, spent considerable time in visiting the most noted Mowing wells in Rah-igh
Township, and gathering information from all other possible sourceji at. our command on
the subject, with the n-sult of receiving an adverse opinion from Mr. Andrews on the
feaxibilitj^ of a scheme of supplying Chatham with a system of coinu^cting a gang of

artesian wells, as in vogue at present in the cities of Alltany and lirooklyii.

As Chatham would re<juire nearly one million galifnn per diem, .Mr. Andrews staUxl

that unle.ss .some convenient point could be found in or al)out Chatham, wi»,li from at

least two or three fw*t of coarse gravel immediately over the rock, that the supply would
not be sutficient, or if sufficient, if taken frf)m a (juick sand layer over the rock would
yield riley and dirty water, under his or any other Hystem of pumping by Ht<>atii power,
and consequently be unfit for drinking purposes, and soon choke up the conduit pipe's.

Although water may look pure and clear and be palatable, yet it may contain the
germs of typhoid fever, diarrhcna and other diseases ; hence the importance of having the
source or sources of our water supply above suspicion ; and more particularly would 1
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like to see the town, through your Honourable Body, set apart an appropriation
sufficiently adequate to procure a comprehensive report, in detail, from some competent
engineer as to best source, cost of construction and maintenance of same.

I venture to say that, without burdening the jjcople beyond their ability and
willingness, the same could be made self-sustaining, and the people would be benefited at
the expense of sickness, death and the doctors, and would have all the immunity from
contagious diseases that such a system of good and pure water supply could alone give
them. J ust think of 200 tons of excreta and sewage, worth 830 per ton, if used for

fertilizing purposes, being allowed to percolate the porous soil of Chatham every year, to-

contaminate our wells and our present drinking water supply.

Hoping you may see your way clear to take some action to remedy this evil by-

giving it your undivided attention and support,

JAMES P. RUTHERFORD, M.D.,
Chairman, Board of Health.

Galt.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

As Medical Health Officer for the town of Gait I have to congratulate you on the
sanitary conditions of the town in general. It is a matter of thankfulness that during the
past year our town has not been visited by any wide-spread cause of mortality or sickness,

beyond the ordinary causes that are at work from year to year, over Avhich we have little

or no control. In comparing our statistical standing with other towns of similar population
we stand third on the list, our death-rate being sixteen per thousand. Of the ninety-Jive

deaths occuring in the past year—under 5 years, 32 ; from 5 to 20 years, 9 ; from 20 to
•10 years, 18; from 40 to 60 years, 15; and over 60 years, 21; showing a very large
number, nearly one-quarter, that arrived at a good old age.

The report of the chairman of the Board of Health embraces about all the informa-
tion as regards the number of cases of typhoid fever and diphtheria we have had reported
during the year, eighteen of the former and thirty-eight of the latter ; but this, I am soriy
to say, does not embrace all, as many cases have not been reported. There was no deaths-

from typhoid fever, and only three from diphtheria, showing, I think, in a measure that

neither have been of a very malignant type.

It is a matter of regret that the town is not in a position to adopt a system of water-
works and drainage, as nature has done so much to assist us in getting rid of a great deal

of efTete matter by means of the river, which might, with small cost, be made to run much
more rapidly than it now does, and thus keep a steady current and no stagnant water.

General vaccination was so thorough last year that there were but few left for this

season, and these, I think, have all been attended to.

I would strongly urge the council to purchase a lot now when there is no excitement
about smallpox, for the purpose of erecting a hospital thereon, and be ready in case of an.

outbreak.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

G. P. SYLVESTER, M.D., •
Medical Health Officer.

Harriston.

Secretary's Report.

He replies to a circular issued by the Provincial Board of Health some months agO'

regarding the prevalence of diphtheria in many parts of the province, instead of making;
his annual report of the proceedings of his board.
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KlXCARDIXE.

is good

Medical Health Orncer's Report.

There have been no cases of contagious diseases during the year The general health

TilXDSAY.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In accordance with the requirements of the Public Health Act of 18.^4, section '>4

I b-g herewith to submit my second annual report on the sanitary condition' of the town
of Lindsay, and such other matters as I think interesting and important in regard to
public health and public requirements in this direction.

I am pleased to report that during the year a number of questions aftectin^^ the health
of this municipality have engaged the attention of your Board, and in eve°y instance
a live interest has been evinced. I have only to regret that The Public Health Acts
do not provide that independence of action necessary to carry out your wishes 'Your
Board, in one particular at least—the outlay of public money is simply recommend-
atory to the municipal authorities and depend.«<entirely on their good will ior thin imhalum
vit(e,—\s, handicapped, and until some change is made by Provincial enactment
your Board, in common with others throughout the country, must remain at a
serious disadvantage. Fully realizing this as your representative at the inaur^ural
meeting of the Provincial Executive Association of Health Officers, I proposed
as first question for consideration such reconstruction and emendation as would
make your duties more certain, powers more decided, the control of nece.s.sarv funds with-
in your authority, and as a consequonce the securing to the puTjIic the full benefit of
such measures a.s, in your judgment, were needed for the public good. It cannot be
expected that municipal corporations, no matter how well intent, sliould give that careful
consideration to sanitary matters as Boards of Health appointed for that^purpose there-
fore will not in all ca.ses sympathize fully in your views—certainly not when such kimlliness
of feeling shall mean an outlay of municipal funds. The local Boards of Health should
he entirely independent, quite as much so in every particular as boards of education
If made elective by the popular vote and directly respon.'jible to the people, any dan-'er of
undue extravagance wonld be obviated, a great saving of human life and lessening of
suffering .secured, fully warranting any necessary outlay and s.-curing a very fair return
for the money invested.

This will 1)6 the more plain to you by referrin;' to the British Registrar-General's
report. During ten years covered by that report 2,777, :)St years of life has Ijeen given,
and some 41,0.")."), 7G0 years of sufl'.-ring prevented for the money expended in sanitary
improvements in that country. In Birmingham, notwithstanding that the population has
increa-sed one-fifth, from 41 to '>\ persons to the acre, the deaths have decreased
from 8,594 in 1887 to 8,loG in 18S."), shewing an actual saving in three years of 17,715
lives, and a secured money value, according to the Registrar-( Jeneral's estimate, of
£2,816,G85. Nearer home we find l)y the Kegistrar-CienfTal's report for Ontario a reduced
rate of mortality, representing also a money value as a return for the cash invest^'d for
health purposes. I need not quotf further to impre-ss upon your Hoard and the municipal
council AS well, that your calls on the treasury is really money w«'|| spent, yelding a fair
dividend in an improvement of public health ami the ndief of suffering.

Not only were you wwt at the ouUet with this .lisoouragem.nt, but you have h-arned
in th" discharge of your duties tint the public had to l»e oflucaUul in the very rudiments
of sanitary requirt'ments ; your every act met with opposition often in «|uart<rs lea.st

expected. K>irly in the season ca.se8 of suspicious sore throat made their appearance with-
in the corporation. Your medical health officer reported dangf-r of an epidemic of diphtheria
and recommended strict enforcement of those sections of Tin- Public Health Act relating
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to contagious and communicable diseases, the placarding of infected houses, strict isolation,

fumigation, disinfection, and other precautionaryand restrictive measures ; 1,000 copies of

the pamphlet "How to Prevent the Spread of Infectious and Contagious Diseases," issued by
the Provincial Board were distributed, and notwithstanding your efforts to instruct, every
conceivable evasion was resorted to deceive and mislead, until the disease had assumed
such proportions that further concealment was impossible ; the judicious distribution of a
number of printed questions in the form of a circular hastened this denouement, and as a
result we learned that there had actually been sixty-four cases distinctly diphtheiitic with
thirteen deaths, and in the majority of cases householders and physicians had been remiss

in their duty of reporting to your medical officer. Houses were not placarded,

isolation not insisted upon, and disinfection altogether neglected or carelessly performed.

By means of these circulars we learned as well, that cellar drains were not as a rule

trapped, ventilating pipes a rara avis, dry-earth closets, rendered obligatory by state and
municipal enactment, not generally in use, that unplacarded houses permitting free

intercourse were in the majority of cases charged with having disseminated the contagion ;

that in no single instance did the disease appear de novo in dwellings properly drained,

and in which the dry-earth was used. In every such case where it occurred personal

communication was attributed as cause, and in no dwelling sanitarily perfect, where
ordinary precautions were observed, did the disease extend to a second member of the
family. One apparent exception to this occurred, which is perhaps worthy of mention as

teaching a salutary lesson In this dwelling every care it was supposed had been exercised

both before and after the appearance of the disease, and a great deal of money expended to

make it thoroughly healthy. An examination, however, revealed the fact than an untrapped
drain connecting with the public sewer opened into the cellar, and its foul

gases thus freely liberated spread throughout the house, favouring the communication of

the disease to other members of the family. I am pleased to report that on the extent

of this epidemic becoming known, and the requirements of The Public Health Act strictly

enforced, no neio cases Recurred and the disease was quickly eradicated. The fact that the

disease had already reached grave proportions and rapidly increasing in severity, to be
immediately snuffed out, untold lives removed from jeopardy and deaths' prevented, is.

proof indeed of the value of your services.

Your medical health officer believes that in Ontario, if not throughout the Dominion
and Christendom, the rule holds good that drainage in cities and towns is very faulty, and
as a consequence there is increased rate of mortality with density of population. There
are few places more unfortunate in this respect than the town of Lindsay. We know the

construction of our main sewer to have been defective from the first; that it is of no
practical use for drainage purposes; that as a matter of fact, from error of construction,

the incline is from near the centre to opposite ends, with only possible outlet at one

;

that a certain amount of filth necessarily remains at the further extremity from the out-

let, receiving constant additions to ferment, decompose, and give off its poisonous gases

continually ; that a large number of cellar connections are square wooden contrivances

with no excuse for trapping, if such were indeed possible ; that the only means of

ventilating is through surface openings on the public thoroughfare and cellar openings,

which syphon the air redolent of vile smells and disease-provoking germs into the houses :

and this reprehensible state of affairs is allowed to continue, notwithstanding the fact

that, as guardians of the public health, you have recommended corrective measures; that

an efficient system of sewerage has been submitted by the secretary of the Provincial

Board and endorsed by a distinguished engineer ; and despite your reiteraed recommen-
dations and protestations, I am afraid that the season for action has almost past, and that

severe weather approaching Avill give excuse for further delay, leaving this pest hole to

continue belching its noxious gases into our nostrils and lungs as we walk our principal

street or enter the places of business on either side. To remedy this as far as practicable,

your medical health officer had the sewer thoroughly fumigated with sulphurous acid gas,

vaporising some 200 pounds of sulphur, and used as well a quantity of soluble phenyle

and sulphate of iron largely diluted with water, this modus operandi to be repeated at

such times as may be neces.sary until efficient sewerage ventilating shafts and stench

traps are secured As the importance of this procedure has been questioned, I may tell
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you tliat sewage is said to contain about 15 parts of organic matter to the 10,000, and
that even in a quiescent state it evolves some 30 cuVjic inches of deleterious gas to the

gallon : and this not the evolution of a day only, but of weeks and months, as decomposi-
tion continues and new matter is added to undergo like change.

Your medical health officer has recommended the use of intelligence cards by the
school board, similar to those in use in the city of Hamilton, and introduced there on the
recommendation of the medical men of that place. It is only by some such means we
can hope to receive early notification of the presence of communicable and infectious

disease, and reach that class who do not in supposed trivial cases employ a physician, and
who, unfortunately, are often the first to be attacked. These cards would as well prove
a check on householders and physicians, who, in some cases, are inclined to evade the law.

The question of the quality of water being used throughout the town for drinking
jmrposes has been also discussed by you, as well as the best plan of uniform water supply

;

to do away with wells altogether, which, under most favorable conditions, are liable to
contamination.

As to water supply, your committee appointed to enquire find, that in the western
portion of the town there are a number of very good wells, the water pure and cold; the
better water was taken, as a rule, from very deep wells. Your committee conversed with
a number of hou-seholders, and learned that the water came into the wells the more freely

and of better quality the deeper they had been made ; in some cases it rushed in so rapidly
and filled the well so quickly that the diggers could scarcely escape. On the strength of
this evidence your committee were of the opinion that this section of the town was
plentifully supplied with springs of very excellent water. To decide, however, on the
quantity that could be secured, it would be necessary to bore to a greater depth than the
deepest wells. They think such procedure warranted them to decide the question of
quantity that could be depended upon. The ground in this locality is above the tAllest

chimney on Kent street, and if supply proved sufficient could very easily be conveyed to

the town for drinking and fire purposes.

Your nioilical health officer regrets to inform you that in cellars throughout the town
there appears to be a great number of open cisterns, mostly large wooden tanks. These
are very objectionable, and their continued use should l)e depreciated Dy your board.

During the past few years our schools had received little attention l)y way of repair,

and had reached a stage of dilapidation, neglect and tilth, in a high degree detrimental to

the health and comfort of the pu[)il8. I am gratified to report that suggestions offered

for thefr reconstruction and sanitary improvement have l»een acted upon, and that to-day

they are in every way equul to those of any other town in tlie province, and deserving of

extend*-*! RUf)port.

f n a pap=!r read at the East Victoria Teachers' Convention, your medical health officer

advocated the appointment of a Provincial sanitary officer, " wliose duty it would be
** to '-nquire into existing greiventes that interfere with the robust pliysical growth
"of our scholars; to visit all seclions and schools in which there may bo complaint;
"see that district inspectors and trustee boards are fully alive to hygi(!nic and sanitary
*' requin-iiifints, and that flify an* j)rrictically carried out ; that in fact nothing should be
" wanting from lack of intelligence or remissnesH of duty to interfere or in any degree
*' retard true symmetrical development." Certainly, an improvement on our present
Hystein should be inaugurat^jd. Whatever may be the duties of school inspectors, boards
of education or teachers, as laid down by olHcial regulations, the result shews unwarranted
and inexcusable neglect. I do not think that our local officials have bet-n in any <legree

more culpably remiss than their confreres throughout the Province ; but I do contend that

the neglected state into which the schools of this town had been reduced, the dilapated
appearance of schools, outbuildings and grouiidr<, as they exist throughout country districts

at the present, satisfies me that the maehuiery is defective. Kilher stated faen should be
allowed present ofiicers to stimulate their zeal, or some such oftieial as I propose a|ipointerI

to authoratively persuade them. We cannot expect a healthy man and woumiilio^d and
grossly outrage the laws of health during the tender and susc -plible years of life. When
we consider the many hours of confinmenl to which scholars are subjected, too often in close,

foul-9m»lling, ill-lighted, poorly-ventilated, dusty, dirty rooms, we realize the importance of
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a radical change. No matter how high vaunted or popular such a system of education may
be, I consider it a veritable fraud if sanitary laws are not pi-actically incorporated. The
school-house should be a home, its surroundings cheerful, clean, tidy ; and a sound, useful

education given to every child at the public expense. The result of teachers' conventions

and the councils of inspectors who would appear the chief parties consulted, has been to

elaborate and extend out of all reasonable proportions and requirements ; and while it

encourages a mental "cram," neglects the just equipoise of mental and physical growth.,

Physicians experience the results of this one-sided training in the ill-nourished, nerTous,.

sickly and complaining children whom they are constantly called upon to attend. Is it not

quite time that a halt was made and a more rational system introduced ? The Kindergarten

is a step in the right direction ; instruction in useful trades and occupations should follow,.

as well as distinctly female schools, encouraging correct deportment, calisthenic exercises,

and branches useful in the household duties of after life. Physical and mental growth

should go hand-in-hand assisting, and not conflicting and overpowering each other ; they

should develop simultaneously, and any system of education not based on this principle is

a failure.

In closing this report, I would mention that during the year I have had the cheerful

assistance of your sanitary oflicer, and much of the work accomplished is due to his

commendable attention to orders. I have also to express my gratitude for the kind

manner in which your Board has received such suggestions as I have felt called upon to-

submit, and hope that another year will find, as accomplished facts, the changes and
measures now recommended by you, when I am confident the public health will be the

better protected, and increased immunity from disease and decreased death-rate secured.

P. PALMER BURROWS,
Medical Health Officer.

Napanee.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In the month of August last we were visited by diphtheria in a very malignant forn*

in the person of a young man named Hambly, and the remaining six children of the-

family received the infection. Five out of the seven died. The disease was strictly

confined to the one house, which was isolated and afterwards thoroughly disinfected and
fumigated. The cause cannot be definitely discovered, although there are surmises that

the well water may have been polluted by sewage, the house being built on sandy soil and
favoring this probability. And again, the too close proximity of the graveyard to the
Hambly residence may have had something to do with it. We closed a cheese factory

that was receiving milk from the Hambly farm. No further cases occurred, and the

Board deserves the thanks of the people for preventing the spread of this disease.

Nuisances have been attended to promptly when complained of. The cheese factory

above alluded to having only been closed for a time and ordered to clean up, is again

running, and requires the attention of the Board, which I have no doubt it will receive.

Niagara Falls.

Secretary's Beport.

Only two cases of scarlet fever, two of typhoid, and one of whooping-cough of an
infectious nature, have occurred during the year. Slaughter-houses in the municipality

are prohibited by by-law. The sanitary inspector, under instructions from the Board,
exercises a strict guard over causes which, if neglected, might lead to unsanitazy condi-

tions. The town is in a good sanitary condition, and the law relating to public health
will be enforced in order that this beneficial condition may remain.
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Orillia.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In compliance with the requirements of the Public Health Act, I heg to submit the

following report of the sanitary condition of the Town of Orillia for the current year. It

was a matter for congratulation that up to the end of the first half of the year the town
was in a reuiarkably liealthy condition, there being no epidemics or wide-spread cause of

sickness or mortality. I regret, however, to have to report a much less favourable state

of things in the last half of the year. In addition to the usual number of ordinary cases

which we generally rind prevalent during the summer and antumn months, such as

diarrhfca, dysentery, cholera infantum, etc., we have had a number of cases of a more
serious nature. In the month of August three cases of diphtheria occurred in a house on
the corner of West and Coldwater streets, one of which proved fatal. On enquiry it was
found that the disease had been propagated at Uxbridge, where the patient, a boy of seven

years, had been visiting. The symptoms developed immediately on his return home, and
the disease was communicated to the other children in the family before its true nature
was discovered. The usual precautions were taken to prevent the spread of the disease,

and I am happy to be able to sa}' they were successful, no other cases having appeari'd in

the town. I may remark that this is the tirst time diphtheria appeared in Orillia for

several years past. This year, as last, there have been a number of cases of scarlet fever

of a very mild type, occurring sporadically and showing no disposition to spread, in many
instances not even among members of the same family. The cases, however, were suth-

ciently well marked in the characteristic symptoms to place the diagnoses beyond doubt.

Whooping-cough has been prevalent in the town during the autumn montlis. A large

number of ca.ses have been complicated with pneumonic fever. The outbreak so rapidly

assumed a general epiflemic form that any attempts at isolation were thought to be
useless, and very few children in the town who were unprotected Iiy a previous attack

have escaped. . The disease in uncomplicated cases cannot be said to be of a very serious

type ; indeed, in most in.stances, they show a disposition to yield more readily than general

to treatment, and the attack is much shorter in duration than usual. Several deaths have
occurred in very young subjects, but in every instance the disease was complicated with

congestion of the lungs or convulsions. I regret to have to report a large number of cases

of typlioid fever, occurring during the latter part of the summer and autumn. Last year

we had eighteen cases and four deaths ; this year we have had seventeen cases and one
death. This is a reconl which, as citizens of Orillia, we ought to feel ashamed of, when
we reflect that of all preventable diseases, perhaps none are more so than typhoid fever.

Nearly all the cases appeared in the south and south-eastern part of the town, and there

can be but one opinion as to how they were propagated. In my report both last year and
the year V)efore, I pointed out the unhealthy condition of that part of the town,

and ventured to predict that fevers would be an annual occurrence so long as the sanitary

condition remained unini[)roved by more thorough and ellioient drainage. In arMitinn to

the usual sources of fever in the district I have mentioned, the unsanitary conditions have
l)een very greatly augment<>d this ytar by what is known as thi- West street drain. This

drain, wliich had been cut for about half a mile through the swamp, as far as the Midland
KailwHV, had no outlet to I^k<' (Jouchiching in consecjuence r>f the railway company
neglecting to construct a culvert, conseipiently it whs tilled during the whole summer
with stagnant water coven-d with a green scum, and emitting foul and no.xious odours.

It is not surprising that a number of the cases of typhoid were in close proximity to the

drain. I am happy to be able to report, however, that both the CIrant Trunk and
Northern Ilailway Companies have (juite recently had excellent culverts constructed

through their respective roads,—culverts of sullicient capacity to allow a rapid passage

for all the water likely to accumulate in the drain, even in flood-time. This fruitful

source of disease has therefore been removed. Tlie inspector re|>ort«'d to me, during the

summer, a large number of wells in a dirty eomlition, .samples of witer from a number of

which he brought to me for examination. The usual test showed a large quantity of

organic matter in each, and I gave orders to have them properly cleaned. I have to
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remark, however, that no matter how thoroughly the cleaning may be, the improvement

to the water supply is only very partial and temporary, as, owing either to the constant

addition of surface water or the close proximity of the wells to cesspools and privy vaults,

pollution is unavoidable. It affords me pleasure to be able to congratulate the Board on

the fact of the council having at last elaborated a scheme by which a very large additional

number of our inhabitants will be supplied with that blessing which many of us have

been enjoying for some yaars past, viz, : a bountiful supply of the purest spring water.

It seems almost needless for me to remark, at this time of day, that sanitarians, the whole

medical profession, and every sensible thinking man in this enlightened age, are unani-

mous in the opinion that of all the conditions which conduce to the- health of a

community, none are more indispensable than a supply of pure water ; and, on^the

contrary, of all the conditions which are conducive to the propagation of disease, none

are more potent or fruitful than impure water. Therefore, no expense should be spared

in supplying the whole community with so indispensable a requisite. I need scarcely say

that the scheme shall have my hearty support, and I sincerely trust that nothing will

prevent its being carried into effect as soon as the spring opens. The condition of the

esplanade continues to be, as it has been during the past ten or twelve years, the cause of

frequent complaints. The large quantity of decaying vegetable matter, together with

numerous holes filled with stagnant water, are the source of foul and disgusting emana-

tions, which, doubtless, largely contribute to the unhealthfulness of that part of the town.

The railway company have been so frequently appealed to in vain in regard to this

matter, that it seems useless to make any further attempts unless it might be in

the direction of a lawsuit. I would suggest to the Board that the matter should, at as

early a date as possible, be laid before the Provincial Board of Health, so as, if possible,

to secure something being done in the direction of improvement as soon as the spring

opens. I regret to have to report that much less sanitary work has been carried out

throughout the town this year than either of the two previous years. This is owing to

the dismissal of the sanitary inspector at the beginning of the year, and the adding of

his duties to the already numerous duties of Mr. Sparling. It was quite impossible for that

official, owing to the multiplicity of other engagements pressing upon him, to give the

attention to sanitary inspection which the duties of that office demanded. The house to

house inspection was therefore very partial and incomplete. Your chairman very wisely

and properly engaged the services of Mr. Dreyer as assistant inspector for a couple of

weeks in midsummer, but although he did an excellent work for that .short period, it

was altogether insufficient to meet the requirements of the town. I append hereto a

synopsis of his report, from which it will be seen that the town is in anything but a good

sanitary condition. I think it a great pity that the council thought it necessary in the

interest of economy to dispense with the services of an inspector who could devote the

whole of his time during at least three or four months of the summer to sanitary work.

Without such an official the work of the Board must necessarily fall very far short of the

requirements of the statute, and the public health must suffer in consequence. I beg to

quote the following paragraph from the report of the Provincial Board of Health, which

exactly hits the mark :
" The appointment of sanitary inspectors can be considered only

second in importance to medical health officers. It is quite obvious that no sanitary

system, however well it may be planned, will be of practical service unless its provisions

are carried out ; and there must be some person to carry into execution the orders of the

medical health officer and the provisions of the sanitary acts and by-laws. Such executive

works it should be the duty of the sanitary inspector to perform, as well as to see what

abuses or unsanitary conditions exist, and report them to the medical health officer when

necessary. His work, to be effective, must be constant, unremitting and systematic. It

is a work which, bringing him often into antagonism with individual ignorance, personal

neglect and private interests, must of necessity, here and there, initiate and create a

hostility towards him personally, as the officer is too frequently confounded with the office
;

hence—requiring tact, intelligence, and character, the work ought never to be delegated

to any person not possessing these qualities, and any one possessing them deserves and will

require to be properly paid." I had the privilege of attending the annual meeting of the

American Health Association, held in the city of Toronto in October last, and I have' to
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thank the council for kindly re-embursing the expenses necessarily incurred. The meeting
was a very important and interesting one, and very numerously attended by delegates and
members from all the States in the American Union, and many of the towns and cities of

this province, many of them being among the foremost sanitarians of the day. The various

papers read were of a most interesting and instructive nature. The principal subject

which engaged the attention of the convention was the disposal of sewage in cities, and the

better methods for the removal as well as disposal of excreta and refuse in towns and villages.

The unanimous opinion was in favour of crematories. Several of our own cities

have already introduced them, and others are moving in that direction. It may be

premature to speak of a crematory in Orillia at the present time, but certainly the time
has arrived for introducing some better system, for portions of the town at least, than that

which at present prevails, viz., the cesspool and j>rivy pit. I have in former reports

urged upon the council the necessity for the passage of a by-law abolishing privy pits on
the main street at least, and the introduction of dry earth closets instead, but so far my
efforts have been unavailing. I am fully convinced that if the importance of the matter
was better understood and more fully realized by those in whose power the matter lie.'«,

we should very soon have a change. I de.sire, in conclusion, to point out one provision of

thf statute which could very easily be, but never has been, complied ^\'ith. It is contained

in Section -49 of the Public Health Act, 1884. Allow me to quote it verbatim :
" When-

ever any physician knows that any person whom he is called upon to visit is infected with

smallpox, scarlet fever, dyhptheria, typhoid fever, or cholera, such physician shall, within

twenty-four hours, give notice thereof to the Local Board of Health, or medical health

officer, of the municipality in which such diseased pcr.son is, and in such manner as is

directed by rules 2 and 3 of section 17 of schedule A." Blank forms have been provided

in accordance with said rules, but they have never been used. The want of such reports

has entailed a considerable additional trouble upon me in framing my annual reports.

Synopsis of assistant inspector's report: No. of houses visited, 321 ; No. of houses

re-visited, 22 ; No. of cellars found damp, 7 ; No. of cellars requiring cleaning, 11 ; No.
of cellars reqiiiring ventilation, 4 ; No. of cellars found containing rotten vegetables, 2

;

So. of dry earth closets, 3 ; \o. of privies requiring cleaning, 23 ; No. of dwelling hou.ses

in unclean state, 4 ; No. of yards in an unclean state, 1.5 ; No. of manure heaps to be

removed, ; No. of unused cisterns under dwellings, 2 ; No. of pumps in yards not used,

G; No. of wells unused on account of polluted water, 10; complaints of tenants on
account of bad well water, 4 ; samples of water tested and found bad, 6 ; No. of families

using water from wells three feet deep, 12 ; No. of stables in a stinking condition on

account of dead animals lying unburied, 2. This report was adopted at a special meeting
of the council on Friday evening.

E. S. ELLIOTT, M.I).,

Medical Health Officer.

Paius.

Mcdlnil Health Offlc.i'x lieixTt.

I hope the time is not far distaiit when no new privy pits will lie dug, and all the old

ones replaced by a Hubstantiiil anh closet. When thiH matter is well atteiided to, and the

stagnant ponds done away with, tlie labours of the Board will lie reduced to a minimum.
The people want to show more interest than thev have hitherto done in sanitary matters

;

but, notwithstanding their apathy in thi-^ respect, our town will compare favourably with

other places in cleanliness and healthfuln«'SH. Vvry ft-w cases of infectious disease have
occurred during the year, and when people d<'Vot«' more attention to excreta removal,

there will be atill less.

\v. nritr,
Metlical Health Offirer.
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Peterborough.

Medical Health Officer^s, Report.

In presenting the third annual report of the Medical Health Officer, I would
•congratulate you on the freedom of the town during the past year from epidemic

disease, on the low death-rate we have experienced, and on the increasing compliance on
the part of the public with the provisions of the Health Act. While we have not been

free from diseases which are due to removable causes, I believe their extent and severity

have been as moderate as any town in the province, and have been considerably

limited by the sanitary precautions that have been used. I will refer as briefly as possible

to the various points that demand our attention.

kilaiighter Houses.—These have been inspected at frequent intervals and foimd
generally satifactory. Complaints have been made several times about one or two, and
on investigation have been found not altogether without cause. I am glad to say, however,

that the owners have promised to remove them before next spring.

Hog Pens.—There has been a large decrease in the number of these since the Board
commenced operations. But every year a few have been found hidden away here and
there within the proscribed distance from the dwellings, in some cases giving rise to

considerable trouble. If tliere were better and more economical ways of getting rid of

kitchen refuse, there would be less temptation to keep hogs.

Removal of Garbage.—This has been more systematically attended to this year,

several persons finding employment in the work. The greatest difficulty is where vege-

table matter, in a state of decay, is allowed to collect. Indeed, in some places, it would
require the constant presence of a sanitary inspector to keep things in order. The advan-

tage of a public scavenger paying regular visits is apparent. In such a case refuse would
be gathered up and exposed^ instead of being spread out or concealed.

Disposal of E.i'creta.—Earth closets are gradually being substituted instead of privy

vaults, and will continue to increase in number as their sanitarj- value is recognized. The
majority of vault closets are cleaned out once a year according to law. Some are emptied
.se\tral times a season, the excreta being used for fertilizing purposes principally.. The
old prejudice againt this is weai-ing away. It will be necessary next spring to provide a
nuisance ground, as the old one has not been available of late.

Wells.—I have examined many samples of well water this season, and am glad to say

that there is a marked decrease in the amount of organic matter present. This is no
doubt due to the greater cleanliness above ground, filth and rubbish being removed before

the surface becomes saturated. Another cause in some cases is the yeai-ly cleansing which
the law requires. But I am of opinion that many wells are used from year to year

without annual purification, or the work is done in a perfunctorj'- manner to evade

inspection. "Where wells have been found highly impure they have been closed up.

ComplaAnts.—A large numljer of complaints have been made during the past year.

To many the duties of a health officer appears to be of the most comprehensive kind.

The blowing of steam whistles or the too early crowing of fowl, are supposed to be proper

questions for the investigation of the Board. Many are neighljours' quarrels, and many
are just and proper complaints. Your officers have investigated and rectified these in the

simplest and quietest manner possible. All that has generally been found necessary is

to state the law clearly to the offending party, and there is usually very little farther

trouble.

Sewerage.—Most of the complaints in the centre of the town have arisen from causes

which a good system of sewerage would remove. Having referred to this before, I need

but say that the extension of the water-works system not only creates, by the freer use of

water, a necessity for better drainage, but provides facilities for it as well. Some of the

drains have required frequent charges of disinfectants to keep them in good order.

Contagious Diseases.—The principal matter to note under this head during the past

year is the prevalence of diphtheria. Peterborough has not been alone in this respect,

almost the whole province having suffered. A circular relating to the number of cases,

their causes, their courses, best means of prevention, etc., was filled out at the request of
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the Provincial Board, and with others formed the basis of a paper read by the Secretary of the
Provincial Board at the meeting of the American Public Health Association in Toronto, last

October, which, I regret, I was not able to attend. The number of cases in town throughout

the year, as nearly as can be ascertained, is about seventy-five, twenty-two houses having

been placarded. Among these there were only eight deaths, all of them being children.

I believe bad water and bad drainage to be the principal causes. In a thinly settled town,
where the lots are large and admit of a good distance between well and privy vault there

may be no danger ; but as the town fills up and the lots become smaller and houses

more crowded, and in consequence the well and clo.set are apt to be in dangerous proximity,

there is great danger. Unless earth closets are generally used this will be attended with

considerable risk, and to avoid it I should strongly recommend boiling or filtering all water
for drinking purposes. An instance may be given of the perils of impure water. Diph-
theria broke out in a family. Everything appeared to be in good order and no cause

could be at first assigned. On closer examination it was found that the kitchen slop-pipe

connecting with the waste pipe from the well had rusted through, thereby allowing the

contents of the former to trickle down alongside of the pump. As it was impossible to

determine the amount of contamination the well had to be closed. All cases cannot be

traced so exactly as this. The most rigorous examination in some houses where the

disease had occurred failed to detect any source of danger. But there must have been
a sanitary leak somewhere, and this shows how careful families with young children

should be during the prevalence of diphtheria. Wherever cases have appeared rigid

isolation has been resolved upon, the other ehildren kept from school, and when the

disease has subsided the house and clothes have been disinfected with sulphur, chloride of

lime or carbolic acid, under the direction of the medical attendant or the officers of the

Board. Cases this year have been pretty faithfully reported. I am glad to say that at

present the disease appears to be dying out.

Typhoid Fever.—There have been fewer cases of this disease during the past year

than for some years previous. Sanitary measures are evidently beginning to have their

effect. Two deaths have occurred from typhoid and one from typho-malarial fever.

Scarlet Fever.—There have been a few ca.ses, but fortunately no deaths.

Mortuary Statistics.—In 1885 the Dominion Government included Peterborough
among the towns in which mortuary statistics are collected. We thus know the exact

death rate of the town, which was 18.46 per thousand last year. When we consider that

17 per thousand was fixed upon by the Registrar-Ueneral of England as a standard to be

aimed at by sanitarians, we may congratulate our.selves on exceeding it so little. During
the same year the ratio in the city of Toronto was 'JO.Gl per thousand.

A Benefit. On the whole, I think we can look back on the two or three years since

I'.oards of Health were inaugurated with considerable satisfaction. To be sure, we have
had no large municipal measures put in operation, but there has been a vast deal

of individual work, and without this all municipal measures would be useless. It has
been said that few places will pay any attention to health considerations until the fear of

death is staring them in the face. I am glad to l»e able to .say that this state of affnirs is

rapidly passing away in Peterborough. The public sensibilities have bi-en sharpened, and
as this process goes on a firmer demand will ari.se for those more important measures of

sanitary reform which will prove an inestimable lx)on to the town, nnd assist in no small

degree the operations of the l.oard. *

J. CLARK K, .M.I),

Medical Health Oflicer.

Pi (TON.

Medical Health OJ}irrr'$ Report.

Although the deathraU; in our town (17. .3) has U^en very small during the pajit

year, yet the amount of sickness prevailing has l)een far too large in a place which, with
little effort, could be nia<le one of the heallhieHt spots in Canada. The marsh at the head
of the bay, together with other sUvgnant wat^-r patohe.s, is the cause of nearly all the
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trouble in the matter of diphtheria, typhoid and other preventable diseases. Diphtheria
was in five houses during the year, resulting in six cases and two deaths. Four of the
houses were quarantined and thoroughly disinfected ; and in stringently carrying out
isolation, etc., we had the satisfaction of stamping out the disease. Prompt action has
been taken in the few cases of nuisances complained of. Considering that sanitary work
is in its infancy in Picton, we have good reason to congratulate ourselves on its progress,
and I have no doubt but that in a short time we will be in a position to state that we
have surmounted all difficulties in the way of carrying to a successful issue every needed
sanitary reform at present contemplated.

Port Arthur.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

Some of the water used by the inhabitants has been proved bj'- analysis to contain
matter injurious to the health of the public. This water is that taken from the creek.
The water ought to be entirely taken from the bay, as it has been proved to be compara-
tively pure. This drinking of bad water is the cause of many of the zymotic diseases
which have been reported during the year. Negotiations are being made to have a
system of drainage adopted for the town which, if properly carried out under the auspices
of the Board, will have great influence for good in public health matters. The slaughter-
houses have been kept in a sanitary condition, and the streets, lanes, and yards have been
kept clean. During the year we have had forty-six cases of diphtheria and seven
deaths ; four cases of scarlet fever, none of them being fatal, and ten cases of measles.
Tiiese diseases are attributed to the large amount of rainfall which was allowed to lay in
fiat places on the ground and become stagnant through inefficient drainage.

Sarnia.

Secretary's Report.

The diseases prevailing here during the past year were typhoid, diphtheria, measles
and whooping-cough, none of them being serious, so that the health of the town is in a
comparatively good condition. All unsanitary conditions were closely looked after and
remedied. The water has been considerably improved by extending the suction pipe
further into the river, and drainage has been improved by a main sewer which is in pro-
cess of construction.

Seaforth.

Chairman's Report.

We have had a few cases of diphtheria and scarlet fever early in the year, but they
Avere not allowed to become epidemic, precautionary and successful measures having been
adopted early for the prevention of their spread. Five cases of typhoid fever occurred
early in the spring, the attack being due to exposure in other places either to the disease

itself or to the unsanitary conditions which are the causes of such disease. No deaths.

I am confident that the early and efficient attention paid to sanitary matters in the
beginning of the year by the Board has been the means of keeping our town comparatively
free from infectious or contagious diseases. I believe the sanitary inspector did his work
well, and am glad to note that a large number of the people cheerfully complied with his

instructions and obeyed the law. It is only through careful and thorough inspection of

everything which might tend to an unsanitary condition being made that we can hope to

become impregnable, as it were, against the inroad of disease. We want to keep up, and,

if possible, increase the reputation Seaforth now has of being one of the most healthy
towns in Ontario.
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StrathROY.

Meilical Health Officer s Report.

In compliance with the provisions of the Public Health Act, I present my report on

the sanitary condition of the town. It is gratifying to be able to state that this place

has been in a fairly healthy condition during the year. There is an improvement on the

previous yearf, particularly as regards typhoid and malarial fevei-s, very few cases having

occurred, and those were of a comparatively mild type. Of late there has been some

scattering cases of measles, light in character, and uniformly resulting in recovery. So

far as I know, no cases of scarlet fever have been reported. There was only one death

from diphtheria, that disease not having prevailed to any extent, every precaution being

used to prevent its spreading. The town during the months of April and May underwent

a thorough cleansing. A trom house-to-house inspection was made (some four or five

hundred in all) by the sanitary inspector, who, being a man of determination of character,

performed his duties, uninviting and disagreeable enough though they were at times, to

the satisfaction of the public generally. The arranijements made by the Board of Health

were of such a systematic nature that the whole work was completed early in >lay.

Although the best possible plan for the disposal of the night soil was adopted, still some

complaints were made by those in the vicinity of where it was deposited. It would be

well in the near future to take into* consideration the matter of the disposal of the refuse

and garbagf* of the town, as the liy-law is very strict in regard to such deposits being made

where it would endanjjfr the puV>lic health. It is unnece.'jsary to take up space to point

out the various ways in which such deposits may cause sickness and disease.

The plan adopted in many of the large towns and cities in this country at present, is

to have a furnace in which to consume the organic suVjstances. The co.st to meet the

requirements of a town of this size would not be very great in comparison with the bene-

fits derived from the destruction of matter which, when left to decompose, would be so

prejudical to the public health. There ought, at least, to be a piece of ground purchased

or rented for the purpose sufficiently removed from any dwelling, so as not to be considered

a nuisance. The water in the wells of some of the principal hotels was tested, and those

considered impure were ordered to he cleansed. It would be advi.sable for the Hoar"! to

consider whether those who sell milk and keep it for general use supply their cows with

good water, as the stream running through the jdace cannot be of very pure quality from

the various contents that are thrown into it at all .seasons of the year. Some complaints

have been made against the slaughter houses ; that matter will demand attention to

ascertain if they are kept and situated in accordance with the Health Act. The Board of

Health have, during the pa.st year, done what they reasonably could to improve the sani-

tary condition of the town, endeavouring to place it on as healthy a basis as any town or

city in the country.

<!. .M. IIKNDERSON,
Medical H.alth (^Jflicer.

Trkntox.

^fed^ral Ifenlth Ojjicvrs Report.

In presenting my thin! annual report I regret that I an> unalile to give defiint^*

information respecting the number of cafles of contagious di.sea.-es that have occurred

within the iiiuni'-ipality since last report. None of the local medical men having notified

this office of the e.xistence of any case, save that of one family afflicted with typhoid

fever.

In the early part of the sunnner an epid<-mic of mea-slet, chietiy, if not wholly,

confined to the east side of the river, visited uh. The tiist cjme was a direct importation

from a neitrhbouring city, the ciiiidren of a vinitor havinir developed meHsles on the

.second or thirrl day after arriving. The t'lmily of the neare-.t neighbour and playmates

of the visitors contracted the diseiiHe from, them and it Hf>on l)ecanie general in east

Trenton.
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A little earlier in the season scarlatina was prevalent in the neighbouring villages

and county, but T am not aware that any cases occurred in the town.

The good effect of the improved drainage of the flats is observable in the absence

of malarial disease during the year, and should stimulate the committee to greater efforts

in the same direction.

The cases of typhoid fever have this year been all confined to the higher portions

of the town, and are in most cases traceable to drinking of impure well water. With the

exception of one case, the water from the wells exhibited on examination the presence

of organic matter and chlorides

As was mentioned in my first report, the soil on the hill is composed of loose drift

gravel, and hence kitchen slops thrown on the surface, as well as the contents of privy

vaults, readily percolate into the well through the ground. Each of the houses on
both sides of the river, where the disease was found, was placed in the most favourable

position, viz., on the brow of the terraee, the yard containing the well lying between
the house and the stable and closet. There was thus, looking at the surface, a pretty

steep incline favouring the spontaneous removal of dangerous liquids. The porous soil,

however, absorbed them before they had got beyond the well, and thus contaminated the

drinking water. In one case the cistern had no outlet pipe, and its overflow remaining in

the cellar became a source of danger.

The lower portion of the town, being supplied with water in pipes from a source not

yet contaminated with sewage, is not so likely to suffer from the inroads of disease from
this cause ; but the evil of allowing excreta to be deposited in shallow privy vaults, and
incorporated with every foot of soil, must soon render dwelling in the flats dangerous.

The emjjloyment of diy earth closets in th«se situations should be made compulsory as a

remedy for the threatened evil.

On October 8th, a child living on the west end of Dundas street, and in the same
house with others suffering from Impetigo Contagiosa, a contagious affection of the skin

known by the appearance of the vesicles which afterwards dry into peculiar crusts, and
which had been prevalent in the neighbourhood for some time and popularly denominated
" chicken-pox," was found to have this eruption as well as a rash universally spread over

the face, chin and chest which, by the morning of the 10th, had spread to the extremities,

iihose on the face becoming pustular and emitting the peculiar odor of small-pox, the

patient suffering from high fever and restlessness. On consultation with Dr. Day the

case was diagnosed as one of severe small-pox, and the Board was advised to isolate the

child and all the inmates of the House. They were removed on the same day to Baker
Island Hospital where, on the following day, they were joined by Dr. H. H. Hawley,
who had already done service in the epidemic at Hungerford as medical oflicer. A
synopsis of his report is as follows :

—

"I fir.st saw the case on October 11th. It was that of a child fifteen months old-

The face was well advanced in the stage of ulceration. The eruption was not so far

advanced on the rest of the body. The patient was very weak, with feeble pulse, poor

appetite, and other symptoms of prostration. On the 12th, a vesicle had formed on the

cornea and pupil of left eye. On 14th, eruption advancing to stage of incrustation over

the trunk and extremities. On 15th, the patient begins slowly to improve, the left eye

still a bad feature. The case progressed favourably from this time forward. On the

27th, the quarantined family, other than that of the child, left the island after thorough

disinfection and change of clothing. The house in town had in the meantime also

been disinfected. The child left hospital two weeks after this date perfectly recovered,

with the exception of marked opacity of the cornea of the left eye. About the source

of the contagion I could obtain no information, and the parents were as much in the dark

as myself."

Health Inspector Hynde reports that during the year a marked diminution in the

number of pigs kept in town has taken place, as a consequence of the enforcement of the

"regulation as to the distance from dwellings.
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The following nuisances were removed or abated, viz. :

—

Pig-styes too near dwellings 15

Unclean privies 35

Unclean yards 10

Accumulations of manure 10

Polluting of streams 3

Depositing night-soil on streets 5

All of which is respectfully submitted,

CHARLES McLELLAN,
Medical Health Officer.

Walkerton.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

The absence from any contagion, and there being no necessity for any executive

action, makes it unnecessary to say anything about the sanitary condition of the munici-

pality, which is very good.

Woodstock.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

The following is the report of Dr. Ross, Medical Health Office, for Woodstock, to the

Provincial Board of Health :

—

Shorty after my appointment I, with the aid of other citizens, organized and brought

about the holding of the Woodstock Sanitary Convention on March 30th and 31st. Besides

being heartily supported by local influential men, we had with us such eminent sanitarians

as Profs. Lyster and Clarke, of Detroit : Drs. Bryce and Oldright, Toronto ;
Arnott,

London ; Griffin, Bratitford, and others. Although the convention was not so largely

attended as expected and as it should have been, still the effects of it were seen this

season, as a general cleaning-up all round was noticed. Over two-thirds of the wells in

town have been cleaned out and the covers made secure against the entrance of toads, etc.

Two men have been kept almost constantly employed cleaning out and tilling up the old

privies, after which the dry earth .system was introduced. A large number of very bad

privies still exist, and a l>y-law nhould be passed ordering them all to be cleaned out and

filled up without delay, aft^^r which the dry earth system could be introduced. A large

number of the proprietors of houses erected this year have adopted the dry earth system.

After an examination of the high and common schools they were found in a good

sanitary condition. The insj)ector and myself visited the different dairies from whitli the

milk supply of Woodstock is obtained, and fuund tlie staljles clean and well ventilated,

the water supply good, and the cows healthy. After an examination of the milk (whieli

wiisof a very superior rpmlity), I issued permits for its sale up to the 1st of .lanuary, 1.S.S7.

I cannot too strongly urge the sj>eedy introduction of a supply of pure water for domestic

purposes, such l>eing an actual necessity for our town. In my opinion many, if not all,

of the cases of fever we have had in the town this season can be traced to the use of

j)olluted well water. Such a supply of water can >>e easily obtained and would be a pay-

ing investment for the town, both in a financial and .sanitary point of view.

"VII1.X..A.G-ES.

Alvishton.

secretary's Report.

The workings of the l5oard in the interests of public health have l)een satisfactory, and

the people are at all times willing to co-operate with the Board. A species of sore throat
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was epidemic, but as it was not considered to be true diphtheria, the people were left to
follow the advice of the attending physician. Otherwise the municipality has enjoyed the
usual state of good health. Our drainage is defective, but we hope in the near future to
have this i-emedied.

Arkona.

Chainnan's Heport.

Early in the season the Board had posters distributed calling on the people to put
their premises in a sanitary condition. The inspector subsequently visited all premises
and found that the inhabitants had obeyed the instructions sent them, and that the
village was in an excellent state of health and cleanliness. The medical Health officer

verbally reported to the Board at its last meeting, that the health of the village was so
good as to render a written report from him unnecessary.

Ayr.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

A very careful inspection of all premises has been made, and, with some sanitary
changes effected, the village is in a good sanitary condition. No outbreak of any conta-
gious disease took place. Owing to the satisfactory state of sanitary matters generally
no medical health officer was appointed.

Bath.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In July last a case of diphtheria made its appearance, and was rapidly followed by
several more of a malignant type. The members of seven families were affected, and the
fatality was very great, especially amongst the young. A few adults took the disease but
recovered. As soon as it made its appearance the Board instituted the most stringent
remedies for checking its spread, isolation of the affected being rigidly enforced, and all

made to put their premises in proper sanitary order. We had a temporary hospital
erected for the reception and isolation of those becoming affected, but it was not needed
to bring it into requisition, the means used having the effect of stamping out the disease.

The only cause I know of is, that where the disease occurred the drainage was bad. There
were twenty-seven cases aud eleven deaths. This experience points strongly to the neces-
sity of being thorougly vigilant in looking after the sanitary conditions of our village.

Belle River.

Secretary's Report.

At the beginning of the year we were free from contagious disease. On the 11th of

August, however, it was reported that there was a case of diphtheria in the village, when
the Board took immediate steps for the isolation of the case and other precautions deemed
necessary to prevent the disease spreading. After a short time the medical health officer

reported the case recovered and the house thoroughly disinfected. No more cases occurred.

This being the only case of dangerous disease in our village during the year, I think I am
justified in stating that our sanitary condition is excellent, and the Board is to be con-

gratulated for liaving done its duty so thoroughly.
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BOBCAYGEOX.

Sacretnrys Report.

No disease of an infectious nature visited us during the year. It was therefore

unnecessary to appoint a medical health otHcer ; hut the Board stands ready for any

emergency. No nuisances in existence with us.

Bolton.

^fedical H''alth 0{ficers Report.

I have the honour to state that, with the exception of a few cases of measles, the

village of Bolton has been free from infectious diseases during the past year. The sani-

tary condition of the \ illage is, at present, very good.

BOTHWKLL.

Secrptarifn Rpimrt.

The Local Board has not experienced the least trouble in carrying out the provisions

of the Public Health Act. as the residents have at all times shown a cordial disposition to

carry out whatever orders and suggestions which the Board was called upon to make. The
sanitary condition of the town and the health of the people are in a very satisfactory

condition. We have had six ca.ses of diphtheria this term, but the disease was brought
here V)y a member of the family who contracted it elsewhere. Before being

fully cognizant of the character of the disease, it had communicated itself to another
family, but did not get leave to go any further. Dr. Wilson had charge of the cases and
easily .succeeded in stamping them out.

C.VRDWELL.

Medical Ili'alth Officor» Heporl.

The village has been in a very healthy condition during the year, epidemic, con-

tagious and malarial disea-ses having been conspicuous by their al>sence. There are some
unsanitary spots in the shape of pig-styes, etc., which have been tolerated. The siirround-

ingH of some of the manufacturing establishments are in an unsanitary condition, but as

they are considerably away froni tin- thickly populated part of the village, the Board
deemed it wise not to int«'rfpre.

Chbsi.f.v.

Sanilnnj hutptrfora Report.

r)ur village has l)Gen kept in a good sanitary condition, and therf has Iwrn \w in-

fectious or contagions diseases presrnt.

C^LI.NTO.V.

Clmirmnn'a Rrinrrt.

The Board found it only neces-sary to have two moetings. In iiis|>ecting the village,

V unsanitary conditions were discovered, and notices to the number of 100 were
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posted, calling on the citizens to " clean up." Dr. Worthington is the Medical Health
Officer, but he has not yet sent in his report. We have not had any disease of a con-
tagious or infectious nature, and the village is in a good sanitary condition.

Dresdkn.

Secretary's Report.

Owing to the late fire having extended to the municipal buildings, consuming books
and all records, I regret that I cannot give you an extended report of this Board. We
have had two or three cases of diphtheria and a few of typhoid—one death. The village
is in a very healthy condition at present writing.

Embro.

Secretary's Report.

The sanitation of the village is carefully looked after by the Board, There were
four cases of scarlet fever, fifty to one hundred whooping cough.

Exeter.

Chairman's Report.

The village was thoroughly inspected, and all unsanitary matters ordered to be put
right, which was done in due time. The owner of a cattle stable was ordered to put it

in a proper sanitary condition. There have been a few cases of typhoid, whooping cough
and one case of scarlatina. In all cases the i-equirements of the law were observed, and
the diseases were all confined to their original places of outbreak.

Hastings.

Secretary's Report.

The sanitary inspector reports that he made seventeen official visits during the past
year, and that drainage, cellars, privies, etc., are in a good sanitary condition, and the
village healthy. The medical health officer has no reports to make, as there were no
diseases dangerous to the public health in existence.

HUNTSVILLE.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

A mild type of measles has prevailed without any fatal results. The popular senti-

ment prevailing here is against isolation, although in every instance this method of pre
caution is urgently insisted on by me, but not always successful. No other infectious

disease has occurred during the year. In view of the fact that a large number of the
people require vaccination, I would recommend the Board to put the vaccination law in
force. The slaughter house is not in a sanitary condition. The examination and order-
ing of privies, etc., to be disinfected, had a salutary efiect.
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KlXGSVILLE.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

There were fifteen cases of diphtheria and three deaths during the year. Every
possible means were taken for the prevention of its spread. The houses were placarded,

disinfected and isolated, all unnecessarj- intercourse between the inmates being forbidden.

The means taken had the effect of confining the disease to the narrowest limits possible.

The complaints of unsanitary conditions have been very few. The sanitary needs of the
schools have received some attention. Although wc have a right to be thankful for the
healthy condition of the people, we should not rest contented until the sanitary' conditions
are sucli that contagious diseases will have no foothold.

MiLVERTON.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

The health of the village is excellent. There have been only three cases of typhoid,
one of scarlet fever—one death. I would advise, however, that the law relating to the
public health should be far more stringently enforced than it has been.

MoBRISBURG.

Secretary's Report.

We have a meeting of the Board when there is any occasion. We have a medical
health officer (without salary), and two salaried inspectors. The village has been very
free from disease during the year, none contagious occurring.

New Hamblrg.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In accordance with the demands of the Health Act I present my report of Siinitary

action for tbe year 1886. In doing so it may be summarised Vjy saying that, wliat we
have done during this year lia.s. in a great e.xtent, l)een a continuation of the work begun
in 1884 and 188.T. In so far that the Board hsi-s had careful huj»ervi.sion of all nuisances
Vjrought to our knowledge, directly and indirectly ; outbuildings have been carefully in-

spected, and when necessary, improved or removed, as well as keeping our water supply
for drinking and household purposes properly inspected and te-sted. The water of many
wells was tested, and although an iinproveiiient on former years has b<'en found, still

much care in future will be needed to control one important factor in the production of
disease. Our village has, on the whole, been remarkably free from serious endemic
diseases. A few cases of mejLsles, scarlatina, and whoo|>ing <;ougli have be«'n rep.irt<'d, l)ut of

a mild type. There have l»een nr> case** of diphtheria iis far as known. A form of
" prairie it<h '" has been report«Kl in our school, but nieaiiH have lieen taken to prevent its

spread. On the whole, our villagf has this year been as free from diseami as in any former
year, and no doubt much of this is due to decided action by the Board on all occasions.

The death-rate also ha« been very low as a natural result.- A form of malaria fever has
lieen reported, but no Ijad results Uj the commnity are anticipated.

Niagara Falls South.

Medical Health Officer'$ Report.

The only contagious diaeaaes we ha4l for the |»a8t year were U-n cases of diphtheria, one
proving fatal Otherwise the village was in a healthy condition. The Military

ir,n
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inspector reports that pig-pens are giving great annoyance, and says that the law ought to

])e as stringent in dealing with them as it is with slaughter-houses, none of which we
now have.

Port Colborne.

Secretary's Report.

Not a single case of dangerous disease has occurred during the year. Thorough

inspection of all premises have been made and found to be in a clean condition. A con-

stant suoerintendence is exercised over all backyards, etc., etc., the unsanitary condition

of which might cause serious disease. Our village is one of the healthiest in the Dominion.

Point Edward,

Secretary's Report.

The health of this village for the past year has been very satisfactory, there being no

disease of an infectious nature reported. The Board had nothing to do in consequence.

Preston.

Secretary's Report.

Notices to the people to put their respective places in sanitary order were issued in

the spring, and subsequently on the inspector's visits it was ascertained that these notices

were complied with in almost all cases. The village is now in an excellent sanitary con-

dition. No contagious disease of any kind.

Streetsville.

Secretary's Report.

The village has been well inspected by the sanitary inspector, and on his first round

notified all persons to have their premises put in order according to law. It was subse-

quently ascertained that in nearly all casps the orders were executed. All wells were

cleaned out by the 1st of July. The old burying ground in connection with the Presbyterian

church is in a bad and overcrowded state. Attempts have been made towards the erection

of a new cemetery, but so far the matter remains as it was. Cases of typhoid have

occurred periodically in the vicinity of the cemetery, and to its unsanitary condition may be

traced the disease. One case of diphtheria, seven of scarlet fever, and five of typhoid, one

case proving fatal. Reporting diseases by medical men is very much neglected.

Teeswater.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

With the exception of a few cases of diphtheria and typhoid of a mild type, there

has been no contagious disease in our midst. The Local Board has used its energies in

promoting cleanliness and a compliance of the Health Act. To the manner in which this

is carried out by the Board and people, may be attributed the excellent sanitary condition

of the village.
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Thedford.

Secretari/s Report.

Tweuty-tive cases of diphtheria, causes not known. Disinfection, isolation, etc.,

carried out, otherwise the village has been in a very healthy condition.

Wallacebuk(;.

Medical Health 0/ficer's lieiiort.

In the early part of the year scarlet fever made its appearance and continued into

the warm weather, notwithstanding that every precaution was taken lo prevent its spread.

There were thirty-four cases and only one death. In the latter part of i'ebruary we were
visited with a most virulent type of diphtheria. The house was promptly quarantined,

but a few days later it was reported in a second house, which was also quarantined. On
investigation I discovered that both these cases had their origin in a third ciuse that

occurred a week previous, and which came from Dover township. Owing to isolation,

fumigation, etc., the disease did not spread beyond these three house.s. If proper notice

had Vjcen given and precautions taken by the physician attending the first case, I am
strongly of opinion that it woultl not have spread any further. As a result of

this negligence there were ten cases and six deaths. The schools on the south side of the

river wa.s closed. In August an additional case occurred and resulted fatally. I could

not trace the cause of this last one. I know that whooping cough occurred numerously
and that one death took place from it, l»ut as there were no reports sent in 1 cannot speak
definitely. I examined the water in .several wells previously considered good, but I found
the water to be bad in all of them. In view of this fact, I think the council should <^o

alx)Ut having a proper system of water works for the village without delay. The .sanitary

inspectors distributed circulars containing extracts from the Health Act relating to house-

holders. Pretty general compliance was made by the citizens to the requirements of these

circulars.

Watkkuown.

Medical Hi-alth Ojjicr's RejKtrt.

In January, February and March, we had a good many cases of whooping cough.
A lew cases of typhoid came under my notice in the fall, attributt;d to low and impure
water. There have been six cases of diphtheria, but they were all of a mild type. TJij.s

disease is becoming less prevalent every year ; in former yeai-s it was very prevulfiit. I

think this gratifying state of things is owing to the ever incnrasing interest taken in the
sanitary utfairs of our village. The sHiiitary conditions of the municipality have under-
gone it miirked <;hange of improv«;iiieiit since the ]'ul»lic Health law ciiiiie into force. The
outbuililiiigs of private houses and of the public .schools an; now kej)t in good condition
being fre<juently and tlujroughly disinfect^'d and cleaned out. A sewer has been laid on
Main street, which is and will l»e of great wmitary benefit. There have been very few
com[)IaiMts nf nusijiiK e.s mid the bculth of tin- people is on the whole excellent.

Watkki-oui).

C/uiiriii'inn /ie/mrl.

There have l»een no disease pn^aent in our village of a contagious nature, with tho
exception of whooping cough ; but as that disorder was not reoorted by the doctors in
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attendance, I cannot give you particulars of it. Early in the year the sanitary inspector made
a general inspection, after which the Boaid acted on complaints from residents. There
were several of these of an unsanitary nature, all of which were satisfactorily attended to.

One particular slaughter house was ordered to quit.

Wellesley.

Medical Health Officers Report.

We regret that we are not in a position to congratulate ourselves on the general good

health of the people as we did last year. Up to the month of September, however, we
had reason to believe that everything was sound; but in that month our prospeets

of a whole year of immunity from disease were rudely shaken by the appearance of diph-

theria, which spread so rapidly that in a very short space of time thirty families were

involved infecting a large number of children between four and eight years old, twenty

per cent, of them succumbing to the disease. It spread rapidly until the people became

able to realize their danger and the importance of isolation and other remedial measures.

Some of the people had the misfortune to rely on a worse than worthless nostrum adver-

tised and issued by a clergyman of the county, as a " sure cure for diphtheria!" By a

diligent enforcement of sanitary laws, the closing of the schools and a solemn warning

against "sure cures," we had the satisfaction of curtailing and eventually stopping the

onward march of the malady. There were a few cases of typhoid, and a few days ago

scarlet fever appeared in a family near Bamberg ; it is of a mild type. The health of the

people is good with these exceptions.

Wellandport.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

The sanitary condition of the township has been remarkably good, and free from any

epidemic of disease during the current year. Recently a few cases of scarlatina have

occurred, but by proper precautions they can be confined to their original limit. The
disease is of a mild type. No deaths.

Wellington.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

No infectious or contagious diseases reported to me during the past year.

WlARTON.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In June last a case of smallpox was imported here in the person of a sailor who was

on board the Athabasca, and came here from Owen Sound sick. Four persons in the

family, including first case, had the disease, but owing to the manner in which the cases

were watched, isolated, and the house quarantined, the disease was strictly confined to

the one house. There were two deaths, which were attributed to the fact that vaccination

had not been previously performed. The two that recovered were successfully vaccinated.

After this vaccinatien was generally performed on those in the village requiring it. In

May and June we had a severe epidemic of measles, and a few mild cases of scarlet fever.

In June a thorough inspection of the village was made, and all unsanitary conditions

discovered were removed. We have at present a very clean and healthy village :
and as a

summer resort it is one of the best in Ontario. The Board of Health has done its duty,

and the citizens have done theirs.
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To "^;v^3srsiiI]ps

.

Adelaide.

Secretary's Report.

The inhabitants generally are willing to co-operate with the Board in the carrying

out of all regulations regarding the public health, and the result is that our township is.

free from all diseases of an infectious or contagious nature, and in a good sanitary-

condition.

Adolphustown.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

The health of the township is, so far as contagious diseases are concerned, and has

l)€en for the year, good. I have not been called on to discharge any duty in my official

capacity during the year.

Alhemakle.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

This township ia so gifted by nature in its situation and its good natural drainage-

and water supply, as to make it almost perfect in its sanitary conditions. During the time

that the smallpox was in our neighbouring village of Wiarton, in June last, vaccination

in this township became pretty general, and with the view of encouraging it, this Board
distributed vaccine points to the different school sections gratis. The Board at present is

in a good working condition, and is nsing its best eflbrts in the cause of public health.

Aldborouoh.

Secretary's Report.

Diphtheria was allowed to prevail in the township owing to the neglect of the

physicians attending not reporting cases, and failing to take the necessary precautious

mea.Hures again.st its spread. Some members of the Hoard are anxious to have the law

carried into effect, while others are just the opposite. Wliile this un.satisfactory state of

affairs last it is impossible for a Board of Health to be effective.

Alice.

ChairviaiiH Report.

This township enjoyed the U^st of health until Octolwr, when diphtheria broke out,

and in a short lime nine families were affect^id. The diwase was brought from the town
of Pembroke, and was allowed tc» .spreati through the neglect of the physicians in charge

not reporting the ca.Ht(8 until members of tlie Boaid happ«'ne(I to tind out that the diKeaau

was in existence. The Board at ont.-e sent Mr. Kyan to placard the houses, and disinfect

them, etc. We have the sati.sfaction to know that by our humble endeavors the

disease was crushed out ; and the good sense of the people contributed to this satisfactory

result. I believe that had we had timely warning the difieuiM! would have been prevented
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spreading to any serious extent The conncil don't think it necessary to appoint a medical

health officer, depending on local doctors to report disease. It is now known that this

dependence is misplaced, and that physicians do not comply with the law in this respect.

The sanitary condition of our township is good, and but for these imported diseases and the

neglect speciiied we would be free from disease of a serious nature.

Ancaster.

Secretary's Report.

The Board has been engaged actively in prosecuting sanitary measures in the town-
ship, cleaning up slaughtei'-houses, bone-dust factory, etc. There are yet two slaughter-

houses that require close watching. There have been seventy-five cases of diphtheria and
tive of typhoid, and the greatest care was taken to prevent the spread of the former.

The water in some cases is bad. and privies are often found to be too close to wells.

Disease has occured through this cause.

Arthur.

Secretary's Report.

After the Board was oppointed in the early part of the year the following resolution

was passed by the council:—"Moved by Mr. Hamilton, seconded by Mr. Feehan : That
the reeve be requested not to call the members of the Board of Health together unless

absolutely necessary.—Carried." This of course quashed the Board, and therefore nothing
has been done.

ASSIGINAC.

Inspector's Report.

I have made several inspections of the township and village during the year, and
any unsanitary condition met with received prompt attention, with the exception of two
or three accumulations of stagnant water, which the Indian Department will have to

look after ; and I am happy to say that I had the cordial support of the people them-
selves in remedying any sanitary evil pointed out to them. The village of M anitowaning
is in a clean state with the exception of the schools, which are badly in need of improve-

ment both in their interior and surroundings. It is hoped that the trustees will take action

in this matter without being compelled to do so, and that the Indian Department will

see to the nuisances above hinted at. No epidemic of infections or contagious disease

during the year.

Athol.

Secretwri/s Report.

No unsanitary condition of any consequence has come under the notice of this

Board. There have been six cases of Diphtheria and three deaths. They were all

isolated and prevented spreading any further.
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Barton.

Secretary's Report.

1 have carefully examined thi' fat-rendering and fertilizing works, etc., and although

some of them were a little slow in carrying out the orders given them to clean up, yet,

in the end, all of them complied. There has been great improvement in sanitary con-

ditions here since the passing of the Public Health Act. We obtained two separate

convictions from the magistrate against a party for depositing excreta in the townshii*

without exercising the proper precautions to prevent a nuisances, and since that time thi'

law is being better respected. We have taken every means to enforce comj^liance under

the Act with our regulations, and the result is that the people are rapidly becoming co-

operative in and appreciative of sanitary reforms. Quite a number of cases of Diphtheria

have occurred during the year. 1 have made careful enquiries from the doctors in

attendance as to the cause, but failed to elicit any detinite opinion. Every precaution

was taken to prevent its spread, and at present 1 do not know of a single case in th»»

township.

Belmoxt.

SecreVirys Report.

We have had no infectious or contagious disease here during the year. No report

from the Medical Health Otficer, as he has left the place, and the Council has not yet

appointecl another.

Beverley.

Secretary's Report.

The work done by the Board this year was very light. The members met two or

three time.s, but beyond discussing some of thc^ provi.^iions of the Public HeAlth .-Vet,

nothing was done. The only epidemic disease was Diphtheria, of which there were a few

cases and three deaths ; otherwise the general health of the township has been and is

very good.

V>u; I.AKK.

Clerk's Rpjiort.

No regularly constituted Board. No .Medical Health OUicer. No action taken

regarding the sanitary condition of the municipality. No infectious or contagiopH

diseases. Meml)er8 of the council think themselves a local >>oard.

Bl.VHKOOK.

Secretftry's R'-port.

As our Medicfil Health nffioer, either through neglect or otherwine, has made no

report to this lioard for th'- past year, I cannot say anything.' further only that the

health of the township is good. There was one ca-se of Diphtheria and one of Typhoid,

/leither of which was reported.
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Blenheim.

Cltairvian' s Report.

Early in the year the township was divided into three for the purposes of inspection, a

tuember of the Board taking charge of each. The reports brought in by the members speak

highly of the good sanitary condition of their respective districts. Suggestions have been

made as to the improvements in the conditions of slaughter-houses, piggeries and the

refuse from a cider mill, all of which have been willingly carried out. No contagious

or infectious disease for the year in the township. The Board is doing a good work,

"which meets with the cordial co-operation of the inhabitants.

BOSANQUET.

Secretary's Report.

No epidemic of disease this year. Vaccination has been very generally resorted to,

no compulsion being necessary. The only slaughter-house here is kept in good order.

Municipality in good sanitary condition.

Brock.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

During the summer we were threatened with an outbreak of scarlet fever, but
owing to the precautions taken it did not spread. There are a few cases of typhoid in

the village of Sunderland, but the Board has adopted sanitary precautions which, I

believe, will confine the disease to its present limits. There are houses in this village

whose cellars and drainage have been bad, but a large sewer was constructed last- summer
which will to an almost certainty cure this evil. The Board has done a large amount of

good in sanitary matters this year. I think that in some cases the wells are too near

privies, and that the quality of the water is suspicious. These matters must be remedied,

and delinquents given to understand that the instructions of the sanitary inspector must
be carried out and the law obeyed. I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the

very efficient services rendered to the cause of sanitary progress in this municipality, both

by the sanitary inspector and the secretary of the Board.

Brook. ^

Medical Health Officer's Report.

I take pleasure in reporting that the sanitary condition of this township has been
better this year than it has been for the past six. No epidemic of any kind has come
under my observation.

Brantford.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

1 have much pleasure in submitting to you my annual report as Medical Health
Officer for the township of Brantford for the year 1886.
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There is much difficulty in giving an accurate report of the contagious diseases that

have been most prevalent in the township, owing to the inaccuracy of our system of

registering deaths and the causes. The township on tbe whole has been free from any
epidemics during the past year.

Diphtheria has shown itself in a few localities in an endemic form. The cases that

kave come under my observation have been of a very severe type, out of the thirty

treated six having proved fatal. This very high mortality was owing to the malignancy
cf the disease, and the very unsanitary condition of the dwellings in which it occurred,

iour or tive families west of the village of Newport, liWng within lialf-a-mile of each
olJier in houses that were old, small and partially buried in the ground with earth tilled up
anund the foundation, causing the wood to decay ;ind remain in a wet condition. Tliat

audi a dwelling would cause the disease, I am not prepared to say, but that it rendered
tht virus much more active and contagious and more difficult to manage in every way, I

am sure of. The tirat case that occurred in this locality was a little boy six years of age
who came home from the public school complaining of a sore throat and fever

; from this

case all the others followed in rapid succession. I have carefully endeavoured to trace
the cause of the spread of this disease from this one, and have come to the conclusion that
whei. diphtheria occurs in a locality favorable to the propagation of the virus that pro-

duced it, like this locality was, the air is (|uite sufficient to carry it from house to house.
I have upon a former occasion urged the necessity of having the school houses in this

township inspected regularly by the health inspector, and that he should be clothed with
sufficient power to have at once corrected any unsanitary conditions, even to closing of the
schools for a time. The oM privy pit is the most common water closet in use in the
country school yard, ami often within a few yards of it is the well from which the children
are allowed to drink. This certainly .should not be allowed, when sanitary knowledge can so
easily l»e obtained, and the public so able to carry it into effect. I have ende ivored
since my appointmont as Health Officer of this township to teach the public how best to

prevent disea.se, but it is strange how indilferent they are to those things that pertain so

much to the welfare and well-being of themselves and families ; indeed, not until the grim
monster seizes on some delicate member of a family and leaves it in sorrow to mourn the
los-i, which by more care and knowledge might have been saved. There is yet much to do
in this line. The public must be compelled by legal measures to do their duty. Trustee
boards must be instructed to consult the local board of health before they are allowed to

select a site for their school house, or make any alteration in the one.8 they have, that
may in any way interfere with the he.ilth of the innocent children so cruelly compelled to
remain within its walls each .schoolday. The laws of health should also be systematically

taught in our .schools, and legislative power given to trained men to enforce thiMu, and
show in every way possible that it is to the close observance of these sanitajy measures
that a country must look to attain to riches anrl physical and moral excellence

; how to
conform to nature's laws relating to man's existence, how to live to a good old age iind p iss

away from natural decay, having suffered only a minimum of pain. Typhoid fevur has been
much less prevalent in this township than for the last few years. Nearly all the cases that
have come under my ol>servation were cau.sed by contjigion from patients in the city of
Brantford nursing some relative in the city or taking a partially convalescent one to

their home in the country, then innocently, perhaps, l»ut from culpable ignorance, nursing
the subtle poison in their own homes. This fever with our prewint knowledge of its

vause and prevention can in all country places \ie reduced to a minimum, whenever the

public are willing to be l.iii^'iit and olw^y the .scientitic knowledge that is offered to them.
>jcarlet fever has appi;ared in a most mild form in the township. About twelve oases

were all that came under our notice, ind these occurred durini; the months of .July and
August. The majority were taken ill while attending .school, the families in which they

occurred were sepanited l)y long disliinces and could not under the cirumstances carry tlio

disea-se from one to another. With care in isolating cases affiicU^d with tliis diwase, much
may be done to control it on its first apjH'arance. I have Im^^mi aide myself to confine it

to a single inemlter of ;\ large family when there was ample room in the house .iikI my
instructions faithfully carried out by the nurse. The only other contagiouse diseases

which I will mention are measles and whooping cough. This will cover the list of
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disea^ies which preventative measures employed in time will to a very large extent control.

Measles have been prevalent in certain parts of the county, but not in this township,

The cases under our observation have been easily controlled and managed. I may sa'

the same of whooping cough. I would here call attention to the fact that during m^'

observation for the last twenty years, these three diseases of childhood I have traced tie

origin of it to school houses and from these its spread to diffierent families, and some-

times over a whole country side, causing the death of many a promising child. The school

room, I consider, above all other places, should be kept in the most sanitary condition, for

in it we have every element favorable to the development and spread of disease ; delictte

children confined in large numbers in insufficiently ventilated rooms for six hours in the cay

is quite enou!,di in itself to be the primary cause of disease, and will afford rich and veil

tilled soil for the minute germs that produces these diseases to propagate them.selves and

be conveyed to the homes of many an unsuspecting family. I might .-ilso mention the

result of a few visits made by me in company with Mr. Charlton to a starch f.\cto"y a

short distance from the city. This was made in obedience to a complaint made br the

Principal of the Indian Institution. We found the creek bed through which the refuse

from the factory is washed into the river, was so lined with the albumenoid substance

from the washing of the starch ; this exposed to the hot summer sun caused a most

disagreeable smell, so bad indeed that it was impossible for any one to remain on the

banks of the stream without feeling a degree of nausea and sickness. Mr. Charlton

ordered the bed of the creek to be scraped, and disinfected with lime and sulphate of iron,

etc. I recommended the Inspector to watch the premises and visit them every week till

the water was again introduced into the canal which was used to flood the creek every

day. In this way we were able to keep down all complaints, and I am not aware that

any sickness was produced by it, and if the creek be kept full of water I think no
further trouble need be feared ; should, however, the break in the dam take place again

something different will have to be done by the company to control this nuisance. At
the request of the local board of health of this township, I attended the American Public

Health AssociaUon held this year in Toronto, in October last. At this meeting were

present representatives from all the states in the union, California and Great Britain.

The meeting lasted four days, during which time some of the ablest papers were read on

preventative medicines that I ever had the piivilege of listening to As the annual

report of this meeting is to be published and a copy sent to me, which will be the property

of this Local Board of Health, I will not attempt to give you even a synopsis of the

work done by this able association. While in the city attending the meeting of the

American Health Association, the health officers from the Province of Ontario were

called together by the Secretary of the Provincial Board of Health, and formed themselvs

into an Association, called the Association of Executive Health Officers of Ontario. This

constitution was framed and adopted by the members present.

Thanking you, gentlemen, for your kind attention in listening to this incomplete

report,

I remain, yours,

D. MARQUIS,
Medical Health Officer.

Bruce.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

I have much pleasure in stating that my attention has not been called to the existence

of any case of a zymotic character during the past year. Whooping cough of a very mild

type appeared in a few instances. The sanitary condition of the municipality is in a very

good condition.
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Cambridge,

Secretary's Report.

With the exception of a few cases of diphtheria and whooping cough among the
:;hildren, the people have enjoyed excellent health during the past year. The Board has
Uken ert'ective measures for the sanitary laws of the Province being stringently enforced,
and the results are more apparent this year than ever before.

Caradoc.

Secretary's Report.

The sanitary condition of slaughter houses and public and private places have been
carefully looked after. There were five cases of scarlet fever, twelve of measles, fifteen

of diphtheria, twelve of whooping cough, and five of typhoid. All the places were
placarded and the usual precautions taken.

Cavan,

Chairman's Report,

This Board acts on the good old principle that "an ounce of /rrevention is better than
a pound of cure ;" and, therefore, every means known to us have been adopted for the

prevention of the spread of disease, anrl the abatement or destruction, as the case might
require, of every form of unsanitary condition. It is gre-atly to our efforts in this

respect that is due the wonderful irninunity from infectious disease we now enjoy ; and we
have reason to be thankful to the Almighty for crowning our efforts in the public weai
with success.

Caydoa, North,

Secretary's Report.

An epidemic of diphtheria, of not a very malignant type, occurred in the. township,

and reached its severest stage in September. The school in the locality was closed, and
all the standard precautions taken to prevent the disea-se spreading. There were only
two dnaths in all. I believe we are now entirely free from diphtheria. The sanitary

condition of the municipality, with this exce[)tion, has Uien very good during the year,

and is now t-xcellent.

Cayuoa, South.

Secretary's Re/wrt.

The chairman thinks that it is useless for the Board to meet when there is aothing

for th»'m to do. It has therefore never met as a Hoard.

Chapman.

Secretiirya /{e/H>rt.

The .sanitary condition of this township is very good. Diphtheria was prosfut last

March, but owing to the prompt m«;asiircs adopted for its destruction, it did not spread.
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The prompt removal of all refuse, etc., has resulted in good. The former prejudice

against the Board is rapidly dying out, and now the people as a whole can see the benefits

to be derived from a strict and careful administration of the health laws, and appreciate

the eflforts of the Board.

Oharlottenburg.

Chairman's Report.

The Board, for the past two years, has been strongly endeavouring to educate the

people in sanitary laws, and has devoted its attention to precautionary measures against

the spread of contagious disease, and the abatement of all nuisances complained of.

Some do and some do not appreciate the Public Health Act, and our endeavours to carry

out its provisions. In time, however, education in this important work will have its

reward. We have had only one or two instances of refractory parties against the notices

of the Board, but this will not be tolerated. We have bad only a few cases of whooping
cough this year ; no diphtheria since last year. The health and sanitary condition of our

township is excellent, considering that the experience in the enforcement of laws relating

to the public health is comparatively new.

Charlotteville.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

I have the honour of submitting the following report upon the sanitary condition of

the township of Charlotteville :

—

It is a matter for congratulation that a Local Board of Health has been established

in this township to look after its sanitary interests.

The appointment of a sanitary inspector was a move in the right direction, as by his

inspection the discovery of many nuisances in the village of Vittoria was accomplished.

Although a good deal of illness has prevailed during the last few months, yet in nearly

all the most severe cases the origin could be traced to impure water or pernicious water-

closet arrangements, and as these are matters directly within the reach of municipal legis-

lation, I would earnestly recommend the Local Board of Health to impress upon the

township council the advisability of giving them their mature consideration.

Apart from the climatic condition of the season, which has been one favourable to

the development of dysentery, typho-malarial fever and kindred diseases, there have been

too many cases of fever to trace them merely to accidental causes, especially in the vil-

lage of Vittoria. Two well-marked centres have existed for some time, and from these the

disease has extended to a considerable distance, and in that direction, i.e., to the leeward

of the prevailing winds of this locality, whereas in the opposite direction no cases have
appeared, yet the disease has not become at all general. I refer to the piggery and the

ravine leading from the piggery, and the slaughter-house attached to one of the butcher-

shops. Steps have been taken to check these sources of danger, which, I hope, will

prove to be successful. These are the chief apparent causes of the disease alluded to

above, yet others exist, which may prove to be the more serious causes of disease, and less

easily remedied. I allude to the pernicious water-closet arrangements belonging to nearly

all the dwellings in this municipality, and the neglected cleaning out of wells ; and
another source of disease in our midst is—the foundations of many of the houses are of

wood, built close to the ground and banked up with earth during the late fall and winter,

retaining dampness, and consequently causing decay of the timbers ; as a result the health

of the inhabitants suffers.

I would also beg to call your attention to the fact that a very small proportion of

the children in this township have proper protection from small-pox—are not vaccinated,

and trust the law on this matter will be enforced.

W. J. McINNES, M. D.
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Clakke.

Chaintuin's Report.

In March last the Board was duly fortued, and the municipality was divided into
sanitary districts, each member taking the one assigned hiui for his supervision. No
disease or unsanitary condition arose during the whole year calling for the special efforts

of the Board. All the members coincide in reporting the township to be in excellent
sanitary condition.

Clinton.

Secretary's Report.

Our Board of Health is in existence—not in very active existence. There have not
been any contagious diseases for the past year reported. We have no medical health
officer.

Crowland.

Secretary's Report.

Id consequence of diphtheria, the schools in sections 2 and 3 have been closed. Several
children died of the disease. The houses were placarded and isolation and other precau-
tions ordered. The unsanitary condition of the slaughter-house is supposed to be the
cause, and notices to the proprietor to have the law complied with received a promise of
obedience. Piemoval to a safe distance was demanded and agreed to by the owner.
Otherwise the township is in a good, healthy state.

1-)alhou8IE.

Secretary H Report.

There have been thirty-seven cases of scarlet fever, resulting in the death of three
children, and is not yet stamped out. The disease is isolated as soon as discovered. If

8yst4'matic precautions were taken, however, a large percentage of these cases would not
have occurred.

Darlington.

Chairman's Report.

Nothing has occurred to require the special attention of the Board. No disease of

an infectiouH nature. Township is in a saniUiry condition.

i)KAt>EK AND OaKLEY.

Secre.tary's Rfport.

The Board had the Medical Hf-alth ^Xlicnr to vaccinate all the children in the public

schools requiring it. The township is in a good sanitary condition. No zymotic diseases

of any kind.
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Drummond.

Secretary's Report.

No disease of any kind has been reported to the Board, and no pi-ecautions taken to

keep them out. No nuisances of any kind has been reported. The township is very

healthy.

Easthope, South.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

The township has had a complete immunity from infectious or contagious disease

durin*^ the year. The health of the people and general sanitary condition of the township

are excellent.

Edwardsburg.

Secretary's Report.

The Local Board did not take any action regarding the sanitary defects and needs of

this township, nor have they complied with the requirements of the Public Health Act.

There has been no serioi;s disease, and this may be the reason of its inactivity. [This

means that when disease arrives, an effort will be made to prevent its arrival ! Ed.

Reports.]

Egkemont.

Secretary's Report.

The Medical Health Officer reports that there were three cases of diphtheria, sup-

posed to be caused by impure water, and one case of typhoid, from same cause ; one

death from diphtheria. Only one complaint respecting a nuisance was received, and was

at once removed. The township is in a good sanitary condition.

Elderslie.

Secretary's Report.

Several cases of typhoid (one family), of which all recovered. Two cases of diphtheria

were reported, and each of the houses in which it occurred was isolated, and the usual

remedies taken to prevent its spread. No further cases. The scholars have been

vaccinated, and the sanitary condition of the schools looked after. Our creamery is in a

cfood condition.

Eramosa.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

We had an outbreak of diphtheria in the village of Rockwood of a severe form, in

May and June, but by thoroughly isolating the jilaces and the free use of disinfectants

before and after convalesence, we had the satisfaction of confining the disease to the three

houses in which it broke out. In other places there were also a few isolated cases of the
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malady, as well as a few of scarlet fever of a mild type. A larger number than usual of
typhoid cases occurred, attributed to the scant water supply. The necessity of getting
rid of bad drainage, damp cellar.*, foul wells and privies, cannot be too strongly enforced
on the minds of the people. The general good health of the municipality is satisfactory.

ESQUESING.

Secretary's Report.

The Medical Health Officer reports that no case of contagious disease has been in

the municipality during the year, and that the township is in a good sanitary condition.

Flamboro', East.

Secretary's Report.

The only zymotic diseases that have occurred during the past year were a few cases

of diphtheria and typhoid fever. It is gratifying to have to state that families generally
are taking a far greater interest in sanitary matters and how to prevent diseasi' than
hitherto. The health of the people on the whole, has been very good.

Flamboro', West.

Chairman's Rejjort.

The sanitary condition of the town.ship, as reported by the inspector, is in a very
good state, much better than last year, tliunks to the willingness of the people to comply
with the law. There are ten slaughter-houses in the municipality and all are kept flean.

A large proportion of the children have been vaccinated in compliance with the Act in

that l>ehalf. There were three cases of diphtheria and three of typhoid fever. All pre-

cautions were taken to prevent spreading—isolation, disinfection, placarding, etc., which
were thoroughly successful. These were all that occurred of an epidemic charact<'r, and
I think we may congratulate ourselves that we escaped so well. Had the sanitary con-
ditions not been so well looked after, it might have been serious.

Gakafraxa, West.

Medical Ifitalth Oj/icer's Report.

The general health has been good this year. Diphtheria was slightly eiiideniic last

spring; I had eievt-n cases, nw of which diefl. No other species of contagious disetuie.

Extracts from the Health Acta have been printed and largely distributed.

Glamoroan.

Serretary'$ Report.

No infectious diseases whatever. The township is laid out into <iiHtrict« and taker/-

charge of by the members of thf Uoard, who carefully look aft<'r the sanitary needs of

their respective route's, reporting to the Hoard as a whole, anything that requires attention.

The township is, therefore, very well inspecU'd, and the health of its jHJople is very good.
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Tlie Thiwghtffr-lwyiwffl ajre kepc in a cleaji and proper aUi.Ce. Tke swthonllg^ ten in
TOWnltyr atw^ m » >^«ityry <wif^ti<fi«m, "Wfe »>«»> fcliia.«iilfcftflil fear tlim. gmfcmrw mhoKntf^ td TnmfeririinMK

or coDtagioas disease doiiiDig: lite jear, amd ttliie ^emeraJl healitfc fliraa^MMit tJhie iuivnsbqi is

very go<)d. We bare bad mo cewnplbiimtg of umamikaij comdjtiomia. On in^pectaons b^ng
made it was SDnmd tliafc tine diozcziis Tie widi each ofdier in doing tliejr nlmasfc in tcepmg
their hoioses and surroondrnga in a neat and clean state ; andldit^aieto be eongrainSaied
for entering into the spirit of the saniftaij laws diaacmiwated bf tbe Booid, and in

;.:-operaCin.g cheerfxtUy in tbor being; earned out..

CrKEEDfOCK.

Tbe sanitATJ- conditiom is giood. 'So sefnons duseaaes visited iils daring tbe jear.

GE£T.

Secretary d Be^p/rt.

The Board only mec once during cJie year, there being no work :'or theta co doL Hie
usoal noftibes were sent out to have everything La a sanitary condidon before tfce somuoer
montts, and the orders were readily complied with. Xo contagiocs di5e*5e daring the

year. We have a Medical Health Officer, so that the Bo&rd is now prepared ixx any
emergency.

Ckairmmiix ReforL

I have great pleasttre in stating that the sanitary oonditiaa of this towndi^ is

excellent. There l»s been only one case of diacaae of a contagions natnie (di^rithenk)

dnriag the year. The hooae in whicfa tbis ocenrred vas inunediately placarded and
isolated. So prompt were the measnrea of precantioaQi ag|unst its i^pscad tabxn, that it

was strictly coTitiT\ed to its original limit. A nuisance was caused by a miD-poaDd, and
the owner was notified to haTe it atated, when he dieerfnily complied.

GfiXHSBT, Soinra.

Ckmrmtm^s Bepmt.

There has not been a single case of contagions or infections disease dmring the year.

We bare only one Tillage (Smithville) in the townsbip^ and to this may be partly

attnbnted Idie congratnlatory state of affidrK. The promiaiops of the Health Act and of

the Tacdnatkm Act, bave been carried oat.

GCSUH.

Inapeetan'a Report.

The only thing in tha ah*jp«» nf iinia>a«ir«»« raliiwg tmr tliA lln«»iya aJHt^mifinm »«« tW: aaarfls

arisingfrom dead, putrid animals—horsesanddogs. These were attended to immediatelyafter
being notified of their existence. A few casesof diphtheriaof a mild type weterqpotted,

which were isolated. Our towi^hip is in a good sanitary conditioQ.
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GwiLLiMBCRY, East.

Chairman 8 Report

A nuisance was reported to this Board as being in existence in a certain house in the

municipality. Typhoid had entered the family, and after one death had resulted, the

Board took aotion and had the nuisance removed, disinfecting the premises, et<;. Shortly

after this, the premises of another person was rejwrted to be unsaife, and it was ordered

to be disinfected, but the agent of the owner thought it was safer than the first mentioned
cne and burned it ! (A thoroughly effective, though expensive, way of getting rid of an
unsanitary house). Several other nuisances were remedied. Diphtheria visited one

family, several of whom had it, there being one death. The premises were disinfected

after the recovery of the remainder of the family. The Board consider the present

sanitary condition of the township in a satisfactory state.

Hagakty.

Secretary's Report.

Diphtheria was brought to an hotel in the township by shantymen, who stopf)ed

there on their way north. Three of the children were infected, and two died. It did

not spread any farther. The township is in a good sanitary condition.

Hamilton.

Chairman's Report.

I am happy in being able to state that the health of the township for the year has
l>een very goo<l, there not ha\-ing been any disea.se of a serious nature. The sanitary

condition of the township is improving year by year. The slaughter-houses and clieese-

factories, which were kept in such an unsanitary condition, have this year \yeeu kept in

conformity with the law. Other unsanitary conditions have received the attention of the

Board, and the people now know that the law must be enforced and obeyed.

Hawkesbury, \Vf:st.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

I have much pleasure in stating that the health of the township has l>eeii very good
during the past year. There is no contagious dispasf^ at present prevalent, although we
have had a few mild cases of diphtheria. There w;is whooping cough and diarrhcBa

amongst chiMren, but very few df^ths.

HiRBERT*

Secretary 8 R^jx>rt

There have W^en a ft-w cases of diphth^^ia and twoof typhoid in thr township, but no
deaths, nor did they approach an epiiiemi<- form Tho local committee of the lk>ard vinited

all places likely to present an unsanitary condition, and while they found some not in ft

good state, yet on the whole a sanitary condition was found to prevail. Kverything
possible was done to al>ate nuisancer. The township is now in a very healthy state.
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Houghton.

Secretary's Jiejwrt.

The Board held only two toeetings during the year. Nothing of an unsanitary

nature arose in the township calling for the special intervention of the Board. A few

nuisances of a minor character were complained of and remedied.

Howard.

Medical Health Officers Report.

Xo infectious or contagious disease came under my notice during the year, and

therefore I can report very favourably as to the general good health of the people. In

his report the secretary of the Local Board says there were two cases of diphtheria, which

were thoroughly isolated and prevented assuming serious proportions. The houses were

well disinfected by fumigation, etc.

HULLETT.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

No serious diseases have prevailed here during the past year, with the exception of

diphtheria, which continued in the we^^ end of the township till March. It has been

present since January last. A type of malarial fever has been in existence nearly all the

year, but at the present time the people generally are in a healthy condition

HUMBERSTONE.

Chairman's Report.

The members of the Board have evinced a fair amount of zeal during the year in

the sanitary requirements of the municipality. Our health inspector has made several

inspections of dwelling houses and privies, only a few of which required attention.

Owing to the absence in our midst of contagious or infectious disease, and of conditions

of a grave unsanitary aspect, our medical health oificer and members of the Board have

had no laborious duties to perform ; they are watchful of the health interests of the

township, and prepared to meet emergencies should they unfortunately come.

Huron.

Chairmavm Report.

The only disease of a serious character we have had in the township this year was

two cases of typhoid fever. Two inspections were made of the village of Eipley by the

sanitary inspector, and he reports that the instructions given regarding vaults and privies

were almost unanimously carried out. However, there were two cases of violation of the

law which were brought before the magistrate, and fines were imposed in each case. The

township is in a very healthy condition.
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Kaladar, etc.

Secretary's Report.

It was not necessary for our Board to meet even once. Since the smallpox epidemic

chere has not been any contagious disease of any account. The place is very healthy, and
therefore the officers of the Board have very little to do.

Keppel.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

We had only two cases of diphtheria and one of typhoid. The usual precautioas

were taken regarding these cases. During the outbreak of smallpox in Wiartou village

in the beginning of the year, the Board took the precaution of putting the Vaccination

Act into force, and a very large number of the inhabitants were vaccinated. The vaccine

used were from the Palmerston, Ontario, farm, and gave entire satisfaction. The duties

of the Board, although light during the year, have been performed methodically and with

a thorough appreciation of the work devolving on it.

Kincardine.

Secretary's Repprt.

I am happy to say that our township is in a good sanitary state, and free froiu

disease of an infectious or contajnous nature.

KlNLO^.S.

Sprrflury'H Rpport.

No cause to tuke any pn'c.iutions agaiiisl an cpidcMiiK- m- iniU'iiiic of com i_iuuh

disease, as there has been none.

LOHO.

St'creAary s Keptn't.

Tiifre have not been any contagious •liHt-ases in the municipality during t\w year.

The Hoard attmdetl to any matt<'r that cuiuo undt^r its notice. The pooph- are in

excellent health, and the township is in a gooil sanitary condition.

Macauley.

Sfrretmi/'H /t'-jiorf.

A ffw ca^es of .scarlet fever onurred during the year, l»ut no preoautionH wen- taken
by the Hoard to prevent the spread of tin- diieaae, which was therefore allowed to run
its course. ( 'hildren were allowed to Htteml school without prenonting acertificate show-
ing freedom from contagion ! No nuisances exist in the municipality.
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Maidstone.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

There have been a few cases of diphtheria of a mild type—only four deaths : no other

infectious or contagious disease. The small, general death-rate prevailing is due in a

large measure to the good sanitary condition in which the township is kept, and the

prompt measures adopted for stamping out any contagious disease that has appeared

amongst us.

Malden.

Secretary's Report.

Diptheria has prevailed to an alarming extent, especially in September and October.

One school was closed (Sec. 2) by order of the medical health officer, Dr. Park. There

were some fifty-six cases in all, resulting in ten deaths. Dr. Park put in force every

precautionary measure, and the disease is now apparently stamped out. No other con-

tagious disease. The cause of diptheria here is not known. The Board will take measures

to enlighten the people in regard to the duty of the public in relation to this as well

as other contagious diseases. I am instructed to get 250 copies of pamphlet No. 15 for

distribution.

Manters.

Chairman's Report.

Since we got rid of the smallpox epidemic at Pontypool, there have been no cases of

serious sickness this year. The only nuisance complained of during the year was that of

a piggery situated too near dwelling houses. The Board ordered the owners to have it

removed at once.

Mariposa.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

There has been no severe epidemic of any kind. There have been a good many cases

of whooping cough, and a few cases of diphtheria, both being of a mild type—no deaths.

The sanitary inspector made two visits throughout the township, especially the villages

thereof, and impressed on the minds of the people the necessity of carrying out the law

in relation to sanitary reform. It is gratifying to note that the people are rapidly follow-

in*' into line in this direction; and that they evince a commendable desire of co-operating

with the Local Board and its officers in their enforcement of the Public Health Act's

provisions. Owing to the deceitful nature of all water supply, so far as appearance,

taste and smell are concerned—the bad frequently being as sightly and pleasant to the

taste as the good—it cannot be too forcibly impressed on all that it is absolyitely neces-

sary to have all wells cleaned out once a year, before the 1st of July. If this is done

carefully and well, the chances of many diseases appearing amongst us will be consider-

ably, nay, very materially, lessened.

Maryboro.

Secretary's Report.

One fatal case of diphtheria this year, the only case coming to my knowledge. There

were five cases of typhoid in a family near the flour mill, impure water being the supposed

cause. The medical health officer ordered the water to be boiled before using, and there
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have not been any further cases there. Recently we have had five cases of typhoid in the

village of Mooretield, caused, it is supposed, l)y the effluvium from a slaughter-house near
hand, but not now in use. There is another slaughter-house adjoining the village which,

on inspection, was found to be in a tilthy condition. The owner was notified to remove
the nuisance, which he did forthwith. No further complaint from that quarter. The
medical health officer has seen that vaccination has been pretty generally performed. I

think I am safe in saying that this township never was in a better sanitary condition

than it is at present.

Mayo and Carlow.

Secretary's Report.

The Board appointed by the council failed to organize, and of course there was little

done. A new Board was appointed on November 8th, which is alive to the sanitary

necessities of the municipality. Circulars have been issued by the Board giving directions

to the people regarding disinfection, etc., etc., and the school teachers are instructed to

carefully examine the children, and if sore throat, itch, or other signs make their appear-
ance, to send them home and give notice to the Board. An epidemic of itch occurred in

the municipality and the Board was successful in stamping it out.

Medontb.

Chairman*8 Report.

We have a health officer, but he is not a medical man. There have been only two
oases of isolated typhoid in the township during the year—cause unknowif. There was
one complaint of a nuisance from a James Munro, but on investigation it was proved
that there was no cause. (Jood health prevails among the people, which is a proof of the
good .sanitary comlition of their surroundings.

Medoha.

SriTelnrii's Report.

No medical health officer. No <liseas«' of an infectious or contagious nature. The
municipality is in a good condition.

MKI.ANCrilON.

Sicrelarijn Report.

In the beginning of tlie year several ca.ses of dipthoria and scarlet fever appeared,
but owing to the way in which each case wa.s thoroughly isolated they did not spread.

The source of the disea.se cannot w«-ll be defined, but it is thought they were imported. The
people now understand the danger of such, and when present they keep out of the way.
The township is now in a good sanitary condition.

Mrtcalfr.

Medical Health Officer's Rejtort.

There has been an unusual freedom from lontapious tli.sftase this year. An efTort

was made to comply with the provinions of th<' Health .\ct as far as was possible. The
public .schools are not in such a .sanitary condition as the interestH of public hr^lth
require, but not lieing instructed to have this remedied I could do nothing.
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MONA.

Secretary's Report..

There is a Local Board, but there being no unsanitary conditions dangerous to the

public health, a Medical Health Officer or sanitary inspector has not been appointed.

MORNINGTON.

Secretary's Report.

The Board met this day. The doctors do not report infectious or contagious disease,

although forms have been supplied them for that purpose. There have been cases, but
the Board did not receive any notice, so that they cannot be described.

Morrison.

Chairman's Report.

A Board has been formed but no Medical Health Officer or sanitary inspector

appointed, neither being needed. The several members of the Board individually looked

after the sanitary interests of the township, and all agree that it is in a good condition.

The people—they are not numerous yet—appreciate the public health law.

McDouGALL.

Chairman's Report,

Notices were sent out early in the spring to have backyards and privies of dwellings

put in order, and to the owners of the four slaughter-houses to put their premises in sani-

tary condition. The ispcctor found, on examination, that a good many had not com-

plied, and he notified the delinquents to have the matter attended to at once. Some
obeyed, and others did not. With the exception of two cases of diptheria, we have had

no contagious or infectious disease. The township is in a healthy condition.

McISTab.

Secretary's Rejyort.

We had several cases of smallpox in the beginning of the year—two of them proving

fatal. Infection came from Horton township. The physicians did not report the cases

till they were all over, and the Board, although hearing suspicious rumours, could not act

as they did not know whether it was smallpox or not—indeed, one of the doctoi's said it

was not small-pox. Had the Board known early enough, the disease could have been con-

fined to the first case. There were two or three cases of diphtheria in the rear of the

'

township, but the doctors, in this case ahso, failed to report—none were fatal. No
nuisances of any kind were found or complained of during the year.

NiCHOL.

Secretary's Report,

No contagious diseases nor unsanitary conditions. Careful inspections have been

made, and instructions given the people, which were attended to.
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Nissouui, East.

iSecretanjs Reiwrt.

The only matters engaging the attention of the Board for the past year were a couple

of nuisance cases which have been disposed of satisfactorily, as no further complaints

have V>een made. The health of the municipality is good—no cases of infectious or con-

tagious disease.

NissouRi, West.

Secretary s Report.

Many nuisances have been abated which, if left alone, might have proved dangerous

to the public health. The Board and sanitary inspector have been .liligent in having

sanitary matters enforced in the township. Xo serious disease of any kind. The people

are rapidly becoming alive to the necessity of Local Boards, and appreciate the action of

the authorities in their endeavour to lessen disease by destroying its causes.

NORMANBY.

Secretary's Report.

<.)ii the 19th of June the Board met to receive the tirst report of the sanitary

inspector. His reports on this and other occasions throughout the year, state that he

met with a generous co-operation on the part of the people in improving the> sanitary con-

dition of the town.ship, and says that this condition is excellent. No contagious or

ill f'<t ions disease.

Oneida.

Mediral Ilpnlth Officer's Report.

I have met in my practice with a large number of diphtheria and typhoid cases, the

causes of which I failed to trace. I'he village of HagersvilU^ has been free from all

epidenuc diseases, and a great iiuprovfiiient has taken place in the sanitary surroundings

ot'tht* inhabitants. A great deal, however, has yet to be done in this dir(»ction. I would
strongly advocate the introduction of the dry-earth system of the disposal of excreta.

The jifeHent .system of pits is Vmd, and has most uncjuestionably result<'d in much sickness

and death by the sewage from them filtering into the water of the wells convenient to

them ; and everyone can see that in a large number of cases this proximity of pits and
wells in our municipality, is t<x) real to lie mistaken even l>y the most ignonmt. I am
pleased to state that the public school, during a late visit, showed very agreeable

evidences of its good sanitary condition.

ORII.t.lA, ETr.

Medical I/>of//, (Jj/lr.r's /.'-porf.

I have pleasure in reporting an almoxi entire abHcnce of prevalent diseases in the

township, there being only a few isolated ett.seH of fever. I would call your att«'ntion to

the unsanitary condition of Washago village, there U*ing always more sickness in it than
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in any other part of the municipality. The drainage is bad, and there is a great want of

care and cleanliness on the part of the inhabitants so far as their surroundings are con-

cerned. This matter should be at once looked into, and a careful inspection, under the

direction of the Health Officer, made so that your Board may know exactly what is

wanted to be done. My opinion is, however, that there must be a material alteration

made between the relative position of the municipal council and the Board, before any

materia] progress in sanitary matters can be accomplished.

Org.

Secretary's Report,

The Board of Health is not very active here. There have been quite a number of

cases of diphtheria, caused it is supposed by drinking water polluted by underground

soakage from privies—twenty-four cases— and if proper precaution had been taken a large

percentage of them at least might have been prevented. The general health with this

exception has been good.

Oxford, North.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

We have suffered from a severe epidemic of diphtheria, which began early in the

spring and was very general, not only in this township, but throughout the entire county
;

seventy-six cases came under my notice. The disease again broke out in October, and is

still in existence ; twenty-six cases have come under my notice. All the cases were of a

mild type and very few deaths resulted. Whooping cough has been epidemic also, a large

number of children having been affected. A few cases of typhoid and scarlet fever,

mumps and measles have come under my care for the year, but not nearly so many as in

former years. Inspections have been made by the sanitary inspector, and where any

unsanitary condition was found to exist it was removed. [Nothing is here said as to the

causes of the existence of diphtheria and other diseases. We cannot help thinking that

if a thorough search had been made, some underlying causation would have been ascer-

tained. What about the water 1 Has there been a polution of it by the infiltration of

the contents of privy vaults from their dangerous proxomity to the wells? etc., etc. Ed.

Reports].

Pembroke.

Chairman's Report.

The only contagious or infectious disease amongst us this year was diphtheria, of

which we had two cases. The action taken by the Board to prevent it spreading was

highly successful. Any unsanitary conditions coming under the notice of the Board was

attended to.

Pittsburg.

Chairman's Report.

When nuisances were reported or known of they were attended to. Each member

of the Board took a district to himself and carefully inspected it, attending to anything

of an unsanitary nature. The township is in a very healthy condition.
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Plantagenet, North.

Cha irina u's Report.

We have a medical health officer and sanitary inspector who have recieved instruc-

tions to look after the sanitary requirements of the municipality, and it is hoped their

action will have the effect of considerably lessening the number of infectious diseases.

We had a large number of cases of diphtheria—fifty-two cases and eleven deaths—and
night castas of typhoid and two deaths, while measles was present to a considerable extent,

with a large number of itch ca-ses.

Plantagexet, South.

Secretarijs Report.

In March last a case ol smallpox occurreil, and the Board took immediate action to

contine the disease to the house in which it was, which was successful. There have been
cases of diphtheria throughout the town.ship, but as they were not reported by the

physicians in attendance the Board took no action I The .sanitary condition of the town-

ship is fair and the health of the people good. [.So that the Board was cognisant of the

presence of diphtheria or any othfr epidemic disease in its district, it was its bounden
fluty to investigate and take .steps for the destruction of the disease and the prevention

of its spread. Local Boards should do their duty without being solicited to do so, the

I'ublic Health Acts have already done the "soliciting " and they, and they only, should
be oljeyed. Ed. Reports.]

Plv.mpto.\.

Secretarijf, Report.

No epidemic of any kind uf disease. The township is in a very healthy condition.

Proton.

(Jhainnan^H Report.

A few cattes of scarlet fever broke out amongst the children in the village of |)un

dalk—three deaths. The schools w«'re closed for two weeks and the usual precautionary

remedies Uiken to keep the di.sease from spreading. The citizens generally were p«'rsonally

notilifd by membei.s of the Board on their rouixls of inspection to have their preniiscH

put and kept in a sariiUiry condition. This was attended to. I am happy to say that

the township it^ in a good healthy state.

PUHLINCIi.

I luipector'n Rt'jtort.

We hiivt- had six cas** of diphtheria and on»' or two ejich of Hcarli^i fever and typhoid
;

one died fioiii diphtheria, the other five Iw-ing n-ported by the pbysican out of danger.

Isolation, placardini; and disinfection conlined the disease to the one house. The school
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was also closed as a precautionary measure. All complaints, and they were many, real and
imaginary, of any unsanitary nature were promptly attended to and satisfactorilly dis-

posed of. Some of the slaughter-houses are in an unsanitary estate ; indeed some are
so old and saturated so badly with deleterious matter that it would be hard to keep them
oletm. There should be no such industries in villages, they should be removed to safe

distances, and piggeries also. I found the sanitary surroundings of schools in a very good
condition, all but one well which wanted cleaning badly, and this was attended to by the
trustees. 1 have pleasure in stating that at the present time the township is in a good
sanitary condition.

Rainham.

Secretary's Report.

Six cases of diphtheria occurred all in one family. Isolation, disinfection, etc., were
adopted and the disease did not spread. Sanitary condition excellent.

Raleigh.

Chairman's Report.

The Board has directed its attention principally to the removal of nuisances and the

enforcement of laws respecting vaccination. The stagnant water nuisance in the village

of Fletcher has been removed, and as a consequence there is a marked falling oflf in

malarial cases of disease. Active measures have been taken in the matter of vaccination,

500 vaccine points having been purchased from the Provincial Board, and all the school

children requiring to have the operation performed were vaccinated. As remarked in a

former report, our water supply is entirely surface water, and is liable to polution from

various causes The Medical Health Officer has had his attention drawn to this matter,

and the Board has no doubt but that a large proportion of the endemic disease of the

township is due to this cause. The secretary sent circulars to every medical practitioner

in the municipality, asking them to send their reports of infectious or contagious disease

to the Board, but with the exception of the Medical Health Officer not a single report has

been received. When gentlemen fully cognisant of the evil consequences of disobedience

to the law calling upon them to perform this duty in behalf of sanitation, how can they

or any one expect that pupils in sanitaiy science, represented by the majority of the people

of this township, will obey laws ignored by those who should be, but are not, their

teachers '' In consequence of the extensive drainage which has been in operation for

several years past, the township is now free from swamps or wet land.

Richmond.

Secretary's Report.

In Febi'uary last, the sanitary inspector was instructed to notify the owners of all

premises, to have them cleaned up and disinfected, which was duly observed. In Novem-
ber diphtheria broke out in a house and six of its members were stricken with the disease,

resulting in three deaths. The Board took active and successful measures to prevent the

disease spreading from the one house.
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Rochester.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

During the year we have had two slight outbreaks of diphtheria, producing a very

small mortality, there being forty-three cases and only four deaths. There is great room

fur improvement in our water supply. The wells should be carefully guarded against the

possibility of any sewage whatever entering them. The extensive drainage carried on

latterly has been of great benetit to the public health. The water of the public schools

wants looking after. On the whole people are healthy and the townshij) in a clean

condition.

Ross.

Secretary's Report.

The Board gave notice to the school trustees to have the children of the schools

regularly inspected, so that the first symptom of infectious disease could at once be

discovered and remedies adopted to prevent its spread. Several cases of diphtheria and
scarlet fever occurred and precautions taken regarding isolation, etc. Several complaints

re unsanitary conditions received the attention of the Board and were remedied. The
Medical Health Otlicer now reports the township in a good sanitary condition.

RVDK.

S^crettiri/'s Report.

Although the members of the Board have been constantly on the alert, they have not

found anything of an unsanitary character in the township calling for their interference.

Rykr.son.

Secretari/'s Rijiort.

Nothing uf importanci' to report. No disease whatever during th«' year. Tin; Board

i.s ready when occasion demands it to comply with the Public Ffnilth Act.

Sau.\w \K.

Cfiairman's Report.

The owner of a slaughtfr houH<> was convict«'d twice for keeping his prt-mLsos in an

unsanitary condilion. After the second conviction he thought it better to obey the law

and did so. The Hoard recoranund the geiu«rai vaccination oi the people requiring the

operation jx'rfcrmed next year. The truste.-.s will be re«|ueste<l to admit no child

recovering from an infectious rlisea.se without a metlical <ertiHcat«'. The schools have

been inspected and ar-- in a fairly goo<l sanitiry con<lition. The outbuildings might be

improved however. Instructions were given to this effect, ani'. it is expected the trustees

will have matters put right.

1 !».-.
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Saugeen'.

Medical I/palth Officer's Report.

There has not been any contagious or infectious disease in the township for the past

year, and a remarkable absence even of endemic disorders ; so much so that I am happy
in being able to pronounce the health of the township excellent. The people are to be
congratulated for the manner in which they have obeyed the sanitary regulations of the

Board in keeping their premises in a clean and healthy state.

Sault Ste. Marie.

Secretary's Report.

In the latter end of last year and the early months of this we had a severe epidemic of

diphtheria in the township convenient to the town, in which fortunately there was not a

single case. Two families living in separate townships lost four children respectively.

The remarkable freedom from disease of infectious or contagious nature which our town
has enjoyed, is in a great measure owing to the great vigilance of our sanitary inspector,

who insists that the law be obeyed in dealing with all matters requiring its enforcement.

SoOTT.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

It is a matter for congratulation that the sanitary condition of this township has been
during the year in such excellent shape as to render a lengthy report from me unnecessary.

In diseases of an infectious nature we have had only a few cases of whooping cough, no
diphtheria, scarlet fever or typhoid. It is known that children have attended school

before they were entirely free from whooping cough. This is a pernicious habit and one
that is fraught with much danger. A certificate of a medical man should be demanded
by the teacher from all children who have had any species of infectious ailment before

granting them re-admission, and children of the same family as those infected should not
be admitted to school unless they present a certificate showing that the incubatory stage

of the disease has been passed.

Seneca.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

In my various tours through the township I have found that the most of the instruc-

tions of the Local Board have been carried out, and the greater part of the township is

fairly healthy and in a clean condition. On the part of some, however, there is a want of

appreciation of the benefits to be derived from cleanliness, but each year's experience

shows a decided advancement in sanitary afi'airs, and the people are rapidly becoming in

accord with the law. The general health has been very good ; no epidemic has been
noticed, and there have only been a few cases of diphtheria.

Sherbrooke.

Secretary's Report.

The sanitary condition during the year has been good ; no contagious diseases
;
general

good health prevails.
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SOUTUWOLD.

Secretary's Report.

The cheese factories and dairies have been kept in a liist-class condition, and the

slaughter-houses.have been greatly improved and are now in good sanitary oidei-. No
contagious disease, showing conclusively that sanitary laws are receiving attention.

STAMFORD.

Secretary's Report.

There have been six cases of scarlet fever of a mild type—all recovered. Although
iai|jrovements in our sanitary condition can be made, and such will be made as the know-
ledge of sanitary matters advances, yet our township will compare very favourably with

any other in the county in that respect. Physicians have been notified that they must
report all disease of an infectious or contagions nature under their care to this Board.

The iJoard is doing its best to have the Health Act enforced.

Staxhoi'E, ktc.

Secretary's Report.

The IJoard ha.-, no report to make, as our division is very healthy. There were two
ca.ses of Diphtheria and every precaution taken, such as isolation, etc., to prevent its

spreailing. There were no deaths.

•Stisted.

S''cretary's Report.

Thr Hoard met and reported that the township is quite free from contagious or
inff'ctious disease and in a very good .sanitary condition.

Sydenham.

Afedicaf Health Oj/icer'.'' Report.

For any other part of the township only my own can I say anything relating to

inl'octious <>r contagious disoa.sc, as 1 had nono reported to mo by thf resident physicians.

There have l)een several cjusos of diphtheria in my di.strict, which can easily l)o traced to

iin epidemic of that di.seas*; in the .southern part of the township. Some of these cases
were very severe, but under proper treatment tliey all recovered. After this wo had a
caso of smallpox in the person of a young man wlio was on l)oard the S.S. Athahnsra and who
came to Leith. The house was isolated and all precautions taken against the tlisease

.spreading ; they were successful. .Vn hospital wa-s erected and in the event of the disease

coming back again wo will be in a better position for the isolation of it. Then scarlet

fever made its appearance six miles from Annan ; the house was immediat^'ly isolated,

but the child died
; another took it and rerr)vere<l, and the disciute spread no further. It

came from outside the township. MeahieH appeared in a family, l>ut did not spread
beyond it. At the pre.sent time I know of no infectious disease in the township. Vacci-
nation to a large extent has been carried on, especially among the school children, and on
the whole the township is in a good .sanitary condition,

l!t7
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St. Vincent.

Secretari/'s Report.

The only case to which the attention of the Board was called during the year was a
nuisance arising from the bad condition of the privies on the school graunds of S. S. 14.

The attention of the trustees was called to the matter and they had the nuisance removed.
The sanitary condition of the township and the health of the people is good.

Thorold.

Inspector's Report.

The four slaughter houses in the township are in a good sanitary condition. The
only nuisance complained of is a pool of stagnant water in the village of Allanburg,
belonging to James Upper. This pool is of considerable area and dries up in the summer,
but in the spring becomes again filled and stinking. The Board will have to take the

necessary steps to have this unsightly nuisance removed.

Thurlow.

Medical Health Officer''s Report.

A few cases of scarlet fever, diptheria and whooping cough occurred during the year

four deaths being reported. A cheese factory complained of was visited and found to be

in an unsanitary condition, and the owners riotitied to put matters right, which have been

done.

Tilbury, East.

Secretary s Report.

Owing to the fear of smallpox coming from Detroit, where it was early in the year,

our Board took advantage of the scare and had a large number of the inhabitants

vaccinated. Early in the summer an outbreak of diphtheria occurred and gradually

increased in virulence till November and then suddenly almost disappeared. Every
precaution was taken to arrest its spread, and to these precautions may be attributed its

sudden flight from our midst. The outbreak is alleged to have had its origin in the wells

becoming tainted, owing to the extreme dryness of the summer lowering the water in the

wells, in some cases almost to complete dryness. There were a few cases of typhoid and

scarlet fever, but they did not spread to any great extent. Otherwise the health of the

people has been good. Great improvement has been made in the sanitary condition

within the past few years.

Tilbury, West.

Secretary's Report.

Diptheria has been the most prevalent contagious disease we have had during the

year. There were also a few cases of typhoid. The cause of these diseases is attributed

to privies in many instances being too close to wells.
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Toronto.

Secretary's lieijorf.

We have had a few cases of diphtheria in families who were cognizant of the pre-

cautions necessary to be taken under sucli circumstances, and they adopted isolation and
the usual disinfectant and fumigation process. Fortunately they were able to defray

* all expenses themselves. This was all the kind of contagious disease we have had in our
midst this year. The Board caused the school trustees to change the site of the proposed
new school house, from a marsh to a more healthy locality.

TUCKERSMITU.

Secretary's Report.

No contagious diseases ha\ e made their appearance, and the municipalityjis in a good
sanitary condition.

TUKNBLRY.

t'/i airman a Report.

1 am happy in being able to report that our township is in a tii-st-rate sanitary
condition. The Board appointed l)r. Bethune Medical Health Officer, in August last,

and gave him instructions to have the laws relating to comjjulsory vaccination enforced,

lie promised to visit the schools and other places for that purpose, but up to the present
1 am sorry to say tliat he has not made these piomised visits ; and vaccination and the
laws in relation tliereto remain in statu (/uo.

UsBORNE.

Medical Health Officer's ]iej)ort.

l)iptlifna which has been no pre\<;lent in years past in our townshij), entered only
into two families—two cases— this year. First cu.se was in February, and recovered

; tlie

last case was in ()ctoU;r, and prov«'d fatal, the patient succumbing to paralysis of the
heart. In each ijuse isolation and thorough disinfection resulted in a complete mastery of
the (linease, destroying the ehance of its spread. We had only three cases of typhoid this

year, the first Vjeing imported from \icinity of Owen Sound, from where he removed to
UslHjrne, where he died. The phy.»i<ian attending informed me of the particulars. The
widow of the first patient was ill with the disease in a mild form, which she communieated
to the child of tlie people she wuH stopping with. The precautions taken were similar to
those adopted in the diphtheria cases and n'sulted in confining typhoid to the one house.
We had a few cases of dysentery, some being very severe. While I have great satisfaction
in calling attention to the comparatively small amount of disease of an infe«tious or
(ontagiouH nature with which we have been visited, and to the general excelh-nt health
of the community, I must tell you that a gi-e^t deal has yet to be done by the Board in

the direction of un.sanitary conditions throughout the township. The schools, for
instance, want looking after, tl»e j>rivie8 attncherl to them, the drainage of their grounds,
and the hygienic properties of their inU^rnal construction. The health of the children
depends on these matteni l>eing thoroughly attended to from year to year. The wells,

drainage and privie,s of many privat«' dwellings are not in a sanitary condition, and it is

a wonder the general health is so good. In onler to comply with the law the I'loanl

must act— its power is undoubted and have every unsanitnry condition in the townshiji
destroyed. Thorough, judiciouH inspection will show what is re«|uired, and that much
remains to 1h' done ere we approach a sUite of anything like sanitary perfection,

lf)0
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Vespra.

Secretary's Report.

No contagious or infectious disease of any kind in the township for the past year.

The sanitary inspector has had all unsanitary conditions remedied, so that the municipality

is in a good healthy state.

Wainfleet.

Medical Health Officer n Report.

The Board has had very little to do in remedying unsanitary conditions, for the reason

that our township during the year has been almost free from such I would advise, how-

ever, that a sanitary inspector be appointed and a special inspection made of the privies

in connection with schools and dwelling houses, and tlieii comparative distances from

drinking water. I think good would result from this course.

Waterloo.

Secretary's Report.

The Board had a large number of bills containing important provisions of The Health

Act distributed amongst the people, and the instructions were invariably carried out by

them ; they are becoming rapidly educated and interested in sanitary matters. No malig-

nant type of disease has visited us during the year, with the exception of two cases of

diphtheritic croup, one of which proved fatal. I am very happy in being able to state

that the general health and sanitary conditions are good, and this may, in a great measure,

be attributed to the people themselves, who, on all occasions, evince a desire to second the

Board in its duties to the public.

Watt.

Secretary's Report.

The sanitary condition of the township is in a very good condition, and the general

health of the people excellent. No contagious or infectious disease has occurred during

the year.

Wawanosh.

Medical Health Officer's Report.

We had a mild epidemic of diphtheria—twenty cases, two deaths. With the exception

of this and about twenty-seven cases of dysentery, the township has been in an

excellent healthy condition during the year. No nuisances have been seen or reported,

and there are no sources of malaria in our midst.

Wellesley.

Medical Health Officer'a Report.

With the exception of a few cases of typhoid fever, which terminated favorably,

there has been no disease present calling for any special action. The Board would recommend

that in view of the fact that so many villages exist in this township, a lax administration

of the Health Act and other unfavorable circumstances, said villages might become the

Vjreeding grounds for contagious and infections diseases. The law bearing on the disposal

of refuse, oflFal and excrementitious matter should be enforced in the villages of Hamburg,

Crossbill, Hawksville, Heidelberg, Linwood, St. Clements and Wellesley.
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Westminster.

Chaimum's Report.

Our township has been very healthy during the past year, there having been no
infectious or contagious disease present, except a few cases of typhoid fever, which were
isolated and prevented from spreading. Only a few complaints of nuisances of a mild
kind have been made, and these received proper attention from the Board.

WuiTBv East.

Secretary's Beport.

There have been a few cases of diphtheria and typhoid, but they did not spread to

any serious extent. Complaints have been made of the unsanitary condition of places
where pigs and cattle were kept as Vjeing nuisances. The board dealt with these ia a
satisfactory manner ; aad for the people it blast be said that they, in every case where
the Board is called upon to act, evince a thorough appreciation of its interference in the
prevention of unsanitary abuses. So far as is known, the township is free from coatagioua
or infectious diseases at the present time.

WUITECHUBCH.

Secreta/ys Beport.

There has not been a case of contagious disease reported during the year, although
I have reason to believe that there have bien i-solated cases of diphtheria and mdA.sles in
the township. One case was investigtted by the medical health officer and two other
doctors, and they arrived at the conclusion that the disea-se was caused by the general
unsanitary condition of the premises in which the disease was. The Board remadied this

at considerable expense.

"Williamsburg.

Secretary'8 Beport.

The Board investigated complaints against two slaughter-houses in different parts of
the township. Both were found to bo nui.sanci-.s under the law, and the proprietors were
ordered to put them in a sanitary condition; no complaints since. Cheese fai^tories are
in a fair sanitary condition ; no hog-pens are allowed to be in connectKm with them, the
whi;y being returned to the patrons. Diphtheria is said to prevail in one section of the
township, but the rumour has not btren authenticated by any report from a medical man.

I

WiLLOUGHHY.

Secretary H Beport.

The board exercises a general supervision over sanitary matters in the township, but
in the absence of any infectious disease the duties of its members have been very light

Woolwich,

Medical Health Ojju'^a Beport.

P'arly in the spring a general in8|i<!ction was ordered, and public notices posted in ail

public places. I personally made almost a house to house insptiction of seven villages.

Their .sanitary condition, although not p«Tfect, was found to l»o greatly improvi-.l since
last year, all the surroundings, piggeries, etc., i>tc., being in far l>ett<!r shape, the styes being
removed to the required distance from dwellings. The water is good, and although the
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wells are not often cleaned, still the absence of typhoid and diphtheria seems to prove the

good quality of the water. There have been a few cases of diphtheria, but none fatal

;

and the same way with typhoid and scarlet fever—all were mild. The township is in a
good sanitary condition.

YoNGE, Front of.

Secretary's Report.

There has not been any epidemic disease in the township during the past year. The
sanitary condition of the township is very good. The cheese factories have been inspected

and suggestions of improvement made to their owners. Owing to the smallness of the

township and its immunity from serious disease, there was not a medical health officer

appointed.

Zone.

Secretary's Report.

I have great pleasure in stating that, with the exception of three serious cases of

typhoid, we have been blessed with an entire freedom from infectious or contagious

disease. Owing to the prompt execution of precautionaiy measures for isolation, dis-

infection, etc., etc., in these typhoid cases, we had the satisfaction of soon stamping them
out. No deaths. The schools in the various sections were inspected, and where it was
found that unsanitary conditions existed, the trustees were notified to have them remedied

without delay. Sanitary matters are progressing satisfactorily in our township.
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